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PREFACE

This Catalogue, which consists of three volumes, describes thf

coinages of the Roman Republic and those of the Empire under

Augustus till nearly the close of the first century B.C. The subject

has been dealt with chronologically and geographically.

The work has been divided as follows :—Volume I. contains

descriptions of the coinage of the Roman mint from its institution

to the temporary disappearance of the moneyers' names after

B.C. 37. Volume II. comprises the coins of the same series down

to the limit of our date, B.C. 3. These are followed first by the

issues in Italy outside Rome, and secondly by those connected with

the Provinces. Volume III. consists of Tables of Finds, a Table of

the Cognomina of the various Gentes, Indexes, Plates, &c.

The classification instituted by Count de Salis necessitated

copious notes throughout in justification of the sequence of the

issues. It was also necessary to furnish separate introductory

chapters to the various sections of the coinages which were struck

outside the capital and in the Provinces. The Introduction proper

treats mainly of the coinage of the Roman mint. Descriptions

with illustrations of coins not in the National Collection have been

given, when considered necessary for the classification.

The size of the coins is given in inches and tenths, and the

weight in English Troy grains. Tables for converting grains into

grammes, and inches into millimetres, as well as into the measures

of Mionnet's scale, are placed at the end of the third volume,

after the Indexes.

H. A. GRUEBER.

British Museum,

Seplciabc)', 1910.
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INTRODUCTION

§ I.

—

Extent and arrangement of the Roman Eepublican Coinage.

The coinages described in these volumes include those of the Roman world

from their institution under the Republic till nearly the close of the first

century B.C. They are, however, limited to those which were based on the

Roman monetary system. It was necessary to extend the descriptions of the

coins to a date after the close of the Republic in order to include all those of

the Roman mint which bear upon them the names of the moneyers. This

practice of placing the moneyers' names on the money of the Roman mint

was in abeyance from circ. B.C. 36—17, but it was revived by Augustus

for a period of fourteen years {circ. B.C. 16—3). It was then again suspended,

and was not resumed under the Empire. This extension has rendered it

possible to include the various series of gold, silver and bronze coinages of

Roman types and patterns which were struck in the Provinces until that

date. After this time the monetary system of the Provinces appears to have

been considerably modified; but no other actual change took place at the

mint in the Capitol.

The general plan of the work and the various series of coinages which

are described are as follows :— (i.) The coinages of the Roman mint issued in

Rome itself. These date from the earliest issue of the aes rude down to

B.C. 3, and they form one long continuous and consecutive series, (ii.) The

coinages struck outside Rome but within the confines of Italy. These may

be subdivided into three separate and distinct groups

—

(a) the Romano-

Campanian coinage
;

(b) the coinages of Italy, viz. those of the local moneyers

and mints; these are chiefly of a military character; and (c) the coinage

of the Social war issued by the insurgent States ; this last was modelled

on the urban coinage, (iii.) The Provincial coinages struck outside Italy

proper ; these are subdivided under Spain, Gaul, the East (Greece and Asia

Minor), Sicily, Africa and Cyrenaica. This order of the Provincial money

has been adopted as it best illustrates the general development and the

extension of the Roman monetary system outside Italy. The issues given to

Spain, Gaul, and the East have their origin simultaneously circ. B.C. 82

;

but those of Sicily and Africa do not make their appearance until just on

the turn of the second half of the first century, i.e. circ. B.C. 49—47. The

coinage assigned to Cyrenaica is of a still later date {circ. B.C. 31—27).



xii INTEODUCTION

Before discussing the various points in connection with the chronology-

Count de of the coinage, and the system of classification as adopted in

Sails. this work, it may be well to give some particulars of its

originator, John Francis William, Count de Sails. From his earliest days

Count de Sails was an enthusiastic numismatist, and an unwearied student

of the Eoman branch of numismatics.^ He became a collector of coins in

his early youth, more especially of the Eoman and Byzantine series, so

that before he had attained the age of thirty he had amassed a very

extensive cabinet, ranging from the earliest specimens of the Eepublican

period down to the latest Byzantine, the latter including the Merovingian,

Ostrogothic, Vandalic and Visigothic imitations. His collection consisted

of many thousand specimens. His researches, however, soon convinced him

that the general classification till that time applied to the Eoman series

deprived it of nearly all its historical and numismatic importance, and

supplied but a meagre idea of its usefulness as illustrating the gradual rise

and extension of Eoman influence inside and ovitside Italy. UntU then the

Eepublican coins had been classified under the families to which the various

moneyers belonged ; the Imperial and Byzantine series were divided up under

the reign of each emperor, and the coins were arranged first under metals and

then in the alphabetical order of the legends on the reverses, without any

regard to their date or locality of issue ; whilst the Ostrogothic, Visigothic and

Vandalic coins were in a great measure not separated from the general series.

To classify all these very extensive series in their chronological and

geographical order was the task which Count de Sails set himself to accom-

plish. It was an undertaking so vast that few would have cared to face it.

In order to carry out such a classification Count de Sails soon realized that

it would be necessary to have at his disposal a collection far more extensive

than he could ever hope to bring together, the cost of which would be

almost beyond the means of the richest individual. The idea then struck

him that his object could only be attained by having free access to a large

public collection such as that in the British Museum. With this view, in

August, 1859, he addressed a communication to the Trustees stating his

object fully, and adding that it was his intention to present such coins in his

own collection as might be wanting in the l^ational Collection, on the

condition of his being afforded all proper facilities for examining the coins

in the Medal Eoom. He also generously promised to exchange duplicates

in his collection for the benefit of the Museum. By this last condition

Count de Sails meant that he would dispose of his duplicates for such pieces

as might be wanting in the Museum series. This permission was granted by

^ Num. Chron., 1872, Proceed., pp. 10 f.
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the Trustees, and Count de Salis at once set about the re-arrangement and

classification of the Roman collection in the British Museum. It is im-

portant to take special note of the date when the permission was given to

Count de Salis, viz., in October, 1859, as he must have made considerable

progress with or nearly completed the classification of the Republican series

before the appearance of Mommsen's Geschiclite des romiscJien Micnzwesens,

which was not published till the following year. From this circumstance it

is evident that Count de Salis did not adopt his chronological arrangement

from Mommsen and the Due de Blacas, but that he worked quite indepen-

dently of them.^ If further evidence be needed it will be found in the fact

that before March, 1860, Count de Salis had completed the selection of the

coins required up to that time from his collection.

Prom October, 1859, till June, 1869, Count de Salis worked almost

daily in the Medal Room. He allowed himself no rest and no relaxation, for

after Museum hours he was generally to be found in the establishments of

the dealers, to whom he gave special instructions to acquire all that was

possible of the series in which he was specially interested, and also to

secure hoards, as it was on their provenance that he was able to establish in

a great measure his geographical system. This was of particular importance

in connection with the coinages of the later Roman Empire, that is, of the

third century A.D., from Gallienus to Diocletian, when mints issuing coins

of Roman types and standard were established in all the more important

provinces in Europe, Asia and Africa. Unfortunately, just at the time when

the Trustees renewed their permission in 1869 to enable Count de Salis to

continue his studies in the Museum, he was seized with an attack of

paralysis, and though he survived till August, 1871, he does not appear

to have again visited the Department of Coins.

The classification originated by Count de Salis has been practically

maintained as he left it ; and it is not only a lasting monument of his ex-

tensive and intimate knowledge of history and numismatics, but also an

enduring witness of his surprising acumen in matters of style and fabric,

which, in classifying a series of coins like that of Rome, are of so great

importance when historical evidence fails.

During the ten years which Count de Salis spent in the Medal Room
he not only arranged and classified the Republican series chronologically

and geographically, but he carried out the same system in the Imperial and

Byzantine sections, separating the coins which were struck in Italy from

those which were issued in other parts of the Roman Empire, whether East

or West, arranging these also under mints when possible. The one section

' See Num. Chron., loc. cit.
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which he does not appear to have dealt with in a final form was that of the

imitations of the Byzantine coins, Ostrogothic, Visigothic, Lombardic, &c.,

but even of these the line of classification was clearly noted.

In regard to Count de Salis's classification, there is one circumstance

much to be regretted. It is that, with the exception of a few articles in the

Numismatic Chronicle and in the Hevtte Numismatique, he did not leave any

documentary evidence of the principles of his classification, nor any indications

of the lines of his study. After his death an opportunity was afforded by his

widow to the Keeper of Coins, Mr. Eeginald Stuart Poole, of examining his

papers, but, with the exception of a few notes, most of which are quoted in

the following pages, and the analyses of a few finds, there was nothing to

indicate how or on what principle he had arrived at his conclusions. From

this fragmentary evidence, however, it is apparent that, in the case of the

Eepublican series, he depended mainly on historical and numismatic proof,

and the conclusions to be drawn from finds. When these failed he then

brought to bear on the subject his keen insight, and we might add instinct, in

regard to fabric and style. A better illustration cannot be found in any

series than in that which comprises the Eepublican coinages struck in Italy

outside the capital, and bearing the names of the moneyers. These coinages

are precisely similar in their chief characteristics to those of the urban mint,

but in very many instances style and fabric are almost the only guides which

enable us to separate them from the main series.

As much information will be found in the body of this work respecting

the classification of each section and period, it is proposed in this Introduction

to deal only with a few of the main subjects, such as the origin and progress

of the bronze, silver and gold coins, the magistrates of the mint or moneyers,

to whom the issue of the coinages was entrusted, their names, the types of

the silver and gold pieces, and a few other points connected with art and

fabric, epigraphy and finds. At the end will be given a general summary,

which will supply a concise view of the various classes and sections enumer-

ated chronologically.

§ II.

—

The Beonze Coinage.

When the compilation of this work was begun the chronological

classification of the early aes grave of Eome and Central Italy, as proposed by
Mommsen, was generally admitted to be at that time the most scientific one.

This classification had already been adopted in the series of Catalogues of

Greek Coins in the British Museum,^ and failing a better one it was thought

See Cat. Ch: Coins, Brit. Mus., Italy.
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advisable to follow it in the present case. It was not until a considerable

portion of this work had been sent to press (about 100 pages), and many of the

plates worked off, that Dr. Haeberlin's Systematik dcs dltestcn romischen Miinz-

wescns, Berlin, 1905, was published. This brochure, however, is only a prelude

to a complete Corpus of the early Eoman coinage. It was then too late to

make any change, even if it had been desirable ; and, besides that, such a

complete revolution of the general classification of this series as proposed by

Dr. Haeberlin needs much consideration, discussion, and criticism before it can

be generally accepted.^ Though perhaps it may be considered a little out of

date, we shall, therefore, have to adhere generally to Mommsen's views, and

shall follow him in our notes, especially in the case of the aes grave. Count de

Salis had not paid any particular attention to this section of the Eepublican

series. He had in a general way accepted the theory of the semi-libral, quad-

rantal, and sextantal reductions, giving to them the dates B.C. 320—280, 279

—

270, and 269—217 respectively. The libral aes grave, as well as the aes

signatum, he considered to have had their origin circ. B.C. 451, thus making

their first issue correspond with the supposed date of the Twelve Tables.

The earliest measure of value in metal throughout Central Italy appears

to have consisted of lumps of bronze of no fixed weight and
Aes Eude. .

without any official stamp. These varied much in form. Some

are flat and oblong, others are square, whilst many are mere rough shapeless

pieces of metal. A number of specimens found at Cervetri, Ariccia,

Vicarello, Vulci, and other places, varied considerably in weight, some

exceeding twelve pounds, whilst others descended to under an ounce. Some

of the larger pieces had been broken up into smaller ones. Though

varying so much in form there is a certain uniformity traceable in their

weights, which nevertheless rendered the use of the balance necessary in

commercial transactions. These lumps of metal are not of pure copper,

but contain a small proportion of tin ; the proportion of the latter, how-

ever, is small, the analysis showing 93'70 of copper and 6'30 of tin. Others

contained even a less amount of tin.^

In Italy, as with other nations in their first stage of civilization, trade

was carried on by a system of barter, the basis of which was chiefly cattle.

Though the use of metal for the purpose of manufacturing implements and

weapons was known to the inhabitants of Central Italy at a very early date,

it had not been adopted as a gauge of value till long after it circulated freely

^ It is not possible to give here, even in a concise form, the classification and
theories propounded by Dr. Haeberlin. They have been condensed by Mr. G. F. Hill in

Num. Chron., 1907, pp. 107 f., and also in his Historical Boman Coins, pp. 5 f.

^ Mommsen, Hist. mon. row,., t. i., p. 175; Hultsch, Griech. u. rom. Metrologie,

2nd ed., p. 255.
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amon2 the neiiilibourmg peoples as a medium of exchange. Central Italy

was still ia a primitive state of civilization -vrhen the S^juthem districts had

passed into a far more advanced stage, and were perfectly cognisant of the

use of silver as a medium of exchange, and not unlikely also of gold and

electrum, though the latter may not have been actually in circulation so far

west. That cattle formed the basis of commercial transactions in Italy, and

also that fines were levied in the same manner, we have the evidence of

Festus, who states that one ox was equivalent to ten sheep,^ and that for

minor offences the delinquent paid two sheep, but for those of a grave nature

the line could be extended to thirty oxen."

TMs appears ro have been the custom to the middle of the fifth century B.C.,

when two laws, known as the lex Aternia Tarpda and the fee Jleneiiia Sistia,

which are given to a.u.c. 300 and 3ui' (B.C. 4-54, i-oi'i, whilst filing fines in

oxen and sheep, put at the same time their equivalents in money or metaL

As gold and silver were at this period extremely scarce in Central Italy, and

as copper was plentiful, and as the art of Tnaking a regular coin of a spe<:ific

•weight was then unlmown to the Eomans, they appear to have used in the

first instance lumps of bronze of no specific form, which passed by weight.

This is the money which is known as aes rude or a^ injcctum? These rudely

formed pieces have been found in considerable quantity in votive deposits to

the divinities of foujitains, notably at the source of the Amo, at the base

of Monte Falterona, and, as already mentioned, at Yicarello;* but the

most important of all was at Tulci, the contents of which consisted of

aes rude, rough brick-shaped pieces without any kind of imprint or

design, and quadrilateral pieces, some broken, stamped with the figure of

an ox and a tiident.* These last are known as aes signatum. The

difference between the YicareUo hoard and that of Yulci, is that whilst

in the former there was besides the aes m.dc, aes signatum and a.es grave, a

number of struck pieces of the Eomano-Campanian series, which are of quite

the last years of the fourth cent. B.C., the latter contained only aes rude and
aes signatum, but no aes grace. This would take back the burial of the Tulci

hoard to a date l«fore B.C. .338, to which is now generally assi^nied the first

issue of the aes grave. The rough brick-shaped pieces without anv imprint

* Festus, de Yirh. gig., s.v. Pectdatus.

" lb. s.v. Ocibus: Onbus duabus mulfahantur apud antiquos in minorihyii crim-
inibus. in maJorHvi outem xxx huhui, nee ultra hunc numer/rn excedrhai multitio.

" lb. s.T. Eodus : Btdug, rel raudus significat rem rudem et imptrnctam; Babelon,
MoriTi. d( la rep rom.. tjL L, Inirod.. p. iL

* P. Marehi. La 5*i>f tributata alle diviniia deOe Acgu-'. ApoUinari, p. 7 ; Henzen
Bhfinischei Museum fir PhUologie, l^-Sl. pp. 20

1

" Monjusen, HUL mon. rom., :. L, p. ITi; Ge::;:^^::: Zj Hon. pHm. deU' Hal
ant. p. 11.
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seem, therefore, to be the connecting link between the aes rude and the aes

siffnatum.

According to the popular tradition, it was Servius TuUius who iirst

Aes introduced at Eome, not only a system of weights and

Signatum. measures, but also the practice of stamping bronze for circula-

tion ;
^ but this tradition is without any authority, like all those which

mention the silver coinages of the time of the kings (see below, p. xxxvii).

It was the opinion of late Koman writers that the introduction of a coinage

at Eome did not take place till after the expulsion of the kings, and not

before the Eepublic had been for some time established. This view must,

however, be controlled by facts, which show that, in spite of the testimony

of some historians, the use of money or metal as a medium of exchange

cannot be put to a date earlier than the period of the Decemvirs.

The first attempts to legalise officially the substitution of metal for

cattle in the case of fines seem to have been made under the provisions of the

lex Aternia Tarpeia and the lex Menenia Sestia, already referred to. Two
years later, A.u.c. 304 (b.C. 450), is the date usually ascribed to the con-

stitution of the Twelve Tables, which ordered that certain penalties should

be paid in money, asses or sesterces, no mention being made of cattle. Thus

for a broken bone a fine of 300 asses was imposed ; for violation of liberty,

25 sesterces ; for illegally cutting trees, 25 sesterces for a single tree, &c.

The primitive custom of barter does not appear to have been quickly relin-

quished, and so further legislation was needed. This was supplied by the lex

Julia Papiria in B.C. 430, which definitely ordered that payments in bronze

should replace payments in cattle.^ As it was in B.C. 454 that three com-

missioners were sent to Greece to make themselves acquainted with Athenian

legislation, it is possible that the Decemvirs may have been chiefly responsible

for this revolutionary measure. The authors of the Twelve Tables imitated,

so far as possible, the example of Solon, who, at the time that he reformed the

coinage of Athens, tariffed at one and five drachms the fines which had been

previously fixed by the Draconian laws at a sheep or an ox.^

The aes signatum,^ which has been generally considered to be the earliest

form of Eoman money, consists of oblong, quadrilateral, or brick-shaped pieces

of bronze, with representations of animals—the bull, the pig, the sheep (which

remind us of the ancient custom of barter), the elephant, the Pegasus, &c.

' Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13 : Servius rex primus signavit aes. Antea rudi usos
Bomae Timaeus tradit. Signatum est nota pecudum, unde etpecunia appellata.

'' Cicero, de Bepub., ii. 35. ^ Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 181.

* This term is a misnomer, as it might be applied to any aes marked with a type.

Its restriction to this class of money is therefore scarcely justifiable, especially as it does
not all belong to the earliest period of the coinage.
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of biriis and also of various implements—the shield, the anchor, the trident,

&:c. Scime are of more primitive designs, and these are possibly of earlier

date. Thev are alwavs cast, and their usual weight being fix>m five zo four

pounds, thev have been desijxiated as luiruiusses and quadru-»:-s. Thev very

frequently ocour in fragTnents, having been deliberately broken. As they are

without any marks of value, it has been questioned whether these "bricks " were

ever intended for money, but were only i^s'ied as a species of raw material,

which could be used in large fragments.' M^s: of those pieces which have

representations of animals show that they could only have been executed at a

time of advanced art, and they therefore cannot tie a-ssigned to the period of

the Decemvirs. The theory, therefore, that the Eoman coinage had its origin

at so early a date meets with little favour amongst more recent numismatists.

Simwer and BahrieldS'' have suggested that the laention of money in the

Twelve Tables does nit relate lo actual coiuage in any form, and that it

must be taken as meaiiirLg bronze by weirhr, and Dr. Haeberlin" considers

that no i; man money can p: ssiblj be assigned to a date earlier than the

second half of the fciurth cent. B.C.

As the development from a primitive stare to one more civiiized may
have been veiy gradual in bhe case of the Bomans, it is quite possible that,

between the substitution of the aes signatum in its more advanced state of

design for the aa rude, there was a ccnsiderable interval when these blocks

of metal, without or with designs of a very crude form, were accepted ia

cuixeney by weight. In the same manner the aes dgnatum, with its more
artistic designs, must have l-een issued Ljng after the intrr«iuction of the true

brnze money, s^j that in each case the various series overlapped each other

for a considerable peric>i Though the desi^Tis on these bricks of metal are

often of crude form, there is stiQ an extensive series which shows rraoes

of a peric-i :f high art. iJn n'est pas seulement amene a cette conclusion

parcir que la forme et le mC'Uvement des animaux y sont accennies dins le

sentiment de la nature. Mais c'est la lib^rte de la niiin. le sentiment des

raccotLrcis, lintelligence du relief, qui exclnent ilans ces pieces enemies
lidee d'une maniere priniirlve." * ilor&rver sc.rie have tyres which can
only refer to events that occurred after the rnm .f the fourth centurv B.C.

;

such as the bull,* which has been connected with the cc'nquest of the
Sanmites. B.C. i ;o. and the elephant.* with the victories over Pvrrhus B c 2~'>

which was the tiist occasion that the Eomans had to face tliat aninral in
Ijartle. If these t renii=ses are admitted, there seems to remain ^.me foundation

• Eegling, Klio, vol. vL, p. 501.

Gesch. d€i ai:. rom. MZ -zitiiens, pp. 20

1

» .?!/*7fma:> : . pp. 16

1

Fr. L-n;n^i:i:. in Darei:.c^rg e: SagBo. !>:>:. ,f^ Ant. gree. cf rom.. =.v. Ag.
' i^ ral. i. p. d. pL L. ii « Garrucci. Mon. daV I.al. aiU., pL idi. la.
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for the tradition that a system of exchange by means of metal (we cannot

call it actual money) may be traced to the period of the Decemvirs.

Though a considerable number of these stamped bricks of metal have

survived to our day, there are but few, if any, which can be assigned to Eome

herself. It would, however, be a natural conclusion that, as the leading power

in Central Italy, she would be likely to put into practice generally a system

of coinage which she had herself originated. The two examples of the aes

signatum which are included in the descriptions (see below, p. 3) are of the

later period, and could not have been issued^ till quite the end of the fourth

century B.C. or early in the third. Their attribution to the Eoman mint must

also be considered uncertain, especially the second piece with the eagle and

Pegasus, as the legend ROMANOM seems to identify its issue with the

Eomano-Campanian coins having a similar legend (vol. ii., pp. 121 f.). Dr.

Haeberlin ' has assigned both pieces to Capua, that with the Pegasus to circ.

B.C. 312—286, and that with the bull to circ. B.C. 286— 268, connecting this

second type with the conquest of the Samnites in B.C. 290. It is with this

event that we have associated the libral as of Luceria, with the facing head

of Minerva or Bellona, and with the reverse type a bull (vol. ii., p. 145).

After the system of exchange by metal had been established in the

Eoman State there was apparently a very long interval before

it actually developed into the form of money such as we

conceive it at the present time. Mommsen ^ was of opinion that the

introduction of the early quadrilateral and round coinages, aes grave, was

simultaneous, and that both had their origin under the government of the

Decemvirs. For reasons given later, the first issue of the aes grave must be

assigned to a much later date.

This new bronze money, consisting of heavy pieces, circular in shape,

and lenticular in form, received the name of aes grave,^ in contradistinction

to the lighter bronze money, which was issued later. The largest denomina-

tion is the as, which originally weighed a Eoman pound of twelve ounces,

hence its name as libralis^ The word as was of ancient Italian origin,

and, as Volusius Maecianus ^ explained, signified solidum in the sense of

totality. The Sanskrit word ayas, analogous to the Latin aes, bears a like

construction.^ It thus designated a piece complete in itself, and hence

it became the unit of the Eoman monetary system. The as was divided

' Syatetnatik, p. 67. ^ Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 180; iii. 464.

' Festus, de Verb, sig., s.v. Qrave: Grave aes, dictum a pondere, quia deni asses,

singuU pondo libras, efficiehant denariuni, ah hoc ipso numero dictum.

* Varro, deLing. Lat., v. 169, 182 : As erat libra pondus : asses librales pondo erani.

" Distrihutio, § 1.

" Mommsen, Hist. mon. row.., t. i., p. 200, note 1.

d
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le._t.:. fractions of sk, ioui, three, two, and cne uncia (semis, trum, quadrans,

se.rtam and UTwia^). Each denomination has its separate ohverse type and

mark of value, hut a general tvpe of a prow of a sHp, for the reverse

(see helow, p. xxii). The coins are east and unin=;ribed. Tnis money was

certainly a ereat advance on the furmer sysrem of lumps and brick? of metal,

which tiU then had been the only medium of exchange: but it was a long

dL=tance off perfection on account of iis great weight in the case of large

payments. The use of this heavr bronze coinage was not confined to Eome,

but made its appearance over nearly the whole of Northern and Central

Italy, in Latium and Etruria. Each of these more important centres had

a coinage of its own, but, on account of the absence of legends in miny

cases, it is imp«:'Ssible to identify always the several series with the cities

from which they emanated. Seme of those without legends have feen

attributed with more or less certainty to Tibur, Praeneste, Ardea, Fomxiae,

Eundi, FregeUae, Alba Fucentis, kc} The only cities outside these districts

which adopted the a^ grace on the lihral system were Luceria and Yenusia

in Apulia. The coiaase of Luceria is unique in its character.' After the

capture of that city by Eome in B.C. 314, it issuei an autonomous coinage of

aes grave, and it continued to exercise the privilege, as there are later issues

of the triental and sestantal systems which take us down to about the

be<nnning of the second Punic war. These coins are of bronze only.

Concurrent with this coioage, there is another one of Luceria, also based on

the Eoman standard, having, with few exceptions, typtes similar to tr.ose of

the silver and bpjnze money is5ue<i at the Eoioan mint, but tiistinguished

throughout by the initial letter U (voh iL, pp. 1-45-14S. 179-187). This

coinase survived the autonomous money, and Luceria as a mint thus appears

to have remained in operarion till about the close of the second Punic war,

issuino' two series of coins—an autonomous one under the control of the

citv. and a military one under the direction of the Eoman generals, b<jth

adjusted t :i the standards in use at the Eoman mint.

All the ancient writers agree in fixing the Eoman pound of 12

Weight of ounces at 2SS scruples.* As the scruple weighed 17'o6 gTS.

the As. (1-137 gramm.), this wo old produce a pound of the Arric standard

of 5057 grs. Troy 1 327"4:5 CTanun.). This apj-ears to have been the original

weight of the as, since Yarro says, as erat libra pyv.dvs. As, however, with

^ In This sedes, and also in those of the red-ictions of the trortze, vre shill limit the
list of denominstioi:: to =t;ch a£ n'ere actually isstiti f ;r eirctiatijiL

' Head, W.it. Sum. 1^S7
, pp. 17, •21-i2.

* Grueber, in CorrAla yumismatua (1906), pp. Hot,
* Tarro. de Be natica, L 10: Scr:r-ula ctlxxxviU, quantum a» antiquog nogter

ante heUum Punieum j^r.iibai.
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one exception, none of the specimens which are now known come up to that

weight, the majority being under 10 ounces, Mommsen was of opinion that

the as was originally issued on a standard of 10 ounces to the pound.^ It

is in this pound of 10 ounces that Dr. Haeberlin has recognised the " Oscan"

pound of 4210 grs. (272-87 gramm.).^ From the data which we possess it

would seem tliat both Mommsen and Dr. Haeberlin have placed the original

standard too low; and that, at least at the point of departure, the as may

have been in reality one of 12 ounces. In a few years, however, it fell to

11 ounces, and thence gradually from 10 ounces at the beginning of the

third century B.C. to under 7 ounces. Tha.t this was the case seems to be

proved by finds. The as which exceeds the true weight is that in the

OUvieri collection at Pesaro. It weighs 6095 grs. (390'30 gramm.), about

14 ounces. The exceptional weight of this coin was probably due to a

blunder of the workman who cast it. The evidence of the Vicarello hoard

is not a sure criterion of weight, as it contained so many pieces of compara-

tively late date, i.e. struck coins, which must be put towards the end of the

fourth century B.C. That of Cervetri furnishes a much better example, as it

comprised only coins which were cast, and therefore of an earlier date.

Besides a certain number of bronze coins of Latium of the libral standard,

this hoard comprised no less than 1575 specimens of the libral as and 130

of the semis. Of these 1575 asses, D'Ailly weighed 591, selecting them at

hazard. The result showed that no less than 206 pieces weighed over 10

ounces, the heaviest being 11 J ounces.^ In the same hoard were others which

weighed as little as 5 ounces. What was the cause of this gradual decline ?

Was it intentional on the part of the Senate to secure a profit, or was it

merely accidental ? In the case of bronze money, more especially in that of

pieces of large diameter, which are cast, there is always a tendency to fall

in weight and size. So long as the coin bore the mark of its current

value it would be accepted at that valuation, and unless there were

reasons to bring into service the use of the balance, the intrinsic value

would not be taken into account. The Senate, therefore, though quite aware

of the diminishing weight of the coinage, may not have deemed it necessary

to intervene, and may have allowed matters to take their inevitable

course. On the other hand, this diminution in size and weight may
have been to some degree accidental, and due to the process used in

producing the coins. When the original moulds were made in which the

coins were to be cast, the first pieces produced may have been of the

full standard. When subsequent castings were made the new moulds

' Hist. mon. rom., t. i., pp. 206, 209. - Systemaiih, pp. 18 £.

' Mon. rom., vol. i., pp. 56 f.
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were probably made from existing coins. This is wbat is called a sur-

moxdage. In each instance that this process was repeated there would

be a gradual shrinkage in the meral, which at first would be imperceptible,

but which, if extended over a period of nearly half a centim-, would show a

great difference from the point of departure to that of its ultimate arrivaL

In considering the weight and stendaid of these bronze coins, it would

seem that we must, draw our conchisions more from the hea-vier sf^cimens

existing, and not, as Momnisen and Dr. Haeberlin have done, from the

average weight of a large number. It is therefore quite possiUe that at

the outset the as was of the full weight of the Eoman pound; and as ia

the Tables of the Decemviis the nummws sisftrtius and the as are equiva-

lent terms 01 value, the ratio of silver and bronze would be at 1 : 'JloO, which

was that existing at the time in Sicilv,^

The reverse tvpe of all the bronze coins is uniform throughout. It

m^^ . consists of the representation of a ship's prow; but the

the Aes obverse of each denomination varies, which enables us to

Grave.
identify it at sight. On the as h the head of Janus ; on the

semis that of Jupiter; on the ti-iens that of Minerva; on the quadrans that

of Hercules : on the sextans that of Mercury ; and on the unda that of

Eoma. On the three larger denominations we have representations of the

three principal divinities of the Eoman pantheon. Hercules is the personifica-

tion of physical force, and Mereuiy of commerce ; whilst the uncia supplies

the persi'jniiication of the city whence the coins were issued. The selection

of Janus and Jupiter for the two principal pieces was quite in accordance

with the positions which those divinities held in Eoman mythology". Janus

was the founder or tednner of all things, and so takes the first place on

the ctinase. It was after him that Xuma, in his regulation of the Eoman

year, called the first month Januarius. He protected the beginning of all

occupations and actions, whether public cr private. Hence, if a civil or

military undertaking did not succee<i, it was attributed to some fault in

the manner of beginning it, and not to the divinity. It was Jupiter who,

I'V augury, sanctioned every undertaking ; but its beginning depended on the

blessicu' of Janus. The type was^^herefore a fitticg one for the principal

coin of Eomes £rst money.

"What, however, was the precise signification of the reverse type of

the prow, ^hich pracrlcally remained unaltered throughout the Eepublic ?

Ancient writers saw in the tvpn? of the as the tradition of the arrival of Janus

in Eonie, where he was greeted by > icum, who had preceded him from Latium.'3

^ M;ini:i=i-
. HUt. mon. rom., t. L, p. 200.

Ecklel, L.c'., nu-in. ctf., t v., p. 1-1.
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This interpretation is too fanciful for modern critics, and Mommsen therefore

suggested that it was the symbol of the ancient naval power of the state

to which the Decemvirs sought to give an impetus.^ Lenormant and de

Witte,^ Samwer and Bahrfeldt,^ and later still Dr. Haeberlin,' have shown

very clearly that, from artistic grounds, this new money cannot be placed at

such an early date. The arrangement of the hair of Janus, the massive beard,

the form of the mouth and the chin ; the wreath of Jupiter ; the helmet of

Minerva; the lion's skin on the head of Hercules, and the winged petasus

of Mercury possess qualities of execution which connect these types with

Greek coins of the fine period. The type of the prow also is not archaic in

design, nor does it reveal any subsequent sign of advance in style from an

archaic to a mature art, such as would have been the case had the coinage been

produced before the art was fully developed.^ Samwer and Bahrfeldt ° have

further shown that the prow of the vessel of that particular form does not occur

on Greek coins—from whence the I,iomans may have derived their model

—

till the second half of the fourth century B.C. It is evident, however, that

this type had some historical reference, the memory of which Eome desired to

perpetuate. It was in B.C. 338 that two great events took place, which were

fraught with the utmost importance for the future of Eome, as they established

not only her power on land, but also extended her influence at sea. The first

was the termination of the Great Latin war, which brought about the dissolu-

tion of the Latin League, and which laid the foundation of the supremacy of

Eome in Central Italy. The second was the taking of Antium, the most

important and strongest city of the Volscians, and the capture or destruction

of her ships of war, the beaks of which were brought to Eome by Caius

Maenius, and set up in the Forum as a record of one of the greatest achieve-

ments of Eoman arms at that time.' Owing to constant struggles on land her

fleet had fallen into neglect, and Eome had been compelled to submit to

harsh treaties imposed by Carthage and Tarentum. The victory over Antium

brought with it fresh naval energy, and the ships captured served as a nucleus

for re-establishing the naval power of Eome. To the Latin war we would

therefore trace the origin of the head of Janus on the as, and to the capture

of Antium, the prow for the general reverse of all the coins.^ It is therefore

' It is to the time of the Decemvirs that Mommsen attributed this coinage, see

above, p. xix. ^ Elite des monuments ceramographiqwes, t. i., Introd., p. xxx.

' Oesch. des tilt. rom. Miinzwesens, pp. 33 f. * Systematik, p. 19.

" See Hill, Historical Bom,an Coins, pp. 3 f. ^ Op. cit., pp. 36 f.

' Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiv. 5, 11 : Ire suggestu rostra devictis Antiatibus fixerat

(C. Maenius) anno urhis ccccxvi.

' Babelon {Monn. de la rep. rom., vol. i., Introd., p. vii.) has confused the capture

of Antium in B.C. 468 by T. Quinotius Capitolinus with that in b.o. 388 by Caius Maenius.

It was on the later occasion that the beaks of the vessels were brought to Rome.
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to B.C. 338, or shortly after, tliat we have attributed tlie first issue oi the

libral coinage of Eome. This is about the date assigned to it by Dr. Haeberlin.'

One of the most difficult problems ia connection with the Eomaa

Triental monetary system is the reduction in weight of the early bronze

Series. monev. There was. as already remarked, a perceptible diminu-

tion in the weight of the as and its divisions from its institution. The

diminution was at first verj- gradual, and it probably had no ill effect on the

cunent value of the coins, which would pass at their face value. This

prc>ces3 of reduction wa? not alj;olutely continuous, and there are epochs

in the coinage when radical changes appear to have been effected, both in

the standard of the money and in the increase or lessening of the denomi-

nations. Sucli changes could only have been effected under special laws and

decrees of the Senate. On account of the silence of ancient ^viiters these

changes have given rise to the most varied theories. D'Ailly,^ who had

procured a large number of weights of ccins from every available source, held

that there were marked diminutions in the weights of the coitLS at certain

intervals, and that the Kbral as descended at frst to one of sLx ounces (semi-

lihral), and after a long interval to one of three ounces {quadrardal), and

finally, in B.C. 2d>^, when a silver coinage was fr-t struck at Eome, to one of

two o\race% {sextantal). Sarnwer and Bahrfeldt^ have net accepted either a

semi-libral or a quadrantal reduction, but hold that bv a natural process the

decline of tl;e as was perfectly gradual from its institution to the time of the

war of Pvrrhus, when it reached the low level of three ounces. The wav was
thus prepared for a legal reduction of the a-s to two ounces isada.rdal) in B.C.

'2<l^. It is at this point that .Samwer and Bahrfeldt and D'Ailly meet. Opposed
to bcth these theories is that j^rcposed by ilommsen,* which was based on a

critical examination, not only of the Eoman coinage projier, but also of those

of the sr.rrounding disuicrs, which were subject to Eome, and which had
adopted the Einian bronze system. :Mommsen held that Eome preserved

for a long time the as of the nominal weight of a pound, but weighing
eflectively fi::in nine to ten ounces, and that after an interval it suddenly
fell to less than a half, to one of four ounces ; i.e. t^ a triental standard,

the reduced a-i being equal in weight to the old trims. He notes that a
similar reducri ..n occurred in the bronze money of vorioiLs cities of Umbria
and Apulia (Xuceria and Yenusia), but that tho^e of Latium, Cisalpine Gaul
and Picenum apparently adhered for a time to the old system of the
Ebral as. After discus-i-g at considerable length the variou= opinions of

• ^ JUon. rom., toI. u, p. 6.
G-icJi. d~.s 7/:. rom. M'inzuesens. ft. 4? f.

* Hist. man. rom., t. ii., pp. 1 £.
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Varro, Verrius Flaccus and Pliny, who all agree that the libral as was

abolished during the Punic war, by which must be understood the first

Punic war, Mnmmsen concludes with the remark, "Nous pouvons done

considerer comme un fait acquis a I'histoire que la fabrication de I'as libral

dura jusque vers 490 A.U.c." (B.C. 264).^ Subsequently Mommsen some-

what modified his view and assigned the introduction of the triental series

to B.C. 268.^ This seems a much more probable date, as the disappearance

of the libral as, and its substitution by one of four ounces, would then

coincide with the establishment of the first silver coinage in b.c. 268, and

we may safely conclude that the act of the Senate which decreed this great

innovation effected also a reform in the bronze money by reducing its

weight. This chauge did not cause any variation in the ratio of silver and

bronze, for the scruple of silver, which was the weight of the sestertius, was

now valued at 2 J asses, and not as before at one as.^

When the Eomans reduced the standard of the bronze coinage, several new

denominations of higher value than the as were introduced in order to replace

the heavier pieces of the aes grave which had been demonetised. These were

the decussis of 10 asses, the tripondius or tressis of 3 asses, and the dupondius of

2 asses. In the libral series the uncia was the lowest denomination, but two of

less degree were now introduced, the semuneia and the quarter-uncia. This

reduction in the sizes of the coins rendered possible another important innova-

tion. Hitherto all the denominations of the aes grave from the as to the uncia

had been cast and bore no legends. Por the lesser denominations dies could now

be used for their production, so that the sextans, uncia, semuneia, and quarter-

uncia are thenceforward always struck. The earlier triens and quadrans were

cast, but as they fell in weight and size dies were also used for their manufacture.

The pieces of higher value, from the decussis to the semis, were still too large

to be produced by means of dies, and so continued to be cast. No change

was made in the type of the reverse of the new denominations, it being

always the prow of a ship ; but on the obverses of the decussis and the

tripondius the head of Eoma was depicted, and on the dupondius that of

' Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 14. ' Op. cit., t. iii., p. 468.

' The most recent view on this intricate subject is that advanced by Dr. Haeberlin

(Systematik, pp. 39 f.). It has already been mentioned that Dr. Haeberlin considers

that, for the libral series, the Romans adopted the Oscan pound of 4210 grs. (272-87

gramm.), and not the Attic pound of 5057 grs. (327'45 gramm.) ; but in B.C. 286, in

order to facilitate the exchange of the urban aes grave with the Eomano-Campanian
silver at 120 : 1, the as was reduced by one-half. This semi-libral as was thus made the

equivalent of one silver scruple ; and as, little by little, the silver scruple displaced the

bronze as, that coin and its divisions began to sink in weight, and finally gave way, in

B.C. 268, to one of two ounces (sextantaT). In order to preserve the ratio between bronze
and silver, the Attic pound was then adopted instead of the Oscan pound.
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Minerva ; whilst the semuncia supplied the head of Mercury, and the obverse

type of the quarter-uncia was the same as that of the uncia. In order that

there should be no confusion between these new coins and the sextans and

uncia, the marks of ralue were omitted. StiU another innovation was the

inscribiag of the name of RoMA on the reverses of all the struck pieces, but

those which were cast were still without any legend. The weights of the

coins in the Xational Collection quite c<jnfirm the classification initiated by

Mommsen. The heaWest as of the triental series is just one third that of

the heaviest hbral as (1645'0 and -iibryl-^) grs.), and the highest and lowest

denominations aU show the same proportionate weights.

In deaUng with the aes grave we had occasion to mention the artistic

merit of the desisns on most of the denominations. It was one of the chief

reasons for assigning their iirst issue to the middle of the fourth century B.C.

When the reduction to the triental standard took place, every trace of artistic

merit disappeared on the cast pieces. They seem to have been made in the

most careless manner.^ The head of Eoma on the decussis and the tripondius

is crude in form, and the face is executed without any attempt at expression.

The head of ilinerva on the dupondius is far inferior in style to that on the

triens of the aes grave series. In the case of the as, semis and triens, the

heads on the obverses are so raiserably executed that on some sj.ecimens they

are scarcely recognisable. This crudeness in execution and design shows that

very little care was exercised in the jroiucrion of these cast pieces, and their

rarity also proves that their issue was of very short d'oration as compared with

that of the aes grai>:. These remarks do not apply to the struck pieces, the

dies for which were engraved ^^ith consiierable sldU and artistic feeling.

The large numbers of these struck piece; which have come down to us clearly

iudicare that in currency they were more popular than the heavier cast ones.

We have now to consider what was the next stage in the reduction in

Sextantal weight of the bronze money. Did it fall gradually from four
Senea. ounces to one ounce as ordered by the Ux Fl.aminia minus sohendi

in B.C. 217,* or was there an intermediate stage? Testus {de Verh. sig., s.v.

Grace) says
: Gran aes, dictum, a pondirf^ qtiia deal asses, singuli pondo libras,

(f.cid)ant denanum, ah hoc ipso nurruro didum. Sed leUo Funico papultis
Bomjxnus press>M acre '.'[crw « i-ingvll% assibvs librariis sows fecit, qui
tantumdem valerent ;—ajid again (s.v. Sextantarii): S.xtantaHi ojsses in um
esse eoepervMi ex. co Umpore, quod propter heUum Punieum secundum, quod
cum Rannibale gesfum est, decrecyrunt patres, ut ex assibus, qui turn erant
lihrarii, fierenf sextantarii. Pliny ^ endorsed this view when he wrote:
Libraleer,,UmipondusaerisimminvJ.um est Mlo Punico primo. cuvi imperuns

' See PL TTiL-x. '- See below, v. xxviiL » HUt. Xat., xsxiU. .3, 13.
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respiMica non sufficcrd, constitutumque ut asses sextaniario pondere ferirentur.

Both these authors state that the libral as was reduced to a sixth ; but

this discrepancy may have been due to the fact that the reduced triental as

represented in style, form and fabrication the heavier one. They, however,

differ on one important point, which is, that whilst Pliny assigns the

sextantal reduction to the first Punic war, Festus gives it to the second

war. There are other discrepancies, which have been pointed out by

Mommsen, who doubted the testimony of these ancient writers, and asserted

that between B.C. 264 and 217 there was no reduction which fixed legally

the as at two ounces, but that it fell gradually from four ounces to the

weight of one ounce, which it attained on the passing of the lex Flaminia

(or Fdbia). He concludes with the words : Rien ne nous indique Vepoque

a laquelle a pu avoir lieu cette pretendue reduction intermidiaire, at nous

la rejetons ; nous aimons mleux nous en tenir a la premiere hypothese et

admetire que les annalistes, et les compilateurs qui sont venus apres eux, se

sent trompes}

This somewhat sweeping statement of Mommsen is, however, not con-

firmed by the evidence of the coins themselves, which seem to lend at least

some corroboration to the statements of Pliny and Festus. It is very certain

that at some time between B.C. 268 and 217 a radical change occurred in

connection with the mint at Eome, which put an end to the casting of the

bronze money, and which led to the establishing of an as which was struck,

and weighed two ounces, sextantal. After this happened all the coins

were struck. This necessitated the putting out of circulation the higher

denominations, the decussis, the tripondius (or tressis) and the dupondius,

as at that time no dies could stand the striking of such large pieces. The

reduction in the weight of the coinage had a similar effect on the smallest

denomination, the quarter-uncia, which also disappeared. This was for an

opposite reason, viz. that its reduced size would have made the coin too

small for public convenience.

As it seems scarcely conceivable that such important changes were only

fortuitous, and a consequence of the coinage falling in weight, we are disposed

to attribute them to some special order of the Senate, when the nation, drained

by the demands of the Punic war, sought to recoup itself by lessening the weight

of the bronze money, as Pliny puts it, cum impensis respuUica non sujjiceret.

It was a species of state-bankruptcy, and its effect was to destroy the old

relative value between silver and bronze, and to reduce the latter to the condi-

tion of a token-money. In the first instance the libral as was equivalent to a

silver scruple. This relation was preserved when the triental standard was

' Hist, mon. rom., t. ii., p. 14.
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introduced, because tlie sestertius, which weicrhed a scri^ple. was equivalent

to 2^ a-isi-i. When the bronze a-s vi^ reduced to two ounces the ratic' -w^a.s

diniinished by one half, so thai silver and bp^nze stood at 1 : ll'o instead of

1 : 250. The date of this reduction, accjrding to Plinv, vras during the first

Ptinic war. In the follo-wiug pages we have assigned it t : circ. B.C. 24'J, just

after the war, but it is q nit« j^ ssible that it mar Lave occurred at some time

earlier, not, however, before B.C. 24-k as it was in that year that the Latin

colony was founded at Brundusium, and money of the triental standard was

issued there (v.:l. L, p. 16, note 2). Tliis reduction of the bronze money was

accompanied liy a marked variation in ta- fabric and twpe of the denarius,

which now fell several iTaJi^ in wei2L: (see ^elow^ p. xl, and vjL L, pp. 14,

28). It was also in this series of coins, silver and bronze, that the earliest

O'l-cuirence of moneyers' symbols an^i names is met with, the latter usually in

monograui.

Other events connected with the introduction of this sextantal monev

were the insri'.uiion of a gold coinage (see belo'.r, p. Iv, and voL L, pp. 12, 27),

the establishment of Lxal mints ia Italy, and also of a ^-nerai local coinai'e

throughout Italy, which was liased on the same denominations. n.etals. types

and standards of weight as tLose in use at Eome (vcl. iL, pp. 141 i). In con-

i.eciijnwith the coinage of the local mints, it may be mentione^i that Luceria

s:r -.ck tlie qvinminx of the sextantal standard (voL ii, p. 182), a iencmina-

ti'jn which is met with in the autonomc.i; money cif tiiat citv. but which does

not occur at the Eiman mint, .^everal exceptional pieces of this nature are

to be foini later in the local issues.

Considerable uncertainty prevails, as we have seen, resx-ectine the

Uncial p^encds and standards of the bronze ccinaire in the re<iuctions
Series. of the Ubral as to one of two ounces. This uncertaiutr

disappears in the case of its two next reducrloiLS. that is, to the one ounce
and the half-ounce sran'iaris. uneixd and sanrnidal. In l-oth cases we
have n:t only legislative and numismatic evidence, but als;. that of ancient
writers.

r::e as and its :i:^-i;i.?T;s of the sextantal standard preserved their weight
with but slight diminution during t'neir somewhat short issue, and, from the
quanrlty which exists at the pn;sent time, this coinage must have been a verv
extensive one. It was, however, ..le^tin-d to share a fate similar to that of
the triental money, as it did not survive the second Punic war. It was in
B.C. 217, in the same year as the tattle of Tra=iniene. and during the con-
sulate of Cn. Ser.-2ius and C. Flaminius, when <;i. Fabiu= Maximus was
dictator, that the Senate, wing unable to meet the heavy expenses of the war
with Hannibal decided to reiuce the =tandard of its bronze monev to one
half. The law which ordered this re^luction is known as the ':. kjininia
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or Fahla minus sohendi} Not only did this law substitute an uncial as for a

sextantal one, but it also raised the current value of the denarius from ten to

sixteen asses. An exception was, however, made in the case of the soldiers,

whose pay was stUl computed at ten asses to the denarius. At this period

the yearly stipendium of the soldier was 1200 asses. For this he continued

to receive 120 denarii, and not 75 only, as he would have done if he had

been placed under the new regime. Later his pay was raised by Julius

Caesar to 3000 asses, but it was then reckoned at the current rate of sixteen

asses to the denarius, so that he received 225 denarii in the year.^ The

denarius was at the same time reduced from ^^ ^o 'ii
of the pound, but no

change was made in its mark of value (see below, p. xli). The financial

result of this operation was to give to the bronze money in its exchange with

silver double its previous value. With this reduction of the denarius the

ratio of silver and bronze now stood at about 1 : 112, so that the latter became

still more a token-money.

No change occurred in the types ; but as, in introducing the sextantal

standard, the issue of the smallest denomination, the quarter-uncia, was

suspended, so now the semuncia ceased to be struck, but it is still met with

occasionally at some of the local mints, amongst which are those with the

initials P, CA and K»—Palio, Canusium and Capua (vol. ii., pp. 205, 207, 209).

At the same time at the Eoman mint an attempt was made to revive the

dupondius, but as only three specimens of this coin are at present known,

it does not appear to have been a success.'' A still further attempt was made

at the Eoman mint at a later date to introduce two fresh denominations, the

dodrans and the bes, but their issue was confined to the coinages of two

moneyers. C. Cassius struck both the dodrans and the bes circ. B.C. 124

—

103, but M. Caecilius Metellus the dodrans only, circ. B.C. 94 (vol. i., pp. 153,

154, 177). Exceptional denominations struck at the local mints are the

dextans and quincunx ; the former is met with at Luceria (vol. ii., p. 184),

and both at Palio (vol. ii., pp. 203, 204). These new denominations have

each their special mark of value, and, in the case of the Eoman mint, special

obverse types; but in the local issues special reverse types were also

supplied.

Throughout its issue, that is until B.C. 88, when a still further reduction

' Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13) says

—

Postea Hannibale urgente Q. Fahio Maximo
dictatore asses unciales facti, placuitque denarium sedecim assibus permutari . . . in

militari tamen stipendio semper denarius pro decern assibus datus est.

^ Tacitus, Annal., i. 17.

' The specimen recently acquired by the British Museum (vol. ii., p. 591) was

formerly in the Bignami collection. A second example is in the D'Ailly collection in

the Paris Cabinet (vol. i., p. 47), and another was recently found at Ostia [Miv. Ital.,

1909, p. 11).
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occurred, the bronze money preservetl with but slight variation its fixity of

t>-pe. In this respex:t it was the antithesis of the silver coiuage. The

ftret occurrence of a change at the Eoman mint was about B.C. 124, when

P. Calpumius placed on the reverse of his semis and quadrans the representa-

tion of a ship surmounted by a Yictoiy (vol. i., p. 141). Only three other

instances ocoun-ed at Eome between that date and B.C. 89, viz., in the case of

L. Opeimius, who adopted for the reverse tA-pe of his quadraus a club (vol. i.,

p. 173), and of L. Appuleius Satuminus and L. Hostihus Tubulus who iigure

on their unciae a wreath (vol. i., p. 220 ; voL ii., p. 588, App.). In the local

money the variations occurred more frequently, and they make their appear-

ance at a somewhat earher date, the first mstance noticed being that of Furius

Purpureo, drc. B.C. 196—173, who substituted a female bust (Tenus?) for

that of Eoma for the obverse type of his uncia (vol. ii., p. 231). After

B.C. 100 these changes were more frequent. The local mints also occasionally

adopted types some of which are found on their autonomous pieces. These,

however, date back to before the close of the third century B.C.

The output of bronze money from B.C. 217—150 seems to have been

carried out with considerable regularity and in much profusion. The number

of moneyers during that period who struck bronze only exceeds those who

issued silver and bronze, and these last are more numerous than those of

whom we have only silver. There was in consequence an excess of bronze

over silver. About B.C. 150, or shortly after, the issue of the uncial as was

suddenly suspended, and it was not revived tiU B.C. 91, when it had then

but a limited existence. With the absence of the as, the bronze money feU

into a very disorganized condition. The issues are much less frequent, the

smaller denominations, the sextans and uncia, are rarely met with, and the

other denominations scarcely ever attain their legal weight. It was then

more than ever a mere token-money. Mommsen ^ has suggested that it is

very possible that to the middle of the sixth century A.U.C. the chief currency

over a great part of Italy consisted of bronze money, but that when it had

lost so much of its intrinsic value it ceased to be received in payment of

large transactions, and in consequence it was put out of circulation by an

increased supply of silver. Since the revival of the as in B.C. 91 coincided

with the outbreak of the Social war, it would appear that the Senate made

one more attempt to re-establish its currency both inside and outside Eome.

The disasters which befell the armies of Eome during the first year's

Semuncial campaign of the Social war resulted in the passing of two
Series. important laws. The firet was the Ico:. Julia de civitate, pro-

posed tiy the consul L. Julius Caesar, B.C. 90, which granted the right of

' Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 72.
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citizenship to those States which had remained faithful to Eome. It was

followed in the next year by the lex Plautia Papiria dc civitatc sociis danda,

promoted by the tribunes M. Plautius Silvanus and C. Papirius Carbo, which

extended, under conditions, the franchise to all Italy. One of the effects of

this centralization of Eoman rule appears to have been the suppression of all

the local mints and all the Eoman issues outside Eome. In the same year,

B.C. 89, a third law was promulgated, which was connected with the regulation

of the coinage, and which was also proposed by the tribune Carbo. It is known

as the lex Papiria semunciaria. It had for its object the modification of tiie

standard of the bronze coinage, and the inauguration of the as of the half-ounce

weight, i.e. semuiicial} This is the monetary regulation of the law which ancient

texts have noted, but it embraced further provisions as it re-instituted the issue

of the sestertius, which had been in abeyance since the introduction of the

victoriatus in B.C. 229, if not even before that date. This is proved by the

coins themselves, for those struck by the moneyers D. Junius Silanus and

L. Calpurnius Piso Prugi, who iirst issued the as of the reduced standard,

stamped their sestertii with the letters E • L • P (ex lege Papiria), showing

their authority for putting this piece again into currency. For the same

reason some of the bronze coins issued at the same time are inscribed

L • P • D • A • P {lege Papiria de acre puhlico). These last are without

moneyers' names. It is interesting to notice that this new money was

adopted under precisely the same circumstances as the reduction of the as

to the sextantal and uncial standards, that is, at a time of a great crisis,

which compelled the Senate to lower the intrinsic but not the current value

of its money.^

The introduction of this new standard brought with it no modification in

the denominations, which still consisted of the as and its divisions to the uncia,

and only an occasional modification in the types. C. Vibius Pansa on his as

gives a triple prow instead of a single one (vol. i., p. 295). On the obverse

of the as of C. Maroius Censorinus are the heads of the moneyer's reputed

ancestors, Numa Pompilius and Ancus Marcius, and on the reverse, a prow

and a galley or a building of two arches with the figure of Victory and a prow

(vol. i., pp. 305, 306). L. Eubrius Dossenus placed an altar between the

' Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13 : Mox lege Papiria semunciarii asses facti.

' Head {Hist. Num. (1887), p. 17) remarks that " this was merely a legal authoriza-

tion of a custom which de facto had prevailed for some years before that date, if not in

Eome itself, at any rate in some of the Confederate towns." Amongst these were
Brvmdusium and Uxentum in Calabria, Copia in Lucania, and Vibo Valentia and Petelia

in Bruttium. It would appear, however, that, in lowering the standard of their bronze
coins, these cities were only keeping apace with what was happening at Rome. The
re-introduction of the uncial as at its full weight in B.C. 91 shows that Eome had not
actually abandoned that standard.
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hea^ls of .ranu^. or =ul..5titured for that of Janus the conjoined heads of

Hercules and Mercury, with the reverse type, a temple and a ship's prow,

&c. (voL L, pp. 312, 313). As in the case of previous reductions, some of the

coins are without moneyers' names, whilst others bear only a s}TnboL

This change in the bronze standard was accompanied by great actiWty

at the mint, and the coinage in silver of L. Calpumius Piso Frugi, which is

attributed to B.C. 88, was the largest and most varied that had hitherto been

issued. The variety of mint-marks consisting of symbols, numbers, letters

and fractional signs shows that in the course of his year's office several

hundreds of separate dies must have been made. This large supply was

required not only to meet the requirements of Italy in general, but also the

demands of the war which was about to be carried on in the East against

Mithradates of Pontus. This activity- at the mint, however, only extended

over a few years so far as the bronze money was concerned, as its issue came

to an abrupt termination circ. B.C. 82 (vol. i., p. 359).

It is difficult to assign a reason for this sudden collapse, but it is possible

that it may have been caused originally by the lex Valeria dc arre alieno

which was proposed by the consul L. Talerius Flaccus in B.C. 86, and which

authorized the reduction of debts to one quarter of their original amount.

This happened in the following manner. Besides the as struck at this time,

which in currency was of the value of one-sixteenth of the denarius, there were

two other aAses of account. In wholesale commerce the reckoning was still

made on the basis of the libral as, or its equivalent the sestertius of silver, whilst

in retail transactions, and for the payment of the soldiery, the a^s was of the

value of one-tenth of the denarius. Tlie lex Valeria supj.ressed the libral o-s

and substituted for it the as of the value of one-sixteenth of the denarius. By
this action the Government and also private indi^-iduals obtained a rebate of

seventy-five per cent, on all their debts. ^ It was the first time since the

establishment of the Eepublic that any attempt had been made to change

the unit of value of the coinage.^ It threatened absolute bankruptcy; and

when Sulla returned to Eome in B.C. 82 one of his first acts was to repeal

the lex Valeria. As the cessation of the issue of the bronze money is

to be assigned to this date, it would appear that the sudden return to the

old system of computation brought with it a good deal of disorganization,

which resulted in the suspension of the bronze coinage. This at first may
have been intended to be only temporary, but it proved more lasting, and
practically extended over half a century. In B.C. 4.5—ii an effort was made

' Tell. Paterc., ii. 23 : in hujus iilarii cos. rsi) locum guffectus Valerius Flaccus.
turpisgima-; legig aucior, qua creditorihus quadrantem sohijuiserat.

iloimnsen, Hist. mon. rom.. t. iL, p. 75.
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at Eome by the praefeots L. Munatius Plancus, C. Clovius and Q. Oppius to

resuscitate the as (^ol. i., pp. 5H8, 539, 541), but it was evidently a failure,

and it was not until B.C. 15, by which time Augustus had been for some years

at the head of affairs, that another venture was attempted whicli was to

prove more effective and lasting.

Though there was an almost complete absence of the production of

bronze money at the Eoman mint during this long period, several attempts

were made to inaugurate it in the Provinces west and east on the Eoman

standard.-' In Spain, Cnaeus and Sextus Pompey struck the as of the uncial

standard of the former types, head of Janus and prow of vessel, a curious

return to a standard which had long been abandoned at Piome (vol. ii., pp.

367, 371-373). Some years later, B.C. 23—22, P. Carisius commemorated the

building of Emerita on asses which bear on the obverse a portrait of Augustus

and on the reverse a bird's-eye view of the city (vol. ii., p. 377). In Gaul,

Octavius struck sestertii, circ. B.C. 38, with his own portrait and that of

Julius Caesar (vol. ii., pp. 412 f.) ; and in the East, besides the minor issues of

L. Sempronius Atratinus B.C. 39 (vol. ii., p. 501), of C. Sosius at Zacynthus,

on several occasions from B.C. 38—31 (vol. ii., p. 504), of P. Canidius Crassus

B.C. 31 (vol. ii., p. 532), and of C. Proculeius, B.C. 31 (vol. ii., p. 533), there is

a large series of coins of the praefecti classis of Mark Antony, B.C. 36—35

(vol. ii., pp. 510 f.). It was on the standard of these naval coins of Antony

that the future bronze money of Eome appears to have been partially based

(vol. ii., p. 45).

For some years before the resumption of the issues of bronze money at

Quarter- ^^^ Eoman mint in B.C. 15, the coinage of Eome had entered

ounce upon an entirely new phase. In B.C. 36, soon after the battle
eries.

^^ Naulochus, the custom of placing the names of the moneyers

on the coins was suspended, and from that date inclusive the money both

of gold and silver struck at Eome bears only the name or titles of Octavius.

In B.C. 29 he is styled Imperator and from B.C. 27 Augustus. The types too

are exclusively personal to him. About B.C. 16, for some reason which has

not been satisfactorily explained, the names of the moneyers re-appeared,

and they are met with yearly till nearly the end of the century (B.C. 3).

They are then again excluded, this time never to be revived so long as the

Empire lasted. As the bronze money now issued bears the names of the

moneyers, it could not have been resumed before B.C. 16, and from numismatic

evidence as well as historical, its revival is assigned to the following year.

' Bahrfeldt, Die Milnz. der Floitenprdfecten des Marc. Ant., Num. Zeit., 1905, pp. 9 f.

Proving. Kupferprdgung aus dem Ende der rbm. Bep., Jowrn. Internat., 1908, pp. 215 f.

;

Die letnten Ku,2iferjn-iigungen unier der rSm. Rcpuh., Num. Zeit., 1909, pp. 67 f.
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Another important point in connection with this new money is the circum-

stance that, thouali the Senate had transferred its control of the silver and

-old i=sues to the Emperor, it retained its right over the coinage of the baser

metal, as is shown by the use of the formula EXS-C {ex senutus conmlto),

which is home by all the denominations.

Unlike any which preceded it, this new coinage was based on a double

standard of weight : semunciaA as establislied by the lex Papiru,., and

quarUr-unda'. Coins of the first are struck in pure copi^er; those of the

latter are of a mixed metal con.sisting of about 76-5 per cent, of copper and

2.'yo per cent, of zinc.^ This composite metal is known as orkludcum. The

denominations are the sestertius, dupondius, as, and quadrans. The first two

are of orichalcum, but the last two are of copper.'' As the weight of the a«

was the same as that of the dupondius, it mu-st be presumed that in currency

orichalcum was reckoned at double the value of pure cojjper. Intrinsically

this difference did not exist ; but as this coinage was only a token-money, such

a distinction had no commercial disadvantages. The same happens at the

present time when copper or bronze and nickel are emjjloyed in the same

coinage.

The quarter-ounce standard, as adopted at Eome, seems to have had its

origin to a great extent in the money of the proAfedi dcAS-a of Antony, which

has just been mentioned. This coinage was based entirely on the quarter-

ounce standard, all the denominations, sestertius, tressL=, dupondius, a«, semis

and sextans, being of oiichalcum (vol. ii, p. 512). In this instance each

denomination bears its mark of value, which precludes any uncertainty as

to what it represented in currency. This light standard appears to have

b;en generally adopted in the various Provinces of the Eoman state during

the time of the triumvirate. The coins of S sius struck at Zacynthus,

those of Proculeius of CephaUenia and those of Crassus, which are also

assijrned to the East, are all of orichalcum or mixed metal, as proved by

recent analyses, and they are of the quarter-ounce standard (voL ii.; pp. 504,

.532, 533). The same standard appears also to have be«n adopted in

Cyrenaica.^ The institution of orichalcum and the quarter-ounce standard

in the Provinces, therefore, prece led their adoption at the Eoman mint, but in

t!iL- c^se they were limited to the two highest denominatioms, the sestertius

and the dupondius, the «->• and the quadrans being of copper. This new

c inage p^o^'ed a success, and was found so convenient for ^reneral purpC'Ses

1 Sum. Chron. 1904, p. 244.

" Pliny, Hist. Xat.. xxxiv. 2. 2 : (Aes Corduhevse) a Liviano caimeoin majrime gr/rhet

et aarichalcihonitatem imitatur insesiertiis duj/ondiariii'fac, C'li/ji-io guo a*»ibug contentis.

Mailer, 2^um. di Vane. Afr., vol. i., p. 170.
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that it practically remained in force unchanged for nearly two centuries and

a half.

In order that it should be absolutely distinguishable from what had

previously existed, all the old types were abandoned. The great naval

victories of Augustus at Naulochus and Aotium had quite eclipsed that of

Antium, which had been almost exclusively commemorated on the coinage,

and as the types of the gold and silver money were imperial in character, an

attempt was made to assimilate to them those of the pieces of the baser metals.

Each denomination was supplied at least with a distinct obverse type, so that

it could be easily recognized by this feature if not always by its size (vol. ii.,

p. 45). In the absence of marks of value, which were excluded on all the

coins, this was a necessity, and the more so since the size and weight of the

dupondius and the as were practically the same. Certain regulations relating

to the duties of the moneyers were also laid down, and on the whole strict

observance was paid to them. The moneyers who struck gold and silver coins

did not issue those of the baser metals, and those who struck the sestertius,

the dupondius and the as did not issue the quadrans, and vice versa. There

were, however, two exceptions. Besides the gold and silver coins of M. San-

quinius and P. Licinius Stole, there are also bronze and copper pieces, consist-

ing of the sestertius, the dupondius and the as (vol. ii., pp. 78-82) ; and of

Q. AeUus L. f. Lamia there is a separate and joint issue, the former consisting

of the sestertius, the dupondius and the as ; the latter, which he shared with

his colleagues Silius and Annius, of the quadrans only (vol. ii., pp. 86-88).

From the evidence of the asses, which record the chief pontificate of

Augustus, of the joint issues of the moneyers, and of changes in the types, it

is possible to establish a sequence, though intermittent, of the bronze and

copper money from e.g. 15— 3. After that date this money entered into a

new phase as regards its types, but not its standards, its control, however,

still resting with the Senate.

§ III.

—

The Silver Coinage.

After the defeat of Pyrrhus at Beneventum, B.C. 275, the surrender or

capture of Tarentum and Ehegium, the submission of the Samnites,

Lucanians and Bruttians, and the establishment of her control in Campania,

Eome was the undisputed mistress of Italy. She had brought into her

alliance more or less directly all the neighbouring States. The maintenance

of peace and order in Italy, the*making of war or peace with foreign powers,

were matters which Eome took entirely into her hands. It is not therefore

a surprise that, in order still further to consolidate her power, she con-

sidered this a favourable moment for establishing within her own capital a

/
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silver currency which would circulate throughout nearly the whole of Italy.

Hitherto her supplies of coins in this metal had come from Capua.i but the

delegation of such a prerogative was no longer compatible with her present

dignified position. A mint was therefore established at Eome, and in order

to make it the more effective the cities which had coined silver money were

deprived of this right. Exceptions were made in the case of Naples, Tarentum

and Ehegium. These so far had not lost their independence.

The attribution of the issue of the first silver coins at Eome to shortly

Silver ^^^^^ ^^^ victories over Pyrrhus rests mainly on the authority

coinage of two writers, whose testimony cannot be lightly esteemed.

instituted,
^i^gy j^^g L-^y ^^^ pi^y_

Livy (lib. iv. 60) relates that when in A.u.c. 349 (B.C. 403) the Senate

had ordered that the soldiers should receive state pay the aes grave was

transported to the aerarium in wagons

—

quia nondum argentum hignatum

erat. The same writer {Epit. xv.) further tells us, Picentibus victis pax data

est. Coloniae deductae, Ariminum in Piceno, Beneventum in Samnio. Tunc

prinium popuhts Romanus argento uti coepit. Umhri et Salentini victi in

deditionem accepti sunt. The foundation of the colony at Ariminum and the

peace with the Picentes occurred in B.C. 268, and the defeat of the Umbrians

and Salentines in B.C. 267. This would be four years after the surrender of

Tarentum, and four years before the outbreak of the first Punic war.

PUny in turn practically confirms this statement of Livy, though

differing in one year. He states {Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13), Popuhis Bovianus

ne argento qiiidem signato ante Pyrrhvm regem devictum usus est ; and again

in the same chapter, Argentum signatum anno urhis cccclxxxv, Q. Ogulnio,

0. Fdbio COS., quinque annis ante primum Publicum helium, et placuit denarium

pro decern lihris aeris valere, quinarium pji'o quinque, sestertium pro dupiondio

ac semisse. The difference of one year for the establishment of a silver

currency between Livy and Pliny is scarcely appreciable, for it may well

have been that the coinage was ordered in B.C. 269, but was not actually put

into circulation before B.C. 268. The latter is the date which has been

accepted by Mommsen.^

Precise as these statements of Li\'y and Pliny seem to be, they cannot,

however, be accepted in their entirety, for although Eome did not actually

strike any silver coinage in the capital before B.C. 269 or 268, it must not

be inferred either that she was not acquainted with the silver money of

Etruria, Magna Graecia, or Sicily, or that she was without any supplies from

a more immediate source. There is ample historical and numismatic evidence

' See Eomano-Campanian Coinage, vol. ii., pp. 116 f.

' Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 28.
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to the contrary, though some of the statements of earlier writers must be

accepted with caution.

It is on the evidence of Varro/ nummum argenteum flatum primum

Alleged.
* Servio TuUio dicunt, that the Duo de Luynes ^ has attributed

Nummi of two silver coins to the period of the Kings. One of these is

Servius ^^^^ jjj j^j^g National Collection, the other in the Paris Cabinet.^
Tullius.

They are :

—

1. Ohv. ©KAkARE.V. Sow to right with four pigs: rev. vine-branch

with grapes ; wt. 170'5 grs. (11'05 gramm.).

2. Obv. KVPI. Sow to right, beneath a tree, whose branches cover her,

suckling her young : rev. PO MA (across the field) ; club downwards above

lion's skin; wt. 161'2 grs. (10-45 gramm.).

The first piece was purchased in Eome by the father of the Due de

Blacas, whose collection is now in the British Museum. The second piece

was obtained about the same time also in Eome by the Comte de Eayneval,

from whom it passed to the Due de Luynes, and by him was presented to the

French Cabinet.

The Due de Luynes cited other ancient writers in support of his attrib^l-

tion, amongst whom were Festus and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. He identified

the legend ©KAkAt^E • V with VALENTIA, the name borne by Eome before

the arrival of Eomulus,^ and POMA KVPI {Po/xa KvptTcou) with Roma Curi-

tium as applying to the Sabini Quirites, who had established themselves on

the Quirinal and formed part of the Eoman nation or Qtdrites. The Due
de Luynes therefore decided that these coins represented the nummi of

Servius Tullius, and that their issue preceded the introduction of the

bronze money which had been assigned to his reign. This view was also

shared by the owner of the coin, the Due de Blacas, and by D'Ailly.^

Mommsen ° could not accept this verdict, and, after examining the question

carefully, he decided that the coins are modern forgeries. He condemned

them for several reasons : (1) epigraphically, because the diphthong K for

V does not occur before the time of Polybius ; that P for R, the ligature NT,

and even A, are not met, with on ancient coins; (2) numismatically , since

both pieces bear a design on both sides, which is characteristic of coins of a

' Annalis ajp. Charisius, Instit. Oramm., I., p. 105, ed. Keil.

2 Bev. Num., 1859, pp. 322 f., pi. xiv., nos. 1, 2.

^ There is a third piece of the same class in the Berlin collection. It has on the

obv., sow and four pigs; above, ©POHNA ; and on the rev., vine-branch with grapes
;

wt. 90'5 grs. (5'35 gramm.). Von Sallet condenmed it as an undoubted forgery {Zeit. f.
Num., 1878, p. 243).

* Pestus, de Verh. sig., s.v. Bomam. ^ Man. rom., vol. i., p. 11.

" Bom. Miingwesen, p. 858 ; Hist. mon. rom., t. i., pp. 250 f.
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much later date
; (3) and Mstmncally, because the expressions OvaXavreia and

P6,jia KvpirSiv are based on uncertain traditions and are of a late period. Since

the Blacas coin has been in the British Museum it has often been critically

examined, and it has been generally condemned as a forgery probably of the

eighteenth century. The peculiar surface of the obverse, which has all the

appearance of a cast, or of having been struck from a cast die, the crude style

of the design, which shows no trace of antiquity, and the smoothness and

lenticular form of the edge, so general in modern forgeries, leave no question

that it is the work of an unskilful engraver, who may have had some

archaeological knowledge, or in his deceit may have had the help of one

not unacquainted with the early history of Eome. For these reasons the

specimen in the British Museum has not been described and figured in this

Catalogue.

It is therefore to a period later than that of the Kings that we must

First coinage look for the introduction of a silver currency in the Eoman

of Silver. monetary system, though it may not actually have been struck

in the capital. Before, however, discussing this question it will be best to

state of what denominations the new coinage consisted, which Livy and Pliny

say was first issued in B.C. 269 or 268. These were :—

1. The Ntimmus denarius, with the mark of value X (= 10 asses).

2. The Nummus quinarius, with the mark of value V (= 5 asses).

3. The Nummus sestertius, with the mark of value IIS (= 2^ asses).

Though varying in size and value all these denominations have the same

types, viz., obv., Head of Eoma ; rev., the Dioscuri on horseback.

The sestertius weighed one scruple (17-56 grs.), the quinarius two

scruples, and the denarius four scruples, so that the denarius was worth two

quinarii or four sestertii. As the Eoman pound contained 288 scruples,^ the

first denarius was struck at -.^ of the pound, and further, inasmuch as the scruple

of silver and the pound of bronze, i.e. the as libralis, were equivalents in value,^

so one scruple of silver, i.e. the sestertius, was equal to 2J asses of the

triental standard, which standard was adopted for the bronze coinage when

the mintage of silver was instituted at Eome (see above, p. xxiv). The bronze

and silver coinages of Eome were thus brought into direct relationship

with each other, and a decimal system based on the silver, and a duodecimal

one based on the bronze, were established, the denarius equalling 10 asse.':,

^ Varro, de Re rustica, i. 10.

^ In the Twelve Tables the fines, which were assessed at 25, 150, and 300 asses, could

be paid in an equal number of sestertii. This system of reckoning by sestertii or libral

asses continued in practice till quite a late date (Mommsen, Hist. mon. roni., t. ii.,

pp. 32-34).
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and the smallest piece of bronze, the uncia, being the 120th part of the

denarius.

WheiSie did Eome obtain the scruple standard? Momnisen^ was of

O in of
opinion that the first silver Eoman money had its origin, •\\'ith

Scruple slight differences, in the monetary system of Tarentum and

standard. Syracuse, the unit of which was the litra of 13'5 grs., or -j^^ of the

Attic stater of 135'0 grs. It was this standard which prevailed in the South

of Italy, and also at first in Etruria.^ In the course of time and circum-

stances this standard was reduced, so that at Tarentum and other cities the

stater fell to 123-120 grs. after B.C. 450, and later still further. In Campania

the so-called Phocaean-Campanian standard was adopted, which consisted of

didrachms weighing originally 128 grs., but which, by the middle of the fourth

century B.C., had fallen to about 117 grs. maximum. This was the standard

in use in that district when Eome established a mint at Capua for the issue

of silver coins circ. B.C. 335 (vol. ii., pp. 117 f.). The coins first struck were

those with the legend ROMANO, and the variety of the types is a witness to

the abundance of silver in the country. The chief objection to this standard

was that there was at first no definite rate of exchange between these

local silver coins and the urban series of aes grave. The difficulty of

communication, and the absence of regulations in commercial transactions

between the two districts, are the only means of explaining the extraordinary

fact that Eome should have issued two series of coins which bore no manifest

relation to each other. It was probably one of the consequences of so many

systems of coinage prevailing at that time in Central and Southern Italy.^

To obviate this difficulty, about B.C. 312 the reduced Phocaean standard was

replaced by the scruple standard, and the didrachm henceforward minted at

Capua, which contained six scruples of silver, descended from 117 to 105 grs.

The coins of this group bear the name of Eome in the nominative case,

RoMA, as is seen on the earliest struck pieces issued in that city. As the

scruple of silver and the pound of bronze were of equivalent value, the silver

coinage of Capua and the bronze money of Eome were now brought into

relation at the ratio of 1 : 250. When, therefore, Eome introduced, in

B.C. 268, a silver coinage which was also based on the scruple standard, she

was only transferring to her own mint a system with which she had long

since been acquainted. This standard had also before that date been

generally adopted in Etruria, Central Italy, Tarentum, &c., so that the Eoman
coins passed in currency side by side with those of these and other districts.

' Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 235. * Head, Hist. Num. (1887), p. 11.

' Fr. Lenormant, in Daremberg et Saglio, Diet, des Antiq. grec. et rom., s.v.

Denarius.
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In order to simplify still further her coinage, the denarius was struck of the

weight of four scruples, which was equivalent to ten asses of the triental

standard. This had the advantage of establishing a decimal rate of exchange

between silver and bronze, which had long been in use in Etruria, where the

silver coins were marked with the values XX, X, A (5), MA (2J) and I, the

numbers indicating the corresponding values in lilrac of bronze. Eonie,

therefore, may have borrowed from Etruria the nomenclature, the divisions

of the coin, and the marks of value for her silver money.^

It was probably at this time that the mint of the Eepublie was established

Mint on the on Mons Capitolinus, in the temple of Juno Moneta (the

Capitol. "Adviser," the "Averter of Evil "). The name of the goddess is

first mentioned in connection with the victory over the Aurunci in B.C. 345,

when L. Furius Camillus invoked her aid and vowed a temple to her which

he erected in the following year on the site where the house of M. Manlius

Capitolinus had stood, the spot at which he had heard the Gauls escalading

the fortress.^

Arce quoque in summa Junoni templa Monetae

Ex voto memor'ant facta, Camille, tuo.^

The care of the money was therefore placed under the special protection

of a divinity, whose portrait was not infrequently represented on the coinage.

It was from the epithet Moneta that the officers in charge of the mint received

the title of Triumviri or Tresviri Monetales, or Monetarii. At a later date

Moneta was applied to the actual coined money.

The silver coinage did not long maintain its full standard of weight. The

f^y^
successes in Sicily in the early part of the first Punic war, and

in the the brilliant naval victory off Mylae by the consul C. Duilius,

standard. 'brought with them a. large booty of sih'er ; but this was more

than counterbalanced in the latter part of the war by the enormous outlay in

the military and maritime expeditions, which produced a financial crisis. It

was in consequence of this that, as we have seen,* the as of four ounces was

reduced to one of two ounces {seo:tantal). At the same time there is a notice-

able diminution in the weight of the silver coins, especially in the denarius,

' Mommsen, Hist. man. row,., t. ii., p. 27.

^ Livy, lib. vi. 20 ; vii. 28. Suidas [s.v. Mov^T-a) says that the Eomans being in want

of money in the war against Pyrrhus, obtained it by following the counsel of Juno Moneta,

in gratitude to whom they established their mint in her temple (Marquardt, Rom. Staats-

verwaltung, ed. 1884, vol. ii., p. 11, note 6). HUl (Historical Roman Coins, p. 8), how-

ever, thinks that the Boman mint was from the first attached to the temple on the

Capitol, and that Moneta gave rather than owed its name to the goddess. Assmann
{Klio, vol. vi., pp. 477 f.) has suggested that the Latin word Moneta is a corruption of the

Punic machanath (" camp "), a legend inscribed on the Carthaginian coins struck in

Sicily in the fourth century, which had a wide circulation in the "Western Mediterranean.
^ Ovid, Fasti, vi. 183, 184. * See above, p. xxvli.
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which fell below its prescribed standard of weight. This circumstance was

accompanied by a slight variation in the type, more especially in connection

with that of the obverse, the head of Eoma being in much lower relief and more

spread, and of somewhat careless execution (pi. xii., nos. 4, 5
;
pi. xiii., nos. 1-5).

It is evident that the making of the dies had passed into the hands of another

set of engravers, who were wanting in skill in their art. Samwer and Bahr-

feldt ^ think that it was at this time that the denarius fell from -^^ to -^-^ of the

Eoman pound, but the individual specimens rather suggest that the general

decrease in weight was not so great at this time.

The disasters of the second Punic war had a still more baneful effect on

the coinage in general, for, in order to meet its expenses, the Senate again

reduced its standard, this time of the silver as well as of the bronze. The

hx Flaminia^ which substituted the uncial as for one of two ounces, reduced

at the same time the denarius, so that from that time it was issued at ^ of

the pound, and not as formerly at ^\. Instead of containing 4 scruples of

silver, it was lowered to 3f-
scruples, and in weight from 70-5 grs. to 60-4 grs.^

At the same time, as we have seen, its current value was raised from 10 to 16

asses ; but as the pay of the soldiers was still to be reckoned at the former

rate of 10 asses to the denarius no change was at first made in its mark of

value. This did not happen till the bronze money had fallen into a still

further disorganized condition, and when the individual pieces did not repre-

sent half their nominal value in weight. It is about B.C. 140 that the

numerals XVI appear. for a short time only. A little later, circ. B.C. \'2.5,

another form of value for the denarius, ¥;, was introduced.^ This was not an

equivalent of XVI, but only X differentiated as a denomiuational mark (vol. i.,

p. 118). It is a remarkable circumstance that the authorities are silent on this

important change in the weight of the denarius. Silver was now substituted

for bronze in all commercial regulations, and in consequence this new law

constituted a fresh depreciation of 37^ per cent.

The lex Papiria of B.C. 89, which substituted a bronze coinage of the

half-ounce standard (semuncial) for that of one ounce, did not affect the silver.

On the contrary, it might be inferred from the large output of silver coins by

the two moneyers D. Junius Silanus and L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, who held

office in B.C. 88 (vol. i., pp. 244 £), and from the revival of the sestertius, that

the effect of this law was to restore the standard of the silver, which had

suffered some debasement during the Social war.

' Gesch. des alt. rom. Miinzwesens, p. 11. ^ See above, p. xxviii.

' Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 77.

* This form survived the others. It was iirst omitted on the denarii of T. Cloulius,

B.C. 101 ; occurs very rarely from B.C. 91—86, and disappears after B.C. 76 (vol. i., pp. 165,

189, 241).
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It was only at two periods during the time of the Kepublic that serious

Debasement attempts were made by the government to debase its silver

of the money, and it was only done under great financial pressure,

coinage. j^ g ^ 217 the lex Flaminia, when it reduced the weight of

the silver and bronze coinages, authorised the government to include in every

issue a certain number of plated coins (nummi mixti)} These were pieces

having the core of copper with an outer covering of silver. It was a

fiduciary money which was imposed on the public, and which was protected

legally. How far the government availed itself of this right we do not

know, since the number of nummi mixti which have come down to us is

very limited.

The next attempt was in B.C. 91, when the tribune of the people,

M. Livius Drusus, promoted a law which authorized that one-eighth of each

issue should consist of coins of debased metal.^ This was just before the Social

war, the stress and strain of which furnished an excuse for further increasing

the base money, so that at the time of Cinna the value of the currency

was so uncertain that no one knew of what he was possessed.^ In

B C. 84 measures were taken to remedy this serious crisis, and the praetor,

M. Marius Gratidianus, instituted bureaux of verification, suppressed the

forced currency of these base metal pieces, and ordered the public chest to

withdraw them from circulation, and to replace them by denarii of good aUoy.

The public was grateful, and Gratidianus received almost divine honours,

full length statues being erected to him in every quarter of the city.* He,

however, paid for this act with his life, for he was put to death by Sulla, who

re-established by edict the forced currency of plated coins, mixed with a

certain proportion of money of good standard. This would appear to have

been the purport of the lex Cornelia defalsis? It is probable that this false

money did not remain long in circulation, for after the death of Sulla there was

a decided improvement in the silver coinage, not only in the purity of its metal,

but also in its general fabric, which may be said not to have been relaxed

during the remaining period of the Eepublic. Caesar, true to his popular

policy, did not debase the coinage, and the only later instance met with

before the establishment of the Empire is in the legionary money of Antony of

1 Zonaras {Annal., viii. 26) relates that the Eomans, after the battle of Trasimene,

refused the presents of Hiero of Syracuse, and adds : Ka'mep iv a^p-qfiaT ia omes, Sxrre to

dpyvpovv vopurpa, afiiyes Kui Kadapov yivofiftok irporepov, p^aXxm TTpocrpi^m.

^ Pliny, ffisf. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13 : Livius Drusus in trihunatu plebei octavam partem

aeris argento miscuit.

3 Cicero, de Officiis, iii. 20, 80. * Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 9, 46.

° Julius Paulus (Sentent. recept., v. 25, 1) : Lege Cornelia testamentaria tenetur qui

vultii principum signatam monetam, praeter adulterinam, reprobaverit.
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B.C. 32—-31, which was issued under very exceptional circumstances, and which

was a " money of necessity " in its most literal sense (vol. ii., p. 527, note 3).

The first denarii have for types on the obverse a female head wearing a

Earlv type helmet with visor, and ornamented at the sides with two wings

of the and with a crest terminating in a gryphon's head. On the

Denarius, reverse are the Dioscuri on horseback, galloping to right, their

lances at charge, their mantles floating, and their caps surmounted by two

stars, emblematic of morning and evening. The female head is that of the

Bea Roma, the Tyche or Genius who presided over the welfare of the city.^

It has been identified as of Minerva (vol. i., p. 15, note) ; but the circum-

stances under which the coinage was instituted, viz., after Eome had become

the sovereign power in Italy, render it more probable that it was intended to

represent the city herself. The position of the goddess at Eome was similar to

that of Pallas at Athens, and in Roman mythology, as the victorious heroine,

she was assimilated in character to Minerva. In selecting this obverse type

for her coins Eome thus followed the example set by Athens, with whose money

she must have been well acquainted. As the early Athenian coins had been

in circulation throughout Greece, so Eome intended that hers should be current

throughout Italy. The type was a composite one, and to a certain extent

original, since we can trace the winged helmet on the coins of Velia, Thurium

and Metapontum, and the crest of the dragon's head on those issued under

Roman authority at Capua (pi. Ixxiv., nos. 10, 11), which also show a visor of

similar form. This same helmeted head, but without wings, is seen on the

uncia, the dupondius, the tripondius, and the decussis of the bronze money.

The type of the reverse representing the Dioscuri was also up to a

certain point original. On the silver coins of Tarentum the horses are

walking or cantering ; on others of Bruttii they are prancing, and the heroes

bear palms ; and on bronze coins of Nuceria Alfaterna and Caelia we have

similar representations (Gat. Gr. Goiiis, Brit. Mus., Italy, pp. 160, 172, 320,

121, 134). The type also is found frequently on coins of Luceria and

Teanum, but these are subsequent to B.C. 268 (vol. ii., pp. 186, 187). The

frequency of this type shows that the cult of these divinities extended

over Italy, but in no city was it more honoured than at Eome, where it was

introduced at a very early date. The Dioscuri were reputed to have assisted

the Eomans at the battle of Lake Eegillus, in commemoration of which a

temple was dedicated to them by the dictator A. Postumius Albus and

erected in the Forum. From that time the Equites regarded the twin

divinities as their patrons, and after B.C. 305 they went every year on the

15th .July in a magnificent procession on horseback from the temple of Mars

' See Haeberlin, in Corolla Numismatica (1906), pp. 135 f., 146, &c.
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through the main streets of the city, across the Forum, and by the ancient

temple of the Dioscuri.^ On Eoman coins the representation of the Dioscuri

differs from any of the examples mentioned. They are shown in their

fighting attitude, a fitting memorial of Eome's recent struggles against

Pyrrhus, and her conquest of Tarentuni, Croton and other cities. The whole

type is therefore of a military character, and one plainly illustrating the

position which Eome intended to occupy as the principal State in Italy.

The earliest denarii can be easily distinguished from those which were

subsequently issued, not only by their weight and the absence of any

symbols or marks of the moneyers, but also by their fabric. There is an

absence of that rudeness of execution which is so marked and displeasing to

the eye in the later issues.^ The head of Eoma is in somewhat high relief, and

the details are carefully and artistically modelled. On the reverse the

horsemen are not dissimilar in style to the quadriga type of the Eomano-

Campanian pieces of the same epoch, but they are lacking in the finish of the

horsemen of Tarentum. As the institution of the coinage at Eome coincides

with the establishment of the mint in the Capitol, it may be inferred that the

artists who executed the dies were obtained from outside, possibly from Capua,

Naples, or even Tarentum, over which districts Eome had so recently extended

her suzerainty. The workmanship of the silver coinage is in curious contrast

to the grotesque rudeness of the cast bronze pieces of the same time. It is

surprising that the same mint should have produced two series of coins so dia-

metrically opposite in style.^ This artistic merit was, however, of short dura-

tion, and by the end of the first Punic war, when the standard of the bronze was

reduced, there is a visible deterioration in the fabric of all the coins, which

becomes more marked at the next change of the coinage in B.C. 217. It is by

these variations of style and fabric that the chronology of the issues can be fixed.

The denarius preserved for a very long period its obverse type, but with

First cha
occasional slight variations. The first instance was nearly 150

in the obverse years after the institution of the coinage, when the name of

type of the RoMA on the coins of C. Minucius Augurinus was transferred

to the obverse on account of the elaborate design on the

reverse (vol. i., p. 135). Similar and unimportant variations occur during the

next few years, such as the turning of the head of Eoma to the left instead of

to the right, or the placing of it within a wreath. These very slight differences

1 The Equites also comprised the class of citizens that represented the business enter-

prise of Eome. The temple of Castor, which was in the region called Janus Medius, the

bourse of Eome, was the favourite shrine for the deposit of money (Mommsen, Hist,

mon. row,., t. ii., p. 29 ; Macdonald, Coin Types, pp. 188-4).

^ Mommsen, Hist. mon. row,., t. ii., p. 20.

^ Hill, Historical Roman Coins, p. 34.
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show how tenacious Rome was in preserving the original design for the obverse

of her money. The first great change came in B.C. 100 in the exceptional

coinage of the quaestors L. Calpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio, which

was destined to revolutionize in a few years the designs of the state coinage

(vol. i., p. 170). This coinage, as we shall show later on, not only introduced

a new obverse type—the head of Saturn being substituted for that of Eoma

—

but it was also the starting-point for several other important innovations.

This is a subject which we shall have to discuss at greater length when

we come to deal with the types generally.^

The reverse type of the Dioscuri, though it preserved its original form

Change of for a considerable period, was, however, not so lasting as that of

reverse type, thg obverse. It was not for some years after the uncial as

was introduced that we meet with Diana (or Luna) or Victory in a biga.

Mommsen ^ says that soon after the introduction of the silver coinage, before

the custom of marking the coins with the emblem of the moneyer or

his name, and before the suppression of the quinarius and the reduction

of the denarius, that is, before B.C. 217, we meet with Diana in a biga

sometimes replacing the Dioscuri. This statement of Mommsen, which has

been so often quoted, is, however, against the distinct and unquestionable

evidence of the coins. Already before B.C. 217 we have a large series of issues

of the as of the sextantal standard, with the moneyers' initials and symbols,

with which no denarii of the Diana type can be associated. It was the

same with the coins struck after B.C. 217, and it is not until the

moneyers' symbols had been almost entirely displaced by their monograms

or initials that we meet with this new type for the first time. Moreover, all

the denaiii with Diana are of the reduced standard of ^ of the pound.

Count de Salis has therefore assigned its adoption to circ. B.C. 192 (vol. i.,

pp. 66, 72), a date which is unquestionably supported by numismatic

evidence. That of Victory in a biga did not occur till nearly twenty years

later (vol. i., pp. 87, 91). Further developments of the reverse type, like that

of the obverse, will be dealt with later.

The quinarius, which was first struck at the same time as the denarius,

The B.C. 268, and which is of precisely the same type as that coin,

Quinarius.
a,ji(j only varies in its mark of value on the obverse, V for X, had

a comparatively chequered career throughout its existence under the Eepublic

and the early Empire. It never at any time occupied the same position as the

denarius, which continued to be, long into imperial times, the chief denomina-

tion in silver. At first the quinarius was issued in considerable quantity,

but it soon fell off in frequency after B.C. 240, when the sextantal bionze

' See below, p. Ixxxiv. " Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 182.
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was adopted, and we do Bot meet with any examples ^^•hich can be classed

with the urban coinage after the introduction of the victoriatus in B.C. 229

(vol. i., pp. 14, 27, 36). At the local mints it had a somewhat longer existence

as it occurs with the monogram of Corcyra, together with the victoriatus,

which could not have been struck at that mint before B.C. 229 (vol., ii. p. 196).

We find it also at Luceria in connection with the victoriatus, and also at the

mint with the initial Q, and at that with the initials M (vol. ii., pp. 179, 180,

195, 197). After its disappearance, circ. B.C. 229, we have to wait for over a

century for its revival. This was soon after B.C. 104, under the provision of

the lex Clodia, which, whilst restoring this coin, demonetised the victoriatus

(vol. i., p. 158). The new quinarius was at first given the type of the

victoriatus, which led to its being identified by ancient writers as that coin.'

In order that it should not be mistaken in currency for the victoriatus,

its value was at first denoted by the letter a (Quinarius), the older form V

(= 5 asses) not being applicable, as it was of the current value of 8 asses.

This interpretation of the letter has, however, been questioned, and it has

been thought to represent the initial of Quaestor (vol. i., p. 164, note 3).

The first moneyers to whom this new quinarius can be assigned are

C. Egnatuleius C. f., circ. B.C. 102 (vol. i., p. 164), and T. Cloulius, circ. B.C. 101

(vol. i., p. 167). It was also issued locally, but not for some years later, circ.

B.C. 90 (see coins of M. Porcius Cato, vol ii., pp. 304 f.). After B.C. 85, by

which time the quinarius had lost its distinctive types (see coins of Mn.

Ponteius, vol. i., p. 323), its issue was again suspended, not to be resumed

till the arrival of Julius Caesar in Kome, B.C. 49 (vol. i., p. 507). Prom this

year till B.C. 44 most of the moneyers included it in their coinages ; but from

that date it is no longer met with in the issues of the capital during the

century. It survived, however, to a later period in the provincial coinages,

viz., in Spain, B.C. 24—22, in the coinage of P. Carisius (vol. ii., p. 376) ; in

Gaul, in that of Antony, B.C. 43—42 (vol. ii., pp. 394-396) ; in the East, in

those of Brutus, B.C. 43—42 (vol. ii., p. 473), of Antony, B.C. 40—39 (vol. ii.,

p. 498), and of Octavius, B.C. 29—27 (vol. ii., pp. 536, 540); in Africa, in

those of M. Porcius Cato, B.C. 47—-4 6 (vol. ii., p. 575), and of Octavius, B.C. 36

(vol. ii., p. 581) ; and in Cyrenaica, in that of L. Pinarius Scarpus, B.C. 29—27

(vol. ii., p. 586). The extremely sporadic nature of its appearance shows that,

throughout its existence under the Eepublic and in the early days of the

Empire, the quinarius held no important position in the Eoman monetary

system.

' Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13 : la qui nunc victoriatus appellaiur lege Clodia per-

cussus est. Maecianus, Distribulio, § xlv. : Victoriatus nunc tantundem valet quantum
qiiinariiis.
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The sestertius, or numinus sestertius, was the smallest of the three de-

The nominations of the silver money issued in B.C. 268. It was of

Sestertius, ^iig same types as the denarius and the quinarius, but was dis-

tinguished by its mark of value, IIS or HSr. Previous to that date it was

only a money of account and was equivalent in value to the libral as or

pound of bronze. The word nummus, i/oO/A/tto?, was used in a general sense

to designate all coins of gold and silver, but not of bronze ; but at Eome it

was applied more especially to the sestertius, which was usually designated

nummus sestertius} Varro'^ supplies us with a clue to the origin of the

word nummus, when he states that it came from Sicily, where, and in

Magna Graecia, the unit of the silver currency was the litra, which was

equivalent to the pound or litra of bronze. This coin, which was -^q of the

Corinthian stater, was also called the vovfijio';. It therefore stood in precisely

the same relation to the coinages of Sicily as the sestertius did to that of

Rome. Mommsen ^ says, " [Le nummus] doit avoir la meme valeur que les

mots libella argenti, ou Xirpa apyvplov, c'est-a-dire exprimer la quantite

d'argent correspondant a une livre sicilienne ou italique de cuivre ; or cette

valeur se rapproche tellement du sesterce, qu'il est tout naturel que le nom de

nummus ait ete dans la suite applique a ce dernier."

The sestertius was, as we have seen, the quarter of the denarius. It

represented 2J asses of the triental standard, as shown by its mark of value,

IIS. Its course of mintage was not unlike that of the quinarius, but even more

exceptional. As there are none which bear moneyers' symbols or initials, the

precise date of its last issue in its early form is uncertain, but there is every

reason for supposing that, like the quinarius, it was suspended about the time

of the introduction of the victoriatus, if not slightly earlier. We do not meet

with it again until the passing of the lex Papiria in B.C. 89, when its revival

is noted by the legend E • L • P (ex lege Papiria), showing under what

authority it made its re-appearance (vol. i., p. 241). This revival was at the

time limited to the issues of only two moneyers, D. Junius Silanus (vol. i.,

p. 250) and L. Calpurnius Piso L. f. Prugi (vol. i., p. 280), both of whom held

office in B.C. 88, the year following the passing of the new law.* The issue

of the sestertius was again in abeyance from that year till B.C. 49, when, like

the quinarius, it was resumed by Julius Caesar. It continued down to

B.C. 44, when, as a silver coin, it was finally suspended at the Roman mint,

' Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 237.

' de Ling. Lat., v. 1Y3 : In a/rgento nummi; id ah Siculis.

' Hist. mon. rom., t. i., pp. 238, 239.

' The coin which Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 418) has identified as the

sestertius and a half is only a quinarius bearing a mint-mark, i.e. the fractional sign

IS ivol. ii., pp. 313, 315).
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only to reappear as a bronze piece, first in the provinces, Gaul and the East

(vol. ii., pp. 412, 510), and later as the chief denomination of the bronze

coinage issued in the capital under Augustus in B.C. 15 (vol. ii., pp. 44, 45).

It is from that time that it takes its position at the head of the bronze

money of the Empire. ^Vith its revival in B.C. 88 the old types of the

sestertius were not continued, and in future, like those of the other silver

coins, the denarius and the quinarius, they varied in the case of each moneyer,

some types relating to the issuer's family history, others to contemporary

events.

Besides the denarius, quinarius and sestertius, the Eomans, for a limited

The period, included a fourth silver coin in their monetary system,

Victoriatus. which occupied a somewhat independent position. This was the

vidoriatus, which received its name from its reverse type, Victory crowning a

trophy. The obverse shows the laureate head of Jupiter. It was inscribed

with the name of KoMA on the reverse, but, unlike the other silver coins,

it was throughout without any mark of value. The weight of this new coin

in its initial stage was three scruples, or three-quarters of the denarius.

Besides the victoriatus, there was also the double-victoriatus and the half-

victoriatus, the latter sometimes bearing its mark of value S on the reverse

(vol. ii., pp. 179, 199). These are of the same types as the victoriatus. Both

these denominations are of great rarity, especially the double-victoriatus, of

which only one specimen is known. It is in the D'Ailly collection in the

Cabinet des Medailles at Paris, and is said to have been found near Tortosa in

Spain, but Count de Sails has noted that it was in the Cazlona hoard (vol. i.,

p. 37, note; vol. ii., p. 591, App.). The half-victoriatus appears only to have

been issued locally, not at Eome (vol. ii., p. 149).

The origin of the victoriatus is somewhat uncertain, and also the date of its

first issue, but this could not have occurred till some time after the institution

of the denarius and its divisions. Pliny says of its origin : Hie nummus ex

Illyrico advectus mercis loco habehatur. Est autem signatus Victoria et inde

nomen} Though this statement is open to question, it supplies some clue as

to the original purpose of this coin.

During the third century B.C. Illyricum furnished a large silver coinage

struck by the towns of ApoUonia and Dyrrhachium, which circulated in all

the markets of the Adriatic, and penetrated into Italy and Eome, where, on

account of the purity of its metal, it was readily accepted in commercial

transactions. This coinage consisted of the silver drachm, probably of Asiatic

origin, and had for types, olv. cow suckling calf; rev. stellate square. It

' Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, I'd.
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weighed about 52 gfs., which corresponded exactly to three scruples of the

Eoman silver pound, or three-quarters of the denarius.^

The foundation of the city of Brundusium in B.C. 244 established the

supremacy of Eomo on the east coast of Italy, and when later the Adriatic

Sea was a prey to the Illyrian pirates, urgent appeals were made by the

hard-pressed Greek settlements on the Adriatic to Eome to interfere.

Immediate action was taken, and a Eoman fleet, with an army on board,

went to the succour of ApoUonia in B.C. 229, and the corsairs were completely

vanquished and their strongholds razed to the gi-ound. The territory of the

sovereigns of Scodra was greatly restricted by the terms imposed by Eome.

Corcyra was taken possession of, and much of the Illyrian and Dalmatian

coasts, together with several Greek cities in that quarter, were practically

reduced under Eoman sway or attached to Eome under forms of alliance.

The suppression of Illyrian piracy and this new settlement of territories

brought with them increased commercial relations between Italy and Greece,

and for mutual convenience Eome now issued a coin which would pass in

currency outside Italy with the Illyrian drachm. This was the victoriatus,

and it was given the type of Victory crowning a trophy to record specially

the victory over Teuta, the Illyrian queen, who had given free scope to the

expeditions of her piratical subjects.

Such was the opinion of Borghesi^ as to the origin of this coin, which

has been ably developed by Mommsen.^ This explanation has not, however,

met with general acceptance.' The discovery of a double victoriatus in

Spain, and the supposed archaistic style of some of the victoriati, led Zobel to

suggest that this coin was not of Illyrian origin, and that it had been in

circulation before the events of B.C. 229. As the weight of the victoriatus,

three scruples, is also that of the Eomano-Campanian drachm with head of

Janus and Jupiter in a quadriga, Zobel considered it to be of Campanian

origin, and that it was struck to pass in currency in Italy before it was

made use of for trade purposes outside Italy. He also drew attention to the

similarity of the type of the victoriatus to that of copper coins which were

issued at Capua ; and he further remarked that the coincidence of its weight

with the Illyrian drachm was more accidental than intentional.

' These coins are usually assigned to B.C. 229, but there is no reason why they

should not be of a somewhat earlier date, as staters of Corinthian types had ceased to be

issued at Apollonia and Dyrrhachium some time before then (see Head, Hist. Num.
(1887), pp. 265, 266).

^ QHuvi-es compl., t. ii., pp. 283-289. ' Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., pp. 85 f.

* Zobel de Zangroniz in Mommsen, op. cit., t. Ii., pp. 104-107; Marquardt, Rom.
Staatsverwaltuncf, ed. 1884, vol. ii., pp. 20 f. ; Fr. Lenormant, in Daremberg et Saglio,

Diet, des Antiq. grec. et rom., s.v. Denarius; Samwer and Bahrfeldt, Gesch. dea alt.

rom. Milnzivesens, p. 170 ; Hill, Historical Boman Coins, p. 45.
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In his classification Count de Salis accepted the view cxprcFsed liy

Borghesi, and he has shown very clearly that it is supported by the evidence

of the coins themselves. There are no victoriati, at least of those struck at

Eome, which can by the moneyers' symbols or initials be associated with the

earlier denarii and the quinarii, and, vice versa, there are no quinarii which in

a similar way can be associated with the victoriati. This seems to show that

the victoriatus was not issued tiU some time after B.C. 240, when the sextantal

standard was adopted for the bronze money. The evidence at the local mints

is not so conclusive, as we meet with the quinarius associated with the

victoriatus. It is for this reason that we have suggested ^ that the quinarius

was continued at the local mints after its issue was suspended in the capital.

It may, however, have happened that in some cases the first silver coin struck

locally was the quinarius, which a few years later was followed by the -sictoriatus.

The local denarii are so exceptional that we are unable to extract any certain

evidence from those pieces. The archaistic form of the legend R.OMA and

style are arguments which cannot well be applied to show the antiquity of the

victoriatus ; first, because the form A was the most common one in the third

century B.C., and that of A did not come into general use till nearly the

middle of the second century B.C. ; and secondly, because peculiarity of style

is not due to any archaism, but to the circumstance that outside Eome the

victoriatus was the principal coin, and was struck at a considerable number

of mints, which would result in great absence of uniformity in this respect.

In classifying the victoriati of local issue, we have divided them up into

several series on account of slight differences in style and type (vol. ii., pp. 178,

179). ^lost of these varieties are met with on pieces bearing mint-letters.

The evidence of the double-victoriatus as to the antiquity of this coin is also

not to be relied on, as besides being a unique piece it is much worn. It is

therefore not a criterion for assuming that the victoriatus was of such an

early date a^ Zobel imagined it to be.

The circumstance that the victoriatus was the only silver coin which was

not marked with its value, indicates that it was not a denomination subor-

dinate to the denarius, but a unit by itself, as witnessed by the fact that

its half was marked with the sign S as on the semis.^ The large issues

of this denomination at the local mints, as compared with those at the Eoman

mint, show that in a measure it was not looked upon in the capital as a regular

coin from the purely Eoman point of \iew, and this would explain Pliny's re-

mark when he speaks of it as a piece loc-o mercis. Though it had a commercial

value, it was, however, not considered legal tender, so that "a man who was

' See above, p. xlvi.

2 Haeberlin, Zeit. f. Xum.. 1907, p. 2os.
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owed 300 dc7iarii could be compelled to take 600 quinarii or 1200 sestertii,

but not 400 vietoriati}

In B.C. 217, when the uncial as was introduced, and the weight of the

denarius fell from t^ to ^ of the Eoman pound, the weight of the victoriatus

was also reduced in proportion from about 53 grs. to 45 grs. This reduction

had no ill effect on its circulation, as the Illyrian drachm appears to have

been similarly lowered in weight, and moreover it was now the equivalent

to the drachm of the Achaean League, which was the coin most widely

current in Peloponnesus. It also served as the prototype for the coinages

of Ehodes, Marseilles, and other districts, which were modified to its

standard.'^

Though the victoriatus remained in circulation throughout the second

century B.C., its actual issue did not extend to much after B.C. 196 at the Eoman

mint, but locally it may have been continued for some years, not, however,

after B.C. 173.^ Circ. B.C. 104, or a little later, the lex C'lodia was passed,

which, whilst reinstating the quinarius, demonetised the victoriatus.* This

new coin, as we have seen, received at first the same type as the victoriatus,

and it was on this account that Varro and later historians of the Empire gave

to the victoriatus the value of the quinarius.^ The victoriatus now only

existed in an outward form, and in reality the quinarius was reinstated, but

with types of head of Jupiter and Victory placing a wreath on a trophy.

The half-victoriatus had but a very short existence. It is of great rarity,

and was struck locally, not at the Eoman mint. It is met with in two

instances only ; in one case it is without a mark of value (vol. ii., p. 179),

in the other it has the initials of the city of Yibo Valentia (\fl) and the

mark of value S (vol. ii., p. 199). The coin of the united mints of Luceria

and Teanum (vol. ii., p. 186), which has been identified as a half-victoriatus,

was a special one, and therefore would come under a different category.

' Mommsen, Hist. mora, rom., t. ii., p. 87.

2 lb., t. ii., pp. 97 f.

* See vol. i., p. 87 ; vol. ii., p. 227.

* It is, however, probable that the victoriatus was not at once withdrawn from

circvdation, as so many specimens, together with early denarii, occurred in the Maseri

and Riccia hoards (vol. i., p. 161). Their presence, however, might be accounted for

by the circumstance that the amassing of such large hoards by the owners may have

extended over a considerable period.

' Varro, de Ling. Lat., x. 41 ; and above, p. xlvi., note 1.
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§ IV.

—

The Gold Coinage.

The primitive use of gold at Eome was not in the form of coined money

Gold in but of ingots, which circulated by weight. These ingots were

Ingots. ]jept in the public treasury, the aerarium Satv.rni, where they

constituted the most valuable part of the reserve.^ There are no early

records of the amount which the treasury possessed, but it may be presumed

that Eome did not begin to accumulate much bullion, especially gold, before

she had extended her power in Italy, or had taken part in affairs outside

Italy, more especially in Greece. This was not before the begiuning of the

second century B.C., when the Eoman legions under T. Quinctius Flamininus

defeated the army of the Macedonian monarch, Philip V., at Cynoscephalae,

a victor^" which wa.? not only the foundation of Eome's influence in the East,

but which brought into her treasury a thousand talents (£244,000). During

the second Punic war in B.C. 209, when it was found necessary- to draw on

the state deposits, as a last resort, to meet the pressing needs of the EepubHc,

it was ascertained that the bullion in grild weighed 4000 pounds.^ Later,

gold formed the principal part of the reserve iu the aerarium, and in B.C. 157

it amounted to four-fifths of the value of the metal deposited there. PHny ^

also relates that in the consulship of Sextus Julius and L. Aurelius,

seven years before the third Punic war, there were iu the public treasury

17,410 pounds of gold and 22,070 pounds of silver iu ingots ; and later, at

the beginning of the Scicial war in the consulship of Sextus Julius and

L. Marcius, the reserve amounted to 1,620,831 sesterces in gold. When
Caesar made his first entry into the capital in B.C. 49, he took from the

treasury bars of gold to the number of 15,000, and of silver 30,000, besides

30 millions of sesterces of coined monev.

As there was aU this gold in the treasury- before a regular gold coinage

was introduced at Eome, it could only have circulated in the form of ingots,

which were, used in pri\'ate as weU as in public transactions. These ingots

passed by weight, and no attempt appears to have been made to check the

fineness of the metal, as it Avas admitted as a principle that they should be

of pure gold only. It would seem, however, that SuUa took precautions

against adulteration by passing a law which made it criminal to aUoy the

bars of gold.''

1 Yarro. ap. Xonitun, s.t. Lateres, p. 356 (Gerlach and Roth): .Yam lateres argentei
atque aurei primum conflati atque in aerarium conditi (see Hultsch, Griech. u. rom.
Metrologie, 2nd ed., p. 267).

Livy, lib. xxrii. 10. 3 py^j^. ^-^f y^^^ ^nnriii. 3, 17.
* Di<jrf8^, xlviii. 10, 9, ed. Mommsen: Qui in aurum vitii quid addiderit, falsi

crimin/: teneri.
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It is also to Pliny that we must turn for information respecting the

First Gold first issue of gold money at the Eoman mint : Aureus nummus
Coinage, pggf annos LI percussus est quam argenteus} This was fifty-one

years after the first issue of the silver money, which was in B.C. 268, and

which, therefore, gives the date B.C. 217 for the introduction of gold, the year

in which the lex Flaminia reduced the weight of the as from two to one

ounce, and when the denarius fell from ^ to ^j of the pound. This new

coinage consisted of three denominations of the current value respectively of

60, 40, and 20 sesterces. They all have for obverse type the head of Mars,

and for the reverse an eagle standing on a thunderbolt, and below, the legend

KoMA. Each piece was stamped with its mark of value on the obverse,

viz., xl'X = 60, XXXX = 40, and XX - 20. The 60-sestertii piece weighed

three scruples, the 40-sestertii piece two scruples, and the 20-sestertii piece

one scruple.

What was the origin of this scruple standard for the gold money ; was

it an innovation, or are we able to find a precedent for it? These three

questions appear to receive their answer in the silver money which was

instituted in B.C. 268, and which was modelled on the standard of the

Iiomano-Campanian coinage (see above, p. xxxix). That series contained also

two gold pieces, which were struck circ. B.C. 290, consisting of a stater and a

half-stater, weighing respectively six and three scruples. These coins have

for obverse type the head of Janus, and for reverse the oath-scene. They are

inscribed with the name of KoNAA, but are without any marks of value (vol.

ii., pp. 118, 131). Besides these two denominations there exists a third, which

is of precisely the same type, but which weighs four scruples and bears

on the obverse the mark of value XXX, which can only mean that in

cuiTency it represented the value of 30 libral asses. On this computation

the gold piece of 6 scruples would circulate for 45 libral asses, and that

of 3 scruples at 22^ asses. The scruple of gold was therefore equivalent

to 7J asses of the full weight of 12 ounces. As, however, Mommsen has

put the libral as at 10 ounces normal and not at 12 ounces, the proportionate

value of gold and bronze would then stand at 1 : 1800, of gold and silver at

1
: 10, and of silver and bronze at 1 : 180.^ The usual proportion of gold and

silver at that time was 1 : 12, and that of silver and bronze 1 : 250. If the

as be reckoned at 12 ounces on the basis of this 4-scruple piece, the ratio

of gold and silver would be 1 :
7"20.^ From this it would appear that the

' Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13. The Bamberg MS. gives annos LI, but others annos Lii.

The text of the Bamberg MS. is preferable; cf. Hultsch, Oriech. u. rbm. Metrologie,

2nd ed., p. 302. '' Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 266.

^ Fr. Lenormant, in Daremberg et Saglio, Diet, des Antiq. grec. et rom., s.v.

Dena/rius,
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gold Campanian money was quoted by the Eomans far below its real value,

and the inference to be drawn from this would be that whilst silver was

scarce in the capital gold was plentiful, and that the relative value between

the two metals was much lower than in all the rest of the ancient world, a

circumstance which it would be very difficult to explain. Dr. Haeberlin.i

who is of opinion that when this gold Eomano-Campanian coinage was intro-

duced the bronze was reduced to the semi-libral standard, has worked out the

proportionate values of gold and silver at 1 : 15, and of silver and bronze at

1:120. This would still leave the relation between gold and bronze at

1 : 1800.

A serious objection to these calculations and conclusions of Mommsen

and Dr. Haeberlin has been raised by those who do not consider that any of

the existincr specimens (now four in aU) of these gold 30-a-s pieces are genuine

(vol. ii., p. 131). Long since, Borghesi and D'Ailly condemned the specimen

in the Vatican collection, and Count de .Salis held that the one in the National

Collection was also false. ^ ilommsen based his calculations on the genuiue-

ness of these coins, and Dr. Haeberlin ^ has strongly advocated their authen-

ticity also. The latter's chief ground for arriving at this opinion is that if

thev are all false they would be from the same dies; but from enlarged

photographs he has shown that there exist very slight differences between the

specimen in the Vatican collection and those in the British Museum and

Weber collections. The last Xvro are however undoubtedly from the same

dies.*

If these gold XXX-«s pieces should be rejected as not genuine, the position

would be much simplified. It nught then with some reason be suggested

that there existed in B.C. 290, in Campania, the same rateable value between

gold and silver as was established when the gold money was first struck at

Eome, i.e. that one scruple of gold was equal to twenty scruples of silver.

Both gold issues were struck under similar circimistances—the first after the

struggle between Eome and the Samnites {circ. B.C. 290), the second after the

campaign befrvveen Eome and the Carthaginians (circ. B.C. 240).

Pliny's statement that the first gold Eoman coinage was introduced in

B.C. 217, that is, fifty-one years after the institution of the silver money, has

1 Zeit.f. Xum., 1908, p. 259.

2 On the card which lies beneath the specimen in the ilusemn, Connt de Salis has

vrntten false. This has also been the general consensus of opinion since Connt de Salis's

time. It is not recorded where the coin was obtaiaed.

' Zeit. f. Sum., 190S. p. 254.

* Since Dr. Haeberlin wrote in defence of these coins, the "Weber specimen has

passed into his own collection. The fonrth specimen is in the Museo Nazionale Bomano,
Rome.
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been generally accepted. It is, moreover, the general opinion that this coinage

was not issued at Rome, but that it was Campanian in origin. Neither of

these views was, however, accepted by Count de Salis, who held, first, that

this coinage was of a somewhat earlier date, and secondly, that it was issued

at Eome as well as outside the city, not of necessity at Capua, but by the

local moneyers (vol. ii., pp. 150, 155). The style of these coins shows but little

connection with the Eomano-Campanian series. Count de Salis also syn-

chronizes this gold money with the introduction of the bronze of the sextantal

standard, the chief point of connection being found in the moneyers' symbols.

This evidence is not forthcoming in those pieces which are assigned to Eome

as they do not bear any special marks of this nature. It is, however, met

with in the local issues, where the gold pieces bear precisely the same

moneyers' symbols as occur on denarii of early style and weight and in some

cases on the bronze of the sextantal standard. This supplies a date before

B.C. 217. The local gold pieces, like the silver denarii of the same series, are

of much coarser work than those of the capital. With the symbol an anchor

there is the 60-sestertii piece and the denarius (vol. ii., p. 155) ; with a

spear-head the 60-sestertii piece and the denarius and the quinarius (vol. ii.,

p. 160) ; the same denomination in gold with a staff may be associated

with the denarius, and the bronze as to the se.xtans of the sextantal series

(vol. ii., pp. 161, 162); another with a pentagon with the denarius (vol. ii.,

p. 163) ; and the 20-sestertii piece with an ear of corn with the semis to

the semuncia, also of the sextantal issue (vol. ii., pp. 163, 165). Dr. Haeberlin ^

has questioned the soundness of associating these particular series together as

some of the symbols mentioned occur again at a later period ; but this argu-

ment could be applied with equal force to the later as well as to the earlier

series of symbols. The association of these gold coins with the quinarius and

the bronze of the sextantal standard was in Count de Salis's opinion sufficient

ground for putting them at an earlier date than Pliny assigned to them.

As the smallest gold piece weighed one scruple, and was equivalent in

value to twenty sestertii or twenty scruples of silver, the ratio of gold and

silver would be at 1 : 20, that is, if we reckon the denarius at its original value

of four scruples. If, however, these gold coins were not struck before B.C. 217,

when the denarius had fallen to I of its original weight, or to g^j of the pound,

the ratio would be 1 : 17'143. In either case gold would be over-tariffed,

which is what would be expected whether the coinage was instituted after

the first Punic war or during the progress of the second one. It was of the

nature of fiduciary money or " money of necessity,'' which the Senate could

at any time redeem at its current value.

' Zeit. f. Num., 1908, p. 269.
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There was an interval of two centuries before any attempt was made to

The resume a gold coinage at Eome or even in Italy under direct

Aureus. Eoman influence. The next occasion was in B.C. 49 on the arrival

of Julius Caesar after his Gallic wars, when he seized the public treasure in

the temple of Saturn, and issued gold and silver money for distribution

amongst his legions. This new gold coinage consisted at first of one

denomination only, the aureus,^ which does not appear to have been

based on the scruple standard, but was a division of the Eoman pound.

Pliny,^ in continuing his account of the gold coinage says : Postea placv.it

chyaarioi XXXX signari ex auri lihris, paulatimque principes immiiiuere pondus,

et novissime Xero ad xxxxv. This gold piece was of the value of twenty-five

silver denarii.^ It was not, however, new to the Eomans, for at intervals it

had made its appearance in the Pro^-inces under exceptional circiunstances.

There are two coins which must be excluded from this series, but of

which mention should be made. The first is the gold piece of T. Quinctius

Flamininus, the conqueror of Philip Y. of Macedon at Cynoscephalae, B.C. 197.

It bears on the obverse a portrait of Flamininus himself, and on the reverse

Victory holding a wreath and a palm, and the legend T QVI NCTI.* The re-

verse is a copy of the stater of Alexander the Great and his successors. It is

also of the weight of that piece. This coin may have been struck by a Greek

city during the sojourn of Flamininus in Peloponnesus, perhaps on the

occasion of the great Convention at Corinth, when the Eomans proclaimed the

freedom and independence of Greece ;
^ or it may have been struck by order

of Flamininus himself, who pretended to he the successor of the monarch

whom he had deprived of the greater part of his dominions. It is a purely

Greek coin in spite of the legend being in Latin.*

^ The unit of the Eoman gold monev was called the nummus aureus, the denarius

aureus, or more generally the aureus. The term nummus aureus was used by PKny
(Hist. Xat., xYxiii. 3, 13) in describing the first gold money issued at Kome, and Cicero

(Philipp., xii. 8. 20) applies it to the gold coin current in his time. The expression

denarius aureus was used in contradistinction to denarius argenteus (Petronius, Sati-

rae, 33; Pro calculis enim albis ac nigris aureos argenteosqus habebat denarios).

Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. iU., p. 20) cites, in coimection with this subject, the

passage in Periplus Pont. Eux., § 3, 49 : brjvapiov xP^tovv t€ koI dpyvpoiv.

2 Hist. Xat., xxxiU. 3, 13.

* Zonaras, AnnaL, x. 36: bvpavrai Si irapa 'Pto/iatoij al fucoai icai irevre Spaxjuu
Yfwtrovp vofitfrfia ev.

* Only three specimens of this coin appear to be known, viz., in the Paris, Berlin

and Athens cabinets. The Berlin example weighs 132 grs. iSo5 gramm.), and that in

Paris 131-2 grs. |8-.50 granmi.) ; see Zeit. f. Xum., 1885, p. 2, pi. viL 2, and Babelon,
Monn. de la rep. rom., vol. ii., p. 391.

5 Head, Hist. Xum. (1887), p. 205.

« Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.. p. 116 ; Babelon, op. cit., vol. iL, p. 890.
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The other coin is that which bears the name of Minius leius, who acted

as chief of the embassy which the Confederates in the winter of B.C. 89/8

sent to Mithradates of Pontus (vol. ii., p. 334). In this case also the type

was copied from a local coin, and its weight was that of the gold money

current in the Pontic king's dominions.

The first gold money which can be assigned to the Provinces is that of

Early ^'^^^*^' ^"^ proquaestor L. Manlius, and his quaestor A. Manlius.

Provincial It belongs to the period of the close of the great Mithradatic

Aurei. ^^^j. ^^^_ 82—81), and was intended for distribution amongst

the legions who had won for Sulla his numerous battles. These coins have

been identified as the lucullia referred to by Pliny and other writers ^ (vol. ii.,

pp. 459-463).

The next piece in point of date is the rare aureus of Cn. Cornelius

Lentulus Marcellinus which is assigned to Spain (vol. ii., p. 360). This

was also an exceptional piece, and it probably commemorates the close of

the Sertorian war, B.C. 72. It is to a somewhat later period that the aurei of

Pompey the Great, representing him in a triumphal quadriga, are to be attri-

buted (vol. ii., p. 464). The date of these last coins and also their provenance

are somewhat uncertain. The reverse type is precisely similar to that of the

aurei of Sulla. They also record a triumph, and for various reasons they are

assigned to the close of the third Mithradatic war, B.C. 61. This attribution is,

however, not generally accepted. The gold coins of Sulla would thus mark the

first defeat of the Pontic king, and those of Pompey, his last, and also his

death.

These issues of Sulla, Lentulus and Pompey were exceptional. They

Aurei of were of a strictly military character, were issued in virtue of the

the Koman imperium invested in those who struck them or for whom they

'*''"'* were struck, and were independent of the Eoman mint. The

gold coins of Julius Caesar of B.C. 49 belong to precisely the same class of money,

though they were issued in Eome. They were, in the first instance, intended

specially for the army, and their types indicate their purpose (vol. i., p. 505).

The position, however, was a novel one, for Caesar thereby exercised within the

walls of Eome the right of striking money in gold and silver which strictly he

was only entitled to put in force when outside the gates. ^ The chief import-

ance, however, which attaches itself to this coinage is that it was the true origin

of Eoman money in gold, for from that date almost year by year and century

by century there was a succession of issues which extended to the fall of the

' As details have been given of these and other gold Provincial coins struck before

B.C. 49, with their descriptions, it is only necessary to refer to them here in a general

way.

^ Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 179.
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Eoman Empire. It wa? now no longer necessaiy in ordinary commercial

transactions to bring into use ingots of gold. At fir.st the supply of these

coins may have been limited, but in a few years it became equal to the de-

mand, as is clearly shown by the numbers which are extant at the present time.

Caesar having thus usurped the authority of striking gold money at

Eome did not relinquish it during the rest of his life. He, however, only

exercised it on special occasions, and on two of these he delegated his

assumed right to one of the chief officers of the city, the praefectus. This

was on the occasion of his triumphs in B.C. 46 and 4.5 (vol. i., pp. 525, 5.37).

These praefccti were Aulus Hirtius and L. Munatius Plancus, the former

issuing the aureus, the latter the half-aureus^ (quinarius aureus) as well as

the aureus. This important innovation on the part of Julius Caesar had

the effect not only of introducing gold into the Eoman monetars" system,

but it served to suppress any distinction which may have hitherto existed

between the military coinages of the Provinces and those issued at the mint

in the Capitol.-

The Senate in its adulation, far from resenting this encroachment on

its privileges, not only by decree conferred on the dictator the exclusive

right of coining gold money, but also ordered that his portrait should be

stamped on the coinage. This order could only have appUed to the silver

money, the Senate by iis own action not having any control over the gold, and

bronze was not then being struck. Scarcely, however, had Caesar fallen under

the daggers of the assassins when the Senate determined to repossess itself of

its prescriljed rights, and in order to proclaim publicly its action the pracfati,

L. Cestius and C. Xorbanus, were commanded to strike gold money and to

place upon it the legend S • C • (senatus consv.lto), as demonstrating that it

was issued with dtie legality and officially ^ (vol. i., p. 552). Early in B.C. 43

the Senate proceeded one step further, and the coining of gold was now

associated with that of the silver, and was placed under the charge of the

regular mondarii of the mint. The effect of this decree was the definite

admission of gold specie into the urban coinage, which tlie mondarii

fabricated under the direct control of the Senate.* From this time tiU

B.C. 37 inclusive the aureus is met with year by year, but always bearing the

name of a moneyer. At fiist its coinage was entrusted to one member of the

quatuorvirate, but from B.C. 38 each issue comprised gold as well as silver.

I The haU-anrens was rarely struck during the first centnry B.C. Down to B.C. 3 it

occtirs only once more at the Boman mint, circ. B.C. 24—20 (vol. ii., pp. 20, 21), and
occasionally in Gaul, B.C. 11—9 and B.C. 8—6 (vol. ii., pp. 4-33. 43.5, 442j.

' Mommsen, Sist. mon. rom., t. iii., p. 3.

"' Cicero, Philipp., vii. 1, 1.

^ Fr. Lenormant, Iia Hon. dans VAnf., vol. ii., p. 340.
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Even when the portraits of the triumvirs were figured on the gold urban

coinage, the moneyers' names were still retained, a sign that at that time the

Senate was determined to adhere strictly to its right and to put a bar on all

attempts at encroachment.

The treasure found at Brescello in 1714 gives some idea of the large

amount of gold money issued during this and a little later period. It con-

tained 80,000 pieces of only 32 varieties. The coins were those of the

moneyers 0. Clodius, L. Massidius, L. Livineius, P. Clodius, C. Vibius and

Q. Voconius (b.C. 44—37); and of the generals and others, Julius Caesar,

A. Hirtius, L. Plancus, L. Cestius, C. Norbanus, Brutus, Cassius, Cornuficius,

Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, Sextus Pompey, Antony and Octavius.^

The example set by Julius Caesar at Eome '' and the subsequent action

Later °^ ^^^ Senate were speedily followed in the Provinces, for as

Provincial soon as the triumvirate was formed in B.C. 43 Antony struck

° • gold in Gaul, and later in the East. Octavius did the same

when he took over the government of Gaul two years later. It was, how-

ever, not under any express authority of the Senate that the gold money was

issued in the Provinces, but it was only an extension of the imperium with

which the generals or commanders in the field had been invested, and which

was subsequently assumed as a right. It is only in this manner that the

action of Brutus and Cassius, of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus and Q. Labienus

can be accounted for if not justified. The introduction too of portraiture on

these coins was an act of imperialism not altogether compatible with the

democratic views or Eepublican principles professed by those who chose this

form of illustration for their money.

After the battle of Naulochus, when Octavius was invested with the

Gold coins right of coinage at Eome (vol. ii., pp. 1 f.), the gold, like the

of Octavius. silver, was struck in his name only, and the restoration of the

moneyers' names in B.C. 16 left the situation unchanged as the coinage

continued even then to be practically of an imperial character. As in the

earlier period between B.C. 43—37, only a certain number of the moneyers

struck gold as well as silver.

It is not quite certain on what standard the aureus was based when it

The standard was introduced by Sulla into the Eoman monetary system.

of weight. As Pliny states that this coin was first tariffed at forty to the

' Montfaueon, Antiq. expliq., 8uppl.,t. iii., pp. 1371; Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom.,

t. ill., p. 26.

' He struck only one gold piece in the Provinces. It is that with obv. sacrificial

axe and simpulum and the legend CAESAR DICT, and with rev. one-handled jug and
lituus; below, ITER. On account of its rude fabric this coin is assigned to the East
(vol. ii., p. 470).
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pound, and that it subsequently fell to forty-two, it might be inferred that this

system of computing the gold was adopted on its inauguration. The coins

which were tariffed at forty to the pound were chiefly those struck duiin?

the triumTirate. The heaviest pieces of Sulla weigh from 170-169 grs. each,

which would be equivalent to ten scruples, so that, with the denarius at -^ of

the pound, the ratio of gold and silver would be at 1:9, the aureus being

reckoned at twenty-five denariL The result would be about the same if we

assume from its weight that the aureus of Sulla was struck at -^ of the

pound. The gradual decline in its weight makes it, however, impossible for

the scruple standard to have been adhered to, even if it had been adopted in

the first instance. The weight of this coin, which varied considerably, appeare

in a great measure to have been subject to the supply of metal (vol. ii., p. 314).

The following table represents its proportions at various times when reduced

to fractions of the pound.
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general manner, as we shall be only traversing the same ground and

reiterating unavoidably much that has already been said. Count de SaUs's

classification of the coins, however, shows that he held somewhat different

views, more especially in reference to the early association of these officers

of the mint with the localities in which they performed their duties.

The right of coinage at Eome, as elsewhere, was vested in the State.

The Consuls
'^^^ people assembled in the Comitia decreed all matters

and the connected with the money, its metal, its types, and its weight.

coinage.
j^ ^^^^ devolved on the Senate to see that these decrees were

duly carried out, and to appoint proper officers for the purpose. There

is no record who these officers were in the first instance, but the duty no

doubt rested with the chief magistrates, i.e. the consuls, who, in virtue of

their imperium, exercised authority over the executive. In them would be

invested the general control, viz., the time when the coinage should be issued,

its extent, its standard of weight and the denominations. "^ Though the

consuls might have been able to delegate their authority, yet this would not

relieve them of their responsibility. This authority being of a purely public

character did not carry with it any semblance of a private nature, which

would justify the consuls inscribing their names on the coinage. For this

reason there is a complete absence of private marks on the coinage in its

initial stages, and in consequence on the early bronze we meet with only

representations of the tutelary divinities of Eome on one face, and the prow

of a vessel on the other.

In the development of their liberties the Eomans strove consistently to

rpjjQ limit and suppress, so far as possible, the authority of the

Magistratus first magistrates within the city, more especially in matters
mores.

relating to the finances of the State, and some of their functions

were assigned to various bodies of lower rank, who were responsible for

the due administration of certain sections of the government. In this

manner the administration was by degrees spread over a wide area of different

offices, which were directly responsible to the Senate, and the Senate in turn

was responsible to the people. Thus a time came when the duties connected

with the striking and issuing of the coinage wore no longer entrusted to the

consuls but to special magistrates, who exercised their powers under the

direct mandate of the Senate.

The magistrates who performed these duties at various epochs of the

Classes of Republic may be divided into three classes.

Moneyers (i.) The ordinary moneyars, who had charge of the mint at
IB mguis ed.

J>QJ;^g^ ^p ^eve specially delegated by the Senate to exercise

' Mommsen, Hist. mon. torn., t. ii., p. 42.
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similar duties outside the capital at various centres, or ia certaia districts, but

•within the confines of Italy.

(ii.) The special Tiwneyers, such as quaestors, aediles, praefects, &c., -who

likewise, but under special circumstances, were invested by the Senate with

authority to strike coios iu their names inside the capital, vmder conditions

and restrictions similar to those imposed on the ordinary moneyei^.

(iiL) The militarii monei/ers, who were attached to armies in the field, more

especially in the Provinces. These were quaestors, legates and praefects, who

were acting under the orders of the generals in command.

First of aU we wiU consider the status, office and duties of the ordinary

Ordinary moneyers.

Moneyers. These maeistrates were those who at a later period of the

EepuhMc were designated on their coinages by the official title tresviri acre,

avgcnto. av.ro flando, feriundo, which was abbreviated on the coins and in-

scriptions into 1 1 1V I R. 1 • A • A A • F • F ., or in the more familiar form, tresBiri

monetales, so named after the temple of Juno Moneta, within the precincts of

which they exercised their duties. The verb f.are in juxtaposition to ferire

relates to the preparation and manufacture of the blank or jlan, which was

cast in a mould and adjusted to its proper size and weight before being subject

to the operation of the dies. The verb ferire would also imply that the office

wa5 not created untU. dies were brought into use for the manufacture of the

coins. "When the money was struck, it was the duty of the moneyer to hand

it over to the ouaestors of the city, who acted as public treasurers, and who

then used it for slate pui-poses, the payment of the army, of the officers of the

state, of contracts, &c., and for distribution amongst the people for bullion

received.^

The precise date of the establishment of this magistracy in its final and

Institution complete form is uncertain. It was probably one of gradual

of the development. Pomponius ' says : Cviutituti surd eodtm tempore

^^®^^'^*'^' d qvattuorriri qui curam riorum agerait, et triumviri momfalts

a'/rii, argtrdi, auri natorcs, et triumviri capitahs, qui carccri-s custodiam

haberent. This supplies a clue to the date of the institution of the moneyers,

as Livy ^ stares that the triumviri captialcs were first appointed drc. B.C. 289.

As at that date no gold or silver money was being issued, Eckhel* has

suggested that either Pomponius sfioke " jroleptically" in adding both the

finer metals, gold and silver, or that he referred to some law the execution of

which had been deferred. It should, however, be noticed that Pc'mponius

' Babelon, yionn. de la r.'p. rcnn., Introd., p. t-rriii.

- Digest., i. 2. 2. 30 fed. Mommsem.
' EjAt., lib. 3d. « Doct num. vet., t. v.. p. 61.
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only used the word flatorea, and he says nothing about the striking of coins.

In B.C. 289 the process of casting was alone in use for minting the bronze

coinage, and the same process was also employed for the manufacture of gold

and silver into ingots. The evidence of Pomponius must not therefore be

rejected on that ground.

The earliest inscription which mentions the triumvirate of the mint is the

eulogy of C. Claudius Pulcher, who was consul B.C. 92 with M. Perpema.^ In

this inscription it is stated that Pulcher was quaestor, a triumvir of the

mint, curule aedile, judex, &c. The office of triumvir is placed after that of

quaestor, which would have been contrary to the cursus honorum, the former

being one of the minor offices of the State. Another peculiar circumstance

connected with this appointment is that the only coins which bear the name

of C. (Claudius) Pulcher cannot, from the evidence of finds, fabric, and style,

be put to a date before B.C. 92 (vol. i., pp. 198, 199). If Pulcher struck these

coins he could only have done so as a special officer ; but the coins do not

reveal this. Moreover, he could not then have done so as a triumvir of the mint.

It is, however, possible that the consul of B.C. 92 may have been at one time

an officer of the mint, but did not strike money in his own name As we

shall show later this was more frequently the case than otherwise. Cicero ^

speaks of this magistracy as a regularly constituted body, and it is therefore

quite possible that at his time, or even before, the moneyers had already been

included in the magistratus minores, who formed the vic/intisexviri.

This body was constituted as follows ^ :

—

1. IIIVIRl (or IIIIVIR-I) capitales.

2. IIIVIR.I (or llllVIKi) aere, argento, auro flando,feriundo.

3. illlViR.1 viis in urbe purgandis.

4. IIVIRI viis extra urbem purgandis.

5. XVI R.I litibus judicandis.

6. 1 1 1 1 praefecti Capuam Cumas.

The office of triumvir of the mint was one which could be held by a

patrician or a plebeian at the age of 27. It was, like other minor offices,

the first stepping-stone to those of a higher grade, for which a regular cursus

honorum was established, but not always adhered to.* The coins afford

' OreUi, Inscr. Lat. coll., t. i., no. 569 ; C. I. L., i.,' p. 200.

' de Leg., iii., 3, 6.

* Mommsen, Rom. Staatsrecht, vol. ii., p. 592, 3rd ed., 1887.

' The order, at least from the sixth century A.u.c, was : 1. Vigintisexviri ; 2. Quaes-
tor; 3. Tribunus plebis ; 4. Aedilis ; 5. Censor; 6. Magister Equitum; 7. Praetor;

8. Interrex; 9. Consul; 10. Dictator (Mommsen, op. cit., vol. i., pp. 562, 563). The
application of the cursus has made it necessary to suggest many new identifications

of the moneyers in the pages of this work.
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many instances of the moneyers rising to higher offices in the course of a few

years, especially to that of quaestor.^

The scanty records supplied by ancient documents, whether literary

or lapidary, show how little information is to be gleaned from them

relative to the administration of the mint. Even this information, slight

as it is, is not alwaj-s confirmed by the coins. Before turning to them

for any elucidation they may afford, we ^vill quote Mommsen's view respect-

ing the first appearance of moneyers' marks or initials. He says ^ " it was

towards the end of the last Punic war, when the Eepublic was drifting towards

an oligarchy, that the moneyers began to mark their money, at first with

a sj-mbol or distinctive sign, then with the names of their families indi-

cated by a monogram. Their own names did not appear tiU later, and even

then they were concealed under the form of an initial or an abbreviation."

The evidence of the coins themselves shows, according to Coimt de Salis's

classification, that this statement must be somewhat modified. There are no

indications on the earliest issues of the silver money, nor on the bronze coins

of the triental standard, as to what was the organization of the mint, which

was established in B.C. 268 or about that time. As soon, however, as it passed

into the second stage, that is, when the bronze money was reduced to the sex-

tantal standard, there are signs, in the form of symbols or initials, of an

attempt to identify the ofiicers of the mint with their coinages. These soon

increased in frequency and with such rapidity that before the coinage reached

its third stage, through the enactment of the lex Flaminia or Fabia, we have

quite a considerable number of symbols, if not many forms of initials. As such

a practice e\idently took some time to develop, and as such a safeguard may
not at first have been considered necessary, it is quite possible and even

probable that when Eome instituted her new silver money, she at the same

time constituted a regular personnel for the administration of the mint ^

The addition of the symbols or initials finds a parallel in many of the Greek

coinages, more especially in that of Athens, where, however, the appointment

of the magistrates seems to have been made with great reaularitv.* This

' Cn. Domitins Ahenobarbus was moneyer circ. B.C. 124—103, and censor B.C. 92

(vol. i., pp. 151, 1S4 f.) ; L. Memmius Galena, moneyer circ. B.C. 91 ; quaestor circ.

B.C. 87 (vol. i., pp. 204, 307); Cn. Cornelius Lentulus llarceUinus, moneyer circ. B.C. 86;
quaestor to Pompey in Spain circ. B.C. 76—72 ivol. i., p. 309; vol. ii., pp. 358 f.)

;

Faustus Cornelius SuUa, moneyer circ. B.C. 62; quaestor circ. B.C. 54 (vol. i., pp. 471,

4S9j, and many others.

- Hist. man. rom., t. il., p. 48.

3 L. Lange {Bdm. Alterthiimer, vol. i., p. 653) also thought that this was the time
when the first moneyers were appointed, but not necessarily a triumvirate; see also

Barthelemy, Bev. Num., 1S47, p. 854.

• Cat. Gr. Coins, Brit. Mus., Attica, Introd., pp. xxxviii. f.
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signing of the coins was a guarantee to the public that they were struck in

accordance with the law, as to weight, size, and purity of metal.

Some of the moneyers struck in bronze or silver, whilst of the others

Early indica- ^^^^^^ ^i"6 coins of both metals. In the early period the bronze

tiona of a issues predominate largely in number, and those of two metals

Triumvirate.
^^^ ^-^^ ^gj^g|. n^jmerous. Except for the weight of the coins or

their fabric, there appear to be no points of connection between the earlier

issues, so that we are quite in the dark as to the frequency or duration of the

magistracy, whether it was annual, biennial, or only periodical. After the turn

of the third century, circ. B.C. 196, instances begin to occur where similarity of

fabric and type seems at least to indicate successive issues. Examples may

be traced in the coinages of L. Plautius Hypsaeus, Tampilus and Aurelius

(vol. i., pp. 70-72) ; of L. Coilius, Cn. Calpurnius, and Cn. Domitius (vol. i.,

pp. 81-82).^ Again, during B.C. 172—151, similar indications are met with

in the issues of M. Atilius Saranus, Q. Marcius Libo and L. Sempronius

Pitio (vol. i., pp. 92-96) ; of Atilius Saranus, Pinarius Natta and C.

Juventius Talna (vol. i., pp. 99-103) ; of Publius Sulla, L. Saufeius and

Pinarius Natta (vol. i., pp. 110-112) ; and of L. Cupiennius, C. Antestius Labeo

and M. Junius Silanus (vol. i
, pp. 113-116) ; and so on throughout Periods

V. and VI., which correspond to the dates B.C. 150-125 and B.C. 124-103. This

is strong evidence that there may have existed early in the second century

B.C. a regular commission for superintending the coinage ; but whether it had

actually assumed the form of a yearly triumvirate, or was only appointed

occasionally as the needs of the State required, we are unable to form any

decided opinion from the coins themselves. It is quite possible that the

same conditions prevailed at Eome as so often occurred at the English mint,

where we find officers duly appointed year by year though no issues of coins

took place.

The first actual instance of a triumvirate of the mint at Eome occurs in

Earliest the coinages of M. Caecilius Metellus, Q. Eabius Maximus and
Triumvirates. Q. Serveilius, who held office circ. B.C. 94 (vol. i., pp. 175-180).

Here we have three moneyers all using precisely the same obverse types,

the head of Eoma and that of Apollo, but each employing a separate type for

the reverse. There can be no question that this was a triumvirate, for all

the coins are of the same fabric, and the obverse types show the same

peculiarities of treatment of the head of Eoma and also of that of Apollo.^

' The points of oonneotiou between these groups are fully discussed with the descrip-

tions of the coins.

' The attribution of these issues to separate dates, i.e. the separation of the coins

of different obverse types, as proposed by Monimsen, does not affect the question of a

triumvirate.
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These issues seem to warrant the presumption that such a union of monevcrs

had existed even at an earlier date. In fact we have actual proof that this

was so, not, however, in the urban coinage, but in that which Count de

SaKs has attributed to local issue. To B.C. 124—103 he has assigned three

gioups of coins, which are quite independent of one another, each

bearing the names of three moneyers. These are il. CaUdius, Q. CaecUius

ifetellus, and Cn. Foul\-ius (vol. ii., p. 255); C. Fabius, L. Eoscius and Q.

Marcius (vol. ii., p. 256); and Q. Curtius, il. Junius Silanus and Cn.

Domitius (vol. ii., pp. 257-261). In the first two groups the coinages are

exclusively joint ones. The names of the three moneyers occur on all

the pieces, hut sometimes their order is changed. The only denomination

is the denarius. In the third group two of the moneyers struck a joint

coinage, and the third a separate one, but the names of all three are united

on the bronze money. Another similar group of moneyers is that met with

at a somewhat later date, B.C. 89, but also in connection with the local money.

In this instance two of the moneyers, C. Poblicius Malleolus and A. Postu-

mius Albinus, strike separately denarii ; but they unite with L. CaecUius

Metellus in a joint issue of the denarius, the types of which are assimilated to

those of Malleolus and Albinus (vol. ii., pp. 306-311). The dates assigned to

these coinages coincide with those of similar fabric and style issued contem-

porarily at the "Roman loint. These groups of coins are of considerable

importance, first, because they show that an actual triumvirate existed at an

earlier date than is generally supposed,^ and they also prove that the issues of

the local coinage were subjected to the same regime and constitution as

those of the Capitol.

The most remarkable group of moneyers in the coinage of the Eepublic

is that which appears to have occurred in B.C. 92, during the cens'jrship of

L. Licinius Crassus and Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbias, whose names apj>ear on

the coins in conjunction with those of five moneyers, each of whom strikes the

denarius with the same reverse type, but all slightly dififering in that of the

obverse (vol. i., pp. 184-187). It seems impossible to account satisfactorily

for this exceptional and unique conjuncti' n of moneyei?, and it can only be

surmised, as the names of the two censors of the year are inscribed on aU, that

a special commission was appc>inted to meet some extraordinary expenditure.

During the next few years, B.C. 91— 89, which cover the period of the

Social war, the output at the mint at Eome was quite phenomenal. At the

urban mint alone, in B.C. 91, there were six ordinary moneyers ; in B.C. 90

1 Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 47) has a-ssigned tlie definite estabhskment of

the trinmTirate to some time between B.C. 104—69. This date corresponds with its first

occuirence at Eome, bnt not locally.
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there were at least five, but the number may have been equal to that of the

previous year, and in B.C. 89 they fall to three. From that date the mint seems

to have returned once more to its normal state, and the ordinary moneyers

varied in number from three to one. Several instances between B.C. 91 and 82

occur of a triumvirate or a duumvirate, but the title of IIIVIR. is not met with

till circ. B.C. 72,^ when it occurs on the coins of Mn. Aquillius (vol. i., p. 416).

lietween that date and B.C. 49, it is only mentioned eight tiihes. Some of

the coinages, like those of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi (B.C. 88), L. Julius Bursio

(B.C. 85), L. Papius (b.C. 80), L. Eoscius Pabatus (b.c. 70), and C. Calpurnius

Piso L. f. Frugi (B.C. 64), were of such enormous extent that in most cases

they must have involved the manufacture of some hundreds of different dies.

The normal conditions which prevailed at the Eoman mint between the

Monevers Social war and the breaking out of the Civil war, B.C. 49, seem

of the later to throw some light on its constitution in respect of the moneyers
Republic, puriug that period of thirty-eight years we can count the

names of fifty-nine ordinary moneyers on the coins, which would supply an

average of less than two yearly.^ From this it must be concluded either that

the appointment extended over two years, which would be quite unusual for

any public office, and does not seem to have occurred in any others which

comprised the vif/intisexviri, or that it was usual for only one or two

members of the triumvirate to place their names on the coins, in which case

the others, whose names do not appear, would confine their duties to a general

direction only. As Count de Sails has classified the coins year by year from

B.C. 102 onwards, he apparently believed in the annual appointment of the

moneyers ; and we have no ground for supposing that there were ever less than

three in each case. There was, however, something, as Mommsen remarks,^

in the organization of this magistracy which we do not precisely know. The

silence of ancient writers increases the difiiculty, and we are left to draw our

conclusions from the coins themselves.

The first change which occurred in the personnel of the mint was in

Increase of ^^- ^'^' '^^en Caesar, having increased the number of officers

Moneyers of the lesser magistracies, augmented that of the moneyers from
by Caesar,

three to four.* These styled themselves \\\\\J\V^\ {quatuorviri).

' Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 53) puts the first occurrence at B.C. 54. This

is obviously too late.

^ We naturally except the special issues by quaestors, aediles, &c. These numbered
thirty-five during that p^A-iod. They occurred very frequently. In fact the exception

almost became the rule, as it is only in one or two years that we do not meet with these

special issues.

' Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 51.

* Suetonius, Caesar, 41 : Minorum magistratuum numeram amjoliavit.

k
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It is, however, only in the first year of their establishment that the whole

hodv of four struck separate issues in their names. Subsequent to that date

till B.C. 36 the mint reverted to its former condition, the coins year by year

recording the names of only two or three officers. In B.C. 43 the dignity of

tlie office was enhanced by the Senate conferring on the ordinary monerers

the right of stiLkincr. and placing their names, on the gold money as well as

on the silver. From B.C. 49 till his death Caesar had usurped the right of

iisuing gold money (see above, pp. hli, Iviii). Soon after his death the

Senate asserted its authority, and conferred the duty on the ordinary moneyers,

some of whom cr.mmemorated the circumstance by inscribing on their money

the legend IIIIVIR A- P • F (Qvataorvir auro pul'ico fcriundo)^

Tliese reforms were, however, not lasting, for in B.C. 36 the moneyers'

Triumvirate n^i"*^- disappear, and the coinage hoth of gold and silver was

ofthe MjuQt placed under the auth'jity of Cictavius. This privLle:ge or right

restored.
.^^.^j evidently coniened on Octavius by a decree of the Senate

after or about the time of the battle of Xaulochus, as the earhest pieces must

be assigned to B.C. 36. It is S'.'mewhat sin^'ular that no ancient writer has

mentioned this remarkatle change, which at one strike imperialised the

monetary system of Eome. By this act, moreover, the Senate handed over to

Octavius those rights which a few years before it had been so prompt in

reclaiming. The persomul oi staff' at the mint seem^s to have l-een appointed

as usual, for after a lapse of twenty years, B.C. 16, the old practice of inscribing

the coin^e with the moneyers names was again resumed. Their number

was, however, reduced to three, for they resume their former title of IIIVIR.1.

This return to a former cMsr^m was accompanied by some reforms, the

most important one being the re-establishment of a bronze currency on a j^er-

manent basis (see abc^ve, pp. xxxiii-sxxv). The coinage of that j>erio<i reveals

another remarkable circumstance, which is that two sets of m nevers were

as a rule appointed, one by the Emperor to i=sue gold and silver money, the

other by the Se:i?.re to provide bronze. Augustus, therefore, retained liis right

over the coinage? of the finer metals. Accordint' to Count de Salis's classi-

ficati'i'n. with one exception, that of ^NI. Sanquinii.s and P. Licinir.s >t-:Lj. who

strack in gcll silver and bronze i v:.l. ii., pp. 73-S2J, the imperial moneyers

and the senat-jrial ones did nC't hold office in the same year, but separately

and intermirrently, not necessaiily alternately. On this computation there

appears to have existed a regular triumvirate from B.C. 16—3, when the

names of the moneyers d:=a]:i>eared as suddenly and as unaccount i' Iv as they

reappeared. It is very difficult to account for tbese revc.li-.tionary changes.

Were they due t"' the revival of the bronze money, or to Augustus s

' VoL ].. P. -jTO f.
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Contemplated absence from the capital, or to a concession to republicanism

on his part ? On many occasions Augustus had assumed the role of the

abdicator, and had expressed a wish to lay down the imperium and to sur-

render some of the honours which had been so profusely heaped on him

by the Senate, but in each instance he had given way to the ptipular vote,

which even usually accorded fresh dignities. This is again illustrated on

the coinage, for we find that the moneyers' names disappear for ever after

B.C. 3, as it was in the following year that Augustus received the title of

Pater Patriae, a dignity which was only compatible with full monarchical

power.

The institution of the triumvirate was not, however, abolished, for we

know from inscriptions that this magistracy existed so late as the middle of

the third century of our era, and that the title of triumvir aere, argento, auro

flando, feriundo was retained.^ As, however, the appointment rested with the

Senate, whose powers were limited to the bronze coinage, it is possible that

their duties did not extend beyond the supervision of that section of the

coinage. The gold and silver money, which was exclusively imperial, was

in the future under the charge of imperial procurators, who bore the title of

curatores or procuratores monetae, an office which was established as early as

the reign of Tiberius and was still in existence, at the period of the. emperors

of Constantinople.^

The class of moneyers with which we have so far dealt consisted only

Special of members of the magistracy which was instituted to take

Moneyers. charge of the regular issues of the State at the mint in the

capital, or under exceptional conditions outside in various districts of Italy.

As this was a regularly constituted body it was not necessary to indicate in

any way, either by special legends or otherwise, the decrees of the Senate

which authorized the exercise of these duties. There was, however, another

class of moneyers who were members of other magistracies, and who were

from time to time specially authorized to exercise similar duties under

exceptional circumstances. In order to distinguish such pieces from the

ordinary currency the delegated authority was indicated by the use of

various formulae, as S • C • {senatus consulto), EX S • C {ex senatus consulto),

D • S • S • (de senatus sententia), P • EX S C (puilice ex senatus consulto),

S • C • D . T (senatus consulto de thesauro), &c. From these legends it is

evident that these special coinages were carried out under the immediate

direction of the Senate, and were not subject to a general decree of the

people. The Senate was empowered to act according to its discretion. The

' Fr. Lenormant, La Mon. dans I'Ant., t. iii., pp. 185 f.

2 Barthilemy, Bev. Num., 1847, p. 365.
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officers in whose names these coins were stnick were chiefly qiiacsiors and

Their official curule aediles. Exceptional moneyers were the pkbcian aediles,

rani;. the fraxfeeti UrU and irradors. The fact that it was the

quaestors and curule aediles who mainly acted as special moneyers, furnishes

a clue to the purpose of these extraordinary issues.

The g^iaestores urhani or aerarii were officials subordinate to the consuls,

who had the supreme control of the treasury. The quaestors, however, had

actual charge of the money, whether in coin or in bullion, recei-sTng it from

the consuls and paying it out on their order. They held the keys of the

treasury, which was in the temple of Saturn,^ and had charge of all its

contents, including not only coia and bullion, but also the military standards.'^

They also coUected the taxes, conducted sales of public property, and superin-

tended extraordinary expenditure connected with military affairs and largesses.

The duties of the aediles curvJes were somewhat varied. Cicero^ has

arranged their functions under three heads as curcdores v.rhis, annonas,

ludorumque sollemnium. As curatores urhis they had charge of the repairing

and cleansing of the streets, roads, public baths, &c. ; as mrcdr/res anncmac,

the general charge of the markets, the superintendence of the sales of cattle

and slaves, the providing of the proper supply of corn, and the furnishing of

it at a reduced rate in case of largesses; and as curatores ludorum, not only

the organizing of the public games, but also the defraying of the necessary

expenditure, which they often had to meet out of their own private resources.

The exercise of the special duties connected with the coinage appears to have

fallen chiefly on these two magistracies, and it is e-v"ident that in certain

cases, like that of a special distribution of com, the expenses were met either

by the quaestors or by the curule aedUes.

The aediles plebeii, ai pldiis, were the subordinate officers of the tribunes.

They were guardians of the temple of Ceres, in which cojdes of all decrees of

the Senate were presers'ed, and in consequence their duties were more of a

legal nature than otherwise. Their superintendence of com supphes, and of

the plebeian and Eoman games, seems to have been the result of special

commissions from the Senate or the consuls.* It is probably from this cause

that we meet with their names only once in connection with the special

coinages.^

The coinages of the praefedi Urlii are met with on three occasions only,

1 PolybiTis, MUt. reliq., xxiv. 9. = Livy, lib. iii. 69 ; iv. 22 ; vii. 23.

3 de Leg., iii. 3, 7. * Pliny, Hist. Xat., xviii. 3, 4 ; Livy, lib. vi. 42.

' See coins of M. Faunius and L. Critonius (vol. i., pp. 314, 315 1. The reverse type,

repreeenting the aedUes seated on the subseUixim with an ear of com, shows distinctly

that the occasion on which this coinage was issued was a largess connected with the

supply of com.
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the first two in connection with the triumphs of Caesar, the tliird when the

Senate asserted its claim to the issue of aurei (vol. i., pp. 525, 537, 552).

The issue of money by a praetor at the Eoman mint happened only once.

It was in the case of Q. Antonius Balbus, the circumstances connected with

which being quite exceptional (see below, p. Ixxii ; vol. i., p. 344).

It is fortunate that we are able, from the evidence of the coins them-

Special issues selves, to ascertain not only the first instance of the occurrence

when first of these extraordinary coins, but also the event which occa-

instituted.
gio^ed their issue. In B.C. 100 L. Appuleius Saturninus, the

tribune, proposed a lex frumentaria, by virtue of which the State was to sell

corn to the people at a semis and a triens for a modius. This proposal met with

violent opposition from the government, on the ground that it would exhaust

the public treasury. It was, however, carried, and the quaestor, Q. Servilius

Caepio, who was one of the chief opponents of the measure, and his colleague

L. Calpurnius Pi so, were ordered by the Senate to meet the requirement of

the largess by a special coinage. The obverse type, the head of Saturn, shows

that the bullion was drawn from the public aerarium, and the reverse depicts

the two quaestors distributing the largess, the nature of which is illustrated

by two ears of corn and the legend ad frunientum emundum (vol. i., pp. 170,

171). This coinage bears the special formula EX S • C • (ea; senatus consulto)}

The next occasion on which this way of meeting an extraordinary

expenditure was put into force was in B.C. 91. The circumstances were very

similar to those of B.C. 100, as it was in that year that M. Livius Drusus,

also a tribune of the plebs, carried a law for the distribution of corn, or for

its sale under cost price, and for the assignment of lands. The money
supplied for this purpose bears the names of the quaestors Appius Claudius

and Titus Mallius (vol. i., p. 199). This happened just before the commence-

ment of the Social war, B.C. 91—88, during which and the Civil war which

followed, B.C. 88—86 and B.C. 83—82, there was not only a very much
increased output of the regular coinage, but also a continuous series of special

issues, mostly under the control of the quaestors. In the first instance the

money was required to pay the expenses of the war with the Confederates, in

the second it was a case of one party trying to get the better of the other by
bribing the populace.

The most common formulae which distinguished these special issues were,

Various as already noted, S • C or EX S • C -, but others were used, as

formulae, pv . (publice)
; P . A • (publico argento) ; AKG TVB . or A PV

{argento publico)
; or EX A • PV • (ex argento publico), denoting that there had

' This issue marks other important variations in connection with the coinage (see

below, p. Ixxxviii).
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been a special supply of buUion from the treasury. These marks are limited

to the silver onlj-, but others occur on the bronze coins also. Some of those

of the semuncial standard, issued under the provisions of the lex Papitia,

have only the legend L • P • D • A • P • {lege Papiria dc acre publico), and as they

are without a moneyer's name, they must be reckoned amongst the special

issues (vol. i., p. 282). Of a similar nature are the bronze coins of C. Licinius

]\Iacer with EX S • C - (vol. i., p. 320), and the joint coinage of C. Cassius

and L. Julius Salinator (vol. i., p. 321) with D-S-S- (de senatus sententia).

These last two issues occurred in the same year, B.C. 85.

To the same category may be assigned certain other coinages "which are

without any moneyers' names. The first is the denarius of tlie same type as

the joint-coinage of the moneyers Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius {vol. i.,

p. 335), which must have been struck in extraordinary abundance, as no less

than 194 specimens occurred in the ^Monte Codruzzo hoard. Another is that

•with the head of Venus on the obverse, and a comucopiae on the reverse

(vol. i., p. 357), the issue of which seems to coincide with the battle at the

Colline gate B.C. 82, after which there were frequent largesses distributed by

Sulla among the populace. A still more remarkable issue of the same period

is that of Q. Antonius Balbus, who, on his appointment as praetor to Sardinia

in B.C. 82, received permission from the Senate to take the treasure from the

temples, and to turn it into money for the payment of his troops (vol. i.,

pp. 344-347).

After the triumph of Sulla in B.C. 81, the mint at Eome resumed its

Special Issues normal condition, but the special issues continued with con-

continued, siderable frequency. Between that date and B.C. 50 they

number at least twenty-five, and as many of them record the celebration of

the public games, the majority were probably struck by the curule aediles,

who were allowed Ijy the Senate to issue the money at their own expense.

It was for that reason that the aedileship was only given to the rich citizens,

who were able to subsidise in this manner the public revenues. On the

coins of ]\I. A^'olteius (vol. i., pp. 388 f.) the types illustrate nearly all the

principal public games, and the same occurs on those of M. Plaetorius M. f.

Cestianus. (vol. i., p. 434). The joint-issue of ]M. Aemilius Scaurus and

P. Plautius H^-psaeus (^'ol. i., p. 483), and those of A. Plautius and Cn. Plancius

(vol. i., pp. 490, 491), are of special interest as we know from docimientary

evidence the dates of their offices. The same may be said of the quaestor-

ship of Faustus Cornelius SuUa, who commemorates on his coins the principal

events in the Hfe of his father-in-law Pompey the Great, one of which, the

consecration of the temple of Venus A'ictrix, only happened in the previous

year, B.C. 55 (vol. i., p. 489). These issues are of importance from another

point of view, as from their style and fabric they serve as criteria for the
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classification of others, the date of which we are unable to determine with

such exactness.

A special interest of this nature attaches itself also to the coinage of P.

Licinius Crassus, with the head of Venus on the obverse and a warrior

standing by the side of his horse on the reverse (vol. i., p. 487). In this

instance we have a coinage which is quite exceptional. In was in B.C. 55

that Crassus came to Eome with a troop of 1000 Gaulish horsemen which he

had enrolled at his own expense for service against the Parthians. In order

either to commemorate this event, or as a means of refunding to Crassus some

of the expense to which he had been put, the Senate sanctioned this special

issue. It would therefore seem that, as in the case of Q. Antonius Balbus,

the Senate could extend the privilege to any one it wished, as it was piobably

in his capacity as a legate that Crassus struck these coins. We have selected

by way of illustration a few only of the more special occasions marked by these

extraordinary issues. The series is far too long to be mentioned in detail.

To continue our account. In B.C. 49 there was great confusion and

tumult in Eome, first on account of the sudden departure of Pompey to the

East, and later in consequence of the arrival of Julius Caesar. The struggle

between these two aspirants for supreme power in the state is clearly

reflected in the coinage of the year. Cn. Nerius, the quaestor under the

Pompeian consuls, L. Cornelius Lentulus Crus and C. Claudius Marcellus

struck coins in their names as well as in his own (vol. i., p. 504). This

was without precedent, as hitherto the names of the consuls had been

entirely excluded from the coinage. Julius Caesar on his entry into Eome
put forth his memorable pieces in gold and silver, and for the remainder of

the year he entrusted further issues to his then close adherents D. Postumius

Albinus and C. Vibius Pansa (vol. i., pp. 507 i.). The coins do not tell us,

nor does history record, in what capacity they exercised this privilege. It

could not have been as ordinary moneyers, as Albinus had served for a con-

siderable period under Caesar in Gaul ; and Pansa had been tribune of the,

plebs two years before. From that time Caesar did not again interfere with the

working of the mint at Eome, except on the occasion of his triumphs in B.C. 46

and B.C. 45 when he committed the striking of gold money to the praefects

of the. city, Aulus Hirtius and L. Munatius Plancus (vol. i., pp. 525, 537). It

is also probable that, in the same capacity, L. Cestianus and C. Norbanus in

the following year, B.C. 44, struck gold money in the name of the Senate, not

to commemorate any particular event, but only to notify to the people that

henceforth the state coinage would consist of gold as well as of silver money.

These were the last to act as special moneyers or as issuers of special

coinages at Eome. All coins struck in the capital henceforward bear only

the names of the ordinary moneyers or, in their absence, that of Octavius, first
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This practice of delegated authority was but little exercised Ly Antony

in his Eastern pro\-inceg. Like Octa\-ius in Gaul, he reserved the right

either for himself or for those in chief command of his armies or his pro-vlnces.

At an early period soon after the battles of PhiUppi, however, the names of

three quaestores pro praetore occur, tiz., M. Barbatius PhiUppus, M. Cocceius

Xerva and L. GeUius Publicola, whose coinages we are disposed to connect

with Antony's visit to Ephesus in B.C. il, when he needed money, not so

much for the payment of his armies, as to meet the expenses of his own

extravagances (vol. ii., p. 489). If we except the bronze money which

L. Sempronius Atratinus struck in the next year (vol. ii., p. 501), this is the

last occasion on which we meet with the issues of special moneyers in the

East ; for when Octa\-ius, after the battle of Actium, took over the govern-

ment of the districts formerly held by Antony, he assimilated the Eastern

coinage to the contemporary issues at Pome and in Graul, making it of an

entirely personal character.

The names of special moneyers do not occur on the coinage a-ssigned to

SicUy. "With the exception of the denarii of Q. Xasidius (vol. ii., pp. oi'A,

565), which were not struck till nearly the closing scene of the war at the

battle of Xaulochus, the coinage from B.C. 42 was issued solely by Sextus

Pompey. In Africa too we meet with only two instances. These are of the

legates P. licinius Ciassus Junianus and ^I. Eppius, both of whom served under

Q. Caecihus Metellus Pius Scipio (voL iL, pp. 571-574j. The latter figured

a few years later in the same capacity under Sextus Pompey in Spain.

§VI.

—

The XAitES of iIo>rEYEE3, &c.

In the preceding chapter we have confined our remarks to the appointment

and duties of the moneyers, ordinary and special, in the capital, in Italy, and

in the Provinces. To these we would now add some particulars of the forms

in which their names and those of others appear on the coins. They vary

considerably at different epochs, and throughout no regular system was adopted.

Each moneyer selected whatever form he pleased, varying it to suit his own

fancy, and at the same time adapting it to the exigencies of type and space

;

the latter, on such small pieces as the denarius and aureus, being verv limited.

The Eoman name in full was a very composite one, and was comprised

pj.jjjj^j^.y.g of various elements. Yarro^ and Appian^ assert that the

form of Piomans originally had oidy one name

—

sriirqjlieia in Italia

Eoman names,
y^^^jjg jkwniTia . . . qv.od Homuius ct Bemius (t Faustulus -neque

' Ap. Tal. Max., Epit. de praenom., 1, where this statement is controverted by a

reference to Bhea Silria, Silvius 2\urnitor, Amuliui Silviug.

2 Hist. Tom.. ]/rri^:f.. 13.
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practiomen ullwm neqiie cognovien habucrint. Mommsen ^ has suggested tliat

these belong to the mythical age, as even at such times double names do

occur, as Tiius Tatius, Numa Pompilius, Aticus Marcms, &c. There is,

however, no question that in early times there was greater simplicity of

names, and though single ones occur, it is possible that the early Eoman

custom was to have two, the second in the genitive case representing the

father or head of the household, as Marcus Marci, Oaecilia Metelli. The

question may, however, be solved in some degree if we consider the distinct

elements of which the Eoman nation was originally composed, viz., Sabines,

Latins, and Etruscans.

From the earliest times the Sabines had two names, one, the praenomen,

indicating the individual, as Quintus, Gains, Appius, Lucius, &c.,
Sabine names.

the other the gens to which he belonged, and which, like the

Eoman nomen gentilicium, terminated in ius or eius, as Tatius, Pompaedius,

Jeius. It also sometimes happened that an individual had two numina

gentilicia instead of a praenomen and nomen gentilicium, as Attius Naevius,

Aieius Mariu,s, Minius leius, the one indicating the gens of his father, the

other that of his mother. These were interchangeable. A third form was

the addition of a cognomen, when the praenomen was sometimes omitted.

In the names which are given on the coins of the Confederates struck during

the Social war there are examples of all three forms. The names of Quintus

I'ompaedius Silo and Gains Papius Mutilus supply instances of the first and

last forms, and that of Minius leius of the second. Minius was jwobably the

name of the father, as that of the son in full appears to have been Minius

leius Minii filius (vol. ii., pp. 329, 330, 334).

The Latins originally may have occasionally used only one name, such

as Eomulus, Eemus, and Faustulus, as already mentioned. It
Latin names.

may have been on these that Varro and Appian founded their

assertion. This nation also adopted the system of the Sabines, as composite

names like Geminus Metius, Vitruvius Vaccus and Turnus Herdonius occur

at an early period.^

The Etruscans, on the other hand, seem to have limited themselves mainly

Etruscan to a single name, examples of which we meet with in Porsenna,

names. Spiirinna, Caecina, Perperna, which may also have given rise

to Varro's statement. The termination na may have been equivalent to the

Sabine or Eoman ius ; therefore these names would be real no7niiia gentilicia.^

In their system of names the Eomans at first followed the custom of the

Sabines, to which at a later period they added a fourth, agnomen. The order

' Bom. Forschungen, i. 5. ^ Smith's Diet, of Antiquities, 2nd ecL, s.v. Nomen,
' Niebuhr, Bom. Oesch., 5th ed. (Berlin, 1853), p. 214, note 922.
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of these names was (1) prccnoimn; (±) 'iwmcn; (3) eogrwmen prLmura;

(4) cognomen seeundum or ag'nomca.

The Tuymen, the chief one of the four, -was that derired from the gens, to

•which every Eoman belonged. This nomen, or nomen gentili-

ciuni, generally terminated in ins or eius, as Aurelius, Pompeius,

-which at a later period, during the Empire, ^vas changed into acas, as Annius,

Anneius, and Annaeus, or Appuleius and Appulaeus. The nomen gentiliciimi

was hereditarj-.

The praenomen was. as its composition shows, that -which preceded the

nomen gentilicium, and -which specially characterized the

individual, as Caius, Lucius, Marcus, Seitus, <te. This name

-^vas at first given to boys -when they arrived at the age of puberty, that is, at

fourteen, -when they assumed the toga virilis, and to girls on their marriage.*

At a later time buys received it on the ninth day after their birth, and girls

on the eighth day. TMs solemnity -was called the lustratio, whence the day

received the name of dies lustricus? The praenomina varied but little under

the Eepublic, and -were limited in number from the time of Sulla, not

exceeding eighteen for patrician families.^ Yarro says that there were

originally thiity, but fomteen of these had fallen into disuse before his time.

Amongst these were Agrippa, Caesar, Taiistus, Hostus, Lar, Opiter, P'jsrumus,

&c. Faustus is, however, met -with on coins struck by Faustus Cornelius

Sulla (vol. L, p. 471). The number decreased o-wing to the custom of certain

patrician families using a fe-w praenomina, usually from four to seven.* Also,

among the patricians, some praem'jmina were restiicted to families, as Appius

and Decimus to the Claudii, Kaeso to the Fabii anl Quinctilil, or Mamercus

to the Aemilii. The plebeian families did not limit themselves to such an

extent, and in their case greater variety appears, but those who became nobiles

followed the example of the patricians, and like-wise restricted their number.

The praenomen given to a boy, the eldest in the family was usually that of

his father,^ and often of hi= grandfather. These may be recognized in

some of the early names on coins, as C. Junius C. f., M. Aciliiis M. f.,

Cn. Egnatius Cn. f. Cn. n., &c. In some cases it extended to the great-

^ Tal. !Ma.x., ILjjit. de praenom., 3 : Pueris non prius quam togam virilem sumerent,

puellis non ante quam nuherent praeruymiTia imponi moris fuUse Q. Scaevola auctor eft,

' Alacrobius, Sat. i. 16, 36: Est autem lustricus dies, quo ir.fantes lustrantur et

nomen accipAunt ; see also coins of Cai-js Caesar (vol. ii., p. 443).

' ilarquardt, PrivatUl^n der Biimer, ed. 1S?6, Erst. Theil, Die FamUie, p. 11.

* Mommsen, Rom. Forschungen, i., p. 1.5.

* It is in consequence of Cnaeus Pompey havins the tarae praenomen as his

father. Pompey the Great. th?.t some confa^ioa has cri^cii in the attrittttion of their

reside; tire coins (vol. ii.. p. 365).
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grandfather, but not on coins, as C. Octavius C. f. C. n. C. p. {Cams Odavius

Gaii filius, Caii nepos, Gaii pronepos). The two names, praenomen and

o-entilicium, were essential to a Eoman, and these were sutficient at any time

to designate him, even when a third or fourth was owned by the individual

The cognomen, which was the third name in order, was at first applied as a

strictly personal name, and had a meaning as a surname or nick-

name appropriate to the individual.^ It was general amongst

patrician families, but in the case of those of plebeian origin it was not the

rule. Every Eoman citizen besides belonging to a gens was also a member of

a familial The word familia originally included only persons who were in

the power of a paterfamilias, such as his sons, daughters, grandchildren, and

even slaves, but later it received a wider significance. These oognomina

were derived from various circumstances, either from a common ancestor

within the gens, as Fostulus, Lepidus, Lentulus, Metellus, or from the city or

district whence it originally came, as Antiaticus, Sabinus, Siculus, or from

some event in the life of the founder, as Magnus, Maximus, &c. ; or in

connection with his birth or descent, as Geminus, Trigeminus ; but by far the

greater number recorded some mental or physical peculiarities, as Brutus, a

man lacking in intelligence ; Gicero, one skilled in raising the cicer (a species

of pulse), or with his face marked with warts like the cicer; Crassipes, a

thick-footed man ; Pansa or Plancus, one with flat, splay feet ; Ahenolarhus

or Sulla, one with a red beard. These names were in most cases hereditary,

and descended to the latest members of a familia, but sometimes they

ceased with the originator. Under the Eepublic the third name implied

nohilitas?

The nobiles did not limit themselves to three names, but added occa-

sionally a second or even a third cognomen, which at a later
Agnomen.

period was called the agnomen. These also were of varied

origin. They might be honorary distinctions in commemoration of some

memorable military event (cognomen ex virtute), as Africanus (P. Cornelius

Scipio Africanus), Asiaticus (L. Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus), and among the

Claudii and Metelli, Macedonicus, Dahnaticus, Numidicus, Creticus, &c. Tliey

were also adopted to distinguish one member of a family from another as a

nickname, as P. Cornelius Lentulus Spinther, L. Cornelius Lentulus Crus,

Q. Gaecilius Metellus Pius, Q. Caecilius Metellus Celer, &c.

' Egbert, Latin Inscrip., p. 92.

^ There were, however, exceptions, since the Antonii, Diiilii, Flaminii, Marii,

Memmii, Mummii and Sertorii had no cognomen (Marquardt, Privatlehen der Bomer,

ed. 1886, p. 13, note 5).

' Ausonius, Idyll., 11, 80 : tria nomina nobiliorum. Schol. Juv., v. 127 : tanquam
habeas tria nomina] hoc est tanquam nohilis sis (Marquardt, o_p. cit., p. 15, note 1).
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In the case of adoption, when a member of one gens passeil into another,

Adoptive he took the name of his adoptive father, hut u-ually retained

name. that of his old gens in a modified form. Thus C. Octavius, after

Leing adopted by his uncle, the dictator, assumed the name of C. Julius Caesar

Cicta^ianus, and P. Cornelius Seipio Aenulianus was the son of L. Aenulins

Paullus. il. Junius Brutus, on his adoption by his uncle Q. Servilius Caepio,

took the name of Q. Ser^Hius Caepio Brutus, thus retaining his cognomen.

On his coins he used somewhat indiscriminately his birth-name and that of

liis adoption (voL ii., pp. 471 f.). On the C'jins other examples occur, as

P. LicLuius Crassus Junianus, A. Lieiniiis Xerva Silianus, T. Quinctius

T. f. Cxispinus Sulpicianus, &e.

Another form of name was that iadicating the tribus to which a person

belonged. The tribu-s, a territorial classification of the citizens
Tribal name. ^ -^ '

„ .,.^ i. j • • • iu c
of Eome for military purfKJses, had its origin m the beman

reformation. The number was at first four : but as Piome gradually extended

her territory it was augmented until B.C. 2il (A.r.C. 513), when it reached the

limit of thirty-five, which was never passed. Originally the tribus was attached

to the domiciLe, but towards the close of the Eepublic it lost its territorial

value and became only personal and hereditary.' The word denc'ting the

tribe regularly preceded the cognomen, as P. Cornelius L. f. Quir((';ia irih()

Maximus, or else it sometimes took its place as L. Meniinius G-alicria tribu).

In inscriptions and on coins the names of the tribes are as a rvde abbreviated.

\\e wiU now turn to the coins themselves and see to what extent and

First names in what maimer they illustrate the different ways of represent-

on coins. ijig personal names. The development of the name wa; at

first gradual, and tluoughout was subject to constant variation. As

;M:mmsen- has remarked, "the monetary legemis have not that solemn

form used for inscriptions. They are of a more familiar nature and

approach the ejistolary style, so that they can be compared with a

signature." On the early issues of the ccinage there is a complete

absence of any perS'jnal marks which would serve to identify the coin

with its issr.er. It was ia the fuPesr sen^e a state currency. "When the

bronze cc'inage was cast it was without any legend, and it is not until the

east mi'ney had ceased to be issued that we first meet with any vestige

of moneyers' marks. They do nc-r CKicur imtil tlie as had pa-sc'l from the

mental lj the sextantal standard. This, as lias l>een sliown, was not till

aire. B.C. 240. It is in the issues of which the sextantal a-i forms a part that

we first meet with m'.neyers' marks in the form of s^Tnbc'ls. Mommsen'

' Ca-nat, Cours elemen. cCEfigrapJiie Latine, p. 25 ; Egbert. Latin Inscriji.. p. 96.

Hist. n.cn. rem., i. ii., p. 172. * Hist. mon. rout., t. ii-, p. 171.
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has put their first appearance at circ. B.C. 234, and this date quite agrees with

Count de Salis's classification. Almost immediately after the introduction

of moneyers' symbols we meet with their names, which are given in an

abbreviated form, i.e., by a single letter or by a monogram, or are slightly

extended. The first examples of moneyers' names on coins which

Count de Salis has assigned to the Eoman mint give them in a sUghtly

extended form, viz., the praenomen with the nomen or cognomen, C • Al-

(C AUius) and C • W, (C. [Terentius] Varro) (vol. i., pp. 34, 35) ; but on

those of the same period classed to local issue we have a single letter M
(uncertain), or the monograms A/ {AUius), M (uncertain), or A/^ {Aurdius)

(vol. ii., pp. 167, 170-172). No definite rule was laid down at the outset,

and this irregularity was preserved throughout the whole coinage, even when

the names were given more completely.

The various forms in which the moneyers' names are represented may

Classification be briefly classed as follows :
—

of names. 1. By a single letter, which may be the initial of a nomen
or cognomen.

2. By a monogram, which may consist of the initials of the praenomen,

nomen or cognomen, or of those of more than one name, as

T(=L.F.r).
3. By separate letters, or partly so, as TOD (Todillus), OP El (Opeimius),

SAR. (Saranus), NAT {Natta), BA^ (Balbus). These appear to be

mainly cognomina.

4. By the praenomen, nomen or cognomen, as FAVSTVS, ANNIVS,
SVFENAS.

5. By the praenomen and nomen, as L-COIU (Z. Coilius), CN • DO
(Cm. Domitius). Sometimes the nomen may be monogrammatic,

or partly so, as C At (C. AUius), or L • SAV^^ (Z. Saufeius).

6. By the praenomen and cognomen, as P- PAETVS {P. [Aelivs'\ Paetus),

P • BLAS {P. [Cm-nelius] Blasio).

7. By the nomen and cognomen, as A/ • HV {Aurelius Eufus) or

PETILLIVS.CAPITOLINVS. These seem to be the only

instances of this form on coins.

8. By the praenomen, nomen and cognomen, as M- ATI LI -SAR.

{M. Atilius Saramis), SEX • POM- POSTLVS (Sexhis Pompcius

Fostulus).

9. By the praenomen, cognomen and agnomen, as L • SCIP • ASIAG
(Z. \Cornelius'\ Scipio Asiagenus).

10. By the praenomen, nomen, cognomen and agnomen, as T- QVINCTIVS
CKISPINVS SVLPKIANVS.
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11. By the praenornen, nomen and tribal name, as L-MEMMI GAL

{Lucius JIanmi-us Gahria), C • MARiVS C F • TR.0 (C. Mari,^)

C. f. Tromcntind).

To nos. 5, i;i and 8-11 is sometime? added the patronymic initial, and also

not infrequently that of the grandfather. At fh'st the names occur only on

the reverse.

To return to the gradual development of the moneyers' names, it will

Development he seen from the early pages of tliis svork that down to nrc.

of names, g c. 197 the symljols far outntimber the names, but after that

date the latter are on the increase, so that before the close of our Period III.

(B.C. 196—173) they entirely displace the former. Occasi'jnally some

moneyers use two symbols, or a symbol and a monogram or initials, as

anchor and Q. (vol. i., p. 64). Yictoiy and T (vol. i., p. 6.5), bull and M>

(vol. i., p. 69), murex and PVK (vol. ii., p. --40), &c. The monograms soon

become fewer, and their place is taken by the praenomen, with the nomen or

cognomen. From B.C. 172 the names are stiU further extended, and the

occurrence of the praenomen, nomen and cognomen becomes not infrequent,

as on the coinages of M. Atilius .Saranus, Q. Marcius Libo and L. Sempronius

Pitio, which are all of the same epoch (vol. i., j'jj. 92-9.5). There is, however,

stni a strong tendencv to retain the simple name in an abbreviated form, but

mostly of the cognomen in separate letters, as SAR. = Saranus, NAT = Xatta,

and FLAVS = Flaviis (vol. L, pp. 99, 101, 113). The filiation or patronymic

initial is met with for the first time in the name of C . IVNI • C F, cire.

B.C. 172 (vol. L, p. 89). The addition of the grandfather's initial to the

patronymic is of a more recent date, circ. B.C. 82, and is first met with in

the case of A • POST- A F • S N ALBI N (vol. L, p. -351 ). On the coinage of

L. Calpumius Piso Frugi, which may be assigned to a sliditly earlier date,

drc. B.C. S8, the grandfather's initial is given without that of the father (vol. i.,

p. 251). This is a solitary instance of that form. The filiation initial occurs

very frequently throughout the whole coinage, but that of the grandfather

is exceptional. From about B.C. 150 the single name, nomen or cognomen,

disappears from general use, but the latter recurs at a later period, even

after B.C. 72, in the case of LIBO, SVFENAS, CALDVS, THILIPrVS, LONGIN,
&c. In the cases of dutmi^irates C'r triumvirates a single name may occur, as

PISO (L. Calpumius Piso) and CAEPIO (Q. Seivilius Caepio) (vol. i., p. 170);

KALENI (Q. Fufii Caleni) and COR.DI (Mucii Cor.ii") (vol. i., p. 415); or

GAR. • OGVL .VEK (GargUius, Ogulnius, Yei gilius) (vol. L, p. 333) ; and on the

small bronze coins of Augustus, for want of space, PVLCHER., TAVR.VS,

R.EGVLVS; LAMIA, SILIVS, ANNIVS, &c. (vol. iL, pp. 75, 88). A remark-

able variety of the monogrammatic form of name is met with on the coinaae of

Faustu? C 'melius Sr.lla (b.c. 54). who gives his praenomen only in the sign .^fr,
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which supplies a combination of all the letters of FAVSTVS (vol. i., p. 489).

It was a conceit which no other moneyer of his age thought fit to imitate.

After B.C. 49 there was an inclination towards a more uniform system,

and the moneyers usually give their three names : praenomen, nomen and cog-

nomen. Bather notable exceptions are met with in the case of P. Cornelius

Lentulus Marcellinus, who supplies his agnomen only (vol. i., p. 567), and

in that of Petillius Capitolinus (vol. i., p. 571), in whom we have a rare

instance of a nomen and cognomen without the praenomen. The uniformity

noticeable after B.C. 49 was preserved from B.C. 16 onwards, except on the

small bronze pieces already noticed. On his coins of the Eoman mint

Octavius describes himself only as CAESAR. DIVI F or IMP • CAESAR, and

later as AVGVSTVS or CAESAK AVGVSTVS.

In the Provinces the quaestors, legates and others followed the custom

Wames on °^ *^^ moneyers of Eome and Italy ; and of the triumvirs

Provincial Antony's name is represented in greater variety and irregularity

coins.
^j^g^j^ those of his colleagues. The Antonia gens was plebeian,

and had no cognomina, so we get only his praenomen and nomen, but more

often only his nomen, which is occasionally abbreviated into a monogram

formed of the first three letters AT. Octavius usually calls himself C • CAESAR.

or CAESAR, only, and later CAESAR. AVGVSTVS or A /GVSTVS. His earlier

titles are varied by DIVI F or DIVI iVLI F.

Some care appears to have been exercised by Antony and Octavius in

selecting the manner in which their names should be represented, for though

each struck coins with the other's portrait, one in the East, the other in

Gaul, yet each issue gives their names differing in some respects.

We may add that on all his own coins Julius Caesar gives his cognomen

CAESAR, only, and it has already been remarked that Brutus uses both his

birth-name and that which he received by adoption.

From a general view of the list of moneyers given in the Indices it will

he seen that the most common form of representing their names is by the

praenomen, nomen and cognomen. After these in order of frequency come

the praenomen and nomen, the nomen and cognomen, the nomen or cognomen,

and lastly the full four names, praenomen, nomen, cognomen and agnomen

;

hut of this last form there are but few examples. Throughout the smallness

of the coin, together with the design, necessitated the moneyer's name being

given in a very abbreviated form.

The name of the magistrate is usually given in the nominative case

;

but there are exceptions when it is found in the genitive. These last, how-

ever, do not number a dozen examples in the whole series.^ The latest

'Mommsen, Hist. nion. rom., t. ii., p. 173.

in
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occurrence in the genitive case is not CMinected with the mijneyers. but with

Antony. The coins bearing his portrait and that of Cleopatra, which

were struck just before the battle of Actium, give their names in this form

(vol. ii., p. 52".). It is only in one instance that we meet with the name of

the moneyer in the dative case. It is that of Mn. Aenulius Lepidus, whose

coins are assigned to local issue (voL ii., p. 291). Ajiother instance, but not

connected with the moneyers. is t^ be met with on the coins of L. Pinarius

Scarpus, who, on sjme struck in Cyrenaica, gives his name in the nominatiye

case, but those of Antony and Octavius in the dative (voL ii., pp. bio-oSrj).

The peculiar form MEMIES on the coins of Lucius and Caius Memmius

is not plural, but a provincialism for MENAMIVS.^ As, however. Count de

Sali= has assiimed their issue to B.C. 87, they are given to the Eoman mint

(vol. i., p. 3n7).

§ TIL—The Type.?.

"Wlien Lliscussing the origin C'f the bronze c.jinage, and those of silver

and gold, it was necessary to give some account of the early t}"j>es of each

class. In the case of the bronze, owing to the many changes in its

standard of -n-eiglir. the modificaticins in the types, which were mostly un-

important, were at the same time noted. It «t1I therefore not be necessary

to revert to them, and our remarks will be mainly restricted tcj tracing in a

general way the development of the types of the silver and gold money,

more especially in connecticn with the former, as the latter does not make

its appearance at the Eoman mint tiU the middle of the first century B.C.

To avoid repetition our staiting-point wiU be from the time when the

moneyers begin to notify their identity in the form of syint«ols.

A s the subject of the t}"p)es of the Eoman EepubUcan money is one too

Classifieation ^^^'^ ^^^ complicated for us to enter into in any detail, we shall

into groups be compelled to limit ourselves to a very general and perhaps
or en

. superficial view of this interesting feature of the coinage.

Though it is impossilile to lay down any hard and fast rule, since certain

characteristics are existent throughout the whole series, the coinage of the

Eepublic and of thetirst few years of the Empire, as regards its tvpes. seems

to fall into tlnee chronological groups or periods. The first ]:«riod wiU

extend from the introduction of silver and gold at the Eoman mint to the

early yeai-s of the first century B.C., that is. to about the clc>se of the S.,x;ial

war B.C. SS. The types C'f the coinage of this period are mainly mythological,

even when relating to the family histcav of the moneyer. The record of a

contemporary event, or one of recent occurrence, is q^iiite exceptional. The

second period will include the ccinage from the Sccial war down to the great

' Babelon, Jlojin. de la ?/. rom., vol. ii., p. ^lo. note 4.
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Civil war, B.C. 49, between the parties of Pompey and Caesar. During these

years, whilst references to the history of the early ancestors of the moneyers

are still the most numerous, there is a great tendency to depict events of quite

recent or contemporary date, and even some connected with the moneyers

themselves. In the third period, which takes us from the Eepublic into

the Empire, contemporary events provide most of the subjects for illus-

tration, so that the coinage, more particularly that of the Provinces,

serves as a medallic history of the time. At iirst the moneyers, so long as

their names appear on the coins, retained their former privilege of personal

record, but from B.C. 16 it was exercised very rarely (vol. ii., p. 44).

The original type of the denarius, head of Eoma and the Dioscuri, which

First Period, was also that of the early quinarius and sestertius, remained

B.C. 268—88. unchanged during the third century B.C. (pi. viii., nos. 1-7).

The only attempt at a modification was not in connection with the actual

type, but in the addition, on the reverse, of symbols or of the initials of the

moneyers. The latter have already been dealt with in the preceding chapter.

Moneyers' What were these symbols; were they merely signs without

symbols, any special meaning, or had they some particular significance ?

In connection with Greek coins there is conclusive evidence that some of

the symbols which are met with, more particularly on certain coinages,

such as those of Abdera, Corinth and Athens, are of the nature of hereditary

crests, or of some specially selected device.^ In the latter case the moneyer

did for himself what in the other was done for him by an ancestor. The

symbols on the Eoman coins appear to be of the same character. Some

were family crests, which would be hereditary, and which would account for

their repetition at various intervals, such as the dog (Antestia gens), the

crescent (Sempronia gens), the dolphin (Afrania gens), the gryphon (Papia

gens), the pentagon, knife, &c. Others, as Victory with wreath. Victory and

spear-head, anchor, trident, rostrum tridens, laurel-wreath, &c., may relate to

great deeds achieved by the moneyers' ancestors; whilst a third series is

of a punning nature, associated with the name of the issuer, as a hammer

{malleolus) in connection with the Poblicia gens, the adze {aciscuhis) with the

Valeria gens, the fly (musca) with the Sempronia gens, the deformed foot

(crassipes) with the Euria gens, the small bird (todillus) with the Todilia gens,

and the prawn (squilla) with the Licinia gens. It would be easy to cite numerous

other examples, but these are sufficient to show that all these symbols have

some special meaning or application in connection with the moneyers.^

' Maodonald, Coin Types, p. 53 pass.

' There are two " restorations " by Trajan whioh illustrate the nature of these

symbols : one with the shield and oarnyx is connected with the Deoia gens ; the other

with a female head, with the Horatia gens (see vol. ii., p. 216).
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The first indication of a cliange in the type of the denarius makes its

Diana or appearance about the beginning of the second century B.C.,

Victory lq when on the reverse Diana or Luna in a biga was substituted

a biga.
fQj, ^i^g Diosciui. This type occurred first circ. B.C. 190 ^ (vol. i.,

pp. 66, 72, pL xix. 1, 2). About twenty years later, circ. B.C. 170, another type,

that of Victory also in a biga, was introduced (vol. L,pp. 87, 91, pi. xxL 3).

These two tv^ies did not entirely displace that of the Dioscuri, which con-

tinued with cousiJeraijle freciuency. Victory ia a biga may have had a general

signification, or, in the first instance, it might have had especial reference to

tlie victorious progress of the Eoman armies at that time, more especially

in the East (vol. ii., p. 242). The same may also be said of the other

type, as Diana was much revered at Eome. Her chief temple, which

was on the slope of the Aventine, was founded by -Ser^ius TuUins for

the benefit of the Latins, who assembled there yearly to offer up their

sacrifices. It was also in B.C. 137 that the consul, M. AemiLius Lepidus,

vowed a temple to her during his campaign against the Ligurians, but this

temple was not dedicated for some years later (B.C. 17':'), which woiild be ho

late to account for her appearance on the coins. A more recent identification

of this group is that of Lima,^ and her presence on the coins has been

associated with a reform of the Calendar, which took place in B.C. 191 under

the provisions of the lex Acilia de infcrcalafionc, which was proposed by the

consul Mn. Acilius Glabrio. .Since B.C. 207 the Calendar had fallen into

some confusion, the principle of intercalation having been given up, appar-

ently a concession to the sun-god Apollo, who was supposed to have been

offended at his annual course l>eiDg distorted by contamination with the

foreign lunar element.^ By the lex Acilia the intercalary months were

restored, Etnd thus Luna was reinstated in her place in the Calendar. Th;s

circnmsrance was certainly contemporary with the first appearance of this

type, but it is a question whether it was of sufficient importance to

cause such a radical change in the stereotyped design of the denarius,

and whether it is probalsle that a contemporary event would thus be

recorded.

The introduction of these two tyjies had broken down the monopoly of

Increase of the Dioscuri, and the moneyers were not slow in availing

reverse types, themselves of this innovation to extend it much further, and to

make it ser\e their own purpose. Hitherto they had been content to mark

' ilommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 1S2| says circ. B.C. 217, that is, at the time of

the reduction of the bronze to the nacial standard. This date, however, seems too earlv.

' Hill, Historical Soman Coins, p. 58. and vol. ii,. p. '2"27.

^ Unger, Zeitrechnunj , in Iwan MfiUer's Handhuch, i.-, pp. 801 f.
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their own identity by the use of symbols or initials only. They now took a

much bolder step, and occasionally ventured to introduce designs which were

personal and which recalled the glory of their families. The earliest ex-

amples are met with soon after B.C. 150 in the coins of C. Eenius, who, in

representing Juno Caprotina (vol. i., p. 121), recorded the origin of his family

in the ancient city of Lanuvium. In those of C. Ouriatius Trigeminus with

Juno in a quadriga (vol. i., p. 122) we have a type not yet explained ; in those

of M. Aurelius Cota with Hercules in a biga of Centaurs (vol. i., p. 128), a

probable reference to the victories of his ancestor of the same name in Spain

;

in those of Cn. Gellius with Mars bearing off the goddess ISTerio (vol. i.,

p. 129), a record of the Sabine origin of his family ; and in those of Sextus

Pompeius Fostulus with the Wolf and Twins (vol. :., p. 131), his family

claiming descent from Eaustulus, the royal shepherd of Amulius, who dis-

covered the babes ' at the foot of the Palatine. These new types with many

others are attributed to circ. B.C. 150—125, and their rapid increase marks

their growing popularity. The new types were, however, of a religious

character, and so far no attempt had been made to secularize them. This

bolder innovation was, however, soon to come, and circ. B.C. 125 C. Minucius

Augurinus depicted on his coins a representation of the bronze monument

which had been erected outside the Porta Trigemina to his ancestor

L. Minucius Augurinus in commemoration of his successful attempt in

B.C. 439 to avert a serious famine by lowering the price of corn to a

maximum of one as per modius (vol. i., p. 135, pi. xxvi. 15). This type was

repeated a few years later by the moneyer's son, Ti. Minucius C. f. Augurinus

(vol. i., p. 148, pi. xxvii. 16). These instances are, however, exceptional, and

for the next twenty-five years the types continue to preserve their religious

character.

The type of the Dioscuri, which had become less frequent when those of

Diana (or Luna) and Victory had been introduced, is but rarely met with after

B.C. 150, and when it does occur it usually has some personal reference

to the moneyer's family. The same may also be said of Victory in a

biga.

At the turn of the century the purely secular types reassert themselves,

and go on increasing in number as we approach the lowest limit of our first

Period. Some instances may be mentioned, as the Macedonian shield on the

coins of M. Caecilius Metellus (vol. i., p. 175, pi. xxix. 19), the horseman on

those of 0. Serveilius (vol. i., p. 179, pi. xxx. 4), of M. Sergius Silus and of

L. Manlius Torquatus (vol. ii., pp. 269, 270, pi. xciii. 8-11), the flamen

quirinalis on those of N. Fabius Pictor (vol. i., p. 181, pi. xxx. 6), the scene

representing the voting in the comitium on those of P. Licinius Nerva (vol. ii.,

p. 274, pi. xciii. 15), the oath-scene on those of Ti. Veturius Barrus (vol. ii.,
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p. 281, pi. xcir. i), and very many others too numerous to mention in

detail.^

During the period when these constant changes were taking place in the

reverse t\'pe, that of the obverse remaiaed unaltered with but a single excep-

tion. There were, however, certain slight modifications from time to time in

the general appearance or form of the head of Eoma, in the expression of

her features, and in the shapes of the helmet and the earring, and in the

arrangement of the hair. These were the ordinary effects of time and change

of moneyers. The head of Eoma, which was originally turned to the right,

is, towards the end of the second century B.C., occasionally turned to the left, or

surrounded by a wreath. These practically constitute the only modifications.

The one exception to the rule occurred in B.C. 100 in the case of the

First clianges denarius struck by the quaestors L. Calpurnius Piso and Q.

of obverse Ser^alius Caepio (vol. i, p. 170, pi. xxix. 12), to which we have
^^^^' alreadyhad occasion to refer.^ This was quite an epoch-making

coin, as it marks several departures and innovations. In the first place it is the

earliest piece on which a contemporaiy event was recorded. It also originated

three somewhat important changes or modifications in the type, viz., a change

of the obverse design, the first occurrence of the formula EX S • C (ex senatus

consulto), and the use of a varying symbol to mark the issue of the dies. The

name of RoMA was also omitted ; but this was not the first instance, as it is

absent from the denarii of L. Atilius Xomentanus, issued some years before

(voL i., p. 125). This earlier omission was more an accident.^ As we know the

precise date and occasion when this denarius of the quaestors was struck we are

aide to fix with accuracy the origin of these various changes, which in a very

short time became quit* general. In spite of this sudden encroachment the head

of Eoma still remaiaed the prevailing obverse type. Circ. B.C. 94, however,

three moneyers, M. CaeciUus Metellus, Q. Fabius Maximus and C. Serveilins,

who formed a triumvirate of the mint (voL L, pp. 175 f., pL xxix. 19

—

pi. XXX. 5), each issued two series of denarii, one with the helmeted head

of Eoma, the other with the diademed or laureate head of Apollo. The

coinage of the quaestors Piso and Caepio was a special one, that of the

triumvirate just mentioned was an ordinary one, but both gave the signal

for a departure which was quickly taken advantage of by succeeding

moneyers, so that from B.C. 91—89, besides the frequent recurrence of the

head of Eoma, we have also those of the Dioscuri, Pietas, Yulcan, the Dei

Penates, Saturn, ilars, Jupiter, Juno, ilinerva, Hercules, Ceres and Diana.

' We have referred to some of the types on the local coinages as they are only

reflections of those used at the Eoman mint.
- See above, p. bad.

' It is also omitted on the quinarii of T. Cloulins, B.C. 101 ivol. i., p. 167i.
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These occurred at the Eoman mint, and similar variations will be found on

the local money. The heads were not selected at random, but in most

cases they bear some relation to the reverse types, or are connected with the

history of the moneyers' families.

During these years, B.C. 100—88, there were no other allusions on the

reverse types to current events, if we except a few which are of doubtful

significance, such as Eoma crowned by Victory or a warrior in attitude of

repose (vol. ii., pp. 306, 307, pi. xcvi., 3-7), and some others which were struck

during the Social war, and which are supposed to refer to events connected

with it, and also the coins of the Confederates themselves, which cannot,

however, be said to come quite under the same category.

There is one other point to be mentioned which seems to be more

The legend closely connected with the development of the types than with

ROMA the legends generally. It is the occurrence of the name of

R.OMA. The name of the city is not met with on the cast coins, but it is

inscribed on all those which are struck, whether of gold, silver or bronze, from

B.C. 268. On the silver it continued with the exception just mentioned till the

end of the second century B.C. Its usual place was in the exergue on the

reverse, but occasionally for want of space it was transferred to the obverse.

The first instance is on the coins of C. Minucius Augurinus, circ. B.C. 125

(vol. i., p. 135, pi. xxvi. 15), on which no room was left for it on the reverse,

the whole of the field being occupied by the design and the moneyer's name.

The next occurrence was only a few years later on the denarii of C. Numitorius

(vol. i., p. 141, pi. xxvii. 4), and again on tliose of Mn. AciUus Balbus, which

were almost contemporary (vol. i., p. 150, pi. xxviii. 1). It was omitted

altogether, as we have seen, on the special issue of the quaestors, Piso and

Caepio (b.o. 100), and on the coins of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92, only one

member, M. Aurelius Scaurus, recorded the name (vol. i., p. 184). From

B.C. 91 its omission became more frequent, and as an indication of the name of

the city it may be said to have ceased at the close of the Social war, and with

the issues of D. Junius Silanus and L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, B.C. 88 (vol. i.,

pp. 244 f.). Its exceptional occurrence after that date seems to connect the

name rather with the type than with the city (see coins of C. Poblicius, vol. i.,

p. 365, and of P. Satrienus, ib. p. 392). It may be laid down as a general rule

that all the denarii bearing the name of KoMA, when it is not used to

explain the type, must be considered as anterior to the Social war, and those

which do not bear it as subsequent to B.C. 101.^

The name of R.OMA is given on all the struck bronze from B.C. 268, with

the exception of some local coins issued towards the close of this series, and

' Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 166) gives the date at about B.C. 114.
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even at the local mints which were in operation during the third century B.C.

It was not until the passing of the lex Pupiria in B.C. 89 that this custom

tends to fall into disuse.

Macdonald ^ has suggested that these phenomena may be explained by

connecting them with the more or less gradual cessation of the local issues.

The first issue of the denarius had been the signal for an immediate limita-

tion of the silver-producing miuts in Italy. By the end of the second

century B.C. the silver coinage of Eome was in a fair way to become the

silver money of the whole world. The distinctive legend was therefore no

longer so necessary as before. "With the copper coinage it was different,

because coins in that metal continued to be struck at many towns in Italy

and Sicily down to B.C. 89, when all these local mints were closed by the

effect of the hx Plautia Papiria. The need for differentiation was over, and

the inscription on the copper money went the way of that on the silver.

These suggestions may not be without some basis ; but it seems possible

to find a more immediate and nearer cause. The omission of the name of

R^oMA and the substitution of the head of some other di\'iiiity for that of

Eoma on the obverse are distinct characteristics of the coinage of B.C. 91,

which was the year of the tribunate of ^L. Livius Drusus, who fought so

persistently for the removal of the burdens which oppressed the AUies of

Eome in Italy, who were clamouring for the extension of the franchise. It is

possible that these changes in the types of the coinage, which included the

omission of the name of Boma, may therefore have been due to a discreet

policy of the Senate not to bring too vividly before the AEies the dominant

position which Eome at that time held, and which she was not wilhng to

relinquish.

Passing on to our second Period, it will be seen that for some time the

Period II. types of the coins retained their earlier characteristics, most of

cire. B.C. the moneyers recording events of somewhat remote times. It

~ is only very gradually, and at first almost imperceptibly, that

we are able to trace any reference to occurrences of a more recent date,

but as with the legends, when once it began it soon developed. In

B.C. 81 there are two types for which no satisfactory explanation in connec-

tion with the family history of the moneyers has been found. One is that

of Hercules and the Xemean Hon on the coins of C. PobLicius (vol. i., p. 365,

pi. xli. 1), and Victory in a triga on those of C. Xaevius Balbus (vol. i., p. 366,

pi. xh. 2). It is therefore possible that both these types relate to the events

of the preceding year, when Sulla overcame the remnants of the party of

]\Iarius and Cinna at the battle outside the Colline gate. EckheP was of

' Coin Types, p. 185. ° Doct. man. vet., t. v., p. 212.
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opinion that the coins of L. Farsuleius Mensor, with the bust of Libertas on

the obverse, and Eoma assisting a togate figure into her car (vol. i., p. 402,

pi. xlii. 18), allude to the passing of the lex Julia, which granted the

franchise to some of the Italian states. The type, however, may relate to

the recent struggle between the Marian and SuUan parties.

These instances are both doubtful and conjectural ; but from B.C. 72 the

_ . coinage is rich in allusions to recent or contemporary history.

contemporary So numerous are the instances that we are compelled to confine

events our references to a few only of the more striking examples. One
T6copdod

of the earliest is that of the coinage of Mn. Aquillius, B.C. 72

(vol. i., p. 416, pi. xliii. 6), which commemorates the success of his grandfather,

Mn. Aquillius, in Sicily about thirty j'ears previously, i.e. in B.C. 101. In like

manner C. Coelius Caldus, who was a triumvir of the mint circ. B.C. 61, recalls

the conquests in Spain of his grandfather, and the various public offices filled

by his father and uncle (vol. i., pp. 474, 475, pi. xlvii. 22, 23). M. Nonius

Sufenas in B.C. 63 records the inauguration of the Ludi Victoriae Sullanae by

his father, B.C. 81, and he illustrates the event with a representation of Eoma

crowned by Victory and the legend ludos Victoriae primus fecit (vol. i., p. 470,

pi, xlvii. 17); and in the following year Faustus Cornelius Sulla pays a similar

tribute to his father in depicting on the reverse of his coins the submission of

Bocchus, king of Mauretania, and the capture of Jugurtha, king of Numidia,

a device which the elder Sulla had caused to be engraved on his signet-ring

(vol. i., p. 471, pi. xlvii. 18). A few years later, B.C. 54, when Eaustus Sulla

was quaestor, he was invested with a special authority to issue coins, probably

to meet the expense of a largess of corn. On these he commemorates the

triumphs of his father-in-law, Pompey the Great, by the representation of

three trophies, his victories in the three Continents by three wreaths and

the head of Hercules, and the dedication of the temple to Venus by Pompey

in B.C. 55 by the bust of that divinity (vol. i., pp. 489, 490, pi. xlviii.

22, 23).

A limited number of the moneyers record events connected with their

own history. Of these we have an example in the coins of M. Aemilius

Scaurus, who commemorated the defeat of the Nabathean Arabs and the

surrender of their king, Aretas. This event occurred in B.C. 62— 60, and the

coins were struck only two years later, when, as curule aedile, Scaurus

superintended the public games at Eome (vol. i., p. 483, pi. xlviii. 13, 14).

A perhaps more striking instance is that in connection with the coins of

P. Licinius Crassus, which are assigned to B.C. 55, and to which reference has

already been made (see above, p. ixxiii). Here we appear to have a con-

temporary type, which commemorates the aiTival of Crassus in Eome with

his troop of 1000 Gaulish horsemen which he had raised for service in the
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East. On the reverse is shown either himself or one of his troop, and on

the obverse the bust of Yenus, a compliment to Julius Caesar, under whom

Crassus had been serving in G^aul (vol. i., p. 487, pi. xlviii. 20).

Of coins recording contemporary events, the most remarkable series

which come within our middle period are those which were issued in the

Provinces, in Spain, Gaul and the East (vol. ii., pp. 352 f., 388 f. and 459 f.).

In Spain C. Annius Luscus and Q. Caecilius MeteUus Pius, the proconsuLs,

use types personal to themselves, and the quaestor, Cn. Cornelius Lentulus

Marcellinus, illustrates the great deeds of his kinsman Sulla. In Gaul

C. Valerius Elaccus also refers to his victories in that province and in

Spain; and in the East we have the remarkable coins of Sulla recording

his recent victories at Chaeroneia and Orchomenos, his splendid triumph at

Eome, and the honours paid to him by the Senate. It is mainly in fact to

the Pro\dncial coinages, as we shall see later, that we must turn for the record

of contemporary events.

Another form of type is that of a canting or punning character. This

Canting we have already met with in the case of the moneyers"

types. symbols. These types parlanfs, to which the Piomans were

specially partial, and which the nature of the coinage favoured, begin to

show themselves at quite an early period, and they are fairly constant

throughout the whole series, even do^vn to the time of the moneyers who

served under Augustus. One of the earliest instances is that of L. Appuleius

Satuminus, who depicts Saturn in a quadriga (vol. i., p. 216, pi. xxxi. 14).

L. Thorius Balbus gives a bull (vol. i., p. 225, pi. xxxi. 22), C. Yibius Pansa,

the mask of Pan (vol. i., p. 295, pi. xxxvi. 17), L. Lucretius Trio, a crescent

moon, surrounded by seven stars (septem Triones) (vol. i., p. 396, pi. xlii. 11),

L. Plaetorius Cestianus, an athlete holding a caestus (vol. i., p. 404, pi. xlii

20), and Q. Pomponius Musa, representations of Hercules Musagetes and

the nine Pluses (vol. i., p. 441 f., pi. xlv. 13-23). Of those which occur

at a later period may be mentioned the calf, xitulus, on the coins of Q.

VoconiuB Yitulus (vol. i., p. 591, pi. Iviii. 13-16) and the flower on those of

L. Aquillius Florus (vol. ii., p. 70, pi. Ixvii. 2). The character of these allu-

sions is often somewhat far-fetched, and has led to a considerable amoimt

of misdirected conjecture in the solution of many of the types. Their

prevalence, however, is a strong testimony to the popularity of the

principle.*

The development of the obverse type was not so marked as that of the

Earliest form reverse during the first half of the first century B.C. This was

of Portraiture, d^e to the fact that this face of the coin was reserved for

' Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 188.
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representations of a head or bust. The variations which were introduced

early in the century continued, the old type of the head of Eoma having

quite disappeared; At first the obverse type consisted as before of the bust

of some divinity, in most cases connected either with the reverse design or

else relating in some way to the personal history of the moneyer. Some of

the moneyers, however, who were members of the patrician families went

one step further and extolled the antiquity of their descent by supplying

imaginary portraits of their supposed ancestors. It is on this account that

we find the head of Tatius on the coins of L. Titurius Sabinus and T. Vettius

Sabinus, who claimed to be of Sabine origin ; of Numa Pompilius and Ancus

Marcius on those of the Maroii; of Numa Pompilius on those also of

Cn. Calpurnius Piso, the gens claiming descent from Calpus, the son of

Numa ; of Quirinus (Eomulus) on coins of C. Memmius, whose family was

connected with the founder of Eonie through the Trojan Menestheus ; of

Fontus, the son of Janus, on those of C. Fonteius. The moneyers were,

however, not long content to seek subjects for illustration of so early a'

period ; but as the reverse types began to lessen the distance of time, so

those of the obverse revealed gradually the same characteristic, and the

moneyers proceeded to figure their less remote ancestors who had won
glory in the service of their country. As early as B.C. 91 Cn. Cornelius

Blasio introduced a portrait of his illustrious ancestor Cornelius Scipio

Africanus the Elder, who was claimed as a kinsman by all branches of the

Cornelia gens, but more especially by the moneyer, whose grandfather had

acted as praetor under Scipio in Sicily (vol. ii., p. 294, pi. xciv. IG). This

was, however, an exceptional instance, and it is not till some years later that

this family type becomes more frequent. To a somewhat remote period belong

also the representations of the portraits of L. Junius Brutus and C. Servilius

Ahala, on the denarii of Q. Caepio Brutus (vol. i., p. 480, pi. xlviii. 9) ; of the

tribune Servius Sulpicius Eufus, famous for his relief of Tusculum, on those

of his descendant L. Servius Eufus (vol. i., p. 566; pi. Iv. 15); of M. Claudius

Marcellus, the most illustrious of the Marcelli, who was consul five times,

on those of P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus (vol. i., p. 567, pi. Iv. 16), and

many others. Of a more recent date are the portraits of C. Coelius Caldus,

Q. Pompeius Eufus, Sulla, C. Antius Eestio, Aulus Postumius Albinus,

L. Livineius Eegulus, and Quintus Arrius, which are figured by their own sons

or grandsons, but amongst all these types no allusion is made to a living

person who was contemporary with the issue of the coin. These are historical

memorials and do not affect to be true portraiture.'' The only exceptions

to the general rule, if indeed they can be termed exceptions, are the

' Babelon, Monn. de la rep. rom., Introd., p. xlviii.
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representations of Sulla and Pompey in their triumphal chariots (pi. ex. 5-10,

13), but these do not directly concern portraiture, as they commemorated an

actual event as much as an individual.

From B.C. 50 we may be said to enter on a new phase of the Eoman

Period m., coinage, especially in connection with its types. It is a time

after B.C. 50. which witnessed the revival of the Provincial coinages, West

and East, in a more complete and lasting form than previously. The types of

these Provincial coins are mainly records of contemporary events, as we have

shown in dealing with these issues under their respective Provinces. They

form a pictorial history which carries us over a period of nearly twentv' years,

during which time the fate of the State practically hung in the balance. In

the "West the coins assigned to Spain, Sicily and Africa are records of the

long struggle between the Pompeians and Caesarians. In Gaul they relate

to the triumvirate and the later campaigns of Augustus, and in the East we

have an almost complete record of all the important events from the battle

of Pharsalus to the decisive action at Actium, and later of the exploits of

Oetavius, first as Imperator and then as Augustus. The scene in the East

closes with the restoration of the Parthian standards and the conquest of

Armenia. It is only occasionally and on the earlier pieces of this extensive

series that the moneyers refer to events connected either with themselves or

with their family history.

At the Eoman mint much the same happened. On his arrival in B.C. 49

Caesar struck coins illustrating in their types his recent campaigns in Graul

(pi. xlix. 12-16), and so did the special mongyers of that year, D. Postumius

Albinus Brutus and C. Yibius Pansa (vol. i., pp. 507 f., pi. xlix. 17 ;
pi. 1. 6),

both of whom, however, combine with these types others of a personal

nature. The moneyers followed the former usage, but intermixed with

their personal tj-pes those recording contemporary events. The triumphs

of Caesar in B.C. 46—45 are commemorated on the ordinary as well

as on the special issues, but none relate directly to the death of the

Dictator.

The most important innovation of this time was the introduction of

Introduetdon portraiture of li^dng persons. We have shown how portraiture,

of true like the moneyers' names and like the types, had gradually
ortraitTire.

developed during the previous thirty years by the representation

first of personages of the mythical age, by imaginary portraits of remote

ancestors of the moneyers, and lastly by those of their grandfathers and

fathers. The sanctity of the obvei-se type had at length been secularized

like that of the reverse, and it needed only one step further to bring the

designs on both faces of the coin into Kne. This step was accomplished by

the Senate itself, when in B.C. 44 it ordered that the portrait and effigy of
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Caesar should be placed on the coinage.^ Caesar was now to occupy a place

which hitherto had been reserved for divinities or for the great heroes of the

past (pi. Hv. 4-21).='

What may have been the actual intention at this time of the Senate in

granting this exceptional honour to Caesar is a little uncertain. Is it to be

considered as a mark of royalty, of divinity, or of perpetual imperatorship ?

Dion Cassius {loc. cit.) in enumerating the honours which the Senate had

heaped upon the Dictator divides them into three groups : (i.) those which

assured to him in perpetuity the military imperatorship and the title of

Dictator, and the honours of a triumph
;

(ii.) those which conferred on him the

censorship for life and the inviolability of the tribunitian power ; and (iii.) those

which invested him with the outward signs of royalty which had not hitherto

been accorded to any Eoman citizen. As the right of placing his efBgy on

the coinage was included in the first group of honours and not in the last,

it was a formal recognition of his position as the chief personage in the

State, not in the sense so much of ^acn\ev<; as of Imperator and Dictator?

This seems to explain itself by the fact that within a few months after the

death of Caesar the veiled head of Antony, in his capacity of augur, was

placed on the coins (vol. i., p. 550, pi. liv. 23). It may be presumed that

this could only have been done under a special order of the Senate, which

could not have been intended to confer on Antony any regal or divine

distinction, but only to demonstrate that he also was capable of taking

over the guidance of public affairs at a critical moment. Within a few

months of receiving this honour Antony was declared the enemy of the

Eepublic.

As soon as the triumvirate was formed Antony revived the honour that

had been bestowed on him, and struck in Gaul a series of coins bearing not

only his own portrait, but also those of his colleagues, Lepidus and Octavius.

This happened within a few months of both Antony and Octavius assuming

the title of Imperator. Henceforward the obverse types of the coinages of

the triumvirs struck in their respective provinces show their portraits. This

policy was not confined to those who undertook the task of avenging the dead

Caesar, and who might be regarded to some extent as his political heirs;

but it was participated in also by those of the Eepublican party who had,

directly or indirectly, compassed his death, amongst whom were Sextus

Pompey, Labienus, and even Brutus himself.*

' Dion Cassius, xliv. 4.

' Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 193.

" Fr. Lenonnant, La Mon. dans I'Ant., vol. ii., p. 330.

' Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 194.
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After the death of Caesar the types of the coins of the Eoman mint

resumed their former characteristics as records of the family
Ijatest types.

history of the moneyers, and it was not until B.C. 39, according

to Count de Salis's view, that public recognition of the power of the

triumvirs weis recorded on the coiuage of the Eoman mint in the form of

their portraits. Even these were exceptional. The increasing influence of

Octavius in Italy, more especially at Eome, is nowhere more ^dvidly illus-

trated than on the coinage of the capital. "Within two years his portrait

alone is retained, those of his colleagues being excluded, and in the year of

the battle of Xaulochus all signs of republicanism disappear from the state

money, and the tj'pes, both obverse and reverse, are devoted to the sole

honour and glorification of Octavius, even to the exclusion of all reference to

the moneyers by name or type.

When for a short period from B.C. 1 6 the names of the moneyers recur,

the coinage retains its imperial character, and the types recall the great

deeds of the Emperor. Xow and then a moneyer would make an attempt to

individualize his types, but it is e\ident from their rare occurrence that he

was allowed but little scope in that direction.

In the preceding pages our remarks on the types have been mainly

confined to the coinages of the Eoman mint, and to those which were issued

outside Eome but in Italy. The types of the Provincial coins, which mostly

refer to contemporary and local events, have been somewhat fully dealt with

in the chapter on each series, to which we must refer the reader.

§ YIII.

—

Akt AM) Fabric.

As Count de Sahs has in a great measure based his classification of the

Eoman Eepublican coinage, more especially that of the early period, on style

and fabric, a few remarks on this subject may not be considered superfluous.

In a work like the present it would be out of place to supply a treatise

on the elements of Eoman art, as it was displayed during the three centuries

preceding the Christian era, or to discuss its merits or demerits. That at an

eeirly period the Eomans were not in themselves artists nor showed any

original idea of art is quite admissible, but that they were devoid of any

appreciation of art, and were indifferent to its effect and charm, would be

making an assertion which it would not be possible to substantiate. We
have only to turn to ancient authors who supply abundant evidence to the

contrary.

Tb.e art which Eome practised was, however, not original. Its cliief

Early soiu'ees were Etruscan and Greek. It began with the former

Eoman art. ijut soon passed into the latter : not to any great extent, how-
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ever, till Eome had come into close touch with the treasures of Greece and

the luxuries of the East. Though in Italy her neighbours were Greeks, who

produced some of the finest objects of antiquity, both glyptic and numismatic,

which have descended to us, Eome does not seem to have been influenced by

these, or else in the fourth century of her existence she would not have pro-

duced such a clumsy medium of exchange as her aes grave, and forced its

adoption on her colonies and on those districts over which she exercised a

species of suzerainty. It was to Greek influence outside Italy that Eoman

art owes its origin, and opportunities were not wanting to encourage this taste.

Pliny ^ in mentioning the high prices paid for silver plate, and how

Caius Gracchus possessed some silver dolphins, for which he paid at the rate

of 5000 sesterces per pound, and how Lucius Crassus, the orator, had paid for

two goblets, chased by the hand of the artist Mentor, 100,000 sesterces, adds,

"it was the conquest of Asia that first introduced luxury into Italy, for we

find that Lucius Scipio in his triumphal procession exhibited one thousand

four hundred pounds' weight of chased silver, with golden vessels, the weight

of which amounted to one thousand five hundred pounds. This took place in

the year from the foundation of the City, 565 (= B.C. 189)." Only five years

later the censor, M. Porcius Cato, bitterly inveighed against the prevailing

taste of the Eomans for Greek art, and he denounced the Syracusan statues

brought to Eome, and expressed forcibly his contempt of those who admired

the artistic productions of Corinth and Athens in preference to the homely

clay decorations of the Eoman temples.^

When the successful generals returned from Greece, they brought with

them vast quantities of statues to grace their triumphs and the City. On the

first day of the triumph of Aemilius PauUus, for his conquest of Macedon,

there were exhibited the images, paintings and colossal statues taken from

the enemy, and conveyed in two hundred and fifty chariots.^ Pliny * also

relates that Mummius, on his return from Achaia, filled the City with statues,

"he who at his death was destined not to leave his daughter a dowry."

When Sulla, too, returned from the East, he brought vidth him the spoils of

Greece, which included gold and silver vessels, numerous statues, and other

works of art, and so did Pompey at a slightly later date.^ Towards the end of

the Eepublio the flow of importation continued even on a larger scale, so that

Eome became a store-city of artistic objects of all classes.

The Greek character of Eoman art at the time of Augustus was

' Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 11, 53.

^ Mrs. A. Strong, Boman Sculpture, pp. 26 f. ; Livy, lib. xxxiv. 4, 4.

' Plutarch, Aermlius Paullus, 32. * Hist. Nat., xxxiv. 7, 17.,

" Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 1, 5.
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therefore not a sudden apparition, but a growth, which had long been

fostered and encouraged by the presence of works of art then existing in

the capital.

We may now turn to the coins and see if they illustrate this growth of

art in Italy. "We have already remarked (see above, p. xliv) that the silver

coins which were first struck in Eome in B.C. 268, exhibit in their style and

execution an amount of artistic skill which would not be looked for in those

who had made the moulds for the aes grave} To account for this it has

been suggested that in the manufacture of the dies Eome had enlisted the

services of artists from other cities which for centuries had issued money

in silver, of fine workmanship ; amongst them being Capua, Naples and

Tarentum. The head of Eoma is in high relief and carefully modelled ; the

features, though failing in the anatomical lines, are well outlined, and the round

helmet with its triple \isor and gryphon-shaped crest, fits in well with the cir-

cumference of the coin (pi. viii. 1-7). The reverse type is rather a contrast

to that of the obverse ; for here the artist has somewhat failed. The horses are

not real ; their action displays a certain amount of vigour, but it is absolutely

wanting in life, and it is unnatural. If we compare this design with the

horsemen on the then current coins of Tarentum, the difference of execution is

at once apparent. It was these early Eoman types which were at first copied

by the local moneyers, and in their reproductions the crudeness of design is

accentuated (pi. Ixxviii.-lxxxi.). The local artists were probably Eomans, and

their coins may serve as typical examples of Eoman art at that time.

The standard of execution exhibited on these early pieces was not long

maintained, and by the time that we reach the second stage of the coinage of

our first period (circ. B.C. 240), when the bronze money was reduced to the

sextantal standard, there was a visible falling-ofi' in the artistic merit of the

silver money (pi. xii. 4-8 ; xiii. 1-5). It is very possible that at this time

the foreign artists had left the city, or had died, and the making of the dies

was now entrusted to native workmen. There was, however, soon a revival,

and we get fair copies of the originals ; but they are in lower relief, and the

form of the head of Eoma undergoes a material change. The features are

straighter but still retain some expression ; the helmet passes into one with

the visor peaked, and the hair, which at first was thick and spread, is carefully

arranged in three or four symmetrical locks (pi. xiii. 6-11). The reverse

does not undergo any distinctive change.

After B.C. 200 for the next 50 years, i.e. to circ. B.C. 150, there is but

slight change in the fabric and style of the silver coins. The head of Eoma

' We shall base our observations on the denarius principally, as the issues of the

other pieces were of too sporadic a nature.
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loses its realistic character and assumes a more pseudo-archaistic one. The

variations are so slight that, were it not for certain small changes in the form

of the earring, the arrangement of the hair of Roma, and the development of

the moneyers' names, it would be almost impossible to arrange the issues

chronologically (pi. xiv.-xxv.).^ In this respect the money of Eome may be

compared with that of Athens in its later stage. At first marked variations

in style, more especially in connection with the head of Athene on the

obverse, render it possible to classify the Athenian coins in various periods

;

but when it assumed a more stereotyped form, i.e. after B.C. 200, a chronological

classificatLon of the coinage would be almost impossible, were it not for the

magistrates' names and symbols, which are additional to the reverse type of

the owl. The introduction of now types on the reverse of the Eoman denarius

did not evoke much additional skill ; but yet the workmanship is on the

whole pleasing, and it cannot be said that the coinage does not possess some

artistic merit.

The next period of fifty years, B.C. 150—100, is one of a gradual decline.

Decline of and by the close of the second century B.C. Eoman art, so

-*-rt- far as it is illustrated by the coins, passed into a much lower

level.^ The head of Eoma begins after B.C. 150 to lose its symmetry of

form; it gradually becomes less realistic, and continually shows a coarse-

ness of design which sometimes reaches almost a caricature (pi. xxv.-xxix.).

It is in low relief, and usually more spread, so that it covers nearly the

whole of the field of the coin. The letters of the legend, which had till

then been neatly and carefully engraved, show a certain amount of

carelessness of execution, being larger and often irregularly placed. The

pictorial nature of the reverse types is often marred by severity of outline.

All the engraver seemed desirous of effecting was to supply a picture or

scene, the minute details and finish of which he did not consider worth

careful treatment, or they were beyond his skill of execution. Examples

may be seen in the coins of Sextus Pompeius Fostulus (vol. i., p. 131,

pi. xxvi. 6), and on those of C. Minucius Augurinus (vol. i., p. 135, pi. xxvi.

15); of P. Calpurnius (vol. i., p. 140, pi. xxvii. 3); and of Q. Caecilius

Metellus (vol. i., p. 156, pi. xxviii. 18).

At the beginning of the first century B.C. the Eoman coinage enters

Eevival of on a somewhat new phase as regards fabric and style. At first

^^- the types show the same lack of artistic merit; but soon a

change sets in, which is specially noticeable in the issues of the moneyers,

' We shall notice these minor changes a little more in detail in chapter xi. on the

chronological view of the coinage (see below, p. cxvii. f.).

This degradation is much more marked on the local issues (see pi. xcii.).
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]\I. Caecilius Metellus, Q. Fabius Maximus and C. Serveilius (vol. i., pp. 175 f.,

pi. xxix. 19-20; pi. xxs. 1, 2, 4, 5). These moneyers issued two series

of coins ; one with a peculiar-shaped head of Eoma in high reUef, the features

rigid and unrealistic, which was copied from previous coinages of the time

(pi. xxix. 13, 14, 16-18) ; the other with the head of Apollo in high relief,

his hair arranged in tliick conventional locks. This second type is rather

characteristic of later issues ; but the two series are so unequal in point of

execution that, were it not for the similarity of the reverse types, they might

be considered to be of different epochs.^

As the types, both obverse and reverse, now show such constant

variation, it is not easy to follow up the differences in style ; but from about

B.C. 91 to circ. B.C. 70 more attention was paid to detail in the designs than

previously. The fabric also varies considerably, and is very irregular. Some

of the types, more especially those of the obverse, are in low relief, as seen

on the coins of ilu. Fonteius (vol. i., p. 192, pi. xxx. 16), of L. Sentius (vol. i.,

p. 227, pi. xxxii. 2), of C. Marcius Censorinus (vol. i., p. 301, pi. xxxvii. 10),

and of L. Julius Bursio (vol. i., p. 324, pi. xxxviii. 16). Others are in

mczzo-rilievo ; for example, those of 'M. Herennius (vol. i., p. 195, pi. xxx.

19), of L. Memmius Galeria (vol. i., p. 204, pi. xxxi. 5), of C. Fabius (vol. i.,

p. 222, pi. xxxi. 19), and of C. Yibius C. f. Pansa (vol. i., p. 289, pi. xxxvi.

6); whilst others are in high relief, as those of L. Calpumius Piso Frugi

(vol. i., p. 251, pis. xxxiii., xxxiv.), of C. ]\Iamilius Limetanus (vol. i., p. 343,

pi. xl. 9), and of C. Xorbanus (vol. i., p. 347, pi- xl. 12). A fourth series shows

a considerable want of skQl on the part of the die-engravers. This is

specially noticeable in the issues of C. Coilius Caldus (vol. i., p. 212,

pi. xxxi. 12), of L. Thorius Balbus (vol. i., p. 225, pi. xxxi. 22), and of D. Junius

SHanus (vol. i., p. 244, pi. xxxii. 14). It would be easy to give many more

examples in illustration, but from those mentioned it will be seen that these

differences in fabric were quite irregular, and that no particular style was

peculiar to one period or to one series of issues. From the point of -^"iew of

fabric the coins are, therefore, of httle help in following up the sequence of the

issues, and again were it not that at this particular time we have the evidence

of finds, certain changes in the standard of the bronze money, the re-issue of

the as of the uncial standard, and the suspension of the bronze currency, it

would have been almost impossible to evolve a chronological classification

from this mass of material.^

' This was the opinion of Mommsen ; see vol. i., p. 176, note.

'' A notable feature of the coinage of this time was the serration of the edge of the

denarius. Particulars of this process and its duration will be found in vol. i., pp. 159,

111.
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The period of fine art as applicable to the Eepublican coins may be said

Period of to extend from circ. B.C. 70—50. The denarius of this time

fine style, arrived at a point of finish and execution which is quite

exceptional. It would almost appear as if an entirely new set of die-

engravers were employed at Eome, who vied with each other in the ex-

cellence of workmanship. Whether they were imported from Greece there

is no direct evidence, but it was about this time that there existed more

intimate relations with the East on account of the war with Mithradates of

Pontus. Pliny ^ tells us of the numerous treasures of the East which Pompey

displayed at his third triumph in B.C. 61. These consisted of golden statues of

Minerva, Mars and Apollo, a jewelled portrait of himself, thirty-three crowns

adorned with pearls, a square mountain of gold with stags and lions upon it,

and vases and cups and all kinds of eating utensils in murrhine. The display

of all these fine works no doubt engendered an artistic feeling, which to some

degree is reflected in the coinage. More attention was now devoted to

minute finish and detail, and to the delicate rendering of the obverse type,

more especially of the female head. Amongst the more remarkable instances

are the coins of M. Plaetorius Cestianus (vol. i., p. 436, pi. xlv. 1-4), with the

bust of Ceres showing her head ornamented with the flower of the poppy, her

hair confined within a silken bag, and curled over the forehead ; of Q. Pom-

ponius Musa (vol. i., p. 442, pi. xlv. 14-23), with the laureate head of Apollo,

with loose locks of hair gracefully arranged above the forehead and orna-

mented at the side with a species of jewel; and of Faustus, the son of Sulla

(vol. i., p. 471, pi. xlvii. 18), with the elaborately designed bust of Diana,

having profuse jewelry in her hair and about her neck, and delicate drapery

over her shoulders. Of all the coins in the Eepublican series none

excel these and a few of the later issues of Q. Cassius (head of Vesta), of

P. Licinius Crassus (bust of Venus), and of C. Memmius (head of Ceres).

In the earlier part of this period some of the coins show the high relief of the

obverse type, a marked characteristic of the preceding series. This may be

said to have reached a climax in the coinage of C. Calpurnius Piso Frugi,

with the head of Apollo (vol. i,, pp. 450 f., pi. xlvi. 13-24; pi. xlvii. 1-15).

Here it quite abruptly ceases, and from that time the obverse type is in

mezzo-rilievo. It has been suggested (vol. i., p. 451) that this almost sudden

cessation of the high relief may have been due to two causes : either as rendering

the coin more convenient for currency and less liable to detrition, or to save

labour in the actual striking of it. A piece with the design in high relief

would, in the process of striking, require double the number of blows necessary

for one in low relief.

Hist. Nat., xxxvii. 2, 6.
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This improvement in the artistic nature of the coins was fairly preserved

during the time that the moneyers retained their names on the coins, that is,

till B.C. 37. At first a somewhat lower relief was introduced, and in con-

sequence the character of the design lost some of its force. In the case of the

female head, we get the same highly decorative form, but the chief character-

istic of the coinage from B.C. 44 is portraiture of living persons, and we may

point to these likenesses as exhibiting the best examples of artistic skill

which the die-engravers could put forth. The portraits of Julius Caesar and

subsequently those of the triumvirs are full of expression and true to life.

These portraits compare very favourably with the early ones found on the

coins of Macedon and Egypt, in spite of their being often in low relief. In

that of Julius Caesar there is a decided attempt to treat the head from an

anatomical point of view, and in all cases a true likeness was arrived at and

obtained. The same can also be said of the truly artistic pieces struck by

Octavius from B.C. 36, first as Imperator and later as Augustus. Some of the

earlier pieces, those on which Octavius is given the titles of " Caesar Divi f."

and " Imp. Caesar " (pi. lix.-lx.), are not inferior in technique to the gem-

engravers' productions of that period. The uniformity of style of these coins

and of those of the early Empire seems to point to the fact that the die-

engravers at Eome were native artists, and were not imported from Greece or

elsewhere.

It was at this time, but more especially during the years of the trium-

virate,- that the coins of Eoman types and standard were struck in the

Provinces. In dealing with those of Gaul and the East we have remarked on

their chief characteristics of fabric and style, more especially in connection

with portraiture ; in the one case it is in high relief, in the other it is in low

relief. On comparison it will be seen that, in the case of the coins struck in

Spain, Sicily and Africa, there is an individuality of style which marks each

series. The differences are not easy to describe, and to do so would be rather

outside our subject. These characteristics can best be judged by examining

the plates of illustrations.

§ IX.—Epigraphy, Oethogeaphy, &c.

The question of Epigraphy and Orthography in connection with the early

Eoman coinage has been so fully and ably discussed and explained by

Mommsen ' that any remarks which may here be offered will add but little

that is new. The few points which will be noticed are mostly those which

bear upon the chronology of the coinage.

Hist. inon. rom., t. ii., pp. 187 f.
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The letter A shows more variations in the early stage of the coinage

than any other one of the alphabet. This was probably due
Letters.

to its form, which lent itself to variation. This concerned,

however, only one stroke out of the three of which it is composed. The

various forms are A, A, A, A, A and A. On the early coinage the first

three forms are the most usual, and continue so till the end of the third

century B.C. A is also the only one which is met with on the first gold issue.

These variations occur mostly in the inscription Boma. In the moneyers'

names and monograms A and A are the more frequent, as C - /Vl/-, C V5?., V9vO, W,
&c. From circ. B.C. 196 A, A and A are almost exclusively used in Roma, but

there is soon a tendency to give preference to A, and by the time that the

middle of the century is reached it has quite superseded all the other forms.

It is interesting to follow the variations of this letter, which, from a chrono-

logical view in connection with the coinage, are of some importance.^ At

a later period during the triumvirate and early Empire A for A not infrequently

occurs ; but this is only a provincialism, and is mostly limited to the coinages

of Antony and Octavins (as Caesar and Augustus) struck in the East. The

Greek form A has no chronological interest. It is met with occasionally at

an early stage of the coinage. The same moneyer sometimes uses A or A

indiscriminately, as SAR or SAR. (vol. i., p. 99), C • 7^. or C • At (vol. i., p. 102),

TV or A. (vol. ii., p. 232), and later, GAK or GAR (vol. i., pp. 333-334), and at

a still later date in the East it is used by Mark Antony on his cistophori

(vol. ii., pp. 502, 503).

C, with the line of differentiation rising perpendicularly from the right-

hand corner, and terminating in a head scarcely perceptible, preserves its

form without variation till quite the end of the Eepublic, except for an occa-

sional C, which is only the result of carelessness of the die-engraver. On the

coinage of Antony in the East, more especially the legionary pieces, it

assumes various forms, as G, Cj, (j, (, and C (vol. ii., pp. 527 f.). Some of these

cursive forms found their way into Italy, and they are occasionally seen

on pieces of the Eoman mint during the early years of Augustus (vol. ii.,

pp. 20, 25, 30, 31, 35, 36).

I, prolonged above the line to indicate a long I, dates from about the time

of Sulla, when it represented to some extent the more ancient El (see below).

Though not unusual in inscriptions, it occurs only twice on coins previous to

the Empire, viz. on denarii with the name of M. Calidius (vol. ii., p. 255), and

on those of P. Accoleius Lariscolus (vol. i., p. 569). Under the Empire it is

seen not infrequently on the bronze coins of the moneyers in CiViS and DiVl

' Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 188) did not quite agree on this point, for he
remarks, " la forme A ne peut servir h, fixer la date des monnaies."
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(vol. ii., p. 57, pctss.), and on denarii of Augustus of a slightly earlier date

struck in the East (vol. ii., pp. 549, 550).

k in the legends is only placed before A, as in the names Kalenus

(vol. i., p. 415) and Falikanus, who was a moneyer of the time of Caesar

(vol. i., p. 517). It not infrequently occurs as a mint-mark (vol. i., p. 221),

in the latter case sometimes in conjunction with the vowels A, E, I, O, V

(vol. i., p. 330). I< with the transverse lines short belongs to the period of the

Eepublic and early Empire. After the first century a.d. it is found with one

or both transverse lines lengthened.^

The archaic form k is practically the only one met with on the coins of

the third century B.C., and of the early part of the next one. It occurs on

the coins of Luceria (vol. ii., pp. 179 f.), and also in monograms, as C • j'M'

(vol. i., p. 34), T (vol. i., p. 65), W (vol. L, p. 69), H?, together with til

(vol. i., p. 70). After B.C. 172 L is occasionally substituted for k, when we

have C.« (vol. i., p. 102), C -EK- LVC (vol. i., p. 103), and P • BLAS (vol. i.,

p. 104). It becomes more frequent during B.C. 150—125, and by the end of

the century has entirely superseded the older form.

O in the early period is very much smaller than the other letters, as

with the Greek alphabet. From the time of Sulla it is, however, made equal

in size, and when the smaller one occurs it is only an accident.

r with the square top is essentially early. At the beginning of the

second century B.C. it is modified into P, but the two forms run concurrently

down to the middle of that century, when the archaic one disappears. If it

is met with after that date it has no chronological significance. The closed

P is abnormal, and is due in most cases to careless or crude workmanship on

the part of the die-engravers, as in the case of the aurei struck at the

triumphs of Julius Caesar in B.C. 46 by A. Hirtius (vol. i., p. 526, no. 4054),

and in B.C. 45 by L. Munatius Plancus (vol. i., p. 587, no. 4118), and on the

bronze coins of the same time of C. Clovius and Q. Oppius (vol. i., pp. 539, 541),

and also on the provincial issues of Antony in the East (vol. ii., pp. 494, 495),

and on those of Sextus Pompey in Sicily (vol. ii., pp. 561, 563).

T, like I, was sometimes elongated, and rises above the other letters, but

this is only for reasons of space (vol. ii., p. 59, pass.). In inscriptions it is not

met with till the beginning of the seventh century A.U.C., and in the Imperial

period the usage is very, common.^

V is sometimes substituted for Y when the word is of Greek origin, as

Upsae, Hypsaeus (vol. i., pp. 476, 483), Sibylla (vol. i., p. 432), where we

get also SibuUa. "When Y figures amongst the signs of moneyers, it is the

Greek Y, not a modified Latin V.

' Egbert, Latin Inscr., p. 61, " Egbert, qy. cit., p. 65.
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The duplication of the vowels to denote length occurs only in FEE LI X,

Double '^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^° inscribed FELIX (vol. i., pp. 471, 472), and in the

vowels and names of C. Numonius Vaala and G. Veibius Vaarus, the latter

consonants, ^g-^^g ^^ao given as C. Vibius Varus (vol. i., pp. 570, 587, 588).

These last are of the same date.

El to denote the long I is more common, as in C- SERXEIL or C • SER£IL

(vol. i., pp. 179, 469), PREIVER^NVM (vol. i., p. 483), VEIBIVS (vol. i., p. 587),

LEIBEKTAS (vol. ii., pp. 471, 481), CASSEI (vol. ii., p. 484), &c.

II for I is only a provincialism, and occurs on coins of P. Carisius struck

in Spain, and of Mark Antony struck in the East (vol. ii., p. 508, note 1).

XS, to express X, is met with in MAXSVMVS, AXSIVS and ALEXSAN DREA

(vol. i., pp. 399, 409, 449). XS for X is found in inscriptions of all periods

after the senatus consultum de Bacchanalibus, B.C. 186, perhaps because the X

is regarded as equivalent to the Greek x («^'). ^^'^ then S would be needed.^

On early coins the double consonant is often dropped, as CINA, COTA,

PILirVS, MEMIES, SISENA, &c. (vol. i., pp. 106, 128, 175, 307; ii. 267).

This frequently occurs in the case of monograms.^

The Aspiration is also wanting on some of the early pieces after the

letters C, P, T. We therefore read CETEGVS for CETHEGVS, CILO for

CHILD, riLlPVS for PHILIPPVS, TAMPIL for TAMPHIL, and TALNA
forTHALNA.^

The accent or a-pex used to denote vowels long by nature occurs not

infrequently in inscriptions of the first century B.C. after the time of Sulla ; but

rarely on coins of the Eepublic; see MVSA and fVR.1 (vol. i., pp. 442-446,

486, 487). It varies in form, as ^, V, V, &c.

•if, signifying 50, is first met with on the gold coins which are assigned to

the middle of the third century B.C. (vol. i., p. 27), and this

form, together with a slight modification vb , was preserved till

some time after the beginning of the first century B.C. These are the only

forms used on the coinage of L. Cornelius Piso Prugi, struck in B.C. 88 (vol. i.,

pp. 258 £). A few years later, circ. B.C. 85, ± was generally adopted (see coins

of L. Julius Bursio and P. Crepusius, vol. i., pp. 327, 339 f.). It did not,

however, exclude entirely the older forms 4' and vL, which again occur circ.

B.C. 75 and 64 (vol. i., pp. 403, 451, note), d; seems to have extended down

to the Augustan age.

The employment of the same signs as letters and numerals naturally

caused a difficulty. This was obviated by the use of a mark of differentia-

tion consisting of a straight line which could be placed above the letter or

' Egbert, oji. cii., p. 27. ^ Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 194.

' Mommsen, op. cit., p. 195.
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across it, as V = 5, B = 500, and M = 1000 (vol. i., pp. 255, 342, no. 2715 ; 299,

no. 2348). The barred ^ or ^ was used to distinguish the number from the

letter, and from that it came to represent the sign for the denarius = 10

asses (vol. i., pp. 118, 241). Other signs used to express numerals are d =

50,000, /H = 5000, and ,*, = 10,000 (vol. i., pp. 451, 453, 455, 457).

To express numbers there were two methods in use; the addition

method when the higher number preceded, as Villi = IX, and the sub-

traction method when the lower denomination preceded, as XIV = XII 1 1 and

XI IX = XVI 1 1. The latter had for its object the saving of space, but the

former was the most common, and was usually adopted in the case of a series

of numbers on the coins. Some remarkable instances occur in the issue of

L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi circ B.C. 88 (vol. i., pp. 258, 259). Amongst them may

be mentioned XXCIII = ±XXXIII, XXCIIII = J.XXXIV, XXCVI = ±XXXVI

and XCV= LXXXXV. This subtraction method was, however, but Httle

practised
;
yet it survived to a somewhat late date, as on the legionary coins

of Antony, B.C. 32—31 (vol. ii., pp. 528, 529), both methods were used, as II II

and IV, Villi and IX and Xllll and XI V.*

In connection with these special forms of letters and numerals, we may

here refer to the practice of marking the dies, which prevailed

for a considerable time at the Eoman mint and also locally.

These mint-marks to some extent correspond to those found on the EngUsli

coins of the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. They were introduced

at the Eoman mint in B.C. 101, as they occur first on the quinarii of T. ClouUus,

which were struck under the provisions of the lex Clodia (vol. i., p. 167).

These monetary signs are of a most diversified character, and they

consist of letters (Latin and Greek), numbers, symbols,^ and fractional signs.

They show a great variety of combinations, such as single letters, sometimes

accompanied by dots, on the obverse or reverse, letters on both sides, letters

on obverse and reverse starting from opposite ends of the alphabet, letters

and numbers, double letters and numbers, numbers only or symbols only,

on one or both sides, symbols and letters, symbols and numbers, &c. To

these may be added a complicated series of fractional signs (vol. i., p. 451).

The extent to which this system of using signs could be carried is best

illustrated on the coinages of L. Calpurnius Piso Fiugi and his son, C. Cal-

purnius Piso Frugi (vol. i., pp. 251 f., 451 f.).

' For the various metliods of subtraction see Mommsen, Hermes, xxii., pp. 603 f.

;

Egbert, op cit., p. 74.

^ The symbols on tlie obverses and reverses of the denarii struck by L. Papius and

L. Boscius Fabatus (vol. i., pp. 371, 423) are of considerable interest, as they bear some

relation to each other, as the anvil and the hammer, the bee and the flower, the boot

and the shoe, the bucket and the well-head, the camel and the ass, &c.
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The object in marking the dies in this manner was no doubt to

ascertain the number which was supplied to each ojjlcina, and not with

a view of checking the amount of bullion used by each die. The labour

of making even this slight addition to the dies must have been considerable,

seeing that for some issues many hundreds were required. It is evident that

the reproduction of dies as practised at the present day was not known in

ancient times. In one way these signs are useful, as not only do they

illustrate the activity of the Eoman mint, but they also serve as a guide to

ascertaining the amount of coinage struck by a particular moneyer. When
these marks ceased to be used, we can then only judge of the extent of an

issue by the rarity or frequency of the coins at the present time. From the

time of their introduction these mint-marks were employed very freely down

to about B.C. 64, when they practically cease, only to be revived on two

solitary occasions in the form of letters on the issues of L. Cassius Longiuus,

B.C. 52, and of M. Mettius, B.C. 44 (vol. i., pp. 411, 494, 543).

Symbols, letters and numbers occur on some of the early provincial

coinages in Spain and Gaul (vol. ii., pp. 352-356, 388-390) ; but they are

not met with after the revival of this money in B.C. 50—49.

§ X.

—

Finds of Coins.

One of the most important criteria for the classification and dating of

coins of all periods and classes is the evidence which can be extracted from

finds. On account of the constant change of type and the multiplicity of

the names of the moneyers, who held office for a limited period, probably only

for one year, this evidence is invaluable in the case of the Eoman Eepub-

hcan series. In order to arrive at any satisfactory results certain conditions

are necessary.

In the first place the find should be examined critically, the number

of specimens of each issue noted, and also their state of preservation. Coins

more recently struck would naturally be the best preserved, and usually

those of the latest issues would be in greater abundance. This, however, is

not always the case, as some time generally lapsed before newly struck

coins circulated widely. More important still is it that, so far as possible,

finds should be examined in their entirety. Unfortunately this rarely happens.

More often than not when a hoard is unearthed the finder's first thought is

to keep his discovery secret, in order that he may dispose of it piecemeal to

the best advantage, so that by the time that the local authorities are informed

of the discovery the greater part of the hoard has been scattered, if even it

may not have reached the melting-pot. In such cases great caution has to be

exercised as to the amount of trustworthy evidence the find may supply.

P
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This was usually the case with those which are mentioned in the following pages.

Amongst other circumstances which have to be taken into consideration are

modifications of standards of weights, the introduction of new denominations,

and the cessation of issue of those already in circulation. There are also to

be considered the conditions under which the coins were concealed, viz., was it

a private hoard or part of a miUtary chest ? In the latter case we must turn

to our histories. If a hoard is small it may be concluded that it was of a private

nature ; if unusually large, that it was probably part of a military chest.

In the Tables of Finds which are supplied at the end of this work the

Tables of contents of each one have been tabulated, but it is only in a few

Finds. yery exceptional cases that we have noted the numbers of couis

of a particular issue. Some account of the contents of each hoard is supplied

under the date assigned to its burial ; in such notices, however, it was impos-

sible to enter into much detail. The circumstances under which the find

was discovered are noted, its contents mentioned generally, and particular

attention drawn to the latest pieces in the hoard, and the approximate date

of its burial. Fuller descriptions will be found in the various publications

where the finds are first noticed, to which references have been given.

We shall now limit ourselves to a general summary, and to pointing out

the lines on which the chronology of the finds has been determined.

It is unfortunate that no finds have been recorded in detail which

Date of the would help to classify the coinages of the second century B.C.

;

earliest finds, ^i^at long series, for the classification of which we have had

often to trust to slight variations of the types. The earliest finds of which

analyses have been published do not carry us back before the beginning

of the first century B.C. There are no less than five hoards which can

be given to B.C. 93—92 (vol. i., pp. 161, 162). Three of these, Masera, Pdccia,'

S. Giovanni Incarico, are of circ. B.C. 93 ; the others, Eoncarolo and

Pozoblanco, are of circ. B.C. 92.^ The line of demarcation is supplied by the

issues of the quinquevirate, which had the superintendence of the Eoman
mint in the latter year (vol. i., pp. 184 f.). There is a remarkable circumstance

which is connected with all these finds ; it is that none of them appear to

have contained any of the quinarii which were issued under the provisions of

the lex Clodia, which is usually assigned to B.C. 104. The first moneyers to

strike these quinarii were C. Egnatuleius, B.C. 102, and T. Cloulius, who held

' Sometimes called la Biccia, but Biccia only in the first notice of the hoard supplied

by Garrucci (Periodica di Num. e Sfrag., vol. v., 1873, pp. 285 f.).

" Mommsen has given earlier dates to some of these hoards. For example, he puts

the Eiooia hoard to B.C. 125 [Zeit. f. Num., 1875, p. 44), and that of Eoncarolo to

B.C. 109—104 {Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 123) ; but Count de Salis's classification shows
that they must be transferred to some years later.
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office in the following year (vol. i., pp. 164, 165). At the same time Cloulius

issued denarii. These latter were in three of the hoards named, Masera,

Eiccia and Pozoblanco, but none of his quinarii. Most of these hoards,

however, contained a considerable number of early denarii and victoriati,

showing that the latter were still in circulation after the last years of the

first century B.C. At Masera there were 73 denarii of the Dioscuri type, and

141 victoriati, all without symbols or moneyers' names. A similar proportion

existed at Eiccia, viz., 89 denarii and 121 victoriati. The Eoncarolo and Pozo-

hlauco hoards were very small as compared with the others, but for classifica-

tion they are very important, because they contained coins of the quinque-

virate of B.C. 92, none of which were present in the other three hoards. As

the area over which these finds extended was a very wide one, no historical

importance can be attached to them. Masera and Eoncarolo are situated in

the north of Italy, S. Giovanni Incarico in central Italy, Eiccia in the south,

and Pozoblanco in Spain.

The next series of finds takes us into the middle of the Social war,

Period of the B.C. 91—89, but none of them can be directly associated with it.

Social war. q^^q occurred on Italian soil at Taranto (Calabria) and Eicina

(Macerata), and two in Spain at Cazlona and Oliva (vol. L, pp. 190, 191). The

period assigned to the burial of these hoards comes within a certain limit

owing to the re-issue, in B.C. 91, of the bronze as of the uncial standard, which

had been in abeyance since B.C. 150, and its suppression by a reduction to

the half-ounce standard in B.C. 89 under the provisions of the lex Papiria.

With the exception of that found at Oliva, which consisted of 1271 pieces,

these hoards were of limited extent, and contained but very few early pieces.

In the Oliva hoard there were sixteen early denarii of the Dioscuri type

without any moneyers' marks, and seventeen with symbols. Again, no

quinarii, struck under the provisions of the lex Clodia, were met with in these

hoards, though there had been several issues, viz., of C. Egnatuleius (B.C. 102),

T. Cloulius (B.C. 101), P. Vettius Sabinus (B.C. 90), and C. Fundanius (B.C.

89), yet all of them contained denarii of T. Cloulius. Though these hoards

were buried within a very short time of those assigned to the previous period,

they comprised many new issues not before met with. These were all of the

period of the Social war.

For convenience we may group together the finds which are mentioned

Period of under Periods IX. and X., B.C. 88—82 (pp. 242, 243, 310, 319).

the first It was during these years that the bronze money of the semun-
war.

^^^-^ standard was introduced. It came into existence under the

lex Papiria semunciaria B.C. 89, but did not continue after B.C. 82, when the

issues in this metal were suspended. All the moneyers who struck this light

bronze coinage must therefore have held office during these years. It was a
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time remarkable for internal strife in Italy. The year B.C. 88 witnessed the

closing scenes of the Social war ; B.C. 87 the supremacy of the Marian party,

and B.C. 82 its final collapse. We may connect three at least of the finds

of this period with these events, viz., with the Social war during B.C. 88

may be associated the " Hoffmann " find, which is of exceptional interest, as

it contained no less than fourteen specimens of the denarii of the Con-

federate States; that of Kesole with the arrival of Marius in Italy from

Africa to join Cinna before their entry into Eome, B.C. 87; and that of

Monte Codruzzo with the battle at the CoUine Gate, B.C. 82. The Fiesole

a;nd Monte Codruzzo hoards were unusually large, the former comprising not

less than 4000 denarii, the latter about 5000. Both were also very complete,

nearly every issue, with the exception of some of the early denarii with

symbols, being represented down to the time of their burial. There were,

however, no victoriati, which would show that by this time the provisions

of the lex Glodia were in full force, and that this law had practically swept

the old coin out of currency. The Fiesole hoard alone contained twenty-one

specimens of the early denarius, without and with symbols ; and of the issues

which more immediately preceded its concealment the number of specimens

was most unusual. Though Zannoni * described only about one-half of the find,

yet the coins of the moneyers of B.C. 88 and 87, to which latter date its burial

is assigned, numbered no less than 853 specimens (vol. i., p. 242). Not a

single specimen of these issues had been met with in the Oliva hoard, which

was hidden only three years previously. The Monte Codruzzo hoard was

equally remarkable, although the number of pieces of the individual

issues were rather more evenly distributed, and those of the later issues

were not so abundant (vol. i., p. 319). There were, however, no less than 97

early denarii of the Dioscuri type, and of the moneyers of B.C. 86, Cn. Cor-

nelius Lentulus and L. Eubrius Dossenus, 308 and 107 denarii respectively.

Another important feature in connection with this last hoard was the presence

of the coins of C. Annius Luscus, who was proconsul in Spain B.C. 82—80,

and of C. Valerius Flaccus, who was propraetor in Gaul during B.C. 82. This

is the first occurrence of any of these Provincial coins in hoards.

Though much more limited, tlie hoard which we have designated the

" Hoffmann Find " (vol. ii., p. 321) is of almost paramount importance, as its

burial coincides with the last year of the Social war. It consisted in all of

only 154 pieces, 14 of which were of the Confederate money. The coins

throughout were very evenly distributed, the highest number of any issue

was five, and most were represented by one or two specimens only; but

' Dei denarii consolari e cH famiglie Eomane, disotterrati in Fiesole, 1829. Firenze,

1830.
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what is of great importance from a chronological view is the circumstance

that there were coins of no less than eleven of the fifteen moneyers wlio

held office during B.C. 90 and 89 at the Roman mint, and also those of both

the moneyers of B.C. 88, D. Junius Silanus and L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi. It

also affords evidence for the chronology of the money of the Confederates.

Of the other finds which are assigned to these Periods, that of Fuscaldo

corresponds in date of burial to the Fiesole hoard, whilst those of Cingoli and

Eomagnano Sesia supply specimens of the issues of B.C. 87 and 86, with the

exception of that of the aediles, M. Fannius and L. Critonius (vol. i., p. 314).

Of all these hoards that of Cingoli only contained quinarii of C. Egnatuleius

and T. Cloulius, but none of P. Vettius Sabinus and C. Fundanius.

The nine hoards, the burial of wMch can be brought within the limit- of

Later ^^ many years, B.C. 81—73, enable us to classify the different

Period, from issues almost year by year (vol. i., pp. 360 f.). With three

exceptions, Hev-Szamos, Licodia and Ossero, all were found

on Italian soil. Three are of Tuscany, viz. Carrara, San Miniato and Eignano.

It is possible to connect the first two with the insurrection of Lepidus, which

was quickly suppressed in B.C. 77. The Carrara hoard was remarkable for

the large number of quinarii issued after the passing of the lex Clodia (vol. i.,

p. 361). There were also some of the early quinarii and a few specimens

of the victoriatus. It contained also the Provincial coins which had been

recently struck in the East, Gaul and Spain, but those of the last province

did not include pieces of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus, who did not

take up office as quaestor to Pompey till B.C. 76, which is the year after

the supposed burial of this hoard (vol. ii., p. 358). It has been suggested

(vol. i., p. 361) that as some of the Spanish pieces appear to be of a later date

than those of the Eoman mint, this hoard may have been brought from Spain

into Italy. The San Miniato hoard was of similar composition, and may be

of the same time, and its burial due to the same circumstances.

Another important hoard of this time is that of Eoncofreddo, vt'hich, as

that city is situated in the Eomagna district, has been attributed to the

period of the Eevolt of the Slaves under Spartacus, B.C. 73—71 (vol. i., p. 362).

This date, however, does not quite coincide with Count de Salis's classifica-

tion, as the hoard did not contain any coins struck after B.C. 75 (see Tables of

Finds). Here, however, we may have an instance of a treasure which might

not have been recently added to before its burial. It consisted of no less than

6000 denarii, but only of about 17 quinarii (all of the later issues), which

seems to suggest that it may have been part of a military chest. It con-

tained specimens of the coinages of nearly all the moneyers of B.C. 77—75,

which had not been present in any of the previously mentioned hoards. In

importance it ranks with the finds of Fiesole and Monte Codruzzo.
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There are several other hoards of this time, which, though limited in

extent, are useful for placing in order the various issues. They are those of

Frascarolo, Eignano, Licodia, Palestrina and Ossero. Most of these appear to

have heen described in their entirety. The Hev-Szamos hoard, which may

be assigned to circ. B.C. 78, shows that at this time the denarius circulated

with the native currency in Transylvania, as by far the larger proportion

of the hoard consisted of lUyrian drachms.

In contrast to the abundance of hoards which have been attributed

Later Period *° ^^- ^^—'^^ ^® ^^^^^ scarcity during the following twenty

continued, years. For Italy itself it was rather a period of rest from

B.C. 72—50.
i^tgrnal strife. Great military activity was, however, pre-

valent outside Italy, but most of the hoards which may have been discovered

in the Provinces have not been sufficiently described to be of any use for

chronology. During B.C. 72—50 there were several changes connected with

fabric and style of the coinage ; the serration of the edge came to an end,

and the mint-marks gradually fell out of use. The fabric of the coinage varied

considerably, passing from types in high relief to those in mezzo-rilievo, and

in style it reached a perfection of execution not previously attained (see

above, p. ci). During B.C. 72—50 we have mentioned only four hoards ; these

were all found in Italy, and their burial must be put within the limited date

of B.C. 52—49. Two of them at least may be connected with the march

Cof Caesar to Eome and Brundusium. They were found at Cadriano, which

is within a short distance of the site of the ancient city of Beneventum,

on the line of march to Brundusium, and at San Cesario, which was near

Modena in the direction of Bologna, which may have been Caesar's route on

his way to Ariminum from the north. These hoards were of considerable

magnitude, that of Cadriano consisting of over 2000 denarii, and that of

San Cesario of some 4000. If not part of a military chest they must

i^have belonged to some wealthy individual. Both contained specimens of

the denarii which were struck by Caesar in Cisalpine Gaul just before his

occupation of Eome in B.C. 49 (vol. i., p. 414; vol. ii., p. 390). From these

coins we know the precise date of the burial of these hoards. The specimens

of the early denarii were very few, and there were no victoriati.

The other two hoards, San Gregorio di Sassola and Compito (vol. i.,

p. 413), though small, are of some chronological use, as in both we get a

fair succession of the issues from circ. B.C. 170, but no coins of Caesar

just mentioned. The burial of these two hoards must have taken place

during the years B.C. 52—51. There were also a few early denarii in each,

and of the victoriatus there was only one specimen which was met with in

the Compito hoard.

There is one other hoard which may be assigned to this period. It
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was found at Frauendorf, near Mediasoh, Transylvania, in 1875, and has been

described by Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1877, pp. 293 f.). The contents were very

similar to those of the Compito hoard. It comprised 563 denarii only, no

qiiinarii or vietoriati. There were a few early denarii without and ^\'ith

moneyers' symbols, and throughout, from the beginning of the second century

B.C. to the middle of the first century, the issues were very evenly distributed.

The latest coins of the Roman mint were of Faustus Cornelius Sulla (B.C. 54),

L. Cassius Longinus (B.C. 52), and C. Memmius C. f. (B.C. 51). As there were

no Gaulish pieces of Julius Caesar of B.C. 50—49, the burial of this hoard, like

that of Compito, must have occurred in B.C. 51, or early in the following

year (see Tables of Finds).

Our next Period takes us from the outbreak of the Civil war between

Period of the Ponipey and Caesar to the death of the latter, B.C. 49—44. In

second Civil point of date the four finds which are given to these years
'^^^-

are fairly evenly distributed (vol. i., pp. 501, 502) : that of

Carbonara (II) was of B.C. 48, those of San Niccolo di Villola and CoUecchio

of B.C. 45, and that of Liria of B.C. 44. They were all private hoards and

limited in extent, and their burial does not seem to have been brought

about by any military movements, nor was it due to local influence. The

first three were Italian, but they bear no connection in point of district, Car-

bonara being in the south near Bari, San Niccolo di Villola near Bologna

and CoUecchio near Modena, whilst Liria is in Spain, in the province of

Valencia. The revival of the Provincial coinages in the West and the East,

and their presence in all these hoards in considerable numbers, render it

possible to assign more precise limits to the issues of the Eoman mint. But

in doing this one circumstance must always be borne in mind, viz., that it

often took some little time for a coin to travel from a province into Italy.

This would apply more to the East than to the West. As instances of date we

may take the Pompeian coins issued in Africa and Spain from B.C. 47—44.

In the San Mccolb di Villola hoard there were denarii of Cato struck in

Africa B.C. 47—46 (head of Libertas; rev. Victory seated, vol. ii., p. 574);

in that of CoUecchio those of Cn. Pompey struck in Spain B.C. 46—45, and in

that of Liria those of Sextus Pompey of the following year (see Tables of

Finds). This succession of issues from the provinces near to Italy is an

important guide to the classification of the coins of the Eoman mint, since

in the former we know the almost precise date of each issue, whereas in

the latter, on account of the uniformity of the coinage, less certainty

prevails.'

' The evidence of finds in connection with the Provincial money is specially noted

in the dissertation on each section.
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From the death of Julius Caesar, to the year preceding the battle of

Period of the Naulochus (B.C. 44—37), we return to a condition of things

Triumvirate, respecting finds such as had prevailed during the early years of

the century. No less than twelve finds may be assigned to this short period

of seven years (vol. i., p. 557). Eight of them were unearthed in Northern

Italy, two in Central and South Italy, one in Gaul, and one in Transylvania.

It would have been satisfactory if we could have identified those of Northern

Italy more intimately with the sieges of Mutina in B.C. 43, and of Perusia in

B.C. 41—40, but the only two which might be associated witli the later event

are those of Florence and San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte, the concealment

of which was about B.C. 41. As both these hoards were very small, no

particular importance can be attached to them in that respect. Those of

Vigatto, Santa Anna, Ossolaro, Borzano, Peccioli, and Garlasco, which spread

over three years only, B.C. 39—36, might to some degree be connected with

the constant passing of the armies of Eome to and from Gaul. The Pieve-

Quinta (Eomagna) hoard, which consisted of about 1000 denarii, comprised

specimens of most of the issues from B.C. 42—38, but none of later date. Its

burial took place in B.C. 38, about the same time as those of Santa Anna and

Ossolaro ; but as it contained coins of C. Vibius Varus, it served to establish

the order of the issues of that year.

The Arbanats find in the Department of the Gironde is also not of sufficient

importance to be attributed to any military movements in that district, nor do

those of Grosspold (Transylvania) and Carbonara (I), near Bari, call for any

special remarks. It is a somewhat curious circumstance that though most of

these hoards were buried in Italy, the contemporary issues of the Eoman

mints were not so fully represented as previously. On the other hand they

tell us that the mass of coinage then current in Italy was still of the second

century B.C., and of the first half of the first century B.C. In the Borzano

hoard the number of quinarii, most of which were of the early part of the

century, nearly equalled that of denarii. They were 514 as against 597.

From B.C. 37 the evidence of finds for chronology is of a somewhat meagre

description ; this is due not so much to a dearth of them, but

oftheTrium- ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^® possess analyses of but a very small

virate, and of number.^ There are in consequence only two hoards the

the Early burial of which can be assigned to B.C. 36—17, and a like
Empire.

number to B.C. 16—3. The two of the earlier date are those

of Chantenay and Beauvoisin, both places being in France, one in the Departe-

ment Nievre, the other in that of Drome. It is fortunate that Count de Sails

has preserved the analyses of these hoards, otherwise even this evidence

' Ad. Blanchet, Les Trhors de Monn. rom., pp. 31, 32.
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would not have been available. The Chantenay hoard appears to have been

buried circ. B.C. 35, or a little later, as all the coins were issued before the

battle of Actium. That of Beauvoisin was buried subsequent to B.C. 29, as

there were coins of Octavius giving him the title of IMP -CAESAR., which he

did not assume on his money till that date, but there are none with the title

of AVGVSTVS (vol. ii., pp. 5—7). Both these hoards contained a number of

Gaulish silver pieces, which points to the circumstance that the local money

and that of Eome passed in currency together. . The contents of these hoards

were so evenly distributed that in that of Chantenay 109 different issues

were represented by 181 coins, and in that of Beauvoisin, which contained

191 denarii and 11 quinarii, no single issue was represented by more than

three pieces. Neither of these hoards contained any pieces of the tliird

century B.C., the earliest denarii being of about B.C. 170.

The hoards which may be classed to our last Period, B.C. 16—3, are

those of Palazzo Canavese, near Ivrea, prov. di Torino, and of Terranova

Pausania, in Sardinia (vol. ii., pp. 47, 48). The former was a very large one,

weighing about 25 lbs. troy, but as only a very limited number of pieces,

about 160, came into the hands of Prof. Serafino Eioci,^ its evidence must be

accepted with a great amount of reservation. The burial could not, however,

have taken place before B.C. 14, as it included a denarius of the moneyer

of Augustus, P. Petronius Turpilianus (vol. ii., pp. 60 f.).

The Terranova Pausania hoard, the last with which v/e have to deal, is

one of the most satisfactory in every way, though it was not found on Italian

soil, but in Sardinia, on the site of the ancient city of Olbia.^ The find

in its entirety was examined, and a careful record made of its contents by

Sig. Antonio Taramelli, so that in this case its evidence may be accepted

without reservation. It showed that with a few exceptions, such as the

early quinarii and victoriati, the silver pieces of the earliest, date remained in

circulation to the end of the first century B.C., the latest denarii being those

of two of the last moneyers of Augustus, Cossus Cornelius Lentulus and

L. Caninius Gallus, who struck silver coins. At the same time there were

none of Augustus which give him the title of Pater Patriae, which he

received in b.c. 2. The interest of this hoard would have been increased if it

had been more representative of the more recent issues of the Eoman mint,

and also of those of the Provinces, especially Gaul and the East. It makes,

however, a good finale to the long series on which we have commented.

From this summary it will be seen how important finds are for chro-

nology, more especially in connection with the Eoman coinage, and how still

more important it is that their contents should be noted in their entirety.

' Biv. Ital., 1897, pp. 179 f.
"^ Scavi, 1904, pp. 158 f.

1
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When a hoard has been carefully analysed, and when due allowance has been

made for the circumstances in which its concealment may have happened,

there is then but little difficulty in determining the date of its burial

within the limit of a year or two.

For convenience of reference, a list is appended of the hoards of which

analyses have been given, with the approximate dates of their burial. Par-

ticulars of each one are set out in the Tables of Finds.

Masera, circ. B.C. 93, vol. i., p. 161.

Eiccia, circ. B.C. 93, vol. i., p. 161.

S. Giovanni Incarico, circ. B.C. 93, vol. i., p. 161.

Eoncarolo, circ. B.C. 92, vol. i., p. 162.

Pozoblanco, circ. B.C. 92, vol. i-., p. 162.

Taranto, circ. B.C. 91, vol. i., p. 190.

Cazlona, circ. B.C. 90, vol. i., p. 190.

Oliva, circ. B.C. 90, vol. i., p. 191.

Eicina, circ. B.C. 89, vol. i., p. 191.

" Hoffmann," circ. B.C. 88, vol. ii., p. 321.

Fiesole, circ. B.C. 87, vol. i., p. 242.

Fuscaldo, circ. B.C. 87, vol. i., p. 242.

Cingoli, circ. B.C. 86, vol. i., p. 243.

Eomagnano Sesia, drc. B.C. 86, vol. i., p. 243.

Monte Codruzzo, circ. B.C. 82, vol. i., p. 319.

Carrara, circ. B.C. 77, vol. i., p. 361.

San Miniato, circ. B.C. 77, vol. i., p. 361.

Hev-Szamos, circ. B.C. 78—77, vol. i., p. 362.

Eoncofreddo, circ. B.C. 75, vol. i., p. 362.

Frascarolo, circ. B.C. 75—74, vol. i., p. 362.

Eignano, circ. B.C. 75—74, vol. i., p. 363.

Licodia, circ. B.C. 74, vol. i., p. 363.

Palestrina, drc. B.C. 74, vol. i., p. 363.

Ossero, circ. B.C. 73, vol. i., p. 364.

San Gregorio di Sassola, circ. B.C. 52—51, vol. i., p. 413.

Compito, drc. B.C. 51, vol. i., p. 413.

Frauendorf, circ. B.C. 51—50, vol. i., Introd., pp. cxii, cxiii.

Cadriano, drc. B.C. 50—49, vol. i., p. 414.

San Cesario, circ. B.C. 50—49, vol. i., p. 414.

Carbonara (II), drc. B.C. 48, vol. i., p. 501.

San Niccolc) di Villola, circ. B.C. 45—44, vol. i., p. 501.

CoUecchio, drc. B.C. 45, vol. i., p. 502.

Liria, circ. B.C. 44, vol. i., p. 502.
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Florence, circ. B.C. 41, vol. i., p. 558.

San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte, circ. B.C. 40, vol. i., p. 558.

Vigatto, circ. B.C. 39, vol. i., p. 558.

Santa Anna, circ. B.C. 38, vol. i., p. 559.

Ossolaro, circ. B.C. 38, vol. i., p. 559.

Pieve-Quinta, circ. B.C. 38, vol. i., p. 560.

Grosspold, circ. B.C. 38, vol. i., p. 560.

Borzano, ci7'c. B.C. 38, vol. i., p. 560.

Peccioli, circ. B.C. 38— 37, vol. i., p. 561.

Garlasco, circ. B.C. 36, vol. i., p. 561.

Arbanats, circ. B.C. 36, vol. i., p. 562.

Carbonara (I), circ. B.C. 36, vol. i., p. 562.

Cbantenay, ci7X. B.C. 35—34, vol. ii., p. 5.

Beauvoisin, circ. B.C. 28, vol. ii., p. 6.

Palazzo Canavese, circ. B.C. 14, vol. ii., p. 47.

Terranova Pausania, circ. B.C. 6, vol. ii., p. 48.

§ XL

—

Cheonological View of the Coinage.

In order to preserve the sequence of the coinage of the Eoman mint it

was found necessary to describe in separate sections those which were issued

outside the capital, but within Italy proper, and those which have been

attributed to the Provinces. In point of date all these outside coinages are

contemporary with that of Eome, but each one only for a certain limited

period. Thus the Eomano-Campanian coinage ceased when the local issues

were established in Italy ; and these in turn terminated before the Provincial

money was inaugurated. It is now proposed to give a general summary of all

the series of coinages described in these volumes, treating the subject from a

purely chronological standpoint. The money of the Eoman mint will be

taken as the basis of the order, since from its initiation to its finish, so far as

it is included in this work, it forms one long and unbroken series. The system

of dividing it up into groups or periods, as adopted in its classification, will

also be followed.

Aes Rude : date of institution uncertain.

B.C. 450—338 and later. Aes rude, bar-money, and aes signatum.

The only pieces described are the aes signatum of the later date of the aes

grave.

B.C. 338—269. Aes grave of the libral standard. At the Eoman
mint : as to uncia. This coinage falls gradually in weight, so that before it

comes to an end the as is reduced to seven ounces and under. Later aes

signatum.
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Period of the Eomano-Campanian coinage from B.C. 335. Tliis series is

continuous down to and after B.C. 269, and is mainly contemporary with the

aes grave of the Eoman mint (vol. ii., pp. 116 f.).

Aes grave issued at Luceria circ. B.C. 290. It consists of the as only

(vol. ii., p. 145).

B.C. 268—240 (Period I.). Silver coinage instituted at Kome, con-

sisting of the denarius (at ^ of the pound), quinarius and sestertius of the

Dioscuri type. The bronze is reduced to the triental standard with the as

of four ounces. Higher denominations than the as (decussis, tripondius or

tressis and dupondius) are added, and also lower ones than the uncia

(semuncia and quarter-uncia). The higher denominations are cast ; the lower

ones from the triens are cast or struck.

The Eomano-Campanian coinage in silver and bronze is continued.

Luceria issues bronze coins of the triental standard with the name of

RoMA. As at the Central mint some of the denominations are cast, others

are struck (vol. ii., pp. 146 f.).

B.C. 240—229 (Period I., continued). The bronze coinage is reduced

to the sextantal standard with the as at two ounces, when all the denomina-

tions are struck from the as to the semuncia. The denarius and its divisions

fall slightly in weight, and a gold coinage consisting of pieces of sixty, forty

and twenty sestertii is instituted temporarily. Slight variations occur in

the obverse type of the denarius, viz., in the form of the helmet, the earring,

&c. Moneyers' symbols and monograms are first used.

Local coinages outside Eome are instituted ; some are struck by moneyers,

others bear the initials of various cities (vol. ii., pp. 153 f.). These coins,

gold, silver and bronze, bear the name of RoMA and are of Eoman standard,

denominations, types, &c.

The Eomano-Campanian coinage was probably discontinued about this

time.

B.C. 229—217 (Period I., continued). The issue of the quinarius and

sestertius is suspended at Eome, and the victoriatus is introduced. The

gold coinage is not continued. The moneyers' symbols and monograms are

met with in greater frequency.

The coinages of the local moneyers and of the mints preserve their

uniformity with that of Eome, but with the addition at some mints of the

half-victoriatus ^ in silver and the dextans and quincunx in bronze.

B.C. 217^197 (Period II.). Under the provisions of the lex Flaminia

or Fabia the bronze money falls to the uncial standard, the denarius is

' The double victoriatus, of which only one specimen is known, appears to have

been of local mintage (vol. i., p. 37 ; vol. ii., p. 591, App.).
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reduced from ^ to ^ of the pound, and the viotoriatus falls in weight

proportionally. For commercial purposes the denarius is reckoned at six-

teen asses. The bronze coins consist of the dupondius and the as, with its

divisions to the uncia. The moneyers' symbols and initials are continued,

but the former preponderate.

The local moneyers and mints are still in active operation, and their

issues fall into line with those of the Eoman mint. To this time is also

assigned the electrum half-staters (?) and drachms (?) struck at Capua during

the second Punic war (vol. ii., pp. 139, 140). These are without the name

of R.OMA.

B.C. 197—173 (Period III.). No change is made in the denominations

of the silver and bronze money at Eome, except that the issue of the

dupondius is suspended. On the obverse of the denarius the head of Poma

wears the peaked helmet, and her earring, consisting of a single drop, some-

times takes a triangular form. The first change occurs in the reverse type,

Diana or Luna in a biga, which occasionally take the place of the Dioscuri.

The moneyers' symbols are fewer, but their names, in the form of monograms

or initials, increase proportionately. In the forms of the letters A for A, A, &c.,

is more frequent, and V is changed iato L, and P into P occasionally.

The issues of coins by local mints are suspended after B.C. 197, but those

of the moneyers are continued.

B.C. 172—151 (Period IV.). The denarius is now the only silver piece

struck, the issue of the victoriatus having been suspended. A new type of

Victory in a biga is given for the reverse of the denarius. The Diana or

Luna type is occasionally met with, but that of the Dioscuri is still the most

common. On the obverse the head of Eoma preserves its usual form, but her

earring shows several variations, which have some chronological significance.

At first it is of three drops ; it next consists of a single drop, which takes the

form of a cluster of pellets, and these in turn assume a spiral form. With these

changes the letter A becomes more and more frequent than A, till the latter

finally disappears ; L occurs more often than V, and P gradually displaces P.

The moneyers' symbols only are no longer met with, but all the issues

bear their names, to which sometimes a family symbol is added.

The local issues of moneyers do not vary in their characteristics from

those of the Central mint.

B.C. 150—125 (Period V.). The issue of the as is suspended, but the

other denominations to the uncia are struck. This suspension of the as

continued down to B.C. 91.

The denarius is the only silver coin. The reverse type is much varied,

as the moneyers begin to depict scenes connected with the history of their

families. Those of the Dioscuri and Diana, or Victory, in a biga still survive,
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but gradually become less frequent. The mark of value is occasionally varied

from X to XVI. The spiral-shaped earring continues, but varies into one of

two drops at the end of the period. The legend KoMA, wliich hitherto had

been inscribed on a tablet, is now often placed below an exergual Une. At

present there is no distinct evidence of a mint-triumvirate, but the coins of

certain moneyers fall into groups.

The local issues of the coinages are struck on the same lines.

B.C. 124—103 (Period YI.). The denominations remain the same in

silver and bronze, except that an attempt is made to introduce two new ones

in the latter series ; these are the dodrans and the bes (vol. i., pp. 153, 15^).

They were probably intended to take the place of the as, but the attempt

does not appear to have been a success. The dodrans was again struck on

one later occasion, but not the bes (vol. i., p. 177). The reverse types of

the deaiarius vary with each issue. That of Diana or Luna in a biga

does not occur, and when those of the Dioscuri and A'ictory in a biga

are met with, they generally relate to the moneyer's family history. The

earring worn by Eoma changes from one of spiral shape to a plain single

drop.

There is a marked deterioration in the fabric of the coins of this time,

the head of Eoma being much spread and somewhat crudely executed. This

is more noticeable in the local issues. The mark of value of the denarius

now assumes another form, X for X.

There are no distinct instances of a mint-triumvirate in the ease of the

Eoman coinage, but with the local coinage it is otherwise, since the only

pieces assigned to this period are those of three triumvirates, one of whom

struck separate issues as well as a joint issue (vol. ii., pp. 255-261). In all

other respects the local money is the same as that of Eome.

B.C. 102—92 (Period VII.). Under the lex Clodia the silver

quinarius is revived, and in consequence the victoriatus begins to be with-

drawn from currency. The early quinarii are given the same type as the

victoriatus, but with the mark of ^•alue Q. {Quinarius). The silver coins are

now the denarius and the quinarius. The mark of value of the former is

X or X. The issue of the as is still in abeyance. The reverse type of the

denarius maintains its constant variation, and this variation is now extended

to the obverse, but only in two instances before B.C. 91. The first was in the

special issue of the quaestors L. Calpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio,

B.C. 100 (vol. i., p. 170), and the second in those of the triumvii-s M. Caecilius

Metellus, Q. Fabius Maximus and C. ServeiUus, B.C. 94 (vol. i., pp. 175 f.).

There are several other innovations, amongst which are the use of mint-

marks in the form of letters and symbols, and the serration of the edge of

the denarius. Besides these guides for the classification and sequence of tlie
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issues, we have now for the first time the evidence of finds. Those whose

burial is assigned to this period were discovered at Masera, Eiccia, S.

Giovanni Incarico, Eoncarolo and Pozoblanco.

The local issues proceed on the same lines as those of Rome.

B.C. 91—89 (Period VIII.). The as of the uncial standard is resumed,

and the issue of the quinarius, as also that of the denarius, is continued.

The types of the denarius, both obverse and reverse, now change in the

case of each issue. The practice of marking the dies with letters, symbols

and numbers, and the serration of the edge of the denarius, are considerably

on the increase. There are also a number of special issues, which are

inscribed with various formulae, mostly denoting the withdrawal of bullion

from the public aera7-ium. These special issues were chiefly occasioned by

the Social war.

It is during this period that we have the coinages of the Confederate

States whicli took part in the Marsic or Social war. They began in B.C. 91

(vol. ii., pp. 317 f).

The finds assigned to this period are those of Taranto, Cazlona, Oliva and

Eicina.

B.C. 88—86 (Period IX.). The bronze coinage, as to uncia, is now
reduced to the semuncial standard by the lex Papiria, and under the same

law the sestertius is revived. In B.C. 89 all the local issues came to an end

owing to the passing of the lex Plautia Papiria, and from this time all ofiicial

money struck in Italy emanated from the capital. This and other circum-

stances necessitated an increased number of issues. The quinarius and

sestertius vary in their types like the denarius. Mint-marks are used in great

variety, and the edge of the denarius is often serrated.

The coinage of the Confederates appears to have terminated some time

during B.C. 88.

The finds are the " Hoffmann '' hoard, and those of Piesole, Fuscaldo,

Cingoli and Eomagnano Sesia.

B.C. 85—82 (Period X.). The coins struck at Eome show no marked

changes. The issue of the sestertius is not continued, and the quinarius is

very rare, so that the denarius, which now loses its mark of value, becomes

almost the only silver coin in circulation. All the bronze coins are of the

semuncial standard. The mint-marks continue in profusion, and the serration

of the edge of the denarius is not unfrequent.

The end of this Period, B.C. 82, witnessed the introduction in the

Provinces of the issue of gold and silver coins of the Eoman standard.

These occurred in Spain, Gaul, and the East (vol. ii., pp. 352, 388, 459).

The only find is that of Monte Codruzzo.

B.C. 81—73 (Period XL). The bronze coinage is now entirely
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suspended, and as this was also the case with the qiiinarius, the only

denomination issued at the Eoman mint is the denarius, which main-

tains its variations as to types, mint-marks, serration, &c. This latter

process, however, becomes less frequent.

The Provincial coinages are continued, but only in the East and ia

Spaia ; the former during B.C. 81, 80, the latter down to B.C. 72, on accoimt

of the Sertorian war.

The finds are numerous and supply important data. They are those of

Carrara, San Miniato, Hev-Szamos, Eoncofreddo, Frascarolo, Eignano, Licodia,

Palestrina and Ossero.

B.C. 72—50 (Period XII.). The only denomination issued in any metal

is the denarius, which varies a good deal in fabric. At first the obverse type

is in high relief, which gradually assumes a mezzo-rilievo. Mint-marks are

at first freely used, but are very rarely met with after B.C. 64, and the

serration of the edge ceased about the same time, B.C. 69. These variations,

and also a change ia the character of the types, which begin to record events

of late date, or even contemporary ones, render a chronological classification of

the issues possible.

The Provincial coinage is continued in Spaia duriag B.C. 72, and ia Gaul

it was revived by Julius Caesar ia B.C. 50.

The fiads are those of Saa Gregorio di Sassola, Compito, Frauendorf (see

above, pp. cxii, cxiii), Cadriano and San Cesario.

B.C. 49—44 (Period XIII.). This was an important epoch ia the

history of the Eoman coiaage both in Eome and outside Italy.

At Eome the gold money is resumed, to become permanent. It consisted

of the aureus and half-aureus ; the former was first struck by Julius Caesar

in B.C. 49, the latter by the pracfectus Urhi, L. Munatius Plancus, ia B.C. 45.

The re-issue of the quinarius aad the sestertius ia silver also takes place,

and an attempt is made to revive the bronze coinage. There was also

a change in the personnel of the mint in B.C. 44, a quatuorvirate being

substituted for a triumvirate. The types of all the coins varied according

to the issue, some recording contemporary events. The portraits of Julius

Caesar and Mark Antony are placed on some of the silver coins of the last

year, B.C. 44.

In the Provinces the money is revived in the West and also in the

East. This was due to the strife between the Pompeian and Caesarian parties.

In Spaia it occurred on two occasions ; first in the war against the generals

of the Elder Pompey, B.C. 49, and secondly in that against Cn. and Sextus

Pompey, B.C. 46—44 ; in the East under similar circumstances, B.C. 49—47

;

in Sicily, B.C. 49 and 47, and later in Africa, B.C. 47—46. These coiaages

are of gold and silver. Spain struck also bronze, but no gold.
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The finds are those of Carbonara (II), San Niccolo di Villola, Collecchio,

and Liria.

B.C. 43—37 (Period XIV.). At Eome the coinage is again reduced to

two denominations only, the aureus and the denarius. The quatuorvirate of

the mint is continued. The moneyers now strike in gold as well as in silver.

There is practically no change in the character of the types, except that we

get portraits of the triumvirs, Antony, Lepidus and Octavius. In such cases

tlieir names and also those of the moneyers are inscribed. The portrait of

Julius Caesar also occurs as in B.C. 44.

The Provincial coinages, which had been for two years in abeyance, are

now revived in greater abundance. In Spain, however, we have but ore

issue, that of Cn. Domitius Calvinus (b.C. 39—37) ; in Gaul there are the

coinages of Antony (b.c. 43—42), and later of Octavius (b.c. 41—37) ; in the

East those of Brutus and Cassius and others (b.c. 44—42), and of Antony

(B.C. 42 and onwards); in Sicily those of Sextus Pompey (B.C. 42— 37); and

in Africa those of Q. Cornuficius and Lepidus (B.C. 44—37).

The finds are those of Florence, San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte, Vigatto,

Santa Anna, Ossolaro, Pieve-Quinta, Grosspold, Borzano, Peccioli, Garlasco,

Arbanats and Carbonara (I).

B.C. 36—17 (Period XV.). At Eome the moneyers' names are sup-

pressed, and all the coins, gold and silver (aureus, half-aureus and denarius),

are struck in the name of Octavius as "Caesar" (B.C. 36— 29), as "Imp.

Caesar " (b.c. 29—27), and later as " Augustus." The types of all the coins

are personal to him only.

In the Provinces the coinages are continued chiefly in the names of the

triumvirs, Antony and Octavius. In Spain, P. Carisius strikes silver and

bronze money as legate of Augustus; in Gaul there are the issues of Octavius

as " Imp. Caesar " (b.c. 36 and 29—27), and later as " Augustus " ; in the

East, those of Antony, to the battle of Actium (b.c. 31), and of Octavius as

"Imperator perpetuo" (b.c. 29—27), and "Augustus" (b.c. 19—18); in Sicily

those of Sextus Pompey and Q. ISTasidius (b.c. 36) ; in Africa those of Octavius

(b.c. 36); and in Cyrenaica (b.c. 31—27) those of L. Pinarius Scarpus, as legate,

first of Antony, and subsequently of Octavius. These are , the latest pieces

of these last four provinces.

The finds are those of Chantenay and Beauvoisin.

B.C. 16—3 (Period XVI.). The moneyers' names are restored on the

coins struck in Eome, but always with that of Augustus. In B.C. 15 a coinage

of the baser metals is resumed, consisting of the sestertius and dupondius in

orichalcum, and of the as and quadrans in copper. The former are based on

the quarter-ounce standard, the latter on the semuncial standard. In the

finer metals only the aureus and denarius are issued. The types of these

r
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were mainly personal to the emperor ; a few, however, relate to the history of

the moneyer's family. The personnel of the mint consisted of a triumvirate,

not a quatuorvirate.

All the Provincial issues are suspended with the exception of that of

Gaul, which contiuues down to B.C. 3. These coins, which are of gold, silver

and bronze, have types personal to Augustus.

The finds are those of Palazzo Canavese and Terranova Pausania.

In concluding this Introduction I must express my great indebted-

ness to the published works of Mommsen,^ Babelon, Bahrfeldt, Borghesi,

Cavedoni, D'Ailly, Cohen, Fr. Lenormant, and many others, to which

reference has been so frequently made in the pages of these volumes. It

would have been quite impossible to compile such a work as the present

without the aid of such writings, especially as it contains the description of

many coias of which there are no specimens in the National Collection.

So much has been written by these numismatists and others in explanation

of the numerous types, that to throw any fresh light upon them was

only to be attempted \vith considerable caution. Occasionally Count da

Salis's classification rendered it necessary to suggest different solutions of

the types, but any changes of this nature have been mainly due to the

evidence of finds and the identification of the moneyer. The numerous

references show how freely these works have been consulted, and if at any

time the ideas of others have not been fully acknowledged it must be looked

upon as an oversight, and not in any way intentional.

Personally I am under great obligations to many for assistance in

various ways. To General Max Bahrfeldt I owe a deep debt of gratitude,

not only for reading the proof-sheets and for much valuable information

respecting the present locality of many coias not represented in the National

Collection, but also for supplying casts of such pieces. General Bahrfeldt's

intimate acquaiutance with all the public and most of the private collections

in Europe enabled him to give information as to the rarity of many

pieces. To Sir Henry H. Howorth, who throughout has shown the keenest

interest in the production of these volumes, I am indebted iu a no less

degree, not only for reading the proof-sheets, but also for iimumerable

suggestions and no few corrections. His extensive historical researches have

enabled him to consider the subject of Eoman numismatics from an outside

poiut of view, and he has thus been able to detect not a few discrepancies,

some of which might have been overlooked.

' In referring to Mommsen's great work on the Eoman coinage, I have throughoTit

quoted the French edition translated by the Due de Blacas as being that now more

generally cited.
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To my colleagues, Mr. W. Wroth, the Assistant-Keeper of Coins, and to

Mr. G. F. Hill, the Senior Assistant of the Department, I am also very

grateful for reading the work as it passed through the press, and for numerous

suggestions. I have also to thank my former chief. Dr. Head, for rendering

similar service in the matter of the Introduction. There are others also

whose aid I have been compelled to enlist in the supply of casts of coins

not represented in the Museum collection. Amongst them are M. E. Babelon

and M. H. de la Tour of the Paris Cabinet, Dr. H. Dressel and Dr. K.

Eegling of the Berlin Museum, Cav. Camillo Serafini of the Capitoline

and Vatican Museums in Eome, and Comm. Fr. Gnecchi of Milan.

H. A. Gruebee.





COINS
OP THE

ROMAN REPUBLIC

AES RUDE^

No. Weight Metal

1 591-0 M A piece of bronze, cast, of irregular form.

531'0

432-0

376-0

298-0

M
M
M
M

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

^ The earliest form of exchange in metal employed by the Romans consisted of amorphous
lumps of bronze of no fixed weight, and without any official stamp or mark of vahie. Hence
they received the name of aes rude (Festus, de Verb, sig.^ s.v. rndus) or aes infectum. When
used for currency or exchange these lumps of metal must have passed by weight. A
number were discovered in 1828 near Vulci together with some quadrilateral coins, called aes

signatum (see p. 3) . Many of the latter were broken, the larger pieces weighing from two to

three pounds, others being equal to various divisions of the pound, whilst the greater number
weighed about two ounces, thus corresponding to the sextans (see p. 9). Somewhat later

there was another find of this aes rud.e at Vicarello, with which were many examples of the
aes signatum, of the aes grave (see p. 5), and of Eomano-Campanian coins (see Babelon,



AES EUDE

No. Werght Metal

6



No Weigh'
. . -, , Metal
" ^ and Size

27627-0

21M5'0

M 3'7x
6-7

m 3-9 X
6-6

AES SIGNATUM'

After B.C. 450; a.u.c. 304

Ohversc

Quincussis

Revers

Bull walking to 1., head
facing.

Eagle front, head r., flying

upwards and holding

thunderbolt in its claws.

Bull walking to r., head
facing.

[Pis. i. and ii.]

(Bunbury Coll.)

[R.]OMANOM below Pe-
gasus galloping to 1.

[Pis. iii. and iv.]

(Gruadagni Coll.)

' The aes signoAxim marks the first attempt in Central Italy towards a monetary system on
a fixed basis. In opposition to the aes riKle, the early Roman authors speak of aes signaAum, by
which they apparently did not mean any special coins, but simply pieces of metal of defined weight,

and marked with the imprint of some design or symbol. The aes signatum, as now recognized,

consists of oblong, quadrilateral or brick-shaped blocks of bronze, cast, with representations of

animals, such as the bull or the pig, designs possibly illustrating the ancient custom of barter

with cattle, which was in existence, as we shall show, at the time of the institution of this

species of money. Other pieces bear figures of the elephant, birds, the pegasus, a shield, an
anchor, a trident, &c. ; but probably the most ancient, as being most primitive in design,

are those which are ornamented with lines only, arranged in some cases in the form of a
fish-spine (see Brit. Mus. Gat., Gr. Coins, Italy, pp. 37, 38).

These blocks, as originally cast, are of the weight of five or four Roman pounds, hence
they are called quincusses or qnadrusses. To provide smaller change they were broken into

pieces, which varied in weight fr6m two pounds to an ounce (see above, j). 1), and these, like

the aes rude, passed in currency by weight.

The date of the first issue of these quadrilateral pieces of money at Rome is somewhat
uncertain; and even ancient authors differ in their views on this point. Pliny (Hist, nat.,

xxxiii. 3, 13) says that Servins Tullius was " the first to place a stamp on bronze " (priiniis signavit

aes) ; but such antiquity cannot be claimed for the objects which we now possess. We must
therefore turn to the early laws relating to tines for any evidence which may give a clue to

their date.

With the Romans, as with other nations in an early state of civilization, trade was carried
on by a system of barter, and amongst an agricultural population cattle formed the basis of

commercial transactions, an ox being estimated at the same value as ten sheep. Fines were
also levied on this principle. This usage appears to have existed amongst the Romans till

about A.u.c. 300—302 (B.C. 454—452), when the laws Aternia-Tarpeia and Menenia-Sestia,
whilst still fixing fines in oxen and sheep, put also their equivalent in money. Two years later,

in A.u.c. 304 (b.c. 450), these laws were confirmed by the Twelve Tables, which ordered that
certain penalties should be paid in money, but no mention is made of cattle. Thus, for a
broken bone, a fine of 300 asses was imposed ; for violation of liberty, 25 sestertii ; for illegally

cutting trees, 25 sestertii per tree, &o. Again, in A.u.c. 324 (b.c. 430) the Le.i! Julio. Papiria
(Cicero, de Bepub., ii. 35) converted fines of cattle into silver. It is, therefore, to the time of
the Decemvirs and the passing of the law of the Twelve Tables that the first Roman money,
which is known as aes signatum, has been attribiited.

Though a large series of aes signatum, with a multiplicity of designs, has come down to

us, it is impossible to assign any of the more ancient pieces to Rome herself. They are usually
given to the districts of Umbria and Central Italy. The examples described above are,

however, classed to Rome, but from their fabric and style it does not seem possible to attribute
them to a period before the second half of the 4th century B.C., thus making them contemporary
with the first issue of the round coins of the aes grave (see p. 5), with which they would be
current as multiples of the as.

How long the issue of the aes signatum lasted is uncertain; but it is probable that it
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continued to be in currency long after the introduction of the aes grave (see p. o), since certain

types could not well have occurred before the early part of the 3rd century B.C. For instance,

those pieces irhicli bear representations of arms, usually given to Central Italy, may record

the victories over the Samnites in B.C. 294; and it was during the wars with Pyrrhus, which
terminated in B.C. 274, that the Romans and the Latins first beheld an elephant.

The quincussis with the bull on both faces is a good example of this money ; and the

representation of this animal recalls the origin of the word pecunia. The specimen iu the

National Collection was bequeathed by Sir Edward Henry Bunbury, who purchased it at the

Pembroke Sale in 1848 (No. 294). That in the French Collection weighs 2r387-6 gi-s.

( = 1385 '90 gram.) ; whilst another, found at Bruna, between Spoleto and Todi, in Umbria, in

1890 {Rivift. It., 1891), weighs 20800 grs. ( = 1347-80 gram.).

The other example, given above, v.-iih the eagle holding a thunderbolt, and pegasus, though
bearing the inscription ROMANOM (the old genitive form for ROMANORVM), may not

be purely Eoman, the pegasus being a not infrequent type on local aes grave, such as those of

Hatria, Central Italy, etc. Being of lighter weight than the piece with the bull, it may be of

the later half of the 4th century B.C., and thus contemporaneous with the Eomano-Campanian
coins with a similar legend. The specimen in the British Museum came from the Guadagni
Collection. Ajiother in the Museo Kircheriano weighs 26179 grs. ( = 1696'35 gram. ) , and iu the

same museum there is a fragment of one of these ingots which apparently had been broken into

four pieces. It was found near Tor Marancia, in the Roman Campania. A third specimen,

without inscription, and deemed genuine, was formerly iu the Meynaerts' Collection, and later

in the Greau Collection. It weighs 23796-6 grs. ( = 1.542 gram.). Prof. Milani {Rivi>:t. It,

1891) describes a specimen in the Bruna find which weighs 21543 grs. ( = 1396 gram.), and
mentions one he had seen in the possession of Lady Hudson in Florence, which was much
corroded by water, weighing 21914 grs. ( = 1420 gram.). Both the coins mentioned above in

the Bruna find are now in the Berlin Museum.
There is also in the British Museum a rectangular ingot of bronze, having on one face a

scabbard and the inscription N. ROMANOM (Nummus Romanorum), and on the other a short

sword or dagger, the handle of which is in the form of a ram's head. It weighs 22972-3 gi'S.

( = 1488-58 gram.). This piece came from the collection of the Due de Blacas, who considered
it to be genuine (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom.. t. iv., pp. 6, 7) ; but, after careful examination,

it must be pronounced to be undoubtedly false, i.e., a modern fabrication. M. Babelon
(vol. i., p. 8) is also of this opinion.



,. iir • J J Metal
No. WenU ^^^g;^^

4552-0

4470-0

4298-0

AES GRAVE'
LIBEAL SBEIES

Circ. B.C. 338—269; a.u.c. 416—485

Ohversc

As

^2-6

M 2-7

Reverse

Head of Janus, bearded

;

beneath, mark of value,

—
; all on raised disk.

Similar.

Similar.

Prow r. ; above, mark of

value, I ; all on raised disk.

[PI. V. 1.]

(Castellani)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Sambon)

' The introductiou of the As of the weight of the Roman pound of 12 ounces, as

the unit of the coinage, was a further development of the Roman monetary system.

Hitherto, as we have seen, the coinage consisted either of amorphous lumps of metal, or

else of large brick-shaped pieces weighing from fi\e to four Koman pounds, which, for con-

venience, were broken up into smaller portions. The absence of any historical records leaves

us somewhat in the dark as to the precise date when this first " round money " was intro-

duced. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. i., p. 180; and iii. 464) apparently concludes that, like

the quadrilateral pieces, the round coinage was introduced at the time of the Decemvirs ; but
Samwer (Alt. rbm. Miinz., p. 36 f.), arguing from the style of the head of Janus—viz., the shaj)C

of the eyes, the mouth, the chin, and the hair, in relation to Greek coins, whence the Romans
must have acquired their scanty knowledge of art—was of opinion that none of these coins

could have been issued before B.C. 390, which was aboxit the period of the striking of the fine

Syracusan medallions. Following the same course of comparison in the case of the prow on
the reverse, Samwer points out that this particular shape of prow does not appear to have
been used by the Greeks till the second half of the 4t)i century B.C., and that it does not occur
on Greek coins till the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes of Macedon (B.C. 306—283). We know
from unmistakable evidence, however,—viz., the adoption of the Roman standard by the Latin
colonies (Mommsen, Hisl. moii. rom., t. iii., p. 182)—that the libral as was instituted before
that date, and in fixing it to about B.C. 340 history comes to our aid, and we may see in the
head of Janus on the obverse a reference to the close of the great Latin War in B.C. 338, and in

the prow on the reverse a record of the victory of the Romans over the town of Antium in the
same year, when that city was deprived of its ships of war, the beaks of which were brought
to Rome and served to adorn the Rostra in the Foruni (Babelon, vol. i., p. vii.). Mommsen
(op. cit., t. i.

,
p. 194) conjectured that the prow was the mark of the maritime jDower of Rome,

to which the Goverrmient of the Decemvirs imparted a new impulse ; but if the first issue of
these coins is assigned to so late a date as circ. B.C. 338, this interpretation is impossible.

This new coinage, called aes grave (Festus, Oe Verh. sig., grave aes dictuin apondere), was
duodecimal in character, the unit, the as of the weight of the Roman pound, being divided into
fractions of six, four, three, two, and one uncia. All the denominations had the same reverse
type—a prow ; but each one varied in that of the obverse and in having a distinctive mark of
value. The following- are the types of the as and its divisions :

—

As



A'o. W'jiqlit
iletoJ

and S^~e

i ' 4200-0
I ^ 2-i5 Similar.

5
,
il20-0 ' .E 2-45 Similar.

i

6
I

4055-0 ' ^ 2-55 Similar.

7
I

4044-0 ^2-5
|
Similar.

I

3992-0 1^2-5
: Similar.

AES GEAA'E

Ohverse Fi-:^'€ys€

10

3907-0

4261-0

11 4167-0

12

13

4098-0

4025-0

iE 2-5
' Similar.

J3 2-4
I

Similar ; -without mark of

value.-

.E 2-5

Similar.

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar.

(Cf. D'AiUy, PI. vii. 5.) 1

(Castellani)

Similar.

Similar.

(Cf. D'Ailly, PI. VI. 1.)

(Sambon)

Similar.

(Cf.D'AiUy, Pl.viii.3.)

(Sambon)

Similar.

(Cf. D'Ailly, PI. vii. 3.)

(Sambon)

Similar.

^ 2-4
; Similar.

xE 2-45
,

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

different design. Tliis difference would point to separate divinities, and it is therefore probable

that on the triem^ the head of Minerva, wearing the crested Corinthian helmet, was intended
to be depicted, and on the tincia that of Eoma, though wearing an Athenian helmet. This

view is, however, not universally accepted, as some would see in both heads that of Minerva,

others that of Roma. It need only be added that the helmet on the uncia approaches nearest

in form that worn by the head on the obverse of the denarius, which we would identify with

Roma (see p. 1.5). In the case of the Roman colonies which adopted the libi-al standai'd the

types vary according to each locality.

All the denominations of the aes gi-ave are ca.-^t and are without legends. There are no

round miJtiples of the os at this period, since their place was probably supplied by the

brick-shaped quincusses and quadrnsses, which were still in use (see above, p. 3).

The hbral as, which was originally of about .50.57 grs. troy divided into 12 oimces of

about 421 grs. each, did not long maintain its full weight, for, with perhaps a tingle exception

(probably only an accident) preserved in the Olivieri Museum at Pesaro, weighing 6023 grs., the

earliest specimens do not much exceed 11 ounces. Before the end of the century it fell to 10

ounces, as it was on that standard that the colony of Luceria, founded in B.C. 314. issued its

first bronze money. About the tiu-n of the centiu-y it was reduced to 7^ ounces, and between
that time and the year B.C. 268 it continued to fall rapidly, so that when the triental or fom-

ounce standard was adopted there was no vei-y great difference between the weights of the

latest pieces of the libral series and the earliest of the triental. The weights of the divisions of

the OS declined proportionately.

The new coinage thus instituted circ. B.C. 338 was the only one issued at Rome till B.C. 26S,

when it will be seen that still more important changes took place.

' The form of the prow is often slightly varied, especially in the shape of the forecastle

and the occasional absence of the eye on the side. As the differences a-e. however, too

minute to be described, references are given to D'Ailly, Rechercli^s sur la awnnaie romaine,

vol. i. , where a large number of the aes grave of all the denominations are figtu-ed.

" The mark of value on the obverse of the cast as, when once dropped, does not appear to

have been revived.



CIEC. B.C. 338—269; A.U.O. 416—486

,_ . ,, Metal
No. We^gM „„^ si^e

Obverse Reverse

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

4009-0

3917-0

3365-0

3982-0

3698-0

2304-0

2050-0

1935-0

2300-0

2170-0

2167-0

2080-0

2069-0

m 2-4

M 2-5

M 2-35

^2-3

M 2-4

^2-1

^2-1

M 1-9

M 2-1

M 2-05

JE 2-1

iE2-l

M 2-05

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Cf. D'Ailly,Pl.viii. 1.)

(Castellani)

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar
;
prow 1.^

[PI. V. 2.]

(Sambon)

Similar.

(Cf. D'Ailly, PI. XV. 2.)

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar.2

Similar.

(Sambon)

Semis

Head of Jupiter 1., laureate ;

beneath neck, mark of

value, v-i; all on raised

disk.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Prow r. ; above, mark of

value, ^ ; all on raised

disk.

(Cf. D'Ailly, PL ix. 7.)

(Sambon)

Similar ; mark of value
upright, S

(Cf. D'Ailly, PL ix. 5.)

(Castellani)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. V. 3.]

(Sambon)

Similar.

' The change in the direction of the prow seems to denote oily a change of design and not
of standard. On the later coins the direction to left was preserved. D'Ailly has attributed
to the libral standard asses with prow to 1. as well as to r.

^ The fabric of this and the next piece is very riide, and in that respect they resemble the
early asses of the triental series (see p. 17).



No. Weight ^'*"?
" and Size

27

28

AE8 GEAVE

Obverse

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

1994-0



CIRC. B.C. 338—269; A.U.C. 416—435

„ ,„ . , , Metal
No. height

^,^^ g.^^

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

1262-0



10

Wo. WeigU ^^fgi,.

AES GEAVB

Diverse

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

708-0

687-0

764-0

673-0

646-0

638-0

585-0

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

417-0

M 1-4

M 1-3

^1-3

m 1-35

M 1-35

M 1-35

M 1-25

M 1-1

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; petasus tied under

chin.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; head in low relief,

on raised disk ; no marks
of value.i

Reverse

[PI. vii. 2.]

(Sambon)

(Sambon)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar
;
prow 1., on raised

disk.

[PI. vii. 3.]

(Sambon)

Uncia

413-0

391-0

363-0

334-0

315-0

314-0

M 1-05

M 1-1

M 1-05

M 1-1

M 1-05

M -95

Head of Eoma 1., wearing
crested Athenian helmet
with visor and neck-

piece ;
^ behind, mark of

value, •

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Prow r. ; beneath, mark
of value, •

(Of. D'Ailly, PI. xiii. 7.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Sambon)

(Sambon)

(Sambon)

[PI. vii. 4.]

' See note, p. 8.

^ For tlic identification of this head with Roma see above, p. 6.
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COINAGE OF EOME
FEOM B.C. 268; A.U.C. 486

PERIOD I.

B.C. 268—217; a.u.c. 486—537

We now enter on the third stage of the development of the money of Eome,

the most important one in the history of her coinage, as it witnessed not only

a modification of her cumbersome bronze coins, but also the introduction of a

gold and silver currency. Previous to this date, B.C. 268, the use of silver as

a medium of exchange had spread considerably in Italy, and in consequence a

silver currency became a matter of necessity to Eome herself.

Pliny [Hist. Nat, xxxiii. 3, 13) states that the first issue of silver money at

Eome took place in B.C. 269

—

Argentum signatum anno zirbis cccclxxxv, Q.

Ogulnio C. Fabio cos. Livy [jEpit., xv.) places this occurrence between the

foundation of the colony at Ariminum and the peace with the Picentes, B.C. 268,

and the defeat of the Salentines, B.C. 267 ; this would be four years before the

first Punic War, and four years after the surrender of Tarentum. Between these

two ancient writers there is only the difference of one year, and following

Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 28) we have accepted the date given by Livy.

It has been generally assumed that the introduction of the Eoman silver

money in B.C. 268 extinguished the independent silver coinages of Southern

Italy, except those of the Eomano-Campanian districts ; but this assumption is

open to question, as the cities of Tarentum, Ehegium and Neapolis, important

monetary centres, seem to have continued their silver currency, the first two,

perhaps to nearly the end of the third century. Many cities, however, still

struck bronze coins, the issue of which extended down to the passing of the Lex
Plautia Pajnria in B.C. 89. The installation of this coinage at Eome was also

contemporary with the foundation of the famous Capitoline Mint in the temple

of Juno Moneta, the " Averter of Evil," which had been erected by L. Purius

Camillus after his victory over the Aurunci in B.C. 345, on the spot where
Manlius heard the Gauls escalading the fortress ; hence the origin of the word
moneta as applied to coins and the name monetarius for the magistrate in charge

of the mint.

Some years after the introduction of this new coinage at Eome {cira.

B.C. 240), local issues were established, consisting of money in gold, silver,

and bronze, of the same types and standards. These coins can be identified

either by their fabric, which is somewhat rude, or in the case of some of the

early pieces, by the initials of the towns at which they were issued, amongst
which may be mentioned Luceria, Canusium, Croton, Hatria, &c. In this work
these local coins are described under " Coinage of Italy."

Before giving an account of the first issues in gold, silver, and bronze
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some particulars may be stated about the denominations of the coins included

in our First Period, their legends, and their weights.

The denominations current between B.C. 268 and 217 were :
—

Gold.—Sixty, forty, and twenty sestertii pieces.

SIL^"EK.—Denarius, quinarius, sestertius, and victoriatus ; and also double-

vietoriatus (see below, p. 37, and vol. ii., App., p. 591) and half-

victoriatus.

Beonze (Teiental Seeies).—Decussis, tripondius or tressis, dupondius,

as, semis, triens, quadrans, sextans, uncia, semuncia, and quarter-uncia

or sicilicus. Of these the decussis, tripondius, dupondius, as, and semis

are always cast; the triens and quadrans are at first cast, then strtick;

and the sextans and lesser denominations are all struck.

Beonze (Sextantal Sehies).—As, semis, triens, quadrans, sextans, uncia,

and semuncia ; all struck.

All the struck coins in each metal are inscribed with the name of R.OMA,

but the cast pieces are, as before, without this legend ; and each denomination in

each metal, with the exception of the victoriatus and the double-victoriatus, in

silver, and the semuncia and the quarter-uncia in bronze, bears its mark of value.

The half-victoriatus, which appears only to have been minted outside Eome, is

with or without a mark of value. Towards the middle of this period, i.e. about

B.C. 240, the moneyers' symbols or privy marks are added to the type, and about

the same time we first meet with their initials or monograms. The letters of

the legends do not vary in their forms with the exception of A, which is given

as A, A, A, A, and A, the last two being the most uncommon. The letter L is

always found as V, and P as P.

The prescribed weights of the coins were :

—

Gold.—Sixty sestertii piece, '^^ of the Eoman pound= 3 scruples.

SiLVEE.—Denarius, yV of the Eoman pound= 4 scruples.

Victoriatus, -gig- of the Eoman pound=3 scruples.

Beonze.-—Triental standard, with the as of 4 ounces as the unit.

Sextantal standard, with the as of 2 ounces as the unit.

Taking the scruple at 17-56 grs., this would give a proportionate ratio of

gold and silver at 1:20, and of silver and bronze triental at 1:250, and sextantal

at 1 : 125. As, however, there is so much irregularity in the actual weights of

both the silver and bronze, these figures can only be regarded as approximate.

Since the classification adopted by the late Count de Salis somewhat dififers

from that generally accepted by numismatists, especially with regard to the date

and locality of the first issue of the gold coins, some explanation may be desirable.

Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13), with respect to the introduction of the gold

money into the Eoman monetary system, tells us : Aureus nummus post annos

LI pcrcmsus est quam argentcm. Taking the date of the first issue of the silver

money at B.C. 268, this would give the first issue of gold coins to B.C. 217, when
by the Lex Flaminia the bronze money was reduced to the uncial standard. It

has, therefore, been generally accepted that these gold coins did not appear before

that date, and also that they were not struck at the Eoman mint, but were local

in character, i.e. Campanian. From this view Count de Salis evidently differed,

for he was of opinion not only that this gold money was struck at Eome as
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well as locally, but that it was issued at some time between b.c. 268—217. As

the coins attributed to the Eoman mint do not bear any moneyers' marks or

initials which would connect them with the silver or bronze money, they afford

no clue to the date of their issue. This evidence is, however, supplied by the

local gold money of Eoman types, on which we meet with the same symbols as

are found on early denarii and bronze coins of the sextantal standard. The

evidence of the coins themselves, therefore, favours the earlier date, i.e. before

B.C. 217, and it is not improbable that the first issue of gold was simultaneous

with the introduction of the bronze sextantal standard, i.e. about B.C. 240 (see

p. 29), when Eome, hard pressed by the strain of the first Punic War, needed

money to meet her necessities and for the payment of her troops, and for that

purpose used the gold bullion which was in her treasury. Such an occurrence

was not without precedent, as the same had happened at Athens on two occa-

sions, viz., in B.C. 407/6, after the Peloponnesian War, and again in B.C. 338,

after the battle of Chaeroneia, when the gold ornaments which had been dedi-

cated to Athena were melted down and turned into money (Kohler, Zeit.f. Num.,

1898, pp. 11 f.). This would account for this issue of gold money at Eome, and

also for its short duration. It was a special coinage, instituted for a particular

purpose, and no further attempt was made to return to a gold currency at Eome
for close on two centuries, when it was revived under similar circumstances

by Julius Caesar in B.C. 49 ; this time, however, to have a more lasting effect.

The types of the coins themselves, the head of Mars and the eagle of Jupiter

standing on a thunderbolt, were a fitting record of the successful issue of the

struggle against the Carthaginians which had lasted for nearly twenty-four years.

The date of the first silver currency, consisting of the denarius, quinarius,

and sestertius, has already been noticed. During the period B.C. 268—217,

when the denarius was struck at yV of the pound, its type, the head of Eoma on

the obverse and the Dioscuri on the reverse, underwent some slight modifications,

which will admit of its being classified into three series, showing a chronological

sequence (see below, p. 14).

The victoriatus was of the current value of three-quarters of the Eoman
denarius, and it was also equivalent in weight to the drachms of Southern Italy,

lUyricum and elsewhere. It was first issued about e.g. 229, and though probably

in the first instance intended more for commercial purposes outside Italy, it

circulated largely in Italy itself. Of its origin Pliny {Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 13)

relates : Hie mummus ex Illyrico advsctus mercis loco habebatur ; est autem

signatus Victoria ct inde nomen. The statement by Pliny that this denomina-

tion was introduced into Italy from Illyricum is open to question, as will be

shown later on (see below, p. 36).

The bronze coinage of this period was of two standards—the triental,

with the as of four ounces as its unit, hence equal in weight to the triens of the

libral series ; and later, the sextantal, with the as of two ounces, equal to the

sextans of the same series. The origin and dates of these two standards will be

dealt with when we come to the actual descriptions of the coins themselves

(see below, pp. 16, 29).^

li'or a general discussion of the bronze, silver and gold coinages, see Intivd., §§ u., iii., iv.



11 COINAGE OF EOME

SERIES I.

SILVEE AND BEONZE i

Circ. B.C. 268—240; a.u.c. 486—514

No. Weight
Melal

and Size

79-9 yR -8

Obverse Reverse

SILVEE

Without moncyers' symbols or initials

Denarius ^

Head of Eoma r., in high

rehef, wearing winged
helmet, ornamented with

gryphon's head ; the visor

in three pieces, even at

the ends and shghtly con-

\'ex from the base ; earring

with triple drop and neck-

lace ; hair tied with band
and falling in close locks

down the neck ; behind, X

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r. ; each holds

couched spear and wears

chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star.

[PI. viii. 1.]

(Pembroke CoU.)

' The coins of this series are, in silver, the denarius, the quinarius, and the sestertius,

with their respective marks of value, X, V, IIS (=10, 5, 2J asses) ; and in ironze, the as of the

triental standard and its divisions to the quarter-nnoia or sicilicos, and also its multiples, the

decussis, the tripoudius, and the dupondius.

^ The denarii attributed to this Period, B.C. 268—217, show several varieties in type and

fabric. These allow of their being classed into three series or groups, which, when taken in

connection with the quinarius and the sestertius, and also with the bronze money, establish a

clironological sequence. The earliest denarii. Series I., are of good style and fabric, and prove

that the artists who made the dies were not unacquainted with the Greek money then current

in Italy. The head of Roma is in high relief, and is carefully and well modelled. She wears

an earring of three drops or pendants, her hair is tied with a band and falls in close locks down
her neck; and her helmet has the visor curved outwards at the extremity, and the three pieces

of which it is composed are only separate towards the ends. The denarii of Series II. are of

somewhat inferior fabric, and the type is in low relief. The head of Koma is more spread, her

hair is loose and scattered, her earring consists of a single drop, and the visor of the helmet is in

three pieces, even at the ends, and separate from their base. Series III. shows a slight improve-

ment in style, and the head of Koma, though more carefully modelled, is still in low relief.

Her hair is more compactly arranged, generally in three locks, the earring consists still ot a

single drop, and the visor of her helmet is in three pieces, but peaked. This last variety is a

connecting link between the denarii of this and the next Period. The denarii of Series I.

are without moneyers' marks or initials ; those of Series II. are genei'ally connected, in the

case of the moneyers' marks and initials, with the quinarius and bronze coins of the sextantal

issue ; whilst those of Series III. are similarly connected with the victoriatus, but not with the

quinarius.

It would therefore appear that the earliest denarii were contemporaneous with the

quinarius, the sestertius, and the bronze coins of the triental standard {circ. B.C. 268—210);

that those of Series II. were concurrent with the gold Lx., xxxx., and xx. sestertii pieces,

the earlier issues of the sextantal bronze, and also with the quinarius and the sestertius, but

before the striking of the vicforiatus {circ. B.C. 240—229) ; and that those of Series III. may
be classed with the first victoriati (circ. B c. 229—217).

The denarii assigned to Italy in this Catalogue, though exhibiting similar variations in

type, &c., as those of the Iloniau mint, show that tlie early form continued to a slightly later
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No.
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No. Weight

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

16-5

16-3

160

15-8

15-7

14-3

10066-0

Metal
and Size

M -55

M
M
M

•5

•5

5

M -55

M -5

^4-4

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverne Reverse

Sestertius 1

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1 ; the visor is

in two pieces only ; the

earring, a single drop

;

behind, IIS

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 1.

[PI. viii. 6.]

Similar; KoMA

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; R.OMA

Similar.

[PI. viii. 7.]

BEONZE

Teiental Sbeibs ^

Decussis (Cast)

Head of Eoma r., wearing
helmet with visor and
ornamented with gry-

phon's head; behind, X
( = 10 asses) ; all on
raised disk.

Prow 1. ; above, X ; all on

raised disk.

[PI. viii. 8, obv.

;

PI. ix. 1, rev.]

(Sambon)

^ There appear to be no sestertii whicli correspond precisely in type to the earliest

denarii and qainarii, the diflerences being in the form of the visor of the helmet and in that of

the earring. The fabric, however, is very similar, so we may consider that the sestertii here

described belong to the earliest issne.

- The reductions of the libral as and its divisions have been a subject of much inquiry,

which has resulted in a great variety of opinion. Saniwer-Bahrteldt {Alt. rom. Milnz.,

pp. 4.5 f. ) and others held that the reduction of the as of one pound to the as of two ounces
(sextantal) was perfectly gradual, and was not the result of any special legislative act.

D'Ailly (Jfow. rom., vol. i., p. 6) was of opinion that the reduction took place at certain

periods, and that the libral as first descended to one of six ounces (semilibral), and, after an
interval, to one of three ounces (quadranial), and finally, in B.C. 268, to one of two ounces
( sextantal) . Count de Salis appears in a measure to have agreed with D 'Ailly, but differed as to

the time when these changes took place. Mommsen (ijist. nwn. rom.., t. ii., p. 10, and t. iii.,

p. 468) held a third view, and considered that the first reduction of the Roman bronze money
took place circ. B.C. 268, and was from a libral as to one of four ounces, i.e. triental, basing his

classification on the evidence of the local issues of the Latin colonies, which adopted the Roman
standard for their money. In a similar manner he has shown that the triental system was still

in use in B.C. 244, when the Latin colony was founded at Brundusium, and when that colony
issued money based on that standard. Not long after that date a further reduction appears to

have taken place, and the as of two ounces (sextantal) was adopted (see p. 29). The arguments,
both numismatic and historic, brought forward by Mommsen in support of the triental reduction

are so strong that it has been adopted for the present Catalogue. This alteration in the

arrangement of this particular series does not materially affect Count de Salis's classification

;

but it makes these triental bronze coins concurrent with the denarii, &c., of the earliest type,

i.e. those of Series I. The ratio between silver and bronze would be about 1: 2.50.
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T,7 i.t Metal
No. Weight

^,^^ ^.^^

20

21

22

23

4230-0

3215-0

2863-0

1645-0

^2-5

M 2-2

.ZE2-1

M 1-75

Obverse Reverse

Tpipondius (Oast)

Head of Eoma r., wearing
helmet, similar to the

preceding ; behind, 1 1

1

(=3 asses) ; all on raised

disk.

Prow 1. ; above. III; all on
raised disk.

[PI. ix. 2.]

Dupondius (Cast)

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet;' behind, II (=2
asses) ; all on raised disk.

Similar.

Prow 1. ; above, 1

1

raised disk.

all on

Similar.

[PI. X. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

As (Cast)

Head of Janus ; on raised

disk.

Prow 1. ; above, I ; all on
raised disk.

[PI. X. 2.]

As compared with the coins of the libral standard several new denominations, multiples of

the as, as well as smaller divisions of the same, were added to this series. The multiples
were the decussis, or ten asses ; the tripondius, or three asses ; and the dupondius, or two
asses ; and the divisions were the semnncia and the quarter-uncia.

The reduction in the sizes of the coins admitted of several of the lesser denom.inations being
struch from dies, but the larger pieces continued to be cast. The series of oast and struck
pieces therefore are :

—

Cast ; Decussis, tripondius, dupondius, as, and semis.

Cost or Struck : Triens and quadrans.
Struck ; Sextans, uncia, semuncia, and quarter-uncia.
The obverse types of the as and its divisions to the uncia are the same as those of the

libral series ; but the decussis and the tripondius have the head of Koma, and the dupondius
the head of Minerva, whilst the semuncia shows the head of Mercury as on the sextans, and the
quarter-uncia that of Eoma, as on the uncia. These last two pieces are without mai-ks of value,
and are therefore distinguishable from those of similar types of higher values. The reverse type
of all the denominations is the ship's prow, as in the libral series.

The cast pieces of this series are mostly of very rude work, especially in the case of the as,
semis, triens, and quadrans. On this account they can be easily distinguished from similar
coins of the libral issue.

The cast pieces are still without legends, but on the reverse of the struck pieces the name
of ROMA is given. None of these coins, however, bear moneyers' marks or initials.

Specimens of the decussis are in the Paris Cabinet (wt. 1091'5O gram. = 16829 grs.)
;

in the Collegio Romano Collection (wt. 1074 gram. = 16574 grs.) ; in the Museum at Pesaro
(wt. 721 gram. = 11127 grs.); and in the Gnecchi Collection (wt. 680 gram. = 10494 grs.).
The figure of the Pesaro piece given by Garruoci (Mon. dell' It. ant., pi. xxxi. 3) shows a spear-
head (the presence of which has been questioned) before the head of Eoma and under the prow.
The specimen in the Turin Collection, with Victory in a biga on the obverse, first illustrated by
Arigoni [Num. Mus. Arig., t. iii., pi. xxiii., xxiv.), is universally considered to be false.

' As this head is the same as that on the triens, it is identified as of Minerva. D'Ailly (Mon,
rom., vol. i., p. 94, pi. xxv. 3) describes and figures a unique dupondius in the Collegio Eomano
Collection with the reverse type the same as the above coin ; but having on the obverse the
head of Janus and no mark of value. It weighs 254-90 grammes=3923 grains. He attributes
this coin to his semilibral series, and adds, " there can be no question of its genuineness and
authenticity; and it is in a remarkably fine state of preservation." Babelon has, however, not
referred to this coin.
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Xo. Weight

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Metal
and iSise

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverfe

31

35

36

37

38

39

10

1563-0
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Tt/ 14 Metal
So. Weight ^„^g,;,^

Obverse Reverse

41

42

43

479'0

372-0

489'0

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-2

44
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IT ij, n Metal
No. We^gM ^^^ ^.^^

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

429-0 M 1-35

Quad ran s (Cast)'

Head of young Hercules 1.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

low, •••
; all on raised

disk.

295-0

272-0

254-0

226-0

203-0

187-0

435-0

M 1-1

M 1-1

M 1-1

M 1-1

M 1-15

M 1-0

M 1-1

Prow 1. ; below, •••
; all on

raised disk.

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 46, no. 17.]'

Quadrans (Struck) ^

Head of young Hercules r.

;

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

KoMA above Prow r. ; be-

low, •••

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar; KoMA

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar.

[PI. xi. 2.]

Similar; RoMA

Sextans (Struck)

Head of Mercury r., wear-

ing winged petasus tied

behind; above, ••

RoMA above Prow r. ; be-

low, ••

(Of. D'Ailly, PI. xxxi. 1.)

' The British Museum has no specimen of the cast quadrans nor any of the heavier strudc

pieces of this denomination. D'Ailly (JfoTi. rom., p. 101) mentions ten specimens of the cast

quadrans and of three varieties.

2 The coins illustrated in the text of this Catalogue are not represented in the British

Museum Collection. They are inserted when of importance to the chronological sequence ot

the coinage.

3 D'Ailly (op. eit., p. 131) gives heavier specimens of the struck quadrans, weighing

335 grs. and less.
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„ . , , Metal
No. Weight ^„^ ^ .^^

Obverse Reverse

416-0

412-0

M 1-2

M 1-2

410-0 M 1-1

63 397-0

386-0

371-0

362-0

367-0

347-0

343-0

3340

329-0

237-0

225-0

223-0

223-0

217-0

2170

196-0

194-0

1900

184-0

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-2

JE 1-2

M 1-1

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-05

iE 1-0

M 1-0

iE 1-0

M 1-0

^ 1-05

^ 1-0

M 1-0

^ 1-0

M -95

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xi. 3.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Sambon)

Similar; KoMA

Similar; RoMA
(Sambon)

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

Similar; KoMA
(Payne Knight Coll.)

Similar.
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No. Weight
Metal

and Sine

174-0



„ ,„ . , , Metal
No. TT' eiqht , r,

* etna 012

CIEC. B.C. 268—240; A.U.C. 486—514

Obverse Reverse

23

101



34

No.



Weight
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AT 1.- 7 1 Metal
No. 11 eirjht J o' and hi^e

COINAGE OF ROME

Obverse Reverse

66-0

59-0

66-0

600

600

53-0

53-0

52-0

51-0

48'0

47-0

46-0

390

36-0

350

35'0

34-0

29'0

M -75

M -65

M -65

M -6

M -7

M -6

M -6

^ '6

M -6

iE -65

M -65

^ -6

^ -65

M -65

^ -7

M -6

^ -65

ZE -6

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; RoMA
[PI. xi. 10.]

Quarter-Uncia (Struck)

'

Head of Eoma r., wearing

crested Athenian helmet
with visor peaked, and
earring of one drop.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; the visor of the

helmet is in three pieces,

usually even at the ends.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; no earring.''

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R-OMA above Prow r.-

Similar.

[PI. xi. 11.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; RoMA
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; R.OMA

Similar; KoMA
(Of. D'Ailly, PI. xxxiv. 1.)

Similar; RoMA
(Of. D'Ailly, PL xxxiv. 5.)

Similar.

Similar; KoMA

Similar.

Similar; RoMA

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

[PI. xi. 12.]

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

1 D'Ailly (Moil, rom., p. 11,5) appears to have been the first to recognize this denomination,
which he classes with coins of his semi-libral standard. Neither Mommsen nor Babelon
mention these pieces.

'^ As on the semunoia, the prow shows similar variations in respect of the ornaments on it.

' On this and the following pieces the earring is omitted.
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SERIES 11/

GOLD, SILVEE, AND BEONZE

Circ. B.C. 240—229; a.u.c. 514—525

„ Ti- u Metal

185

186

187

188

189

190

52-7

52-0

34-5

34-4

17-4

17-2

N -6

N -SC

N -5

N -5

N -4

X -4

Ohverse Reverse

GOLD^
Without moneyers' symbols ox initials

60 Sestertii

Bust of Mars r., wearing
crested Corinthian helmet
and chlamys ; behind, >l'X

(=60 sestertii).

Similar.

RoMA below Eagle stand-

ing r. on thunderbolt,

wings spread.

[PI. xii. 1.]

(Wigan Coll.)

Similar.

(Payne Knight Coll.)

Similar ; behind bust of

Mars, XXXX (= 40 ses-

tertii) .

40 Sestertii

Similar; KoMA
[PI. xii. 2.]

Similar. Similar.

Similar ; behind bust of

Mars, XX (=; 20 sestertii).

Similar.

20 Sestertii

Similar; l^oMA

Similar; l?.oMA
[PI. xii. 3.]

(Blacas Coll.)

^ The coins of this series are, in jyoW., the sixty, forty, and twenty-sestertii pieces; in

Rilver^ the denarius, the quinarius, and the sestertius ; and in hrouze, the as of the sextantal
standard and its divisions to the semuncia (see above, p. 14). It is during the issue of this

series that the moneyers' symbols, , and also their initials, first make their appearance
;

but the majority of the coins are still without these special marks, which were no doubt insti-

tuted with the object of identifying the issues of the various moneyers. The majority of
the symbols are probably simple marks of identification, but it is possible that some were
emblems or types parlants of families, such as the fly of the Sempronia gens (Musca), the
hammer of the Publicia gens (Malleolus), the flamen's cap of the Flaminia gens, the dog of the
Antestia gens, &c. The moneyer's name is occasionally shown by an initial or a mono-
gram, which later develops into a more extended form. When this takes place, the symbols
practically disappear.

^ The gold coins classed to the Roman mint are without moneyers' symbols, and of
fine style. Those given to the local mints always bear a symbol, and are of rude work. The
latter consist only of sixty-sestertii pieces. For the date of the issue of these gold coins, see
above, p. 12,
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No.

COINAGE OF EOME

Weight
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No.



30



yn.



32

nT Trr J J
Metal

No. Weiqhf J „•
' ana iSise

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

251



Jfo. Weight

100-0

Metal
and Size

70-0

65-0

61-0

52-0

44-0

39-0

38-0

37-0

32-0

30-0

29-0

22-0

59-9

CIEC. B.C. 240—229; A.U.C. 514—525

Obverse Reveree

33

M



34

No. Weight

58-5282

283

284

285

286

58-0

36-4

35-2

31-4

287 ;
68-0

287* 60-5



,- Ti- • 1* Metal
^o- ^<"'3^* and Size

CIEC. B.C. 240-229 ; A.U.C. 514—525

Obverse Reverse

35

288 65-0 M -7

C. V5?.

(CAIUS VAEEO)'

Denarius^

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, the visor

in three separate pieces,

even at the ends, &c.,

similar to no. 191 ; be-

hind, X

KoMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &o., similar

to no. 191 ; below horses,

C >^ (Oaius Varro).

[PI. xiii. 5.]

(Blacas Coh.)

' Possibly Caius Terentius Varro, who was consul B.C. 216, and who was defeated at the
battle of Cannae. He had previously filled the offices of quaestor, plebeian and curule aedile,

and praetor.

" Of this issue there is also the quinarius (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 481).

There are at least three series of coins issued by members of the Terentia gens—one bearing
the moneyer's name C "V^ , SjS above ; another with V5?» ; and a third with V^^O. Babelon
{vol. ii., pp. 480-482) describes all three series together ; but suggests that C. Varro may be
the sou of an earlier Varro (i.e. the moneyer who signs V^), whose type of the denarius he may
have copied. Count de Salis, however, considered each one to form a separate issue. The first,

consisting of the denarius and the quinarius, he attributed to the early period, B.C. 240—229 j

the second, consisting of the denarius only, to B.C. 216—197 ; and the third, comprising the
as and its divisions to the unoia, to B.C. 196—173 (see below, p. 68) ; the first and the third
being struck at Rome, the second at a local mint. From its fabric and the style of the head
of Eoma, it is evident that the above denarius belongs to a somewhat earlier date than
those with the legend V5?- ; moreover, with the former we have also the quinarius. The
bronze coins with V^O are of the uncial standard, and therefore must have been struck
after B.C. 217.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 81) adds still another issue, as he describes a quadrans in
the Bignami Collection, on the reverse of which he reads P V?» (P. Varro), which he identifies
with the figure given by Cohen (Moii/i. rei>..ro'm., pi. Ixvii., no. 3). The legend is not very
distinct in the illustration given of the coin by Bahrfeldt (op. cit., 1896, pi. xi. 260) ; but he
appears to be quite certain that his reading is correct. The coin weighs 84 grs. (5'44 gram.),
and therefore belongs to a period after B.C. 217; but whether it is of local fabric or not the
illustration prevents our pronouncing an opinion.

Babelon (vol. i., p. 109) has noticed the strong similarity of fabric between the denarii
marked with C 'At and those with C \/5<^, and also those bearing the symbols, an adze and
an ear of com, and suggests that the moneyers who struck them probably belonged to the
same college.
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No.
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„, ,. Metal
No. ^\e^ght ^^^ size

297

298

299

300

301

48-3

47-2

46-3

71-8

66-5

/R -7

M -7

M '65

Ai -75

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Ohverse Reverse

Similar; R.OMA

Similar.

Similar.

With moneyers' symbols

STAFF '

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

in three pieces and
peaked, &c., similar to

no. 289 ; hair in four

locks and one on 1.

shoulder ; behind, X

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 289 ; below
horses, staff.

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

subsequent to the defeat of Queen Tenta, came under Roman protection, a great impulse was
given to commercial relations between that district and Italy, to meet the requirem^ents of

which this new coin, the victoriatus, appears to have been introduced. In consequence of

Pliny's statement it has been thought that the victoriatus originated in Illyricum ; but as that

coin was equivalent in weight to the drachm at that time struck in Campania and other districts

of Southern Italy, and as the coinage of Illyricum issued after the conquest by Rome was based
on the same standard, it would seem rather that the relation between the Illyrian drachm
and the victoriatus as usually accepted must be inverted, and that the weight was adopted
in Illyricum because it was already in use in Italy {Gat. (jT. Coins, Brit. Mus.j Thessaly, p. xx,).

As the victoriatus had been in circulation some years before the reduction of the bronze to the
uncial standard, we may place its first appearance in B.C. 229 or soon after. Though primarily
intended for purposes of commerce outside Italy it was current in Italy itself, where its weight
also corresponded to three-quarters of the denarius, and where it constituted to about B.C. 200
the principal silver currency of the local mints (see coins classed to Italy, b.c. 268—197).
There is, however, abundant numismatic proof that not only were victoriati also struck at Rome
but even in Corcyra itself, as examples are known bearing the monogram q^ (see under Italy).

Besides the victoriatus, there was also the double-victoriatus and the half-victoriatus, but
of the former only a single specimen is known (Babelon, vol. i,, p. 41), and the latter are so
scarce that their issue must have been exceptional. The unique specimen of the double-
victoriatus is in the D'Ailly Collection {BihL Nat., Paris), and is said to have been found near
Tortosa, in Spain. Count de Salis notes that it was in the Cazlona find.

The type of obverse, the head of Jupiter, was probably copied from the semis ; whilst
that of the reverse, Victory crowning a trophy, was a record of the conquest of Corcyra and
of Illyricum by the Romans in B.C. 229- This type apparently originated with Seleucus I. of
Syria, and on contemporary coins of Agathocles of Syracuse (b.c. 310—306) Victory is seen
erecting a trophy. The victoriatus did not bear any mark of value, but the sign S (= semis)
is sometimes met with on the half-victoriatus.

The issue of the victoriatus did not last very long, and it probably ceased a few years after
B.C. 200, but it remained in circulation till the passing of the Lex Clodia, circ. B.C. 104, when
it was withdrawn and its place taken by a revival of the quinarius, to which was given the type
of the victoriatus. In order to indicate the identity of this new coin the letter Q (quinarius)
was at first placed on the reverse.

^ For other series with this symbol see below p. 53, and also under Italy (Period I.).

The staff or sceptre (scipio), besides being the sign of kingly power, was an emblem of office used
by Roman magistrates (see coins of L. Caninius Gallus, Babelon, vol. i., p. 311, no. 2; and of
h. SestiuSj vol. ii., p. 116, no. 39). It was also used by messengers as a tally.
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No. ^Vc^gU "f^^' and Sizi

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

66-2



„ . , , Metal
No. We^gU

^,^_j ^ ,^^

CIEC. B.C. 229—217; A.U.C. 525—537

Obverse Reverse

39

312

318

314

315

316

317

893-0

878-0

765-0

756-0

641-0

101-0

318

319

320

321

322

62-9

57-7

45-8

41-1

37-5

M 1-55

M, 1-6

M 1-5

M 1-5

M 1-45

M -85

M -8

Al -8

M -7

JR -65

M -65

As

Head of Janus, laureate;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, club.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xiii. 13 obv.]

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xiii. 13 rev.]

Sextans

'

Bust of Mercury r., wear-
ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; above, ••

Similar ; before prow, I ;

above, club.

SPBAE-HBAD

Denarius^

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with
visor in three pieces and
peaked, &c., similar to

no. 289 ; hair in three

locks ; behind, X

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 289 ; below horses,

spear-head.

[PL xiii. 14.]

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.)

Victopjatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 295 ; in the field,

spear-head, upwards.

Similar.

[PI. xiii. 15.]

Similar.

' Other denominations of this issue with the symbol, a club, are the semis, quadrans, and
unoia (D'Ailly, Mon. rom., pi. Ixxxix. 11-13, 16).

The denarius and quinarius of the earlier type (Series I.) with the symbol, a spear-head,
are described under Italy, to which issue belongs the sixty-sestertii piece with the same
symbol (Babelon, vol. i., p. 25).



40 COINAGE OF ROME

IT TV T.t Metal
io. Weight

„„^,^,._,,

I
I

323
!

125-0
: ^

321

325

326

327

32S

330

550-0

335-0

7330

737-0

723-0

329 435-0

345-0

IE. 1-5

2E 1-1

^ 1-3

iE 1-1

^ 1-4

JE 1-15

M 1-1

Obverse Reverse

Sextans

'

Bust of Mei'cuiy r., wear-

ing chlaaiys and -winged

petasus; above, ••

R.OMA above Pro-w r.

;

below, ••
; before, spear-

head, upwards.

ELY 2

As

Head of Janus, laureate;

above, I

KoMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, fl)-.

[PI. xiii. 16.]

Semis 3

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

Similar ; before prow, S

;

above, fly.

WEEATH

As

Head of Janus, laureate;

above,
|

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

above, I and wreath.

[PI. xiii. 17.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Semis*

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar ; above prow, S

and wreath.

Similar.

1 There -were at least t-wo, and probably three, issues of bronze coins with the spear-head

for a symbol. Of the sextantal standard, D'Ailly {'Mon. rom., p. 411) records the as, triens,

qnadrans, sextans, and uncia ; of the nncial standard, the semis and sextans ; and of the sem-

uncial or light uncial standard, the semis and triens.

- The fly (musca) may have been the symbol of the Sempronia gens, some of whose members
bore the cognomen Jiusca.

' Other denominations of tlie sextantal issue with this symbol are the triens, quadrans, and

sextans (D'Ailly, op. cit., pi. Ixxxx. 16, 17, and pi. Ixxxxi. 1). The denarius with reverse type

Diana in a biga (D'Ailly, op. cit., pi. Lxxxx. 7-10), and the victori:>tas (ih., 11), and also the

bronze coins of the uncial standard with this symbol are classed to Italy (B.C. 196—173).

" The only other denomination published with this svmbol, which might be classed to this

issue, is the denarius (D'Ailly, ojj. cit., pi. Ixxvii. 12). There are also bronze coins of the nncial

standard (see below, p. 63).



No. Weight

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

339

340

341

Metal
and Sine

CIEC. B.C. 229—217; A.U.C. 525—537

Obverse Reverse

41

722-0
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„ -rrr 7 * Metal
No. Weight

^„^ g.^^

342

343

344

345

346

206-0

70-0

347

348

691-0

518-0

473-0

M 1-0

M -8

563-0

554-0

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-35

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; earring of single

drop ; hair long and tied

with band ; above, • • • •

RoMA above Prow r. ; be-

low, • • • •
; above, cres-

cent.

Sextans

'

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus; above, ••

Similar ; below prow, • •
;

before, crescent.

BIED AND EUDDEE2

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA below Prow r.

;

before, 1 ; above, bird,

flying, over rudder.

Similar.

[PI. xiv. 5.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.'

ANCHOE *

As-

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

above, I ; before, anchor.

Similar.

[PI. xiv. 6.]

^ The attribution of this coin to this issue is doubtful, on account of its weight. Other

denominations are the quadrans and uncia (D'Ailly, Mon. rom., pi. Ixxyiii. 8, 11). The denarius

and viotoriatus with this symbol, a crescent, are classed to the next Period (see below, p. 52),

and there was still a later issue (see below, p. 74).

^ The rudder occurs as a special symbol on later coins of M. Cipius (Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 341), whose family appears to have come originally from Ostia ; and D'Ailly {op. cif., p. 436)

suggests that the bird may refer to the office of augur, which an ancestor of the moneyer
may have held.

' Other denominations of this issue are the triens, quadrans, and sextans (D'Ailly, op. cit,

pi. Ixxxiv. 5-7).

* The anchor occurs in the next Period and sometimes in conjunction with the letter Q
(see below, pp. 62, 64) ; so it is not improbable that this symbol may have been connected with

the Quinctia family.

* There were several issues with this symbol. The gold sixty-sestertii piece and denarius

similar to those of Series I. are classed to local issue (see Italy, B.C. 240-217) ; as also the

denarius of a somewhat later date (see Italy, B.C. 217—197). The bronze coins are of the

sextantal, uncial (see below, p. 62), and light uncial standards (D'Ailly, Mon. rom., pU. Ixviii.,

Ixix. and cxii. 2). Other denominations of the sextantal issue are the triens, quadrans, sextans,

and uncia.
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„ w T,i Metal
No. WenU ^^^g.^^

349

350

Ohverse

351

352

536-0
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PERIOD II.

Civc. B.C. 217—197; a.u.c. 537—557

Denominations.—The coins of this Period are of silver and bronze, the issue

of gold during the previous one having been, as shown, temporary and of a

special nature (see p. 13). The denominations in silver are the denarius and the

victoriatus ; and in bronze, the dupondius, and the as, with its divisions to the

uncia. The striking of the quinarius and sestertius had ceased at the Eoman
mint (see p. 36), but it is not improbable that the former continued for a few

years longer to be issued at some of the local mints (see Coinage op Italy).

Classification.—In b.c. 217, after the battle of Trasimene, when Hannibal

marched nearly to the gates of Eome, the bronze money was again reduced, this

time to the uncial standard, the as now weighing -^ of the Eoman pound. This

reduction occurred during the consulship of Cn. ServOius Geminus and C.

Flaminius, when Quintus Fabius Maximus was appointed dictator; hence the

law which legalized the change is known as the lex Flammia or lex Fahia. At

the same time the weight of the denarius was also reduced from ^W to -^^ of the

pound, i.e. from about 72 grs. to about 60 grs., and the victoriatus from about

53 grs. to 45 grs., but in striking the coins strict accuracy of weight does not

appear to have been adhered to, for in some cases well-preserved denarii of the

same issue vary as much as 13 grs. The value of the denarius was now raised

to sixteen asses instead of ten ; but an exception was made in the pay of the

soldiers, which was still computed on the basis of ten asses to the denarius.

Pliny (Hist. Nat, xxxiii. 3, 13) thus records these changes : Postea Hannibale
' urgente Q. Fahio Maximo dictatore asses unciales facti, placuitque denarium

sedecim assibus pervmtari, quinarium octonis, sestertiuin quaternis. Ita res-

puhlica dimidium lucrata est, in militari tamen stipendio semper denarius pro

decern assibus datus est. It may have been for that reason that the mark of

value X was preserved on the denarius, and it is not tiU nearly 80 years later,

circ. B.C. 140, that it was occasionally changed to XVI (see below, p. 118). By
this time the bronze money had fallen very much in weight, considerably under

the uncial standard, and the issue of the as had ceased and was not again

resumed till circa B.C. 91. The relative value of sUver and bronze now stood at

about 1 : 112, and in consequence the latter money became still more a token

coinage.

During the remaining period of the Eepublic, and even to the reign of Nero,

the silver coinage experienced no change either in its weight or its standard of

fineness ; but in B.C. 89 there was a further reduction in the weight of the bronze,

which, in virtue of the lex Papiria, fell to the half-ounce, or semuncial standard.

These changes in the standard of the coinage did not occasion any

alterations in the types of the individual denominations. The Dioscuri on

horseback continued to be the only reverse type of the denarius, and the

helmeted head of Eoma, as on coins classed to Series III. of the previous Period,

was preserved for the obverse ; but there are slight modifications peculiar to this
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particular Period. The head of Eoma is somewhat smaller, and the features

slightly more angular ; the earring consists of a single drop, and the hair is

carefully arranged in three separate locks. The denarii of this particular

type, and bearing symbols or moneyers' initials, will be found with bronze

coins of the early uncial issues with similar marks. An exception, however,

will be met with in one instance, where the earring has a triple drop and the

hair is arranged in four, not three, locks (see nos. 419-421, p. 50). Also on

some of the denarii without symbols or initials of moneyers, the visor is in one

piece and peaked (see nos. 363-366, p. 46).

The moneyers' symbols become much more frequent, and we occasionally

meet with their initials, and in two issues of the bronze money the symbol as

well as the moneyer's initial occur together. There are coins in each metal

and of each denomination which do not bear any moneyers' marks.

There were no epigraphical changes during this Period.

The dates assigned to the Periods from this time to circ. B.C. 103 are only

approximate. They are based chiefly on the fabric of the denarius and the

changes in its type, the development of the moneyers' names, the weight of the

bronze coins, and the history of the moneyers. Finds of coins do not supply

any evidence of the succession of the issues of the moneyers till circ. B.C. 92.

SERIES I.

Without moneyers symbols or Initials

No. U'ei(jht
Metal

and Sine
Obverse Reverse

358 64-5

354 61'5

M -8

M -75

SILVER

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces, and peaked; ear-

ring of single drop, and
necklace ; hair tied with
band and falling in three

locks down the neck

;

behind, X

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r. ; each holds

couched spear and wears
chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star.

Similar.

[PI. xiv. 8.]
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„ w • ij Metal
No. Weight ^„^ g,;,.

609-0

CIEC. B.C. 217—197 ; A.U.C. 537—557

Oiverse

BEONZB

Uncial Sbeies
'

47

Reverse

M 1-5

Dupondius^

Head of Minerva r., wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met, and earring with

single drop ; hair long.

Prow r., ornamented with

dolphin ; above, 1

1

373

374

375

376

377

378

504-0

480-0

392-0

365-0

316-0

298-0

M 1-3
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•XT 117 • I, ^ Metal
No. Weight „„^ g^.^

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

379
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No. Weight'



50

Xo. Weight

41i

415

416

117

418

60-0

57-0

55-0

50-0

Jiletal

and Si:c

M -7

M -7

M -75

M -7

49-0 2E -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohrersc Reverse

Uncia

Head of Eoma r.. wearing
crested Athenian helmet,

with visor in two pieces,

even at the ends ; earring

of single drop ; hair long

and tied ;
^ behind, •

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA above Prow r.

;

below, •

Similar.

[PI. XV. 6.]

Similar; RoMA
(Payne Knight Coll.;

Similar; KoMA

Similar; RoMA
(Blacas Coll.)

SERIES 11.

419

420

421

63-0

61-0

53-5

M -75

M -7

M -7

With monetjert:' symbols

COENUCOPIAE

Denarius'

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked ; similar to no.

353 ; but earring of three

drops, and hair arranged
in fom- locks ;

^ behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., similar to

no. 353 ; below horses,

cornucopiae.

[PI. XV. 7.]

Similar.

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

' The liead of Eoma on the uuoia practically preserves its original form, and no variations
occur as on the denarius.

2 There are no bronze coins in the National Collection which belong to this issue, but it is

possible that the semis and the quadrans figured by D'Ailly (2Ion. rom., pi. Ixxvii. 2, and pi.

cxii. 5), may be classed to it. There were evidently three issues at different times with this

symbol, a cornucopiae (see above, p. 41, and below, p. 75).

^ This is an exception to the usual type of this Period, the earring having three drops

instead of one, and the hair being arranged in four locks instead of three (see also no. i'26).



,, „ . , . Metal
No. Weight ^^^ g.^^

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. 537—557

Obverse Reverse

51

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

40-0

67-2

62'5

59'9

54-9

406-0

366-0

172-0

M -65

M -8

M -75

M -8

M -7

M 1-35

JE 1-3

M -95

Victopiatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate. R.OMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 367 ; in the field,

cornueopiae.

[PI. XV. 8.]

DOLPHIN

'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; hair in four locks.

Roma (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

dolphin.

Similar; RoMA
[PI. XV. 9.]

(Sambon)

Similar.

Similar; KoMA

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, dolphin.

[PI. XV. 10.]

Similar.

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

KoMA below Prow r.

;

before, ; ; above, dol-

phin. Z

[PI. XV. 11.]

' There would appear to have been three issues at different periods of the bronze coins
with this symbol, viz., the sextantal (see above, p. 41) ; the heavy uncial (as described here)

;

and the light uncial (see D'Ailly, Uon. rom., pi. Ixxix. 10-18).
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:\'o. n'eigl-d

430

431

432

483

435

437

438

439

Metal
and Si:e

118-0
I
M -9

Ol -0

62-7 M -8

62-0 ' M -75
I

60-0 : M -75

434 59-0 /R -75

M -S

436 :

49-8 .R

40-' .R -65

38-3
I

.R -65

31-8 ,R -6

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

Quadrans

'

Head of 5'oung Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

KOMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, dol-

phin. *

CEBSCENT=

Denarius

Head of Eoma, r., wear-
ing winged helmet, with
visor peaked, &o., similar

to no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar to

no. 353 ; above, crescent.

[PI. XV. 12.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar. I
Similar.

Similar.
i
Similar.

Victoriatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.
I

ROMA (in exergue). Yic-

I

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

I

to no. 367 ; in the field,

crescent.

i

[PI. XV. 13.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; R.OMA

Similar; RoMA

1 The only other denomination irhioh appears to be recorded of this particular issue is the

semis (D'Ailly, op. cit., pi. Ixxix. 7). This issue shows slight irregularities, viz., on the denarius

no. 426 the hair of Roma is sometimes arranged in four looks, and on the triens and quadrans

the legend ROMA is below the prow.

2 The bronze coins of the sextantal series mth this sjnnbol hare already been described

(see above, p. 41). Those of the uncial series are classed with denarii bearing the same

symbol and attributed to a somewhat later date (see p. 71).



„ ,„ T, Metal
No. We^gU

^,^^ g.^^

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. 537—557

Diverse Reverse

53

440

441

442

443

444

445

57-5

48'1

58'5

56-9

55-2

M -75

M -65

M -8

M -75

M -75

55-0 M -75

STAFF

•

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

;

before, staff.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353.

[PI. XV. 14.]

Victofiatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

before, staff.

RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 367.

[PI. XV. 15.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

teidbnt;

Denai^ius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

trident.

[PI. XV. 16.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

' The bronze coins with this symbol on the obverse, being of the sextantal standard, have
been attributed to an earlier issne (see above, p. 37). This symbol, placed on the reverse, is also
found on early coins in gold, silver, and bronze, struck at a local mint (see Italy, Period I.).

There was another issue about this time with the representation of a staff or a " spear "

on both faces of the coin. D'Ailly {Mon. rom., pi. Ixxxv. 14-16) figures the denarius, triens, and
sextans. The British Museum has no examples of that issue.

^ Morelli {Fam. rom. num., incerta, pi. 3) figures also the viotoriatus with this symbol. No
bronze coins are known of this issue.



54

,T n' 7 i Metal
" and bize

446

447

G4-4 M -75

63-4
I

.R -75

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

62-0 M -75

58-8

55-0

531-0

470-0

443-0

226-0

COINAGE OP EOME

Diverse

EUDDEE

Denarius'

Reverst

Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, -with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; belo-w horses,

rudder.

Similar.

[PI. XV. 17.]

(de Salis Coll.)

PEOW

Denarius

.R -75

.R -8

JE 1-3

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-1

225-0 M 1-1

Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, -with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

i?.oMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging, r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; belo-w horses,

pro-w.

[PI. xvi. 1.]

Similar; l^oMA
(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar; R.OMA

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA belo-w Pro-w r.

above, I and pro-w.

[PI. xvi. 2.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

Similar.

KoMA belo-w Pro-w r. ;

before, S ; above, prow.
[PI. xvi. 3.]

Similar.

' No other denomination of this issue appears to be recorded. The bronze coins with a

bird and a rudder have been classed to the previous Period (see above, p. 42).



,T m i.i Metal
No. WewM ^^^.^^

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. 537—557

Ohverse

55

456 150-0

457

M -9

650

459

460

461

462

463

464

465

466

467

468

63-6

61-0

41-8

{platedj)

408-0

392-0

357-0

305-0

M. -75

M -8

M -8

M -7

M 1-35

M 1-2

M 1-25

M 1-15

Reverse

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

Ti^iens'

R.OMA above Pro-w r.

;

belo-w, ••••; above, prow.

[PI. xvi. 4.]

STAE

Denarius

Head of Eoma r,, wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Diosomi on horseback

charging r., &c., similar to

no. 353 ; below horses,star.

[PI. xvi. 5.]

(Payne Knight Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; KoMA

As

266-0
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No. Weuiht

469

470

471

472

473

474

475

60-0

45-5

(u'orn)

42-7

42-3

38-5

59-5

50-0

Metal
and Size

JE -7

M -8

M -65

M -65

M -65

M -75

M -7

COINAGE OP EOMB

Obverse

Sextans '

Reverse

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing ohlamys and winged
petasus ; above, • •

RoMA above Prow r.

below, • • ; before, star.

THUNDBEBOLT
Denarius '

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

thunderbolt.

Victoriatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

Similar.

Similar.

HoMA (below ; between two
lines) . Victory standing r.,

placing wreath on trophy,

similar to no. 367 ; in the

field, thunderbolt.

[PI. xvi. 7.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar; RoMA (in ex-

ergue).

Similar; RoMA

KNIFE

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

KOMA (on tablet). The

Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

knife.

[PI. xvi. 8.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

Victoriatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate l^oMA (in exergue). Victory

standing r.
,
placing wreath

on trophy, similar to no.

367 ; in the field, knife.

[PI. xvi. 9.]

1 Another denomination is the triens (D'Ailly, Moil, rom., pi. Ixxi. 10, 11). No 11 has the

same reverse type as the quadrans described above ; but no. 10 shows the legend below the

prow, the marks of value before, and the star above. There is a similar variety of the quadrans

(ib., pi. Ixxi. 12).

2 The bronze coins with this symbol appear to be

—

sextantal series, as, semis, triens,

quadrans, sextans, and uucia ; uncial series, semis ; semuncial series, quadrans (see D'AiUy,

Mon. rom.
,
pi. Ixxxiii. 12-20 ; and pi. Ixxxiv. 1, 2).



„ . , , Metal
No. WevgU

^^^j g^,.

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. b%l—b51 .".7

Obverse Reverse

476

477

478

554-0

479

301-0

210-0

M 1-35

m 1-0

M -95

As

Head of Janus, laureate

:

above, I

RoMA below Pro-w r.

;

before, I ; above, knife.

[PI. xvi. 10.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; Similar ;
before pro-w, S

behind, S [PI. xvi. 11.]

Triens

57-5

480 56-6

481

483

484

M. -85

M -75

44-5

42-5

40-0

308-0

M -7

M -65

M -7

M 1-1

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

KoMA above Prow r.

;

below, ••••
; above, knife.

HOG
Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

Similar.

l?.oMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar to

no. 353; below horses, hog.

Similar.

[PI. xvi. 12.]

(Nott)

Victofiatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

Similar.

Similar.

l?.oMA (below ; between
two lines). Victory stand-

ing r., placing wreath on
trophy, similar to no. 367

;

in the field, hog.

[PI. xvi. 13.]

Similar.

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;
I

i^oMA below Prow r.

behind, S before, S ; above, hog.

' D'Ailly (Won. rom., pi. Ixxx. 9) figures also the quadrans. The earlier denarii with the
same symhol are classed to Italy (Period I.).

I



68 COINAGE OP EOMB

No. Weight

485

486

487

488

489

490

491

210'0

56-0

42-0

35-0

525-0

388-0

171-0

Metal
and Size

M 1-0

Obverse Reverse

M -8

M -7

M -65

M 1-35

M 1-25

JE 1-0

Triens '

Head of Minerva r., -wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &e., similar to

no. 888; above, ••••

RoMA above Prow r.

;

below, ••••
; above, hog.

[PI. xvi. 14.]

DOG-

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, with visor

pealsed, &o., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &o., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

dog standing r.

[PI. xvii. 1.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Victopiatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

Similar.

R.OMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 367 ; in the field,

dog standing r.

[PI. xvii. 2.]

(de SaHs Coll.)

Similar.

As

Head of Janus, laureate

:

above, I

Similar.

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &o., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, dog

standing r.

[PI. xvii. 3.]

Similar ; dog r. with r. fore-

lea raised.

Triens

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, dog

standing r.

' Other flenotninations -with this symbol are the as, qnadrans, and sextans (D'Ailly, Hon.

row., ph IxxxxT. 13, 14, and pi. Ixxxxvi. 2, 3). Some pieces -with this symbol approach in

weight the sextantal standard.
- This symbol is found on later coins of the Antestia gens (see belo-sv, p. 114), on

svhich the dog is represented turned to the right or left and walking or running. These coins

may, therefore, have been struck by a member of that gens.



No. Wciijht
Metal

and, Stse

492

493

142-0

56-3

494

495

496

47-4

497

498

32-9

283-0

528-0

453-0

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.O. 537—557

Obverse

50

M -85

M -8

M -7

M -65

M 1-05

m 1-35

Reoerse

M 1-35

Quadrans'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

RoMA below Prow r.

;

before, • ; above, dog

standing r.

[PI. xvii. 4.]

META

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

meta.
[PI. xvii. 5.]

Victoriatus

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

Similar.

KoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 367 ; in the field,

meta.

[PI. xvii. 6.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Siiailar.

Semis

-

Headof Jupiter r., laureate ; I
KoMA below Prow r.

behind, S 1
before, S ; above, meta.

VICTOEY AND SPEAE-HEADs

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

KoMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above. Victory

flying r. with wreath, and
spear-head.

[PI. xvii. 7.]

Similar.

' Other denominations with this symbol, a, dog, aro the semis and sextans (D'Ailly, lion,

rom., pi. Ixxv. 3, 8). Some of the bronze pieces exceed iu weight the uncial standard.

' Other denominations with this symbol aro the as, triens, quadrans, and sextans of the
uncial, and the triens of the light uncial standard (D'Ailly, Mnii. rom., pi. Ixxii. 9, 11-14). In
this case also some of the bronze pieces exceed in weight the uncial standard.

^ These symbols may relate to some military success of an ancestor of the moneyor. Victory
occurs aa a special symbol on denarii of C. Terentius Lucanus (see below, p. 103).



60

Xo. Wti.iht
Mifal

COINAGE OP EOME

Diverse Reverse

499

and Si:e

!

I

Quadrans

910
,

^E S I Head of young Hercules r., : KoMA below Prow r.

;

wearing lion's skin ; be- I before, 1
; above, Victory

with wreath, and spear-

I

head.

.(Blacas Coll.)

hind, I

500

501

S6-0 ^ (0

Sextans

'

Bust of Mercury r., wear- Similar; before prow, I

ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; behind, cadu-

ceus; above, ••

(Blacas Coll.

81-0
\
2E -S Similar.

502 491-0.

Similar.

CAPS OF THE DIOSCURI

As^

iE 1-3 Head of Janus, laureate ; R.OMA below Prow r.

;

above, I before, I ; above, caps of

the Dioscuri.

503 20S0 .E 1-05

HAMMER

Semis'

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; I
RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

behind, S I fore, S ; above, hammer.

504 486-0 .E 1-3

BUTTBEPLY AND YINE-BEANCH WITH
GRAPES

As

Head of Janus, laureate ; I KoMA below Prow r.

;

above, I
j

before, I ; above, butter-

fly, and vine-branch with

[

grapes.

I [PI. xvii. 8.]

1 Other deuiiiuiuations with these symbols are the semis aud triens (D'Ailly, Mon. rom.,

pi. Lxxxxvii. 6, 7). There do not appear to be any silver coins.

" Other denominations are the semis, quadrans, and sextans (D'.AJllr, Mon. rom., pi. Ixxii. 3-6).

Xo silver coins appear to be kno-n-n. The caps of the Dioscuri occur on coins, silver and

bronze, of the Ponteia gens at a later period (see Babelon, vol. i., pp. 506-8).

^ D'Ailly {Mon. 7-oi)i.,pp. 478-484) describes and figures the as, semis, triens, quadrans,

and sextans with the symbol, a hammer or mallet. With the exoeption of the as of light weight

(271 grs.), the symbol on which is doubtful and is placed before the prow, he attributes these

coins to the sextantal series. They appear, however, to belong to the uncial series. The

hammer or mallet may be the symbol of the I'ublicia gens, a cognomen of which was Malleolus.



Ho. Weight

505

506

507

508

509

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

436'0

379-0

3360

330-0

311-0

208-0

136-0

118-0

91-0

452-0

446-0

345-0

153-0

Metal
and Size

M 1-25

CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. 537—557

Ohverse

61

M 1-25

M 1-25

m, 1-25

M 1-2

M 1-05

M -9

2E -75

M -75

M 1-35

M 1-45

M 1-3

M -9

Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

R.OMA below Prow r.,

before, S ; above, butter-

fly, and vine- branch with

grapes.

Tpiens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, ;

Head of young Hercules

r., wearing lion's skin

;

behind, Z

Similar.

Quadrans

'

Similar ; before prow, J

[PI. xvii. 9.]

Similar.

WOLF AND TWINS
As-^

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 388; above, ••••

KoMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above, wolf
and twins.

Similar.

[PI. xvii. 10.]

Similar.

Tpiens

Similar; before prow,

[PI. xvii. 11.]

' other denominations with these symbols are the sextans and the uncia (D'Ailly,
Mon. rom., pi. Ixxxxii.' 8, 9). There appear to be no silver coins.

° Other denominations with this symbol are the semis, quadrans, sextans, and uncia
(D'Ailly, Mon. row,., pi. Ixxxviii. 1-3, 5, 6). No silver coins appear to be known.
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No. Weight

403-0

319-0

440-0

400-0

399-0

350-0

339-0

156-0

84-0

{worn)

121-0

1O3-0

:ilctal

and Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Oiverse Keverse

M 1-2



CIEC. B.C. 217—197; A.U.C. 537—557 63

„ Trr 7j Metal
No. Weight

„„,j g .^^

529

530

363-0

299-0

531

M 1-2

M 1-2

290-0 M 1-1

Obverse Reverse

MAST AND SAIL

As'

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, mast and
loose sail.

[PI. xviii. S.]

WEEATH

As'

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

[RoMA] below Prow r.
;

above, I and wreath.

[PI. xviii. 3.]

HOESB 3

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r.

before, I ; above, horse.

[PI. xviii. 4.]

532 57-0 Al -75

SERIES III.

With moneyers' initials

(METELLUS)

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

peaked, &c., similar to

no. 353 ; behind, X

KOMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 353 ; below horses,

M. (Metellus).

[PI. xviii. 5.]

' Other denominations are the semis, triens, and quadrans (D'Ailly, Mon. rom., pi. Ixxxx. 3-5).
There are no silver coins.

^ D'Ailly (Mon. rom., pi. IxxTii. 16) figures the semis of this issue. For earlier pieces with
the symbol, a -wreath, see above, ji. 40.

p. 50),

This appears to be the only denomination recorded ivith this symbol (Babelon, vol. i.,

'' An uncertain moneyer, but possibly a son of L. Caeciliua Metellus, -who was consul
B.C. 251 and 247, pontifex maximus B.C. 243, and afterwards dictator, B.C. 224. Bahrfeldt (Num.
Zed., 1881, p. 151) would attribute those coins to the consul of B.C. 251 and 2 17, but that would
be far too early a date for them.



u

No. WeiQht , ,
and b>:e

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Revcrsf

535

536

537

Victoniatus

533
[

39-5 .51 -7 Head of Jupiter r., laureate.
I
RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing r., placing

wreath on trophy, similar

to no. 367 ; in the field, /V^

o3i 36-5 M -7
i

Similar.

32-0 M -7
,
Similar.

I

I

Similar.

Similar.

(de Salis CoU.)

As'

503-0 JE 1-35 Head of Janus, laureate ; R-OMA below Prow r.

;

above, I

448-0
,

M 1-4 Similar.

before, I ; above, A/^

Similar.

538

539

SERIES IV.

Witli moneyers sijrnhols nnd initials

ANCHOE AND Q'^

I

Semis 3

275-0 JE 1-05
^

Head of Jupiter r.,lam-eate;

I

behind, S

238-0 : iE 1-0 Similar.

KoMA below Prowr.; above,

S and Q. (Quinctius ?)

;

before, anchor.

[PI. x-viii. 6.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

' Other denominations with this monogram are the semis, triens, quailrans, and sextans

(D'Ailly, Mon. rom.
,
pi. cvii. 15-20 ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 260 ; Balu-feldt, Xum. Zcit., ISSl, p. 150/).

Monunsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 240) gives the monogram as A/t or N^, but the latter does

not occur -mth this issue.

- An uncertain moneyer, but possibly a member of the Quiuctia gens. The anchor is

perhaps emblematic of some naval victory gained by an ancestor of the moneyer.

^ Other denominations are the as, triens, quadrans, and sextans (D'Ailly, Mon. I'om.j

pi. Ixviii., 13, 16; and Babelon, vol. i., p. 60). No silver coins witli this symbol and initial

appear to be recorded. For earlier coins with the anchor as symbol see above, p. 42.
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„ Ti- • li Metal
^o- "•'»»'" and Size

540

541

461-0

251-0

M 1-35

M 1-05

Oiverse Reverse

VICTOEY AND T'

(LUCIUS FUEIUS PHILUS?)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

ROMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above. Victory
flying r., with wreath, and
T (I'. F. P.?)

Semis 3

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; I Similar ; before prow, S
behind, S

' This monogram appears to be composed of the letters I'.F.P,, but their order of place is

uncertain. If this solution is correct these coins may be of Lucius Furius Philus, who was
praetor in Sardinia in B.C. 170. Mommsen (ffi.si. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 243) suggests that the
initials of the monogram may equally represent L. Furius Purpureo or some other analogous
name; and Sig. Camillo Serafini (Bull, cormn. arch, com., 1898, p. 11) proposes P. Fk.
(Publius Flaminius, or Publius Flavius) or Fk. P. (Flavius Pusio). It may be noticed that
though at this period the moneyer's monogram generally represents only his nomen or cognonuii

,

a combination of the initials of the praenomev , nrmien, and cognomen is not- impossible though
unusual (see the monogram bC, p. 70). The Victory has the same significance as the anchor
in the case of the previous issue. Babelon (vol. i., p. 517) suggests that the moneyer of these
coins may have formed a triumvirate of the mint with L. Aemilius Papus (see p. 84, coins
with S) and Matienus (p. 82), but Count de Salis has given the issues of these last two
moneyers to a somewhat later date.

^ Other denominations are the triens, quadrans, sextans, and nncia (Babelon, vol. i.,

pp. 518, 519). No silver coins have been met with of this issue.
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PERIOD III.

Cu-c. B.C. 196—173 ; a.u.c. 558—581

Dexoiiixatioxs.—The denominations of the coins issued during this Period

are the same as in the previous one, viz. : in silver, the denarius and the

victoriatus ; and in bronze, the as of the uncial standard, and its divisions to the

uncia. The victoriatus occurs but rarely, and only with the earlier issues. At

the local mints, however, it may have continued a few years longer ; but even

there its issue was not extended later than B.C. 173 (see Coixage op Italy). In

the bronze series the uncia is rarely met with. It is, however, quite possible

that this denomination may have been extensively struck, but on account of its

small size few specimens have survived to the present day.

Though no change occurred in the weight-standards, it will be noticed that

both in the silver and bronze money the prescribed weights were often exceeded,

more especially with regard to the latter, that of the as being frequently

above the ounce.

Types axd Legends.—The bronze coins retain their previous types, and

we meet with only one slight modification, viz., in the sextans, on which

occasionally a caduceus is introduced behind the head of Mercuiy. In the case

of the denarius an important variation is made, and for the first time since

the issue of that coin a change in the type of the reverse occurs, Diana or Luna

standing in a chariot drawn by two galloping horses, the hinares equi of Ovid

{Fast., V. 16), being in some instances substituted for the Dioscuri on horseback.

These coins, as well as those with Victory driving two horses and others of similar

reverse tj-pes, were called higati (Tacitus, Germ. v.). This is the beginning of a

great development, which after this period extended rapidly, so that in time each

moneyer selected his own type for his coins, both obverse and reverse, and many

employed more than one. At first, however, this change was confined to the re-

verse only, the obverse type being always as hitherto, the helmeted head of Eoma.

What may have been the particular motive for selecting the t}-pe of Diana in a

biga for this first change it is difficult to say, except for the circumstance that

the worship of that divinity at Eome dates from early times, her temple on the

Aventine, which is said to have been built by Servius Tullius, being held specially

sacred by the Eomans, as representing the confederation of the Latin com-

munities under the hegemony of Eome. It may have been introduced to

conciliate the Latins, to whom the battle of Lake Eegillus cannot have had

happy memories. It is first met with about B.C. 190, but it lasted only

a short time, never quite displacing that of the Dioscuri, and in this particular

form did not survive much after B.C. 173. There are two varieties, the earlier one

showing Diana in a chariot drawn by two horses, which she is restraining, while

in the later one, the goddess, with a goad in her right hand, is urging them on

at full speed. The former type may have been an adaptation from the coins of

Syracuse, on which Victory is seen pulling in her horses near the goal ; the

latter may have been copied from bronze coins of Bruttii, on which Victory,

naked to the waist, is driving her horses as in a race. This type of Victory

occurs a few years later on denarii (see below, p. 87).

The moneyers' symbols still continue in use, to a less degree, however, than
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in the previous Period ; but, on the other hand, their initials, often in the form of a

monogram, are on the increase. These monograms consist, possibly with one

exception (see p. 70), of the nomen or cognomen, to which is sometimes added the

praenomcn. A few denarii are still issued without either symbol or moneyer's

initials, but these practically come to an end with this Period.

No change occurs in the type of the victoriatus.

Classification.—Hitherto, in ascertaining the chronological sequence of the

various issues since B.C. 268, changes in the standard of weights both of the

silver and bronze, the introduction of new denominations, and the cessation of

former ones, have been the chief guides. These now cease, and from this time,

till the evidence of finds can be cited at the beginning of the 1st century B.C.,

we have to depend chiefly on internal evidence afforded by the coins themselves,

more especially by the denarius.

The principal points to be noted are these :

—

1.—Minute varieties in the type of the denarius, especially in

connection with the head of Eoma on the obverse.

2.—The gradual development in the form of the moneyers' names.
At first, as we have already seen, these are given in monogram, which
consists chiefly either of the nomen gentilicium, or of the cognomen, some-
times preceded by the p-aenomen. Initials not in monogram also occur. This

latter form is soon extended, and the monograms then become less frequent.

The next development is the combination of the praenomen, the nomen
gentilicium, and the cognomen, accompanied occasionally by the patronymic
initial, with F ioi filius. The first occurrence of the patronymic initial is in

the case of C. Junius G. ¥., aire. B.C. 172 (see below, p. 89). The initial of

the grandfather followed by N (nepos) is not met with till about B.C. 88
(see coins of L. Piso L. F. Frugi).

3.—Changes in the types, at first on the reverse; later, on the obverse.
4.—Bpigraphic changes. A, A, &c. to A, and k to L.

5.—Occasional historical data connected with the moneyers.
6.—A minute attention to fabric and style throughout.

In classifying the coins of the Period which extends from circ. B.C. 196 173,
our chief criteria are those mentioned above under nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, viz.,

varieties of obverse type, moneyers' names, changes of the reverse type,
epigraphic changes, and fabric.

On the denarii of Series I. the head of Eoma is very similar to that on
those of the later part of the previous Period, but it is marked by a special
arrangement of the hair, consisting of two small locks between the band with
which it is tied and the neck-piece of the helmet. Eoma wears the winged helmet,
with the visor peaked and in three pieces, and her earring consists of a single drop
with the indication of a pearl ornament at top and bottom. This variety occurs
with the type of Diana in a biga of the earlier form on the reverse (see above).

In Series 11. the head of Eoma undergoes a change—the two small locks
above the band disappear; the features are less lifelike and wanting in expression
and the profile is straighter ; and her earring, though consisting of a single drop,
assumes occasionally a triangular shape. This form of head occurs with the later
type of Diana in a biga, in which the horses are at full gallop (see above). It
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has been necessary to draw attention to these somewhat small differences, as

we shall have to note others of a similar nature in later issues.

The moneyers' names are generally in monogram, consisting either of the

nomen gentUiciiim only, as W (Valerius), N (Aurelius), OfiV (Opeimius), or AS

(Matienus), or of the cognomen only, as S/^ (Tampilus), 5A' (Saxula), or BA

(Balbus). Occasionally we meet with the addition of the pracnomen, as Q . A/E

(Quintus Metellus), V .(.o\V (L. Goilius), or P . At (P- Maenius) ; but the

fraenomen, nomen and cognomen together do not yet occur, unless it be in a

monogram like H? (see p. 70).

So far the coins supply little information about the moneyers themselves,

who do not appear as yet to have formed a regular magistracy, appointed year

by year, but who were rather special commissioners nominated by the Senate

according to the needs of the state. A few struck both silver and bronze

money, but the majority issued only in one of these metals. No doubt, more

than one moneyer was nominated at a time, and even at this early period

traces are apparent of a mint-triumvirate, as in the case of Lucius Plautius

Hypsaeus, Tampilus, and Aurelius (pp. 70-72), or in that of Lucius Coilius,

Cnaeus Calpurnius Piso, and Gnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus (pp. 81, 82).

There are no epigraphic changes of any importance to be noticed. The

letter A is found as A, A, A, and A, the last becoming towards the end of the

Period the more frequent form ; L changes its form from k to L in one instance

only (see no. 553) ; and in P there is a slight modification from P to P.

It may be noted that the coinage does not reveal any traces of the great

wars, which at this time were so successfully fought by Eome in Greece and

Syria in the East, and in Spain and Gaul in the West.

TIT TjT ij Metal
No. Weight , „.

^ and Size

542 462-0 M 1-3

SERIES i;

With tnoneyers' names

Obverse Reverse

(AULUS TEEENTIUS VAERO?) =

As 3

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

RoMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, NAko

[PI. xviii. 7.]

' For particulars of this series see p. 67.

^ Probably a descendant of C. Terentius Varro, consul, B.C. 216, to whom some earlier

coins are attributed (see p. 3.5, and also note on coinages of this family). A member of the

Terentia gens, A. Terentius Varro, was praetor in Spain, B.C. 184, and for his success over the

Celtiberi received an ovation at Rome, B.C. 182.

3 No silver coins of this issue are kno-»\Ti ; but of bronze, besides the as, there are the semis,

triens, quadrans, sextans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 481, 482). Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit,

1897, p. 81) says that the initials on the quadrans figured by Babelon should be read P , W.
(see above, p. 35). This and the next two issues are placed early in the series on account of

the heavy weight of some of the bronze coins, and also because they are not known in silver.

It will, however, be noticed that the weight of the bronze coins varies considerably.
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„ ,,, . , , Metal
No. WevgU

„„,i g^^^
Obverse Reverse

543

544

408-0

368-0

545 504-0

546

547

548

549

550

551

415-0

277-0

212-0

479-0

377-0

247-0

M 1-3

M 1-3

2E 1-4

M 1-25

M 1-3

M 1-1

M 1-4

M 1-2

M 1-05

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

(VALEEIUS?)'

As 2

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA belo-w Prow r.
;

before, 1 ; above, W
Similar.
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No. Weight ^^f":^' and hize

COINAGE OP ROME

Diverse Reverse

552 60-0

bC

.^ -75

(LUCIUS PLAUTIUS HYPSAEUS?)'

Denarius

553 58-5

55i
1 555

555

556

451-0

1660

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked; ear-

ring of single drop, and
necklace; hair tied and
falling in three locks;

above the band are two
smaller locks ; behind, X

jR -75 Similar.

jR -75

^1-3

M -95

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

chargiBg r. ; each holds

couched spear and wears

chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star; above, tP (U. rU.

H.?)

[PI. xviii. 9.]

Similar ; monogram,
below horses.

[PI. xviii. 10.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

tC,"

As

Head of Janus, laureate
;

|

[KoMA] below Prow r.

;

above, I before, I ; above, H?

[PI. xviii. 11.]

Triens*

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian
helmet ; hair long and
tied; above, ••••

Similar ;

above.

before prow.

1 Borghesi {Qluvi'ef compl., vol. i., p. 267) explains the monogram as being composed of the

letters k.Pk.H., Tvhich may be the initials of Lucius Plautius Hypsaens, who was appointed

praetor in B.C. 189, and obtained Nearer Spain for his province. Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom.,

t. ii., p. 242) suggests l/.H.P.k,, but gives no further identification. A similar combination

appears to occur in the case of the monogram T (see above, p. 65). The date assigned to this

issue by Count de Salis will scarcely admit of Borghesi's identification.

- This type of head of Roma is characteristic of this group of coins. It is similar to that

on late coins of the previous Period, but differs in having the addition of two small locks of hab
above the band, and below the helmet (see above, p. 67).

' This is the first instance of a variation in the position of the moneyer's monogram, being

placed on some denarii above, on others below the horses. The monogram is also varied, being tC
or !rC. It is also the first instance of the form L for I/. A similar change in the position of

the moneyer's monogram occurs on the next issue with 7W.
'' Other denominations are the semis, quadrans, and sextans (Mommsen, Hit-t. mon. rout.,

t. ii., p. 242). Bahrfeldt {Nimt. Zeit., 1897. p. 39) does not admit the attribution to this issue of

the uncia in the Bignami Collection. The moneyer's name was read by Sig. Bignami as H'l';

but Bahrfeldt thinks that it is composed of the letters RU. The illustration given of the coin

is not sufficiently distinct for us to express an opinion on this point.
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No. V eujlil
-I

„

CIKC. B.C. 196-173 ; A.U.C. 558—581

Obverse Beverse

71

557

558

559

560

59-5

55-9

56-0

31'0

M -8

M -7

/R-75

Ai -7

7^
(TAMPILUS)

'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

in three pieces and
pealied, &c., similar to

no. 552 ; earring of single

drop ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Jupiter r.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 552 ; above, A^
(TAMP).

[PI. xviii. 12.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

Similar ; monogram, ^,
below horses.

(Gnecchi)

Victoriatus

,
laureate. RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory draped, standing r.,

and placing wreath on
trophy ; in the field, 7^

[PI. xviii. 13.]

(de Salis Coll.)

1 This monoyer is uncertain. Babelon (vol. i., p. 249), who assigns these and other coins

with this monogram to about B.C. 217, has identified the moueyer with Cnaeus Baebius
Tampilus, who was consul B.C. 182, and who had previously held the offices of tribune of the
plebs, B.C. 204, and praetor, B.C. 199. If, however, the date given to this particular issue by
Count de Salis is correct, the identification is impossible, as Cnaeus would not have held the
office of moneyer after that of praetor. Another identification has been with Marcus Baebius
Tampilus, a younger brother of Cnaeus, who was one of the triumviri for founding a colony,
B.C. 194, praetor, B.C. 192, and consul, B.C. 181, but this attribution is also not admissible, as it

would only allow an interval of four years between his holding the office of moneyer and that
of praetor. Though the lex Villia annoALi, which fixed the order of the magistracy and the
required ages of the candidates, was not passed till about B.C. 180, yet that law appears to have
been based on a codification of previous regulations, which would preclude this identification

(Bouche-Leclercq, Man. des Inst, roni., p. 48).
This moueyer also struck denarii with the reverse tyjDe of Diana in a biga, as below, no. 564

(see Babelon, vol. i., p. 251), no specimen of which is in the British Museum. The same
author (vol. i.

,
p. 250, no. 2) figures a quinarius of the same type and with the same

monogram. Mommsen {Hist, iiwii. row,., t. ii., p. 239) describes an as weighing 40'50 gram.
(=625-0 grs.) and a semis of 20-80 gram. (=320 grs.), both in the D'Ailly Collection.
As these bronze coins appear to belong rather to the sextantal than the uncial standard,
we seem to have two different issues with the same moneyer's monogram—one struck before
B.C. 217, the other after that date. The earlier issue would consist of the quinarius, and the
as, the semis, &c. , of the heavy standard ; and the later one of the denarius of two reverse
types, the victoriatus, and the bronze coins of the vmcial standard. It is possible that the
Cnaeus Baebius Tampilus mentioned above struck the earlier coins. Biccio (Mon. fahi. rom.

,

pi. viii. 3) figures a victoriatus with the monogram of this moneyer turned to the left instead of
to the right. There is a specimen of this variety in the Bibl. Nat., Paris.

The denarii of this issue are a connecting link between the earlier and later pieces of this
Period, for besides having the head of Eoma, of precisely the same form and variety as on
no. 552, they supply the two reverse types, i.e. the Dioscuri on horseback and Diana in a
biga. Another point of resemblance between the coins of this moneyer and the previous one,
whose monogram is bC, is that in each case the monogram occurs sometimes above and
sometimes below the horses,
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No. Weight ^f^^' and Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

561

562

563

564

494'0

As

M 1-35
I

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

124-0 M -9

83-0

58-5

565 57'0

M -8

M -75

M -8

566 63-0 M -7

567 59-0 M -7

[RoMA] below Prow r.

:

before, I ; above. A/?

[PI. xviii. 14 rev.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; 1 Similar; before prow, S

behind, S
|

Sextans

'

Similar ; before prow, JBust of Mercury r., wear-
ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; above, ••

A/
(AUEBLIUS) '

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing 1 KoMA (on tablet). Diana,-''

winged helmet, with visor draped, her head sur-

in three piecesandpeaked,
&c., similar to no. 552
earring of single drop

;

behind, X

Similar.

Similar ; the two small

locks of hair above the

band are omitted, and the

features of Eoma are

straighter and more con-

ventional.

Similar.

mounted by crescent, in

biga r., horses cantering;

she holds the reins in

both hands, and restrains

the horses ; above. A/

Similar.

[PI. 1.]

Similar.

[PI. xix. 2.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

' Other denominations are the triens, quadrans, and imcia (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 252, 253).

On the bronze coins the monogram is always above the prow.

^ An uncertain moneyer, but possibly M. Aurelius Cotta, who was the legate of L.

Cornelius Scipio in B.C. 189, during the war against Antioehus III. of Syria; or L. Aurelius

Cotta, who was tribune of the soldiers in B.C. 181.

^ These denarii, and similar ones of the previous moneyer, Tampilus, mark the earliest

change in the type of the reverse of that coin. Until now the universal and only type of the

denarius had been the Dioscuri on horseback (see above, p. 66).

The many points of connection of type between the coins of this moneyer and those of the

two preceding ones, with the monograms bC and W^, prove that they all belong to the same
time, and it is not impossible that we have in them one of the earliest instances of a mint
triumvirate. Further, as the denarii -mth the monogram JVC are the connecting link with

those bearing tC and A/, so the last are the point of connection vrith subsequent issues,

since it may be noted that on nos. 570-574 a slight change occurs in the head of Roma, the two
curls above the band being omitted and the portrait somewhat altered, modifications noticeable

on later denarii.
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Obverse Reverse

73

568

569

378'0

127-0

M 1-2

M -9

As

Head of Janus, laureate ; I
[RoMA] below Prow r.

;

above, I
|

before, I ; above. A/

Sextans ^

Bust of Mercury r., wear-
ing chlamys and winged
petasus; above, ••

Similar ; before prow,

570

571

572

578

64-0

560

55'5

52'0

SERIES 11.^

Without moneyers' symbols or names

Denarius 2

M -8

M -7

M -8

M -75

Type I.

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, , orna-

mented with gryphon's

head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; ear-

ring of single drop, and
necklace ; hair tied, and
falling in three locks

;

behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r. ; each holds

couched spear and wears
chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star.

[PI. xix. 3.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

' Other denominations are the semis, triens, quadrans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. i.,

pp. 236, 237). Babelon gives illustrations of all except the triens, which is, however, figured
by D'Ailly (Moil, rom., pi. Ixxxxix., no. 13). The figure of the sextans in Babelon, according to
BahrfSldt, is wrong, and should not have the caduoeus behind the bust of Mercury. He gives
an illustration of the coin {Num. Zeit., 1896, pi. ii., no. 45 obv.), and so does D'Ailly (op. cit.,

pi. Ixxxxix., no. 15).
The Due de Blacas (Monunsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 237, note 4) appears to have

confused the monogram A/ with that of Pu, and to have attributed to the former moneyer
denarii of the Dioscuri type. The denarii with A/ belong to the Allia or Aelia gens, and are of a
somewhat earlier date. They are classed by Count de Salis with the local issues (see Italy) .

^ For particulars of this series see above, p. 67.

' These denarii are practically the prototypes of those which from this point are included
in Period III. As already noticed (see above, p. 67), the head of Eoma slightly diilers in style
and the two curls above the band disappear. Later on (see no. 584) a further variation will be
noticed, viz., in the form of the earring, which, though consisting of a single drop, is triangular
in shape.
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No. Weight , c.-" and Size
Obverse Reverse

574! 55-5

Type II.

M -75 I Similar. KoMA (on tablet). Diana,i

naked to the waist, her

head surmounted by
crescent, in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds goad

in r. hand and reins in 1.

[PI. xix. 4.]

575
,

59-0

576

577

578

579

580

581

58-0

447-0

279-0

142-0

M -7

M -8

57-0 .K -75 Similar.

51-0 M -75 SimUar.

With moneyers symbols

GEESGENT2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, -with

visor in three pieces and
peaked, to., similar to

no. 570 ; earring of single

drop ; behind, X

Similar.

Ko^AA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

&c., similarcharging

to no.

crescent.

570 ; above.

Similar; R.OMA
[PI. xix. 5.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; RoMA

Similar; KoMA

M 1-3

M 1-15

iE 1-05

As

Head of Janus, laureate ; !
KoMA below Prow r.

;

above, I before, I ; above, crescent.

Similar. Similar.

Semis

Headof Jupiter r., laureate; Similar; before prow, S

behind, S above, crescent.

' This change in the type of Diana in a biga has been mentioned (see above, pp. 66, 67)-

It varies from the earlier type, inasmuch as Diana is naked to the waist, and, holding a goad in

her right hand and the reins in her left, is urging on the horses at full speed.

- Earlier coins in bronze -n-ith this symbol have been described (see above, pp. 41, 52),

and the connection of the symbol with the Saufeia gens has been noticed.



„ TXT 1.1. Metal
No. Waght ^^^g.^^

CIEC. B.C. 196—173 ; A.U.C. 558-581

Obverse

75

582

583

584

585

586

73-0

64-5

58-5

60-9

600

M -85

M -8

M -75

JR -8

M -7

Reverse

Sextans

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus; above, ••

Similar ; above prow, R.OMA
and crescent ; below, • •

[PI. xix. 6.]

COENUCOPIAEs

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, with visor

in three pieces and
peaked, &e., similar to

no. 570 ; earring of single

drop ; behind, X

Similar ; earring of tri-

angular drop.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; below horses,

cornucopiae.

[PI. xix. 7.]

(Sambon)

Similar.

[PI. xix. 8.]

PEAWN (SQUILLA):

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-
ing winged helmet, with
visor in three pieces and
peaked, &o., similar to

no. 570; earring of trian-

gular drop ; behind, X

Similar.

KoMA (on tablet). Diana,
naked to the waist, in

biga r., horses galloping;

she holds goad and reins,

&c., similar to no. 574;
below horses, prawn
(squilla).

[PI. xix. 9.]

(de SaUs Coll.)

Similar.

(Sambon)

' See above, p. 42, for a sextans and other bronze coins with the same symbol.

' Earlier coins with this symbol have been described or mentioned (see above, pp. 41, 50).
D'Ailly (Mon. rom., pi. Ixxvii. 2) figures a semis oi: the uncial standard, which may be attributed
to this issue. These denarii, like those with the symbol, a wren, and the moneyer's name TOD
(see p. 76), give the two forms of earring, plain and triangular. The two issues could only
have been separated by a very short time.

' The cognomen Squillus is found at a later period in connection with the Licinia gens.
L. Lioiuius Squillus was one of the conspirators against Q. Cassius Longinus in Spain, B.C. 54.
This symbol is apparently a punning allusion to the moneyer's name.
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No. Weight ^/^f
" and Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Obi't'rse Reverse

587 154-0

Quad pans

588 328-0

M -9 Head of yo-ung Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

M 1-2

RoMA below Pro-w r.

;

before, • ; above, pra-wn

(squilla).

(Blacas Coll.)

SHIELD ?

As 2

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA belo-w Prow r.
;

above, I ; before, oblong

shield ?

589 48-5

IVith moneyers' symbols and names

WEEN AND TOD

(TODILLUS ?)
3

^^l. -75
\
Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, -with visor
' in three pieces and

peaked, &c., similar to

I no. 570 ; earring of single

drop ; behind, X

590 59-0

591! 57-5

M -75

M -7

Denarius

R.o^AA (on tablet). Diana,

naked to the waist, in

biga r., horses galloping;

she holds goad and reins,

&c., similar to no. 574;

belo^w horses, TOD with

wren standing r. on first

letter.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; earring of tri-

angular drop.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xix. 10.]

(de Salis Coll.)

1 D'Ailly {ilon. roiii,
,
pi. Ixxxxiv. 9) figures also the as. He also illustrates a quinarius

with the reverse type of Diana in a biga and symbol, a sqidlla, n-hich he says he had seen in the

hands of its oivner {ib. p. 560), but the -weight of -which he did not note. The coin -n-as of pure

silver, but not -well preserved. A quinarius of so late a date seems impossible.

^ This is the only denomination of this issue -with this symbol that we have met with. The

symbol is a little doubtful, and the coin is not sufficiently -well-preserved to be illustrated.

^ Todas or TodiUus is the name of a small bird of the -wren species (Festus, de Verb, sig.).

It may have been the cognomen of the moneyer ; if so, the -wren -n'ould be another instance of

a punning- allusion (see also the coins "with symbol squilla, p. 75). In the two forms of earring

on the obverse of the denarius, these denarii resemble those above described -with the symbol,

a cornucopiae (see p. 75). It may also be noticed that, with two exceptions (see p. 78, note 3,

and nos. 630, 631, coins of P. Maenius), all the denarii of this series in the National Collection

with moneyers' names only have the triangular form of earring.



TLT TTT • T X Metal
No. We^gU ^^^ ^.^^
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OTiverse Reverse

77

592

593

509-0

217-0

292-0

M 1-35

m 1-05

M 1-2

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, T with

wren standing r. on letter

and holding wreath in its

beak.'

Semis '

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; Similar ; before prow, S
behind, S

SHIELD AND Nk.

(MAENIIIS?)3

As*

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above, shield

and A/t (^AAE)

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 162, no. 2.]

' On the bronze coins of this issue tlie moneyer's nanie is usually given as TO ; but on the
as and semis described here, to the right of the letter T is clearly a wreath, which the bird
holds in its beak, and not a letter. The wreath probably has its usual signification, and refers
to some military or naval success of an ancestor of the moneyer.

'^ Other denominations are the triens, quadrans, and sextans (Mommsen, Sist. mon. rom.,
t. ii.,p. 242). D'Ailly {Mon. rovi., pi. Ixxxxi. 13-15) figures the semis, triens, and qnadrans
with the letter T only, and the bird standing on it, which may also be coins of this moneyer.

' An uncertain moneyer, but possibly a member of the Maenia gens, though the initials

would be equally applicable to Maelius or Maecilius. Babelon (vol. ii., pp. 161-163) has
classed the bronze coins with this monogram with the denarii bearing the moneyer's name P . N/^
(see below, p. 83) as belonging to the same issue. Count de Salis, however, considered the
issues to be separate, though of about the same period.

* Other denominations are the semis, triens, quadrans, and sextans. The moneyer's
monogram varied in form, being A^, A/^, or ^. This issue is not represented in the British
Museum by a single specimen. No silver coins are known of this moneyer. In the above
illustration of the as, the mark of value on the reverse before the prow has been accidentally
omitted. The as and semis described by Eicoio {Mon. fam. rom., p. 36, nos. 8, 9 ; pi. liii. 6, 7)
as having a shield and A/t, and the triens, semis, and quadrans (t6., p. 36, nos. 10-12; pi. x. 23,
and pi. liii., nos. 8, 9) with a shield and A?t, appear to be either mis-read pieces of the above
issue or of that of Quintus Caeoilius Metellus (see below, under date B.C. 124—103).
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No. Weight Metal
and Sine

Olverse

594

595

596

597

597*

598

54-5 M -75

56-5

469-0

325-0

143-0

467-0

M -8

M 1-3

M 1-2

M 1-9

M 1-3

Reverse

With moneyers names

A?5 OE AT?

(AUTEONIUS) 1

Denarius ^

Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, with visor

in three pieces and peaked,

&c., similar to no. 570

;

earring of triangular drop;

behind, X

Similar.

HoNAA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; belo-w horses,

AR (AVTR.)
[PI. xix. 11.]

Similar ; R.OMA, and mono-
gram, AR2

[PI. xix. 12.]

(Nott)

O^
(OPEIMIUS) *

As

Head of

above,

Similar.

Janus, lam'eate

;

Head of Minerva r., -wearing

crested Corinthian hel-

met : above, ••••

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, og/V

(OPEIM).
[PI. xix. 13.]

Similar.

Triens^

Similar ; before prow, J

Head of Janus,

above, I

orEi
(OPEIMIUS)

«

As

laureate KoMA below Prow r.

;

fore, I ; above, OPEI
be-

' Very little is known of the Autronia gens before the last century of the Republic, when
P. Autronius Paetus was consul, B.C. 65. We are therefore unable to identify this moneyer,

who uses two forms of monogram for his name. He is the only moneyer of this gens of whom
coins are known.

- The as with the monogram rH. is in the Bahrfeldt Collection, and is figured in Samwer-
Bahrfeldt, 4W. rom. Miinz., pi. 4, 18; and Babelon (vol. i., p. 246) states that the semis is in

the British Musenm ; but, in the latter instance, the monogram P/^ was wrongly read for /°R.

This error has already been noticed by Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 57).

' A variety with this form of monogram shows Eoma wearing an earring with plain (not

triangular) drop.
* A member of the Opeimia (or Opimia) gens. He may have been Quintus Opimius, who was

consul B.C. 154, with L. Postumins Albinus. He could not have been, as Babelon (vol. ii., p. 268)

suggests, a son of C. Opimius Pansa, who was quaestor B.C. 294. This would make the coins to

be of much too early a date. On coins the nomen gentilicium is always given as Opeimius. It

is the older form.

* Other denominations are the semis, quadrans, sextans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii.,

pp. 269, 270). No denarii are known of this and the following moneyers to no. 617.

^ Another member of the Opeimia gens. The weights of the coins with O^ and OPEI
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Metal
No. Weight ^^^ ^ .^^

599
I

391-0

600

601

602

386-0

184-0

158-0

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-0

M 1-0

603 270-0

604

605

152-0

139-0

M 1-15

Obverse Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xix. 14.]

Semis

M -95

M -95

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; I Similar ; before prow, S

behind, S
I

[PI. xix. 15.]

Head of Minerva r., -wearing

crested Corinthian hel-

met; above, [••*•]

Tpiensi

Similar; before pro-w, I

a.yvE
(QUINTUS MBTELLUS)^

As 3

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

[R.OMA] belo-w Pro-w r.

before I ; above Q • A^
[PI. xix. 16 rev.]

(SAXA ?)
*

Tnens

Head of Minerva r., wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met; above, ••••

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, S/^

[PI. XX. 1.]

Similar.

show that the two series were issued at no great distance apart (oomp. Babelon, vol. ii., p. 270).
They probably belong to different moneyers.

' Other denominations are the quadrans, sextans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 272).

^ An uncertain member of the Caecilia gens. He cannot be Quintus Caecilius Metellus,
who was consul B.C. 206; nor Quintus Caecilius Metellus Macedonicus, the consul of B.C. 143,
who died in B.C. 115.

' This is the only denomination of this issue in the National Collection. Neither Mommsen
nor Babelon mention this moneyer, but Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 61) figures a specimen in
his own collection, which he classes with the issue of Quintus Caecilius Metellus (see below,
under date B.C. 124—103, or Babelon, vol. i., pp. 266, 267). This attribution is impossible, as
when the coins of this last moneyer were struck the issue of the as was in abeyance.

* Borghesi ((Euvres compl., t. i., p. 147 f.) has given the coins with this monogram,
and those with C . S/X (see below, nos. 642-653, pp. 84, 85), to the same moneyer, whom he
identities as Cains Clovius Saxula, who was praetor in B.C. 175, and again in B.C. 173, and legate
in Macedonia in b.c. 168. Count de Salis has attributed them to diiferent issues, as in the
case of the coins with a shield and Ai^ and P . ^/^ (see pp. 77, 83), but separated only by a
short space of time. Mommsen and Babelon both accept Borghesi's classification. A probable
moneyer of the series with S/)( only was Q. Voconius Saxa, who was tribune of the plebs in
B.C. 169.
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No. Weight

606

607

608

609

610

611

612

613

614

615

120-0

83-0

610-0

412-0

396-0

381-0

295-0

170-0

135-0

125-0

Metal
and Sine

M -85

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

M -8

M 1-35

M 1-25

M 1-3

M 1-3

M 1-3

M 1-0

M -95

M -85

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J

Reverse

Quadrans

Similar ; KoMA ; before

pro-w, J

(B*lacas Coll.)

Sextans

'

Bust of Mercury r., draped, I Similar ; before prow, J

wearing chlamys and (Blacas Coll.)

winged petasus ; behind
shoulder, caduceus

;

above, ••

BA
(BALBUS) '

As

KoMA belo^w Pro^w r.

;

before, I ; above, BAr
(BAU)

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.*

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XX. 2.]

Similar.

Head of Janus, laureate

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; Similar ; before prow, S

behind, S

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Triens

Similar ; before prow, I

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Quadrans

Similar ; before prow, I

' Other denominations are the as and semis (Babelon, vol. i., p. 362, nos. 1, 2).

^ An imcertain moneyer of the Aoilia or Naevia gens. M'. Acilius Balbus -was consul in

B.C. 150, and L. Naevius Balbus was one of the quinqueviri appointed in B.C. 168 to arbitrate

bet^sveen the Pisani and the Lunenses, respecting the boundaries of their lands.

^ This is the as from the Blacas Collection, on which Mommseu {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 285)

read SA' (see above, p. 69, note 2). The moneyer's name is undoubtedly B A/, and the misreading

of it is due to the fact that the down-ward straight stroke of the letter B is a little indistinct.
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No. Weight ^^^ ^.^^
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Ohveri<e Reverse

616

617

121-0

61-0

618

619

620

61-5

60-5

67-0

M -8

M -75

M -8

M. -75

M -75

Similar.

Bust of Mercury r., wearing
chlamys and winged pe-

tasus ; behind slioulders,

caduceus; above, ••

I Similar.

I
[PI. XX. 3.]

Sextans

'

Similar ; before prow, J

k.COIk
(LUCIUS COILIUS)^

Denarius^

Head of Eoma r., wear-
ing winged helmet, with

visor in three pieces and
peaked, &c., similar to

no. 570 ; earring of tri-

angular drop ; behind, X

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; below horses,

U.COIU
[PI. XX. 4.]

Similar.

(de Sahs Coll.)

CN.CA^
(CNAEUS CALPUENIUS)*

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, with

visor in three pieces and
peaked, &c., similar to

no. 570 ; earring of tri-

angular drop ; behind, X

Roma (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; below horses,

CN.CAJ (CN.CAUr)
[PI. XX. 5.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' No other denominations appear to be known with the moneyer's name B A^.

^ Lucius Coilius (or Coelius), to whom these coins are generally attributed, commanded in

the war against Perseus in B.C. 169, and was repulsed in an attempt on the town of Uscana, in

the country of the Penestae, which was garrisoned by the Macedonians. The name of this

family is variously given by ancient writers : at first Coilius, then Coelnts, and later Caellirs.

^ The similarity of type and fabric of these denarii and those struck by Cn. Calpurniu.?

Piso and Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus next described is so striking that it would appear as if we
have here another instance of a mint triumvirate. Babelon (vol. i., p. 368) remarks on the
similarity of the coins of Lucius Coilius and those of Cn. Calpurnius Piso, Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus, and Sextus Quinctilius ; but Count de Salis has classed the denarii of the last

moneyer among the local issues, on account of the rude work of some of them. He, however,
considered them to be of about the same date (see Italy, b.c. 196—173). No bronze coins
are known of L. Coilius.

There is in the British Museum an ancient forgery plaied of this denarius, reading
1' . coin and ROMA. It was formerly in the Blacas Collection.

'' Possibly a son of C. Calpurnius Piso, who was praetor b.c. 186 in Further Spain, entered
Borne in triumph B.C. 184, was consul B.C. 180, and died during his consulship. The above

M



Si2 COINAGE OF EOME

yo.

6-21

IVeight

600

lletaJ

and. Size

Al to

Obverse

Similar.

622 57-0 Al -75 Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Revirse

623 56-5 .R

624

625

626

54-0 M -75

413-0

407-0

.E 1-3

2E 1-3

627 207-0 JE 1-0

CN.DO
(CNAEUS DOMITIDS)'

Denarius-

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, -with visor

in threepieces and peaked,

&c., similar to no. 570;
earring of triangular drop

;

behind, X

Similar.

KoMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; below horses,

CN- DO
[PI. XX. 6.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(MATIENUS)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

KoMA below Prow r.

before, I ; above, AA
[PI. XX. 7.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

Similar ; before prow, S

[PI. XX. 8.]

denarii were struck about that date (see note above, about the triumvirate of this moneyer and
L. Coilius and Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus). Only denarii are known of this issue.

' Probably the son of Cnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus, who was consul B.C. 192. The son

was himself pontifex B.C. 172. and consul sufEeotus B.C. 162.

' The bronze coins with the moneyer's name C N . D OM
I

, and C N . DOME, are of a

later period (see below, under date B.C. 124—103). The denarii of that issue are of a later

tj^ie. and the bronze coins of the light uncial standard. An exception, however, may be made
in the case of the as reading CN. DOM, described by Borghesi ((Euvres compL, vol. ii., p. 157),

which belongs to this period, as it weighs 422 grs. , and may have been issued by this

moneyer. The as cannot be classed to the coinage of Cn. Domitius, who held the office of

moneyer at Rome between B.C. 124—103, as at that time the issue of that denomination was
suspended. Bahrfeldt (Zeif. fiir Num., 1895, pp. .53-71) has classified the eai-ly coins of the

Domitia gens. His attributions of the bronze money practically agree with those of Count de

Salis.

' Count de Salis has divided the coins vrith this monogram into two series. One series,

consisting of the denarius, the victoriatus, and the as to the sextans, he assigns to local

issue (see Italy, B.C. 196—173). In this series the triens, quadraus, and sertans have the

monogram before the prow. The other series, comprising bronze only, with the monogram
always above the prow, as described above, he attributes to the mint at Rome. The form of

the monogram varies somewhat in the two series ; on the coins classed to the Roman mint it is

more ivide-spread. Both series belong to about the same period.

The attribution of the above coins to any particular member of the Matiena gens is uncertain.

C. Matienus, -n-ho was created a dimmvir navalis with C. Lucretius in B.C. 181, could scarcely

have struck tliese coins; nor could M. Matienus, who was praetor in Spain in B.C. 173.
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Metal

83

628

629

630

631

632

633

119-0

122'0

620

58-0

558-0

461-0

and Size

M -9

M -85

/R -8

Obverse Reverse

Tpiens

Similar ; before prow, JHead of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corintliian

helmet; above, ••••

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Quadpans

'

Similar ; before prow, I

(PDBLIUS MAENIUS)-

Denarius

M -75

M 1-25

M 1-25

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, similar

to no. 570; the visor is

in three pieces, but not

peaked, i.e., two pieces

have the ends even ; ear-

ring of single plain drop
;

behind, X

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 570 ; below horses,

r • N^ (P . MAE)
[PI. XX. 9.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

(CAIUS PETEONIUS?)-

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

KoMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above, T
(PT)

Similar.

[PI. XX. 10.]

' The sextans figured by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 211, no. 8) belongs to this issue.

' This member of the Maenia gens is only known from his coins. He was, no doubt,
related to T. Maenius, who was praetor urbanus B.C. 186, and tribune of the soldiers e.g. ISO.
He struck denarii only, which vary somewhat in type from other coins of this denomination
attributed to this period. The visor of the helmet is long and has two of the pieces even at tlie

ends, somewhat similar to that on earlier denarii, and the earring consists of a single drop and
is not triangular-shaped. The general fabric is that of the period to which the coins are
classed. Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 10) gives several variations in the form of the central
letter A of the monogram, as A, A, A and A, the same occurring in the name " Roma." There
are no bronze coins known of this moneyer, those with a shield and the monogram Mc» having
been already described (see above, p. 77).

The bronze coins with this monogram are attributed by Babelon to Paestmn (vol. i.,

p. 58 f.). Riccio (Monde di Citta antiche, note .52, p. 9) says that " tliey are found in Apulia,
but, of the various denominations the semis and sextans only show local fabric ; the others
preserve their Roman severity of style." The specimens here described are certainly of
Roman fabric, and their issue is ascribed to a member of the Petronia gens, of which may be
mentioned C. Petronius, who was sent as legate with L. Ajjpuleius in B.C. 156 to arrange tlic
differences between Prusias II. of Bithynia and Attains II. of Pergamum.



84

No. Wi

634
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No. Weight

643
I

508-0

473-0

423-0

357-0

337-0

170-0

140-0

106-0

127-0

101-0

96-0

Uetal
and Sine

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-3

M 1-05

M -85

M -85

M -85

M -8

M -75

Ohverse Reverse

526-0 M 1-25

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; I
Similar ; before prow, S

behind, S

Tviens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar.

Similar ; before prow, :

•

[PI. XX. 13.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Quadrans

Head of young Hercules

r., wearing lion's skin;

behind, !

Similar.

Similar ; before prow,

Similar.

Sextans '

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; above, ••

Similar ; before prow,

M.TITINI
(MAECUS TITINIUS)^

As

Head of Janus, laureate;

above, I

KoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, M.TITINI

Saxula, who was praetor in B.C. 17.5 and again in B.C. 173, in which case the coin.? would have
been issued at a somewhat eailier date than assigned to them by Count de Salis. The nioneyer

may have been his son (sco aljove, p. 79, for the bronze coins with S/^ only).

' All the known denominations of this issue are described here.

- This moneyer has been identified with M. Titinius Curvus, who was tribune of the people

in B.C. 193 and praetor in B.C. 178 (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 262) ; but, according to

Count de Salis's classification, the coins belong to a slightly later date. There appears to be no
record of a son of this member of the Titinia gens to whom these coins can be attributed.
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No. Weight

655

656

657

658

494-0

4060

207-0

Metal
oMd Size

M 1-3

^1-3

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

M -9

119-0 2E -95

659 112-0 M -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XX. 14 rev.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; Similar; before pro-w, S

behind, S

Tpiens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; above, • • • •

Similar ; before pro-w.

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Quadransi

Similar ; before prow, I

(Blacas Coll.)

1 Other denominations are the sextans and unoia (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 494, 495).
Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 87) describes and figures an as reading M . TITI, ivhich

had ah-eady been published by Riccio (Catalogo, 2 Suppl., p. 9). He had doubted the accuracy
of Kiccio's description till he obtained two specimens from the Bignami Collection, one weighing
279 grs., the other .375 grs., on which the legends are quite distinct, and their position shows
that they cannot be read M . TITI N I. Prom their style they do not appear to belong to the

above issue, but to have been struck at a somewhat later date. They might even be of the

beginning of the 1st cent. B.C., i.e. circ. B.C. 91, when the issue of the as was revived, after being

in abeyance for so many years. Moreover, they may have been struck by a member of the

Titia gens.
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PERIOD IV.

Giro. B.C. 172—151; a.u.c. 582—603

Denominations.—The only denomination in silver of this Period is the

denarius. The victoriatus, which occurred but rarely during the previous

Period, is now no longer issued at Eome. In the bronze money all the de-

nominations from the as to the uncia are found ; the last, however, but rarely.

The standards of weight remain as before, but considerable irregularity

prevails in the weights of individual pieces, both in silver and bronze.

Some moneyers issue both silver and bronze money, others strike in silver

only, and there are not a few of whom only bronze coins are known.

Types and Legends.—The head of Eoma wearing the winged helmet is

still the only obverse type of the denarius, but for the reverse type (whilst that

of the Dioscuri continues) Diana in a biga, which was introduced during the

previous Period, disappears, except in one instance (see below, p. 113), and her

place is taken by Victory, who is similarly represented in a biga, holding the

reins in her left hand, and in her right a whip with a long thong, which is either

loose or has the end retained in her hand. This latter form becomes more

general towards the end of the Period.

The moneyers' symbols, as separate marks, disappear, and they only recur

as adjuncts to the moneyers' names, and generally in the character of symboles

'parlants. The names of the moneyers occur on all the issues, but rarely

in monogram, the more general form being in separate letters, and more or

less extended. Thus we have the nomen or cogtiomen alone, or one or other

with the 'praeiiomen ; and lastly, all three names, the praenomen, noinen, and
cognomen. No strict order is preserved, each moneyer selecting the form he
wished. Several examples of each form occur during this Period, and of

these the following may be cited :— (1) nomen, A (Atilius or Tatius)
; (2) cog-

nomen, SAR. (Saranus)
; (3) praenomen and nomen, C. SCR (Caius Scribonius)

;

(4) praenomen and cogfiomeji, P . B LAS (Publius [Cornelius] Blasio)
; (5) ijrae-

no77ien, nomen, and cognomen, Q. MAFIC. LIBO (Quintus Marcius Libo). There
is one instance of a still further development, which is the addition of the

patronymic initial. It is found for the first time in the case of C. IVNL C.F.

(Caius Junius Caii Filius, nos. 660-663). Letters in hgature are not un-
common. The addition of the cognomen or the symbol of the moneyer
causes sometimes a slight variation in the type. To make room for either
of these behind the head of Eoma, the mark of value X is transferred to
the right of the field of the coin, and is placed under the chin of the goddess.
In one case, that of C. Antestius Labeo (nos. 855-861), the moneyer's
name is placed sometimes on the obverse and sometimes on the reverse
his symbol, the dog, alternating accordingly. Variations in the spelling
of the moneyer's name are not infrequent. These particulars have been given
in order to show that already, at this time, the denarius was undergoing many
variations in its type, which are important for ascertaining the chronological
sequence of the issues.

It is during this Period that we meet with the first example of the denarius
with the serrated edge struck at the Eoman mint. It is, however, only a
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solitary instance, and occurs with other denarii of the same issue with the plain

edge (see coins of Caius Talna, p. 102, no. 771).

No important changes occur in the types of the bronze money and only in

one respect is there a slight modification, when the marks of value give

way to the moneyer's symbol or name (see pp. 91, 92, 94, 95). These are,

however, exceptions.

In the forms of the letter, A for A in the name of "Eoma" occurs occa-

sionally on denarii of Series I., becomes more common in Series II., and in

Series III. entirely excludes the older form ; so that, at all events so far as the

coins are concerned, we know precisely at what date A is substituted for A in

Eoman epigraphy. On the bronze coins, however, throughout the whole Period,

A is more often met with than A, and it, or its variety A, is always used in

the moneyers' names. Of the other letters, L for U becomes more frequent

towards the end, and P is more often P than P.

Classification.—As hitherto, it is the type of the denarius on which the

classification is mainly based. The denarii of this Period are grouped into three

Series, each of which has certain characteristics peculiar to itself, but all three

are connected by one special feature, i.e., the form of the earring. Towards

the close of the last Period, as we have seen, the earring assumed a triangular

form. In this one it is of triple design, consisting of three drops depending from

a bar, the middle drop being somewhat longer than the outer ones. This shape

is, however, not strictly adhered to, for on denarii of Series II. the single drop

also occurs, and on the later issues of Series III., after various gradations, the

triple earring assumes the form of a mass or number of pellets arranged like a

bunch of grapes, or else it is spiral-shaped. These last two are the forms we
meet with on denarii struck at the beginning of the next Period. It may also be

noticed that the lower line of the tablet on the reverse, within which the legend

KoMA is inscribed, is often omitted on the earlier pieces of this Period, and

quite disappears before its close. This is a step to a further change, when only

an exergual line is given.

Series I. thus consists of denarii, all having the triple-shaped earring. The

chief type of reverse is the Dioscuri ; but in one instance that of Victory in a

biga is introduced. The moneyers' names are given in a more extended form,

the praenomeii, nomen, and cognomen occurring together in several instances.

A in "Eoma" still prevails, but A is also met with, more especially on the

bronze ; and U and L are also occasionally interchanged.

In Series II., of the five moneyers who strike silver coins four use the

earring of two shapes, i.e. with triple or single drop. The fifth moneyer uses only

the latter form, and on all his coins A in " Eoma " is found. A and A occur pro-

miscuously in the case of the other moneyers, but the latter form much more

often than in Series I. Of the five moneyers three have for reverse type

Victory in a biga; the other two still keep to the Dioscuri. To this time is

attributed a number of issues in bronze of which no corresponding silver coins

are known. These being similar in fabric and weight to those pieces with which

the denarius was struck are probably contemporary with them.

In Series III. the triple earring only at first occurs, but it soon begins to

change. It first becomes a double drop (see no, 852), next a cluster of small pellets
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or dots, which assume the shape of a bunch of grapes (see no. 856), and lastly it is

spiral in form (no. 861). All these varieties occur on the denarii of C. Antestius

Labeo (nos. 855-861). A in the name of "Eoma" has now quite disappeared,

and only A is met with.

With these variations and changes of type a marked deterioration is notice-

able in the fabric of the denarius. Early in the Period the head of Eoma is

in fairly high relief and well modelled, but towards the end the reUef is lower

and the modelling inferior. This change in fabric, and, as already mentioned,

the difference in form of the earring, are some of the characteristics of the

earlier denarii of the next Period.

Though the coins themselves still throw little light on the constitution of the

mint at this time as regards the appointment of the moneyers, some of

whom continued to strike only in silver, whilst others issued bronze money only,

the occurrence in several instances of groups of coins of the same type and fabric

would lead us to suppose that we have some further evidence of an occasional

mint-triumvirate. Some such groups may be traced in the following issues :—(1)

M. Atilius Saranus, Q. Marcius Libo, and L. Sempronius Pitio (nos. 679-722)

;

(2) Atilius Saranus, Pinarius Nata, and C. Juventius Talna (nos. 741-774) ; (3)

Publius Sulla, L. Saufeius, and Pinarius Natta (nos. 828-847); (4) L. Cupiennius,

C. Antestius Labeo, and M. Junius Silanus (nos. 850-874).

\T Tp . Tj Metal
No. WewM , cf" and mse

660 59-5 M -7

SERIES 1}

Obverse EeiwrFie

C . IVNI . c . F.

(CAIUS JUNIUS CAII PILIUS)-^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; ear-

ring of three drops, ^ the

middle one long, and
necklace ; hair arranged
in three symmetrical
locks ; behind, X

Roma (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r. ; each holds
couched spear, and
wears chlamys, cuirass,

and pileus, surmounted
by star ; below horses,

C IVNI CF

' For particulars of this series see p. 88.

' This member of the Juuia gens appears to be unknown to liistory beyond that he was a,

moneyer. Babelon (voh ii., p. 101) thinks that he was a colleague at the mint of L. Itius
and C. Scribonins Curio (see below, pp. 97, 98). He and the following moneyers to no. 722
all struck in bronze as well as in silver. This is the first occurrence of the patronymic initial
on coins.

This form of earring is peculiar to this Period. It underwent some changes, as already

N
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No. Weight ^ff" and Size

59-0

58-4

53-0

462-0

4000

308'0

205-0

175-0

112-0

M -7

M -7

M -75

M 1-3

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-0

M -95

M -9

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Beverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I; above, C IVNP

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 2.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; Similar; before prow, S

behind, S

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, J

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Quadrans"

Similar; before prow,

(Blacas Coll.)

noted (see above, p. 88). From this time no important alteration takes place in the shape of

the visor of the helmet, which remains of the form above described. Any variations will be
noticed when they occur.

There are hybrids consisting of the reverse of the denarius of C. Junius and the obverses
of those of Q. Marcius Libo and L. Sempronius Pitio (pp. 94, 95).

1 In a few instances in this Period the moneyer's name differs slightly on the bronze coins
from that on the silver, and sometimes a, symbol is added. In the case of C. Junius the
patronymic is omitted.

2 Other denominations are the sextans and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 103, noa. 6, 7;
Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit, 1896, p. 163). The unique specimen of the uncia was in the Borghesi
and Bignami Collections,



Ki TI7 ij Metal
No. We^gU

^^^ ^ .^^

CIEC. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603

Obverse Reverse

91

670

671

672

673

674

675

676

677

59-5

58-0

55'5

47-5

58-3

3900

3460

3050

M -8

M
M
M
M

•75

7

•75

•75

M 1-25

M 1-25

M 1^25

S.AFRA

(SPUEIUS APEANIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops;

behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping; she

holds whip with close

thong in r. hand and
reins in 1.

;- below horses,

SAFRA

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; RoMA
[PI. xxi. 3.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, dolphin' downwards

;

above, SAFR.A
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 4.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' Possibly a son of C. Afranius Stellio, who was praetor B.C. 185 and a triumvii- in Btruria
two years later. Little is known of the Afrania gens before the 1st cent. e.g. It was of
plebeian origin. This is the only member of this gens of whom coins are known.

^ This is a new type. The figure of Victory takes the place of that of Diana, which, how-
ever, recurs in one instance during this Period (see no. 848). The type of Victory may have
been copied from copper coins of Bruttii {Cat. Gr. Coins, Brit. Mus., Italy, p. 323) or from
gold coins of Syracuse (ib. Sicily, p. 200). On all the coins there is no stop between the
moneyer's praenomen and nomen.

•" The addition of the symbol to the moneyer's name on the bronze coins occurs in other
mstanoes during this Period. The dolphin may refer to some connection of the Afrania gens
with the naval history of Rome (see also earlier coins with this symbol, pp. 41, .51). The omission
of the mark of value, its place being taken by the .symbol, is another innovation. Babelon
(vol. i., p. 137, no. 6) figures the sextans without the symbol, but with the marks of value
before the prow. Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 20) has some interesting remarks on the
occurrence of the dolphin on the reverse of these bronze coins, and its supposed non-occurrence
on others; and he adds that, amongst the numerous specimens which he had seen of this
issue, he had never met with one without the symbol.
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AT„ Ti/ • Li Metal
Wo. Wevjht , „' ana Sint

678 86'0

(broken)

679

680

681

682

683

684

58'3

M -9

M -75

52-0

60-5

58-5

46'0

58-5

M -8

M -8

^ -75

.(R -75

.51 -75

COINAGE OP BOMB

Obverse Reverse

Quadpans'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 5 rev.]

M , ATIH SARA/

(MAECUS ATILIUS SAEANUS)^

Denamus

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

under chin, X ; behind
head, SAKA^, reading

downwards.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

M. ATIH
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar; RoMA
[PI. xxi. 6.]

Similar; R.OMA, and money-
er's name, M • ATI LI

[PI. xxi. 7.]

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

Similar ; R.OMA, and money-
er's name, M- ATIU

(Blacas Coll.)

' Other denominations are the semis, triens, sextans, and nncia (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 136, 137,

nos. 3, 4, 6 ; and ii., p. 592).

' M. Atilius Saranns or Serranus was praetor in Further Spain in B.C. 152. Another
member of the Atilia gens and of the same name was appointed triumvir in B.C. 190, to arrange
the foundation of the new colonies of Placentia and Cremona, and was subsequently praetor in

B.C. 174 It is the former of these who may have struck these coins. See other coins with
SAR (p. 99).

In this issue several innovations and changes are met with, especially in the case of the
denarius. In the first place, we have the moneyer's praenomen, nomen , and cognomen ; the

second being varied in the form of the letters and in the spelling, as M. ATIH, M, ATI LI,

M. ATI k, and M. ATI L. The cognomen, which reads downwards or upwards, is placed on the

obverse, whilst the praenomen and tiomen remain as usual on the reverse. To make room for

the first behind the head of Koma the mark of value is transferred to the space under her
chin. On tlio bronze coins the cognomen is omitted. In all these particulars this issue and
those of *^t. Marcius Libo and L. Sempronius Pitio, which follow, are so similar that not only

must they all be of the same period, but it seems also more than probable that these three

formed a triumvirate of tlie mint. The letters A and A and k and L are used indiscriminately,

and the earlier forms sometimes occur together on the same coin.

The obverse of these denarii was used for hybrids, with the reverse of those of C. Terentius

Lucanus (p. 103) ; and the reverse with the obverses of the denarii of Q. Marcius Libo (p. 94)

and L. Sempronius Pitio (p. 95). Bahrfeldt (Nvm. Zeit., 1896, p. 52) figures another hybrid

with the obverse, head of Roma and mark of value only.
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No. Weight ^^f^^' ana Sisse

685 55-0 M -75 Similar

Obverse Reverse

686

687

688

63-5

58'5

61-0

689 60'8

690

691

M -75 ' Similar.

Similar.M
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Ar„ 11/ • li Metal
JSo. Weight , „.

•' and Sizt

699

700

701

702

703

704

705

157-0 M -9

57-5

56-8

387-0

367-0

341-0

337-0

M -8

M -8

M 1-25

JE 1-25

M 1-25

M 1-2

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse

Triens'

Beverae

Head of Minerva r., -wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, J ;

above, M- ATI LI :

a . AARC. LIBO

(QUINTUS MAECIUS LIBO)-

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

under chin, X ; behind
head, LIBO

Similar.

RoMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses.

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 12.]

(Nott)

As-

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.
;

above, Q. AA R.C ; before,

LIBO
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; RoMA
[PI. xxi. 13.]

Similar.

Similar ; KoMA ; above

prow, Q. . MR.C ; before, I

' Other denominations are the quadraus, sextans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 230, 231,

nos. 13-15). It is probable that the variations, M. ATI LI and M. ATI I', existed in each
denomination, though all are not at present known ; but M . AT I H appears to have been
limited to the as. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit. , 1896, p. 52) mentions an as in the Bignami Collection

reading M. ATIL.
It is to about this time that, if genuine, the denarii of the Horatia gens, with head of Eoma

and COCLES on the obverse, and the usual type of the Dioscuri on the reverse, should be
assigned (Babelon, vol. i., p. 545). There are in the British Museum three specimens of this

denarius from the Blacas and de Salis Collections, each varying slightly both in the obverse
and reverse type ; but none can be pronounced to be genuine. This was also the opinion of

Count de Salis. The example of the supposed restoration by Trajan (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 577,

no. 23) in the British Museum is also a forgery.

- An unknown member of the Marcia gens, except for his coins. The cognomen Libo was
also used by members of the Annia, Julia, Livia, Statilia, Vibia, and more especially the

Scribonia gentes.

'* The bronze coins of this moueyer differ from those of M. Atilius Saranus in bearing

generally the cognomen, which, like the dolphin on the previous issue, occupies the space on the

reverse usually allotted to the marks of value. Bahrfeldt thinks that the as (nd. 705) without

the moneyer's cognomen belongs to a separate series, of which this denomination only appears

to be known.



No. )\'eujht

1690

146-0

1360

101-0

800

61-6

59-5

57-3

55-0

53-3

Metal
and Size

CIEO. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603

Obverse Reverse

95

M 1-05

M -95

M -95

m -85

M -75

M -8

M -8

M -75

M -8

^ -8

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar ; RoMA ; above
prow, Q • MKC ; before,

LIBO

Similar.

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar.

[PI. xxi. 14.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Quadrans^

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Similar.

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

U . SEAA* . riTIO

(LUCIUS SBMPEONIUS PITIO)^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

under chin, X ; behind

head, PITJO

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

[PI. xxii. 1.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

1 Other denominations are the sextans and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 183, 184, nos. 6, '7).

Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., ]897, p- 13) figures a variety of the as from the Bignami Collection

having LIBO only above the prow and the mark of value I before. This coin should be
compared with no. 705, which gives the praenoinen and the nomen^ and not the cognomen. The
similarity between the coins of Q. Marcius Libo, M. Atilius Saranus, and L. Sempronius Pitio

has already been noticed (see p. 92)

.

Hybrids are formed of the obverse of the denarii of Q. Marcius Libo with the reverses of

those of C. Junius C. F. (p. 89), of M. Atilius Saranus (p. 92), of C. Terentius Lucanus
(p. 103), of M. Baebius Tampilus (Babelon, vol. i., p. 254, no. 12), of L. Appuleius Saturninus
(Babelon, vol. i,, p. 208, no. 1), and of M. Plaetorius Cestianus. The reverse also forms a
hybrid with the obverses of the denarii of C. Terentius Lucanus and of L. Sempronius
Pitio (see below, no. 723).

^ Also an otherwise unknown moneyer, but probably a colleague of M. Atilius Saranus and

Q. Marcius Libo (see above, p. 92).
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No. Weight

57-8716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

57-3

519-0

348-0

165-0

92-0

70-0

(brolcen)

59-4

Metal
and Size



No. Weight
Metal

and Size

CIEC. B.C. 172—151; A.U.C. 582—603

Obverise

97

724

725

59'0

59-0

M -8

M -8

485-0

Reverse

V . ITI

(LUCIUS ITIUS or ITILIUS) i

Denarius

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

U. ITI

[PI. xxii. 6.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

V .MMIH
(LUCIUS MAMILIUS)2

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the earring

is of three drops ; be-

hind, X

Similar.

m 1-2

As

Head of Janus, laureate

above, I

RoMA before Prow r.,

above, I, and figure of

Ulysses ^ standing r,, and
leaning on his staff;

below, U-MMIH

[Cf. Babelon, vol. ii., p. 170, no. l.J

' Very little is known of the Itia gens. It is occasionally mentioned in inscriptions, and
Itius Rufus was a legate of Augustus. Babelon (vol. i., p. 554) prefers to connect this moneyer
with the Itilia or Icilia gens, well known in the early period of Roman history. The same
writer draws attention to the similarity of these denarii to those of C. Junius C. F. (p. 89) and
C. Scribonius Curio (p. 98). This moneyer only struck in silver.

^ An unknown member of the Mamilia gens, who, from the style, type, and weight of his
coins, of which only bronze are known, must have held the post of moneyer about B.C. 170. The
occurrence of the symbol (or figure) on the reverse, as well as the moneyer's name and the form
V for L would place these coins about the same period as those of Spuriiis Afranius (p. 91)
and Marcus Atilius Saranus (p. 92). They also show some variations of type, viz., on the as
and semis the marks of value are above the prow and the legend ROMA in front, but on the
triens, quadrans, and sextans the positions are reversed. The uncia is not known of this issue.

Cohen (Won. rep. rom., pp. 196, 197, pi. Iviii.) gives this moneyer's name as C , /\AMIH,
but this is an error (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 10).

^ The Mamilia gens, which was plebeian and came from Tusculum, claimed descent from
Mamilia, the daughter of Telegonus, the reputed son of Ulysses and Circe, and the founder of
Tusculum. On later denarii of this gens the figure of Ulysses forms the main type of the
reverse (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 173).

O
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No. WeigU ^^f^^" ana Sine

726 108-0 M -75

COINAGE OF EOMB

Reverse

Sextans

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus; above, ••

Similar ; above prow,
R.OMA, divided by figure

of Ulysses ; before, I ;

below [U-MMIUI]
[PI. xxii. 7 rev.]

727

728

729

730

731

732

733

54-7

54'2

59-3

60-2

59-5

61-7

M -7

351-0

M -7

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M 1-25

SERIES 11/

C.SCR

(CAIUS SCEIB0NIUS)3

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; earring of single

drop.

Similar.

Similar.

Roma (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

CSCR.

Similar.

[PI. xxii. 8.]

Similar; R.OMA

Similar; RoMA
(Nott)

Similar.

Similar; RoMA
(Craoherode Coll.)

As

Head of Janus,

above, I

laureate

;

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, C SCK
(Blacas Coll.)

' The denarii of this series are similar in fabric to those of Series I., but the earring worn
by Roma consists either of three drops or a single drop, most of the moneyers using both
forms, and the last letter in " Eoma " in each case is either A or A. Also the tablet on the

reverse, on which the name of " Eoma " is inscribed, is without the lower line (see above, p. 88).

- This moneyer was probably a son of Caius Scribonius Curio, who was oadile B.C. 196,

praetor B.C. 193, and curio maximus B.C. 174. The office of curio maximus was a priestly

dignity inferior to that of pontifex ruaximus, and Caius Scribonius was the first member of his

gens to receive it, and, in consequence, he assumed the cognomen Ourio. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 424)

thinks that C. Scribonius Curio was a colleague at the mint of h. Itius and C. Junius C. F.



No. Weight

734

Metal
and Size

735

736

737

738

739

740

3100

307-0

284-0

236-0

123-0

77-0

44-0

741 57-5

CIEC. B.C. 172—151:

Obverse

M 1-3

M 1-3

M 1-15

M 1-1

M -85

jE -75

M -8

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Jupiter r,

behind, S

Similar.

A.U.C. 582—603

Similar.

99

Reverse

Similar.

[PI. xxii. 9.]

Semis

,
laureate

;

Similar ; before pro-vv, S

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar.

Similar ; before pro-vv,

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxii. 10.]

Sextans 1

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus; above, ••

Similar ; before prow,

SAR OE SAR.

(ATILIUS SAEANUS) =

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

R.OMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping ; she

holds whip with long

loose thong 3 in r. hand
and reins in 1. ; below
horses, SAR.

[PI. xxii. 11.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

^ Other denominations are tlie quadrans and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 425, 426, nos. .5, 7).

Balirfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 70) figures from the Biguami Collection a variety of the
quadrans with the prow to 1.

^ This is another member of the Atiliagens, whom it seems impossible to identify, a.s he
cannot well be the moneyer who strikes coins a few years earlier, and who gives also his prae-
nomen and nomeii (p. 92). The fabric and style of these dctiarii scorn to be of a slightly later

date than those of M. Atilius Saranus. The many points of resemblance between the denarii of

this moneyer and those following of Pinarius Nata and C. Jnventius Talna (pp. 101, 102) are
so striking that it is probable that these moneyers formed a mint-triumvirate. Their denarii
all have the same reverse tyjje and the same indiscriminate use of A and A occurs in the
name of "Roma." The forms A and A in the moneyer's name are also met with in the case of

the denarii of C. Juventius Talna.
Babelon (vol. i,, p. 226) thinks that this moneyer and C'. .Tuventius Talna and C. Maianius

were colleagues, but Count de Sails lias classed the coins ol' the last to Italy, assigning them,
however, to about the same date.

' The thong of the whip is sometimes loose and sometimes brought back nearly to the
hand of Victory. These variations occur on the following issues.
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No. Weight

57-5

60-6

51-5

54-7

58-8

53-0

3690

387-0

339-0

221-0

214-0

229-0

120-0

86-0

Metal
and Sizi

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiverse Tievers

^R



CIEC. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603 101

No. Weight
Metal

and Size
Ohverse Reverse

71-5

60-0

61-8

57-5

55-1

630

58-4:

393-0

346-0

312-0

162-0

M -75

M -7

M -75

M -75

M. -75

M -7

JR -65

M 1-3

M 1-25

M 1-25

JE 1-05

NAT

(NATA) 1

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 660 ; the

earring is of three drops
;

behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; earring of single

drop.

Similar.

RoMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping, &c.,

similar to no. 741 ; be-

low horses, NAT

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 1.]

(Nott)

Similar; R.OMA

Similar; RoMA

Similar.

Similar; RoMA
[PI. xxiii. 2.]

Similar.

As

Head of Janus, laureate

:

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, NAT
[PI. xxiii. 3.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; 1 Similar ; before prow, S

behind, S
|

in the Jarry Catalogue of 1879. In any case, if genuine, the coin would be of local issue, and
not of the Roman series. In the name of "Roma" the forms A and A, and even A, occur;
but on the bronze coins the legend SAR (not SAR) appears to be limited to the as and
semis (Bahrfeldt, o^j. cit, pp. 50, 51). Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 23, pi. i. 17) mentions a
rariety of the denarius, now in the Capitol Collection at Rome, with the moneyer's name in
monogram, S/X..

' Nata or Natta ^>as a cognomen of the Piuaria gens. L. Pinarius Natta was magister
equitim to the dictator L. Manlius Capitolinus, B.C. SB.-?, and praetor, B.C. 319. There is no
record of any member of this family of the period of these coins. Ho may have had as
colleagues at the mint Atilius Saranus and C. Juventius Talna, the preceding and following
moneyera (see pp. 99, 102). The position of the thong of the whip held by Victory \ aries, as
ou coins of M. Atilius Saranus. For other coins with NATT^, see below p. 112.
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No. WeigU

767

768

1600

650

769 61-2

770

771

772

773

63-0

57-8

55-3

61-5

Metal
and Size

M -85

.E -8

M -lb

M -7

M, -7

M -75

JR -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiverse Reverse

Triens

Head of Minerva r. , wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, \

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J

Quadpans'

Similar ; R.OMA ; before

prow, :

(Blacas Coll.)

C . AL OE C . TvL

(CAIUS TALNA)^

Denarius^

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to No. 660; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar ; earring of single

drop.

Similar; earring of three

drops.

Similar.

Similar; earring of single

drop.

R.OMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r.,* horses galloping, &c.,

similar to no. 741 ; below
horses, CW (C. TALN)

[PI. xxiii. 4.]

Similar ; whip with double
thong.

[PI. xxiii. 5.]

Similar ; whip with single

thong and moneyer's
name, C-AZ.; edge ser-

rated.^

[PI. xxiii. 6.]

Similar; R.OMA; edgeplain.

Similar.

' Other denominations appear to be the aextans and uncia (Babelon, toI. ii., p. 305,

nos. 7, 8).

- C. JuTentius Talna (or Thalna), to whom the praenoinen Manius is sometimes -nTougly

1,'iveu, and to whom these coins have been ascribed, was tribune of the plebs B.C. 170, praetor

B.C. 167, and consul with Ti. Sempronius Gracchus B.C. 163, in which year he died. If Count de

Salis's chronology of the coinage is correct, these coins must be given to another member of

the Juventia gens, who may have been a triumvir monetalis -nnth Atilius Saranus and Pinarius

Xata. Another member of this family, whose coins are attributed to a local mint (see Italy,

B.C. 196—173), used the two forms 7v and A< for his monogram, the form of the letter L being

1/ in that case.

^ Xo bronze coins are known of this moneyer.
* The thong of the whip varies, as on coins of the two previous moneyers.

= The occurrence of this isolated instance of a serrated edge is inexplicable. Tlie earliest .

example in the Roman coinage of this treatment of the edge is met with on denarii classed

to Jfaly, and having the symbol u, wheel (see Italy, B.t. 216—197) ; but it does not appear

to have been adopted at the Roman mint till about B.C. 92, and then only occasionally (see

p. 159). Bahi-feldt (A'uiw. Zeit., 1896, p. 170) mentions four examples of the denarius of

C. Talna with the serrated eilge.



No. Weight

774 61-3

775

776

777

778

779

780

781

782

783

784

653

62-3

60'3

55'8

54-7

54-5

54'0

427-0

802-0

301-0

Metal

and Size

M -75

CIRC. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603

Obverse Reverse

103

M -8

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -8

M 1-35

M 1-3

M 1-25

Similar. Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 7.]

(Blacas Coll.)

C . "ER . LVC

(OAIUS TBEENTIDS LUCANUS)

'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the earring

is of single drop ; behind,

X, and Victory holding

wreath.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback

charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

C . "ER. . LVC
(Oracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 8.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Oracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Pembroke Coll.)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

[ROMA] below Prow r.; be-

fore, I ; above, C-TR-LVC,
and Victory, flying r.,

with wreath.
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 9.]

' This moneyer appears to be otherwise unknown to history. The Victory refers no doubt
to some important event connected with an ancestor of the moneyer. This symbol occurs at an
earlier date on bronze coins of the sextantal standard attributed to Italy (b.c. 268—217),
and also on earlier bronze coins struck at Home, but in the latter case it is accompanied by
another symbol or the moneycr's monogram (see above, pp. 59, 65). Bahrteldt (Num. Zeit.,

1897, p. 81) mentions two specimens of the denarius at Vienna without the Victory, and
apparently treats them as hybrids. Babelou (vol, ii., p. 483) places the date of this issub circ.

B.C. 214 ; but the forms of the letters A and L and the general fabric and style favour a
considerably later date. It may be noticed that only the earring of a single drop is found on
these denarii.

Hybrids exist of the obverse of this denarius and the reverse of that of L. Sempronius
Pitio (p. 95) ; and of the reverse with the n))\-('i'se of denarii of M. Atilius Saranus (p. 92) ;

and of Q. Marcius Libo (p. 94).
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No. Weight ^f'?^
° ana. Size

785

786

787

788

789

790

791

203-0

173-0

80-0

449-0

870-0

339-0

M 1-05

M 1-1

M -75

M 1-3

2E 1-3

2E 1-3

90-0

COINAGE OF EOME

Obve^'se

Semis

Reverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ; Similar ; before prow, S
behind, S

Similar.

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-
hind, J

Similar.

Quadrans'

Similar ; before prow, I

r . BLAS

(PUBLIUS BLASIO)'

As

Head of Janus, laureate :

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

M -85 Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, P • BLAS

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name
C BLAS (tooled)

3

[PI. xxiii. 10.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Triens

Similar ; before prow, I

[PI. xxiii. 11.]

' Other denominations are the triens and sextans (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 484, no. 13;
Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1S97, p. 81). The sextans which Bahrfeldt figures from the Bignami
Collection is apparently unique. It -weighs 103 grs., and was found in Rome.

" Livy (sliii. 7 ; xlv. 13) mentions a P. Cornelius Blasio, who was sent in B.C. 170 as

ambassador with two others to the Cai-ni, Istri, and lapydes, and two years later was
appointed one of the commissioners to settle the disputes between the Pisani and Lunenses.
Babelon (vol. i., p. 388) identifies the moneyer with that member of the Cornelia gens, and
further suggests that he was the son of Cn. Cornelius Blasio, who was praetor in Sicily

B.C. 194. This attribution, however, does not coincide with Count de Salis's classification,

under which the coins are assigned to a somewhat later date. The moneyer may therefore
have been a son of the ambassador of B.C. 170.

Only bronze coins are known of this and the following moneyers to no. 827. Their
variation in weight and the absence of silver coins do not admit of their being arranged in any
precise chronological sequence. The forms of the letters A and L show that they belong to

about the middle of the 2nd cent. B.C.

' The inscription on this coin has evidently been altered by tooling, the initial P having
thus been changed into C. Babelon (vol. i., p. 390) and Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 41),
both of whom had examined this coin, which came from the Blacas Collection, are of this

opinion, but the Due de Blacas (Mominsen, Hist. vmn. rom., t. ii., p. 280) does not appear to

have entertained any suspicion of the alteration, for he describes it as " being in superb
condition and thus leaving no doubt of the existence of the moneyer C. Bias." An illustration

is given of the coin, the surface of which clearly shows traces of tooling.



„ ,,,.,, Metal
^"^ ""^''* and Size

CIRC. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603

Olverse Reverse

105

792 65-0

793

794

795

390'0

382'0

271-0

796

797

798

799

292-0

275-0

188-0

M -8

M 1-3

M 1-8

M 1-25

157-0 yE 1-3

Sextans^

iB 1-25

M 1-35

M 1-05

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; above, • •

Similar ; before prow, t

(ATILIUS or TATIUS)!

As 3

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

KoMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above, A (AT
or TA)

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 12.]

TV?D
(TUEDUS)*

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, TV?D

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 13 rev.]

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;
|

Similar ; before prow, S

behind, S
|

' Other denominations of this issue are the semis and quadrans (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 389,

3S0, nos. 7, 9).

^ This is an uncertain moneyer, as the monogram may be read as AT or TA. The former
is tlie more probable, as D'Ailly (Mon. mm., pi. Ixxxxix. 8) figures a quadrans reading A I, which
seems to belong to this issue. A similar variation in the moneyer's name may be seen on the
denarii -with the monogram /V^ (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 208, 209, nos. 1, 2). On the other hands
the monogram A occurs in connection with the head of Tatiiis on the denarius of T. Yettir,
Sabinus (Babelon, vol. ii., p. .'532, no. 2).

* Otli(.T denominations are the semis, triens, and quadrans (D'Ailly, Mon. nnu, pi. Ixxxxix
1-7). On some of these D'Ailly transcribes the letter A in " Huiiia " as A.

' The Tnrdi were a branch of the Papiria gens. Livy (xli. 6) mentions a C. Papirius Tardus,
who was tribune of the plebs B.C. 178. The moneyer may have been his son.

P
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Xn. Weirjht ^i'*^^
•' and hize

COINAGE OP HOME

Obverse Reverse

Triens

800 130-0 2E -9
i

Head of Minerva r., wear-
I

Similar; before prow, J

ing crested Corinthian
i

I

;
helmet; above, ••••

|

(Blaeas Coll.)

801 114-0 i ^ -9
: Similar.

802 103-0
;

iB -9
;
Similar.

(hrolien)

803
j

65-0
j

^ -8
j

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Similar.

[PI. xxiii. 14.]

Similar.

Quad pans ^

Similar ; before prow, I

804

805

806

462-0 ' 2E 1-25

439-0

392-0

807 !
95-0

CINA

(LUCIUS COENELIUS CINA?)

2

As

Head of Janus, laureate ;
j

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

above, I fore, I ; above, CINA^
[PI. xxiii. 15.]

M 1-25
I

Similar.
i

!

M 1-25 Similar.

M -85
1
Head of young Hercules r.,

'' wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Similar.

,
Similar.

Quadrans*

Similar ; before prow.

' Another denomination is the sextans (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 2S7, no. o).

- Lucius Cornelius L. F. Cina or Ciuna -svas consul B.C. 127, and the father of the famous

Cornelius Cinna, the ally of Marius and Sertorius. He may have been the moneyer of these

coins.

3 A variety reads CINA (Babelon, vol. i., p. .391, no. 11), thus resembling the coins with

SAR or SAR (see p. 99), and C. SZ. or C • Ai (see p. 102). Bahrfeldt (.Yiuii. Zeit., 1896, p. 94)

doubts this form of CI N A. Count de Salis appears to have known of a specimen.

'' Other denominations nre the semis, triens, and sextans (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 391, 392,

nos. 12, 1.3, 16). That author fif;uros also a quadrans Tiitli reverse type a rudder and the

legend CINA ROMA, but Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 94) shows that this piece is wrongly

described, and that it is in fact a c|uailraus of the moneyer JI. Cipius M.F., the legend CiNA
being wrongly read for M CI PI M F.



No. 11 eiglit , „' and Size

CIEC. B.C. 172—151 ; A.U.C. 582—603

Oiverse lUverse

107

809

368-0

353-0

^A/?ENA

(MUEBNA) 1

As 2

810 492-0

811

812

M 1-3

M 1-3 Similar

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

M 1-35

589-0

536-0

R.OMA belo-w Pro-w r. ; be-

fore, I ; above, N\REH/K

Similar,

[PI. xxiv. 1.]

(CAIUS S^NIUS?)3

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r.

:

before, I ; above, C . SA*

[PI. xxiv. 2 rev.]

(Blaoas Coll.)

A.CA.

(AULUS C^CILIUS?)

As

M 1-45

M 1-85

Head of Janus, laureate

:

above, I

Similar.

KoMA below Prow r.
;

before, I ; above, A- CA-

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

' Murena was the cognomen of a branch of the Licinia gens, which came originally from
Lanuvium. P. Licinius Murena attained the rank of praetor, and was a contemporary of the

orator L. Crassus. His father, who bore the same name, was also praetor, but in what yeai- it

is uncertain. These coins may have been struck by the elder member of the Licinia gens.

- Other denominations are the semis, triens, quadrans, sextans, and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii.,

pp. 127, 128, nos. 2-6).

^ The Saenia gens is little knmvn, and only one member appears to be mentioned in

Roman history, L. Saenius, a senator at the time of the Catilinarian conspiracy, B.C. 63, who
was consul suffectus, B.C. 30. The as is the only denomination known of this issue, and the
specimen in the British Museum from the Blacas Collection appears to be unique. Bahrfeldt
(Num. Zeit., 1800, p. 77) thought at one time that this must be an altered piece of the moneyer
C ,S^ (see above, ji. 84), but after examining the coin in the British Museum he was convinced
that it is genuine, and that there are no signs of the legend having been altered by tooling.

* An aedile of the plebs of tliis name in B.C. 189 is mentioned by Livy (xxxviii. 35). The
moneyer of these coins may have been his son. The attribution of these coins to a member
of the Caecilia rather than to one of the Caecina gens is preferable, as no member of the
latter is mentioned in Roman history before the middle of the 1st cent. B.C. Members of the
Caelia gens at this time give their nomen as Coilius.
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No. WeigM

527-0

477-0

446-0

322-0

208-0

182-0

172-0

132-0

89-0

822
I

456-0

Metal
and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohuerse Rn'erse

2E 1-35 i Similar.

I

M 1-4
! Similar.

^1-3

M 1-3

M 1-06

M 1-0

M 1-0

M -9

M -8

M 1-3

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxiv. 3 rev.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; before prow, S

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxiv. 4.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Head of Minerva r., -wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; above, ••••

Similar.

Triens

Similar ; before pro-w, 1

Quadrans'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Similar ; before prow.

a . MARI OE a . AAR

(QUINTUS MAEIUS)3

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R^oMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I; above, Q MAR.I
[PI. xxiv. 5.]

(Blacas Coll.)

1 The sextans also is known of this issue. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 60) questions the

accuracy of Ricoio's description (Catologo, p. 53, no. 15) of the uncia with head of a female on

the obverse and C • C^ (or A • C A. ?) within a ivreath on the reverse. In any case it would

not belong to this issue, but it would more probably be a local coin of Sicily.

" A moneyer unknown except for his coins. He was probably not an ancestor of the great

warrior, C. Marius, the rival of Sulla, who was born in B.C. 157, and whose parents were of

humble origin, and had never held any public office.
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Ohverse

109

Renerse

823 M3'0 M 1-25 Similar.

824

825

268-0

135-0

826

827

67-0

M 1-25

M -9

M -75

428-9 M 1-3

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
a.MR.1

[PI. xxiv. 7 rev.]

Quad pans

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, t

Similar ; before prow, ',

Sextans ^

Bust of Mercury r., -wear-

ing chlamys and -winged

petasus ; above, ••

Similar ; before pro-w,

[PI. xxi-sr. 6.]

(SPUEIUS FUEIUS)3

As*

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

KoMA below Prow r.

;

before, I ; above, S • ^ I

(S-FVRI)

' This is possibly the same moneyer as the one "who signs himself Q, MARI. If so, it

-would be another instance of a moneyer slightly altering the form of his signature. Bahrfeldt

(Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 65) is, however, of opinion that the two signatures belong to different

moneyers. ' In support of Bahrfeldt's view it may be remarked that the style of lettering is

different, and also that the coins with Q . A\R are lighter in weight. If separate issues they
are, however, of about the same time. The as appears to be the only denomination known
withQ • MR.

^ Other denominations are the semis, triens, and uncia (Babelon, vnl. ii., pp. 200, 201,
nos. 2, 3, 6).

•' The Furia gens was patrician and one of the most ancient at Rome. Prom the earliest

times its members filled the highest offices of the state. This moneyer may have been a son
of Lucius Purius Purpureo, who was consul B.C. 196, and whose father and grandfather both
bore the proeiiomen Spurius.

-* Babelon (vol. i., p. 524, no. 17) figures also a triens of this issue. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zt'if.

1896, p. 127), though admitting the genuineness of the as in the British Museum, of which he
had seen a cast, expresses doubt about the inscription, and thinks that it has been altered by
the graving tool from P-SVLA to S'^l. Though the coin has suffered from oxidation,
there are, however, no signs of tooling on the reverse, and the monogram does not appear to
have been in any way changed.

The as and triens, with the moneyer's name, L • FV^I, which Babelon (vol. i., p. 523, nos. 1-1,

15) figures from Ricoio {Mon. fain, rovi., pi. xxi., nos. 6, 7), have been doubted, and are also
suspected of bearing altered legends, perhaps from coins with S/i. These suspicions, however,
may also be groundless. These coins are of about the same date as those of H. Purius, and if

the legends have not been altered they may liaAC been struck by L. Purius Philus, who was
consul B.C. 1.36, and who is described by Cicero in his dialogue, De Republica, as a man
" moderatissiraus et continentissimus,"
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SERIES III.

\r TT' n Metal
No. TT eignt , „

' and bize

828 59-0 M -75

829

830

58'3

116-0

831

832

833

368-0

308-0

181-0

M -75

M 1-2

M 1-25

M 1-2

M 1-0

Obverse Reverse

n .SV.A

(PUBLIUS SULLA) 2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., -wearing

winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in

biga r., horses galloping,

&c., similar to no. 741; the

thong of the whip which
she holds encircles the

handle ;
^ below horses,

P.SVA
[PI. xxiv. 8.]

Similar.

As

Head of Jamis, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA below Prow r., the

stem post (acroterium)

of which is ornamented
with a female head to

r. ; before, I ; above,

P . SVJ'A

Similar.

Similar.

Semis*

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

Similar ; before prow, S

[PI. xxiv. 9 rev.]

^ The chief charaoteristios of the coins of this series, consisting mainly in the fabric of the

denarius, the shape of the earring worn by fioma, and the forms of the letters A and L have

been mentioned above (see p. 88).

2 This moneyer is uncertain, as he cannot be Publius Cornelius Sulla, the grandfather of

the dictator Sulla, who was praetor B.C. 186. He may, however, have been a son of the

praetor, of whom there is no historical record.

•* The thong of the whip held by "\'ictory on these and the other denarii of this series is

never loose, but encircles the handle.

* Other denominations are the triens and quadrans (Babclon, vol. i., pi. 388, nos. 4, 5).

Bahrfeldt (Kum. Zeit., 1896, p. 93) thinks that the female head on the stem post of the prow

is that of one of the sibyls, and is therefore a reference to the name of Sulla, which Macrobius

(Saturn, i. 17) tells us was derived from Sibylla, and which he says was given to P. Cornelius

Rufinus, the great-grandfather of the dictator, because he was the first to introduce the celebra-

tion of the Ludi Apollinares, in accordance with the commands of the Sibylline books ; Sibylla

being shortened into Sulla. It seems, however, much more probable that it is the head of

Venus, whose cult was specially honoured by the Cornelia gens (see coins of Sulla, Babelon,

vol. i., p. 406).

The denarii of P. Sulla and the following of L. Saufeius and Pinarius Natta bear ao strong
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Kn. Weight

834 62-7

835

836

837

838

59'3

3200

237-0

338-0

889 261-0

840

841

842

iletnl

and Sii'C
Olverse Reverse

210-0

97-0

(worn)

123-0

M -75

M -7

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-2

M 1-05

M 1-0

M -9

IE -85

k.SANF

(LUCIUS SAUFEIUS)!

Denarius

Head o£ Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 660; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar ; middle drop of ear-

ring long, the side ones

represented each by a

pellet.

KoMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping, &c.,

similar to no 828 ; be-

low horses, k • SA\^

[PI. xxiv. 10.]

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xxiv. 11.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, 1 ; above, k • SAV
and orescent.

Similar.

Similar; L-SASF
[PI. xxiv. 12.]

(Blaoas Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; before prow, S
;

moneyer's name, k-SAV
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; L • SAV
Similar.

Trlens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian

helmet; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, J ;

moneyer's name, V SAV
(Blacas Coll.)

a resemblance even in minor details to one another that it is probable that these moncyers
formed a, mint-triumvirate. Babclon (vol. i., ]i. 386) would associate Spurius Afranius with
these three moncyers, who would thug form a quatuorviratc of the mint, but for reasons given

above (see p. 88) the coins of Afranius arc here classed to a somewhat earlier date, nor is

it at all probable that at this tinio wc should meet with a quatuorviratc of the miiit.

^ The Saufeia gens, which appears to have come from Pracncste, is not mentioned in

Roman history before the beginning- of the 1st cent, b.c;., when C. Saufeius was quaestor,

B.C. 100. From that time the name of the family frequently occurs. L. Saufeius held the

office of moneyer in conjunction probably with P. Sulla and Pinarius Xattii (see pp. 110, 112).
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No. Weight

843

844

102'0

Metal
and Size

JE -85

65-0

845

846

847

56-0

55-8

54-0

M -7

,11 -7

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse

Head of young Hercules r.

wearing lion's skin; be
hind, ;

Reverse

Quadransi

Similar; before prow, I ;

moneyer's name, L • SAV

NATA
(NATTA) 2

Denarius^

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar.

/R -7
,
Similar.

/R -7 [Similar; middle drop of ear-

ring long, the side ones re-

I
presented each by a pellet.

R.OMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

horses galloping,

similar to no. 828
;

low horses, NATS
[PI. xxiv. 13.]

(de Salis Coll.)

&c.

be-

Similar.

Similar.

(Craeherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxiv. 14.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' Another denomination is the sextans (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 69). This moneyer
nses indiscriminately the letters 1/ and L, hut A only and not A. Bahrfeldt {loc. cit.) says

that L never occurs on these coins, but those in the British Museum show that this is not the

case. The same writer (Num. Ztit., 1900, p. 7S) describes and figures a semis, thi-ee specimens

of which he has met with, with the moneyer's name L SAF, which is without the crescent, but

which he would attribute to a later date, as it is of a different standard. These coins probably

belong to the semuncial series and would therefore not have been struck before B.C. 89.

- This moneyer is otherwise unknown. It is, however, not improbable that he is the same
person who held a similar office a few years earlier, and who placed the signature NAT on his coins

(see p. 101). The similarity of the coins of the above issue and those of P. Sulla and L. Saufeius

has been noticed (see above, p. 110). The necessity for separating the denarii reading NAT
from those reading NATS, and for attributing them to different issues, is apparent on a close

examination of the two series. Those with NAT have the older form of A in the name ROMA,
and in this respect and also in style and fabric they resemble very closely similar coins of

Atilius Saranus (p. 99) and C. Juventius Talna (p. 102). On the other hand, on the coins

reading NATS the form A only is used in ROMA, and in fabric they are precisely similar to

those of P. Sulla and L. Sairfeius. The shape of the earring becomes irregular, and these

irregularities are seen on coins of L. Saufeius and on those of Plavns which follow. The two
issues were, however, only separated by a few years, which favours the suggestion that they are

of the same moneyer. Zobel (Annale dell' Inst, di C^m-. Arch., 1863, p. 32) held also this

opinion, and in drawing attention to the somewhat later fabric of the NATA denarii, mentions

their similarity to the coins of Flavus and P. Sulla. Mommsen (loc. cit.), though acquiescing

in Zobel's classification, adds " certainly it is very strange to find the double consonant

on a denarius, which cannot be brought down later than the end of the 6th cent, (A.u.c.) :

it is, however, not impossible, for similar duplications are met with on some epitaphs

of the Scipios of that time (C.I.L., vol. i., nos. 33, 34, 35), and on the monuments of

L. Jlummius, who was consul A.a.f. 609 (cf. Ititsehl, r(« titulo Minnm., p. iv. ; and de titulo

Aletr., p. V.)." Babelon (vol. ii., jip. 303-305) classes the two series together. There is a hybrid

with the reverse type of the denarius of Xatta and the obverse of that of L. Maulius, the

proquaestor of Sulla (see Babelon, vol. ii., p. ITS, no. 7).

^ \o bronze coins are known of this issue.
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No.
TTT . T . Metal
Weight , r,

.

^ and bize
Obverse Reverse

848 56-8

849

FL-AVS
(FLAVUS)i

Denarius

M -7

66-8

850 1
62-0

M -7

M -7

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops

;

behind, X

Similar ; middle drop of ear-

ring long, the side ones re-

presented each by a pellet.

2

R.OMA (on tablet). Diana,'

her head surmounted by
crescent, and naked to

the hips, in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds

whip with thong encircled

around the handle in r.

hand and reins in 1.

;

low horses, FkAVS
[PI. xxiv. 15.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

be-

(LUCIUS CUPIENNIUS ?)
*

Denarius ^

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 660 ; the ear-

ring is of three drops
;

under chin, X ; behind
head, cornucopiae.

l?.oMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 660 ; below horses,

[PI. xxiv. 16.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

' Flayus was a cognomen of the Decimia gens. Caius Decimius Flavus was a military tribune
B.C. 209, and praetor urbanus B.C. 184. The moneyer may have been his son. He struck no
bronze coins.

' This is a, revival of a former type, but Diana is represented in precisely the same way as
Victory on contemporary pieces, i.e., naked to the hips, and holding a whip.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 107) figures a denarius in the Lisbon Collection of Flavua
with the reverse type of "Victory in a biga instead of Diana. On that coin Homa wears an
earring with triple drop. Though unusual, it is quite possible that this moneyer used two
types, which were general at this time. A similar variation is met with on the coins of
A. Spurilius, who w^as a moneyer a few years later (see p. 127).

^ The earring shows the same variations as on the coins of L. Saufeius and Pinarins Natta.
* This moneyer is otherwise unknown, and his name is not certain, as the monogram might

also be read as " Cupitus," a L. Cooceius Cupitus being known to history. Borghesi (CEnvres
compl., t. i., p. 466 f) prefers to attribute the coins to a member of the Cupiennia (or Copiennia)
gens, and to see in the cornucopias (copia) a punning allusion to the name, though the
Lupiennii axe not mentioned by Roman authors before the middle of the 1st cent. B.C. This
is the only member of this gens of whom coins are known. They are of silver only. It seems
probable that this moneyer, with C. Antestius and M. Junius Silanus, formed a mint-triumvirate.
They all use the same type of reverse, and place a symbol behind the head of Roma,
transferring the mark of value to the front.

' Only denarii are known of this moneyer. It is possible that the earlier coins with the
symbol, a cornucopiae, may have been struck by a member of the same gens. The semis with
C . CV and the quadrans with P . C V>, described by Cohen (Mon. rep. rom., p. 118), have been
shown by Babelon (vol. i., p. 444) and Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, pp. 103-10.5) to be mis-read
coins of C. Curiatius Trigeminus or C. Curiatius f. Trigeminus (C • C\^ or C • CVi F). See
below, pp. 123, 134.
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Xo.

851 !

Weiglit

53-0

Metal
and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

JR -75 Similar. Similar ; moneyer's name,

i I

i u.c\n

!

I
!

'

(Nott)

852 I 59-5
j

^fl '75 Similar; earring of two, Similar; moneyer's name,
drops only.

I

853

I

854
I

59-0
! ^ -75 Similar.

550 /R, -75 Similar.

[PI. xxiv. 17.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

855 68-0

856
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No. )Veight

860
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,r TT -Li Metal
Ao. WngU „„^ size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Rtverse

868
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PERIOD V.

Circ. B.C. 150—125; a.u.c. 604—629

Denominations.—The denarius is still the only silver coin struck at Eome,

and in the bronze we meet with the same denominations as in the previous Period,

with the exception of the as, the issue of which appears to have ceased about

B.C. 150, and not to have been resumed for nearly sixty years, i.e. until ch-c.

B.C. 91. It is difficult to account for this almost sudden cessation of the issue

of this denomination, but it may have been due either to the large supply of

bronze money which had hitherto been kept up, or to a scarcity of the metal.

More probably the latter was the cause, since from this time the bronze money
is light in weight, considerably under the true uncial standard, and mostly

ill-struck and of inferior workmanship. The sextans and the uncia rarely

occur ; but of most of the moneyers who struck bronze coins as well as silver,

the semis, triens, and quadrans are known. There are no issues of bronze

coins only.

Types.—The head of Eoma turned to the right continues to be the only

obverse type, but in one instance it is turned to the left, and in another it is

encircled by a wreath. With the reverse types the case, however, is very

different. In the previous Period several changes were noted, but now the

change is constant in the case of nearly every moneyer. There is, however,

a certain amount of recurrence. The types of the Dioscuri, and of Diana,

or Victory in a biga, still survive, but as we proceed their place is taken by
others of considerable variety. Most of them are of a general character,

but already several may be noticed which record events more or less intimately

connected with the early history of the moneyers' families. After this time

these changes become more and more frequent, and the original type of the

Dioscuri is quite abandoned. No variation occurs in the types of the bronze
money.

With one exception the moneyers' names are found on all the issues. The
nomen or cognomen only is never met with. When two names are given they

are either the praenomen and nomen or the jpraenomen and cognomen, but more
often all three, the praeiwmen, nomen, and cognomen, occur, to which is

sometimes added the patronymic initial. The use of the cognomen and the

patronymic is much more general than in the previous Period. The exception

to this rule is the occurrence in one instance of the moneyer's symbol only

(see nos. 895-898). Similar exceptions may be noticed even in later times,

but they are exceedingly rare. At first the name of RoMA is, as hitherto,

placed within a tablet on the reverse, 'but as already mentioned (see p. 88),

the lower line is not indicated. Towards the end of the Period the tablet

ia omitted and the name is placed beneath an exergual line, thus dividing

it from the rest of the field of the coin. In one instance, on account of

the pictorial nature of the reverse type, it is transferred to the obverse, and
in another it is omitted altogether, to make room for the moneyer's cognomen.
These later changes are, however, the exception, but they show that already
the coin types were in a very transitional state, thus preparing us for still

greate modifications.
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In the inscriptions, A is the only form of that letter used, A and its variants

having quite disappeared; L becomes more frequent than U, and P is still

r or P. The mark of value X (=:ten asses), on the denarius, for a short time

is changed to XVI (= sixteen asses). It has been noticed (see above, p. 44)

that when in B.C. 217 the uncial standard was adopted for the bronze coinage,

the current value of the denarius was raised from ten to sixteen asses, but the

pay of the soldiers continued to be reckoned at ten asses to the denarius.

Although the current value of the denarius was thus raised, no alteration was

made in its mark of value, but about the time that the sign XVI is first met

with the bronze money had fallen very considerably under its legal weight, and

the issue of the as had ceased, and was not resumed for a long time. This

falling off in the weight of the bronze coinage may have occasioned the adoption

of this new mark of value, but the change was only temporary and occasional,

and appears to have been limited to six issues only. As a rule a moneyer

uses either the sign X or XVI, but in two instances during this Period the

same moneyer employs both (see pp. 121, 124, and 127). During the next

Period (circ. B.C. 124—103) a further change occurs, and another mark of value

for the denarius, X, is introduced, which has often been considered to be the

equivalent of XVI, but this interpretation is doubtful. In epigraphy, in order to

distinguish the letters which were employed as numerals from the ordinary

letters, a line was often placed above them, and thus five is expressed by

V, and ten by X. Instead, therefore, of surmounting the X with a stroke it

was placed horizontally across the centre, and it was in this way that ancient

writers identified the value of the denarius by the sign X. After B.C. 125 this

new sign becomes general, and that of XVI is no longer met with. It does not,

however, exclude entirely the old form X, for in B.C. 92 two moneyers use X,

and three, X (see p. 184 f.).

Classification.—Taking the denarius again as the basis of our classification,

the coins of this Period may be divided into three series, each one showing some

special characteristics.

Series I.—The denarii of this series correspond in many particulars to those

classed to the end of the previous Period. The head of Eoma is rather wide-

spread and in low relief, the letters of the legends are somewhat larger and more

straggling, the earring consists either of a mass of pellets in the form of a bunch

of grapes or of a single spiral-shaped drop. Most of the moneyers use both

forms. The form A is exclusively used throughout this and the next two

series in the name of " Eoma." The types of the Dioscuri and of Victory

in a biga, as in the previous Period, are at first alone represented, but others

immediately follow, some relating to events connected with the history of the

moneyers' families.

Series II.—It is a little difficult to determine the precise order of the issues

of this group. In the fabric of the denarius there is a slight improvement,

being similar in that respect to denarii of the middle of the last Period.

The head of Eoma is smaller and more realistic, the workmanship is good and

the letters of the legends are neat and small. The earring is either in the form of

a bunch of grapes, or spiral-shaped, or of two beaded drops or a single drop, the

last two forms being characteristic of the next series. The earlier pieces have the
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mark of value XVI for X, but this change is only a temporary one, and a return

is soon made to the original form X. The types are the same as in Series I.,

but there is a still further tendency to vary them.

Series III.—Several important changes or developments now occur. The

head of Eoma is more spread, the fabric is inferior, and there is a return to the

style of the denarii of the first Series. The letters of the legends are larger

and more upright, the earring is either spiral-shaped or consists of two beaded

drops or a single drop, the mark of value is again X, and the name of " Eoma "

is no longer on a tablet, but below an exergual line, which separates it from

the general type. This last is a peculiarity of the issues which follow. In the

types there are still further signs of development, that of the Dioscuri occurring

only once, whilst the others are evidently of a personal nature to the moneyers.

Some are difficult to explain and others impossible, as the records of the

families of the moneyers are so incomplete. In one instance the head of Eoma
is turned to the left instead of to the right (see nos. 935-940, pp. 133, 134)

;

in another, the name of "Eoma" occurs on the obverse instead of on the

reverse (see nos. 952-954, pp. 135, 136) ; and again, it changes its place with

that of the moneyer (see nos. 935-940, pp. 133, 134).

There are several groups of coins so similar in type that it is possible these

may be indications of mint-triumvirates, or at all events of successive issues.

SERIES I.'

Ho. )yeiglit
Metal

and Size

875

873

46-7

44-7

M -75

M -7

Ohverse Reverse

L.SEA/^

(LUCIUS SEMPE0NIUS)2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; ear-

ring of pellets in form
of bunch of grapes and
necklace ; hair arranged
in three symmetrical
locks ; behind, X

Similar.

FLOMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r. ; each holds
couched spear, and wears
chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star ; below horses,
LSEAA-

(Wilmer)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 9.]

' For particulars of this aeries see above (p. 118).

This moneyer is otherwise unknown. It is, however, possible that he may be the same
member of the Sempronia gens who held the office of moneyer a few years before (see p. 9.5),
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No. TTeiijht

877

878

879

880

881

59-3

61-0

62-2

55-3

60-7

Metal
and Size

M -75

M -8

JR. -75

M -7

/R

Obverse Beverse

P . PAETVS
(PDBLIUS PAETUS)i

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of pellets in form
of bunch of grapes ; be-

hind, X

Similar ; earring of single

drop, spiral-shaped.

R.OMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 875; below,
r . TAETVS

[PI. XXV. 10.]

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 11.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

C.VV.C . F . FLAG
(CAIUS YALEEIUS CAII FILIXJS PLACCUS)2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of pellets in form
of bunch of grapes ; be-

hind, X

Similar.

Similar ; earring of single

drop, spiral-shaped.

KoMA (on tablet). Victorj%

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping; she
holds whip with thong in

outstretched r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

C W.C.F; above, FLAC

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 13.]

but in that instance the cognomen was given. The style and fabric of the denarii now
described, the use of the letters A for A and L for U , and the change in the form of the earring
from one with a triple drop to one in the form of a bunch of grapes, all favour a somewhat
later date for this issue. In all these particulars they are similar to the following coins of

P. Paetus. These denarii of L. Sempronius are not plated, nor can they be hybrids. They
appear to be unknown to Momnisen, Babelon and Bahrfeldt, and we have not met with any
other denominations of this issue ; since, for reasons already stated (see p. 96, note 2), the
bronze coins reading k • SEA*? and k . SE A/^ PITIO have been assigned to the earlier coinage
of this gens.

^ This moueyer was most probably a member of the Aelia gens, several of whom held high
offices a little before and about the time of the issue of these coins. P. Aelius Paetus, a jurist,

was plebeian aedile B.C. 204, praetor B.C. 203, magister equitum B.C. 202, consul B.C. 201, and
censor B.C. 199. He died B.C. 174. Sextus Aelius Paetus, his brother, and also a general, was
curule aedile B.C. 200, consul B.C. 198, and censor B.C. 193. Q. Aelius P. f. Q. n. Paetus, son of

P. Aelius Paetus, was augur B.C. 174 and consul B.C. 167. This moneyer may have been a son
of the last-mentioned member of this family.

No bronze coins are known of this issue.

^ The date attributed to the issue of these coins docs not admit of the identification of the
moneyer with any known member of the Valeria gens. C. Valerius P. f. L. u. Flaccus was
famen Dialis B.C. 209, when still young, and curule aedile B.C. 199. Another C. Valerius

Flaccus was praetor urbanus B.C. 98. consul B.C. 93. and shortly afterwards pro-consul in Spain.

The above coins are of too early a date to be attributed to the latter, but it is possible that this

monever niav have been a son of the elder Valerius Flaccus mentioned.
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Wo. Weiijlit

59-2

883

884

885

59-0

57-0

142-0

61-3

Melal
a lid Size

M -8

JR -75

M -7

M -95

M. -65

Obverse Reverse

Similar. Similar.

Similar. Similar.

Similar. Similar. ; C \A_ • C F

Semis ^

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; I
RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

behind, S fore, S; above, C • NA/- C F

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 510, no. 9.]

C . RENI
(CAIUS EENIUS)2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of pellets in form
of bunch of grapes ; be-

hind, X

R.OMA (on tablet). JunoCa-
protina in biga of goats,

galloping r. ; the goddess
is draped and holds whip
with thong in r. hand and
sceptre and reins in 1.,

below goats, C ' i?,ENi

(Nott)

' Another denomination is the quadrans (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 510, no. 10). On the bronze
coins the cognomen is omitted. The coins, denarii, with probably the same moneyer's name, but
bearing the mark of value XVI for X are described below (see p. 12i). Mommsen (Hist. mon.
rom., t. ii., p. 344, no. 152), Babelon (vol. ii., p. 511), and Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 92) all

mention a quadrans in the Borghesi Collection (afterwards in that of Sig. Bignami) readino-
C , V . C above the prow. Mommsen suggests they may be the initials of C. Valerius Catullus

;

Babelon thinks the coin may belong to the above issue ; but Bahrfeldt does not venture to
explain. As the coin weighs only 52 grs. it is probably of the semuncial standard, and would
therefore be of a later date.

" The Renia gens is only known to us from coins and from an inscription which mentions
a C . RENNIVS C . F LAETVS, and which was found on the site of the ancient city of
Lanuvium (Marini, Arval, p. 62). From this inscription it maybe inferred that the family
originally came from that city, and this would explain the reverse type of the denarii, as it
was there that Juno Ccprotina, who is represented wearing a goat's skin on her head, was
specially worshipped. This form of head-dress is found on coins of the Papia and Thoria cjentes
(Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 280, 488), which also came from Lanuvium. This explanation of the type
seems more probable than to connect it with Juno of Sparta (Borghesi, (Biwres compl., t. i.,

p. 335), who was called 'Hpa alyocpdyos (who eats goats) or with the Greek word frr,p (a sheep)
which would be a rebus of the name of Eenia (Minervini, Bull, arch, nap., vol. vii., p. 116).
This appears to be one of the earliest instances of the type of the denarius being directly
connected with the history of the moneyer's family ; and this is the only member of the
Renia gens of whom coins are known.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 64) mentions and figures a denarius in Dr. Haeberlin's
collection reading C • R E N I V.
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jV'o. Weight
and ^ize

886 60-8

887
I

60-5

1

8SS 59-5

890 46-7

128-0 JE 1-0

891 5S-8
,

M •75

COINAGE OF RO^FE

Ohrerse

Ai
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IT iT^ n Metal
No. Weight

,,„^ g;,.
Obvers Reverse

892 I
52-7

893
I

59-7

891

895

108-0

63-5

896

897

898

60-2

57-1

57-0

M -8

M -8

M -85

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -7

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Craeherode Coll.)

Incuse of obverse.^

Semis 2

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; I
RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

behind, S 1
fore, S ; above, C • C\^

CEESCBNT3

Denapius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of pellets in form
of bunch of grapes ; be-

hind, X

Similar ; earring of single

drop, spiral-shaped.

Similar.

Similar.

KoMA (on tablet). Diana,

with her quiver slung to

her shoulders, in biga of

stags, galloping r. ; she

holds torch in r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below stags,

crescent.

[PI. XXV. 17.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 18.]

Similar.

Similar.

' It seems scarcely necessary to mention that this is only a mis-strike, the previous flan

which had been placed on the die and struck not having been removed before the next one was
put in place.

" This appears to be the only denomination in bi-onze known of this moneyer. Balirfeldt

{Num. Ze.it., 1896, p. 106) says that there are no bronze coins which read C CV? only, but in

the above specimen there is no trace of the letter F after the name. The coins of this gens
with the moneyer's name C ' C\^ • F are described below (p. 134).

'' Though these denarii do not bear a moneyer's name it is very probable that they were
struck by a member of the Axia gens, as a similar reverse type is found on the coins issued at a
later period by L. Axsius L. f. Naso (Babelon, vol. i., p. 247). The absence of the moneyer's
name is unusual at this period, biit the fabric and the obverse type show that these coins

must be classed with the preceding. No mention is made in history of a member of the
Axia gens at this time. There are no bronze coins which can be attributed to this issue.

In connection with the coins of L. Axsius L. f. Naso, Cavedoni {Rev. Num., 18.57, p. 192)
thought that the type of Diana in a biga of stags may be an allusion to the origin of the Axia
gens, which came probably from the district of Perusia or of the Sabini, where the cult of that
divinity was specially honoured. Longperier {Mein. de la Soc. des Ant. de France, t. xxi.,

p. 357) has, however, suggested a much more probable explanation, viz., that the chariot is

drawn by axes, a species of stag, and that they are thus a direct allusion to the name of the
Axia gens. The orescent moon, the symbol of Diana, appears to have been adopted a,s the
badge of the Axia gens.
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SERIES lU

Xo. TTeiijU
Mefol

and Size
Obverse Reverse

899

900

901

63-3

58-5

64-0

M -75

.R -8

.-R -7

L. IV.I

(LUCIUS JULIUS) =

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

spiral - shaped ; behind,

XVI 3 (=16 asses).

Similar.

ROMA (on tablet). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., &c., similar

to no. 875; below horses,

LIV.I

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 19.]

C . \A/ . C . F . FLAG

(CAIUS YALEEIUS CAII EILIUS FLACCUS)*

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

spiral - shaped ; behind,

XVI

RoMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., horses galloping; she

holds whip with thong in

outstretched r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

C W-C-F; above, FLAG

' For particulars of this sei-ics see above (p. 118).

- This nioueyer, Lucius Julius, is uuccrtain, but it is very probable that he was the son of

Sextus Julius Caesar, who was consul B.C. 157. He married Popillia, the widow of Q. Lutatius

Catulus, and was the father of L. Julius Caesar, who was consul B.C. 90. He is the first member
of the Julia gens of whom coins are known. He struck only denarii, which in style and fabric

are similar to those of C. "\'alerius C. f. Flaccus, L. Atilius Nomentanus and C. Titinius. The
as reading L, IVLI (Hiccio, CafaJn.-in. p. 100, no. 11) may be attributed to the moneyer of the

same name who held office circ. B.C. H9.

' This is the earliest occurrence of tlic denarius bearing the mark of value XVI for X (see

above p. 118). This new mark of value first occurs circ. B.C. I-IO. Babelon (vol. i., Litrod.,

p. xxiii.) puts it circ. B.C. 144.

^ There seems little doubt that the moneyer C. Valerius C. f. Flaocus, who issued these

coins, struck also those of the same tyjie described above (sec p. 120). With tlic exception
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KT TT' T J Metal
^ and aize

Oivers Reverse

902
I

58-5

903 57-2

904 58-5

905 1
54-5

Al -8

M -75

JR -7

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 20.]

L. AILI . NOM

(LUCIUS ATILIUS NOMENTANUS) i

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

spiral - shaped ; behind,

XVI

JR '7 Similar.

Victory, naked to the hips,

in biga r., &c., similar to

no. 901 ; her r. hand,
holding whip, is raised

;

below horses, L-AILI;
on tablet, NOM (No-
mentanus).

[PI. XXV. 21.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

of the change in the mark of value, XVI for X, the types of the two series are practically

the same. The question therefore arises whether these coins and those with the mark
of value X were issued in the same year, or whether C. Valerius Flaccus may have held
the office of moneyer on two separate occasions but within a short period of each other.
Zobel {Ann. de I'Inst. Arch., 1863, p. 40) has placed both series together, and classes them with
the coins of C. Eenius and C. Curiatius Trigeminus (see pp. 121-123). Mommsen {Gesch. Eiim.
Miinz., pp. 528, .529) makes also one series of them, but classes them with the coins of L. Julius

(p. 124), C. Titinius (p. 126) and M. Aufidius Rusticus (p. 130), which also bear the mark
of value XVI. Count de Salis, however, separates the two issues, placing that with the mark
of value X somewhat earlier, and like Zobel he supposes them to be of the same period as the
coins of C. Renins and C. Curiatius Trigeminus ; with Mommsen, however, he would assign those
denarii bearing the mark of value XVI to the same time as the coins of L. Julius, C. Titinius,
and M. Aufidius Eusticus. In support of Count de Salis's classification it may be urged that,
though the reverse types are identical in the two series, there is a slight change in the obverse
type, the head of Roma on the later pieces being smaller, and in this respect corresponding more
closely to the denarii of L. Julius, C. Titinius, and L. Atilius Nomentanus ; whilst on the other
hand the denarii with the mark of value X are more allied in the obverse type to the coins of
P. Paetus and C. Eenius. This is an interesting question, and one which can only be decided
by the fabric of the coins themselves. It can hardly be admitted that these coins are hybrids.

No such division can be made in the case of the bronze coins with this moneyer's name, so
they are classed with the earlier denarii (see p. 121).

' A Nomentanus is mentioned several times by Horace (Sat. i., 1. 102, i. 8, 11 et pas.) as noted
for his extravagance and riotous mode of life. The Scholiasts tell us that his full name was
L. Cassius Nomentanus. As the name of Nomentanus is, however, nowhere mentioned in Roman
history in connection with the Atilia gens, there has been a difference of opinion respecting the
letters NOM on the above coins, which fill the place usually occupied by ROMA on the reverse.
Borghesi {(Euvres compl., t. ii., p. 269) recognized in the abridged form NOM the cognomen
Nomentanus of L. Atilius, but Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii,, p. 290) thought that NOM
was an engraver's lilunder for ROMA. As, however, all the coins known of this moneyer
bear this legend it must have been intentional and not a blunder. The Due de Blacas
(Mommsen, loc. Ht.), whilst agreeing with Borghesi, thought he detected the letter A before
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JSo. Weight , -,

.

' and bizc

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

906

907

908

C .TITINI

(CAIUS TITIXIUS) '

Denarius

59-5

58-7

.-R -7

M -75

Head of Eoma r., wearing
•winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

spiral - shaped ; behind,

XVI

Similar.

57-S '• M -7 Similar.

909 59'i JR -75
I

Similar; earring of two
drops, formed of beads,

and necklace of pen-
dants.

•

KoMA (on tablet). Victory,

naked to the hips, in biga

r., &c., similar to no. 904;
her r. hand, holding whip,
is raised ; below horses,

CTITINI
[PL XXV. 22.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. XXV. 23 obv.]

NOM on the specimen in his collection, which is now in the British Museum (no. 904), and is

figured on PI. xxv. 21 . An examination of tliis coin, however, shows that iihat the Due de Blacas
tliought was a letter is only a flaw in the metal. If therefore we read NOM as part of the
moneyer's name, this would be the earliest instance in the Roman Republican silver coinage
of the omission of the name of "Roma" on the denarius. Such an omission is not surprising,

seeing that at this time so many changes were taking place, not only in the types, but also in

the moneyers' names and their positions, and even in the mark of value. Borghesi {loc. cit.)

identifies this moneyer -with L. Atilius, who served in the fleet of Cn. Octavius, when the latter

was sent to Samothrace in B.C. 168 to demand Perseus, who had taken refuge there. This
identification, however, does not coincide with the date assigned by Count de Salis to this

issue. The shape of the head of Roma, the form of the earring, and the general fabric of tlie

coins would fix the date of the issue of L. Atilius Nomentanus about the same time as those of

L. Julius Caesar and C. Titinius.

Only denarii are known of this issue.

^ Mention is made of several members of the Titinia gens \^'ith the praenomeu Caius.

Cains Titinius was tribune of the people, B.C. 193 ; C. Titinius Gadaeus was one of the leaders of

the slaves in Sicily wlio betrayed an important fort to the praetor, P. Licinius Xerva, B.C. 103

;

and C. Titinius Siseuna served during the Social War under Mai-ius. The second mentioned
may have been the moneyer of these coins.

Similar changes in the forms of the earring and necklace are seen on the coins of

Jl. Aurelius Cota (see p. ll'S). The obverse dies of the coins of these two moneyers mav have
been engraved by the same hand. At all events, these varieties would make the two issues

almost contemporary.
Babelon (vol. ii., p. 4!'6) and Bahrfeldt (Xina. Zeit., 1897, p. 87) are of opinion that the

semis, triens and quadrans with C.TITINI. ti,i,'uii'il and described by Riccio (Cnf. mon. Jam.
mm., pi. xlvi. 3, 4; Catalogo, p. 192, nos. 18, 19], are altered coins of M . TITINI (see p. 85),

the M having been changed into C.
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^ and Size
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Obverse Reverse

127

910 61-7

911

912

A.srv?!

(AULUS SPUEILIUS)'

Denarius'

M -75

59-0 M -7

58-7

913 57-0

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

slightly spiral - shaped
;

behind, X

Similar.

Al -7 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

RvOMA (on tablet). Diana,

naked to the hips, her head
sm-mounted by orescent,

in biga r., horses gallop-

ing; she holds goad in

r. hand and reins in 1.

;

below horses, A SPN^I

[PI. XXV. 24.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar.

^ The Spurilia gens is only known from coins. It has, however, been proposed to correct

the name of the famous tribune Sp. Icilins, mentioned by Livy (iv. 42) into that of Spurilius.

Borghesi (CEuvres cnmjjl., t. i., p. 167), from resemblance of fabric and t\'pe, has cla.ssed

the coins of A. Spurilius with those of Flavus (see above, p. 113) and Furius Purpureo (see

Coins of Italy, ciro. B.C. 172—1.51; Babelon, vol. i., p. 522), and supposes them to have been
colleagues at the mint. This view has been accepted by the Due de Blacas (Mommsen, Hi:<t.

mon. rom.f t. ii., p. 268, note 1), and by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 46-5), but it does not quite agree
with the arrangement proposed by Count de Salis, who considered the issue of A. Spurilius

to be of a slightly later date than the others, and moreover attributed that of Furius Purpureo
to a local mint. A comparison of the form of the head of Roma shoM^s that, in spite of the
similarity of the reverse type, the coins of A. Spurilius are some years later than those of

Flavus. It is a revival of a former type of reverse. Also the coins of A. Spurilius, for
similar reasons, cannot be separated from those of L. Atilius Nomentanus and C. Titinius,

since Bahrfeldt (Nun. Zeit., 1897, p. 77) describes two varieties of the denarius of A. Si>urilius

in the Bignami Collection, both with the reverse type of Victory instead of Diana in a biga,

but one having the mark of value XVI, and Roma wearing a single earring, the other with
the mark of value X and with the caixing in the form of a bunch of grapes. The coins
are not plated. This use of two types by the same moneyer had occurred shortly before in
the case of the coinage of Flavus (see above, p. 11.3, note 2). Unless A. Spurilius held office

on two separate occasions, w^hich does not appear probable from the style of his coins (see also
those of C. Valerius Flaccus, pp. 120, 124), we have here another instance of a moneyer using
two types and in addition two marks of value for the denarius in the same year of office.

Bahrfeldt {loc. cit.) agrees with Count de Salis in attributing the coins of A. Spurilius to a
later date than those of Flavus and Furius Purpureo, but he does so because he associates them
with the other denarii bearing the mark of value XVI.

^ Riceio (Mon. fam.
of the usual type.

, p. 213, pi. Ixiv.) describes and figures a triens of this issue. It is
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No. \rei^l<i
3Ietal

and aize
Diverse Reverse

9U
I

61-0

915

916

58-2

53-2

917 57-4

M. A^ELI COTA

(MAECUS AUEELIUS COTA)'

Denarius

M ID

M -75

M -8

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875; the earring

is of single drop, spiral-

shaped ; behind, X ; be-

fore, COTA 2

Similar.

Similar ; earring of two
drops, formed of beads,

and necklace of pendants.

/R -75 Similar.

R,oMA (on tablet). Her-
cules, with lion's skin on
his head, in biga of Cen-
taurs, galloping r., each
holding a branch over
his shoulder ; Hercules
has his club in his

r. hand and holds reins

with 1. ; below Centaurs,^

M.A^ELI
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 1.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 2.]

(Nott)

^ There were several members of the Aurelia gens bearing the cognomen COTA or COTTA,
who held high positions about the period of the issue of these coins. Amongst these were
M. Aurelins Cotta, who was legate of L. Cornelius Scipio, B.C. 189, during the war against

Antiochus the Great; L. Aurelius Cotta, who was tribune of the plebs B.C. 15J;, and consul

B.C. 1-14; and another L. Aurelius Cotta, who was consul B.C. 119. The moneyer may have
been a son or grandson of the first-mentioned.

^ Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 286) says " COTA, rarement sur I'argent," but
we have not seen any denarii without this cognomen. Balirfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 56)
confirms this, and adds, " if it does exist it can only be a hybrid."

' The type of Hercules and the Centaurs has not been satisfactorily explained. Babelon
(vol. i., p. 240) suggests that it may refer to' the victories of M. Aurelius Cotta, the legate

of Scipio, over Antiochus the Great, on the confines of Thessaly and Epirus, where it is

related the combat between Hercules and the Centaurs took place. Eckhel {Doct. num. vet.,

t. v., p. 147) describes small bronze coins of Horreum in Epirus having the head of Hercules on
the obverse and a galloping Centaur on the reverse ; and on the bronze coins of Magnetos in

Thessaly, the common type of the reverse is a Centaur advancing and holding a branch over his

shoulder (Brit. 2Iiis. Cat. Gr. Coin.'', Thes'sahj, p. 34). If Babelon's conjecture is right, this

would be another early instance of u moneyer selecting for the type of his coins a subject

illustrating an event connected with his family. That author [loc. cit.) further suggests that

on account of a certain resemblance in the reverse types of the denarius, Marcus Aurelius

Cotn, C. Renius (see p. 121), and the moneyer of the anonymous coins with the crescent

(see p. 12.'^) wore colleagues at the mint.
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„, .

,
, J\h-ta.l

Oii-une

1630 7E -95

91.S 58-7

Semis ^

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

B.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, M-MELI

919 ys-.'j .11 -75

[Of. Babelon, vol. i., p. 241, no. 17.]

CN . GEL

(CN.\]:US OEIJJUS)^-

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of pellets in form

of bunch of grapes ; be-

hind, X ; the whole within

laurel-wreath.

Similar.

R.OMA (on tablet). Mars,
helmeted, with shield

on 1. arm and with r.

encircling the goddess
Nerio, in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; the

hands of tlie goddess
appear to be bound be-

hind her;' below horses,

CN-GEL*

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 3.]

^ The semis is figured by Riccio (Man. jam. rom., pi. viii. 3) from a specimen in liis

collection. The weight is not recorded. Biibcloii (loc. cit.) in the illustration of the coin gives

the moneyer's name wrongly as M . AVRELI for M . ARE LI. He also attributes to this

issue a quadrans of the usual type with moneyer's name M A\R.
'' The (jellia gens was of Samnite origin, and appears to have settled at Rome soon after

the conclusion of the second Punic T^-ar. Two personages of the same name as the moneyer are
mentioned in history during the second coutury B.C. : Cn. Gellius, the accuser of L. Turius, who
was defended by Cato the Censor, and Cn. (xcUius, the historian, who was a coiitumiiorar}' of

the Gracchi. It is not impossible that the historian was the moneyer of these coins.

' This type has been explained by the poet Anlus Gellius, a later member of the family ( sen

Aul. Gel., xiii. 23; Suet., Tih. i.). It refers to the rape and subsequent marriage of Nerio to

Mars, who was worshipped specially by the Sabines as the god of niarriage and conjugal life.

Nerio, whose name in the Sabine language is synonynioii^. with fortis or ftrevuuSf has been
identified at one time with Minerva, at another with A'cnus. The type of these coins is

therefore an allusion to the origin of the Gellia gens, two of whose members commanded
against the Romans : Gellius Statius in the second Samnite war, and Gt'llitis Egnatius in the
third war. The addition of the wreath on the obverse is the first departure from the con-
ventional form of the simple head of Eoma. Bahrfeldt (Nam. Zeit., 1896, p. 131^ mentions a
hybrid without the wreath on the obverse.

* Varieties of the denarius road CN.GE and CN.GELI (Bahrfeldt, Xinn. Zeit., 183G,
p. 1311).
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JTo. Weight

920 149-0

921

922

923

104-0

67-0

66-0

and Size

2E -9

2E -8

924

925

67-8

59-4

2E -75

M -7

M -75

M -75

COINAGE OF EOMB

Ol'i-ersc Reverse

Semis

Head of Jupiter v., laureate

;

behind, S

R.OMA below Prow r., be-

fore, S; above, CN- GELT

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met ; above, ••••

Similar ; before prow,

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Similar.

Quad fans

Similar ; before prow, J

Similar ; moneyer's name,
CN.GEL

[PI. xxvi. 4.]

M . AF . RVS

(MAECUS AUFIDIUS EUSTICUS) i

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop and
plain; behind, XVI read-

ing upwards ; before,

RVS

Similar ; mark of value

reading backwards IVX*

Roma (on tablet). Jupiter,

naked to the hips, in

quadriga r., horses gallop-

ing ; he hurls thunderbolt
with r. hand and holds
sceptre and reins in 1.

;

below horses, M • A/^

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 5.]

(Nott)

' Varietios of the semis and triens read CN ,GEL (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, pp. 130,

131). That writer questions Kiccio's reading CN.GELLl on the triens {Moii. faut. rom.,

pi. Ivii. 2).

^ This is the only moneyer of the Aufidia gens, which was plebeian, and which appears to

have come from Ombria. Its members were little known till the 2nd cent, e.g., when M.
Aufidins, an architect, was charged in B.C. 179 with the preservation of the temple of the

Capitol: ti'telae Capitolio redemptor (Pliny, Hist, net., xxxv. -i). Cn. Aulidius Cn. f. was
tribune of the people B.C. 170. This nioneyer may have been a sou of the architect, the type of

his coins referring to his father's appointment connected with the temple of Jupiter ou the

Capitol.

^ A variety reads XVI, downwards (Bahrfeldt, Xiim. Zeit., 1890, p. 53).
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Obverse Reverse

131

138-0 M -9

Semis

'

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, M AA

[Of. Babeloii, vol. i., p. 233, no. 2.]

926 60-8 Al

SERIES IIL^

SEX . POM . FOSTLVS

(SEXTUS POMPBIUS FOSTLUS) s

Denarius

Head of Roma r., wearing
winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of two drops

formed of beads ; behind,

one-handled jug {capis)

;

under chin, X

R.OMA (in exergue). Wolf
standing r., head turned

back, suckling thet'\\ins,

Eoinulus and Eemus ; in

the background, fig-tree,

in the branches of which
are perched three birds

;

behind the wolf stands

the shepherd Faustulus
leaning with 1. hand on
staff and raising r.

;

around, SEX-PoM-FoS
TLVS

' Of this issue tliere is also the triens (Babelon, vol. i., p. 234, no. 3). The uncia figured
by Babelon (loc. crt.) with obrerse type, helmeted head of Roma, before it SC/EVA ; and with
reverse. Centaur and /W , belongs to some local issue, not to this one.

Varieties of the semis read M . N^ or f^F only (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, pp. 53, 54).

" For the classification of the coins of this series see above, p. 119.

^ This moneyer may have been Sextus Pompeius, who married Lucilia, a sister of the
poet 0. Lucilius, and who was the grandfather of the triumvir Cn. Pompeius Ma<;iuis.

The Pompeia gens, which was plebeian, is not mentioned till the 2nd cent. B.C., and it

would appear from the above coins that it claimed descent from Faustulus, the royal shepherd
of Amulius, who found the twins suckled by the wolf at the foot of the Palatine, the cradle in
which they had been borne down the Tiber having been overturned under a fig-tree. The jug
(capis) for milk and the birds on the tree (woodpeckers) are also connected with the myth.
Cfarrucci (Man. ital. ant., pi. lx\x. 21) figures a bronze coin with Faustulus leaning on his
staff on the obverse and the wolf and twins before a tree on the reverse. The coin, which
was of local issue, was found in Palestrina. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 336) suggests that Sextus
Pompeius Postlus was a colleague at the mint of C. Minucius Augurinus (see below, p. 135)
and Ti. Veturius, whose coins are attributed to a period considerably later (circ. B.C. 93) and are
classed with the local issues by Count do Salis (see under Italy). M'e can see little if any
resemblance in fabric between the coins of Sextus Pompeius and those of Ti. Veturius, but
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yn. Wei'jht
JUitol

anil Sizr

'J27 60-0 i M -y
1 Similar.

COINAGE OP EOME

Severse

Similar ; monever's name,
SEX no FoSTLVS

[PI. xxvi. 6.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

30-3 -R S

158-0 ZL -95

Similar. Similar.

Semis'

Head of Jupiter r., lam-eate
;

behind, one-handled jug
{ccqns).

KoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, SEX •

PoM and one-handled

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 337, no. 2.]

CN . l-VCR . TRIO
(CXAEUS LUCEETIUS TEIO) =

Denarius

029 60-.3 Al

D30 60-3 .R

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. ^75; the earring

is of single drop, spiral-

shaped, and with two
leaves near the base ;

' un-

der chin, X ; behind, TR.|o

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). The
Dioscuri on horseback
charging r., iV'C, similar to

no. y7o ; below horses,

CN kVCR
[PI. xxvi. 7.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

there is a close similarity -n-ith those of Cn. Lncretius Trio (see above) and C. Curiatius

f. Trigeminus (p. 134).

Bahrfeldt {X"ni. Zeit., 1897, p. 4.'5, and IStifi, pi. ix., 221, 222) describes and figrures two
varieties of the denarius of .'^extus Pompeius, one readinc; SEX.PMO (for POM); the
other -nith the mark of value X for X. Though lie describes the latter as ' well struck and
altogether not barbarous," it would appear to be an imitation of a sliglitlv later date, for the
visor of the helmet and the jug are of different forms from those on the original coin, and on
the reverse the legend ROh4A seems, from the illustration, to be omitted. The other piece

with the blundered legend may be of the same character.

' Another denomination is the quadrans, which has the mark of value ahove the head of

Hercules on the obverse (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 337, no. 3).

2 An otherwiEe unknown person. The cognomen Trio in conjunction with the Lucretia

gens occurs only on coins. Another member of this gens with the same cognomen, L. Lucretius

Trio, struck coins circ. B.C. 76 (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 1-53). This gens was originally patrician,

but some of its branches became plebeian, adding the rri<jit,u,cii>n. of Carus, Gallus, Ofella,

Trio and Vespillo. .\ variety of the denarius reads TRI only.

There is a hybrid with the reverse type of this issue and the obverse of the denarius of

C. Benius (see p. 121), and another with the laureate head of Apollo.

•* The earring is composed of beads aud is only slightly spiral-shaped; the leaves are a

varietv which somewhat survives into the next feriod.
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,. ,,, . , , llelal
No. 1 eiglit 7 f „•^ and bizc

931

932

933

934

935

60-4

60-3

59-7

59-3

M -75

M -75

.R -75

Al '75

93C

937

60-i

60-8

60-5

/R -75

Obverse

Similar ; earring of two
drops formed of beads.

^

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 8 obv.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

M . BAEBI .a. F .TAMPIl^

(MARCUS BAEBIUS QUINTI MLIUS
TAMPILUS) -'

Denarius*

Head of Roma I., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop,

plain ; under chin, X

;

behind, TAMPIl'

Ax -75
j

Similar.

Al -75 ' Similar.

M -BAEBI. a- F (in ex-

ergue). Apollo in quad-

riga r. , horses galloping
;

he holds in r. hand
branch, and in 1. ijeins,

bow and arrow :

horses, R.OMA
* below

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 9.]

' The earring with two drops connects the coins of this moneyer with those of the

preceding one, Sextus Pompeius Fostlus.

No bronze coins are known of this issue. Bahrfeldt {Nmn. Zeit., 1896, pi. viii. ISO,

and 1897, p. 8) figures and describes an as with the name TRiO on the reverse, whicli

he would class to this issue. The coin, however, Bceiiis to belong to a somew^hat earlier date ;

firstly, because only the cognomen is given, Avhich is not the case with bronze coins of this

time; and secondly, because it is evident from all the other issues of this reriod that the as
was no longer struck.

" This moneyer was of too recent a date to be identified with M. Baebius Tampilus (or

Tamphilus), who was praetor B.C. 192, and consul B.C. 181; nor could he well be a son of

Q. Baebius Tampilus, who was sent on missions to Hannibal in Spain and Africa circ. B.C. 219.

^ These denarii show two important innovations ; one being the turning of the head of

Boma to the left instead of to the right, and the other in changing on the reverse the usual
positions of the name of ROMA and that of the moneyer. These variations and a. slight

difl'erence in the style of the head of Roma, which is smaller and in rather higher relief than on
other denarii of this time, render their classification a little uncertain. The reverse type, how-
ever, is very similar in style to that of the coins of the next moneyer, C, Curiatius f. Trigeminus.

* The reverse type of Apollo in a quadriga has been connected with Apollo Arna>iiug, who
is figured at a later date on coins of the emperors Trebonianus (iallus and Yolusianus, and
who was specially worshipped at Arna in Umbria. As in the case of those emperors, L'aveiloni

{NiLovi Studi, p. 16) suggests that the Baebia gens may have originally come from that city

and introduced the cult of Apollo Arnashts at Rome. This is voi-y conjectural. M. R. Mowat
(r{i_'i\ Nutn., 1898, p. 287 f.), from an inscription found at Tunis, thinks that Ar]iasiu>< was ;i

Roman gentile name. It has been suggested (Babelon, vol. i., ]). 2.51) that the type of the
denarius may be cnnnected wil h the institution of the hnli Apollnnires in B.C. 212, and iu
nhicli 1,1, Baebius Tamj)ilus, an ancestor of the moneyer, may liavc laken an active part.
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No. Weight

938

939

940

941

942

943

944

61-5

60-4

58-7

60-3

60-

54-5

161-0

Metal
and Size

M -75

.H -75

M -75

M '75

.R -75

.'R -7

M -85

Olverse

Similar ; the head of Eoma is

smaller and the necklace

is composed of pendants
instead of plain beads.'

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 10 obv.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

C.CV?. F .TRICE
(CAIUS CUEIATIUS PILIUS TEIGEMINUS):

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop
and spiral-shaped; under
chin, X; behind, TKIGE

Similar ; moneyer's name,
TR.IG

Similar.

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

R.OMA (in exergue). God-
dess (Juno ?) in quadriga
r., horses galloping ; she
holds long sceptre in 1.

hand and reins in r. ; she
is crowned by Victory,

who stands behind her

;

below horses, C C V? • F

[PI. xxvi. 11.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. IS.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Semis

R-OMA below Prow r., on
which stands Victory hold-
ing wreath with fillets

;

before, S ; above, C CV?. F

(Blacas Coll.)

' The change in the form of the necklace has already occurred in more than one instance

(see above, no. 909, p. 126 ; and no. 916, p. 128).

Only silver coins are knoiyn of this issue. A variety of the denarius in the Masera hoard
reads TAMPI for TAMPlk. There are hybrids, consisting of the reverse of the denarius
of M. Baebius and of the obverses of those of Q. Marcius Libo (see above, p. 94) and of

Gargilius (see Babelou, vol. i., p. 532, no. 1).

^ There can be little question that this nioneyer was a son of C. Curiatius Trigeminus, who
filled the same office a few years previously (see above, p. 122). The types of the denarii of the
two issues are the same, but small differences show that there was an interval of a few years
between them. On the above coins the head of Eoma is more spread, the letters of the legends
are larger, and the name of ROMA is in the exergue and not on a tablet. Besides, on the bronze
coins we have the addition of Victory holding a wreath, and on all the issue, silver and bronze,

the letter F after the nomen. The separation of the two issues is also supported by Mommsen
and Zobel (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 296), but Babelon (vol. i., pp. 446-448) describes both series

together. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 105) also notes the differences in type and fabric

between the coins bearing the legends C . C V? and C . CV^ , F.

Babelon (vol. i., p. 445) suggests that C. Curiatius f. Trigeminus, M. Baebius Q. f.

Tarapilus, and (}. Fabius Labeo formed a triumvirate of the mint, but Count de Salis has

classed the coins of the last moneyer with the local issues (see Italy, circ. B.C. 102—100).
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i\o. 11 ei'ikt , r,
-' (xnd hize

945

946

947

948

949

950

951

952

129-0

121-0

M -85

M -95

85-0 .ZE -8

52-0

81-0

76-0

72-0

60-5

M -65

M -8

M -8

M -8

.R -75

Obverse Reverse

Similar. Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 13.]

Similar. Similar ; without Victory

on prow.

Quadrans

'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I
•

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; Victory on prow ;

before which, I

[PI. xxvi. 14.]

Similar.

Similar ; without Victory

on prow.
(Gnecchi)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

C . AVG
(CAIUS [MINUCIUS] AUGUEINUS)3

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop
and spiral- shaped ; under
chin, X ; behind, KoMA

. AVG (above in t]ie field),

divided by Ionic column,
surmounted by a figure

holding sceptre and ears of

corn ; the shaft is formed
of torus-shaped blocks

;

to the capital is attached
on either side a bell {tin-

tinnahuhim) ; at the base
of the column are two
lions' heads, each sur-

mounted by an ear of

corn ; on the right of the
column stands a togate

figure, M. Minucius Fae-
sus, holding a lituus in his

r. hand ; and on the left,

another figure, also togate,

L. Minucius Augurinus or

P. Minucius Augurinus,
holding a dish and a loaf,

his foot resting on a

measure [vwdius).

(Blacas Coll.)

^ The denominations in bronze are—with "Victory : the semis, triens, quadrans, and sextans
;

without Victory: the serais, triens, quadrans, and uncia (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 106).
Babelon (toI. i., p. 448, no. 10) figures and describes a semis in the D'Ailly collection of the
usual type, and above the prow on the reverse the moneyer's name A\ . CV?. If correctly
described, this coin must be of a later date, and probably of the semuncial standard.

- This moneyer may have been a son of V. Minucius Augurinus, who was tribune of the
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Xo. Weight
Uletal

aud Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

953 59-5 JR '75 ' Similar.

95i 59-3 I .R 10

955 • 133-0

956 82-0

957 61-0

.E -9

.E -75

.R -75

Similar.

Reverse

Similar.

[PI. xxvi. 15.]

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, C • AVG
[PI. xxvi. 16.]

Head of young Hercules r.

wearing lion's skin ; be
hind,

;

Quadrans'

Similar ; before prow, J

[PI. xxvi. 17.]

l."Rebaii

(LUCIUS TREBANIUS)2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 875 ; the ear-

ring is of single drop
and spiral-shaped ; lock

of hair on 1. shoulder

;

behind, X

R.OMA (in exergue). Jupi-

ter, naked to the hips,

in quadriga r., horses
galloping ; he hurls thun-
derbolt with r. hand, and
holds in 1, long sceptre

and reins ; below horses,

l.'Rebm
(Nott)

plebs B.C. 187, and who unsuccessfully proposed the imposition of a fine upon L. Siipio

Asiaticus. He was also probably the father of Ti. Minucius C. f. Auguriuus, who T\'as

a moneyer a few years later, and who struck denarii of similar type (see below, p. J4H1, The
Minucia gens, which at an early date adopted the name of Augurinus, ciiileutly derived from
Augur, was originally patrician, but subsequently became plebeian.

The rcA-erse design of the denarius is a representation of the bronze monument, erected
outside the Porta Trigemina to L. Minucius Augurinus in commemoration of his successful

attempt in B.C. 439, when praefect of the corn-market, to reduce the price of corn, as the
people were suffering from a grievous famine. His statue surmounted the column. The figure

on the right of the column is probably that of M. Jlinucius Faesus, one of the first augurs
elected from the plebs after the extension of the law de Sacerdotiis in B.C. 300 ; and that ou the
left is either of L. Minucius Augm'inus, the praefect, or of P. Minucius Augurinus, who, when
consul B.C. 492, was chiefly engaged in obtaining supplies of corn from different countries on
account of the famine- at Eome. The lions' heads at the base of the cohimu probably rein-esent

the two fountains in the corn-market, and the bells attached to the capital may have been used
to announce the opening and closing of the market (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 228).

The pictorial nature of the type has necessitated the transfer of the name RoMA to

the obverse. This is the first occurrence of such a change.

^ Other denominations are the triens, sextans, and nncia (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 230,

nos. 5, 7, 8). That writer questions the genuineness or accuracy of description of the as with

C . AVG given by Cohen (Mon. rep. mm., p. 219, no. 8), as that denomination was not struck at

this time. Sig. Fr. Gnecchi (Riv. Itnh, 1900, p. 1.55), however, describes a specimen in his

collection ; but, after a careful examination, it is evident that the legend ou this coin has been
altered by tooling, probably from a coin of L. Saufeius (see above, p. 111). Bahrfeldt (Xim. Zeit.,

1900, p. 34) had already placed this coin amongst the forgeries of bronze pieces of the Republic.
'^ The Trebania gens is only known to us from coins ; it must not be confused a^ ith

the Trebonia. From similarity of tyjie Babelon (vol. ii., p. .50_0 suo-o;ests that there i^-as

a ntint -triumvirate of L. Trebaiiius. -Viirelius Uufus, and rajiirius L'arbo. t)u account of
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„ .

, , ilefnl
No. Wn.jM

„,„,, g.,,

M -75

M -75

M -75

Ohveme

958
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PERIOD VI.

Circ. B.C. 124—103 ; A.u.c. 630—651

Denominations.—These are the same in silver and bronze as during the

previous Period, with the exception that an attempt is made to introduce two

new coins in bronze, the dodrans and the bes (see pp. 153, 154). The issue

of the as is still in abeyance.

Types.—The helmeted head of Eoma is still the only obverse type of the

denarius. It is turned to the right ; but in one instance, as in the previous

Period, it is encircled by a wreath. The reverse types, however, show constant

change, each moneyer selecting a design according to his fancy : in most

instances illustrating some event connected with the history of his family.

Some record events of long past years, but others commemorate those of more

recent date. Diana in a biga does not occur, and the Dioscuri on horseback

and Victory in a biga are only met with when bearing some special reference

to the moneyer's family history.

The bronze coins show little change, and are mostly very light in weight,

being considerably under the uncial standard. In one case, that of the coins of

Publius Calpurnius (see p. 141), a complete ship, not merely the prow, is

figured on the reverse, and special obverse types are given to the dodrans and

the bes, thus assimilating them in this respect to the other denominations of

the bronze money. They also have special marks of value.

The moneyers' names are given in a similar manner to those of the previous

Period, and no attempt at any precise order is introduced, but the 'praenomen

and nomen or the praenomen, nomen and cognomen usually occur. In some

cases the patronymic initial is found on the bronze and not on the silver coins

(see pp. 145, 146, 149) ; and in one issue the moneyer's name is omitted, and

he can only be identified by his symbol (see p. 155). Frequently on denarii

a portion of the legend is placed behind the head of Eoma on the obverse,

in which case the mark of value is transferred to the front, under her chin. The

name of R^oMA on the denarius now no longer occurs, on a tablet, but in

general is below an exergual line on the reverse. When, however, it is

displaced by the moneyer's name, it is usually transferred to the obverse. The

mark of value on the denarius, which during the previous Period was changed

from X to XVI, now assumes the form X, which has been already explained

(see above, p. 118). A only is used in all the inscriptions, both in the name

of RoMA and in those of the moneyers; L or k appears indiscriminately, even

in the same issue (see coins of M. Acilius Balbus, p. 150 ; and M. Poroius

Laeca, p. 151), and there is no change in the letter P, which continues to be

r or P. In general the letters of the legends are well formed, being somewhat

large and more upright than hitherto.

Classification.—If we except the first two issues, those of L. Minuoius

and P. Calpurnius, the head of Eoma is so similar in style throughout that

it is not possible to divide the denarius into several series as hitherto. It
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is in somewhat high rehef and it wears the usual peaked helmet, but the

features are rigid and hard, with httle expression, which gives tlie design

a somewhat crude and conventional appearance. These characteristics become

more marked towards the end of the Period, and are still further accentuated

in the next one. The earring is at first of the same shapes as in the previous

Period, viz., in the form of a bunch of grapes, spiral-shaped, or consisting of

two drops, but these soon give way to a plain single drop, which form is then

almost continuous. As already stated, other characteristics of this Period are the

constant change of the reverse type, the disappearance of the tablet on which

the name of KoMA was placed, the unexceptional use of the form A, and

the substitution of the mark of value X on the denarius for X or XVI.

Further, history comes to our assistance, and the recording by types of events

of somewhat recent occurrence enables us in some cases to identify the moneyers,

and so to assign approximate dates to their coinages.

There are no certain traces of a triumvirate of the mint, such as we
meet with on the local coins of this Period (see Italy, b.c. 124—103), but

similarity of fabric and peculiarities of type often point to a succession of issues

if not actually contemporaneous. Of these, mention may be made of the coins

of Publius Maenius Antiaticus, M. Aburius Geminus, and C. Aburius Geminus
(see pp. 145-147) ; and of M. Porcius Laeca, Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and
C. Cassius (see pp. 151-153).

A- Ti' - 7 J Metal r,i -.^Ao. neujU ^^^^,^^^ Ohve-rse Reverse

L.MINVCI

(LUCIUS MINUCIUS)'

Denarius

963 60-0 .11 -8 Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

separate pieces, slightly

peaked ; earring in form
of bunch of grapes, and
necklace ; hair falling in

three loose looks ; an-

other lock on 1. shoulder

;

behind, X

L-MINVCI (in exergue).

Jupiter, naked to the hips,

his mantle hanging on 1.

arm and floating behind
him, in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; with r.

hand he hurls thunder-
bolt, and in 1. holds long
sceptre and reins ; below
horses, R.OMA

' This moneyer is uncertain, as the praenomen Lucius was borne by several branches of the
Minuoia gens. Mommsen {QesrM. des rom. Mum., p. 52.j) at one time identified him with
L. Minucius Thermus, who served as legate under the consul A. Manlius Tulso in Istria,
B.C. 178; but later he attributed the coins to a more recent period {Ann. dell' Inst,
arch., 1863, p. 45). Babelon (vol. ii., p. 23o) suggests that the moneyer may be identified with
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^0. Ti'eigM

964 58-7

965

966

967

968

Hetal
and Si~e

Al -8

116-0
I
JE -9

53-0

52-0

60-4

2E -8

M

M -8

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohierse

Similar.

Bererse

Similar.

[Pli xxvii. 1.]

(Nott)

Semis

Head of .Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

KoMA below Prow r.

;

before, S; above, L-MIN
VCI

Quadfans^

Head of J'oung Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J

Similar.

Similar ; before prow, J

(Blacas Coll.) *

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 8.]

n . CALP

(PUBLIUS CALPUENIUS)!

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 963 ; the visor

is even at the ends, not
peaked ; no lock of hair

on 1. shoulder ; and ear-

ring in form of bunch of

grapes ; behind, X

i'.oMA (in exergue). Fe-
male figure, Venus,
draped, in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds reins

in r. hand, and whip with

loose thong in 1. ; above.

Victory flying 1. with

wreath ; the flank of the

near horse is ornamented
with a star ; below horses,

rCALP
(Nott)

Minucms Thermus, who was T\'ith L. Valerius Flaccus in Asia B.C. 86, but that date would be
correspondingly too late.

These denarii, which have some points of resemblance to those of L. Trebanius (see above,

p. 136), viz., the same type of reverse and the same lock of hair on the 1. shoulder of Roma, yet
bear the mark of value X < and thus form a connecting link between the two Periods. They vary,
however, from the main class of tlie denarii of Period VI. in having the head of Roma wide-
spread and in low relief, and in her wearing an earring shaped like a bunch of grapes. These
characteristics are also found on the coins of P. Calpurniuy, next described, which show that
the issues were either of the same time or followed close on after each other. Their fabric

somewhat suggests local issues.

A variety of the denarius from the Maserh hoard reads L . MINVCIV (Bahrfeldt, Xum.
Zfit., 1897, p! 23).

' Another denomination is the triens (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 2.34, no. 17).

2 This moneyer is otherwise unknown. Mommsen (Hisi. moil, rom., t. ii., p. 314) suggests
that he may be the P. Calpurnius Lanarius who took part in the revolt of Sertorius B.C. 73, but
he was more probably connected mth the Piso branch of the Calpurnia gens, the tvpes both of

the silver and bronze coins referring to the triumph of C. Calpurnius Piso B.C. 184, after his

victory over the Lusitani and Celtibcri. Both Mommsen (loc. cit.) and Babelon (vol. i.,
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„ ,,, . , , Metal
No. 71 eight j n'«' ana Siat

969

970

59-3

141-0

M -85

M -95

971 59-5 M -75

Ohverse Reverse

Similar. Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 3.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

Ship to r. ; on which stands

Victory holding wreath,

and behind her, pilot

holding rudder; the side

of the ship is inscribed

RoMA ; below, dolphin ;

before, S ; above, P •

CALP

C . NVMITOFLI

(CAIUS NDMITOEIUS)!

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high
relief,^ wearing winged
helmet ornamented with
gryphon's head; the
visor in three pieces and
peaked ; earring of single

drop, spiral-shaped, and
necklace ; hair falling in

three symmetrical locks
;

under chin, X ; behind,

KoMA

NVMITOB.I (in ex-

ergue). Victory, naked
to the hips, in quadriga

sher., horses galloping

holds wreath in r.

and reins in 1.

[PI. xxvii. 4.]

(Blacas Coll.)

hand

p. 286, no. 2) have mistaken the star on the flank of the near horse for the mark of value X.
Cfarrucci {Mon. delV Italia ant., pp. 6Q, 67) has identified the figure in the chariot as that of
A'cnus, and the star as her symbol. Of what may have been the connection between the Calpurnia
gens and the goddess Venus we do not appear to have any record. The similarity in the
obverse type and in fabric between the coins of P. Calpurnius and L. Minucius has already been
noticed (see above, p. 140).

^ Another denomination is the qnadrans, which has the game type of reverse as the semis.
Babelon (vol. i., p. 286, no. 3) figures a variety of the semis with the legend ROMA under the
ship in the place of the dolphin, but Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 71) says he has never met
with a specimen. This is the first instance of a substantial variation in the type of reverse of
the bronze money. This change of type and the rude fabric of the denarius rather suggest a
local issue.

^ This moneyer has been identified as Caius Numitorius, who was a distinguished member
of the aristocratic party (i.e. of 8ulla), and who was put to death by Marius and Cinna, B.C. 87
(Babelon, vol. ii., p. 261). This attribution is somewhat uncertain, if the issue of the coins took
place circ. B.C. 124. He appears to be the only member of the Numitoria gens of whom coins
are known.

'' This is the typical head of Eoma on the denarii of this Period. It is in rather
high relief, and the features are rigid and hard, with little expression, which gives the design
a somewhat crude and conventional appearance. This treatment of the head becomes more
accentuated in the next Period. The spiral-shaped earring, which was a marked peculiarity of
the previous Period, is only continued for a short time, and it then becomes again a plain single
drop. The mark of value is always X.
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No. Weijht

972

973

974

975

976

143-0

136-0

97-0

72-0

61-7

Metal
and Sine

iE -95

JE -9

2E -85

vE -76

.R -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

Similar.

Reverse

Semis

KoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, C • NVM
ITORI

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian
helmet ; earring in form
of bunch of grapes ;

^

above, ••••

Similar ; before prow, J

[PI. xxvii. 5.]

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Quadrans!*

Similar ; before prow, J

[PI. xxvii. 6.]

1^ . ATS . CRAG

(LUCIUS ANTESTIUS GEAGULUS);

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the earring

is spiral-shaped ; under
chin, X ; behind, GR.AG

RvOMA (in exergue). Ju-
piter, naked to the hips,

hurling thunderbolt with
r. hand and holding scep-

tre and reins in 1., in

quadriga r., &c., similar

to no. 963; below horses,

I'AsES
(Nott)

^ This earring is precisely similar to that qn the denarii of L. Minucius and P. Calpurnius.

- The sextans is also known of this issne (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 263, no. 6). The moneyer's
name on it reads C , NVMITOR, as also on varieties of the semis and qnadrans. The triens

and qnadrans, reading C . NVM only, appear to belong to another moneyer (see Bahrfeldt,
Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 26), and they are probably of a little later date. They may have been
struck by a member of the Xamonia gens.

^ This moneyer is not mentioned in history. Babelon (vol. i., p. 146) suggests that he
may liave been a son of C. Autestius, who filled the office of muueyer a few years previously
(see p. 114), and whose denarii he somewhat copied, viz., in the shape of the earring, in

placing the mark of value under the chin and the cognomen behind the head of Koma, and in

having a symbol on the reverse of the bronze coins. That his cognomen was " Oragnlus " and
not " Gracchus," as Vaillant conjectured (Kinn, Jam. rom., vol. i., p. 71), is jiroved by the unique
qnadrans in the Paris Cabinet from the D'Ailly Collection, inscribed G RAG V (see p. 143). The
bird {gragulus or graculus, a jackdaw) is a punning allusion to the moncyer's cognomen.
Similar syTuholes par/cnifs have already been noticed, notably in the case of the moneyer who
signs his coins TOD and has as symbol a bird {ToJillus, see p. 76), and of M. Junius Silanus,

whose symbol is an ass's head (see p. 115). Later the coins of C. Fabius C. f. Buteo have a
heron or huteo (Babelon, vol. i,, p. 4S6).
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,, „, . , , Metal
•' and Size

Ohvers Reverse

977

978

979

980

59-7

59-3

59-0

51-0

981 560

50-0

M -8

M -7

M -75

M -7

JE -75

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; earring of double

drop, beaded.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 7.]

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met ; behind, I ; above,

GKAG :

R.OMA below Prow r., on
which stands a jackdaw
(gragulus) r. ; before, I ;

above, [y Ar]s :

Head of young Hercules
r., wearing lion's skin

;

above, •••
; behind,

GKAG

Similar; no marks of value;

below head of Hercules,
R.OMA

Quadfans'

Similar ; before prow,

Similar; below prow, GR.A
GV ; no marks of value
before prow, and no
moneyer's name above.

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 147, no. 13.]

' Babelon (vol. i., p. 148) describes also the sextans and uncia, the existence of which
Bahrfeldt questions (JV«m. Zeit., 1896, p. 24). A variety of the quadrans reads L, ANTES not
in monogram; another is without the cognomen on the obverse; and a third has LANES and
no bird for U , AsES and bird. The weights of the triens and quadrans in the British Museum
show how irregular these were at this time. Babelon

(
lor, cit.) figures a hybrid with the reverse

type of the denarius of L. Antestius, but reading E , AZS, and with the obverse type of that
of Q. Antonius Balbus, viz., head of Jupiter, laureate, and behind, S . C ; and mentions
another with the obverse of L. Antestius and reverse of M. Aburius Geminus (see p. 146).
Bahrfeldt {Sunt. Zeit., 1896, p. 24) describes a third piece with the obverse of L. Antestius
and the reverse of C. Antestius, i.e. with the Dioscuri and a dog below (see p. 114).
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No. ^Veig'ht
Mcial

and &ize
Obverse Reverse

982

983

984

985

986

99-0

85-0

72-0

66-0

64-0

987
J

50-0

M -8

M -75

2E -75

JE -8

M -75

M -8

M. FABRINI

(MAECUS PABEINIUS)'

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wearing
crested Corinthian hel-

met ; behind, I

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

„ . , M.FABR.I
fore, I; above, k,.

[PI. xxvii. 9.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Quad pans

Head of young Hercules
r., wearing lion's skin;

below, club ; behind, I

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; before prow,

[PI. xxvii. 10.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Sextans 3

Bust of Mercury r., wear-
ing chlamys and winged
petasus ; behind shoul-

ders, caduoeus, and I

Similar ; before prow,

' The only mention of the Pabrinia gens is on coins, and M. Fabrinius is the only member
^^'ho filled the office of moneyer. Denarii of M. Fabrinius have not been met with, but it is

probable that some were struck, as at this period it would be quite unusual for a, moneyer

to issue bronze coins only. On account of their light weight the bronze coins of M. Fabrinius

are generally attributed to a somewhat later date than that given here, but as their fabric and

style correspond with other coins classed to this date they are included with them.

- The semis is also known of this issue (BaLelon, vol. i., p. 489, no. 1), on which Bahrfeldt

(Num. Zeii., 1896, p. 119, and 1900, p. 47) notes variations in the reading and placing of the

maneyer's name, as also on the trieiis and quadrans.



,, ,,, . , , Metal
},n. II eight , „^ and Size

CIRC. B.C. 1^1—103; A.T.C G30— (m1 \-\r>

989

990

991

992

993

994

61-0

60-1

60-4

87-0

44-0

66-0

51-0

M -75

M -75

M

M -85

M -7

M -7

M -76

n.M..Ar./w

(PUBLIUS MAENIUS ANTIATICUS

MAECI FILIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single

drop ; behind, X

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory, naked to the hips,

in quadriga r., horses

galloping ; she holds in

r. hand wreath and in 1.

goad and reins ; below,

n ./Vt. AT
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 11.]

Quadrans ^

Head of young Hercules
r., wearing lion's skin

;

behind, \

Similar.

Similar ; below head, club.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, ',; above, P- Aft- W-
/Vf •

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name
incorrectly given, P NE
1^ N^

(Borrell)

' This moneyer is only known from his coins. He was probably a descendant of

C. Maenius, who was consul B.C. 338, and who, on account of his victory over the Latin army
near Antium in that year, appears to have obtained the surname of Autiaticus. The type of

the reverse may refer to this victory. It is similar to that on coins of C. Numitorius (see

p. 141). The patronymic initials /Vt (Marci Filius) occur only on the bronze coins, and are
placed after the cognomen. Both these circumstances are unusual.

•' Other denominations are the triens and uncia (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 164, 165, nos. 8, 10).
On the latter the moneyer's name reads P . hf^ . f^ only. There are hybrids formed of the
reverse of the denarius of P. Maenius and of the obverse of that of M. Forcius Laeca (see

p. 151), and of the obverse of P Maenius and the reverse of M. Aburius Geminus (see p. 146)

U
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Ao. TT eignt , ,-,^ and btze

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Bever^e

995

996

997

61-0

60-7

59-9

M./6VJI .N^ .GEM

(MAECUS ABURIUS MAECI FILIUS GEMINI'S)

'

Denarius

JR -75

-•R -8

M -75

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X
;

behind, GEM^

Similar.

Similar.

HoMA (in exergue). Sol,

draped, his mantle float-

ing behind him, in quad-

riga r., horses galloping ;'

he holds whip with loose

thong in r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

M-/%VJI
(Craeherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 13.]

(Craeherode Coll.)

Similar.

998 I
89-0 2E -75

Quadrans *

Head of young Hercules r.,
|
R.OMA below Prow r.

;

wearing lion's skin; be- i before, t ; above,
^"^'^' • ' M.A)VJI- A^

GEM
(Craeherode Coll.)

1 An unknown moneyer, but not improbably a, son of M. Aburius, who was tribune of the

plebs B.C. 187, and praetor B.C. 176, and a brother of the next moneyer, C. Aburius Geminus.
The cognomen Geminus was given to the supposed father of the moneyer, M. Aburius, and his

twin-brother, C. Aburius, who was tribune of the plebs B.C. 185 and ambassador to Masinissa

in Africa B.C. 171.

" A variety is without the legend GEM, and has the mark of value X behind the head.

It may be a hybrid formed of the obverse of the denarius of the previous moneyer, P. Maenius
Antiaticus. Other hybrids exist with the obverses of denarii of Cn. Lucretius Trio (see

p. 132) and L. Antestius Gragulus (see p. 142). Also the obverses of denarii of M. Aburius,

or C. Aburius, are known with the reverses of L. Antestius Gragulus, P. iVIaenius Antiaticus

(see p. 145), and M. Varguuteius (see p. 163, and Babelon, vol. i., pp. 96, 97).

^ This type may have a general significance like those of Jupiter or Diana in a quadriga.
Numismatists have, however, sought to connect it with the name Aburius, supposing it to be
derived from amburere (to burn), sometimes written aburere (Eckhel, Doct. num. vet., t. v.,

p. 118). This suggestion, however, seems a little fanciful. On some denarii the thong of the

whip is not loose but encircles the handle.

• Varieties of the quadrans read M . AV RI.GEM or M.ABVR only. The only other
denomination known is the uncia. Babelon (vol. i., p. 97) says that the semis reading

^ '

'^Nl
'^ ^" altered piece of M. Fabrinius (see p. 144), but Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896,

p. 6) does not question the genuineness of the specimen in the Berlin Cabinet, and adds that

Friedlander and the present curators defend it. As in the case of the previous moneyer, the
patronymic initial.'! M- (Marci Filius) only occur on the bronzr coius.
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Ko. Weijht
Meial

and Hi^^e

999

1000

1001

1002

1003

60-2

57-5

111-0

Al -8

A\ -75

M -85

O'/i'fi-.-if Revers

C. AVei.GEM

(GAIUS ABUEIUS GEMINUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X
;

behind, GEM (same as

no. 995).

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). Mars
in armour, in quadriga

r., horses galloping ; he
holds trophy in r. hand,

and spear, shield, and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

[PI. xxvii. 14.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian
helmet ; behind, ;

KoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, :; above, ^^^

65-0
I

M -75
j

Head of yoimg Hercules r.

wearing lion's skin ; be
low, club ; behind, ',

53-0 M -75

1004 31-0
I

M -7

Quadrans'

Similar ; before prow, 1

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 15.]

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar.

' As mentioned above, this moneyer was probably a brother of M. Aburins Geminus, and
may have been a colleague of his at the mint. The obverse type of the denarius of each is

identical. That of the reverse of C. Aburius may allude to some military triumph connected
with the Aburia gens, of which very little is known. Babelon (vol. i., p. 94) suggests that
C. Aburius, M. Aburius, and M. Poroius Laeoa (see p. 151) formed a mint-triumvirate. He
also mentions hybrids formed of the reverse of the denarius of C. Aburius and the obverses of
those of Cn. Lucretius Trio (see p. 1.32), L. Antestius Gragulus (see p. 142), and M. Porcius
Laeoa. It may be only a coincidence that the hybrids of the coins of Cains and Marcus
Aburius are so similar.

^ There are several varieties of the quadrans. One has the legend on the reverse differently

divided, '
' M ' ^^'^ another has GEM above the prow and ROMA below. Other

denominations are the sextans and the uncia as the above described triens (Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 95, nos. 4, 5).



i4y COINAGE OF EOME

^'o. Vl'eigM
ind Sht

Obverse j;fi'fi,<c

TI.MINVCI.C.F.AVGVRINI

1005 61-0 .R -8

(TIBEEII MIXUCII CAII FILII AUGUEINI)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the earring

is of plain single drop

;

behind, X

1006

1007

60-6 i ^ -75 Similar.

R-OMA (above, in the field)

divided by Ionic column,
surmounted by a statue

;

the shaft is formed of

torus-shaped blocks ; at

the base of the column are

two ears of corn ; on the
r. of the column stands

M. Minucius Faesus, to-

gate and holding a lituus

in his r. hand ; and on
the left, L. Minucius Au-
gurinus, or P. Minucius
Augurinus, holding a dish

and a loaf, his foot resting

on a modius ; around,

Tl -MINVCICF-AVG
VKINI

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 16.]

(Nott)

87-0 ' 2E -8

Triens-

Head of ]\Iinerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian
helmet; behind, I

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

f : , TIAVGVK
fore, . ; above, .

|^

.

and lituus.

[PI. xxvii. 17.]

' This moneyer is evidently a son of C. Minucius Augurinus, who struck coins a few years
earlier (see p. 135). The types of the reverses of the denarii of the two issues are similar,

but those of the obverses vary according to the characteristics of the Period to which each is

assigned, viz., in the style of the head of Roma, the shape of the earring, and the form of the
mark of value. Varieties of the denarius read MINVC for MINVCI and AVGVRNI for

AVGVRINl.

- Other denominations are the semis and quadrans (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 232, nos. 11, 1-i).

Varietiesof the semis have the legends Tl .AVGVR, Tl AVGVRI and Tl . AVGVRINl. It

is evident from these coins and also from the denarii that this moneyer's name was in the
genitive case, and not in the nominative as usual. The lituus is a symbole jjaj'Zeiiii of the
cognomen Aiiivrhms.
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No. Weight
J^'j^'^^^

Obverse Beverse

1008 61-2

1009

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1016

60-6

60-0

59-9

56-4

49-7

112-0

111-0

97-0

M -75

JR -75

M -8

M -8

M -7

M -7

M -85

M -85

M -8

(MAECUS MAECIUS MANII FILIUS) ^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing

wmged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X
;

behind, modius.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Victory, naked to the hips,

in biga r., horses gallop-

ing ; she holds whip with

close thong in r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below, divided

by two ears of corn and
. , ,. M A^ Cm two Imes, ^^ ^^^

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxvii. 18.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; above, • • • •

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

AY"
[PI. xxvii. 19.]

fore, Z ; above.

Similar.

Similar ; legend, f^
(Blacas Coll.)

' This moneyer is evidently the son of Manius Marciua, who during his aedileship, oirc.

B.C. 154, was the first to distribute corn to the people at one as per modius (Pliny, Hist. Nat.
xviii., 3, 15, ManiuB Marcius aedilhs pleiis primutn frumentum popido in modios assihus
datavit). The symbol on the obverse and the type of the reverse of the denarius refer to this

circumstance.
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No. H'eight

1017

1018

1019

93'0

76-0

61'3

Metal
and Size

.E -8

xE -8

/R -75

1020

1021

1022

59'9

59-7

62-0

M -7

M -7

M -85

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

Quadrans'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Similar.

Similar ; before prow, I ;

moneyer's name,M •A^C I

Similar ; moneyer's name,

[PI. xxvii. 20.]

AA/.ACILI.BA.BVS

(ilANIUS ACILIUS BALBUS)3

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X

;

behind, BA-BVS ; below,

B.OMA; the whole within

laurel-wreath.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
BA_BVS

AV ACILI (in exergue).

Jupiter, accompanied by
Victory, in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; the god
hurls thunderbolt with r.

hand and holds sceptre

in 1. ; Victory holds whip
with loose thong in r.

hand and reins in 1. ; be-

low horses, Macedonian
shield.

[PI. xxviii. 1.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Hume)

Quadrans

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

R-OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, J ; above,W AC I

L

[PI. xxviii. 2.]

' Only the triens and qnadrans in bronze are known of this issue. A variety of the latter

has the moneyer's name, M . /\^CI . /W . F, on the reverse in one line above the prow
(Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 13).

^ Possibly a son of Manius Acilius Balbus, who was consul B.C. 114, and a grandson of

the consul M. Aoilius L. f. K. n. Balbus, B.C. 150, who appears to have commanded in the

Macedonian war, which terminated in the defeat of Perseus at Pydna B.C. 168, an event to

which the type of the reverse and the wreath on the obverse may relate.

3 The semis of this issue, reading AV . ACI, is figured by Babelon (vol. i., p. 102, no. 2),

who also notes a variety of the quadrans with /W , ACI LI.
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No. WeigU
Metal

and Sine
Olivers Reverse

1023

1024

1025

61-8 ' .R -75

61-5 M -75

61-5 .R -7

M . rOFLC . LAECA

(MAECUS POECIUS LAEC.\)

'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &o., simi-

lar to no. 971 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X
;

behind head, kAECA

Similar ; moneyer's name,
LAECA

KoMA (in exergue). Li-

bertas, crowned by
Victory, in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; she

holds cap of Liberty in

r. hand and reins in 1.

;

behind her, sceptre ; be-

low horses, M- PoKC
[PI. xxviii. 3.]

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 4.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

CN . DOM, DOA/^, OE DOMI

(CNAEUS DOMITIUS [AHENOBAEBUS])

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.;

similar to no. 971 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X

;

behind head, ear of corn.

CN • DoM (in exergue).

Victory, naked to the
hips, in biga r., horses
galloping ; she holds whip
with close thong in r. hand
and reins in 1. ; below
horses, a man attacking

a hound with a spear

;

above biga, RoMA
[PI. xxviii. 5.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

' This Tuoneyer, who is only known from his coins, was a descendant of P. Poroius Laeca,
who was praetor in b.c, 19.5, and who proposed and carried the law de Provocatione, which
granted to the people the right of appeal in criminal matters. This circnmstance, as Eckhel
(Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 286) pointed out, is evidently commemorated in the reverse type of
the denarius. M. Porcius Laeca may have been a colleague at the mint of Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus and C. Cassius ; but Babelon (vol. ii., p. 368) would associate with him Marcus and
Caius Aburius (see above, pp. 146, 147). There is a hybrid consisting of the obverse of this
denarius and the reverse of the denarius of P. Maenius Antiaticus (see p. 145). No bronze
coins are known of this moneyer.

" Cnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus, to whom these coins may be attributed, was the grandson
of the consul safEectus of the same name in B.C. 162, who had also been a moneyer (see above,
p. 82), and a son of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus who was consul B.C. 122 and proconsul
B.C. 121. The above moneyer was tribune of the plebs B.C. 104, pontifex maximus some time
after the passing of the lex Domitia, by which the right of election was transferred from the
priestly colleges to the people : consul b.c. 96 with C. Cassius (see p. 153) ; and censor b.c 92
with L. Licinius Crassus, the orator (see p. 184).

Count de Salis seems to have attributed to this moneyer three different issues of coins
bearing his name : (i.) the above described

;
(ii.) that struck in conjunction with Quintus Curtius

and Marcus Silanus, which from its fabric is classed to a local mint (see Italy, b.c. 124—103)
;

and (iii.) that struck when censor wifli L. Licinius Crassus and others (see p. 184).
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Ko. We'ciht

1026

1027

1028

1029

1030

1031

Meial
and Size

60-2
1 M -8

170-0

121-0

68-0

78-0

90-0

M -95

M -9

7E -75

JE -8

M

COINAGE OF EOME

Diverse Heverse

Similar. Similar ; the man appears
to be attacking a female
hound.

[PL xxviii. 6.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

Similar.

KoMA belo-w Prow r. ; be-

fore, S; above, CN-DoMI'

Similar; CN-Do/VE
[PI. xxviii. 7.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Triens

Head of Minerva r., wear-
ing crested Corinthian
helmet ; behind, J

Similar ; before prow,
above, CN DoMI

[PI. xxviii. 8.]

Quadrans

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J

Similar.

Similar ; before prow.
above, CN. DoMI

[PI. xxviii. 9.]

Similar; CN-DoAt
[PI. xxviii. 10.]

Babelon (vol. i., pp. 460-465) appears to agree with Count de Salis, but Bahrfeldt, who has

gone minutely into the chronology of the coinages of the Domitii Ahenobarbi (Zeit. f. Num.,

1895, pp. 53-71), favours Mommsen's view, and attributes the above coins to the consul of

B.C. 122 ; and those struck in conjunction with Quintus Curtius and Marcus Silanus and also as

censor to the consul of B.C. 96.

The reverse type probably relates to the defeat in B.C. 121 of the Gallic tribes, the

AUobroges and the Arverni, under Bituitus, near Vindalium, by the Roman consul Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus, the moneyer's father. In this engagement Bituitus is said to have sent against

the Roman soldiers packs of enormous hounds in order to frighten them (see Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 461). If this explanation is correct these coins cannot be attributed, as Mommsen has done
(Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.

, p. 326), to the consul of B.C. 122, but rather to his son, who wished to

record the great deeds of his father. The reference of the ear of com on the obverse has not

been explained. Babelon (vol. i., p. 461) draws attention to the similarity of the types of the

denarii of Cn. Domitius and M. Marcius Mn. f. (see above, p. 149), and suggests that they

were colleagues in the mint. As the denarii are throughout so like in fabric during this

Period, and the types often similar, it is difficult to say who may have held joint office at the

mint. Count de Salis appears, however, to have associated M. Porcius Laeca, Cn. Domitius

and C. Cassius in a mint-triumvirate.

1 This and the following coins reading CN.DOMl or CN.DOA/thave been classed by
Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 249) and by Babelon (vol. i., pp. inH-U) to the member
of the Domitia gens who struck denarii at the beginning of the 2nd cent, (see p. 82). Though
the as and the sextans ii-ith CN . DOM probably do belong to that time, the denominations

here described, from their style, fabric and weight are of a later date, and in these respects

correspond precisely with other bronze coins classed to the end of that century (e.g. 124—103).

They therefore form part of the first coinage struck by the Cn. Domitius who was consul in

B.C. 96 and censor in B.C. 92. The form " Dometianus " for " Domitianus " appears only to

occur on coins.
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,
, Metal

No. Weight ^^^ Size
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Obverse Reverse

153

1032 60-2

1033 60-0

1034

1035

59-8

A\ -75

M -75

M, -7

238-0 ZE 1-1

C . CASSI

(CAIUS CASSIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 971 ; the

earring is. of plain single

drop ; behind, X and
voting urn.

Similar.

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). Li-

bertas, naked to the

waist, in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; she

holds cap of Liberty in

r. hand and long sceptre

and reins in 1. ; below
horses, C • CASSI

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 11.]

Similar.

Dodrans^

(Nott)

Bust of Vulcan r., draped
and wearing laureate

pileus ; behind, pincers

and marks of value S*»

(i.e. nine unciae).

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S%; above, C . CASSI

[PI. xxviii. 12.]

' This moneyer was probably C. Cassias L. f. Louginus, the younger son ol: L. Cassius

Lougiuus Ravilla, who, as tribune of the plebs in B.C. 137, proposed and carried the lex

tuhellaria, which established the right of voting by ballot in criminal cases tried in the

coraitia by the whole body of the people. He was consul B.C. 127, and in B.C. 113 was one of

the judges in the trial of the vestal virgins. C. Cassius was himself consul B.C. 96 with Cn.
Domitiua Ahenobarbus, but little else is known of his life. The urn on the obverse evidently

refers to the trial of the vestal virgins (see Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 348), and the

reverse type, like that of the coins of M. Porcius Laeca (see p. 151) to the liberal views held by
the Cassia gens. Like Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, C. Cassius records on his coins an event
connected with his family which had happened only a few years previously. From this, and
also from similarity of type, it is suggested that he was an officer of the mint with Cu.
Domitius Ahenobarbus and M. Porcius Laeca.

The obverse of the denarius of C. Cassius forms a hybrid with the reverse of that of

M. Vargunteius (see p. 163), and Bahrfeldt (JVttm. Zeit., 1896, p. 81) mentions another in the
Vienna Collectiou with the reverse of that of M. Aemilius Scaurua (Babelon, vol. i., p. 120,

no. 8) ; and a third, with the reverse of the denarius of Tiberius with seated figure of the
emperor. This last piece is curious, as the two issues were so far apart.

'' The issue of the dodrans and the bes was quite exceptional. They may have been
intended to supply the place of the as, which had been suspended at this period. This is the
only instance of the striking of the bes at Rome ; later, another attempt was made to issue
the dodrans (see below, coins of M. Metellus, attributed to B.C. 94, p. 177). Bahrfeldt (.Vum.
Zeit., 1896, p. 81) figures the quadrans of this series. It was in the Bignami Collection, and
appears to be unique. It is of the usual type.

-1— X
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No. WeigM ^ff:" and Size

1036

1037

1900 M -9

80-0

74-0

1038 61-2

M -75

M -75

M -75

COINAGE OF EOMB

Ohverse Reverse

Bes

Head of young Bacchus r.,i

[bound with ivy ;] hair in

ringlets ; behind, marks
of value SI (i.e. eight

unciae).

Similar ; before prov?, S

I

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 326, no. 3.]

C.CAAP

(CAIUS CAMPANIANUS?)2

Quadpans

Head of young Hercules r.,

v^rearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, ;

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, I; above, C-CA/f

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 13.]

T.a
(TITUS QUINCTIUS [FLAMININUS])^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 971 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X ; be-

hind head, flamen's cap.

KoMA (in exergue). The
Dioscuri on horseback,
charging r. ; each holds

couched spear and wears
chlamys, cuirass, and
pileus, surmounted by
star ; below horses, T Q.

divided by a round Mace-
donian shield.

(Blacas Coll.)

1 Borgheai (QSuvres compl., t. i., p. 241) says it is the head of Bacchus bound with ivy, but
Riccio (Mon. fam. rom., p. 48, no. 5) identifies it as of Venus with wreath of flowers.

'' The interpretation of this monogram is somewhat uncertain. The cognomen Campanianus,
or Campanins, occurs somewhat frequently in inscriptions. Mommsen {C.I.L. Neap., no. 6801)
mentions a Julius Felix Campanianus who was praefectus Vrhi ; also C. Campanianus, who
commanded in the First Legion. It is, however, not possible to identify the moneyer of these

coins, which do not seem to have been hitherto noticed. They appear to belong to the time to

which they are assigned, as they are similar in fabric and weight to other bronze pieces of the

Period. The quadrans is the only denomination in the British Museum.
•' The magistrate who struck these coins has usually been identified with Titus Quinotius
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n- 71- 7 * Metal
^o- "^-y" and Size

1039

1040

1041

1042

1043

1044

60-1

59-8

58-3

148-0

129-0

59-0

M -75

M -7

M -7

M -9

M -9

M -75

Obverse Jiccet'^e

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 14.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Semis ^

Head of Jupiter r., laureate ;

behind, S

Similar.

B.OMA belo-w Pro-w r.

;

before, S ; above, T • Q.

[PI. xxviii. 15.]

Similar.

ELEPHANT'S HEAD^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., -wear-

ing -winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 971 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; behind, X

Female figure, Pax, in biga

r., horses galloping ; she

is fully draped, and holds

oli"ve-branch in r. hand
and sceptre and reins in

1. ; belo"w horses, ele-

phant's head r., -with

bell attached, and below
it, R-OMA

[PI. xxviii. 16.]

Plamininus, -who -was consul in B.C. 123. If, however, Count de Salis's classification is correct,

we must seek for this moneyer amongst the members of the next generation of the Quinctia gens.
The type of the reverse and also the symbol, the shield, relate to the great victory of

T. Quinctius Flamininus over Philip Y. of Macedon at Cynoscephalae in B.C. 197, after -which
that general offered up special vows to the Dioscuri at the temple of Delphi. This would
account for the recurrence on the reverse of this type of the Dioscuri which had fallen out of

use for some time. The flamen's cap on the obverse is a symbole parlant of the cognomen of
the moneyer.

' Other denominations are the triens and quadrans (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 392, 393,
nos. 4, 5^.

^ The occurrence of the moneyer's symbol only without his name is exceptional at this
time.

The elephant's head shows that these coins were struck by a member of the Caecilia gens,
of which it was the special symbol, but by which member is uncertain, as so many held high
state offices at the end of the 2nd cent. B.C. Babelon (vol. i., p. 272) has identified these coins
with Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, to whom the following issue is assigned. As both issues were
struck about the same time, and as they have different types of reverse, it is more probable
that they belong to separate moneyers.

The head of the elephant commemorates the victories of L. Caecilius Metellus over the
Carthaginians in Sicily during the first Punic War, more especially that at Panormus in
B.C. 251, in which engagement he captured all Hasdrubal's elephants. The figure in the
chariot is more likely that of Pax than Pietas (Babelon, vol. i., p. 272), as Q. Caecilius Metellus
did not receive the title of Pius till after B.C. 99 (see next issue), and the coins were struck
before that date. The usual attributes of Pax on later coins are the olive-branch and sceptre.
The type may refer to the peace -n-hich followed the first Punic War.
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,T _^ Metal
Ao. Weight , „

" ana Size

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

58-8

58-7

58-7

145-0

930

84-0

71-0

45-0

60-2

M -7

M -75

M -75

M -9

M -85

M -85

M -75

m -8

M -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse J^crcrsc

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar.

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, elephant's

head r., with bell.

Similar.

Similar.

Quadrans'

Similar ; before prow,

[PI. xxviii. 17.]

Similar.

a. A/^T

(QUINTUS [CAECILIUS] METELLUS) ^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &o.,

similar to no. 971 ; the

visor is in three pieces,

even at the ends ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; under chin, X ;

behind head, Q • A/fE

RvOMA (in exergue). Ju-

piter, naked to the waist,

in quadriga r., horses

walking ; he holds branch
in r. hand and thunder-

bolt and reins in 1.

[PI. xxviii. 18.]

' Other denominations are the triens and sextans, of the usual types, but on the latter

there is a caduceus behind the bust of Mercury (Babelon, vol. i., p. 274, nos. 40, 42).

' Quintus CaeciliuB Metellua Pius, to whom these coins may be ascribed, was the son of

Q. Caecilius Metellus Numidious. He received circ. B.C. 99 the surname of Pius on account

of the affection he displayed for his father when in banishment. At the age of twenty he

accompanied his father to Numidia (e.c. 109), was praetor B.C. o9, commanded in the Social

War, was consul B.C. 80 with Sulla, went as proconsul in the following year to Spain to

prosecute the war against Sertorius, when he was proclaimed imperator by his army (Plut.,

Sertorius, xxii.) and struck coins with that title (see Spain, B.C. Y9—77), and was elected

Pontifex Maximus B.C. 65. He died at the end of the following year or at the beginning of the

year after. The reverse type of his denarii probably refers to the splendid triumph accorded

to his father in B.C. 107 on his return from Numidia. The forms of the visor of the helmet of

Koma are exceptional at this time.
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No. Weight

10511 59-1

1055
I

60-9

1056 156-0

1057

1058

1059

1060

136-0

99-0

120-0

58-0

Mttal
and Bize

A\ -75

.11 -75

M -9

M -85

M -8

M -9

M -7

Oive

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

66-0

59-0

57-0

56-0

42-0

43-0

1067 42-0

Similar.

M -75

M -6

M -75

M -7

M -65

M -7

M -6

Similar ; the visor is in

two pieces, even at the

ends.

Reverse

•Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 19 obv.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r. ;

before, S ; above, Q • At,"E

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 20.]

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
a.M"E

Triens

Similar ; before prow, JHead of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; behind, ',

Quadrans

'

Head of young Hercules r.. Similar ; before prow, :

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, J
•

Similar,

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxviii. 21.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

1 Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1881, pp. 165-169 ; and 1896, pp. 61, 62) gives other readings of

the moneyer's name on the semis, as Q . Ni., Q. . MT, and Q . M E"EL ; and on the quadrans
as Q , ME'E, Q . Ni.T, and Q . M"E. He -would class to this issue the as of the usual type
•with the moneyer's name Q , Ni. on the reverse (see above, p. 79), but this attribntion is

impossible, as that denomination was not struck -when Q. Caecilius Metellus held office at the

mint. It belongs to the beginning of the 2nd cent. B.C., not to the end. He notes a specimen
at Bevanna of the uncia quoted by Babelon from Eicoio (vol. i., p. 267, no. 27) -n'ith reverse
type Q. , Wt"E in a -wreath ; but he condemns the example at Berlin. The •weights of the
bronze coins of this issue are very irregular, some of the quadrantes in the case of the
British Museum scries being heavier than the triens.
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PERIOD VII.

Circ. B.C. 102—92 ; a.u.c. 652—662

Denominations.—The chief occurrence to be noticed under this heading is

the revival of the issue of the silver quinarius, which had been in abeyance at the

Roman mint for about a century or a Httle more (see above, pp. 36, 44). The re-

issue of this coin was ordered by the Lex Clodia, the date of which, though some-

what uncertain, was about B.C. 104 ; but Count de Salis did not consider that

the new law came into operation till B.C. 102, to which year he attributes the

coinage of C. Egnatuleius, which consists only of the earliest pieces of this

denomination. From the evidence of finds it seems that this new coin soon put

out of circulation the old victoriatus, as it is only in the earliest finds, those of

Maseri, Eiccia and S. Giovanni Incarico, that these pieces were met with in

any number. As will be seen below, these hoards were buried at the end of

B.C. 93, or very early in the following year. The principal silver coin is still

the denarius, and in the bronze money no change occurs, except that in a single

instance an unsuccessful attempt is made to continue the dodrans, which with

the hes was first struck at Eome a few years before (see above, pp. 153, 154).

The other bronze coins are the semis and its divisions to the uncia ; but the last

denomination is rarely met with. The issue of the as was not yet resumed. The

weights of the majority of the bronze coins are considerably below the uncial

standard.

Types.—The type of the reverse of the denarius now changes in the case

of each moneyer or group of moneyers, that of the Dioscuri being quite

abandoned. These types of reverse are of the same character as those of the

previous Period, as they usually relate to some eveht connected with the history

of the moneyer's family. For the first time since the introduction of the

denarius new obverse types are introduced on two occasions, the head of Eoma
being displaced for that of another divinity. The first instance occurs in the

special issue of L. Galpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio, which took place in

B.C. 100 (see below, p. 170). These coins provide us with the precise date of

this important change. The second instance was in the case of the joint-issues of

M. Caecilius Metellus Q. f., Q. Fabius Maximus, and C. Serveilius {circ. B.C. 94),

who still further varied their coinages by issuing two types for the obverse of their

denarius, the head of Apollo as well as that of Eoma (see pp. 175-180). After

B.C. 92 the head of Eoma as the type of obverse becomes rather the exception

than the rule. The mark of value on the denarius is X, but during B.C. 92

there is a partial return to the older form of X. In two cases, on the coins of

T. Cloulius (p. 165), and on those of L. Galpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio

(p. 170), the mark of value is omitted, the first being the earliest instance of this

omission. The type of the reverse of the new quinarius was copied from that of

the old victoriatus, and that of the obverse on the earlier issues is either the

head of Apollo or of Jupiter, the latter being also the type of the victoriatus.

This new coin also bears its mark of value, Q for quinarius, the older

form V (=5 asses) not being applicable, as it was now current for eight

asses. Ancient writers appear to have applied the name of victoriatus to this
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new coin, probably from its type of reverse, for Pliny {Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 3, 46)

says. Is qui nunc victoriatus appellatiw lege Clodia percussus est. Varro and

later historians of the empire also gave to the victoriatus the value of the

quinarius: Victoriatus nmw tantundem valet quantum quinarius (Maecianus,

Distrihutio, § xlv.). Another innovation of this Period is the use of symbols or

letters as privy marks of the mint, probably intended as a check on the number

of dies suppUed to each officina. This would seem to be the purpose of these

marks rather than to denote the amount of bullion used by each die, since after

careful comparison of coins bearing the same mint-marks, it has been found that

such duplicates have always been struck from the same dies.

A further innovation is the serrating or dentating of the edge of the

denarius, of which hitherto only three solitary instances appear to have occurred

in the Eoman republican coinage. The first was in the case of the denarii bear-

ing the symbol a wheel, which Count de Sails has attributed to local issue (see

Italy, b.c. 217—197) ; the second, in the coinage of C. Juventius Talna, circ.

B.C. 172—151 (see above, p. 102) ; and possibly, a third, in the coinage of M.

Sergius Silus, which Count de Sails has also attributed to local issue (see Italy,

B.C. 99—94). In the last two instances the serrated edge was quite exceptional,

as most of the denarii of those moneyers have the edges plain. Amongst the

Eomans these denarii were known as ?iummi serrati, and Tacitus (Germ. 5),

in speaking of the Germans, his contemporaries, says : Pecuniam prohant

veterem et diu 7iotam, serratos bigatosque. No further instance of the serrated

edge on Eoman coins occurs till B.C. 92, in which year all the denarii are thus

treated. The most ancient serrated coins are gold and silver pieces of Carthage,

circ. B.C. 240—200; and the bronze money, probably of Antiochus III., the

Great, of Syria (b.c. 222—187), and of Philip V. of Macedon (b.c. 220—179).

Prom B.C. 92 it was generally adopted at the Eoman mint, but not at all

to the exclusion of the plain edge, and continued intermittently till about

B.C. 70, when it fell into disuse. It is therefore evident that the serrating of

coins was only practised occasionally in certain countries and during short

periods. Numerous suggestions have been made as to the purpose this

peculiar mode of treating coins may have served. It could certainly not have

been adopted to prevent the clipping of coins, since a ragged edge would
have lent itself more readily to this species of fraud than a plain one ; nor could

it have been with the object of proving the genuineness of the metal, for, as

we have seen, bronze coins were also treated in this manner ; and, moreover,

plated Eoman denarii sometimes have the edge serrated. Svoronos {Bull, da

Gorr. Hell, 1894, p. 122) suggests that in this shape these coins represent

"astral bodies,'' and Babelon (vol. i., Introd., p. liii.), in remarking on the rude

fabric of some of the serrated denarii, concludes that they were struck at local

mints and specially intended for commercial purposes outside Italy. Count de

Salis, however, did not share this view with Babelon, for with the two exceptions

above mentioned, he has attributed all the nummi serrati to the Eoman mint.

It is therefore evident that the serrating of the coins had no particular sig-

nificance, but was only a fashion, which may have been considered ornamental

and which was sporadic, occurring at certain epochs and then vanishing. In

what manner the serration was done is also a question. The readiest way
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would no doubt have been to cut the flan or blank with a dentated punch, but

the great irregularity of the cuts shows that this could not well have been the

process, although the actual striking of the coin might have caused some

irregularity of edge. Bahrfeldt (Berliner Milnzhlcitter, 1904, p. 441) thinks

that each cut was made with a file, the flan being thus treated either before or

after the actual striking of the coin. Another suggestion is that each piece

was separately treated, and that the indentations were made with a chisel. As

filing the edge of a coin would have considerably altered its weight, the chisel

process seems the more probable one if that of the dentated punch be not

accepted. It can be well understood that such a tedious process of serrating

the edge piece by piece did not meet with much favour, and that in consequence

it was only occasionally practised. As a rule the serrated denarii are larger and

somewhat thinner than those with plain edges.

In the bronze coinage several variations are met with of more or less

importance : such as the occurrence of symbols relating in some way to the

history of the moneyers' families, variations in the spelling of the moneyers'

names, and the use of a new type, as shown in the case of the quadrans of

L. Opeimius (see p. 173). A few bronze coins without the moneyers' names are

attributed to this Period (see p. 168).

The moneyers' names are of the same character as in the previous Period.

With one exception, that of the joint issue of L. Calpurnius Piso and Q. Servilius

Caepio (see p. 170), the nomen or cognorhen is always accompanied by the prae-

nomen, and the first is generally followed by the patronymic initial, and in a few

instances by the cognomen. The coinage attributed to B.C. 94 was struck by a

triumvirate of the mint, M. Caecilius Metellus Q. f., Q. Pabius Maximus, and

C. Serveilius, and in B.C. 92 we have the most unusual instance of a union of five

moneyers, qumquevirate (see p. 184). These are the only instances of a union

of moneyers during this Period. The only epigraphic point to be noticed is the

occasional occurrence of the letter U for L.

Classification.—Independently of any historical evidence or other data the

denarius of this Period with the head of Eoma appears to fall into three series

or groups. In Series I. it closely resembles in style and type that found on

coins of the previous Period ; in Series II. it is in higher relief, and the features

are rigid and have a hard and conventional appearance ; and in Series III.

there is a return to a style somewhat approaching that of the denarius of

Series I. Minor varieties connecting the issues of these different series will be

noted in the descriptions of the coins. Direct historical evidence for the

classification of the coins of this Period is supplied by the issue of the quinarius

under the provisions of the Lex Clodia, the special coinage of L. Calpurnius

Piso and Q. Servilius Caepio (b.c. 100), and the quinquevirate of the mint of

M. Aurelius Scaurus, L. Porcius Licinus, L. Cosconius, L. Pomponius, and

C. Publicius Malleolus, which Count de Sahs attributed to B.C. 92.

In addition to the evidence of fabric and history, we have from this time

that of finds, which is of the highest importance for the determination of the

succession of the issues. In ascertaining the date of burial of a hoard it is

necessary not only to note the various issues which it contains, the number of

specimens of each issue and their state of preservation, but also to take
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into consideration changes in the coinage, such as the introduction of new
denominations, the cessation of others, and any alteration in the standard of

weight, and the circumstances under which the hoard may have been concealed.

For purposes of comparison the contents of the chief finds of coins of the

Republican and early Augustan times have been set out in tabular form, and

will be found in the "Tables of Finds" at the end of this work. In the

Introdtiction an account of each deposit, in chronological order, will be given

;

but, for convenience of reference, under each Period such finds as specially refer

to the coinage of that epoch will be separately mentioned.

The hoards which would appear to have been concealed between

B.C. 102—92 are those of Maserii (near Padua), Eiccia (near Beneventum),

S. Giovanni Incarico (near the ancient site of Fregellae), Eoncarolo (Piedmont),

and Pozoblanco (Andalusia).

The Maserd hoard, discovered in 1881, consisted of 1,034 denarii and 169

victoriati. According to Count de Salis's classification the latest coins in the

find are those of M. Caecilius Metellus and Q. Fabius Maximus (b.c. 94), and N.

Fabius Piotor and C. Caecilius Metellus (b.c. 93), struck at the Eoman mint ; and
of C. Serveilius M. f. {rev. Dioscuri) and Ti. Veturius (b.c. 93) struck in Italy. As
there were no specimens of the coinages of the quinquevirate of the mint (b.c. 92),

M. Aurelius Scaurus, L. Porcius Licinus, L. Cosconius, L. Pomponius, and C.

Poblicius Malleolus, the burial of the hoard probably took place late in B.C. 93, or

during the early part of the next year. On account of the large number of well-

preserved early denarii and victoriati without symbols or moneyers' names in

this hoard, Garrucci {Scari, 1883, p. 224) was of opinion that it seemed to be

rather a numismatic collection of a private individual than representative of the

coinage which was in circulation at the time of its burial.

The contents of the Eiccia hoard, which was unearthed in 1873, were
precisely similar to those of Masera, as it comprised 3,005 denarii and 150

victoriati, and no quinarii ; 89 denarii of the Dioscuri type, and 121 victoriati

being of the early period, without symbols or moneyers' names. The latest

issues represented were similar to those in the Masera hoard, and there were no
specimens of the coinage of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92. It is therefore evident

that the Masera and Eiccia hoards were buried within a few months of each
other. On account of the presence of so many specimens of the victoriatus

and the absence of the quinarius, which was revived under the Lex Clodia

(circ. B.C. 103—102), Mommsen (2eit. fur Nuvi., 1875, p. 44) was of opinion

that this hoard was buried about B.C. 125, in which year the revolt among
the Italian cities was suppressed by the praetor L. Opeimius, and the town
of Fregellae was razed to the ground. It was not far from the site of that city

that the hoard was unearthed.

The S. Giovanni Incarico hoard, found in 1892, though of the same period
as those of Masera and Eiccia, differed somewhat in its contents, as, with the
exception of perhaps a few early victoriati, it was composed of denarii only. It

originally consisted of about 800 pieces, which were quickly dispersed ; but of

these, 202 specimens, including one early victoriatus without symbol, came into

the hands of Prof. G. de Petra, who has supplied a list of them {Riv. Ital, 1893,

p. 99). The latest pieces of the Roman mint are those of M. Caecilius Metellus
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and Q. Fabius Maximus (b.c. 94), and of N. Fabius Pictor and C. Caecilius

Metellus (b.c. 93), the coinage of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92 again not being

represented ; whilst of the local mints there were specimens of the issues of

C. Serveilius M. f. and Ti. Veturius (b.c. 93). All these coins are described

by Prof, de Petra as being " new," i.e. unworn by circulation. The burial

of this hoard therefore coincides in date with those of Masera and Eicoia.

Though none of these three hoards was known to Count de Salis, it

would appear that, in spite of Mommsen's view, they confirm the former's

classification of the coins of this Period.

The Boncarolo hoard, found in 1853, was of much less extent than the

preceding, and comprised only about 150 pieces, of which 93 were carefully

examined and described by Sig. Luigi Bruzza (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

p. 123). It contained only two early denarii without symbols ; but of the latest

issues struck in Eome there were present the coins of Q. Fabius Maximus
(B.C. 94) and N. Fabius Pictor (b.c. 93), and most important of all, those of

L. Porcius Licinus, L. Cosconius, and L. Pomponius, three members of the

quinquevirate of the mint (b.c. 92) ; and of the issues struck in Italy, there

were coins of Ti. Veturius and M. Fourius Philus (b.c. 93—92). The presence

of the coins of the three members of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92 and of those of

M. Fourius Philus proves that the Eoncarolo hoard is a little later in date

than the preceding ones, and that it was buried shortly after B.C. 92 or at the

end of that year.

The Pozohlanco hoard bears the same similarity to that of Eoncarolo as the

Eiccia and S. Giovanni Incarico hoards do to that of Masera. It is said to

have contained about 1,000 pieces, but only 84 were submitted to Sen. Zobel at

Madrid for examination (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., pp. 131, 132). The
latest issues represented were practically the same as those in the Eoncarolo

hoard, except that specimens of the coinage of each member of the quinquevirate

of B.C. 92 occurred. Of the coinage of M. Fourius Philus (Italy, b.c. 92) there

were no less than sixteen specimens a fleur de coin. This hoard was therefore

buried also in b.c. 92 or soon after.

Up to this point Count de Salis has arranged the coins struck at the Eoman
mint in Periods, each one extending over several years, but from b.c. 102 down
to B.C. 37, from which date the placing of the moneyers' names on the coins was
for a time discontinued, he has attempted a more minute classification, i.e.

year by year. An exception has been made in the issues which are attributed to

B.C. 99—95 (see pp. 171 f.). Prom this it is evident that Count de Salis was of

opinion that the mint was always in operation, though the appointment of the

moneyers or the exercise of their duties was irregular, for in many cases he

attributes only one ordinary issue to a year, and often only two, and in some
instances he exceeds the number of three. Special issues are exceptional, as

they were not struck by the ordinary moneyers. Whilst preserving Count de

Salis's classification, we shall continue to group the coinages in Periods, the

extent of each one being based on the evidence of finds, on changes in the

monetary system, or on other historical data.
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06iv,-.,-« Reverse

1068

1069

60-0
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130-0

Al -85

A\ -8
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M. VRG
(MAECUS VARGUMTEIUS) ^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high
rehef, wearing winged
helmet, ornamented with
gryphon's head; the
visor in three pieces

and peaked ; earring of

plain single drop, and
necklace ; hair falling in

three close looks ; under
chin, X ; behind head,

Similar.

KoMA (in exergue). Ju-
piter, naked to the waist,

in quadriga r., horses
walking; he holds branch
in r. hand and thunder-
bolt and reins in 1.

[PI. xxix. 1.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

(Craoherode Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

l?.oMA below Prow r. :

before, S ; above, M
VS?.G

(Craoherode Coll.)

' The denarii of this series resemble in fabric those of the preceding Period (see above,
p. 160).

This moneyer is only known to history from his coins. He may have been the father of
L. Vargnnteius, an accomplice of Catiline. He is the only member of his gens of whom coins
are known.

The type, fabric and style of his denarii are so precisely similar to those of Q. Caecilius
Metellus Pius, whose coins are placed at the end of the previous Period, that Borghesi (OSuvres
compl., t. ii., p. 156) was of opinion that with Cnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus (see p. 151)
they formed a triumvirate of the mint. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 525) would, however, associate
M. Acilius M. f. with the two first-named moneyers, but Count de Sails has attributed the
coins of Acilius to a slightly later date (see below, p. 169). I'ho head of Roma is in high
relief, of somewhat crude design, and with the features rigid and hard.

There are hybrids, consisting of the obverse of the denarius of M. Vargunteius and the
reverses of those of L. Anteatius Gragulus (see p. 142) and of M. Sergius Silus (Babelon,
vol. ii., p. 442); of the reverse of the denarius of M. Vargunteius and the obverse of that of
C. Cassius Longinus (see p. 153) ; and another, with the obverse of the denarius of Marcus
or Caius Aburius (see p, 146, note 2).
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No. Weight

1071

107S

1073

1074

1075

93-0

Metal
and Sue

M -75

69-0 ' IE -85

64-0

59-0

44-0

1076 29-5

M -75

M -75

M -6

COINAGE OF EOME

ObveT.ie Reverse

Tpiens

Head of Minerva r., wear-

ing crested Corinthian

helmet ; behind, I
m

Similar.

Similar ; before prow,

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 2.]

Head of young Hercules

r., wearing lion's skin

;

behind, I

Similar.

Similar.

Quadi^ans'

Similar ; before prow,

[PI. xxix. 3.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

C. EGATVEI .C. F

(CAIUS EGNATULEIUS CAII FILIUS)'

Quinarius^

JR -65 I Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

j

below, Q. {Quinariiis)
;

behind, C-EGATVEI-CF-

RoMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory standing 1., inscrib-

ing shield attached to

trophy, which is sur-

mounted by a helmet,

ornamented with the
horns of a bull ; at the

foot of the trophy is a

Gaulish military trumpet
{carnyx) ; in the field

before Victory the letter

Q (Quiiiarms).

I There is also the sextans of this issue with the caduceus behind the bust of Mercury
(Babelon, vol. ii., p. 526, no. 5). A variety of the quadrans reads, on the reverse, M . \^
(Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 96).

'-' This moneyer appears only to be known from his coins, and to have been the sole

member of his gens who held office at the mint. The only other member of the Egnatuleia

gens of whom there is any record during the period of the Republic is L. Egnatuleins, who
was quaestor B.C. 44, and commanded the 4th Legion under Mark Antony, and later on under

Octavius. C. Egnatuleius struck only the quiuarius in silver.

^ The revival of the quinarius, the issue of which at the Roman mint had been in abeyance

since about B.C. 217, appears to have been due to the provisions of the Lex Clodia, circ.

B.C. 103 (see above, p. 158). The date of the Le.r Clodia is a, little uncertain, but as it is very

probable that these quinarii of Egnatuleius wore struck soon after the passing of that law, it

may be placed at some time during B.C. 103—102. The initial Q {Quinarius}, the mark of

\aliie, is given in the earliest issues of this coin. Lcnormant (il/vii. dnni- VAnt., vol. ii., p. 293)
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,,. . , . Metal
An 1] eight ^„^gi,.

Obcerse

1077

1078

28-5 I Al -65

19-8

1079

M -6

61-0

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 4.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

(Craoherode Coll.^

^l -75
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T.CLOVLI OE CLOVI

(TITUS CLOULIUS)!

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 1068 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; behind, wreath

;

below, R.OMA ; no mark
of value.

T-CLOVLI (in exergue).

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping with high
action ; she holds reins

with both hands and
restrains the horses ; be-

low which, ear of corn.

(Craoherode Coll.)

interpreted the letter Q under the head of Apollo as the initial of Qv.ac^'tnr, and therefore

suggests that C. Egnatuleius may have been one of the quaestors of Marius in the wars against
the Teutones and the Cimbri, and that his coins were struck for the use of the army in B.C. 102.

What favours Lenormant's view is that the reverse type certainly refers to some Gaulish
victory, in which, no doubt, a member of the Egnatuleia gens had taken part. Comparing, how-
ever, the coins of C. Egnatuleius with those of T. Cloulius (see p. 167) in regard to fabric,

there is every reason to believe that both issues were struck at Rome, and moreover, it will be
seen that the letter Q on the obverse of the coins of Egnatuleius never actually follows his
name, as it would in the case of its being a title, but is placed slightly apart and immediately
under the head of Apollo. We are therefore disposed to consider that this letter on the
obverse is intended for the mark of value as it is on the reverse. As to the association of

C. Egnatuleius, T. Cloulius, and P. Vettius Sabinus in a triumvirate of the mint see below,

pp. 166, 221.

Eckhel {Doct. num. vei., vol. v., pp. 92, 9-t) mentions a hybrid with the obverse of the
quinarius of Egnatuleius and the reverse of the quinarius of T. Cloulius ; and another with the
reverse of the denarius of Manius Acilius Glabrio (Babelon, vol. i., p. 106, no. 8). Bahrfeldt
{Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 112) describes a third with the reverse of the quinarius of C. Fundanius
(see below, p. 233).

' This moneyer is uncertain. Borghesi (CEuvres cnmpl., t. ii., p. 306) has identified him
with T. Cloulius, a native of Terracina, who a little before B.C. 80 was murdered by his sons,
this crime being the subject of a famous lawsuit (see Cicero, pm ,SV.j". Rose, u. xxiii. ; '\'a].

Maximus, viii. 1, 13). Very little is known of the Cloulia (or, as it is otherwise given, Cloelia
or Cluilia) family beyond that it was patrician and of Alban origin, and that it derived its

name from Clolius, a companion of Aeneas. The last king of Alba is said to have been C.
Cluilius or Cloelius.

The reverse type of the denarius and the wreath on the obverse evidently record some
victory gained by an ancestor of the moneyer, and it is quite possible that the trophy from its

form on the reverse of the quinarius relates to the same event, which we may gather occurred
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•^ and Size

1080

1081

COINAGE OF KOME

Rerer.^e

59-5

58-8

Al

Al -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 5.]

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.;

in Gaul. No attempt appears to have been made to e.xplaiu the ear of corn on the reverse of

the denarius, which may, however, be connected with some special distribution of corn in the

year that Cloulius held the office of moneyer. This would in some way account for the large

issue of quinarii.

The coinage of T, Cloulius marks two important circumstances. One is the omission for

the first time of the mark of value on the denarius ; the other, the use of mint-letters, i.e.

jirivy marks of the mint, probably connected with the issue of the dies for striking the coins.

'I'hese mint-letters, which soon become very general, evidently occurred for the first time on
these quinarii, on which they show three distinct series: (1) with the letter behind the
head of Jupiter

; (2) with it below the head ; and (.3) with it before, under the chin. In each
case the letters extend throughout the alphabet, and are sometimes accompanied by one or

more dots {en satellite), noting probably further suti-di visions of the dies.

There has existed considerable difference of opinion respecting the date of issue of the

denarii and quinarii with the name of T. Cloulius. Mommsen, in his description of the Kiccia

hoard {Zeit. fiXr Num., 1875, p. 39), has classed the denarii to the latter part of his third period

(i.e. B.C. 134—114; A.u.c. 620—640), and the quinarii to a somewhat later date, after B.C. 104,

the supposed year of the passing of the Lex Clodia, which ordered the re-issue of that

denomination, and he would attribute the two series to two different moneyers, bearing the

same name. Babelon (vol. i., pp. 3.59, 360) has adopted Mommsen's view, chiefly on

the ground that none of the quinarii were present with the denarii in the Riccia hoard. The
Due de Blacas (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. .'j74) considered, on the other hand, that,

whilst the denarius and the quinarius niay have been struck by different moneyers, the former,

on account of the absence of the mark of value, could not well have been issued before B.C. 104

(a.u.c. 650); and that the latter, on account of the Le-r ijhuha, followed it a few years later.

The opinion held by the Count de Salis coincides more closely with that of the Due de Blacas,

but in bringing down the date of the issue of the denarius three years he classes the two series,

the denarius and quinarius, to the same moneyer. The absence of the quinarius instituted by
the Lex Clodia in the Riceia hoard, as well as in those discovered at Maseri, Roncarolo, and
Pozoblanco, is scarcely an argument in support of Mommsen's theory, as none were present in

any of the recorded finds earlier than those of Carrara and Roncofreddo, the burial of which
could not have occurred before B.C. 84. It seems therefore that the solution to the

chronological sequence of the coins of this period is to be sought for rather in the date to be

attributed to the joint-issue which bears the names of the five different moneyers in conjunction

with those of the censors, L. Licinius Crassus and Cu. Domitius Ahenobarbus, described below

(pp. 184 f.), than in the absence of these particular coins from the hoards above mentioned. The
difference in the spelling of the moneyer's name, T . CLOVLI on the denarius and T . CLOV.I
on the quinarius is not of much importance, as such variations were not unusual at this time.

The similarity of the obverse types of the denarii of T. Cloulius and M. Vargunteius
(see above, p. 163) shows that both issues belong to about the same date, but the absence of

the mark of value on the coins of the former would place them after those of the latter and in

the order given them by Count de Salis.

Mommsen, Babelon, and others have held that C. Egnatuleius, T. Cloulius, and P. Vettius

Sabinus (see p. 221) were colleagues at the mint, as they all struck quinarii, but the
variations of the reverse types and the occun-ence of single mint-letters on those of T. Cloulius,

and of double mint-letters on those of P. Vettius Sabinus, rather suggest separate issues

divided by short intervals. Moreover, the coins of Egnatuleius differ from those of the other

two moneyers in having on the obverse the head of Apollo instead of that of Jupiter. The
Due de Blacas (Mommsen, Hist. Tnon. rom., t. ii.

,
p. 377), whilst admitting the strong

resemblance between the quinarii of T. Cloulius and P. Vettius Sabinus, was, however, of

opinion that they differed so considerably in type from those of C. Egnatuleius that the

three moneyers did not hold office together. There is one other point of rfsernblanoe between
the quinarii of T. Cloulius and those of P. Vettius Sabinus, which is in the dots which
generally accompany the mint-letters, but even in this respect the coinage of the latter shows a

somewhat further development.
There is a hybrid consisting of the reverse of the quinarius of T. Cloulius and the obverse

of that of C. Egnatuleius (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Smn., 1877, p. 31).



No. Weiijlit
Metal

and Size

27-4
I

.R -6

CIEC. B.C. 101 ; A.U.C. 653

Obverse

167

Revi-rse

Quinarius

With letter behind head on obverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, letter A

26-0
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No. Weiyht

26-5

26-0

26-6

1103 28-3

26-0

28-3

24-7

27-5

26-2

23-6

26-0

23-2

27-0

24-5

26-5

104-0

itetdl

and Size

JR -6

M -65

M -6

Obverse

Similar; letter -F

Similar ; letter G

Similar ; letter L-

Reverse

24-9 Ai -65 Similar ; letter N

M -65

M -65

M -6

M -6

M -65

M -7

Al -6

M -6

M -6

JR -65

M -6

Al -6

M -95

Similar ; letter O

Similar ; letter T

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 7.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

With letter before head on obverse

Similar



„ . ,. Metal
No. WcvjM

^^^i^i,.

1116

1117

73-0

60-0

M -75

M -75

1118

1119

1120

60-5

54-3

125-0

M -75

1121
1

120-0

M -75

M -85

M -85

CIEO. B.C. 100; A.TJ.C. 654

Obverse

Quadpans^

169

Reverse

Head of young Hercules

r., -wearing lion's skin

;

behind, I

Similar.

Similar ; before pro-w, I

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 9.]

Circ. B.C. 100 ; a.u.c. 654

M.ACILIVS M.F

(MA.ECUS ACILIUS MAECI FILIUS)^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., -wear-

ing -winged helmet, &o.,

similar to no. 1068 ; the

earring is of plain single

drop ; behind, X ; around,

between t-wo dotted lines,

M- ACILIVS-MF.

Similar.

R.OMA (in exergue). Her-

cules, naked, in quadriga

r., horses -walking; he

holds club in r. hand and
trophy and reins in 1.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 10.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

Similar.

FloMA belo"w Prow r.

;

before, S ; above, M • ACI

H
[PI. xxix. 11.]

Similar.

' Other denominations are the triens, sextans, and uncia.

^ This Tnoneyer is otherwise unknown if his praenoraen be interpreted Marcus. The
pracnomen of the Acilia gens, the chief cognomina of which w^ere Balbus and Glabrio, appears
principally to have been Manius, the abbreviations of which were M', Mn., or Man. Babelon
(vol. i., p. ]03) suggests that the moneyer may be the Aoilius mentioned by Boeckh (0. I. LI.,

24S5), who was the promoter of a law in B.C. 105, and who had been a tribune in B.C. 123 or
122. He was not the Manius Acilius Glabrio who, as tribune of the plebs in B.C. 104, carried
the Leu Acilia de Repetundis. Garrucci (Sylloge, no. 1562) gives a Latin inscription in which
the name of C. Acilius M. f. occurs ; and another (no. 1121) with the name of M. Aoilius M. f.

Caninus, who was quaestor urbis circ. B.C. 28.
The reverse type of the denarius evidently records the victory of Manius Acilius Glabrio

over Antiochus III. of Syria in B.C. 191, after which he made a special sacrifice to Hercules on
Mount Oeta. The resemblance of the reverse type to that of the coins of Q. Caecilins
Metellus (p. 156) and M. Vargunteius (p. 163), and also of the obverse type to that of the coins
of T. Cloulius (p. 165), shows that these issues belong to the same period. The specimens
which occurred in the Riccia hoard are described by Mommsen as '-newly struck" {Zeit.

f. Num., 1875, p. 38). The encircling of the head of Roma with the moncyer's name is an
innovation of the tin\e.
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A'o. Weight

1122

1123

1124

760

760

65-0

Metal
and Size

^ -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

1125 61-5

Quadrans^

Head of young Hercules r.,
]

Similar ; before prow, I

;

wearing lion's skin; be- I above, M- AC I LI

bind, J

IE



CIEC. B.C. 99—95 ; A.U.C. G55-659 3 71

*'"• "''•»''' and Size

1127

1128

58-0

61-2

Al -1

M -lb

Ohverse

Similar ; symbol, trident.

Similar ; symbol, above
head, wheel ?

Similar.

Similar.

Rererxe

(Nott)

(Nott)

1129 60'2 M -75

SP^RLES 11}

Cii-c. B.C. 99—95 ; a.u.c. 655—G59

L . POST . i^B

(LUCIUS POSTUMIUS ALBINUS)^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high

relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1068 ; the featm-es

are stiff and formal ; the

earring consists of a

triple drop ; under chin,

X ; behind head, flamen's

cap.

R-OMA (in exergue). Mars in

quadriga r., horses gallop-

ing ; he holds trophy m
r. hand, and spear, shield

and reins in 1. ; below
horses, L- TOST -A.B

[PI. xxix. 13.]

(Nott)

that name in B.C. 106. He was subsequently accused of treason, and in B.C. 91 he deserted the
cause of the senate and espoused that of the equites, and later on, in B.C. 90, took part in the
Social War, serving as legate of the consul P. Kutilius Lupus. He fell in an ambush laid by
Pompaedius Silo, the leader of the Italians. His colleague as quaestor was L. Calpurnius
Piso Caesoninus, probably the son of the consul of the same name, B.C. 112. He appears to

have had charge at a later date of the manufactory of arras at Rome during the Marsic War.
The head of Saturn on the obverse with the harpa, the symbol of the god, is an allusion to

the aerarium Saturni, which was under the control of the quaestores urbani, and from whence
were drawn the funds voted by the senate. On the reverse are represented the two quaestors
seated on the subsellium, flanked on each side by corn-stalks, which recall the circumstances of
this special issue.

These coins enable us to fix the date of two important innovations in the denarius ; one
being the change in the obverse type, the head of Roma being supplanted by that of another
divinity ; the other being the use of a changing symbol, to mark the different series of dies
umployed for this coinage ; as in the case of the tirst issue of the quinarius by T. Cloalius,
when letters of the alphabet were employed. The use of these symbols and letters soon
becomes of common occurrence,

Bahrfeldt (Zeit. f. Num., ]S77, p. 36) describes a hybrid formed of the reverse of the
denarius of Piso and Caepio and the obverse of the denarius of L. Caecilius Metellus, A.
Postumius Albinus, and C. Poblicius Malleolus (Babelon, vol. i., p. 277, no. i.j), and another
with the reverse of the denarius of P. Cornelius Lentulus Marceilinus (Rabelon, vol. i., p. -102,

no. 26). There are no bronze coins of this issue.

' Besides the difference in the style and form of the head of Roma, which characterizes
the denarii of this series, and which has already been mentioned (see p. 160), the earring
which she wears consists always of a triple drop. This style of head and form of earring
appear to have lasted a few years, as they occur on the ' coinages of several moncyors, a
circumstance which at least suggests a sequence of issues.

" This moncycr is uncertain. Cavcdoui {Xuovi Utitdi, p. 21) thinks that he ivas a sou
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No. Weight ^^/'"^
" and Size

1130

1131

1132

1133

1131

60-0

59-5

59-4

60-1

60-3

.R -85

M. -75

M -75

M -7

jR -7

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse

1135 59-7
!
M -7 Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
L-rOST-A-B

Similar.

Similar.

L.OPEIMI

(LUCIUS OPEIMIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high
relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; under
chin, X ; behind head,
wreath.

Similar.

R^oMA (in exergue). Vic-

tory,- naked to the waist,

in quadriga r., horses
galloping ; she holds

wreath in r. hand and
her dress and reins in 1.

;

below horses, L-oPEIMI
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxix.

Similar.

14.]

(grandson?) of L. Postumius Sp. f. L. n. Albinus, Trho was flamen martialis B.C. 16S, curule
aedile B.C. 161, and consul B.C. 154. The flamen's cap, apex, on the obverse would certainly
connect him with the moneyer, but the reverse type appears rather to refer to the victories of
L. Postumius A. f. A. n. Albinus, the consul of B.C. 173, the conqueror of the Vaccaei and
Lusitani, than to the priestly dignity of a, flameti marticdis as suggested by Borghesi {(Euvres
coTYirpl.y t. i., p. 358). There are no bronze coins of this moneyer.

In addition to the remarkable similarity of style and obverse type between these denarii and
those of L. Opeimius, M. Opeimius, and Sextus Julius Caisar, it will be noticed that each of
these moneyers places a special symbol behind the head of Eoma. It is therefore probable
that some of them may have been colleagues at the mint.

' Mommsen (Rist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 333) has identified this moneyer with L. Opeimius,
who was consul B.C. 121, but Count de Salis's classification will not admit of so early a date
for these coins. This moneyer, who was probably closely related to M. Upeimius, whose coins
are next described, may, however, be the L. Opeimius who served in the army of Q. Lutatius
Catulus, the consul of B.C. 102, and obtained great credit for killing a Cimbrian who had
challenged him (Ampelius, c. 22).

' This reverse type of Victory and the wreath on the obverse probably record the
victories of Q. Opeimius, who during his consulship in B.C. 151 defeated the Oxybii and Deciatae,
Ligurian tribes, who had attacked Massilia, Antipolis, and Xicaea. The colleague of Q.
Opeimius in the consulship was L. Postumius Albinus, and the possible colleague at the mint
of this moneyer was of the same name.

The similarity between the denarii of L. Opeimius, L. Postumius Albinus, M. Opeimius,
and Sextus Julius Caisar has been noted above. Zobel (Mommsen, Uist. mo)i. rom., t. ii.,

p. 333, note 1) has noticed the similarity of fabric of the coins of L. and M. Opeimius and
Q. Philippus (see below, p. 175), who, he thinks, formed a triumvirate of the mint.

Bahrfeldt (JJum. Zeit., 1897, p. 27) describes a hybrid in the Bignami collection, now in

the Capitoline Museum, Rome, with the obverse of the denarius of L. Opeimius and the reverse
of that of T. Quinctius (see above, p. 154).



1,0. \Uujht
„„^s,-,.

CIEC. B.C. 99—95
; A.U.C. 655—659

Obi-frse Reverse

173

165'0 M 1-15

1136

1137

69'0 M -75

60-7

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

RoMA below Prow r.

before, S ; above, L
oPEIMI and wreath.

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 273, no. 13.] i

Quad pans

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin; be-

hind, ;

ROMA '^'^''^^^ ^y

Club ; all within laurel-

wreath.^

[PI. xxix. 15.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

M. OPEIMI

(MARCUS OPEIIMIUS)!

Denarius

M -75 Head of Eoma r., in high

relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; under
chin, X ; behind head,

tripod.

RoMA (in exergue). Apollo
in biga r., horses gallop-

ing ; he is about to

discharge an arrow from
his bow

;
quiver attached

to his shoulders ; below
horses, M • oPEIMI

' This illuatration is copied from Cohen (lion. rep. rom., pi. Ixi., no. i5), who states that
the coin was in the Fenelon-Farez collection. It is now in the Bahrfeldt collection.

" This type is exceptional, but a similar change is found on the joint coinage of Cn. Domi-
tius, M. Junius Silanus, and Q. Curtius (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 105, 106), which Count de Salis has
attributed to a local mint and to a somewhat earlier date (see Italy, e.c. 125—103). As in
that case, the club may relate to the head of Hercules on the obverse, and the wreath on this
coin, as well as on the semis, is evidently connected with the same events as illustrated by
the type of the denarius.

Cohen {op. cit., p. 235, no. 12) describes a quadrans with the usual reverse type, u. prow,
and with the moneyer's name reading L . O P E I

.

^ This moneyer, unknown to history except from his coins, was probably related to
L. Opeimins (see above), and from the similarity of fabric of their coins they may have held
office together at the mint. The representation of Apollo on the reverse in connection with
the tripod on the obverse suggests that at some time some member of the Opeimia gens may
either have been one of the sacerdotes quindecimviri ApolUnis or may have been associated in
the celebration of the Liidi ApolUnarcs.

There are no bronze coins known of this issue.



Hi COINAGE OP EOME

-^'" Weight
Metal

and Sne

1138 60-3
! .il -7 Similar.

Obverse Reverse

1139

1140

1141

60-2 M '75

60-5

59-0

.R -7

.R -7

1142 58-7 ^ -7 Similar

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 16.]

(de Salis Coll.)

SEX.IVI.CAISAR

(SEXTUS JULIUS CAISAE)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high
relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; under
chin, X ; behind head,

anchor.

Similar.

Venus Genetrix, crowned by
Cupid, in biga r.,- horses

galloping ; she holds reins

with both hands ; above,
R.OMA ; below horses,

SEX-IVI ; in exergue,
CAISAK

[PI. xxix. 17.]

Similar.

Similar.

' Babelon (toI. ii., p. 3), who attributes these coins to circ. B.C. 134, identifies the moneyer
with Sextus Julius Caesar, who was praetor urbanus B.C. 123, but according to Count de Salis's

classification this identification would not be possible ; nor can he be the consul of that name of

B.C. 91. CAISAR for CAESAR appears to occur only on coins, but in inscriptions Al for AE
in proper names is not infrequent (see C.I.L., vol. i., p. 600, Inde.c grammaticus).

The similarity of fabric, &c., between the coins of Sextus Julius Caisar and those of L.
Postumius Albinus, and Lucius and Marcus Opeimius has already been noted (see above,

p. 172), but we are unable to recognize, as remarked by Zobel {Ann. dell' Inst, arch., 1863,

p. 48), the " very great resemblance " between the coins of Sextus Julius Caisar and those
of P. Xerva and M. Cipius, which Count de Salis has assigned to local mints (see Italy,
B.C. 99—94). Blacas (Mommsen, Hist. r,ion. rom., t. ii., p. 349, note 3) confirms our view, and
adds :

" Cependant je dois faire remarquer que si I'analogie est frappante entre les deniers de
P. Nerva et de M. Cipius, je ne trouve pas qu'on puisse en dire autant du denier de Sex.

Julius, qui me parait bien different pour le style et pour la fabrique ; de plus il est frappe sur

un flan tres-large et le flan des deux autres deniers est remarquablement petit et epais."

- This reverse type relates to the origin of the Julia gens, which claimed its descent from
lulus, the son of Venus and Anchises, and the founder of Alba Longa. The anchor on the
obverse records some naval victory, in which an ancestor of the moneyer held some high
command.

There are no bronze coins known o£ this issue.



CIEC. B.C. 94; A.U.O. 660 175

,, Tf/ 7 J Metal
A'o. Weight , r, •

* and Sine

1143

1144

1145

60-i

59-8

JR. -7

M -75

61-4 Al -75

Obverse Reverse

a.piLiPVS
(QUINTUS [MAECIUS] PILIPUS)

:

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., in high
rehef, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; the neck-

piece of the helmet is

ornamented with star

;

behind head, X

Similar.

RoMA (in exergue). Horse-
man, galloping r., with
spear couched ; he is

dressed in Greek ar-

mour and wears high
crested helmet ; ^ below
horse, Q- PI LI TVS; be-

hind, Macedonian helmet
with horns.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xxix. 18.]

Giro. B.C. 94; a.u.c. 660

M.METELLVS a.F
(MAECUS [OAEOILIUS] METELLUS

QUINTI EILIUS)3

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Eoma r., in high
relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; star on
neck-piece of helmet

;

under chin, X ; behind
head, l^oMA (upwards).

Macedonian shield, in the
centre of which is an ele-

phant's head r. ; around
the shield, M-METEL
LVS • a F • ; the whole
within laurel- wreath.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' This moneyer is uncertain. He cannot have been, as Mommaen supposes, the father of
L. Marcins Q. f. Q. n. Philippus, who was consul B.C. 91 (Hist. mon. Tom., t. ii., p. 334), but he
may have been his son, who otherwise is not known to history.

' This type evidently refers to the campaign in Macedonia against Perseus, which was
conducted by Q. Marcius Philippus in B.C. 169. The horseman may be intended for I'erseus
himself. Borghesi {CEuvres compl., t. i., p. 208) recognised in the warrior Philip Y., king of
Macedon, to whom Q. Marcius l-'hilippus was sent as ambassador in B.C. 183. The head of Eoma
on the obverse is very similar to that on the preceding coins of L. and M. Opeimiua and Sex.
Julius Caisar, whilst the star on the neck-piece of the helmet is also seen on the followino-
denarii of M. Metellus, Q. Maximus, and C. Serveilius ; thus the coins of Q. Philippus seem to
be the connecting link between these issues. Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 64) thinks that
the star was a private mark of the mint. He does not seem to have noticed that it also
occurs on the denarii of Q. Philippus. There are no bronze coins of this issue.

The absence of the aspirate in the name of Philippus, and also the non-duplication of the
letter P, is a somewhat late survival of this form of orthography. Earlier examples of
the non-duplication of the consonant are to be found in the names of Cina (L. Cornelius Cinna),
of Cota (M. Aurelius Cotta), of Sula (P. Cornelius Sulla), &c., and of the absence of the
aspirate in Talna (C. Thalna) and Tampilus (Q. Baebius Tamphilus).

^ This moneyer and the following, Q. Maximus and C. Serveilius, who evidently formed a
triumvirate of the mint, probably about B.C. 94, issued denarii with different types of reverse,



17G

No. IVeight

1146



Metal
^"- "'"':'''*

and Size

172-0 M -95

1151
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., „. . , , Metal
jVo. it etn/it , „

.

•' and /Si2c

1157

1158

1159

60-7 M -7

1160

60-4

60-7

1460

M -75

M -65

M -9

1161 71-0

Diverse Reverse

a. MX
(QUINTUS [PABIUS] MAXIMDS)i

Denarius

Type I.

M -65

Head of Eoma r., in high

relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; star on
neck-piece of helmet

;

under chin, X ; behind
head, KoMA ; before,

a. MX
Similar.

Cornucopiae crossing^
thunderbolt ; all within

wreath of corn and poppy
heads.

[PI. XXX. 1.]

Similar.

Type II.

Head of Apollo r., laureate

;

hair rolled back and fall-

ing in two locks down
the neck ; under chin, X ;

before head, lyre; behind,

KoMA ; below, Q • AAX

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 2.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; I RoMA below Prow r.

;

behind, S before, S

;

MX
above, Q. -

Quadrans^

Head of young Hercules Similar ; before prow,
r., wearing lion's skin;

below, club ; behind, ; [PI. XXX. 3.]

(Blacas Coll.)

1 If these coins are to be attributed to the first decade of the 1st cent. B.C., this moneyer
cannot be identified with Q. Fabius Maximns Eburnus, who was praetor B.C. 118 and consul

B.C. 116; nor with Q. Fabius Maximus, who was consul B.C. 4.5. He evidently belonged to an
intermediate generation. He was a colleague at the mint of M. Metellns and C. Serreilius

(see pp. 175, 179).

2 This reverse type is identical with that on bronze coins of Valentia in Spain, which also

have a helmeted head (Roma?) on the obverse (Heiss, Mon. ant. de I'Ssp., pi. xxviii., nos. 1-5).

It may be an allusion to the victory gained near that city by Q. Fabius Maximos Aemilianus

over Viriathus, B c. 144, or to the subsequent success of Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus in tlie

same district, B.C. 142 (Mommsen, Bist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 338, note).

Babelon (vol. i., p. 483) describes an as and a triens which he would attribute to this issue
;

the former he states to be in the Museum at Copenhagen, the latter at Berlin. The as is probably
a mis-described piece, the legend of which should be read /^ (i.e. Matienus, see above, p. 82) as



»T TT» 7 i Metal
No. newht , o-' and Size

CIEC. B.C. 94 ; A.U.C. 660

Ohocrse

179

i?eue?'se

1162

1163

1164

1165

1166

66-0

62-0

60-0

40'0

61-6

1167

M -65

M -75

M -65

M -65

.R -75

60-7 ^ -7

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

C.SEK\£IL

(CAIUS SEEVEILIUS)'

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Eoma r., in high

relief, wearing winged
helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1 129 ; the earring is

of triple drop ; star on
neck - piece of helmet

;

under chin, X ; behind
head, lituus; below,
ROMA

Similar.

SEK\£1L (in exergue).

Horseman (M. Servilius

Pulex Geminus),' in ar-

mour and with shield

inscribed M (Marcus),

galloping 1., and piercing

with his spear another

horseman, who flies be-

fore him, and is armed
with sword and shield.

[PI. XXX. 4.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

BO such denomination can be attributed to tbis moneyer, its issue being still in abeyance (see

above, p. 117). Respecting the triens, Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 116) adds that he has
ascertained from Dr. Dressel that no such coin reading Q . AAX is in the Berlin Cabinet.

1 This moneyer is uncertain, but he may have been the C. Servilius, a Roman citizen

residing in Sicily, who was publicly scourged by Verres, circ. B.C. 73. He could not have
been C. Servilius M. f. Augur, the accuser of Lucullus, who perished at Asculum in B.C. 90,

nor C. Servilius, who succeeded Lucullus in the government of Sicily, circ. B.C. 104; yet, like

them, he evidently traced his descent from M. Servilius Pulex Geminus. We meet witli

another series of coins about this time bearing the moneyer's name C. Serveilins M. f., w^hich

Count de Salis has attributed to a local mint (see Italy, b.c. 93; and Babelon, vol. ii., p. 444,

No. 1). It is not impossible that the two issues were struck by the same moneyer.

' M. Servilius Pulex Geminus, who is represented in this type, was elected augur in

B.C. 211, filling that office for about forty years, and consul in B.C. 202. He is said to have
received wounds in twenty-three single combats and to have been victorious in all. (Plutarch,
Paulus AemiHus, xxxi.) See also denarii of M. Serveilius, cf. p. 229.

C. Serveilius, M. Metellus, and Q. Maximus formed a triumvirate of the mint (see
above, pp. 175, 178). The head of Apollo on the coins of Q. Maximus and C. Serveilius is

similar, but it differs from that on the coins of M. Metellus in the arrangement of the hair
and in being laureate instead of diademed. The Apollo head, as on coins of Metellus, not
infrequently occurs on later issues. C. Serveilius varied his coinage from that of his colleagues
in using a mint-letter, which is placed behind the head of Apollo. This is the first occurrence
of the use of the mint-letter on the denarius ; hitherto it had only occurred on the quinarii of
T. Cloulius, struck a few years earlier (see above, p. 167). The issue was, however, a small
one, and the first two letters of the alphabet only as mint-marks are recorded. This variation
in the letter does not appear to have been previously noticed.
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Ao. )]'eiglit

1168

1169

1170

1171

60-3

61-8

59-5

152-0

77'6

Mttal
and Si~c

M -7

M -7

JE 1-0

M -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohvty!<e Reverse

Type II.

With letter cm obverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate;

hair rolled back and
falling in two locks down
the neck; under chin, X;
behind head, lituus sur-

mounted by the letter A

;

below, ROMA

Similar ; above lituus, the

letter B

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 5.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

KoMA below Prow r.
;

inscribed on keel, C SER.

NflLI; before, S; above,

lion galloping r.

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 447, no. 8.]

Quadrans'

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Similar ; before prow, J ;

above, two ears of corn
crossed.

1 Babelon (vol. ii., p. 447, no. 9) describes also the triens, the type of which shows nothing
peculiar. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 74), who gives several varieties of the quadrans,

says that a specimen of the triens was in the Biguami collection, but it was in too poor condition

to be reproduced in his plates.

The lion on the semis may refer to the campaign in Sicily against the Carthaginians
during the consulate of P. Servilius Geminus, B.C. 252, and the ears of corn on the quadrans to

the Agrarian Commissions, held by C. Servilius Geminus in B.C. 219, or by M. Servilius Pulex
Geminus in e.g. 199, 195, and 192. In the above illustration of the semis the moneyer's name is

not quite correctly given, as the letters VE should be in ligature, \£.
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,T Tt. 11 Metal

1172 57-0

1173

1174

1175

M -1

57-3

59-4

59-4

SERIES III}

Obverse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 93 ;
A.U.C. 661

N . FABI , PICTOR
(NUMEEIUS FABIUS PICTOE)^

Denarius

Without letter

Head of Eoma r., in high

relief, wearing ^Yinged

helmet, &c., similar to

no. 1068 ; the earring is of

plain single drop ; behind

head, X

N- FABI riCToK; in ex-

ergue, R.OMA. The
Flamen Quirinalis, Q.

Fabius Piotor, in armour
and wearing crested hel-

met, seated 1., holding

the flamen's cap in r.

hand and spear in 1.,

which rests on shield in-

scribed, „
11^

{Quirinalis).

[PI. XXX. 6.]

M
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2\o. Weight

1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1182

1183

60-7

61-0

57-6

61-3

60-2

59-2

59-0

i7-5

Mdal
and Si~i^

M -7

M -6

M '65

M '65

^R -7

JR -7

M -1

JR. -1

Ohverse

Similar ; letter K

Similar ; letter N

Similar ; letter k

Similar ; letter K

Similar; letter N
[PI. XXX. 7.]

(Nott)

Similar ; letter V (?)

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar; letter H

Similar ; letter H (?)

(de Sails Coll.)

C . METELLVS

(CAIUS [CAECILIUS] METELLUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1068 ; the ear-

ring is of plain single drop

;

the crest of the helmet is

in the form of a Phrygian
cap with gryphon's head

;

on the neck-piece is a

star ; under chin, X

;

behind, RoMA

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

AtTELLVS (in exergue).

Jupiter'' in biga of ele-

phants walking 1. ; he

holds reins in r. hand
and thunderbolt

above. Victory
wreath.

[PI. XXX. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

in 1.
;

with

Similar.

Similar.

1 Monmisen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 336) and others have attributed these coins to

C. Caecilius Metellus Caprarins, who commanded under Scipio Africanus at the siege of

Numantia, and who was consul B.C. 113. The probable date assigned to this issue by Count de
Salis entirely precludes this attribution, and the moneyer must be sought for in some other
member of the Caecilia gens, of whom there appears to be no further record.

Though none of these coins were present in the Riccia, Roncarolo, and Pozoblanco hoards,
yet four specimens, two fine and two vt'i'y fiiH\ occurred in that discovered at Maser^, and one
fine in that of S. Giovanni Incarico (see Tables of Finds). Besides this evidence there are

substantial reasons for iixing the date of this issue shortly before or about B.C. 92. These
are : (1) the presence of specimens in the Cazloua and Oliva hoards, the burial of which was
about B.C. 90; (2) the occurrence of the star on the neck-piece of the helmet, as on the coins

of M. Metellus, Q. Maximus, and C. Serveilius (see above, pp. 17.5-179) ; and (3) the peculiar

shape of the helmet, which is met with on the coins of M. Aurelius Scaurus attributed to

B.C. 92 (see p. 184).

- This reverse type refers to the famous victory of L. Caecilius Metellus over the
Carthaginians at Pauormus in B.C. 251, in which engagement, besides slaying a great number
of the enemy's troops, he captured all their elephants, which he afterwards exhibited in his

tj'iumph at Rome.



No. Weight

166-0

145-0

Metal
and Size

M 1-0

CIEC. B.C. 93 ; A.U.C. 661

Obverse

183

HeveTso

Semis

'

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

KoMA below Pro-w r., the

keel of which is inscribed

C • METEL ; above, ele-

phant's head r. ;
[before

prow, S]

M 1-0 SimUar.

1184 44-0 M -8

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 264, no. 17.]

RoMA below Prow r.

;

above, C • A/fE ; before,

S

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 264, no. 15.]

Quadrans

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

[B.]oMA below Prow r.,

the keel of which is in-

scribed [C M]ETE
;

above, elephant's head r.

;

before, J
•

[PI. XXX. 9.]

' C. Metellus not only yaried the types of his bronze money but also the spelling of his
name. There are two series of bronze coins of this issue, one with the moneyer's name on
the prow and the elephant's head above ; the other without the elephant's head and with the
moneyer's name above the prow. The denominations with these variations are the semis and
the quadrans. The sextans which belongs to this issue is of the same type as the quadrans
above described (Babelon, vol. i., p. 265, no. 20). Bahrfeldt (Wiim. Zeit., 1881, pp. 172-174;
and 1896, p. 61) gives other readings of the moneyer's name on the semis and quadrans, and he
also describes a semis in the Bignami collection, now in the Capitoline Muteom, with ROMA
before the head of Jupiter as well as on the reverse, and the moneyer's name [Q]A/fELLVS
on the prow with elephant's head above. The inscription on the iirst semis figured above
should read C . METEL, not C . METELL.
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No. Weight ^/*»f
" and Sine

1185

1186

60-7

60-0

M -8

M -75

Ohverse Fu'verse

Circ. B.C. 92; A.u.c. 662 i

M . AVJELI . SCA«.I

(MAECI AUEELII SCAUEI)

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet with crest

of Phrygian form and
ornamented with gry-

phon's head ; the visor in

three pieces and peaked

;

earring of single drop,

and necklace ; hak in

three straggling locks

;

before head, M- AV?ELI;
behind, KoMA and X

Similar.

Naked warrior, Bituitus,

in biga r., horses gallop-

ing; he hurls spear with

r. hand and holds shield

and carnyx in 1. ; below
horses, SC A/? I; in exergue,

L-LIC-CN-DoM [Lucms
Licinius ; Cnaeus Domi-
tius) ; edge serrated.

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 10.]

(Nott)

' The series of denarii which are attributed to this year, and which bear separately the
names of five moneyers, M. Aurelius Scaurus, L. Porcius Licinus, L. Cosconiua M. f.,

L. Pomponius On. f., and C. Malleolus C. f., have all the same reverse type; but in one
instance, that of M. Aurelius Scaurus, there is a slight difference in the form of the helmet of

Eoma on the obverse. In addition to the moneyer's name, which always occurs on the obverse,
each issue has on the reverse those of L. Licinius and Cn. Domitius, who were evidently
associated in some office, by virtue of which, probably under some special order, they exercised
a supervision' of the coinage.

When Mommsen published his Gesch. des rom. Mum. in 1860, he attributed these coins to

B.C. 92, in which year L. Licinius Crassus and Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus were colleagues in

the censorship. Shortly afterwards, when classifying and annotating several hoards of Eomau
republican coins discovered in Spain (Ann. delV Inst, arch., 1863, p. 55), he somewhat modified
this view, and arguing chiefly from the condition of the coins in the hoards, more especially
in reference to those bearing the moneyer's name, C. Pulcher (see below, p. 198; and Babelon,
vol. i., p. 345, no. 1), he assigned the above issues to a somewhat earlier date, circ. B.C. 109

—

1U4, and suggested that Licinius and Domitius took part in this coinage, not as censors but
as extraordinary oflicers of the mint. From what is known of the history of Licinius and
Domitius, such an appointment could not have occurred after B.C. 104, and Mommsen therefore
adds (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 363, note) : "Mais rien n'empeche d'admettre que vers les aunees
645—650 (B.C. 109—104) on ait mis k la t^te de I'administration de la monuaie une commission
de sept membres, composee de deux senateurs et de cinq personnages plus jeunes et moins
illustres, et que Ton ait choisi pour la premiere de ces fonctions, precisemeut les deux senateurs
qui ont et6 plus tard collogues comme censeurs, en 662 (b.c. 92)."

Babelon (vol. i., p. 463) does not accept this view of Mommsen, remarking that it is more
rational to place this special commission at a date when we know that Cn. Domitius and
L. Licinius were colleagues in office, than to imagine that they held office together on a previous
occasion, of which there is no historical record.

Besides the fact that Count de Salis has assigned the denarii of C. Pulcher to a somewhat
later date than Mommsen, the evidence of finds is strongly in favour of the attribution of

these coins to B.C. 92, for whilst none of them occurred either in the Masera, Riccia, or
S. Giovanni Incarico hoards, yet specimens were met with in those discovered at Roncarolo and
Pozoblanco, which in turn did not contain any pieces assigned to later issues (see Tables of
FiNPs). It seems therefore that the evidence of these finds cannot be disputed, and, moreover,
the transfer of this issue to an earlier date would entail a re-classification of the coinage
of tliis period, which in many cases would clash with the history of the moneyers and the
evidence derived from changes in the type, fabric, &c., of the coins. The occurrence of five

moneyers' names on one issue may have been caused by the death of two of them, and by the
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' ami bizi'

1187 60-1

1188 59-0

M -8

M -75

Obverse

L.noRCI.LICI

(LUCIUS POECIUS LICINUB)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 1186, but

of the usual form, not

Phrygian - shaped ; the

visor is in three pieces

and peaked ; the earring

is of single drop ; before

head, L.roR.CI
LICI and X

Similar.

behind,

Naked warrior, Bituitus,

in biga r., &c., similar to

no. 1185 ; in exergue,

L. LICCN. DoM; edge

nerratcil.

[PI. XXX. 11.]

Similar.

immediate appointment of their successors, but it seems muck more probable that tlie association

of such an unusual number was due to the necessity of a special issue, in which the censors of

tlie year were associated in their official capacity. There is ample evidence that at this time
there was some irregularity in the appointment of the moneyers, and therefore the nomination
of five to superintend the issue of a special coinage need not cause much surprise.

Of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus mention has already been made (see above, p. 151), and
from what we know of his history, it would appear that on more than one occasion he
was connected with the coinage.

L. Licinius Crassus, his colleague in the censorship, born B.C. 140, early distinguished

himself as an orator, and by his eloquence succeeded, in B.C. 118, in carrying a law for founding
a colony in Narbo in Gaul. In B.C. 114 he defended his kinswoman, the vestal Licinia, who
with her two companions, Marcia and Aemilia, was accused of incest, an event commemorated
by the coins struck some years later by Q. Cassius Longinus (Babelon, vol. i., p. 331, nos. 8, 9).

He was quaestor with Q. Marcins Scaevola, with whom as a colleague he filled every other office

except the tribunate of the plebs and the censorship; tribune of the plebs B.C. 107; curule

aedile B.C. 103, when he celebrated with great splendour the public games, at which lion-fights

were introduce!; consul B.C. 95; and censor, with Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, B.C. 92. He
died in the following year. If the coins bearing the name of Licinius were not struck during
his censorship in B.C. 92, it would be difficult from the above data to say when he could have
held a joint appointment with Domitius, who entered on his tribuueship of the plebs in B.C. 104.

M. Aurelius Scaurus, who was a son of the consul suffectus (b.c. 108) of the same name,
was himself quaestor at Ephesus B.C. 70. His coins are here placed first in the series, as they
vary in type somewhat from those of his colleagues in showing Roma wearing a Phrygian-shaped
helmet, as on the previous coins of C. Metellus, in bearing the name of Roma, and in his own name
being placed partly on the obverse and partly on the reverse. Scaurus and L. Porcins Licinus
use the mark of value H for the denarius, but the other moneyers of this year the older form X.
These variations help to illustrate the irregularities in the minor details of the types at this period.

The reverse type, which is common to the coins of all the moneyers of this issue, records
the victory in Gaul of Gnaeus Domitius Ahenobarbus, the father of the censor, over the
Allobroges and their ally, Bituitus, king of the Arverni, who is represented in his chariot.
Bituitus was shortly afterwards taken prisoner by C. Fabius Maximus, and figured in Home in his
own chariot of silver at the triumph of Fabius. The edges of the denarii of each moneyer are
serrated.

No bronze coins are known of this quinquevirate of the mint, but Count de Salis has
assigned to this year a few without moneyers' names (see p. 187).

' This moneyer is only known from his coins. He was probably a descendant of L. Porcius
Licinus, who served with distinction during the second Punic war, and a grandson of the
duumvir of the same name, who in B.C. 181 dedicated the temple to Venus Erycina which his
father had vowed in the Ligurian war.

The variations between the denarii of L. Porcius Licinus and those of M. Aurelius
Scaurus, and their similarity to those of his other colleagues, have been mentioned above. Like
Scaurus, however, he uses the mark of value X, and gives his cognomen, \\hilst the others
notify their patronymics and not their cognomina.

B B
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Ko. Weuild
Meted

end -Sue
Ohvei-fe ru-ven'e

1189 58-0 M -8

1190 52-0 .R -75

1191

1192

1193

59-5 M -7

58-5 .R -8

58-0 M -75

L . COSCO . M . F

(LUCIUS COSCONIUS MAECI FILIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1187 ; the visor

of the helmet is in three

pieces and peaked ; the

earring is of single drop

;

around head, L- COt'^CO •

M . F and X

Similar.

Naked warrior, Bituitus,

in biga r., &c., similar to

no. 1185 ; in exergue,

L. LICCN-DoM; edge

serrated.

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 12.]

(Nott)

L.POMnONI.CNF

(LUCIUS POMPONIUS CNAEI EILIUS) 2

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-
ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 1187 ; the

visor of the helmet is in

three pieces and peaked

;

the earring is of single

drop ; around head, L
Po^ToNI -CNFandX

Similar.

Similar.

Naked warrior, Bituitus, in

biga r., &c., similar to

no. 1185 ; in exergue,

L. LICCN-DOM; edge

serrated.

[PI. XXX. 13.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar; L- LICCN-QOM'
(Nott)

^ The Cosconia gens was plebeian, and its members are first mentioned in the second Punic
war. M. Cosconius was a military tribune in the army of the praetor, P. Quiuctilius Varus, in

the war against the Insubrian Gauls, B.C. 203. A descendant of the same name was praetor

B.C. 135, and other members of the gens held similar and other oiiices during the 1st cent. B.C.,

but none obtained the honours of the consulship. The moneyer is only known from his coins,

which were struck in B.C. 92. The points of resemblance and also of variation between the

coins of L. Cosconius and those of his colleagues have been noted above. Like L. Pomponius
and C. Malleolus, he uses the mark of value X.

- This moneyer is only known from his coins. He was probably related to M. Pomponius,
the intimate friend of C. Gracchus, and to the aedile of the same name of B.C. 82, and held

office as moneyer in B.C. 92. For similarity and variations between his coins and those of his

colleagues see above, and on pp. 184, 18.5. Like the coins of L. Cosconius and C. Malleolus, his

denarii have the mark of value X.

3 Zobel {Ann. deW Innt. arch., 1863, p. 56) says that all the denarii of L. Pomponius in the

Spanish hoards had the letter D in DOM reversed. This, however, only occurs on one
specimen in the British Museum.
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No. Kei.iht
Metal

ami ,Siz'j

1194

1195

1196

1197

1198

61-6 M -8

61-0

69-0

60-0

M -8

Obverse lieveme

C.MALLE C.F

(CAIUS [POBLICIUS] MALLEOLUS
CAII FILIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-
ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 1187 ; the

visor is in three pieces,

even at the ends, and not

peaked ; the earring is of

single drop ; around head,
C.MALLE. C FandX

Similar.

Naked warrior, Bituitus, in

biga r., &c., similar to

no. 1185 ; in exergue,

L. LICCN- DOM; edge

serrated.

[PI. XXX. 14.]

Similar.

BEONZB

Withotit moneyers' names

Quad pans 2

iE -75 I Head of young Hercules

[

r., wearing lion's skin

;

behind, ',

M -7 Similar.

52-0 M -7
I
Similar.

Roma below Prow r.

;

before, ;

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 15.]

' This moneyer may be C. Poblioiua Malleolus, the quaestor to Cn. Cornelius Dolabella in
Cilicia, B.C. 80. He died in his province and was succeeded in his office by Verres, who also
became the tutor of his son. It is not impossible that he may be identified with the moneyer
who struck coins at a local mint two years later (see Italy, B.C. 90), and who had as his
colleagues L. Caecilius Metellus and A. Postumius Albinus S. f. , but Mommsen {Hist. mon.
rom., t. ii,, p. 383), in consequence of his having classed the coins bearing the names of L. Licinius
and Cn. Domitius to an earlier date, does not admit this identification, and suggests that the
above moneyer may be the Poblicius Malleolus who was condemned to death in B.C. 101 for the
murder of his mother.

The obverse type of the coins of Malleolus slightly differs from those of his col-
leagues, the visor of the helmet worn by Roma having the three pieces of which it is
composed even at the ends, and not peaked. Like L. Cosconius and L. Pomponius, his denarii
have the mark of value X and not X, as on the coins of M. Aureliua Scaurus and L. Porcius
Licinus.

The date of the issue of these quadrantes without moneyers' names is somewhat
uncertain. Their weight and style show that they were struck about the same time as the
coins of Q. Fabius Maximus (see above, p. 178). As the moneyers of B.C. y2 struck only silver
coins, denarii, and no bronze. Count de Salis has placed this lo.^uu to tlial ytur. It is possible,
though no specimens are in the National Collection, that other denominations than the
quadrans may have been issued of a similar character, i.e. without moneyers' names.
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PERIOD VIII.

Circ. B.C. 91—89 ; a.u.c. 663—GG5

This Period includes the years which intervened between the burial of the

Masera, Eiccia, S. Giovanni Incarico, Eoncarolo, and Pozoblanco hoards, and

of those discovered at Taranto, Cazlona, Oliva, and Eicina (circ. B.C. 90—89), and

also the passing of the Lej- Plantia Fainria de civitata sociis danda (b.c. 89), which

decreed that all the inhabitants of the Confederated Cities having their domicile

in Italy on the day of its promulgation would receive the right of citizenship,

on the condition that declaration was made to the praetor urbanus within

sixty days. Besides ordering certain changes in the coinage to be issued at

the Eoman mint, amongst which was the revival of the silver sestertius

and the reduction of the bronze money to the semuncial standard, this

law appears to have had a more far-reaching effect, and to have brought about

the suppression not only of the local mints, which had hitherto issued silver

and bronze money of Eoman types and standard, but also those in Italy, which till

now had struck pseudo-autonomous coins. These last, at least since the beginning

of the 2nd century B.C., had consisted of bronze only, a remnant of former

independence (see above, p. 11). After b.c. 89, coins of Eoman types and

standard not struck at the mint at Eome are chiefly of a military character,

and emanated from mints situated outside Italy. Such coins are classed by

Count de Sails to Sicily, Africa, Spain, Gaul, the East, and Cyrena'ica. An
exception, however, occurs in those pieces which were issued by the Italian

League during the Social war.

Denominations and Types.—The chief characteristics which marked the

coinage of the previous Period (b.c. 102—92) become more emphasized during

the present one. In the silver coinage the type of the Dioscuri for the reverse

of the denarius is quite abandoned, and each moneyer adopts one according to

his fancy, illustrating as a rule, as already mentioned, some event connected

with the history of his family. On the obverse the head of Eoma is still

occasionally met. with, and also the mark of value X; but the latter in two

instances only, viz., on the coins of IVIn. Fonteius (p. 192) and on those of L.

Aurelius Cota (p. 200). The quinarius, which was revived during the previous

Period (see above, p. 158), appears from time to time, and is always of

the type of the old victoriatus. Mint-marks in the form of letters become

much more general, and they show considerable development, a single letter

occurring on the obverse or on both sides of the coin at the same time, in

which case they sometimes start from opposite points of the alphabet. The
letters are often accompanied by one, two, three, or four dots or pellets, usually

placed immediately around them en satellite, and to mark still further the series

of dies, the letters are sometimes reversed or placed horizontally. The Greek

as well as the Latin alphabet is used, and, in the place of letters, symbols

are sometimes adopted. The serrated edge is occasionally met with on the

early denarii of this Period.

The only circumstance to he noticed in the bronze coinage is the revival of

the issue of the as of the uncial standard ; it is, however, of considerable
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importance, as it very materially assists in determining the succession and dates

of the issues. The issue of the uncial as, as we have seen (p. 117), was in

abeyance since ciir. B.C. 150, and its revival only lasted for a period of three

years, when it had to give waj' to one of a lighter standard—semuncial, as

ordered by the Lex Plautia Pa2)ii-ia. Any issue therefore in which the uncial

as now occurs must have been struck during the years B.C. 91—89. The

moneyers' names are similar in form to those of the previous Period.

Classification.—When the type of the denarius was more or less of a

fixed nature, minor differences and variations were often indicative of the

sequence of issues, and from these, in great measure, the chronology of

the coinage within certain periods has been constructed. The now constant

change of both the obverse and reverse types deprives us of this evidence, and

for the classification we have to turn to the data supplied by finds of coins,

by history, and in a certain degree by the coins themselves, in the form of

special legends, style, and fabric.

There are four hoards, the burial of which can be placed during the

years B.C. 91—89. These occurred at Taranto (Calabria), at Cazlona and

Oliva (Spain), and at Eicina (Macerata).

The Taranto hoard, unearthed in the spring of 1897, consisted of 102

denarii, which were sent to Naples and were examined and described by

Dr. E. Gabrici {Scavi, 1898, p. 294). Though small, the hoard is of importance,

as Dr. Gabrici does not mention that there were any coins which did not

come into his hands. The latest pieces of the Eoman mint are those of

N. Pabius Pictor (b.c. 93), and of L. Porcius Licinus and L. Cosconius,

members of the quinquevirate of b.c. 92 ; and of local issues there were coins of

C. Serveilius M. f. (b.c. 93), of M. Pourius L. f. Philus (b.c. 92) ; and of Mn.

Aemilius Lepidus and C. Fonteius (b.c. 91). As no specimens of the coinages

of these last two monej'ers were present in any of the previously mentioned

hoards attributed to circ. B.C. 92 (see pp. 161, 162), it is evident that that

discovered at Taranto was of a slightly later date, though the most recent coins

of the Eoman mint belonged to the quinquevirate of B.C. 92. Its burial must

have taken place about B.C. 91, a little time before the concealment of the

Cazlona, Oliva, and Eicina hoards. The coins of Mn. Aemilius Lepidus and C.

Fonteius are described by Dr. Gabrici as " newly-struck."

The Cazlcma hoard, discovered so far back as 1618, consisted of about 683

pieces, amongst which there was one victoriatus and eight Celtiberian coins,

the rest being all republican denarii (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 124).

Besides including coins of M. Aurelius Scaurus and L. Porcius Licinus,

members of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92, it also contained denarii of C. Claudius

Pulcher and L. Cornelius Scipio Asiagenus (b.c. 91), and L. Thorius Balbus

(B.C. 90) struck at Eome ; and of later denarii struck outside Eome the following

issues were represented : M. Pourius L. f. Philus (b.c. 92) ; L. Caesius, Mn.
Aemilius Lepidus, C. Fonteius, and Cn. Cornelius Blasio Cn. f. (b.c. 91) ; and

Q. Lutatius Cerco, L. Memmius and Mn. Aquilhus (b.c. 90). Most of these

coins were in very fine condition, some as issued from the mint. The date of

the burial was circ. B.C. 90.

Count de Salis, in a manuscript analysis of the Ca/.lona hoard, notes that it
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contained the unique specimen of the double victoriatus (see above, p. 37) ; but

Sen. Zobel {Annali dell' Inst, arch., 1863, p. 8) says that it was found at Tortosa.

At Oliva there were two finds : one in 1848 or 1849, consisting of from

600 to 700 denarii, of which only about 45 pieces were acquired by the Academy

at Madrid; the other, in August, 1861, comprising about 1,271 pieces, which

were in two lots, and which do not appear to have been enclosed in a vessel, but

to have been extracted from the earth one by one (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom.,

t. ii., p. 126). These last were carefully examined and catalogued by Sefi. Zobel.

The hoard, not being found at one time, loses some of its importance in

determining the sequence of the issues. The contents of the Oliva and Cazlona

hoards were very similar, but the former was more extensive. With the exception

of M. Aurelius Scaurus, all the moneyers of the quinquevirate of B.C. 92 were

represented, and also all the moneyers, except C. Sulpicius C. f., whose coins are

classed to the following year (b.c. 91) ; and of those of B.C. 90, the names of

C. Coilius Caldus, L. Appuleius Saturninus, M. Lucilius Eufus, and L. Thorius

Balbus occur. Of the local mints the series is quite as complete, and includes

coins of the moneyers Q. Lutatius Cerco, L. Memmius, Mn. Aquillius, L.

Valerius Flaccus, and P. Poroius Laeca, whose issues are all attributed to

B.C. 90. Nearly all these coins are described as in fine condition. It is

therefore to about B.C. 90 that the burial of the Oliva hoard may be assigned.

The Ricina hoard, discovered about 1882, comprised 300 denarii, all of

which, with one exception, were described by Sig. Armaroli {Bull, di Num. e

Sfracj., vol. i., pp. 241 f.). Its contents, though less numerous, were similar to

those of the Cazlona and Oliva hoards ; but its burial was a little later, as it

included coins of L. Sentius C. f. and L. Julius (b.c. 89), struck at Eome ; and of

Q. Minucius Thermus (b.c. 90), struck in Italy. Its concealment occurred when
the Social war was at its height.

It may be noticed that whilst the Cazlona, Oliva, and Eicina hoards

contained denarii of the quinquevirate of b.c. 92, many issues not in those of

Eoncarolo and Pozoblanco were present, showing that the burial of the former

was somewhat later than that of the latter, and moreover, as coins scarce and

fine at Cazlona, Oliva, and Eicina were more numerous at Fiesole, this last

hoard is of a still somewhat later date (see below, p. 242).

Besides the evidence of finds we have also that of the coins themselves.

The issues classed to B.C. 92 show that in that year there were five moneyers,

and it would appear that during the next three years their number was still

larger ; but there is no instance of an actual triumvirate. This increase in the

number of the moneyers may have been due to special circumstances. In b.c. 91

Marcus Livius Drusus proposed and carried laws enjoining the increase of

largesses of corn, and in b.c. 90 and 89 the State had to meet the heavy expenses

entailed by the Social or Marsic war. These events demanded an increase in the

coinage, which was met by special issues, some of which bear the legends

EX-A-PV {Ex argento publico), ARC • PVB {Argento publico), P E • S • C

{Pxiblice ex senatus consulto), and P {Publice), showing that the metal from which
the coins were struck was specially drawn from the aerarium, or public treasury.

Also some of the quaestors joined the ranks of the moneyers, of whom there were
Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius (b.c. 91), and Caius Fundanius (b.c. 89).
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yn. Kciqld
and Size

120i 51-0 M -75

(plated)

Ohvei-fC Rererfe

Ciic. B.C. 91 ; A.u.c. 663 '

AA/.FOSEI
(MANIUS F0NTEIUS)3

Denarius

JVitJi letter on reverse

Conjoined heads of the Dios-

curi r., laureate, each
surmounted by star ; be-

fore necks, X

AV • Fot^E I above Galley
r., \vith oars and long
projecting rostrum ; in

the stern, beneath the

aplustre, is seated the

pilot ; below galley, letter

A

• The deuarii attributed to this year are of two main series, the non-^errati and the ferrati.

Each one comprises four different issues, making a total of eight monevers for the year ; but of

these issues, one at least is of a special nature—that of the qiice^tnres ur'bani, Appius Claudius
and Titus Mallius (see p. 199). With the exception of this issue and that of C. Claudius Pulcher
(see p. 19S). all the moueyers use the same kind of mint-marks, consisting of letters of the
alphabet, usually accompanied by one or more points or dots. These letters are put either on
the obverse or on the reverse, but not on both sides of tlie coin at the same time, as occurred later.

In one issue, that of L. Cornelius Scipio Asiagenus, these letters occupy two different places on
the obverse and also on the reverse, thus showing four separate series. The mint-marks
alone are evidence of a greatly increased output of the coinage. Apart from these points of

connection, common to nearly all the issues, the general fabric and style throughout are
similar ; but separately, the non-serrated and the serrated show a still more marked similai'ity,

and from this it miglit be inferred that one series came from one oficina and the other from
another, and that the dies were made by two sets of engravers. It has been already noticed
that the extensive coinage during B.C. 91 may have been due to the laws relating to the
largesses proposed and carried by Marcus Livius Drusus, to meet which au increased supply of
money was necessary.

The most notable event connected with the coinage of this year is the revival for a short
period only of the uncial as. Bronze coins were, however, only struck by a few monevers.

The types, both obverse and reverse, vary in the case of each issue, with the exception of
the denarii of C. Claudius Pulcher, and Appius Claudius and T. Mallius, who retain for the
obverse the head of Eoma, but of a somewhat different style from that on earlier coins.

Specimens of the majority of the issues attributed to B.C. 91—90 occurred in the Oliva
hoard, in considerable numbers and mostly in fine condition, but in a less degree in those of
Cazlona and Ricina.

- The identification of this nioneyer is somewhat uncertain. Cicero (pro. Font., 3, 5)
says that Mn. Fonteius, the son of C. Fonteius, who was the legate of the praetor Cn. Ser-
vilius Caepio, and who was slain in a, popular tumult at Asculum on the breaking out of
the Marsic or Social war, B.C. 90, w^as in his early days tt triumvir, but w^hether for
apportioning land, conducting a colony, or of the public treasury, is uncertain. He was
quaestor B.C. So— S4, and subsequently legate in Spain and praetor in Xarbonese Gaul
between B.C. 76—73. Some time after his return to Eome he was accused of extortion and
misgovernment. The question is whether this moneyer is to be identified with the quaestor of
B.C. 8.5. and whether lie is the same person w^ho struck coins which ai"e attributed to that year,
and which bear the name of Mn. Fonteius C. f. Mommsen (Hist. nion. row,., t. ii., p. *-14.5)

has identified the moneyer of B.C. 85 with the quaestor of that year, and says that the coins
were struck by him in virtue of that office, but he does not identify him wnth the above
moneyer, whose coins he considers were of too early a date, their issue being placed hv him
before B.C. 104. Count de Salis's attribution of these coins to B.C. 91 removes this difficulty,

and there seems no reason wliy the moneyer of the above coins and the Mn. Fonteius C. f. who
struck coins as quaestor in B.C. 85 shotild not be deemed to be one and the same person. In
the first instance he strikes coins as an ordinary moneyer, but in the second, in virtue of his ofiice

as quaestor, though no reference to this circumstance is to be found on the coins themselves. It
is possible that C. Fonteius, who was a moneyer at this time and whose coins Cotmt de Salis has
attributed to a local issue (see Italy, b.c. 91), may have been a brother of Mn. Fonteius.

It is not difficult to fix. within a limit of two years or so, tlic date of the above pieces. No
sjiecimens occurred in the Masera, Kiccia, S. Giovanni Incarico, Eoncarolo, and Pozoblanco
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Ko. TVeiglit
Metal

and .S'/jc

1210 59-0 JR -8

1211

1212

1213

1214

1215

121C

1217

121S

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1224

1225

1226

1227

122R

60-7

{piercd)

60-0

57-4

57-0

61-4

49-0

53-7

62-2

59-6

61-8

60-2

57-6

59-5

59-8

59-5

60-0

54-5

61-5

.R -8

.R -75

,R -75

M -75

M -7

.R -8

(plated)

M -75

Ohrer.-^e

Similar ; no countermark.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

M



No. WcJgU

1229

1230

1231

56-0

61-0

and Si~c

M. -8

M -8

CIRC. B.C. 91; A.U.C. G63

Ohierse

195

Rev I

60-0

1232 58-0

1238

Al -75

Similar.

Similar ; before heads of

Dioscuri, P P (Penates

Public!).'

Similar ; letter X ; below
rostrum, J

Similar ; letter C

[PI. XXX. 18.]

M . hERENNI

(MARCUS HERENi\IUS)3

Denarius

Witli letter on obverse

Head of Pietas r., wearing
diadem, earring of single

drop, and necklace ; her
hair is drawn back over
the diadem, and falls in

two locks down her neck
;

behind, PIEAS; under
chin, letter 'A

^11 -75 Similar; letter A

61'6 ^l -75 Similar ; letter B

M. KEREN N I (in the field).

Naked youth (one of the

Catanaean brothers, Am-
phinomus or Anapias)
running r. and bearing

on his shoulder his aged
parent, who looks back
and raises his r. hand.'*

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. XXX. 19.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

^ For definition of tlicse letters see above, p. 193, note.

- Several members of the Herennia gens with the praenomen Marcus are recorded in
Eoman history during the 1st cent. B.C. M. Herennius Nepos was consul B.C. 93, and probably
the grandfather of M. Herennius M. f. Picens, consul sufEectus B.C. 34; whilst a third M.
Herennius was decurio of Pompeii about B.C. 63. The date of these coins, as ascertainable from
finds, shows that they cannot be attributed either to the consul of B.C. 93 or to the consul
suffectus of B.C. 34, and it is somewhat doubtful whether the decurio of Pompeii could have
held the office of moneyer as early as B.C. 91. One specimen a fieur de coin of these denarii
occurred in the Oliva hoard, four in that of Bicina, and nineteen in that discovered at Piesole
but none were met with either at MaserJ,, Ricoia, San G-iovanni Incarico, Roncarolo, Pozoblanco
Taranto, or Cazlona. The bronze coins are of the uncial standard, so their issue must have
occurred before B.C. 88.

This is the only member of the Herennia gens of whom coins are known.
^ The obverse and reverse types record the history of the brothers of Catana, Amphinomus

and Anapias, who, at the eruption of Mount Etna, saved the lives of their parents by carrying
them into safety on their shoulders, and in consequence received the surname of Ptus (ol
KaKoinevot i!><T(fiCii, Pans., x. 28, 4). The parent is represented looking back with horror at the
destruction he has escaped. The Herennia gens appears to have been engaged in commerce
especially in the Sicilian and African trade and in the exportation of the silphium. It is not
improbable that the family came originally from Sicily.

The coinage of M. Herennius shows a further development in the use of mint-letters. They
extend throughout the whole alphabet, and are of two series : one with the letter on the
obverse

; the other, on the reverse, but never on both sides of the same coin. Each letter is
usually accompanied by a dot, which is placed above, below, or on one side. The letters
themselves are often placed horizontally.

Bahrfeldt (Wimii. Zeit., 1900, p. .50, and pi. iii., no. 64) describes and figures a variety of the
denarius in the Brcslau collection, on which the head of Pietas is laureate and does not wear a
diadem.
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X-.. Weight

56-71234

1235

1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

611

60-0

54-5

58-6

56-4

60-0

565

58 -0

59-3

61-5

54-4

60-1

2hial
and, Size

JR -75

M -75

.11 -75

.R

JR

.R

Ohi'erse

Similar; letter -B

Similar ; letter C

Similar ; letter -C

Reverse

1247



No. WeifjU
Metal

and Si:

57-4
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J\'o. Weight

59-5

60-5

60-0

59-0

60-3

50-3

52-3

1760

92-0

61-5

and iiizc

yR -7

.H -75

.11 -75

.H -7

.R -75

M -7

.'R -7

M 1-0

^ -7

A -75

COINAGE OF ROME

Obverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverae

Similar ; letter "3

Similar ; letter -p

Similar ; letter R.

(Nott)

Similar ; letter on

(Nott)

Similar ; letter T

Similar ; letter <
(Nott)

Similar ; letter X

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, S

RoMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, S ; above, M • hERE
NNI

(Cracberode Coll.)

Head of young Hercules
r,, wearing lion's skin;

behind, J

Quadpans'

Similar marks of value

above moneyer's
name.

C . rVLCHEK

(CAIUS [CLAUDIUS] PULCHER) =

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-
ing winged helmet orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; ear-

ring of plain single drop,

and necklace ; the side of

the helmet is decorated
with a ring or circle.

CPVLCHEI?. below Victory

in biga r., horses gallop-

ing ; she holds reins with
both hands.

[PI. XXX. 21.]

' Of this series the uncia is also known. It has on the obverse the liead of Roma r.,

helmeted ; behind, •
; and on the reverse, a double cornucopiae and the legend M ' HE R E N N

I

ROMA (Borghesi, (Buvres compl., t. ii., p. 203; cf. Babelon, vol. i., p. 540, no. 4). It may be
mentioned that some of the eai-ly bronze coins of Etna have for the type of reverse a
cornucopiae {Brit. Mus. Cat., 6r. Coins, Sicily, p. 5).

" From an inscription (Orelli, Inscr. lat. collectio, t. i., n. 569; C. I. L., i"., p. 200) this

moneyer has been identified by some with C. Claudius Pulcher, who was consul with M. Pcrperua



Ko. Weiyht

1289 I
604

1290 63-9

Metal
and Size

M -7

.R -7

CIEC. B.C. 91 ; A.U.C. 6G3

Oiverse

199

Similar. Similar.

Reverie

(Nott)

AP.CL: T.AA..a.\^

(APPIUS CLAUDIUS : TITUS MALLIUS,

QUAESTOEES UEBANI)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wear-

ing winged helmet, &c.,

similar to no. 1288, but

not oi'namented with ring

at the side ; behind, a

quadrangular object with
circular centre.

AP.CL-T. A/^-Q-V? (in

exergue). Victory in triga

v., horses cantering; she

holds reins with both
hands.

[PI. XXX. S2.]

(Nott)

in B.C. 92. Previous to his holding that office, the inscription referred to relates that he was
first quaestor, then triumvir of tlie mint, curule aedile B.C. 99, and praetor B.C. 95. From
this he would appear to have filled the office of quaestor before that of moneyer, which is

contrary to the cursus hnnorum, the latter being considered one of the minor offices of the
state. This identification would place the issue of these coins about B.C. 104, which does not
coincide with the evidence afforded by finds, from which it would seem that this moneyer held
office circ. B.C. 91, no specimens having been met with in the Maseri, Riccia, S. Giovanni In-

carico, Roncarolo, or Pozoblanco hoards, but 23 pieces were in that of Oliva, viz., 16 fine, six

very fine, and one a fieur de coin, and some in that of Cazlona. The internal evidence of the
coins, viz., their fabric, the style of the head of Roma, and tlip absence of the mark of value, is

certainly in favour of the later date, and in all these respects they correspond very closely to
the following coins of the quaestors, Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius, from which i^hey cannot
therefore be separated, as suggested by Babelon (vol. i., pp. 344, 345), by an interval of seven
years (b.c. 106—99). It seems therefore impossible to identify this moneyer with the consul
of B.C. 92, unless we suppose that he struck the coins in the following year under some very
special circumstances, as was the case with those of the two quaestors. Even then the order
of office would not agree with that indicated by the inscription. The absence of any mint-
letters would suggest that, like tlie coins of Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius, those of

C. Pulcher belong to a special issue.

The type of reverse may record the victories of C. Claudius Pulcher, an ancestor of the
moneyer, over the Istrians and Ligurians in B.C. 177, for whicn he celebrated a double triumph
at Rome.

There is no bronze money known of this issue.

' Eckhel (Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 250), Borghesi (CEuvres compl., t. ii., p. 219) and others
have interpreted the legend Q \^ as the initials of Quintus Urbinius, and suppose that in the
legend we have an instance of a triumvirate of the mint. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

p. 387) and Babelon (vol. i., p. 346) would, however, read the legend as quaestore-^ urbavi,
showing that Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius issued these coins in virtue of that office and
not as ordinary moueyers. That this interpretation is the more probable one is shown by the
fact that the names of Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius are interchanged in the legends,
but the title Q. NR is always placed after them. History does not record the quaestorship of
Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius ; but its date may be ascertained from the coins, which,
according to the evidence of finds, must have been struck circ. B.C. 91 or 90. There were five

specimens, all very fine, in the Oliva hoard, nine in that of Ricina, and sixty-four in that of
Ficsole. None occurred in any of the finds attributed to somewhat earlier dates.

Who these quaestors were is uncertain. Of Titus Mallius we have no information except
that supplied by the coins, but Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 388) identifies his
colleague ^\ith Appius Claudius Pulcher, who was praetor B.C. 89, having previously held the
office of curule aedile, consul b.c. 79, and proconsul in Macedonia B.C. 76, where he died.
Mommsen therefore dates the coins at circ. B.C. 99. Babelon (vol. i., p. 345) thinks that the
quaestor was the same Claudius who was the military tribune of B.C. 87, and the interren of
B.C. 77, who defended Rome against M. Aemilius Lepidus. This latter identification seems the
more probable one, and would fit in better with the date here assigned to the issue of this
coinage. It ivas in B.C. 91 that M. Livius Drusus, as tribune of the plebs, proposed and carried



200

Xo. rreiqid

1294

J/,-;.-'/

ond .S(:e

1291 ' 61-2 ' /R -7 Similar

1292 49-5 ' .51 -7
!
Similar.

I

(plated)

1293 63-1
i

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Olverse Etvene

61-7 -R

129.3 57-8
, /E

129G 54-0 .R -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar ; legend reading T •

AA_.AP.CL-av?
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Xott)

[PI. XXX. 23.]

Similar.

L COT

(LUCIUS [AUEELIUS] COTA) i

Denarius

With letter on obverse

Bust of Vulcan r., draped,

and wearing conical cap
(pileus), laureate;' be-

hind, pincers and mark
of value X ; under chin,

letter G ; the whole within
m\Ttle-wreath.

. COT below Eagle stand-

ing front on thunderbolt

;

head to 1. ; wings dis-

played ; the whole within
laurel-wreath ; edge ser-

rated.

laws for the distribution of corn or for its sale at a low price, for the assignment of public
lands, and for the establishing of colonies in Italy and Sicily. To meet this lavish expenditure
it is said that he suggested the debasement of the coinage by the alloy of one-eighth part of

copper (Pliny, Hitt. nat., xxxiii. 13). These circumstances would sufficiently account for this

special coinage, and the occasion of its issue seems to be illustrated by the symbol on the
obverse, behind the head of Roma, which may be a representation of a corn-measure seen from
the top, similar to such as were discovered some years ago at PoMpeii (see Overbeck, Pompeii,
p. 62). This coinage must have been a very large one, as specimens are still quite common.

The reverse type probably records some special victory won by a member of the Claudia
gens rather than of the Mallia, since of the two the former was the more important.

The strong resemblance in tvpe and fabric between the coins of these two quaestors and
those of C. Pulcher has already been noticed. Denarii of Appius Claudius and Titus Mallius beai'

the countermai'k of Vespasian.
No bronze money is known of this issue.

' This moneyer has been identified with Lucius Aurelius Cota, who was quaestor B.C. 89 and
praetor B.C. TO. in which year he carried the Le.v Aurelia jwUciaria, which entrusted the jiidicij.

to courts consisting of senators, equites, and the tribuni aerarii. He was consul B.C. 65 and
censor in the following year. He took an active part in suppressing the Catilinarian conspiracy,
and supported the party of Julius Caesar, whom he proposed should be raised to regal rank.
Mommsen {Hist. inon. rom., t. ii., p. 398) agrees in not placing these coius before B.C. 92, on
account of the serrated edge, and so identifies the moneyer as above.

' Cavedoni (Scijio, p. 132) suggests that as the head of ^"ulcan occurs on the coins of

Lipara, this type of obverse may refer to the conquest of that island in B.C. 2.52 by an ancestor
of the moneyer, C. Aurelius Cota. As, however, Vulcan, the divinity of the forge and the
furnace, is symbolical of the striking of money, it is possible that in this instance the type
may have only this interpretation. Tlie same head, accompanied bv the ]iiucers. is seen on
bronze coins of C. Cassius Longinus (sec above, ]i. l.'i:!"!. and of 'SI. Caecilins Metcllus (.<ee
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Ko. Weight
Metal

and Size

XJjV 1
1



202

Vdal
" and .s^if

60-1 ' M -85 ' Similar.

COINAGE OP EOME

Ot verse

1310

1311 59-7 .iR -S ! Similar.

lieverse

Similar ; letter S

Similar ; letter X
(Nott)

With letter on obverse and reverse

1312 60-7 -H '75 Similar; under chin, letter Similar; letter D
Rv- [PI. xxxi. 3.]

(Nott)

1313 ' 51-1 -R -8 ' Similar ; letter V

1314 58-0 A\ -8

Similar ; letter k

C . SVQICI . C . F

(CAIUS SULPICIUS CAII FILIUS)'

Denarius -

With letter on reverse

Two heads of the Dei Pe-
nates jugate r., laureate

;

in front, the letteis D- P
P {Dei Penates Publici)

i

i

1315 !
59-4 M -75 I Similar.

CSVCICI-CF (in exergue).

Two soldiers, heads bare,

standing facing each
other, leaning with 1.

hands on spears, and
with r. pointing to a sow,

which lies at their feet

;

above, letter A ; edge

serrated.

Similar ; letter C

[PI. xxxi. 4.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' This moneyer may be C, Sulpicins Galba, who Tras praetor B.C. 63; or, according to

Borghesi {(Euvres C07npl., t. ii., p. 33), the Galba who served under Sulla in the Mithradatic

"war, B.C. S6. If the latter, he may hare been a son of C. Sulpicius Galba, who was quaestor

B.C. 120, and wlio, beincr accused of treason in the war against Jugui'tha, was condemned in

B.C. 110 by the Le.r MarniUa.

'' The type of the denarius makes special allusion to the city of Lavinium, the birth-place

of the Sulpicia gens, where Aeneas is said to have brought the Penates from Troy (Mommsen,
i/i5f. mo)i. /-rw/j., t. ii., p. 400). In consequence, the Penates were sacred there, and it is

said that when Aseanius, the son of Aeneas, some years after tried to remove them to Alba, the

attempt was unsuccessful, as the tutelary divinities returned to their former abode. The
interpretation of the letters D. P. P. as Dei Penates Publici rather than as De Pecnnia Puilica

has already been discussed, and the assimilation pointed out between the Penates and the

Dioscuri (see above, p. 193). The reverse type, which represents the taking of an oath or the

swearing an alliance, occui'S not infrequently in a variety of forms on coins struck both at Rome
and at local mints, especially during the Social war, and at even a much eai'lier period in

Campania. It is not impossible that in this particular instance this type may refer to the

attempts of Drusus and others at this time to obtain the franchise for the Italian States, the

failiu*e of which led to the Social war ; but against this interpretation it should be mentioned
that at this period it was not usual to illustrate contemporary events on coins.

This coinage is of some importance, as it appears to supply the approximate date of the

revival of the as of the uncial standard, which, as we have already shown, had been in abeyance

since circ. B.C. 150. This is another instance of the importance of the evidence to be obtained

from finds of coins (see Tables of Finds).



.. TI7 I,* Metal
No. Weight ^^^5,^^^

1316 57-2 ^l -8

CIRC. B.C. 91; A.U.C. 663

Diverse

203

1317 59-5

1318

1319

1320

1321

1323

1324

1325

1326

1327

59-8

60-0

61-3

1322 61-0

60-5

60-7

59-0

57-5

4630

M -75

M -75

M -8

M -75

61-2 M -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

M -75 Similar

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -7

M 1-2

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar

;

letter D

Similar; letter F

Similar

;

letter 1

Similar

;

letter L

Similar ; letter N
(Nott)

Similar ; letter P
(Nott)

Similar ; letter Q.

Similar ; letter R.

(Nott)

Similar ; letter S

(Nott)

Similar ; letter V
(Craoherode Coll.)

Incuse of obverse.

As'

Head of Janus r., laureate
;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r. ; be-

fore, palm-branch; above,
CSVCI

(Blacas Coll.)

^ Other denominations are the semis, quadrans, and sextans, of the usual types, and all

reading C . SVCI, as on the as (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 471, 472, nos. 3-5). Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit.,

1900, p. 81) says that all the specimens of the semis and of the quadrans that he has seen,

whether in the Capitol, Paris, Berlin, or other collections, have on the reverse, before the prow,
a palm-branch as well as the signs of value. He adds that the as is always without the mark
of value before the prow. The three-pronged object shown by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 471, no. 2)

on the obverse of the as, before the head of Janus, is only a blemish on the flan, which the

artist has turned into a special sign. It does not occur on the British Museum specimen,

which is not sufficiently well preserved to serve for illustration ; nor does Babelon mention it

in the description of the coin.
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X9. Weight
Metal

and i>izc

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiferse Rtvcrse

1328 I 61-2

L . /VEMMI . GAL

(LUCirS MEMMIUS GALEEIA ?)
i

Denarius

Witlwut letter

jR -75
I

Head of Saturn r., bearded
and laureate ; behind,

harpa and R>oMA
GAL (^^ exergue).

Venus,^ naked, in biga r.,

horses walking ; she holds

reins with both hands and
sceptre in 1. ; above, Cupid
with wreath ; edge ser-

rated.

[PI. xxxi. 5.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

1329
:

58-0

1330 60-0

M -75

M -75

Similar ; under chin of

Saturn, letter A

Similar ; letter A

With letter on obverse

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxxi. 6.]

' This moueyer was probably the elder son of Lucius Memmius, an orator of some eminence
during the war of Sulla "n-ith the Marian party, being a supporter of the latter (Cicero, pro Sext.

Rose, 32). He wag a brother of C. Memmius Galeria, with whom lie issued a joint coinage a
few years later, circ. B.C. 87 (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 216, no. 8). Mommseu {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

p. 427) says that Lucius Memiinius served with his brother as quaestor in the war in Spain
against Sertorius, and that he was the brother-in-law of Cn. Pompey, but both these statements
need confirmation, as it would appear that it was his brother Caius who married the sister of

Pompey ; nor is there any evidence that he served in Spain. This moneyer must not be
confused with the L. Memmius who struck denarii of another type, having a young laureate
head on the obverse and the Dioscuri on the reverse (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 213, no. 1), and who
evidently belonged to a different branch of the Memmia gens. These last coins are classed by
Count de Salis with the local issues (see It.4lt, b.c. 90).

The fact that L. Memmius struck the as of the uncial standard shows, apart from any
evidence of finds, that his coins were issued before B.C. 88, and therefore the date (b.c. 82)
given to this issue by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 213) must be some years too late. Mommsen (Hist,

mon. rom., t. ii., p. 427) places it between b.c. 92—89, and he identifies the moneyer as the
brother of Caius Memmius.

The contraction Gal has been interpreted Gallus, but Eckhel {Doct. num. vet, t. v.,

p. 251) proposes Galhius, because an inscription published by Gruter mentions a Memmius
Galbius. Mommsen, however, reads Galeria (the tribal name), and this interpretation is now
generally accepted.

' Venus was the tutelary divinity of the Memmia gens, which claimed to be of Trojan
origin, and Lucretius, in dedicating his poem De -i^atura rerum to Caius Memmius, invokes that

goddess as his protector (Borghesi, CBm-rcs compl., t. i., p. 150). The occui-renoe of the head
of Saturn on the obverse has not been satisfactorily explained. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 214) thinks

that it indicates that these silver coins were struck by Memmius as quaestor, and it is possibly

for that reason that he has assigned so late a date to the issue. The type more probably refers

to some tradition of the Memmia family.

The mint-marks consist of letters sometimes accompanied by a dot. There are two
series, one with the letter on the obverse, the other with it on the reverse.

Bahrfeldt (iVwni. Zeit., 1897, p. 20; and 1896, pi. viii., no. 187) mentions and figures an
example of the above denarius in the Capitol from the Bignami collection reading L . A/tMMI
only, without CAL, which he says has not been erased ; nor is the piece plated or barbarous.
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1331

VevjU
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No.

1352

1353

1351

1355

1356

1357

1358

1359

1360

Weight

60-7

58-7

58-3

58-7

60-3

373-0

111-0

88-0

60-9

Metal
and Size

Al -75

M -75

M -7

M -1

-H -7
,

iE 1-25

M -9

^ -75

M -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Heven

Similar ; letter P
(Xott)

Similar ; letter Q.

Similar ; letter Q.

Similar ; letter S

Similar ; letter V
(de Sails Coll.)

As

RvOMA below Prow r. ; the
stem post {acroteriuvi)

of which is ornamented
with the head of Venus,
crowned by Cupid; above,

LA/tMMI
[PI. xxxi. 8.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., lam-eate;
I

Similar ; above moneyer's
behind, S |

name, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind, I

Quadrans^

Similar ; above moneyer's
name, •••

L.SCin . ASIAG
(LUCIUS [CORNELIUS] SCIPIO ASIAGENUS)

Denarius

With letter on obverse

Series I.

L . SCir . ASIAG (inHead of Jupiter 1., laureate;

behind, letter A
ex-

ergue). Jupiter in quad-
riga r., horses galloping;

he hurls thunderbolt with
r. hand, and in 1. holds
sceptre and reins ; edge

serrated.

' These appear to be the only denominations known of the bronze coins of this issue. The
semis and the quadrans described by Cohen (Monn. de la rep. rom., p. 211, nos. 5, 6) and
Momasen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 344) on the statement of Riccio (Jlon. fam. rom. Suppl.,

pi Ixi., Meinmm, nos. 1, 2), Tsith the moneyer's name C .A^MMl, do not exist; or rather,

they are coins of Lucius Memmius, on which Kiccio has read in error the name of Caius, or on
n'hich the letter L may have been altered by tooling into C (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 215).

- Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 379) says "with Cavedoni we shall attribute these

coins to the consul of B.C. 83 rather than to his son, as the surname Asiagenus had at first led

us to suppose." Lucius Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus, who was consul b.c. 83, first comes under
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No.



20S

Xr,. Wei'iU
and Size

1374
:

50-7 ' -R -8

60-7



No. ^Veig^lt

1394

1395

1396

1397

1398

1399

1400

1401

1402

1403

1404

1405

60-0

55'G

54-5

60-0

58-3

57-0

57-7

61-9

49-3

54-8

61-2

62-7

Metal

M -8

.R -8

M -75

.11 -8

M -75

M -75

JR -8

M -8

M -7

/R -75

M -75

M -7

CIEC. B.C. 90; A.U.C. 664

01 cerse

209

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar ; letter Q.

Similar ; letter S

Similar ; letter -S

Similar ; letter T
(Nott)

Similar ; letter V
(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Series II.

Similar

erguB;

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

letter in the ex-

A

letter •!<

letter L-

letter R.

letter V

letter -V

Circ. B.C. 90; a.u.c. 664

1

L . IVLI . L . F . CAESAR

(LUCIUS JULIUS LUCII FILIUS CABSAE)

Denarius

With same letter on obverse and rever se

Head of Mars 1., wearing
crested helmet orna-
mented at the side with

a feather ; the visor is in

one piece and peaked

;

behind, CAESAR. ; above,

letter B

L • IVLI L • F (in exergue).

Venus Genetrix in biga 1.,

dravyn by two Cupids,
before whom is a lyre

;

Venus holds sceptre iii

r. hand and reins in 1.

;

above, letter B

[PI. xxxi. 11.]

^ The coinage attributed to this year is again an extensive one, due in a great measure, if

not entirely, to the outbreak of the Marsio or Social war, which proved a great strain not only
on Rome but also on those cities which remained faithful to her (see Coins of Italy of this
Period). Amongst the issues two at least were of a special nature, those of JI. Lucilius Bufus and
C. Fabius, which bear respectively the legend PV (PtihUce) and EX A. PV (Ex argento publico),
showing that they were struck from bullion taken out of the public treasury, where a large
reserve was kept against such emergencies. Prom their coins it is possible to divide the
moneyers into two groups. To the first group belong L. Julius L. f . Caesar, C. Coilius Caldus,

B E
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,, TT- • 1 < Metal
^ and bize

1406
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„ ,„ . , . Metal
No. Werght- ^^^ g .^^

1417
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Ho. Weight
Meial

1435

1436

1437

1438

1439

61-0 M -75

59-7

61-1

59-5

60-9

.R

.R -75

.R -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Eei'erse

C . COIL . CALD

(CAIUS COILIUS CALDUS)!

Denarius

WitJi letter on reverse

Series I.

Head of Eoma 1., wearing
winged helmet orna-

mented with gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; ear-

ring of single drop, and
necklace.

Similar ; earring of triple

drop.

Similar.

Similar.

M. '7 Similar; earring of single

I

drop.

Victory in biga 1.,^ horses

galloping; she holds reins

with both hands ; below
horses, C-COIL; in ex-

ergue, CALD ; above,

letter A- -3

Similar ; letter C

Similar ; letter O
(de Sails Coll.)

Similar ; letter D

Similar ; letter -D

[PL xxxi. 12.]

' Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.
, p. 389) identifies this moneyer with C. Coilius Caldus,

who was consul B.C. 94, and who had been tribune of the plebs B.C. 107. when he proposed

a lex tabeUaria. Cicero (De Orat. i., 25, 117) describes him as homo novus. He was the

first member of his family to attain the consulship. This attribution, however, does not

coincide with the suggested date of the coins, and it would seem much more probable that

the moneyer was a, son of the consul and an uncle of the C. Coelius Caldus who was also a
nioneyer some years later (see his coins under date B.C. 61 ; also Babelon, vol. i., pp. 372-

37.5), and from whose coins we learn that his uncle was imperator, augur, and decemvir (sacris

faciundis). Blacas (Mommsen, Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 389) and Babelon (vol. i., p. 369)
were both of this opinion. It may be noticed that on some of his denarii the moneyer only

gives his cognomen ; this appears to be about the earliest occurrence of such a variety.

Bahrfeldt {Nmn. Zeit., 1896, p. 90) notices that sometimes the moneyer's name is given as

C • COIk • CAkD for C • COI L • CALD. The occurrence of the old form of Ir for L was
probably only due to an engraver's carelessness, as at this time on coins U was epigraphically

out of use, but the letter P still keeps to the early forms of P and P

.

^ The reverse type probably refers to the successes of the moneyer's father in Spain during

the year of his consulship.

^ The mint-marks of this moneyer consist of letters of the alphabet, which are placed on
the reverse only. They are of two series, each extending throughout the alphabet ; one

with the letter above the chariot of Victory, the other with the letter in the exergue. The
second series occurs when the cognomen only of the moneyer is given. Each letter is usually

accompanied by one or more points up to four placed cii sateUite. In respect of the mint-

letters, the head of Homa on the obverse, which is turned to the left, and the general style and
fabric, the coins of C. Coilius Caldus are so similar to those of L. Appuleius Saturninus, next

described, that it may be presumed that these moneyers were colleagues at the mint. We ha\ e

noted the changes in the form of the earring, which at this Period, unlike at the earlier

stage of the silver coinage, are of no importance for chronology.

There are no bronze coins of this issue.
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No. Weight

1440

1441

1442

1443

1444

1445

1446

1447

1448

1449

1450

1451

1452

1453

1454

1455

1456

1457

1458

1459

1460

Metal
and tSize

59-4
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No. Weight ^'^".'
" and iize

Diverse

1461

1462

1463

1464

1465

1466

1467

59-7
j
jR -7

61-9

61-5

600

58-5

58-5

61-0

1468 58-0

1469

1470

1471

1472

1473

1474

1475

1476

610

60-6

60-5

614

550

56-3

.R -75^r. I

M -75

M

M

JR

M

M

M

M

M

61-0 .R

60'2 ! M

lO

Similar; earring of single

drop.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar ; letter V

Similar ; letter -X

(Blacas ColL)

Series II.

Similar ; earring of triple

drop.

Similar.

75

Similar; legend CALD un-

der horses' feet ; in ex-

ergue, letter -A

[PI. xxxi. 13.]
(de SaHs CoU.)

SimUar ; letter C

Similar; earring of single
|
Similar ; letter -D-

drop.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; earring of triple

drop.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; earring of single

drop.

Similar ; earring of triple

drop.

Similar ; earring of single

drop.

Similar.

75 Similar ; earring of triple

1 drop.

75 Similar : earring of single

;
drop.

Similar ; letter --D

Similar ; letter E:

Similar ; letter £:•

Similar ; letter :£•

Similar ; letter :F-

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter -G

Similar ; letter H-

Similar ; letter •!

Similar ; letter I

:

Similar ; letter :k:

Similar : letter L'
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_. . , . Metal
No. Weight „„^ g^,,

1477

1478

1479

1480

1481

1482

1483

1484

1485

1486

1487

1488

1489

1490

1491

1492

61-0
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No. ITeight
and Si:e

Diverse Reverse

1493

1494

1495

1496

1497

1498

1499

1500

58-2 ' .R -75

61-8

59-7

60-5

M -75

M -75

59-7
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Weight
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Nn. Wei'iht
Uletal

and .S'(3e

COINAGE OF EOME

Oii'ei'se Reverse

I
I

1523
1

60-8 ' AX !')
\ Similar.

1524 '• 58-5 M -75
i

Similar.

59-5



„ ,„ . ,, Iletal
No. Weight

„^^gi,.

CIEO. B.C. 90; A.U.C. 664

Obverse

219

1545 57-5 Al -7 Similar.

1546

1547

1548

1549

60-3

600

59-0

60-2

1550 57-7 Al -75 Similar

1551

1552

1553

1554

1555

1556

1557

M -75

M -8

Similar.

Similar.

M -75 Similar.

M -8 Similar.

55'5

59-7

59-0

59-0

59-0

59-2

48-2

1558

1559

1560

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

A\. -7

M -8

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

58-6

57-3

46-7

Ai -75

M -1

A\ -8

(plated)

Reverse

Similar ; letter -S-

Similar ; letter O

Similar ; letter O-
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter P

Similar ; letter R.

Similar ; letter R-

Similar ; letter '^

Similar ; letter H
(de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; letter -\-

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter <

Similar ; letter X

Similar ; letter -X

Similar ; letter -X'

Type II.

With letter on reverse

Head of Eoma 1., wearing
winged helmet orna-

mented with gryphon's

head, • &c., similar to

no. 1493 ; behind, L • SA

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Eoma 1., wearing
winged helmet orna-

mented with gryphon's
head, similar to obverse

;

behind, letter <

Similar ; letter H
[PI. xxxi. 16.]

Similar
; letter P

(de Salis Coll.)
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-\j TIT 7 J ^feffi^
A'o. M eight , „

" and bize

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

1561

1562

1563

56-5

58-0

57-8

468-0

47-0

M -8

M -75

JR -7

M 1-3

M -6

Type III.

With letter on reverse

R.OMA (in exergue). Saturn

in quadriga r., horses

galloping ; he holds falx
in r. hand and reins in 1.,

similar to no. 1493 rev.

Similar.

Similar.

L-SATVKN (in exergue).

Saturn in quadriga r.,

&c., as on obverse ;
^ under

horses, letter C

[PI. xxxi. 17.]

Similar ; letter 'G

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter Q.-

(Nott)

As

Head of Janus, laureate ; I R-OMA below Prow r. ; be-

above, I
I

fore, I ; above, L • SAT

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 209, no. 4.

J

Uncia

Head of Roma r., wearing
crested helmet ; behind, •

L . SMN within laurel-

wreath ; below moneyer's
name, •

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 209, no. 5.]

> Cohen (Moil. rip. rom., p. 41) mentions a hybrid with L.SATVRN inscribed on the

obverse as well as on the reverse ; and Bahrfeldt (Zeit. f. Num., 1877, p. 29), another with the

obverse of the denarius of Q. Marcius Libo (see p. 94).



No.
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Ko. yveight

29-01676

1577

1578

1579

1580

1581

27-5

27-8

27-0

29-0

61-0

1582

1583

1584

1585

60'

3

57-3

60-5

59-5

Metal
and Size

M '55

M -6

M -55

M -6

M -55

M -85

M -85

JR -85

M -85

M -85

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

Similar ; letter R Similar

Similar ; letter S Similar

Similar ; letter S Similar

Similar ; letter S Similar

Similar ; letter -X

liererse

letter k

letter S

letter S

letter S

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter -X

C . FABI . C . F

(CAIUS FABIUS CAII PILIUS)i

Denarius

Sebies I.

With Greek letter on obverse

Head of Cybele r., turreted

and veiled, and wearing
earring of single drop

and necklace ; behind,

Greek letter B

Similar

;

letter €•

Similar
;
letter H

Similar

;

letter K

Similar ; letter A

C • FABI . C F (in exergue).

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds goad
in r. hand and reins in

1. ; before horses, a heron
or stork {buteo ?). <

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

^ This moneyer is only known to us from his coins. The bird on the reverse would connect

him with the cognomen Buteo, which was borne by -a, section of the Fabia gens. Pliny

(Hist. Nat. X. 8, 9) describes the luteo as a bird of prey, but on the coins the bird shown is of

the heron species. The Fabia gens is said to have assumed this cognomen, because a bird of

this species alighted on the prow of the ship which conveyed the consul, N. Fabius M. f.M. n.,

to Sicily, where he conducted the siege of Drepauum during the second Punic war. This

Fabius appears to have been the first to assume the cognomen Buteo. The bird therefore is

in the nature of a type parlavt. Beyond the evidence of the coins there is no record of any
member of the Fabia family of this Period who bore the praenomen Gains together with the

cognomen Buteo.

The reverse type is of so general a character that it is not possible to connect it with any
particular member of the Fabia gens, which was one of the most ancient patrician families at

Rome, and which traced its origin from Hercules and the Arcadian Evander. Cybele may
therefore have been the tutelary divinity of the Fabia gens, and in consequence the moneyer
placed her head on his coins.

The mint-marks are of two series : one consisting of all the letters of the Greek alphabet;

the other, of all the letters of the Roman alphabet. These letters are. as before, usually

accompanied liy one, two, or three dots, placed en satellite. This is the first use of the Greek
alphabet for such marks.
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No.
•' 0,1)1/ Sue

600
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Weight

60-0

58-7

60-5

41-8

60-8

59-5

61-0

58-8

436-0

333-0

61-0

57-7

Metal
and Size

61-5 M -85

M -85

M -8

M -7

M -75

(plated)

JR -85

M -8

M -8

M -8

^ 1-3

^ 1-3

JR -9

yR

COINAGE OF EOME

Oliverse Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; letter N
(Nott)

Similar

;

letter N

Similar

;

letter O

Similar

;

letter P

Similar

;

letter P

Similar

;

letter K

Similar

;

letter R.

Similar

;

letter V

Similar

;

letter V

Asi

Head of Janus, laurate

;

above, I

Similar.

RoMA below Prcw r.

;

on the beak stands a

heron or stork (buteo ?)

;

above, C • FABI . C . F

Similar.

[PI. xxxii. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

M . LVCILI . FLVF

(MAECUS LUCILIUS RUPUS)^

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., vyearing

winged helmet orna-

mented vrith gryphon's
head ; the visor in three

pieces and peaked ; neck-
lace, but no earring

;

behind, PV^ (Publice)

;

the whole within laurel-

wreath.

Similar.

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping; she holds whip
in r. hand and reins in

1.; below, M- LVCILI;
above, R.VF ; edge serrated.

[PI. xxxi. 21.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

' This is the only denomination in bronze known of this issne. It is, as already stated, of

the uncial standard.
^ This moneyer appears to be unknown except from his coins, which consist of denarii

only. He cannot well be the M. Lucilins who was tribune of the plebs B.C. 64 (Borghesi,

(Euvres compl.jt. iv., p. 37), but he may have been the tribune's father. He is the only member
of the Lucilia gens of whom coins are known. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 150) thinks that M. Lucilius

Kut'us, L. Sentius C. f., and P. Servilius Rullus (see pp. 227, 230) formed a triumvirate of the mint.
^ The legend PV [Puhhce) shows that, like the coins of C. Fabius (see p. 223), this issue
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,, ,,T . , J Metal
So. Weight , ...

" and blue
Ot) verse Reverse

1616

1616

1617

1618

1619

1620

1621

61-8

59-7

60-0

61-5

60-0

58-0

58-6

M -85

/R -75

A\ -B

M -75

M -8

.R -75

yR -85

L.THORIVS BALBVS

(LUCIUS THOEIUS BALBUS)i

Denarius

With letter on reverse

Head of Juno of Lanuvium
r., wearing goat's skin

tied under the chin ;

'

behind, I . S • M R. {Juno

Sisixs Mater Begina).

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Bull charging r.
;

" below,

L THORIVS ; in ex-

ergue, BALBVS; above
bull, letter A

[PI. xxxi. 22.]

Similar ; same letter.

Similar
;
letter B

Similar

;

letter C

Similar
;

letter D

Similar

;

letter E

Similar ; letter F

(Nott)

was a special one, the metal from which it was struck haying been taken from the public
treasury. The approximate date of the striking of these coins is to be ascertained from this

legend, and also from the fact that a specimen, which Mommsen {Hist. mon. rem., t. ii., p. 405)
describes as being le jplui^ heau de touie la trouvaille, was in the Oliva hoard.

As so little is known of the Lucilia gens, it would be pure conjecture to identify- the
reverse type with any particular member. Its similarity in style and fabric to the reverse type
of the coins of L. Saturninus (see p. 216) should be noted.

From the absence of the usual mint-marks it is scarcely possible to judge of the extent of
this issue, which was a special one ; but specimens of it are not scarce. There is in the Paris
collection a hybrid consisting of the reverse of this denarius and having for the obverse type
the head of Apollo (Babelon, vol. ii,, p. 151).

^ Lucius Thorius Balbus was a native of Lanuvium. He is described by Cicero {De
Fin., ii. 20) as a man who lived in such a manner that there was not a single pleasure, however
refined or rare, that he did not enjoy. He appears to have taken part in the war in Spain
against Sertorius, and to have been defeated and slain in a battle against Hirtuleius. He is

the only member of the Thoria gens of whom coins are known.
The absence of any bronze coins and of any special marks renders it a little dilRculfc

to assign a date to the issue of this coinage. In this particular instance the finds aiford
some evidence. Mommsen {Hist, mon. rom., t. ii,, p. 379) places the coinage early in his
Vth Period, i.e. between B.C. 104—84, but the absence of any specimens in the Masera, Eicoia,
S. Giovanni Inoarico, Bonoarolo, and Pozoblanco hoards, and their presence in considerablo
number in that of Cazlona, and in a limited degree in that of Oliva, would confine the issue
practically to two years only, B.C. 91—90. Count de Salis placed it to B.C. 90, and considered
these coins to be amongst the latest in the Cazlona and Oliva hoards. In style and fabric
those denarii show considerable variety, some being in low relief with the flan spread, others
in higher relief and of smaller diameter. The former are generally of inferior work.

^ The most ancient cult of Juno was at Lanuvium, the birth-place of the moneyer, where
the goddess was worshipped as the protectress of women not only in general, but especially at
the time of marriage and during pregnancy. She therefore received the name of Sispcs or
Sispita (Sospes or Sospita), and her statue in the Vatican shows her wearing a long robe, with
a goat's skin covering her head and tied under the chin, and armed with a spear and shield
(Cicero, de Nat. Dear., i., 29, 82). Her special attribute was the serpent, the symbol of purity
(see coins of L. Procilius, Babelon, vol. ii., p. 386, nos. 1, 2).

* The rushing bull is a type parlant of the moneyer's name, Thorius.
The mint-marks of this issue extend over the whole Latin alphabet, but, unlike those of

other issues of this year, they are not accompanied by dots.

G G
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AT- -nrr -LI Metal
JVo. Weight , „

.

^ and bize

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse

1622
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No. Weight
Metal

and Size

1642 40-3 M -8

1643



22B

No. Wi'ight
Metal

CI lid Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Diverse

1651
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Ko. Weight
Metal

and ^ize
Obverse Reverse

1660

1661

1662

1663

1664

1665

1666

1667

60-0

59-7

62-5

59-5

60-5

59-2

59-2

59-5

A\ -85

JR -8

M -85

M -85

JR -8

.-R -95

.R -8

M -8

M .SERVEILI . C . F

(MAECUS SBEVBILIUS CAII FILIUS)'

Denarius

With Latin letter on reverse and opposite Greek letter on
obverse

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1642 ; behind,

Greek letter CO

Similar ; letter X

Similar ; letter <t>

Similar ; letter Y

Similar ; letter P

Similar ; letter Z

Similar ; letter M
Similar ; letter A

M.SEKVEILI-C.F (in ex-

ergue). Two warriors, a
Eoman and a barbarian,

each armed with sword
and shield, fighting on
foot ; near each is his

horse ;
* in the exergue,

below the moneyer's
name, Latin letter A ^

[PI. xxxii. 4.]

(Nott)

Similar ; letter C

Similar ; letter D
(Nott)

Similar ; letter E

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter L

Similar ; letter N

Similar ; letter O

states that the specimen in his collection is unique, and though he does not give its weight, it is

evidently of the uncial standard. Bahrfeldt, however, is of opinion that this quadrans is false.

' This moueyer may have been a son of C. Servilius M. f. Augur, who was praetor
B.C. 104, accused LucuUns of bribery and malversation in his administration of Sicily, and
was assassinated at Asculum B.C. 90. He would therefore be a brother of P. Servilius Vatia
Isauricus, who was consul B.C. 79, was defeated by Julius Caesar in his candidature for

the office of Pontife.v Maximus, and died at an advanced age B.C. 44 (Mommsen, Hist. mon. roni.,

t. ii., p. 315). Nothing appears to be known of the moneyer beyond what we learn from his

coins.

^ This reverse type, like that of the denarii of C. Serveilius struck a few years earlier

(see p. 179), commemorates the heroic deeds of M. Servilius Pulex Geminus, the consul
B.C. 2.02.

•* The employment of opposite Latin and Greek letters of the alphabet for mint-mai-ks on
the same coin is a further development of the use of these signs. The Latin letter starts from
the beginning of the alphabet, and the Greek one from the end ; thus the Latin A corresponds
to the Greek (jj, B to ^, C to X> 1^ ^o <!>' "^"-i ^^^ ^^ there are fewer letters in the Soman
than in the Greek alphabet, Z of the former would correspond to p of the latter. The order
of the above coins is based on the letters on the reverse.

There is nothing to indicate on these coins that this issue was a special one, but
for similarity of style and fabric they should be compared with the denarii of L. Sentius C. f.

and P. Servilius C. f., which belong to that class.

No bronze coins of M. Serveilius are known.
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A' TT^ r.j. Metal

' and Hwe

1668

1669

1670

1671

1672

1673

1674

1675

1676

60-5

60-6

59-6

59-3

60-7

60-4

60-3

60-0

61-0

JR. -85

.R -85

AX -85

M -8

M -85

M. -8

M -8

.R -8

M -75

Ohver^e

Similar ; letter K

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter €

Similar ; letter A

Reverse

Similar ; letter P
(Nott)

Similar ; letter S

Similar ; letter V

Similar ; letter X

n . SERVIU M . F . RVLLI

(PUBLII SEEVILII MAEGI PILII EULLI)'

Denarius

Bust of Minerva 1., wearing
crested helmet and aegis

;

behind, RVLLI

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

P-SEKVILI • M. F (in ex-

ergue). Victory in biga

r., horses galloping; she

holds reins in r. hand
and palm in 1. ;

- below
horses' feet, P ^ (Publice).

Similar.

[PI. xxxii. 5.]

Similar.

Simil ar.

L . IVLI

(LUCIUS JULIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1642 ; behind,

ear of corn.

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds

reins with both hands

;

below horses, L- IVLI

1 RuUus was a cognomen of the Servilia gens, but little is known of the members' who bore

it. Mommsen {Hint. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 406) would identify this moneyer as the father of

P. Servilius P. f. RuUus, who was tribune of the plebs e.c. 63, and who was the proposer of the

agrarian law known as the Servdia lex, which was vigorously and successfully opposed by
Cicero.

^ The reverse type relates to some military success of a member of the family, which,

however, is uncertain, owing to our lack of information. The moneyer's name is evidently in

the genitive, .not the nominative case as usual.

3 The letter P (Publice), like ARG . PVB {Argento pulUcn), or EX. A. PV (Ex arqento

puhlicn), shows that these coins were struck from bullion withdrawn from the public treasury,

and that the issue was therefore a special one, probably to meet the expenses of the Social war
(see above, p. 191). P. Serveilius RuUus, like the following moneyer, L. Julius, did not use

any mint-marks. Some denarii of this issue were countermarked during the reign of Vespasian.

There are no bronze coins of this moneyer.

• The identification of this moneyer is uncertain. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

pp. 2'K>, 393) has also attributed this issue to ci'rf. B.C. 89, but he does not say who the moneyer
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Jv(7. Ti eight -. ..

.

' and bize
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Ohver^e

231

Eevers

1677

1678

1679

1680

1681

60-6

60-5

59-0

58-5

60-1

M -85

jR -8

.11 -8

.R -8

M -75

Similar.

Similai'.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxxii. 6.]

Similar.

C . FVNDAN OE FVN3A

(CAIUS FUNDANIUS) ^

Denarius

With letter on ohrer.te

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, &c., simi-

lar to no. 1642 ; the

helmet is ornamented
with a circle above the

wing ; behind, letter A

C FVNDAN (in exergue).

iVTale figure in triumphal
quadriga r., horses walk-
ing ; he holds sceptre and
laurel - branch ; on the
nearest horse is seated a
youth, holding laurel-

branch over r. shoulder

;

above, Q (Quaestor).

[PI. xxxii. 7.]

(Nott)

"was. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 4), who places the coins at circ. B.C. 106, identifies him with L. Julius

Caesar, who was consul B.C. 90, and gives the coins reading L . I VLI . L . F . CAESAR (see

above, p. 209) to the consul of B.C. 64. Whilst accepting this last attribution, it seems
impossible to assign so early a date to the above coins reading L, I VLI, for the following

reasons: (a) none of them were in the Cazlona and Oliva hoards, but several specimens were
met with in that of Ficsole

; (6) their fabric and style are very similar to those of other denarii

classed to the years B.C. 90—89 ; and (o) this moneyer appears to have struck the as of the

uncial standard (see below), whioh was only revived during the years B.C. 91—89. It is very
evident therefore that this moneyer is not the consul of B.C. 90, nor can he be identified with the

consul of B.C. 64, unless we suppose that he held office in two consecutive years, issued coins of

different types, and varied the reading of his name, all of which assumptions are improbable.

The type of reverse records some victory gained by a member of the Julia gens, and the

ear of corn on the obverse probably points to a special issue to meet the expense of a largesse

of corn to the inhabitants of Eome, which may have occurred in B.C. 89. Like P. Servilius

Rullus, L. Julius did not place any mint-marks on his coins.

To this issue may be attributed the as reading L. I VLI, described, but not figured, by
Eiccio (Catalngo, p. 100, no. 11). It is of the usual type, with the moneyer's name above the

prow, and being of the uncial standard, belongs to the same period as the above denarii.

Bahrfeldt questions the genuineness of this coin.

' This moneyer, who struck money in his capacity as quaestor, has been identified with
C. Fundanius, the father of Fundania, wife of M. Terentius Varro, and of the tribune of the

plebs of the same name in B.C. 72 (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 390). Babelon (vol. i.,

pp. 514, 515), however, thinks that the moneyer whose qnaestorship he places at B.C. 101 was
the same person as the tribune of B.C. 72.

Cavedoni (Ripostigli, pp. 87, 195) and Borghesi (CEuwcs compl., t. ii., pp. 307, 308),

having explained that the reverse type of the denarius relates to the triumph of Marius in

B.C. 101, on his return from the expedition against the Teutones and the Cimbri, and that the
youth seated on the nearest horse may be his adopted son, suggest that C. Fundanius was
quaestor in that year, and that he struck these coins on that occasion ; and also that the
reverse type of the quinarius is a record of the defeat of Teutobodus, king of the Teutones at

Aquae Sc.ttiae, where he was taken prisoner and afterwards brought to Rome to adorn the
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No. Weight ^f^^' and Sine

1682



„ ,„ . , , Metal
No. U cni it 7 a -

' and Hkze

1696

1697

1698

1699

1700

1701

1702

1703

300

1704

25-1

25-0

29-5

25-5

28-6

28-9

29-1

M -6

M. -55

M -6

M -55

M -5

M -55

M -55

A\ -55

51-4 M -75

CIEC. B.C. 89; A.U.C. 665

Obverse

233

Reverse

Quinarius

With letter on obverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, letter C'

Similar ; letter F
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No. Wei'jht

1705

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710

1711 58-6

1712 61-0

lifeial
O^'VCTfie

1713

61-0
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K<>. 1 eiiilit
, ,,

.

1714

1715

1716

1717

1718

1719

1720

1721

1722

1723

1724

61-4

60-8

61-9

.R -75

Al -75

/R -75

56-8 I M -75

58-0
! M -75

60-3

59-8

61-0

60-9

.11 -8

M -7

Al -75

M -7

Ohvarse

Similar

;

letter F

Similar

;

letter G

Similar

;

letter G

Similar

;

letter k

Eeverae

Similar ; letter F

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter G

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; letter G

(Nott)

Similar; letter k

(Nott)

With name Greek letter on obverse and reverse

Series I.

58-3 Al -75

60-7 M -7

Similar ; behind bust,

Greek letter A

Similar ; letter O

Similar ; letter

Similar ; letter TT

Similar ; letter 4'

Similar ; in field between
Eoma and the Genius,

Greek letter A

Similar ; letter O
[PI. xxxii. 10.]

Similar ; letter O

Similar ; letter TT
(Nott)

Similar ; letter 4'

(Nott)

Series II.

Similar; letter before head, Similar; letter to 1. of Eoma,

A A
(Blacas Coll.)

Denarius with P • E -S C

With same Latin letter on obverse and reverse

Similar ; under bust, in-

stead of ROMA, the

letters P-E-S-C [Pub-

lice ex senatus consulto)
;

before head, letter I

Similar ; letter to 1. of

Eoma, I

[PI. xxxii. 11.]

(Nott)

' From this inscription it is evident that this coin belongs to a special issue. The letters
(in the coins with P , E . S . C appear to vary, as Bahrfeldt (Zett. /. Ww-m., 1877, pp. 46, 47)
describes specimens in the Paris and Copenhagen collections with Q on both sides. He also
mentions others with Q and 0, but most of these seem to be plated.
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Ho. Weight

373-0

and Si-e

.E 1-2

COINAGE OF EO^^IE

Ohverse Reverse

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

above, LEN"-A^F; be-

fore, triquetra-

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 402, no. 27.]

L.CASSI.C/EICIA/^

(LUCIUS CASSIUS CAEICIANUS)

Denarius

With Latin letter on ohverse and opposite Latin letter

on reverse

1725 61-9 JR '75 Bust of Ceres 1., slightly

draped, bead wreathed
with corn ; behind,
C/EIGA/, and letter -A

L-CASSI (in exergue). Two
yoked oxen 1. : above,

plough, and letter -X

[PI. xxxii. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

' The as is the only denomination in bronze known of this issue. It is of the nncial standard,
and must therefore hare been struck sometime between B.C. 91— 89 (see above, p. 190). The
specimen, from which the above illustration is taken, is in the D'Ailly collection. The
triquetra on the reverse has been slightly altered hv tooling.

- As the triquetra is the emblem of the Island of Sicily, it probably here records the taking
of Syracuse by M. Claudius Marcellus, B.C. 212, when he had to contend with the skill and science

of Archimedes, the most famous mathematician of ancient times. From this date the .Syracusans

placed their city under the patronage of Marcellus and his descendants, and instituted au annual
festival, called the Marcellea, which contiuued to be celebrated down to the time of Verres.

^ The cognomen Caeicianus or Caecianus in connection with the Cassia gens appears on
coins only at this time. The name of L. Cassius Kaecianufs is met with in an inscription which
was not anterior to the time of Augustus (Grutcr, p. 864, no. 11). The form CacicioHtis for

Caecianus has analogies in CaeiciJius for Coecilit'S (Henzen, Jnscript. lat. select.^ no. 5114),
conq"-oeisii'i for conquaesivi, ttc. The reverse ty])e evidently refers to some important act of

colonization carried out by an ancestor of the moneyer, and the wreathed head of Ceres to

the success and fertility of the new colony. Pliny (Hi^t. Xat., iv. 12) mentions two islands of

the Archipelago called Caeciae, which, if their history was better known, may have been those

colonized by a member of the Cassia gens, of which these coins are a memorial (Babelon,
vol. i., p. 326). Dr. A. Vercoutre (Ami. de la Soc. franf. dc Xt'fii., vol. xv., 1891, pp. 21-26)

suggests that the cognomen Caecianus was derived from Caecim or Cacus, and that the oxen
here sho'^\Ti are those which Hercules stole from that shepherd; and that the head of Ceres

on the obverse is only put there to correspond with the reverse type. This interpretation

may be ingenious, but it is not convincing.

The mint-letters used by this moneyer show a further development of these marks. They
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No. ]yeight
JJeial

and ^ht'
Obverse Reverse

C. ALLI. BALA

(CAIUS ALLIUS [AELIUS] BALA)'

Denarius

Witli letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

1742 60-3
I

.-R -7

1743

1744

174.5

1746

58-9

60-0

59-8

59-9

.H -7

.R -7

.R -7

Female head (Diana?) r.,

diademed and wearing
necklace ; hair rolled

back and falling in locks

down her neck ; behind,
BALA; under chin,
letter A

Similar.

Similar ; letter B

Similar.

^R -7
j

Similar ; letter C

1747 60-0
,
.R -75

|

Similar.

C.ALLI (in exergue).
Diana in biga of stags

galloping r. ; she holds
torch in r. hand, and
spear and reins in 1.

;

her quiver is slung be-

hind ; beneath stags,

symbol,- anchor ; the
whole within laurel-

wreath.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; same symbol.
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, grass-

hopper.

(Nott)

Similar ; same symbol.
[PI. xxxii. 13.]

Similar ; symbol, ear of

corn.

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, grass-

hopper.

(Nott)

' This moneyer appears to be known only from his coins, which ;ire similar in style and
work to those of Publius Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus and Lucius Cassius Caeicianus, and
Mommsen {Hist. ^non. rom., t. ii,

, p. 381) has drawn attention to their similarity in respect
of their thickness and the smallness of the Han to the denarii of L. Julius L. f. Caesar
(see above, p. 209) ; but those of C. Allius Bala are probably of a little later date, as no
specimens occurred in the Cazlona and Oliva hoards.

- This type may refer to the annual festival in honour of Diana held on the Aveutine,
wliere her temple stood, and at which torch races occurred. It is possible that an ancestor of

the moneyer was instrumental either in the introduction of this festival or was otherwise
connected with it. The female head on the obverse has been identified as of Diana. C. Allius

Bala was apparently the first moneyer to introduce a symbol as a mint-mark in conjunction
with a letter. Several symbols occur with the same letter on the obverse, and the same symbol
is repeated with several letters.

The small bronze coin having on the obverse a closed hand and the legend BALA,
and on the reverse C'ALIO within a wreath, which is figured by Riccio [Mon. Jam. rom.,

PI. li.) and by Babelon (vol. i., p. Ill, no. 5), is of local fabric, probably Sicilian or
Spanish, but it may have been struck by the same moneyer, C. Allius Bala, as quaestor
or praetor. As, in that instance, his name is in the ablative case, some such title as quaestore
or praetnre seems to be understood. The only specimen known of this coin is cited as being in

the " Collezione Classense," which still exists at Ravenna (Bahi-feldt, Num. Zeit.. 1896, p. 14).
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1748
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" and bine

1767
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PERIOD IX.

Circ. B.C. 88—86; a.u.c. 666—668

In the same year that the Lex Plautia Papiria was passed (see above, p. 189),

another one was proposed by the tribune, 0. Papirius Carbo, by which the

weight of the as was reduced to half an ounce {semuncial). This law is known

as the Lex Papiria sejnunciaria^ It not only reduced the weight of the bronze

money, but it also revived the issue of the sestertius, which had been in abeyance

at least since B.C. 229. Count de Salis did not, however, consider that its pro-

visions came into operation till the following year. The coins leave no doubt as

to the origin of these reforms ; since on the sestertius we meet with the legend

E • L • P [Ex lege Papiria), and on the bronze money L • P • D • A • P {Lege

Papiria de aere publico) ; thus denoting the authority which legahzed these

changes.

It is to this Period, B.C. 88—86, that we would assign the burials of the

Fiesole, Puscaldo, Cingoli and Eomagnano Sesia hoards ; those of the first two

occurring in B.C. 87, and those of the other two at some time during the following

year (see below, pp. 242, 243, and Tables of Pinds).

Denominations and Types.—The denominations struck during this Period

are therefore, in silver, the denarius, the quinarius and the sestertius ; and in

bronze, the as of the semuncial standard and its divisions down to the uncia.

The variations in the type of the denarius, as mentioned in the last Period,

are still more extended, and in one instance only is the head of Eoma found

on the obverse. The mark of value, which has the form ^, or >1< , also occurs

only in the case of the coinage of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, and even then

only on a limited portion of that issue. Prom this date this sign, as the mark
of value of the denarius, disappears, with the exception of the special issue

of L. Eustius, struck circ. B.C. 76. It is not unusual for a moneyer to employ
more than one type for his denarii, or several variations of the same type. Of

the coins of D. Silanus there are three obverse types and three variations of that

of the reverse ; of those of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, four chief variations of the

reverse type; of those of Q. Titius, two obverse types; of those of C. Vibius

Pansa, three obverse and four reverse types ; and of those of L. Titurius Sabinus,

three reverse types. The quinarius occurs in four issues and the sestertius in

two only, and from their rarity it would appear that few of the latter were
coined. The type is varied in each instance, with one exception, that of Cnaeus
Lentulus (see p. 310), who continues the former one of the head of Jupiter and
of Victory crowning a trophy for his quinarius. The system of employing marks
to distinguish the dies is considerably extended, especially in the case of the

' It is generally called the Lex Plautia Papiria, but perhaps without good reason, see
below, pp. 250, 283, 317, 510.

H- I I
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coinage of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, where symbols, numbers, letters and signs

denoting the as and its fractions occur separately and in combination on the

obverse and reverse. During this Period the serrating of the edge of the

denarius is suspended. In the bronze series the issue of the as is continued,

and its divisions down to the sextans. No specimen is recorded of the uncia

bearing a moneyer's name. It is, however, probable that it was also struck.

The usual obverse and reverse types of the bronze money are generally adhered

to ; but changes occasionally occur.

The moneyers' names do not caU for any remarks, except that L. Cal-

pm-nius Piso Frugi styles himself Nepos (see p. 251). This is the first instance

of an indication of the grandfather's name.

Classification.—For the classification of the coins of this Period our

principal sources of evidence are the provisions of the Lex Papiria, which

introduced the change in the standard of the bronze money, and the hoards of

coins which were unearthed at Piesole (near Florence), Puscaldo (Calabria),

CingoU (Central Italy) and Eomagnano Sesia (Piedmont).

The Fiesole hoard was discovered in 1829, and from the account given by

Zannoni [Dei denarii consolari e di famiglie Bomane, disotterratiin Fiesole, nel

1829 ; Firenze, 1830), it consisted of over 4000 denarii, and of these he described

2110 specimens. There do not appear to have been any quinarii. Except for the

early pieces without and with symbols, it is one of the most complete hoards

which have been recorded, nearly aU the issues with moneyers' names to the

time of its concealment being represented. It contained examples of aU the coin-

ages attributed to B.C. 90—87, whether struck inside or outside Eome, with the

exception of those of G. Marcius Censorinus and L. and C. Memmius Galeria, and

thus bridges over the period which witnessed the close of the issue of the bronze

money of the uncial standard and the introduction of the semuncial standard.

All the bronze coins of the moneyers assigned to B.C. 88—87 are of the fighter

weight. Moreover, the later issues, of which only a few or a single piece was in

the Ohva hoard, were much more fully represented in that of Fiesole ; for of coins

of L. Seipio Asiagenus the numbers were 9 and 17 ; of C. CoUius Caldus, 2 and

16 ; of L. Saturninus, 1 and 29 ; and of L. Thorius Balbus, 1 and 39. Of issues

B.C. 88—87 not in the Oliva hoard there were in the Fiesole hoard : of D. SUanus,

125 specimens ; of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, 211 ; of Q. Titius 439 ; of G. Yibius

Pansa, 50; and of L. Titurius Sabinus, 28. The burial of the hoard must

therefore have occurred towards the end of B.C. 87, and it is quite possible

that it was connected with the mUitary operations of Marius and Cinna, as it

was in that year that the former arrived in the north of Italy previous to his

march on Eome. This is also the date assigned to it by Cavedoni (Bipostigli,

p. 18).

The Fuscaldo hoard was discovered in 1850 in a street of that town called

S. Leonardo. The find consisted of about 1030 denarii. Twenty-four years

later, in 1874, the owner, Sig. Gennaro Yalenza, brought 871 of these to Naples,

having previously given about 50 to his friends, and retaining about 110 of the

best preserved for himself. Of the 871 pieces which were brought to Naples, Prof.

G. de Petra gives a description in the Museo Italiano di anttchitd classica, 1885,

pp. 349-351

—

Gli ultimi ripostigli di denari. Though less extensive than the
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Fiesole hoard, that of Puscaldo corresponds to it precisely in date, the latest

pieces which it contained being those of D. Silanus and L. Oalpurnius Piso Prugi

(B.C. 88), and of Q. Titius and C. Vibius Pansa (b.c. 87). These coins and most

of those of the moneyers of the two previous years are described as being " newly

struck " or a fleur de coin. The only other issue of the same date not recorded,

but many specimens of which were in the Fiesole hoard, is that of L. Titurius

Sabinus. It is, however, quite possible that these coins may have been amongst

those distributed by Sig. Valen'za amongst his friends, or retained for himself. It

is unfortunate that Prof, de Petra did not describe these also, in which case we
should have had an account of the whole hoard. We have, however, no hesi-

tation in fixing the burial of this hoard to B.C. 87, thus making it contem-

poraneous with that found at Fiesole.

The Gingoli hoard was unearthed in 186i, near the Villa di Avenale, about

four miles from the site of the ancient town of Treia, in the Cingoli district,

and was described by Sig. Eaf. Garrucci (Bull, di corrisp. arch., 1865, pp. 170 f.),

into whose hands eventually nearly all the coins came, though some had pre-

viously been scattered. The number examined by Sig. Garrucci was 1347, and

he carefully noted how many pieces there were of each issue and their condition.

He, however, gives a warning that two or three pieces of later date were added

by the peasant who discovered the hoard, amongst which was the denarius of

Tiberius Claudius Ti. f. Ap. n. (B.C. 80). To this one we would add the single

piece of P. Crepusius (b.c. 83). Besides including coins of all the moneyers of

B.C. 88—87, which were represented in the Fiesole hoard, it had in addition

those of 0. Marcius Censorinus, and L. and C. Memmius Galeria (b.c 87), and

those of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and L. Eubrius Dossenus (b.c. 86). Its burial

therefore took place a few months later than the Fiesole hoard, circ. B.C. 86, and
about the same time as that found at Eomagnano Sesia.

The Bomagnano Sesia hoard was discovered as recently as 1895, and consisted

of about 300 denarii, which represented the issues of 89 moneyers, not including

9 coins of the early period without symbol or name. An account is given of

the hoard by Sig. Serafino Eicci {Biv. Ital., 1896, pp. 233 f.). The earliest

pieces with moneyers' names date from the first half of the second century

B.C., and the latest bring us down to B.C. 86, including coins of Q. Titius, C.

Vibius Pansa, L. Titurius Sabinus, C. Censorinus, and L. and C. Memmius
Galeria (b.c. 87) ; and of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and L. Eubrius Dossenus
(B.C. 86). These show that the burial of the Eomagnano Sesia and the Cingoli

hoards must have taken place almost within a few weeks of each other.

There was a large output of coins from the mint at Eome during this

Period, which was probably due partly to the suppression of the local issues and
mints and partly to events which happened at that time ; as it was in B.C. 87
that the democratic revolution of Marius and Cinna occurred. To their arrival

at Eome may be attributed several special issues of coins.
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JVo. Weight
Metal

and Size

1772 61-7 M -7

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 88 ; a.u.c. 666 ^

D . SILANVS L . F ^

(DECIMUS [JUNIUS] SILANUS LUCII PILIUS)

Denapius

Type I.

With letter on obverse and number on reverse

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gryphon's

head ; the visor is in

three pieces and peaked,

and the neck-piece is long

and angular ; earring of

single drop ; behind,

letter A

D.SILANVS.L.F ,.

ROMA ^''^ ^^

ergue). Victory in biga

r., horses galloping; she

holds reins with both

hands ; above, number
III

' The moneyers attributed to this year are two in number, viz., D. Junius Silanus L. f. and
L. Calpurnius Piso L. f. Frugi. They appear, from the legends on some of their coins, the

sestertii, to have been the first appointed after the passing of the Lex Papiria. Prom the

similarity of their issues it may be concluded that they were colleagues at the mint ; since

they both struck denarii of several types, sestertii, and bronze coins of the semuncial standard,

and also used a number of mint-marks of great variety, especially L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi,

who also struck quinarii. These very extensive coinages may be due to the expenses incurred
in the Social War, to supply the metal for which a large amount of bullion wag withdrawn from
the public treasury (Mommsen, Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 407). To the coinages of these two
moneyers we would add, as being struck about this time, some bronze pieces of the semuncial
standard which are without moneyers' names, but some of which bear symbols, such as were
employed in the early days of the Roman Republican money. Others show that they were
issued under the provisions of the Lex Papiria (see p. 282).

^ Decimus Junius Silanus is only known to us from his coins. He cannot be the D. Silanus
who was praetor B.C. 70, and consul B.C. 62, for the name of his father was Afarcus and not Lucims
(Mommsen, Hist. Man. rom. t. ii.,p. 410). The name of L. Silanus is only met with in history at a
later period. Decimus Silanus issued denarii of three different obverse types, this being the first

occurrence of so much variety. In B.C. 94 the triumvirs of the mint, M. Caecilius Metellus,

Q. Pabius Maximus, and C. Serveilius, had each employed two obverse types, but no moneyer
hitherto had used three. The type of the head of Roma needs no explanation. The mask of

Silenus, like that of Pan on the coins of C. Vibius Pansa (see below, p. 295), is an allusion to the
cognomen Silanus, and the plough which sometimes occurs below it may be a type parlant of

Bubulcus (" ploughman "), a name borne by some members of the Junia gens. Of the same
nature is the torque which occurs on Types II. and III. , and which refers to the first T. Manlius
Torquatus, whose son was adopted by D. Junius Silanus, an ancestor of the moneyer. The head
of Salus records the dedication in B.C. 302 of the temple to that divinity near the Quirinal by the
dictator, C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus, in commemoration of his great victory over the Samnites
near Boviannm, in consequence of which he was accorded the honour of a triumph, a
circumstance which would explain the reverse type of all the silver money of this coinage.

The issue of Type I. must have been a very extensive one, as each of the letters on the
obverse has an accompanying number on the reverse, which runs from I to XXX. As all

the letters of the alphabet occur on the obverse, it would appear that over 700 different dies

were used for this issue. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 108, no. 16) figures a variety of this type reading
only D . SI LANVS . ROMA, i.e., with the patronymic omitted.

Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 166) describes a hybrid in the Gotha collection with the

obverse of Type I. of D. Silanus and the reverse of the denarius of L. Parsuleius Mensor
(Babelon, vol. i., pp. 493, 494, no. 1 or 2). It has the edge serrated. There is another hybrid
in the Paris collection formed of the reverse of the denarius of the above type of D. Silanus

and of the reverse of that of C. Bgnatius Maxumus (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 108).
The bronze coins struck by D. Silanus are, as already mentioned, of the semuncial

standard, but only the as and semis have been described (see p. 250).
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No. Weight

1797

1798

1799

1800

1801

1802

1803

1804

1805

-1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

1813

1814

1815

1816

1817

1818

1819

1820

1821

61-0

62-0

58-5

600

60-9

61-1

60-7

61-0

58-2

61-7

45-5

59-8

59-0

60-7

61-3

1812 58-3

61-4

58-3

600

620

59-3

61-0

64-0

57-1

61-5

Metal
and Size

M -7

M -7

M -7

M -75

M -75

M -7

JR -75

M -7

M -7

M -7

M -7

(plated)

M -7

JR -75

M -75

JR -65

JR -75

JR -7

JR -7

JR -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

Similar.

Similar; letter I

Similar.

Similar; letter k

Similar.

JR
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„ ^^, , , , Metal
No. ^Te^^ht

„„^ g -^^
Obverse

1822
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,7 TIT • 7 i Metal
' and S%%e

Obverse Reverse

1840

1841

1842

59-0

60-5

60-0

1843 57-5

1844

1845

1846

M -7

JR -75

M -75

JR -8

59-0 M -75

[pierced]

61-0 A-t -75

62-2 ^ -75

Type II.

With letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Mask of Silenus r., bearded

and with pine-wreath

;

below, R.OMA ; behind,

letter B; ^ the whole
within a much orna-

mented torque.

SILANVS- L . F (in

exergue). Victory in

biga r., horses galloping

;

she holds whip with

loose thong in r. hand,

and palm-branch and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

symbol, a Gaulish trum-

pet {carnyx).

[PI. xxxii. 15.]

(Nott)

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Similar; no letter behind
mask ; below, symbol, a

plough ^ instead of the

legend RoMA.

Type

With letter

Head of Salus r., diademed
and wearing necklace

;

hair tied behind ; below,

SA_VS; under chin,
letter A ; the whole
within a much orna-

mented torque.

Similar; letter B

Similar ; letter C

Similar; letter D

Similar; reading SALVS
for SA.VS, and letter M

Similar ; same symbol, a

Gaulish trumpet.

[PI. xxxii. 16.]

III.3

on obverse

D -SILANVS • L- F (in

exergue). Victory in

biga r., &c., similar to

no. 1840; below horses,

KoMA
[PI. xxxii. 17.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

' The mint-letter varies, and is Latin or Greek (Babelon, vol. ii., p. HO).

^ Aa this symbol does not appear to change, it may be part of the type. The same may be

the case with the carnyx on the reverse.

' All the letters of the Latin alphabet occur with this type, and not unfrequently they are

placed in a retrograde direction.



^"^ "^'5'''' and hi.

e

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

61-5

47-3

61-2

59-8

57-0

60-5

JR

M -65

M -75

M -75

.11 -75

M -7

CIEC. B.C. 88; A.U.C. 666

Obverse

249

Rerpy^e

Type III. var, a

With symbol on reverse

Head of Salus r., &c., simi-

lar to no. 1842 ; below,

SALVS; all within torque.

D SILANVS- L F (in

exergue). Victory in biga

r., Ac, similar to no.

1840 ; she holds palm-

branch in r. hand and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

symbol, grasshopper.

[PI. xxxii. 18.]

(Nott)

Similar. Rimilar; symbol, stem of

prow.

Type III. var. b

IVitli letter on obverse aiid symbol on reverse

Similar ; under chin of

Salus, letter T

'

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; Victory holds whip
with loose thong in r.

hand, and palm-branch
and reins in 1. ; below
horses, symbol, grass-

hopper.

[PI. xxxii. 19.]

Similar ; same symbol.
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, wing,
(de Sabs Coll.)

Type III. var. c

Head of Salus r., &c., simi-

lar to no. 1842 ; no legend

below ; all within torque.

• SILANVS. L-F (in

exergue). Victory in biga
r., &c., similar to no. 1840

;

below horses, ROMA
symbol.

[PI. xxxii. 20.]
(Nott)

no

' This letter varies, although the three specimens here described have the same one
(Babelon, yoI. ii., p. 109).

K K
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Xo. w,_:yi,t

13-5

Mehil

and ^he

A\ -5

COINAGE OF ROME

Sestertius'

Reverse

Head of Eoma r., wearing
winged helmet, orna-

mented with gr>-phon's

head ; behind, E • L P
{Ex lege Papiria).

D • SILANVS (in exergue).

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping.

M -5
!
Similar ; behind head of

Eoma, ROMA

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 110, no. 21.]

Similar.

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 110, no. 22.]

As-

1853 257'0 JE 1-15 Head of Janus laureate;

above, I

1851 226-0 .E 1-15 ' Similar.

1855
I

198-0 .E 1-1 Similar.

D- SILANVS L-F above
Prow r. ; no mark of

value.

[PI. xxxii. 21.]

(Blaeas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

1 After an interval of nearly 150 years the issue of the silver sestertius was revived by the

Les Plaiitia Papiria (see pp. 189, 211). As, from the evidence of finds, this denomination had

by this time probably passed out of circulation, it seems to have been considered necessary to

place on the new piece some oiHcial sign showing that its currency was sanctioned by law, and

for that purpose it was inscribed with the legend E . L . P. {Ex lege Papiria), so that the populace

would recognize under what authority it was struck. This new coin, possibly on account of its

small size, does not appear to have been received mth much favour, since, after this year, there

is a further interval of forty years before we meet with another issue, which was also due to

special circumstances (see coins of C. Vibius Pausa, under e.g. 49). L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi,

the colleague of D. Junius Silanus, placed the same inscription on his sestertii (see p. 280).

Those of D. Junius Silanus are exceedingly rare. There was a specimen of each variety in the

Borghesi collection, which were purchased by the dealer Jlartiuetti at Rome, and a specimen

with E . L . P , on the obverse is in the royal collection at Copenhagen (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit.,

1896, p. 166 ; and 1900, p. 60). It is not known where the Borghesi specimens are at present.

" The as has no mark of value on the reverse, as iigured by Babelon (vol. ii., p. Ill, no. 23).

Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 167) says that in the name of the moneyer the letter A is

sometimes given as A or A, but on the six specimens in the British Museum it is always A.

Biccio {Catalogo, p. 126, no. 101) describes the semis of this issue. Bahrfeldt says lie has

not seen a specimen of tliis coin, and therefore doubts the accuracy of Hicciu's description.

These appear to be the only deuomiuatious in bronze mentioned of the coinage of D. Silanus.
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Diverse

251

Reverse

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

176-0

154-0

129-0

60-0

59-4

M 1-1

2E 1-15

M 1-1

.11 -75

.R -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.^

Similar.

Similar.

L.PISO L. F.FRVGI
(LUCIUS CALPUENIUS PISO LUCII FILIUS

PEUGI)'

Denarius

Type I.

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Plead of Apollo r., laureate
;

hair in ringlets ; behind,

symbol, tanner's knife,

n-epiTOfj-evi (no. 1); bead
and reel border.

Similar.

L . PISO . FIV . M (Nepos)

belo-w Naked horseman
galloping 1., holding
lighted torch in r. hand
and reins in 1. ; above,

mark of value, ^; below,

symbol, axe, dolabra
(no. 2).

[PI. xxxiii. 1.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.;

' This nioneyer was the son of L. Calpuruius Piso Priigi, who served with distinction in

Sicily in B.C. 133, and died in Spain circ. B.C. 111. The grandfather of the same name would
be the consul of B.C. 133, in which year he commanded in the war in Italy against the slaves.

This relationship of the moneyer is confirmed by the legends on his coins, in which he signs

himself as i7epos as^vell as fiUus. Neither Babelon nor Mommsen mentions the coins with the
legend L . PISO I FIV. 1/1 {nepos), but the specimens in the British Museum leave no doubt as

to the correctness of this reading. The last letter might be mistaken for the monogram \/i ,

but the horizontal stroke on the right of the letter VI is only an indication of the ground under
the horse's feet, which appears not infrequently on the earlier issues of this series. Bahrfeldt
{Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 7-1-) mentions other e.vamples of this variety, and would rfiad the last letter

as L' N {Lucii nepos). Like his father and grandfather, the moneyer was a man of honour
and integrity. In B.C. 87 he accused P. Gabinius of extortion, ^vhen propraetor at Athens, and
he was the colleague of Verres in the praetorship, B.C. 74, when he thwarted many of the schemes
of the latter. The legend on the sestertius (see p. 280), which he struck, shows that L. Calpurnius
Piso held the office of moneyer very soon after the passing of the Lex Plautia Papiria, and from
the similarity of their issues his colleague in office appears to have been D. Junius Silanus.

The type of the head of AjDollo and of the horseman refers to the Liidi Apollinares which
were established in B.C. 212, and the annual celebration of which was proposed in the foUowino-
year by the jjraetor, L. Calpurnius Piso, an ancestor of the moneyer. The head of Apollo, which
serves as the obverse type of all the silver coins, denarii, quinarii, and sestertii, shows no change,
except that on a few rare pieces of the first denoniinatiou it is turned to the left instead of to the
right ; but there are four chief varieties (Types I.—IV.) of the horseman-type of the reverse of
the denarius, viz., (1) with rider to 1. with torch

; (2) with rider to 1. with palm-branch
; (3) with

rider to r. with palm-branch
; (4) with rider to i. with whip. These, no doubt, illustrate the

different horse-races which took place at the games. On the earlier denarii of each variety of
type we meet with the mark of value, ^ or :<; , and the name of " Koma '

' in full or in monogram,
and with a bead and reel border instead of a border of dots on the obverse of the first two
varieties. This is almost the latest occurrence of the mark of value on the denarius (see above,
p. 241). The reverse type of the sestertius, a riderless horse, probably illustrates another mode
of racing at the games, and the ^'ictory on the reverse of the quinarius and on the prow of the
bronze coins records some military or naval victory, in which an ancestor of the moneyer took
an active part as commander.

The numerous and varied mint-marks, consisting of symbols, numbers, letters, and
signs representing the as and its fractions divided into t»vclfths, unciae, show that this
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No. WeigJi-t

1861 59-1

Meial
and .s'iif

.R -75

COINAGE OF ROME

Ohverse

Type I. var. a '

Eiverse

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

low chin, mark of value,

^; behind head, symbol,
quiver (no. 3); bead and
reel border.

L • nso • L . F below
FFLVGI

Naked horseman gallop-

ing 1., bearing torch, &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

above, symbol, arrow 1.

(no. 4).

(Nott)

issue is one of the largest that occurred at the Roman mint. Besides single numbers
and letters, there is a complicated arrangement and combination of symbols, numbers,
letters, and fractional signs. It has not been possible to ascertain the order in which these
mint-marks were used, but in the classification of this issue we have adopted as our guide
principally the mark on the reverse in the case of each type, taking first the symbols, then the
numbers, then the letters, and lastly the fractional signs. Besides letters of the Eoman alphabet,
those of the Greek one are occasionally used, and the distinctive fractions are only three in
number, viz., I (= as), S (= semis), and • (= uncia). Combinations of these fractions occur;
thus, I- (= Ixa)) S

; ; • (= ii),
; ; (= ^V), &c. All these fractions have special names,

4^
24-

I

-1

i^

n

—

s

T

3
53

cTrrxi

6

(g

^

J

thus, S ; ; • (= deunx),
; ; (= triens), ; • (= quadrans). A much more extended use was

made of these fractional signs by C. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, the son of L. Calpuruius Piso Frugi,
when he held the office of moncyer a few years later, circ. B.C. 64. Illustrations of tlie various
symbols, which occur on coins in the Xational Collection, are given above, and numbers referrino-
to them accompany the descriptions of the coins. A more complete series of these symbols is

given by Babelon (vol. i., pp. 293, 294).

As already mentioned, this very extensive coinage may have been due to the great
expenses incurred by the Social war and the suppression of the local mints.

' There are hybrids formed of the obverse of this type and the reverses of the denarii of
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„ ,,..,, Metal
' and Size

1862

1863

1864

1865

1866

1867

60-1

61-1

61-5

58-7

59-2

57-5

M -75

M -8

M -75

M -7

M -75

M -75

Ohverse

Similar ; symbol, wing (no.

5).

Similar ; symbol, anchor

(no. 7).

Rever.-e

Similar ; symbol, caduceus

(no. 6).

[PI. xxxiii. 2.]

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 8).

(de Salis Coll.)

Type I. var. b '

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; below
chin, mark of value, >K ;

behind head, symbol,

double axe, bipennis (no.

9j ; bead and reel border.

Similar ; mark of value, ^ ;

symbol, owl (no. 11).

nSO.FKVGI below Naked
horseman galloping 1.,

bearing torch, similar to

no. 1859; below legend,

symbol, club 1. (no. 10).

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, head of

Apollo r. (no. 12), above
horseman.

[PI. xxxiii. 3.]

(Nott)

Type I. var. c

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c., simi-

lar to no. 1859; below
chin, mark of value, 5K;

behind head, symbol,

column (no. 13) ; bead
and reel border.

Similar ; symbol, oil-jar,

Ickijthos (no. 19) ; border

of dots instead of bead
and reel border.

below Naked
riSO FR.VGI

KOMA
horseman galloping 1.,

bearing torch, &c., similar

to no. 1859 ; above,

symbol, hydria (no. 14).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, lituus

(no. 20).

[PI. xxxiii. 4.]

(Nott)

M. Tolteius M. f., with reverse a -svild boar (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 565, no. 2), and of C. Postumius,
•with reverse a hound {ib., vol. ii., p. 382, no. 9).

' Babelon (vol. i., p. 291, no. 10) figures another variety of this type with the name
FRVGI behind the head of Apollo on the obverse, and a, symbol before; and on the reverse
P I SO L' F below the horseman and a symbol above. It has a bead and reel border on the obverse.
Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, pp. 72-7-1) mentions .several examjiles which liad come under his
niticc, but which read L' PISO'L'F, and he suggests that the absence of the praenomeu
may be due to imperfect striking.
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Ko. Weight

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

U'o

55-5

62-7

59-3

Metal
and Size

M -75

(plated)

M -75

M -75

M -7

52-4 ' .R -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiverse Reverse

Type II.

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

below chin, mark of

value, ^ ; behind head,

symbol, grain of corn
(no. 15) ; bead and reel

border.

Similar ; symbol, double
hook (no. 17) ; border of

dots instead of bead
and reel border.

Similar ; symbol, greave
(no. 21).

below
L . rise . FKVG

ROMA
Naked horseman gallop-

ing 1., bearing palm-
branch, directed over his

shoulder, and holding
reins ; above, symbol,
flute, tibia (no. 16).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, modius
(no. 18).

Similar ; symbol, spear-
head (no. 22).

[PI. xxxiii. 5.]

With symbol and fractional sign on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

beloAV chin, mark of

value, ^ ; behind, sym-
bol, bipennis (no. 9)

;

above which, fraction •

;

bead and reel border.'

• niSO • FR.VGI , ,

ROMA "^^lo^

Naked horseman gallop-

ing 1., and bearing palm-
branch, similar to no.

1868 ; above, symbol,
sacrificial knife, ctdter

(no. 26) ; below which,
fraction ••

[PI. xxxiii. 6.]

(Nott)

Type III.

With letter on obverse and symbol on r cvcrse

Head of Apollo r., itc.

similar to no. 1859
behind, mark of value, 5tC

below chin, letter B

border of dots.

below
- riSO . FRVGI
ROMA

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch over 1. shoulder,

and holding reins in r.

hand ; above, symbol,
star (no. 23).

(Nott)

' As tlie bead aud reel border does not occur agaiu, it is probable that it was placed only on the
early pieces of this issue. Bahrfeldt (Xuhk Zcit., 1S9H, p. 74) ligurcs a variety of this type,

now in the Capitoline Museum, with the legend ROMA repeated on the obrerse behind the

head of Apollo, and with a symbol or letter below the chin instead of the mark of value.
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Kii. M'eiiilit
Veial

Olid !Size

Gl-3 ! ^l -8

554

59-8

58-7

56-8

1879! 58'l

61-6

60-0

.R -7

M -7

M -75

.R -75

58-0 ,R -75

M -75

JR -7

M -75

Obverse

Similar ; letter C

Similar.

Rei'cr.'-e

Similar; symbol, sword in

sheath (no. 24).

[PI. xxxiii. 7.]

Similar ; symbol, caduceus

(no. 25).

(Nott)

Type III. var. a

Willi number on recerse

Head of Apollo r., &c..

similar to no. 1859

;

below chin, mark of

value, ^

Similar; mark of value, JlC,

behind head.

Similar.

L . riSO FRVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below, num-
ber X

(Nott)

Similar ; number XV
[PI. xxxiii. 8.]

Similar ; same number.

117;/! letter on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.

similar to no. 1859
behind, mark of value, XC

below chin, letter A

Similar ; mark of value, ^

Similar ; mark of value, 5K

Similar ; mark of value, ^ ;

letter H

L niSO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, letter

C ; behind horse, • '

Similar ; letter F

Similar ; letter R.

[PI. xxxiii. 9.]

Similar ; letter D ; under
horse, •

(Nott)

' A pellet, point or fractional sign is always found on the reverse of this variety, in addition

to the mint-letter. It is placed in va-ious positions in the field, sometimes near the mint-

letter. Occasionally it is met with on th.^ obverse, when it is usually on the right of the mint-
letter. This is the last series of this issue on which the mark of value of the denarius occurs.

It is of two forms, -ik and ^,
,
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No. Weight ^{''f.' and .Sue

56-7
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No. Weight

62-0

60-6

1893
I

58-8

59-8

62-0

60-7

Mttal
and Size

Ai. -75

M -75

JR -75

M -7

Obverse

Similar : letter E

Similar ; letter F

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter 1<

Reverse

Similar ; symbol, goat's

head (no. 29).

[PI. xxxiii. 11.]

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, mallet

(no. 30).

(Blaoas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, spear (no.

31).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, bottle (?)

(no. 32).

(Nott)

M -75

Type III. var. d

With number on obverse and reverse

L.PISO FRVGI

56-5



2•^^^ COINAGE OF EOME

Xo. Wei]lit
J/.fn?

Ola-

1

and ii:e

1901 60-7
,

-R -7
I

Similar ; number X

1902 61i .R Similar ; number XV I

1903 510
! .-R S

;
Similar; number XVIII

1901 59-1 ' .R -7
i Similar; number XX

190o 61-5 -R S

1906! 61-4 .R S

1907

1908

Similar; number XXXI

Similar; number XXXI 11

Rt'Vtrfe

Similar; number XI
(Xott)

Similar ; number XXI
(Xott)

Similar; number XXXi

Similar ; same number.
(Xott)

Similar ; number XXXXT

Similar; number XXXXIII

I

568 .R -75 (Similar; number XXXVII Similar; number XXXXVI

I

58-8
; .R -75 Similar; number XXXVII II Similar; number 4'VII

(Blacas Coll.)

.R -81909
;

59-3

I

1910 i 58-3 .R -8

1911 60-4 ' .R -8

1912 61-0 .R -8

1913 60-0 ' .11 -8

1914
!

59-5
I .R -8

i

1915
[

57-4 .R -75

1916
'

59-0 ' M -75

I j

1917 59-7 .H -7

Similar ; number XXXXV Similar : number J/XV
(Xott)

Similar; number XXXXVI Similar; number 4'XVI
(Xott)

Similar; number Similar; number>^VIII
XXXXVI 1

1

Similar; same number.
i

Similar; number 4'XI I

Similar ; nitmber Similar ; same number.
XXXXVIIII

Similar ; number vL

Similar ; number vLI I

Similar; same number.

Similar ; number vLVII 1

1

1918! 60-2 .R -8
t

Similar; number vLXI 1

1

1919 61-4 .R -S
I

Similar ; ntimber J^XV

Similar : nttmber 4'XIIII

(Xott)

Similar; number vPX II

I
Similar; number \l'XVII

;

(Xott)

Similar; number XXCVI
(Xott)

Similar ; uttmber >J'XXVIII

Similar ; number XXC 1 1 1

1

(Xott)

1920 581 ! .R -8 Similar; number >1'XVIII Similar; number XXC III

coin described, the number on the reverse is always the higher one. Also, the numbers do

not advance evenlv on tlie t\YO sides; thus we have XXXXVI nhi\ and 'J'XVI rev.;

XXXXVIII ul.1'. ami ^^VIII ,dv., >i'll u!.i-. with xl'XIl and vl-XVII rev.. &c.
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,

,
, Metal

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1936

1936

1937

61-4

60-8

60-5

62-7

58-8

57-0

59-5

68-8

62-0

61-3

61-3

58-2

61-0

58-8

54-0

61-4

59-3

M
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Ao. Weirjht
Metal

and Si'af

61-1
1 -R -8

60-0 ' .51

u8-S

57-i

M -75

.R -75

59-3

61-5

944
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No.
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Nu. Weirjht

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

60-0

61-2

60-1

60-5

62-2

60-2

59-3

61-2

59-6

60-1

56-8

61-2

60-7

61-4

60-2

Metnl
arid Si~c

M -7

JR -75

JR. -7

M -75

Ubcerst

Similar ; symbol (below
chin), pomegranate (no.

47).

Similar ; symbol, trophy
(no. 49).

Similar ; symbol (behind

head), altar ? (no. 48).

Similar ; symbol, wing (no.

5).

Reverse

A\ -75 Similar ; symbol, trophy
(no. 50).

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -8

.11 -7

M -75

M -8

M -65

M -7

M. -75

Similar ; symbol (below
chin), two flutes (?) (no.

51).

Similar ; symbol, cock's

head (no. 52).

Similar ; symbol, wreath
(no. 53).

Similar ; symbol (behind
head), helmet (no. 54).

Similar ; symbol (below
chin), human head (no.

55).

Similar ; symbol (behind
head), eagle (no. 56).

Similar ; symbol (below
chin), wolf's head (no.

57).

Similar ; symbol (behind
head), tripod (no. 58).

Similar ; symbol (below
chin), human head (no.

55).

Similar ; symbol (behind
head), head-dress of Isis

(no. 59).

Similar; number XC

I

(Nott)

Similar; number XCVI 1

1

(Nott)

Similar; number XCVIIII
(Nott)

Similar; number CI

(Nott)

Similar ; number C I II

(Nott)

Similar; numberCXVIII
(Nott)

Similar ; number CXX

Similar; number CXX 1

1

(Nott)

Similar ; number CXXV

I

Similar ; number CXXXTT
(Nott)

Similar; number CXXXil

I

(Nott)

Similar; number CXXXII II

Similar ; number CXXXV
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number CXXXXI

Similar; number CXXXXI I

(Nott)
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IVeidlit

1979 61-0

Metal
('ltd Stzc

M -7

Obverse Rcrcvse

With symbol ami nuiiiher on obverse and v/DiiJ/er on reverse

59-4
I

M -75

GO-0

61-6

58-7

60-7

62-3

60-2

59'8

60-4

60-4 M -75

M -75

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

behind, symbol, bunch of

grapes (no. 60) ; below
chin, number X

L.PISO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

number ^XXXSH
[PI. xxxiii. 18.]

WitJi fioo letters on. obverKi' and number on riverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

behind, letter I ; below
chin, letter A

L . PISO FRVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

number I

(Nott)

Similar; behind head, letter Similar; number VII

D ; below chin, letter C |

Wit]i same double letter on obverse and number on reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c., 1 L PISO FRVGI below
similar to no. 1859

;

behind, letter C ; below
chin, letter C

M
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^'o. Weight

1990 57-2

57-7

62-0

57-5

59-6

591

58-6

62-8

59-5

61-7

63-1

58-3

58-3

57-4

63-1

Metal
and i:>tze

JR -75

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -7

.11 -75

JR -75

M -75

M -75

.«, -75

^ -8

/R -75

Ohverse

Similar ; letters L and L

Similar ; letters M and M

Similar ; letters N and N

Similar ; letters N and N

Similar ; letters L and L

Similar ; letters D and D

Similar ; letters 4' and H'

'

Similar ; letters € and €

Similar ; letters B and B

Reverse

Similar ; number vl'XTTT

(Nott)

Similar ; number >l'XVTr

Similar ; number >^XX
(Nott)

Similar ; number >l'XXTr

Similar ; number >J^XX777

Similar ; number >^XXX
(Nott)

Similar; number CXXXXTiT
(Nott)

Similar; number CX'J'1 1 1

1

Similar ; number CX>1'VIII

(Blacas Coll.)

Wi/Ji fractional sign on ohverse and number on reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859

;

behind, fraction • •

Similar

;

fraction •

Similar

;

fraction ,*,

Similar

;

fraction •

Similar
;
fraction J

Similar ; fraction (under
chin), s : :

•

L nSO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-

branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

number XVTTTT
(Nott)

[PI. xxxiii. SO.]

Similar ; number XXI I II

(Nott)

Similar ; number XXXVII
(Nott)

Similar ; number 4'

Similar ; number J'XXI
(Nott)

Similar; number XC I II

(de Sails Coll.)

' These and the letters on the two following coins are Greek. It may be that Latin letters

were used down to number C (= 100) on the reverse, after which those of the Greek

alphabet were adopted.
^
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No. Wei'jht

61-0

Metal
and Size

JR -8

59-8 JR -8

59-7
I
M -7

59-5

2009 60'8

M -7

M -8

59'7



2(i(i

2014 : 57-5

COINAGE OF EOME

, o- ubrerse
and t^ize

AX, -7 Similar; same symbol;
letter E

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

61-8

61-8

57-5

61-5

58-4

59-8

60-4

Ai '7 Similar; same symbol and
letter.

Al -75 Similar; symbol, trident

(no. 8) ; letter E

.R -75 Similar; same symbol;
letter X

M -8
\

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter q (Q?).

2022 61-0

2023

2024

2026

2026

2027

2028

61-1

59-7

lieverse

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter E

Similar ; symbol, caduceus
(no. 25) ; same letter.

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 68) ; letter H

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter L

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter O

.R -75 i Similar ; symbol, hammer Similar ; sj'mbol, flute (no.

M -7

.H -8

(no. 74); letter I

Similai- ; symbol, trident

(no. 8) ; letter V

69) ; letter K
(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 68) ; same letter.

Similar ; symbol, anchor Similar ; symbol, caduceus
(no. 70) ; letter A

Ai 'S I Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 8) ; letter E

M -7 Similar ; symbol, hammer
(no. 74) ; letter K

(no. 25) ; letter T
(Nott.)

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter V

Similar ; symbol, flute (no.

69) ; same letter.

(Xott)

/R -S
I

Similar ; same symbol ;

' Similar ; same symbol and
1

letter X
|

letter.

Seeies II.

61-0

63-7

M -75 Similar; symbol, fly (no.

71) ; letter A

,R -85 Similar ; symbol, anchor
(no. 70) ; letter C

57-7
\ M -75

j
Similar; symbol, fly (no.

i 71); letter E

60-5 AH '75
i Similar ; symbol, hammer

(no. 74) ; letter R.

2029 60-3 M -75 Similar ; symbol, fly (no.

71); letter C

Similar; symbol, pentagon
(no. 63), below legend;

letter C, above horseman.

Similar; symbol, staff (no.

72) ; same letter.

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, staff (no.

67) ; same letter.

Similar ; same symbol

;

same letter.

Similar ; symbol, pentagon
(no. 63) ; letter E
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-n- 7 1 Metal
' and Sue

60-3

57-6

60-3

M -8

M -75

Al -7

2033 60-3 .R -75

58-6

60-0

M -75

M. -75

61-2

60'2

58-2

57-9

M -8

^ -75

M -75

m -7

Ofct'i'i'se

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter C

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter B

Similar ; symbol, anchor

(no. 70) ; letter D

Revcr.'^e

Similar; symbol, pincers

(no. 65) ; letter H

Similar; symbol, staff (no.

73) ; letter M

Similar; symbol, staff (no.

72) ; letter V

With number and fractional sign on obverse and symbol

and letter oti reverse

Head of Apollo r., &o.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, number I ; below
chin, fraction S J •

Similar ; number V, below
chin; fractions •!, behind
head.

With symbol and fractional

and letter

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, symbol, fan, flabel-

lum (no. 75) ; below chin,
j

fraction J
•

i

Similar ; same symbol and
fraction.

Similar ; symbol, cadu-

cous (?), below chin

;

fractions II, behind head.

Similar ; symbol, arrow (no.

76), behind head ; frac-

tion ••, below chin.

Similar; symbol, bucra-

niiim (no. 61), below chin
;

fractions I*, behind head.

L • PISO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, symbol,

caduceus (no. 25) ; below
legend, letter F

[PI. xxxiii. S3.]

Similar ; symbol, pincers

(no. 65), below legend;

letter F, above horseman.

sign on obverse and symbol

on reverse

L PISO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to no.

1872 ; below legend, sym-
bol, staff (no. 72) ; above
horseman, letter C

(Nott)

[PI. xxxiv. 1.]

Similar; same symbol;
letter E

Similar ; symbol, caduceus
(no. 25), above horseman

;

letter E, below legend.

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter N
(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 68) ; letter O
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Au. Wtiyld
Metal

and StZf

2040 58-0
!
M -8

Obverse Eevei-se

With symbol, fractional sign and letter on obverse

and symbol and letter on reverse

Head of Apollo r.,&c.,simi-
j

L P I SO FR.VGI below
lar to no. 1859 ; behind,

j
Naked horseman gallop-

symbol, bow (no. 77), and
|

fraction J ; below chin,
|

letter A

mg r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, symbol,

caduceus (no. 25) ; below
legend, letter L

[PI. xxxiv. 2.]

2041 60-4

2042
i

59-7

With two letters on obverse and symbol and letter

on reverse

L PISO FRVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

/R "75
j

Head of Apollo r., &c., simi-

I lar to no. 1859 ; behind
!

letter N ; below chin
letter G

M io Similar; letters H and G

2043
I

61-0
,

.R -8 Similar ; letters V and G

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, symbol,
caduceus (no. 25) ; below
legend, letter C

[PI. xxxiv. 3.]

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter E

Similar ; same symbol

;

letter G

(Cracherode CoU.)

2044

2045

61-2 M -7

TT itli symbol on obverse and letter on reverse^

Seeies I.

L-PISO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-

branch, &o., similar to no.

1872 ; above, letter • D •

(Nott)

Head of Apollo r., &c., simi-

lar to no. 1859; behind,

svmbol, fish-spear (no.

78).

55-2 M -7
i Similar ; symbol, quiver

[

and bow (no. 79).

2046
j

57'9 I A\ -75
I Similar ; same symbol.

Similar ; letter G ; before

horse, •

(Nott)

Similar ; letter M ; below
horse, •

[PI. xxxiv. 4.]

(Nott)

' On this issue the mint-letter is placed aboTe the horseman or below the legend, and is

sometimes accompanied by one or two dots. A fraction or pellet also occasionally occurs on
the reverse.
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' and Size

2047

2048

62-4

60-4

Al -7

M -7

Similar ; same symbol.

Similar ; symbol, sceptre

terminating in flower

(no. 80).

Reverse

Similar ; letter N ; behind

horse, •

Similar ; letter X

2049

2050

2051

2052

2053

2054

2055

2056

2057

58-7
i M -75

2058

57-3

60'5

58-8

61-0

60-0

610

61-9

59-3

56'0

2059

2060

60-5

63-5

M -7

JR -7

M -7

JR, -75

M -75

JR -7

M -65

M -7

Series II.

Similar ; symbol, wing (no. I
Similar ; below legend,

5). I letter E

!

(Nott)

M 75

Similar ; symbol, uncertain

(no. 81), below chin.

Similar ; symbol, bird with
wreath in its beak (no. 82),

behind head.

Similar ; symbol, cornuco-
piae (no. 38).

Similar ; symbol, helmet
(no. 54), below chin.

Similar ; same symbol.

Similar; letter "F'

Similar ; letter K '

(Nott)

Similar ; letter -L-

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter P •

Similar ; same letter.

Similar ; staff, entwined Similar ; letter Q.-

with serpent (no. 84),

behind head.

Similar; symbol, crane (no.

85).

Similar ; symbol, uncertain

(no. 86), below chin.

Similar ; letter S^

(Nott)

Similar ; letter V:

(Blacas Coll.)

With symbol and number on obverse and letter on reverse

M. -75

M -7

Head of Apollo r., &c., simi-

lar to no. 1859 ; behind,

symbol, hammer (no. 74)

;

below chin, number I

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 8) ; number 1 1

1

Similar; same symbol;
number 1

1

L . nSO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above horse-

man, letter L
[PI. xxxiv. 5.]

Similar; letter B', below
legend.

Similar ; letter 'E

(Blacas Coll.)
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Nn.
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Nn. ll'eiVyJit

2092

2093

2094

59-0

62-0

61-6

Metal
and Size

M -8

M -75

M -75

Ohverse

Similar ; letters M and E

Similar ; letters L and E

Similar ; letters S and L

Reverse

Similar; letter T'
(Nott)

Similar ; letter -T*

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter V
(Blacas Coll.)

2095

2096

2097

2098

2099

2100

2101

2102

2103

2104

2105

57-0
[
.R -7

58-4

63-6

61-7

M -7

JR -75

M -75

With fractional sign on obverse and letter on reverse

Head of Apollo r., &o., L.TISO FR.VGI below
similar to no. 1859 ; Naked horseman gallop-

behind, fraction J

Similar ; fraction ;

Similar ; fraction ;

Similar ; fraction ; , behind
head ; below chin, •

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, letter

B ; below horse, •

Similar ; letter E

[PI. xxxiv. 10.]

(Nott)

Similar ; letter G

Similar; letter H*
(Nott)

60-0
i
JR !

i

Similar ; fraction J», be- Similar; letter I; below

I

hind head. horse, •

600 M 75
I
Similar; fraction I J j

Similar

61-8
j

M -75 Similar; fraction J, behind Similar

head ; below chin, •

59-3 M -7 Similar ; fraction J , be- Similar

hind head.
*

57-2 1^-71 Similar; fraction ::• Similar

60-7 M. !

56-4 M -7

Similar ; fraction

Similar ; fraction

low chill.

Similar

be- Similar

letter L

letter -P-

letter R.

(Blacas Coll.)

letter T-

letter V
(Blacas Coll.)

sgend.

letter X', below

(Nott)
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No. Weight

63-9

60-7

60-4

61-4

62-6

61-4

62-7

60-5

Metal
ciu'l Size

.R -7

Ohre Reverne

With fractional sign and symbol on obverse and letter

on reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c,
similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, fraction J J ; be-

low chin, symbol, star (no.

23).

L niSO FRVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing pali^-

branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

letter T
[PI. xxxiv. 11.]

,R -7

M -75

M -7

A\ 75

M -7

/R -7

With fractional sign and letter on obverse and letter

on reverse

Head of Apollo, r., &c,
similal- to no. 1H59

; be-

hind, fraction J J ; be-

low chin, letter R.

Similar ; fraction S ; letter

A

Similar ; fraction \ •
; letter I

Similar; fraction \ • ; letter I

Similar ; fraction ', ; letter

A

Similar ; fraction • ; letter

K(?).

L.nSO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &o., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, letter G-

(Nott)

Similar ; letter l<:

Similar ; letter -k-

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter • N •

[PI. xxxiv. 12.]

Similar ; letter R.

Similar ; letter -X-

With double letter and fractional sign on obverse and letter

on reverse

JR -75
!

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, C ; below chin, C

L niSO FR.VGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

letter F

[PI. xxxiv. 13.]

(Nott)

N N
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No. Weight

2114 60-2

2115

2116

2117

2118

2119

2120

57-2

60-7

59-9

58-3

62-2

61-9

2121 58-4 M -75

2122

Hetal
and Size

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

M -75

M -75

M -75

With symbol and mimher on obverse and two letters

on rei'erse

Head of Apollo r., &o.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, symbol, trident (no.

8) ; below chin, number
VII

Similar ; symbol, grass-

hopper (no. 100), below
chin ; number X, behind
head.

Similar ; symbol, arrow (no.

76), behind head; number
V, below chin.

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 8); number VII

L-nSO FRVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

letters A D
[PI. xxxiv. 14.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letters A E

Similar ; letters A L
(Nott)

Similar ; letters A R.

M -7 [Similar; same symbol; Similar; letters A S
number III (Isott)

With tiro letters on obverse and reverse^

M -75

JR -8

62-3

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, letter K ; below chin,

letter F

M -7

Similar ; letters H and F

Similar ; letters M and F

Similar ; letters S and F

L-riSO FKVGI below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &e., similar to

no. 1872 ; above, letter A ;

below, letter B

[PI. xxxiv. 15.]
(de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; letters C and A

Similar; letters -G and R-

Similar ; letters I and F

(Nott)

' In this series the letter on the obverse below the chin of Apollo does not change. It

fiecms impossible to e.\plaiu the order of the other letters, and their connection.
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No. TI ev/ht , .,

.

ana tine
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Ohverse

275

Fert'rs<

60-0

611

61-0

59-5

58-3

M -7

Al -75

M -75

Al -7

Al -7

58-7 M -8

61-3 M -75

Type III. var. g

With symbol on obverse and number on reverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, symbol, prow (no.

43).

Similar ; symbol, crescent

and star (no. 90).

Similar ; symbol, head-dress

of Isis (no. 59).

Similar ; same symbol.

Similar; symbol, tripod (no.

58).

L-PISO FKVG below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872 ; below legend,

number >l'llll

Similar; number 'J'V I iTT

[PI. xxxiv. 16.]

(Nott)

Similar ; number
cxxxxvT

Similar : same number.

Similar ; number
CXXXXVII

(Nott)

W'iiJi syvibol and number on obverse and nianbcr on reverse

Head of Apollo r,, &c., 'L-PISO FRVG below
similar to no. 1859 ; be
hind, symbol, trident (no.

8) ; below chin, number
VI

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to

no. 1872; below legend,
number C 1

1

[H. xxxiv. 17.]
(de Salis Coll.)

n itli double Greek letter on obverse and number on reverse

Head of Apollo r., '&c.,

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, letter € ; below
chin, letter €

L-PISO FR.VG below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., bearing palm-
branch, &c., similar to no.

1872; below__ legend,
number CX^HI II

[PI. xxxiff. 18.]
(Nott)
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Welijht

61-5

60-3

62-2

57-5

61-,

59-7

Metal
and Sizf

Obverse Rererne

M -75

Type IV.'

Witli letter on ohverse and symbol on reverse

Head of Apollo r.,^ &c., 1 L • P ISO • FR VG I

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

low chin, letter F

M -75

AX. -75

.'R -7

55-4
I
.11 -7

49-5 .11 '7

Similar ; letter Cj (Q)

Similar ; letter K

Similar ; letter S

Similar ; letter T

Similar ; same letter.

B.OMA "^^1°^

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r. ; he holds whip in

r. hand and reins in 1.

;

behind, symbol, head of

Satyr (no. 91).

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, owl (no.

11).

Similar ; symbol, eagle (no.

92).

[PI. xxxiv. 19.]

Similar ; symbol, head of

Satyr (no. 91).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, wheel
(no. 93).

Similar ; same symbol.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Type lY. var.

With numhev on obverse and reverse

Al -75 Head of Apollo r., &c., ' L • PISO FR.VGI

.R -75

similar to no. 1859 ; be-

hind, number XII 1

1

Similar; number XXII

belowRA
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., holding whip, &c.,

similar to no. 2130

;

above, number XXV
[PI. xxxiv. 20.]
(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar; number XXVI I II

(Nott)

* The issue of this type, the horseman bearing a whip, appears to have been small. As all

the coins bear the name of " Roma," either in full or in monogram, they probably formed part

of the earlier series of this coinage.

"' Bahrfeldt [Hum. Zeit., 1896, pi. iii. 61) figures a variety of this issue in the Haeberlin

collection with the head of Apnllo to 1. instead of to r.
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Ko. Mi-i:jht

2138
I

30-3

2139 I 30'0

2140 ' 31-1

2141 33-4

Uhrei't^e jlrvey^e

Quinarius'

Type I.

1 Willi symbol on obverse
^

M -6
,
Head of Apollo r., laureate,

I

Victory 3 walking r., hold-

i hair in ringlets ; behind, ing wreath in r. hand and
palm-branch before her in

1.; before her, LP ISO;

behind, FR.VG1

[PI. xxxiv. 21.]

(de SaUs Coll.)

Similar.

Similar
;

palm-branch di-

rected over 1. shoulder.*

(Nott)

M -55

.R -6

.R -65

symbol, butterfly (no. 94).

Similar ; same symbol.

Similar ; symbol, palm-

branch (no. 95).

Type I. var. a

Willi symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 2138

;

behind, symbol, bipennis

(no. 105).

I

Victory walking r., holding

wreath and palm-branch,

similar to no. 2140, di-

viding legend, L-PI SO;
in exergue, FRVGI

[PI. xxxiv. 22.]
(Nott)

2142
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No. Wci'glit

214H I 30-8

2149

2150

2151

2152

2153

2154

30-7

34-6

33-7

27-9

33-5

26-0

M.'tal

and ISise

M -6

JR -55

M -55

JR -55

M -55

M -55

^l -55

2155 30-0

2156 33-0

M -6

M -55

Ofc.'c-.sf

Similar ; symbol, goat's

head (no. 101).

Similar ; symbol, sacrificial

knife (no. 102).

Similar ; symbol, tanner's

knife (no. 1).

Similar ; symbol, lizard (no.

103).

Similar ; symbol, pileus

surmounted by star (no.

104).

Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

With number on obverse

Similar ; behind head of

Apollo, number II

Similar.

,[P1. xxxiv. 23.]

Willi symbol and number on obverse

Similar ; behind head of

Apollo, symbol, arrow
(no. 76) ; below chin,

number I II

I

Similar.

(Nott)

2157
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^„ , , . Metal
.Y«. Wevght ^„,^,g.^^

2160
I

33-6
;

.R -65

2161

2162

30-4

31-6

2163 1

33-0

M -55

M -55

2164

2165

2166

2167

2168

2169

2170

2171

2172

2178

2174

32-0

32-8

29-9

29-7

36-6

28-0

34'0
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Wo. Weujlit

2175 28-3

Metal
and Size

M -6

2176 30-5

2177 14-7

M -6

M -45

2178

2179

14-9 M -4

207-0 M 1-1

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse Reverse

Type I. var. b

With fractional sign on obverse^

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to no. 2138

;

behind, fraction ',

Victory walking r., holding

wreath and palm-branch,
similar to no. 2149 '>

behind her, L-PISO^ in

exergue, FKVGI

Type I. var. c

WitJi symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r., &c.,
^

Victory walking r., holding

similar to no. 2138 ; wreath and palm-branch,

behind, symbol, trident similar to no. 2140;

(no. 8). around, L- PISO
[PI. XXXV. 4.]

(Nott)

Sestertius^

Type I.

Bridled horse galloping r.,

without rider ; below,

FKVGI; above, EL-P
{Ex lege Painria).

[PI. XXXV. 5.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

hair in ringlets ; behind,

niso

Similar ; no
name.

Type I. var.

moneyer's Similar.

[PI. XXXV. 6.]

As

Head of Janus, laureate;

above, I

Prow r., on which stands

Victory r., holding palm-

branch
;

' above, L • P ISO

;

below, FKVGI

1 Babelon (vol. i., p. 295, uo. 13) figures this variety with a symbol, caducous, on the obverse.

^,L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, like his colleague, D. Silanus, issued the sestertius with the

legend E.L.P. (see p. 250). The riderless horse refers to the Lucli Apollinares. It is a mode
of racing still practised in Italy.

Babelon (vol. i., p. 297, no. 17) figures from Borghesi {Oeuvres compL, t. i., pi. i. fig. 4) a

variety of no. 2177, which is without any legend on the reverse. The non-appearance of the

legend may have been due to the condition of the coin, as Bahrfeldt [Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 75)

has already suggested.

The Victory on the prow and the type of the quadrans point distinctly to some naval

victory in which a member of the Calpurnia gens took an iictivu part.



TT ,r- • 7 J Metal

2180 196-0

2181

2182

188-0

161-0

2183 160-0

2184 157-0

2185

2186

150-0

107-0

48-0

2187 37-0

M 1-1

M 1-2

M 1-15

M 1-1

M 1-1

M 1-05

M -85

^ -65

^ -65

CIEC. B.C. 88; A.U.G. 666

Obverse

281

Bcvf'rt^c

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.^

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. XXXV. 7.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., lam-eate
;

behind, S

Similar ; no Victory on
prow.'

[PI. XXXV. 8.]

Quadrans

Type I.

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

hair in ringlets ; behind, J

Prow r. ; above, L • PISO

[Bahrfeldt, Nicm. Zeit., 1896, p. 76.']

Type II.

Head of Apollo r., &c.,

similar to the preceding.

An anchor and a rudder in

saltire ; on 1., L- PISO
[PI. XXXV. 9.]

' Bahrfeldt {'Sum. Zeit., 1896, p. 76) figures a specimen of the semis in the Bignami
collection, now in the Capitoline Museum, without the legend FRVGI under the prow. Other
examples are in the Bahrfeldt collection, and in those at Copenhagen and Cortona.

^ This illustration is copied by Bahrfeldt from the Zeii. /. Munzktmde, vol. ii., pi. v , no. 4.

The moneyer's name is not quite accurately given, but should read as on the other bronze coins,

L-PISO. There are specimens in the Paris and Berlin cabinets, and also in the Capitoline
Museum.

O O
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No. Weijld ih-tid

and She

COINAGE OF EOME

Obi'Cf^e Eeverse

2188

2189

2190

2191

2192

2193

197-0

110-0

95-0

94-0

68-0

60-0

M 1-1

M -9

JE -9

JE -95

M -75

BEONZE

Series I.

Inscribed semnncial bronze coins without

moneyers name or symbol

L . r . D . A . n.'

(Lege Papiria De Aere Publico)

As

Head of Janus laureate

;

above, I

Prow r. ; above L-P-D-A-P
{Lege Papiria de aere

publico).



No. Weight

52-0

2194

2195

2196

2197

2198

2199

2200

180-0

176-0

134-0

111-0

99-0

85-0

103-0

M,4al

and Size

M -65

M 1-0

M 1-2

M -95

M -9

M -85

JE -9

M -9

CIEC. B.C. 88; A.U.C. G6G

Obverse

Quad pans

'

283

R'.'VL'rse

Head of young Hercules r.,

wearing lion's skin ; be-

hind :

Similar to no. 2188 ; below
legend, marks of value,

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 76, no. 225.]

Sekies II.

Sevmncial bronze i-oiiis without moiieyers name

or symbol ^

As 3

Head of Janus laureate

;

above, I

Similar.

RoMA above Prow r.

[PI. XXXV. 11.]

Similar.

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;

behind, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

R.OMA below Prow r.

;

above, S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; RoMA*
[PI. XXXV. 12.]

Varieties of the qnadrans have the marks of value above the legend or below the prow.
These bronze coins without a moneyer's name or symbol, and without the legend L.P.D.A.r,,

being of the semunoial standard, must have been struck after the passing of the Lex Plautia
Itipirid, B.C. 89, and before e.g. 81, from which date the issue of bronze money at Rome was in
abeyance for a considerable period. Though some of these coins may have been struck during
01- immediately after B.C. 88, yet as others so closely resemble in fabric those -ndth moneyers'
names of a few years later, it is possible that their issue may have extended over some time,
tor there are denarii of circ. B.C. 84 (see below, p. 335), which likewise do not bear a moneyer's
name. It is therefore not improbable that these anepigraphous issues were simultaneous.

Varieties of the as have also the mark of value 1 on the reverse, above or before the
prow (D'Ailly, Mon. row,., pi. Ivi., nos. 7, 8).

The old forms A, A, and A for A are mere variations of no chronological importance.
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No. Weight "
^ and oiZi

2201

2202

2203

2204

2205

2206

2207

2208

2209

2210

2211

2212

2213

123-0

106-0

96-0

63-0

112-0

115-0

2214

2215

2216

61-0

53-0

48-0

36-0

54-0

62-0

49-0

48-0

40-0

22-0

COINAGE OF EOME

Reverse

M
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I\o. ^]'eigM

12-0

2217

2218

2219

104'0

128-0

Metal
and Size

M -5

Ohverse Reverse

Uncia

Head of Eoma r., wearing
|

Prow r. ; below,

helmet with visor.

M -9

M -95

72-0 7E -9

[D'Ailly, Moil, rom., PI. Ixiv., no. 12.]

Seeibs III.

SemuncAal bronze coins with moneyers symlols^

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S

HUMAN FOOT
Semis ^

RoMA below Prow r.

;

above, symbol, human
foot."

[PI. XXXV. 16.]

(Blacas Coll.)

PROW
Semis

Similar. Prow r., before, S; above,
symbol, prow 1.*-

[Pi. XXXV. 17.]

VICTORY

Semis

Similar. KoMA below Prow r.

;

above, S and symbol,
Victory flying r.''

[PI. XXXV. 18.]

' It is probable that these coins with moneyers' symbols belong to the early period
after the introduction of the semuncial standard, but, on the other hand, it is not impossible
that they may be pieces of the uncial standard of irregular weights.

'' This semis came from the Blacas Collection, and weighs 104 grs. D'Ailly (Jlfoii. rom.,
vol. ii., pt. 2, p. 541) gives its weight as 12 gram. 50 cent. 23 mm. (=1&3'0 grs.), and, in

consequence, has classed it to the uncial standard. He, however, describes a specimen in his
own collection as weighing 8 gram. 65 cent. 24 mm. (= 134'0 grs.), which, like the Blacas coin,
would belong to the semuncial standard.

^ This may be a symbol of a member of the Furia gens, a cognomen of which was Crassijpes

(Babelon, vol. i., p. 526, no. 19).
" This is a somewhat common symbol on the early coins of the republic.

^ This is also a common symbol on earlier bronze coins, some of which are of the sextantal
standard. These last are classed by Count de Salis to a local issue, and are described under
Italy {circ. B.C. 268—217). D'Ailly (Mon. rom., vol. ii., pt. 2, p. 595) describes four specimens
of the semis weighing from 114 to 75 grs., and classes them with coins of the uncial standard.
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No. Weight
Metal

and Size

2220 61-5 M -7

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 87; a.u.c. 667'

a .TiTi

(QDINTUS TITIUS)'

Denarius

Type I.

Male head (Mutinus
Titinus ?) r., with pointed

beard, and bound with
winged diadem ; lock of

hair falling down the

neck.''

Q-TITI on tablet, from
which springs Pegasus r.

[PI. xxxvi. 1.]

^ Count de Salis has assigned the coinages of six moneyers to this year, three of whom,
Quintus Titius, Caius Vibius Pansa, and Lucius Titurius Sabinus, may have formed a trium-

virate of the mint, whilst the other three, Caius Marcius Censorinus and the brothers Lucius
and Caius iMemmius may have been extraordinary officers of the mint. It was in B.C. 87 that the
Cinnan revolution took place. Early in that year Sulla quitted Italy for Greece to prosecute the

war against Mithradates VI., king of Pontus, leaving aa consuls Lucius Cornelius Cinna and
Cnaeus Octavius. In consequence of party strife Cinna fled from Pome to Campania, where
he was joined by Marius, who had landed in Etruria from Africa. Towards the end of the

year their combined forces marched on Pome, and after a short siege the city capitulated, this

capitulation being followed by the so-called " Marian reign of terror." These events appear to

be reflected in the coinage attributed to this year. The ordinary moneyers, who would have
been appointed before Sulla quitted Rome, were Q. Titius, G. Vibius Pansa, and L. Titurius

Sabinus. They remained in ofllce till the arrival of Marius and Cinna, when they were probably
deposed, their places being taken by C. Censorinus and L. and C. Memmius, who issued special

coinages to provide money for the troops and for largesse amongst the Marian party. This view
seems to be confirmed by the evidence of the Fiesole hoard, which contained coins of all three

ordinary moneyers, but none of those of the special ones. Owing to this circumstance it would
also appear that the concealment of this hoard may have been connected with the military

movements of Marius and Cinna, as it is only in this way that the absence of the coins of the

special issues can be accounted for. With the exception of a few quinarii struck by Q. Titius, all

the silver coins of this year are denarii, and all the moneyers, except L. and C. Memmius, issued

bronze money which is of the semuncial standard. Many of the bronze coins bear special types.

Mint-marks, consisting of symbols, numbers, letters, and fractional signs, as on the coinage of

the previous year, were freely used in each issue, except in that of Q. Titius.

2 Nothing certain appears to be known of the moneyer Quintus Titius beyond what we
learn from his coins. It is, however, not impossible that he was the Q. 'J'itius who occupied
himself with commerce, and joined Sulla after the battle of Chaeroneia, in B.C. 86. He was
certainly a moneyer when Sulla was in Rome, and the types of his bronze monoy show that he
was a colleague of C. Vibius Pansa at the mint. He is the only member of the Titia gens of

whom coins are known.

^ The identification of this head is somewhat uncertain. D'Ailly and Betti (Rev. Nnm.,
t. iv., pp. 21-26) would identify it with Somnus, and so connect it with a certain Titus,

the suj^posed founder of the Titia gens, to whom Jupiter is said to have appeared in a dream.
Borghesi (fflmres compl., t. ii., pp. 5-7) supposes it to be the head of the Gaulish Mercury,
the type occurring on Gaulish copper coins with the name of TATINOS. Ch. Lenormant
and Ad. de Longp&ier (Reo. Num., t. iii., pp. 11-14, and t- iv., pp. 178-184) suggest that it

is the head of Mutinus Titinus, a surname of Priapus, who had a temple at Rome, and who
was specially worshipped by young married women. The pegasus on the reverse appears al.so

to be connected with this divinity. It may be noted that it is the chief type of the coins of

Lampsaous, where the cult of Priapus was specially honoured. In further support of this

identification there may be quoted a janitorm bust in marble, in the Cabinet iJes MedaiUes at

Paris, one face being that of the beardless Bacchus crowned with ivy : the other that of the



„ . , Metal
No. Weight

^^^j g,^^,

CIEC. B.C. 87; A.U.C. 667

Obverse

287

61-5
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No. Weight

2234

2235

2236

2237

133-0

102-5

142-0

92-0

63-0

Metal
and, Size

m 1-0

M 1-05

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

M 1-05

M -85

M -75

Similar.

Similar ; head of Janus
laureate; beard not
pointed; above, I

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.

Similar.

With symbol on reverse

Head of Janus with long
pointed beard ; similar to

no. 2231.

Similar ; before

nuoopiae.'

prow, cor-

Semis-

Head of Apollo r., laureate ;

behind, S

Q • TITI (in exergue).
Minerva helmeted, and
holding reins and sceptre,

in quadriga r., horses

galloping.

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 491, no. 5.']

Triens

iVIask of Pan r., bearded,

bound with ivy-wreath
;

behind, ;

ITIT . D behind Ceres
(Demeter) diademed and
wearinglong double tunic,

walking r., and bearing

in each hand a lighted

torch ; before her, a pig
;

all within laurel-wreath.'

[PI. xxxvi. 5.]

' Other symbols on the reverse, above, before, or below the prow, are a crescent, a star,

a palm-branch, a caducous, the caps of the Dioscuri, a dolphin, &c. (see Mommsen, Hist. awn.
rom., t. ii., p. 412; Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, pp. 83-85, and IHUO, p. 83). Some of these

asses have the head of Janus laureate, &c., as on no. 2235.

^ The semis, triens, and quadrans struck by Q. Titius all bear types copied from the

denarii of C. Tibius Pansa, which make it all the more probable that these moneyers were
colleagues at the mint. Thus the semis is similar to Type II. of the denarius of C. Vibius

Pansa, the triens to Type I., and the quadrans to Type IV. All these bronze coins are

extremely rare, and Bahrfeldt (loc. cit.) enumerates those which he has met with.

^ Borghesi ((Euvres compl., t. i., p. 338) says there was a specimen of this semis in his

collection as well as one in the Mnseo Yeritil, Verona, and Bahrfeldt mentions that others are

in the Paris, Copenhagen, and University of Kief collections.

* ]i:ibelon (vol. ii., p. 192, no. 6) figures the triens with the raoucyur's name in the cxiTgue.
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No. Metnht , „

'' and Sixe

60-0

2238

2239

2240

m -75

59-5

63-9

67-5

M -75

CIEC. B.C. 87 ; A.U.C. 667

Obverse

Quadrans

289

Reverse

Mask of Pan r., &c., as on
the preceding ; behind, J

a . TITI below IMask of

Silenus r., bearded.

[Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, pi. xi., no. 264.']

C.VIBIVS C. F . PANSA

(CAIUS VIBIUS CAII FILIUS PANSA)^

Denarius

Type I.

With symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

behind, PANSA ; below
chin, symbol, cornuco-
piae.

M. -75 Similar; symbol, flower.

M -75 Similar ; symbol, star.

C-VIBIVS-CF behind Ceres
(Demeter), diademed and
wearing long double tunic,

walking r., and bearing

in each hand a lighted

torch ; before her, a pig.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvi. 6.]

(Gracherode Coll.)

Similar.

' Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 86) mentions two specimens of this rare quadrans, one
in the Bignami collection, now in the Capitoline Museum, the other in the Vienna collection.

^ This moneyer was probably the father of C. Tibius C. f. C. n. Pausa, -who was consul
B.C. 43, and who himself struck coins in B.C. 49, adopting for some of them the types used b\^

his father. Of 0. Vibius Pansa, the moneyer of B.C. 87, not much is known beyond what we
can gather from his coins. He was proscribed by Sulla in B.C. 82, which may have caused his
son to espouse the side of Julius Cajsar, of whom he was always a faithful adherent. On
account of the interchange of types on their coins Quintus Titius and C. Vibius Pansa were
evidently colleagues at the mint.

The types of the coins of C. Vibius Pansa both in silver and bronze arc somewhat varied.
Of the silver there are four, each one showing some variation. Thus on Type I. the design
on the reverse is sometimes within a laurel-wreath ; on Type II. the quadriga of Minerva
is to r. or 1., and the head of Apollo on the obverse is varied; on Type III. the quadriga of
Minerva is sometimes in the same direction on both the obverse and reverse ; and on Type III.
the masks of Pan and Silenus are interchanged. In the case of the bronze coins the as has on
the reverse a triple instead of a single prow, and the obverse type of the quadrans is copied
from the qainarius of Q. Titius.

As so little is known of the early members of the Vibia family, it is almost impossible to

P P
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No. Weight ^^ffl•' and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

2241 58-5

2242

2243

58-2

58-8

M -75

yR -8

M -8

With fractional sign on obverse

Similar; below chin of I Similar.

Apollo, fraction, S*
|

Type I. var.

With symbol on obverse

2244 1
61-0 M -8

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&o., similar to no. 2238

;

below chin, symbol, goat's

head.

Similar ; symbol, thunder-
bolt.

CVIBIVS-CF behind Ceres
(Demeter) walking r., and
bearing in each hand a

lighted torch, &c., similar

to no. 2238 ; all within

laurel-wreath.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvi. 7.]

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

behind, PANSA; below
chin, symbol, arrow-
head.

Type II.'

With symbol on obverse

CVIBIVS-CF (in ex-

ergue) . Minerva in quad-

riga r., horses galloping;

she holds trophy in r.

hand, and spear and reins

inl.

connect tlie types of these coins with their history. Vibins Accuaeus, apparently so called

from the toi\'n of Accua, in Apulia, "n'as a commander of a Pelignian cohort iu the Roman army
in B.C. 212 ; Tibius, one of the Bruttii, came Avith his brother Paccius to the consul, Q. Fahius,

in B.C. 209, to obtain pardon from the Romans ; and Vibius Virrius, a citizen of Capua, induced
his countrymen to revolt from the Romans and to espouse the cause of Hannibal after the

battle of Cannae, B.C. 216. It is evident that the family did not settle at Rome till a some-
what late date.

The type of Ceres or Demeter appears to illustrate the goddess seeking the path by which
her daughter Persephone was taken down to Hades. She is accompanied by a pig, the animal
which was specially sacrificed to her at her festivals, but which iu this instance can scarcely

refer to that part of the legend which relates that pigs turned over the soil in order to conceal

the route by which Persephone had travelled.

The cult of Demeter and Persephone was of the greatest importance in South Italy, at

Metapontum, amongst the Bruttii, at Croton, Locri, Rhegium, &c. We have noted that the

Vibia gens was apparently of Bruttian origin.

The head of Apollo and Minerva (or Roma) in a chariot do not convey any suggestion as

to their special significance, but the masks of Pan and Silenus arc no doubt typf--' parlants of

the cognomen Pansa. For his mint-marks this moneyer used symbols, numbers, letters (Greek

and Roman), and fractional signs, all of which, with one exception (sec Typo IV. var., p.

295), are placed on the obverse only. It is only on Type II. that all these mint-marks
occur.

There can be no hesitation iu attributing all the bronze coins with the name of C. Yibius

Pansa to this moneyer, and not to his son, since long before B.C. 49 the issue of bronze money
had ceased at the Roman mint, and was not revived for some years later. They are of the

.5cmuncial standard.

1 The head of Apollo on the obverse is of two forms. One shows it well modelled
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Kn. Weight

2264

2265

2266

2267

2268

2269

2270

2271

2272

2273

2274

227 a

2276

2277

2278

2279

57-6

57-0

62-0

60-0

59-3

59-0

59-7

58-4

Metal
and Si::e

.R

M

,R

M
M
M

M

7

7

76

75

75

7

75

60-0 I M

61-2

56-6

58-6

57-5

57-6

58-4

57-8

2280

2281

2282

58'0

59-2

59-8

M
M
A\

M

M

M
M

75

75

75

75

M -8

M -75

M -7

Obverse

Similar

;

symbol, prow.

Similar

;

symbol, stem of

prow.

Similar

;

symbol, finger-

ring.

Similar

;

symbol, sceptre

with double fillet.

Similar

;

symbol, serpent.

Similar.

Similar

;

symbol, simpu-
lum.

Similar

;

symbol, star.

Similar

;

symbol, thunder-

bolt.

Similar

;

symbol, trident.

Similar

;

symbol, trophy.

Similar
;
symbol, vase with

two handles.

Similar.

Similar ; symbol, vase with
strap (aiiq)uUa).

Similar; symbol, wing.

Similar; symbol, wreath.

Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.^

wait number on obverse

Similar ; below chin of

Apollo, number 1

1

Similar ; number 1 1

1

Similar ; number X

I

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.
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„T T,i
Metal

No. We^M ^,„js,,g

59-0
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No. Weight ^ff." and (Si^e
Obverse Reverse

2299

2300

2301

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2307

61-5

60-i

61-0

61-2

60-6

58-5

63-4

60-8

61-3

M -8

M -75

M -7

jR -75

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -7

Type II. var. a '

With symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c. ; similar to no. 2244
;

below chin, symbol,
caduoeus.

Similar ; symbol, flower.

Similar ; symbol, crested

helmet.

Similar; symbol, star.

Similar ; symbol, uncertain,

CVIBIVS-C-F (in ex-

ergue) . Minerva in quad-

riga, similar to no. 2244
;

but it is to 1. instead of

to r. ; she holds spear

and reins in r. hand, and
trophy in 1.

[PI. xxxvi. 13.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; below chin of

Apollo, number 1

1

Similar; number III

Similar ; same number.

With member on obverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Type II. var. b

'

With symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate

;

hair collected into a knot
behind, and falling down
the neck; behind,
PANSA; below chin,

uncertain symbol.

CVIBIVS.CF (in ex-

ergue). Minerva in quad-

riga r., &c., similar to no.

2244.

[PI. xxxvi. 14.]

' Pr. Gneochi {Riv. Ital., 1889, p. 180) mentions a variety of this type in his collection

with a Victory above the quadriga.

- Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 189B, pi. xii., no. 272) flgui-es a similar coin to this, on which
the symbol is also uncertain. Babelon does not appear to have noticed this variety.
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No. ^yeilJM

2308

2309

2310

2311

2312

2313

59-3

58-2

61'0

60-7

143-0

{pierced)

130-0

Metal
and Size

M -7

Reverse

A\ -8

M -75

M -7

M 1-1

Type III.'

PANSA (in exergue).
Minerva in quadriga 1.,

horses galloping ; she

holds spear and reins in

r. hand, and trophy in 1.

(same as no. 2299 rev.).

.VIBIVS-CF; (in ex-

ergue) . Minerva in quad-

riga r., horses galloping

;

she holds trophy in r.

hand, and spear and reins

in 1. (same as no. 2244).

[PI. xxxvi. 15.]

Type IV.

Mask of Pan r., bearded,

and -with goat's ears

;

below, PANSA

Mask of Silenus r., bearded,

and wearing ivy-wreath,

tied with fillet ; below,

c .vbivsc. F

[PL xxxvi. 16.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Type IV. var.

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Mask of Silenus r., bearded,

and wearing ivy-wreath,

tied with fillet; behind,

PANSA ; below chin,

symbol, two bells.

Similar ; symbol, torque.

Mask of Pan r., bearded,

and with goat's ears

;

below,C. VblVS. C . p.;

before, symbol, sistrum.

[PI. xxxvi. 17.]

Similar ; symbol, flute.

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

no mark of value above.'

M 1-1 Similar.

C . PANSA below Triple

prow r. ; above, B.OMA
and palm-branch ; before,

caps of the Dioscuri.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvi. 18.]

(de Salis Coll.)

' Bahrfeldt (Sum. Zcit., 1896, pi. xii,, no. 274) figures a variety of this tyj^e with the
quadriga to I. on both sides of the coin.

^ Babelon (vol. ii., p. 542, no. 10) describes this type of the as as having a pointed beard,
but his illustration shows a curling one, as do also tlic specimens in the British Museum. On
some of these coins we have the closed P for P. This is the earliest occurrence of this form,
but it may be due to the unskilfulness of the engraver.

Bahrfeldt {Nuin. Zeit., 1897, pp. 99, 100) mentions other varieties of the a.';; one as
no. 2312 with C - VI B I VS • C F above, and ROMA below the triple prow, and others similar
with C ' VIBI or C ' VIBIVS below the triple prow. He questions the description of the ok
with a single prow and mark of value and the legend C' VIBIVS, as given by Babelon
(vol. ii., p. 543, no. 12).
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No. Wi-tght

2314 214-0

2315

2316

2317

2318

2319

2320

2321

1560

195-0

153-0

233-0

177-0

171-0

110-0

45-0

Metal
and Size

iE 1-1

Oiversc

M 1-05

M 1-15

M M5

M 1-3

M 1-15

M 1-2

M -9

yE -65

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; mark of value, I,

above head of Janus.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Ei'Vir.-c

Similar ; moneyer's name,
CVIBI.RT (=rANSA)
belo-w prow ; no caps of

the Dioscuri before, and
no palm-branch above.'

Similar.

[PI. xxxvi. 19.]

Similar, mark of value, I,

before pro-w.

Similar ; -without RoMA
and mark of value.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
CVIBI-AIS-; KoMA
above pro-w, and mark of

value before.

Similar ; moneyer's name,

C . VIBI . Al; without

RoMA ; mark of value

before prow.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvi. 20.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate; I C ; VIBI -A above Prow r.

;

behind, S- below, R-OMA ; before, S

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 543, no. 13.]

Bust of Victory r., draped
hair drawn back, and col

lected into a knot behind.

Quadrans

CVIBI
below, '

[PI.

above Prow r.

xxxvi. 21.]

' Fr. Giiecchi {Riv. Ital, 1896, p. 18, no. 9) describes a variety of this typo -with ROMA
and a palm-branch above the triple prow, and C' VIBI PASA below; before, caps of the Dioscuri.

"' Varieties of this monogram are PAT and PA/S (Bahrlcldt, Nniu. Zcit., 1897, p. 99).

' This bust of Victory is similar to that on the qninaVius of (]. Titius (see above, p. 2H7,

no. 2229), which s)iows that C. Vibius Pansa adopted for his bronze coins a type of the silver

of Q. Titius, in the same way as the latter copied the types of the former.
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Obverse

297

Reverse

2322 62-0

2323 52-0

2324

2325

57-1

60-1

M -75

M, -75

M -75

Al -7

L . TITVRI . L . F . SABIN

(LUCIUS TITURIUS LUCII FILIUS SABINUSi)

Denarius

Type U

Bearded head r. of the

Sabine king, Tatius ; be-

fore, K (Tatius) ; behind,

SABIN

Similar.

Similar ; before head of

Tatius, A • rV {Argento

publico), and below chin,

palm-branch ; A omitted.

Similar ; the inscription,

A • PV, before head of

Tatius, omitted.

L-TITVRI (in exergue).

Two soldiers facing each

other, and each bearing a

Sabine woman in his

arms.

[PI. xxxvii. 1.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 2.]

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 3.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

' Nothing certain is known of this moneyer beyond what we learn from his coins. Mommsen
{Hist, mon. rom,, t. ii., p. 413) would identify him with a certain Titurius, who, as lieutenant of

Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, commanded in Spain against Sertorius (Sallust, Bist., ii. 28, ed. de
Dietsch), and who was the father of Q. Titurius Sabinus, the lieutenant of Julius Caesar in the
war against the Gauls (B.C. 57—5-1). He is the only member of the Tituria gens of whom coins

are known. The family, from its cognomen, evidently traced its descent from the Sabines, and,
perhaps, from King Tatius himself, whose portrait is given on the denarii. The coins of L.

Titurius Sabinus are amongst the latest in point of date that occurred in the Fiesole hoard (see

Tables of Finds). There were eighteen specimens of Type I., ten of Type II., but none of

Type III., which are the most common.
^ Like other moneyers whose coins are attributed to this period, L. Titurius strikes denarii

with several reverse types, and generally accompanied by mint-marks, symbols, numbers, or
letters. The reverse designs of Types I. and II. refer to the surname of the moneyer's family,
the rape of the Sabines, and the death of Tarpeia. The crescent moon with star above
Tarpeia evidently records the introduction of the worship of Luna into Borne by the Sabine
king, Tatius. Besides the temple dedicated to her on the Aventine, she had a second
sanctuary in the Capitol, probably on or near the spot where Tarpeia met her death.
Propertius (iv. 4, 23) also connects Luna with the history of Tarpeia.

Saeije ilia immeritae causata est omina Umac,
Et sihi tinrjuendas dixit in amne covias.

P. Petronius Tarpilianus, who was a triumvir of the mint under jVugustus {circ. B.C. 14),
figures on his coins the death of Tarpeia, and the crescent moon and star, as separate types
(Babelon, vol. ii., p. 301, nos. 19, 20).

The type of Victory in a chariot relates to some success of a member of the Tituria gens,
of which we do not appear to have any documentary record.

It is difficult to explain why on some of the coins of Types I. and II. the legend A , PV
(Argento publico) should have been added. There may have been a special issue of bullion for
the coins of these types.

Q Q
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No.



„ rn- 7 . Metal
No. Weight ^^^^ ^.^^

CIEC. B.C. 87; A.U.C. 667

Obverse

299

Reverse

2336



300

No. Weight
and K<ize

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse lieverse

2355

2356

232-0

159-0

2357 151-0
j

2358 112-0

2359

2360

2361

2362

2363

191-0

170-0

140-0

132-0

147-0

M 1-2



No. Weirjht
Metal

and Size

CIEG. B.C. 87 ; A.U.C. 667

Obverse

301

Reverse

2367

2368

2369

2370

61-2

58-4

58-8

63-6

M -7

M -75

M -65

Ai -7

C. A/?^CI.CENSO OE CENSORI

(CAIUS MAECIUS CENSOEINUS')

Denarius

Type I.

Heads of Numa Porapilius,

bearded, and of Ancus
Marcius, not bearded,

jugate r., and diademed.

^

C-CENSO (in exergue).

Two horses galloping r.

;

on the near one is seated

a rider [desuUor), naked
but for a conical cap,

holding whip in r. hand,

and reins in 1.

[PI. xxxvii. 10.]

With symbol on reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; below horses,

symbol, arrow,

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, arrow-
head.

Similar ; symbol, two birds

(doves)pecking each other.

(Cracherode Coll.)

^ This moneyer is probably C . Marcius Censorinus, one of the leading men of the Marian
party, and the accuser of Sulla for malversation on his return from Asia in B.C. Ml. He entered
Rome with Marius and Cinna in B.C. 87, and took a leading part in the massacres which ensued.
He served with the Marian party in the campaign of B.C. 82 against Sulla, but being taken
prisoner in the battle fought near the Colline Gate, he was put to death. It is possible that
he acted as a special moneyer for Marius and Cinna, who, on their entry into Rome in B.C. 87,
seized upon the bullion in the treasury and turned it into money. None of the coins of
C. Censorinus, nor of those of L. and C. Memmius, were present in the Fiesole hoard. Their
absence has been accounted for (see pp. 242, 286). Specimens of each issue were, however,
met with in the Cingoli and Romagnano Sesia hoards, which, since they were buried circ.

B.Q. 86, fixes the date very approximately of these special issues (see p. 243).

- The Marcia gens claimed descent from the ancient kings of Rome, Numa Pompilius and
Ancus Marcius, hence the representation of their heads on the coins of C. Marcius Censorinus.
The reverse types of all the denarii, and the obverse type with the head of Apollo, com-
memorate the foundation of the Ludl Ajpollinares, which were instituted in B.C. 212. in virtue
of a prophecy of the soothsayer Marcius. The horse-races which took place at those games
have already been referred to in describing the coinage of L. Calpurnius Piso (see above, p. 251).
Type I. represents the race in which a rider (desuUor) was provided with two horses, from one
to the other of which he sprang during the race. The riderless horse, as shown in Type II.,
occurs on previous coins of L. Calpurnius Piso (see p. 280, note 2). C. Censorinus used a
variety of mint-marks, consisting, as usual, of symbols, numbers, letters, and fractional signs.

The types of his bronze coins, which are of the semuncial standard, are referred to with
their descriptions (see pp. 305, 306).
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Ko. Weight ^{'^^^
" and Size

2371

2372

2373

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse

2374

2375

2376

2377

2378

2379

2380

2381

2382

2383

2384

2385

64-7
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Metal
and Size

59-4



304

No. Weight "f^^" and Size

COINAGE OF ROME

Obverse

65-5



,,. ,

,
, Metal

2409

2410

2411

2412

2413

2414

58-3

61-0

57-6

54-7

60-1

62-7

2415

M -75

M -7

M -65

M -66

M -7

M -75

183'0 M I'l

CIRC. B.C. 87; A.U.C. 667

Obverse

305

Reverse

Similar. Similar ; above horse, num-
ber CX'; in exergue, sym-
bol, staff of Aesculapius.

(Nott)

With letter and number on reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; above horse, letter

N . ; in exergue, number I

(Nott)

Similar ; letter Y ; same
number.

Similar ; letter k ; number
III

Similar ; above horse, num-
ber XI ; in exergue, letter

B

Type II. var.

With two symbols on reverse

Head of Apollo r., similar

to no. 2394; behind, lyre.

C CENSOR! below Free
horse, similar to no. 2394;
above, symbol, Victory
with wreath ; in exergue,

symbol, palm-branch.

[PI. xxxvii. 14.]

(Blacas Coll.)

As

Type I.

Heads of Numa Pompilius,

bearded, and of Ancus
Marcius, not bearded,

jugate r., and diademed;
behind head of Numa,
NVMA. POMP I LI; be-

fore face of Ancus Mar-
cius, ANCVS M/fsCr-

CCENSO
above Prow r.R-oMA

beyond which is seen the
stern 3 of another vessel,

with oars, rudder, and
aplustre, and above it a
spiral column, on which
is a figure of Victory
holding wreath and palm-
branch.

' These numbers run to CXXV at least, and in the next series all the letters of the Latin
alphabet occur, and some Greek.

" The names of Numa Pompilius and Ancus Marcius on this type of the as are some-
times given in the genitive, NVMAE nOMPILI ANCI MARCI, and the moneyer's name
reads C . A/S.CI CENSO (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit, 1897, p. 15).

' The prow and stern of the two vessels evidently refer to some naval victory or victories
gained by the moueyer's ancestors, and Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom-., t. ii., p. 438) suggests that
tlie column with the Victory may be ;\ phnros or some similar edifice.

H R
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iVo. IFcwJif
Metal

and ahe

2416 170-0
1
iE 10.5 Similar.

COINAGE OF EO:\rE

Obrei-.te

2417 168-0

2418 ! 1470

2419

.E 1-1 Similar.

.E 1-05 Similar

162-0

Eer.rfe

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 15 obv.]

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 16 rev.]

Type II.

.E 1-1
! Similar.

2420 146-0

\{hvol-en)

.E 1-1 Similar.

CCENSO above Two
arches ;

- -within the left

one is a spiral column
surmounted by a figui-e

of Victory holding wreath

and palm-branch ; through

the right arch passes a

prow ; above -n'hich is a

crescent ; below arches,

ROMA

I

Similar.

! [PI. xxxvii. 17.]

119-0

Semis

^ .g Head of Jupiter r., laureate;
|

C • CENSOR! ^ above Prowi
behind, S

[Bahrfeldt, Kiiin. Zeit., 1897, p. 16.]

1 On tliis type also the names of Xiima Pompilius and Ancus Marcius occur in the

genitive (Balirfeldt, Kum. Zi-it.. ].SilT, p. 15).

- The tno arches probably represent the aqueduct, the construction of which was

attributed to Ancus Marcius.

3 A varipty appears to read C ' CENSORIN (Bahrfeldt, Xmii. Zeit.. ISHT, p. Hi).
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,, ... . , , Metal
Obverse Vieci't'se

L.C.MEMIES L.F.GAL

(LUCIUS [and] caius memmius lucii filii

GALEEIA ?) 1

Denarius^

2421 1
62-3

With letter on ubccrsa

Al -7
; Head of Saturn r., bearded,

and laureate ; behind,

harpa and EX S • C (Ex
senatus considto) ; below
chin, letter • -A

L-CMEMIES.L-F ,.

GAL ("^

exergue). Venus, naked,

in biga r., horses walking
;

she holds reins with both
hands and sceptre with 1.

;

above, Cujjid with wreath.

(Nott)

' These moneyers, who were brothers, were probably the sons of Lucius Memmius, tlie

orator, wlio supported the party of Marius. Of the elder brother, Lucius, some particulars have
already been given, as he filled the office of moneyer a few years previously (see above, p. 20^^).

Little appears to be recorded of the early life of Caius Memmius. He is stated to have
married a sister of Cn. Pompey, was his propraetor in Sicily, and his quaestor in Spain during
the Sertorian war, B.C. 76, and was slain in battle with Sertorius, near Saguntum. Mommsen
{Biat. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 427) says that L. Memmius was the "brother-in-law of Cn. Pompey,
but this seems not to have been the case. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 216) appears to have confused
this C. Memmius Galeria with C. Memmius Gemellus, ^vho was tribune of the plebs, B.C. 6G

;

praetor, B.C. 58 ; propraetor in the following year in Bithynia, and a candidate for the
consulship. That member of the Memmia gens, and the C. Memmius who struck coins in
B.C. 87, could not possibly have been the same person. Of the sou of C. Memmius Gemellus
there are coins struck some years later [circ. B.C. 51).

Owing to the occurrence of the joint-names of the two brothers on these coins, Mommsen
{Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 427) has inferred that they were quaestors together in Spain, and
that they issued the coins in virtue of that office. Cicero {pro Balho, ii. 5), however, only
states that C. Memmius was quaestor, and makes no mention of L. Memmius as holding a
similar office, and, moreover, the evidence of finds (see Tables of Finds) proves conclusively
that these Coins must have been struck some years before the date of the quaestorship, as they
occurred in the Cingoli and Eomagnano Sosia hoards, buried about B.C. 86. They were, however,
absent in that of Piesole, which was buried in the previous year. Blacas (Mommsen, Hist.
num. rom., t. ii., p. 428) adds a note to the same effect on the remarks of Mommsen on this
issue. It is therefore not improbable that as the father, L. Memmius, favoured tlie Marian
party, his sous were also on the same side, and that, in B.C. 87, when Marius was in Rome, they
tilled together some public office which empowered them to strike this special coinage, since
the legend EX . S , C shows that the issue was not an ordinary one. That C. Memmius after-
wards joined Cn. Pompey can only be explained by the supposition that at a later date ho
changed sides, and attached himself to the party which had been opposed to Marius. This
may have occurred after Marius's death.

^ The type of the denarius of this joint-issue was copied from the earlier coinage of L.
Memmius (see above, p. 204), and similar mint-marks were used, viz., letters of the Soman
alphabet; but with this dift'erence, that on the earlier coinage the letters are often
accompanied by a single dot, whilst in the later one the letters usually have several dots,
and occur only on the obverse. They are often reversed. Another difference is that the
edges of the later coins are not serrated. Their fiibric, too, is slightly different, and in this
respect they more resemble the issues classed to B.C. 87. It is unfortunate that no bronze
coins are known of this joint-issue, as they would have been of material help in fixing its date.
Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 20) nieutions a variety in the Bignami collection, now in the
Capitoliue Museum, ^vitllout the harpa behind the head of Saturn.
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Xo. ^yei:|ht
Metal

Obverse
and SiZf:

2i22
,

60-0 M -75 Similar ; letter •3

Reverse

2423
,

59-7 .U

2i24
i

57-0 .-R -7

2425 i 58-3 M -75

2426 58 -7 M •|0

2427 ' 64-5 .51 -75

2428
I

61-7 Al ui

2429

2430

2431

2432

2433

2434

58-0 I .R -7

58-0 < Al -85

59-9 ! Al -7

Similar ; letter -iQ

Similar ; letter -D

Similar ; letter --Q

Similar ; letter -^

Similar ; letter D

Similar ; letter •
1

Similar ; letter : I

Similar ; letter -'M

Similar ; letter [^

55-5 ,R -75 Similar ; letter '^

61-6
;

M -75 Similar; letter D
I

5S'4 ,R -75 Similar ; same letter.

2435 I 53-0 .R -75

2436

2437

2438

2439

58-2 Ai. -75

60-1
I ^R

59-0
i ^'R -75

63 •9 .R -75

Similar ; letter 8

Similar ; letter T

Similar ; letter -T

Similar ; letter •'V

Similar ; letter -X

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 18.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxvii. 19.]

Similar.

(Nott)

(Xott)

(Mott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.
I

!

i

I

Similar.

t

i

! Similar.

1 Similar.

Similar.

i

I

Similar.

Similar.

(de Sails CoU.)
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„. . ,, ilctal
*"• "«';'"' andSiz,

Obverse Revcrae

2440

2441

2442

61-2 M -7

54-3

50-9

Gtrc. B.C. 86 ; A.U.C. 668 '

CN.LENTVL^

(CNAEUS COENELIUS LENTULUS)

Denarius

M -8

JR -7

Bust of Mars r., seen from
behind, wearing crested

helmet, and armed with

spear and parazonium,

the strap of which passes

over his r. shoulder.

Similar.

Similar.

CN • LENTVL (in exergue).

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds

wreath in r. hand and
reins in 1.'

[PI. xxxvii. 20.]
(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

^ For tliis year we have two ordinary moneyers, Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and L. Rubrius
Dossenus, and two extraordinary ones, M. Fannius and L. Critonius, who issued a joint-coinage

in their capacity as aediles. Of both the ordinary moneyers there are denarii and quinarii,

and bronze coins of the semuncial standard, but the exti-aordinary moneyers only issued denarii

and no bronze money. No mint-marks occur on any of the coins attributed to this year, but
both Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and L. Rubrius Dossenus give their names in varied forms. It was
at some time in B.C. 86 that the burials of the Cingoli and Romagnano Sesia hoards took place.

They contained silver coins of the two ordinary moneyers, but none of the aediles ; for this

reason it is possible that their special issue occurred a little later, but at all events not after

B.C. 82, to which date is assigned the deposit of the Monte Codruzzo hoard (see Tables of Finds).

- Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 435) identifies this moneyer with Cnaeus Cornelius
Lentulus Marcellinus, who was quaestor in Spain circ. B.C. 76—72 ; served in the war against
the pirates, B.C. 67; was praetor, B.C. 59, and in the following year repaired to Syria, and
administered that province for two years, during which time he was engaged in repressing the
incursions of the Arabs. In B.C. 56 he was consul with L. Marcius Philippus, and during his
consulate supported the recall of Cicero from exile, and attempted to restrain the power of
Pompey. Nothing appears to be known of Lentulus after his consulship. Borghesi {(Euvres
com.pl., t. ii., p. 305) would identify this moneyer with Cnaeus Lentulus Clodianus, who was
consul B.C. 72, but against this attribution we find on some of his bronze coins the triquetra,
which was the symbol of the Marcelli. The approximate date of the appointment of Lentulus
as moneyer can be ascertained, as already mentioned, from the evidence of finds. He also
struck coins at a later date, circ. B.C. 76—72, as quaestor, but these are given to Spain, and
with them is classed, on account of its fabric, the extremely rai'e aureus figured by Babelon
(vol. i., p. 418, no. 57).

^ This type of Wars and Victory is probably commemorative of the victories of
M. Claudius M. f. M. n. Marcellus over Hannibal in the second Punic war in Italy and Sicily,
which culminated in the capture of Syracuse in B.C. 212. He was the most celebrated of the
Marcelli, and was five times consul.

Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 100) mentions a variety of the denarius in the Gotha
cabinet reading CN , LENTV; and ho also states (Zcit. f. Num. 1876, p. 364) that these
denarii were couutermarked by Vespasian.
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X,. Wei.jU ^^f*^^'^ and .Sut!

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohuerse Reverse

2'U3

241i

2445

2446

2447

32-0

28-1

Quinarius

JR "6 Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

M -6

195-0

156-0

203-0

84-0

Similar.

CN • LENT (in exergue).

Victory standing r., and
placingwreath on trophy.'

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar
; mone-ver's name,

CN.LEt^r
[PI. xxxvii. 21.]

(Nott)

As

M 1-1

2E 1-05

2E, 1-1

2E -9

Head of Janus, laureate

;

no mark of value.

Similar.

Similar.

CN. LENTV above Prow
r. ; no mark of value.

Similar.

Similar; moneyer's name,
CN. LENT
[PI. xxxvii. 22 rev.]

Semis

Head of Jupiterr., laureate ; I CN • LEN ^ above Prow r.

;

behind, S no mark of value.

[Cf. Babelon, vol. i., p. 416, no. 53.]

' This type of the victoriatus was iirst adopted for the quinarius circ. B.C. 101 after the
passing of the Lex CloJia. (see above, p. 167). Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 100) says that

he has ouly met with quinarii reading CN . LEfT, but one of the specimens in the British

Museum has certainly CN . LENT. The dot or pellet before Victory is probably connected
with the manufacture of the die, and may have been caused by the point of a compass to mark
the centre. It occurs occasionally on later issues.

" A variety reads CN . LENTVL, and some have on the reverse a triquetra, the symbol
of the MarcelH, referring to the capture of Syracuse by the moneyer's ancestor. It is

therefore cviden tthat this moneyer belonged to that branch of the Cornelia gens which bore

the surname Marcellinus.

^ ^V variety in the Capitoliue Museum has a trident under the prow (Bahrfeldt Nttht. Zcit.,

laao, p. lUO).
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Obverse

311

7?''iv)'.')e

2448 59-2 M -7

2449

2450

2451

2452

2453

2454

58-1

56-2

54-2

62-8

51-8

62-4

M ?

JR -7

M -7

L. KVBRI . DOSSEN

(LUCIUS EUBEIUS DOSSBNUS')

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Jupiter - r., laureate

;

behind, sceptre and
lesend, DOSSEN

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

L-R.VBR.I (in exergue).

Triumphal chariot r.,

drawn by four horses,

walking ; on it stands

Victory holding a wreath,

and its side is orna-

mented with a thunder-

bolt.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 1.]

Similar.

Similar.

TjTe 11.

Head of Juno r., diademed
|
Similar

and veiled, wearing ear-

ring of single drop and
necklace ; behind, sceptre

and legend, DOS

M -75 i Similar

M -8 Similar ; double-struck with
reverse type.

the chariot is

ornamented on its side

with an eagle standing on
a thunderbolt.

(Blacas CdII.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 2.]

Similar ; double-struck with
obverse type.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' This moneyer may be the senator, L. Rubrius Dossenus, who was taken prisoner by
Julius Caesar at Corfinium in B.C. 49, but was afterwards released. The Kubria gens never
attained much importance during the Republic, and this is the only member of whom we hare
coins. The date of his holding the office of moneyer may be a.scertained from the evidence of
finds, as his coins appear to be the latest pieces present in the Cingoli and Romagnano Sesia
hoards (see Tables of Finds), and besides, his bronze coins are of the semuncial standard.
Denarii of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus were also in the Cingoli and Romagnano Sesia hoards, and
the circumstance that both he and L. Rubrius Dossenus struck the quinarius, and varied
similarly their names on their coins, would point to their being colleagues at the mint.

The obverse types of the denarii give representations of the three chief divinities of the
Capitol, Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, and the triumphal chariot on the reverse recalls the
solemn entry of their chariots on the occurrence of the public games. Cavedoni {Ann. iJeW Iii>it.

o.rcli., 1849, p. 205) was of opinion that the types may refer to the Lex Acilia-Rubria relating to
the sacrifices offered in the Capitol by foreign ambassadors, but Mommsen (Hist. mov. rom.,
t. ii., p. 434) doubts if any such reference was inteii.ded.

There is a restoration of each ty|:c by Trajan.
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A'o. ]Teight

2i55 65-4

2456

2i57

2458

63-4

iletal

M -7

Obi' Rnerae

.R -7

Type III.

Bust of Minerva r., -wearing

crested helmet and aegis,

and earring of single

drop ; behind, DOS

Similar.

62-4 M -75 Similar.

or

2459
!

30-5

2460 30-5

M -75

M -65

.U -55

2461 ' 163-0 2E 1-1

2462 150-0
j

JE 1-05

Similar.

Similar to no. 2452 : the
chariot is surmounted b}-

Victory in a fast biga, in-

stead of Victory holding
a -wreath.^

(Blaeas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 3.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Blaeas Coll.)

Quinarius^

Head of Neptune r.,

laureate ; behind, trident

dividing legend, DOS SEN

Similar.

Victory, naked to the hips,

walking r. ; she holds

-svreath and palm-branch
in 1. hand, and raises

r. ; before her a circular

altar, around -which is

entwined a serpent with
head erect ; behind, Vic-

tory, L • KVBRI
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 4.]

As

Type 1.3

Head of Janus laureate

;

between the heads a

circular altar entwined
with serpent with head
erect.

Similar.

L.R.VBR.I , ^
DOSSEN

^"°'^''^ Prowr.

;

before, I

[PI. xxxviii. 5.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Blaeas Coll.)

' This reverse forms a hybrid with the obverse of a denarius having the young helmeted

head of Mars (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1877, p. 37).

- Babelon (vol. ii., p. 405) has given the follo-vring explanation of the type of the

quinarius. The Victory refers to the public games alluded to on the denarii; the altar is that

of Aescnlapins, -n-hich was placed on the island in the Tiber ; and the head of Neptune, taken

in conjunction -svith the types of the bronze coins, recalls the episode of the expedition which

was sent to Epidaurus in B.C. 293 to seek the god, and in which an ancestor of the moneyer

may have taken a prominent part.

* Varieties of this type of the as read, DOSSE, DOSSI, and DOSSENI (Bahrfeldt, Xum.

Z'-xt., 190". p. 70).



nr TI7 1 i Metal
No. Weight , .,

.

'' and bize

207-0 M 1-1

CIEC. B.C. 86; A.U.C. 668

Ohverss

Type II.

313

Reverse

Jugate heads of Hercules 1.,

wearing lion's skin, and
of Mercury r., wearing
winged petasus ; before

the head of Hercules,
club ; before that of

Mercury, caduceus.

L RVBRI DOSSE below
and at side of Prow r.

;

.the back part of which
is concealed by a distyle

temple, within which is

seen a circular altar

entwined with serpent.

i

M -95

[cf. Babelon, vol. ii., p. 438, no. 6.]

Semis

Head of Jupiter r., laureate;
I

DOS above Prow r. ; be-

behind, S
I

fore, S

[Eiccio, Moil. fam. rom., Tav. xli., no. 6.-]

' This type appears to confirm the identification of that of the qninarius. The prow of
the ship distinctly refers to a naval expedition, and the serpent-entwined altar would connect
it with that to Bpidaurns.

' Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 65) said that he had never seen a specimen of this semis,
so was unable to express an opinion about its authenticity. He now thinks it must be a
forgery. It is not impossible that the figure was drawn from an imperfect specimen. Babelon
(vol. ii., p. 409, no. 9) figures a sextans with the head of Mercury and a caduceus on the
obverse, and with the reverse type similar to that of the as of Type II., and with the legend
L , RVBRI in the exergue. The illustration is copied from Riccio, Monn. /am. rom., tav. Ixiii. 4.

Bahrfeldt (he. cit.) remarks that the coin does not exist; the figure being drawn from a
badly preserved as. He, however, figures a small bronze coin (uncia?) with helmeted head of
Roma on the obverse, and prow and temple on the reverse, similar to Type II. of the as, but
without the moneyer's name. This coin was found in Rome, and is now in the Capitoline
Museum. The small bronze coins with the legend RVB, which have been attributed to the
Rubria gens, but which are not of Roman types, were probably struck in Southern Italy (see
Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. grec, p. 13).

S a
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No. Weight ^f^^and b>ze

2463

37-0

62-7

JE -8

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

Quadrans

'

Reverse

Head of young Hercules I L-KVBR.I above Prow r.

:

r., wearing lion's skin;

behind, I

before, I

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 409, no. 8.]

M . FAN : L . CFLt

(MAECUS EANNIUS; LUCIUS CEITONIUS)^

Denarius

Head of Ceres r., bound
with wreath of corn, and
wearing earring of triple

drop ; hair rolled back,

collected into a knot be-

hind, and falling down her

neck; behind, AED • PL
(Aediles plebei).

M . FAN • L . CKt (in ex-

ergue). The aediles,
Marcus Fannius and
Lucius Critonius, togate,

seated r. on the subsel-

Uum ; before them, ear

of corn ; behind, P • A
(Publico argento).

[PI. xxxviii. 6.]

(de Sails Coll.)

' The weight hero given of the quadrans is that of the specimen in the Bignami
collection, now in the Capitoline Museum. It seems to be the only one noted by Bahrfeldt of

this rare denomination.
Eiocio {Oatalogo, p. 178, no. 27) mentions a quadrans with DOS, and without the name

of " Eoma."
^ The date of the aedileship of Marcus Fanniug and Lucius Critonius is not recorded, and

little is known of their history. M. Fannius appears a few years later, in B.C. 80, to have
acted as one of the judices quaestionis in the trial of Sextus Roscius, who was accused of

having murdered his father, and who was defended by Cicero (pro Sext. Rose, 4). This office

was generally given to those who had previously held that of aedile. Of L. Critonius we know
even less, but it is not improbable that he was the father of the aedilis cerealis of the same
name, who held office in B.C. 44, when the Oerealia were celebrated shortly after the murder
of Julius Caesar (Appian, Bel. Civ., iii. 28).

The above coins were formerly attributed to the aediles cereales of B.C. 44, but the

evidence of finds shows very conclusively that they must have been issued at a considerably

earlier date. As specimens occurred in the Monte Codruzzo hoard, the burial of which took

place some time in B.C. 82, and as none were met with in those discovered at Cingoli and
Romagnano Sesia, the concealment of which may be fixed some time during the year B.C. 86,

we have thus a period of only about four years during which we can account for this issue.

The types show that they were struck on the occasion of a public largesse, and that the

bullion to provide for this coinage was supplied by the public treasury {Publico argento).

Failing any direct record, it may be conjectured that this largesse took place some time in

B.C. 86, and probably soon after the death of Marius, when Cinna, who was then at the head of
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PERIOD X.

Circ. B.C. 85—82; a.u.c. 669—672

None of the coins which are attributed to this Period were met with in the

Fiesole, Fuscaldo, CingoH, and Eomagnano Sesia hoards, but examples of

nearly every issue were included in that discovered at Monte Codruzzo, near

St. Marino, in the Eomagna, the burial of which occurred circ. B.C. 82.

Though the latest coins of the Eoman mint which were included in the

Carrara and San Miniato hoards cannot be placed later than B.C. 82, yet others

struck outside Italy, i.e. in Spain, which were present in both, prove that their

burial must have taken place a few years later (see below, p. 361). The coins

referred to are those of the proconsul C. Annius Luscus issued in the names of

the quaestors, L. Fabius Hispaniensis and C. Tarquitius, B.C. 82—80, and of

Quintus Caecilius Metellus Pius as Imperator, B.C. 79—77 (see Tables of Finds).

During the years B.C. 85—82 Eome witnessed the despotic government of

Cinna and the victory of Sulla at the Colline Gate (b.c. 82), which brought

with it the overthrow of the Marian party in Italy, and the subjugation of the

Italian communities, including the rebellious Samnites. The stirring events

of these years are reflected to a certain degree in the coinage.

Denominatioks and Types.—The denominations are the same as in the

previous Period, with the exception that the issue of the sestertius is again in

abeyance. The variations and changes in the types of the silver coins continue

;

the head of Eoma for that of the obverse of the denarius, and the mark of value,

having quite disappeared. In some cases, both in the silver and bronze money,

the moneyers' names are omitted, but as the types of most of these coins are

the same as those with the moneyers' names, their classification raises no

difficulties. Some of these coins, however, bear the legend EX A . P. (Ex argento

publico) or EX S . C . (Ex senatm consuUo), showing that they were issued under

special authority. In one instance, the denarius which usually bears the names

of the triumvirs of the mint, Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius, is without any

legend (see p. 335). It is possible that some of the bronze coins without

moneyers' names already described (see pp. 283-285) were issued at this time.

The quinarius occiars of two issues only, and is of such extreme rarity that no

specimens are to be found in the National Collection. Though quiaarii of an

earlier date are met with in considerable numbers in some of the hoards

concealed about this date, yet, for some unaccountable reason, their issue at

this time was very limited. Mint-marks on the denarii in the form of symbols,

numbers, and letters, occur frequently, and the serration of the edge of this

denomination is resumed, but only intermittently. Mint-letters are also occa-

sionally placed on the bronze coins.

The bronze coins are of the semuncial standard, but their issue is, as

before, somewhat irregular. Their types, both obverse and reverse, show
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variations, and some, as already mentioned, are without moneyers' names but bear

the legend EX S . C ., proving that these also were issued under special authority.

In one instance we meet with two moneyers, C. Oassius and L. Julius Salinator,

who strike bronze coins only, but the legend D . S . S . {De senatus smtentia)

denotes that they were exceptional (see p. 321). After B.C. 82 there is a complete

cessation of the bronze coinage at the Eoman mint, and it is practically not

resumed for a period of about sixty-five years, by which time the Eoman
constitution had passed from a Eepublic to an Empire, and Octavius had been

for some years at the head of the State with the title of Augustus. It is most

difficult to assign any reasons or circumstances which could account for this

suspension of the money of the baser metal, especially as for a long time

previously its coinage had been very irregular, and from this date the intercourse

with Spain, whence the supply of copper was mostly obtained, became more

intimate. It is one of those curious features of a national currency for which

a satisfactory explanation has not been found.

According to Count de Salis's classification the appointment of the

moneyers in B.C. 85 and 82 appears to have been somewhat irregular, but

in B.C. 84 and 83 there was a triumvirate of the mint. In the first instance

the three moneyers, Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius, used only one type

for the denarius, and struck only the as in bronze, but in each case changed

the order of their names (see pp. 333-335). In the second instance, L. Marcius

Censorinus, P. Crepusius, and C. Mamilius Limetanus struck joint as well

as separate coinages, each using for the latter a distinct type (see pp. 336-344).

Denarii only were issued by them. It is possible to account for the apparent

disorganization of the mint in B.C. 82 in the troubled state of Italy during that

year, owing chiefly to the contest between the Sullan and Marian parties, which

ended in the triumph of the former.

The same irregularity continues in the forms of the moneyers' names.

During this Period the praenomen usuaUy accompanies the nomen or cognomen,

and in several instances all three, praenomen, nomen, and cognomen, are met
with. To these are sometimes added the patronymic initial, and in one case

that of the grandfather (see coins of A. Postumius Albinus, p. 351). An
exception, however, occurs in the joint-issue of the triumvirs Gargilius,

Ogulnius, and Vergilius, when only the initial letters of the nomen of each

one are given. On some of the bronze coins there is considerable variation

in the reading of the moneyers' names (see p. 321 note).

Classification.—For the classification of the coins of this Period, the

evidence is similar to that of the previous one: viz., the provisions of the

Lex Papiria, more especially in the institution of the bronze money of the

semuncial standard, and the deductions to be drawn from hoards, of which,

however, the burial of only one can be assigned to these years, that of Monte
Codruzzo. So little is known of the history of most of the moneyers, that few, if

any, data are supplied from this source. It has been shown that one of the effects

of the Lex Plautia Papiria was the suppression of all the local issues and mints
in Italy, which at that time were in operation, and were producing even more
money than proceeded from the mint in the Capitol (see p. 189). The result was
that the burden of the production of the coinage of the State fell on the mint at
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Eome, and its effect was soon apparent, not only in the increase in the number of

moneyers, but also of special issues. In the various provinces of Spain, Gaul,

and the Bast, where there was but a very scanty supply of money of any kind,

especially of silver, the want of a currency was soon felt, particularly when
required for the payment of the soldiers. To obviate this difficulty, the central

authority at Eome, i.e., the Senate, appears to have delegated its functions to

its generals, whether as consul, proconsul, or imperator, who were empowered

to issue coins of the Eoman standard, mostly in silver. This authority the

general in turn could delegate to his quaestor or proquaestor, or to some other

officer in authority, who had the control of the finances of the army in which he

served. These coinages must not be confused with the numerous issues of the

quaestors and others who struck money of local standards, such as we meet

with at this time, and even earlier, in Sicily, Spain, Macedon, and Asia. On
most of the earher coinages issued under these conditions, the authority of the

Senate was noted by the legend EX S . C . (Ex senatus consuUo), but at a later

date, as the general-in-chief was acting within the acknowledged limit of his

functions, the use of this formula became no longer a necessity. The earliest

of these military coinages, mmimi castrenses, made their appearance about B.C. 82,

and were struck in the East, in Gaul, and in Spain. In the East there are the

gold and silver coins issued by Sulla in his own name only, or in those of his pro-

quaestor, L. Manhus, and quaestor, A. Manhus (Babelon, vol. i., p. 406, nos. 28, 29

;

pp. 410-413, nos. 38-43, 46, 47). Another coinage, also in gold and silver, is without

a moneyer's name, and has only the initial Q., showing that it was issued by a

quaestor (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 408, 409, nos. 32, 33). These coins were struck

during B.C. 82—80. In Gaul the only coinage of this period is that of the pro-

praetor, G. Valerius Elaccus as Imperator, B.C. 82 (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 513, no. 12),

and in Spain we have the silver coinages of the proconsul, C. Annius Luscus,

bearing also the names of his quaestors, L. Eabius Hispaniensis and 0. Tarqui-

tius, B.C. 82—80 (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 139-142, nos. 1-5); of Quintus Caecilius

Metellus Pius as Imperator, b.c. 79—77 (lb., vol. i., p. 275, nos. 43, 44), and of

Cnaeus Cornehus 'Lentulus, who probably acted as qua^estor to Pompey, b.c. 76

—

72 (Ih., vol. i., p. 417, nos. 54, 55). The number of issues in Spain at this time

was due to the prolonged war with Sertorius, which lasted from B.C. 82—72, the

period over which they extended. From that time these military coinages

were not continued, and the first general to resuscitate them was Julius

Caesar, who, in B.C. 50—49, struck denarii in Gaul, having on the obverse an

elephant and his name, CAESAK, and on the reverse the emblems of the

pontificate (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 10, no. 9). From that date military coins

were general, and are met with, in gold, silver, and bronze, in all the chief

provinces, Spain, Gaul, the East, Sicily, Africa, and Cyrenaica. As these issues

usually bear the names of the imperators, proconsuls, &c., who struck them,

or ordered them to be struck, their precise dates can be determined. When
they occur in finds they are, on that account, invaluable evidence for ascer-

taining the sequence of the issues of the Eoman mint, as most of the moneyers

there are only known from their coins. The first occurrence of these military

issues in the hoards, which have been analysed, was in that of Monte Codruzzo,

the date of the burial of which was circ. b.c. 82. The coins there present were
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those of the proconsul, C. Annius Luscus, and of the propraetor, C. Valerius

Flaccus, which are attributed to that date. Those issued in the Bast by

Sulla and his proquaestor, L. Manlius, had evidently not yet found their way

into Italy. In the account of later hoards it will be seen that correspondingly

later military coins are met with. They are, therefore, criteria which are very

material in ascertaining the chronology of the coinage of this and later times.

The Monte Godruzzo hoard consisted of some 5,000 pieces, of which 4,734

were examined by Borghesi, and described by Cavedoni (Bipostigli, pp. 19 f.).

This find is one of the most complete ever unearthed, as in it were represented

nearly all the issues bearing moneyers' names from the earliest time to the date

of its burial. It appears to have consisted of denarii only, and of the early

issues there were ninety-seven pieces, but Cavedoni does not mention whether

any bore moneyers' symbols. As it included the coins of many issues not

present in the Fiesole, Euscaldo, Cingoli, and Eomagnano Sesia hoards, its

burial must have happened some years afterwards. Of the later moneyers

represented the following may be mentioned with the number of examples

and probable dates of their coinages :—C. Licinius L. P. Macer (15) ; Manius

Fonteius (41); L. Julius Bursio (167), and P. Purius Crassipes (31), B.C. 85;

the joint-moneyers, Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius (4 with their names,

and 194 without), B.C. 84 ; L. Marcius Censorinus and his colleagues,

P. Crepusius, and C. Mamilius Limetanus (32), B.C. 83 ; and Q. Antonius

Balbus (13), and C. Norbanus (12), B.C. 82. All these coins were well pre-

served, and some are described as being a fleur de coin. In addition there were

coins of C. Annius Luscus, proconsul in Spain B.C. 82—80, and of C. Valerius

Flaccus, propraetor in Gaul B.C. 82. The date of the burial of this hoard may
therefore be fixed at some time during B.C. 82, and as it did not contain coins

of the later issues of that year, which are supposed to have been struck

after Sulla's arrival in Eome, its concealment probably occurred during the

struggle between the SuUan and Marian party which was decided by the battle

at the Colline Gate (2 Nov., B.C. 82).
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No. Weight ^ff" and bizc

2i67 62-7

2468

2469

2470

61-5

39-4

228-0

JR -85

M -8

M -8

(plated)

^ 1-05

Obverse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 85; a.u.c. 669'

C.LICINIVS L.F.MACER
(CAIUS LICINIUS LUCII PILIUS MACEE^)

Denarius

Youthful bust of Veiovis,

turned from the spec-

tator ; head looking 1.,

and diademed ; cloak

over 1. shoulder ; with r.

hand he hm4s thunder-
bolt.'

Similar.

Similar.

C. LKINIVS- L.F. ,.

MACEK (^^^^-

ergue). Minerva armed
with spear and shield

in quadriga r., horses

galloping.

[PI. xxxviii. 8.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I ; on 1., C . LICI

Nl. L.F

Prow r. ; above, warrior

standing facing, leaning

on spear, and dividing

legend, EX S-C; below
warrior, MACER.

[PI. xxxviii. 9.]

' The coinage attributed to this year seems to have been mostly of an exceptional
character. The legends EX S . C (E.v i^enatua consuUo) on the bronze coins of C. Liciniiis

Macer and D . S . S {De senatus sententia) on those of C. Cassins and L. Salinator, that of

EX A. P (Ez argento puhlico) on the silver coins of Manius Fonteius and L. Julins Bursio,
and the issue by the curule aedile, P. Furius Crassipes, all point to special circumstances.
These issues show no traces of a mint-triumvirate, unless it may have been between C. Licinius
Macer, C. Cassins, and L. Salinator; but the last two apparently struck no silver coins, and
only issued a joint one in bronze. As we shall show, Mn. Fonteius and L. Julius Bursio may
have struck their coins in virtue of their office as quaestors. It is possible that events similar

to those which affected the coinage in the previous year (see p. 314) continued into B.C. 85,

and occasioned further special issues of money.
- This moneyer is generally identified with C. Licinius Macer, the historian and orator,

who was quaestor circ. B.C. 78 ; tribune of the plebs B.C. 73, and subsequently praetor, and
governor of a province. He was impeached by Cicero, B.C. 66, under the Lex de Repetundis,
and, to avoid an adverse verdict, committed suicide. Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 452)
was of opinion that Macer filled the office of moneyer during the dictatorship of Sulla, but
the evidence of finds shows that the issue took place a few years previously.

^ The obverse type of Veiovis is evidently copied from the coins of L. Caesius (Babelon,

vol. i., p. 2S1) which were struck at a slightly earlier date, and which Count de Salis

has attributed to a local mint (see Italtt, circ. B.C. 91). Veiovis, " the little Jupiter,"

appears to have been a Latin divinity of a destructive nature, whose lightnings produced
deafness. His cult was peculiar to Rome and Bovillae, and his temples at the former place

were between the Capitol and the Tarpeiau rock, and on the island in the Tiber. He
was represented as a youthful god armed with arrows (thunderbolt?), and accompanied by
a goat (see below, p. 322), on account of which characteristics he has been identified with

Apollo. The association of this divinity in various forms with the Caesia, Fonteia, Juha, and
Licinia families may be intended to refer to their Latin origin.

The reverse type of Minerva on the denarius relates, doubtless, to some special military

success of an ancestor of the moneyer, and the figure on the reverse of the as to a naval victory.



Ko. Wcujlit

2471

2472

221-0

206'0

Metal
and ai;e

M 1-1

M 1-1

CIEC. B.C. 85; A.U.C. 669

Obverse

321

Rpver^e

ifJiout monejjer's mime

W ith letter on reverse

Similar ; without moneyer's
name.

Similar.

Similar; legend above prow,

EX • S • C only' ; on prow,
letter, C (?)

Similar ; letter G

[PI. xxxviii. 10.]

2473

2474

2475

205'0

181-0

170-0

M 1-05

M 1-05

M 1-05

C.CASSI: L.SALIN

(CAIUS CASSIUS:
LUCIUS [JULIUS?] SALINATOE)-^

As

Head of Janus laureate :

above, crescent.

Similar.

Similar.

C CASSI , 13

L-SALIN "^'^ ""^ ^-^

inscribed D • S S {De
senatus sententia) ; be-

fore, I

[PI. xxxix. 7.]

Similar.

Similar ; legend above Pro-^v,

L • ALIN [sic)

C . C . ASSI

[PI. xxxix. 8.]

1 D'Ailly (Hon. rom., p. 536) describes specimens of the as of this type without the

moneyer's name bearing the mint-letters B, C, I, to Tvhich Bahrfeldt {Num. Z. ti., 1896,

p. 99, and 1900, p. 43) adds K and O ; the former on a coin in his collection, the latter

on pieces at Copenhagen and Bologna. Some are without a mint-letter. The use of letters as

mint-marks on bronze coins appears to be limited to this issue, and to the joint coinage of

Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius (see below, p. 33.5). Babelon (vol. i., p. 412, no. 45) has
classed this as with the coinage of Sulla, but it evidently belongs to the issue of C. Licinius

L. f . Macer. No other bronze coins of this moneyer are known.
'^ These moneyers are somewhat uncertain. C. Cassius may have been C. Cassius

Longinus Varus, the consul of B.C. 73, who had as his colleague M. Terentius Varro Luculhis.

It was these two consuls who brought forward the Lex Terentia Cassia, by which corn was to bo
purchased and then sold in Rome at a low price. In the following year Varus commanded as

proconsul in Cisalpine Gaul, and was defeated by Spartacus near Mutina. His name was
included in the proscription of B.C. 43, and he was killed at JJinturnae. Lucius Saliuator
is unknown except from his coins, unless he was the Julius Salinator, an oiEcer in the army of
Sertorius, who was killed in B.C. 81 (Plutarch, Sertorins, vii.).

It is difiicnlt to account for the circumstances under which these coins were struck. Cassius
and Salinator may have been ordinary moneyers, but the presence of the letters D , S , S (De
seuatus sententia) shows that the issue was probably a special one. The as is the only de-
nomination in bronze which has been met with, and no silver coins are known. No difficulty

e.xists in determining the appro.ximate date of this coinage, as the as is of the semuncial

cfo„^„ .1 ir - *- 1 C.CASSIVS CASSI L,SALIN L.SALIN L.SALI
standard. Varieties read

:-l. SAL! NA L.SALIN CCASSIVS C.CASSI C.CASSI
(Bahrfeldt, A'miii. Zeit., 1900, p. 37).

T T
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:N'o. WeijM iUtal
and S;;e

Obvers Beverse

2i76 ' 5S-8

aa^.fonTei.c.f

(MAXIUS FOXTEIUS CAII FILIUS')

Denarius

^ -8 ' Young male head, Vei-

ovis, r., laureate, hair

in ringlets; below,
thunderbolt ; behind,
AV-FONTEI.CF; under
chill, monogram, ^
(== R.OMA).=

Infant winged Genius,

seated on goat r. ; above,

the caps of the Dios-

curi ; below, thyrsus,

with fillet ; all within

laurel-wreath.

[PI. xxxviii. 11.]

^ This member of the Fonteia gens has been identified with the moneyer whose coins are

attributed by Count de Salis to B.C. 91 (see abore, p. 192). He was quaestor circ. B.C. 85;
legate, B.C. 83, of Sulla, with the title of proquaestor in Further Spain, and afterwards in

Macedonia ; and praetor in Narbonese Gaul between B.C. 76—73. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom.,

t. ii., p. 369) and Babelon (rol. i., p. 502) having assigned the earlier coins with the name of

Mn. Fonteius to circ. B.C. lOi, were of opinion that the two issues were struck by different

members of the family; the former, however, would connect the above coins -nith the quaestor
of circ. B.C. 85. Count de Salis appears to have held the same opinion as Mommsen in

identifying the moneyer of B.C. 85 with the quaestor, but he also seems to have associated him
with the moneyer of B.C. 91, although the types of the coins of the two issues do not show
any connection. Babelon (vol. i., p. 50i) ascribes the coinage of Mn. Fonteius C. f. to

circ. B.C. 88, and supposes that it was struck a year or two before he filled the oifice of

quaestor. Though no reference is made on the coins to the quaestorship of Mn. Fonteius, yet

the legend EX . A . P {Ex argento puhiico) and the absence of the moneyer's name on some of

them certainly suggest a special issue. The similarity in these respects of the coins of

L. Julius Barsio would lead us to suppose that he was the colleague of Fonteius in the

quaestorship. Mommsen (op. cif.. t. ii., p. 446) held the same view. The attribution of the

coins of Fonteius and Bursio to B c. 85 is confirmed by the evidence of finds. Coins

commemorating the military expeditions of Mn. Fonteius in Gaul during his governor-

ship were struck some years later, circ. B.C. 60, bv P. Fonteius Capito (see Babelon,

vol. i., p. 509).

- The identification of this head with that of Veiovis (Babelon, vol. i., p. 505) is con-

firmed by the reverse type ; for in the temple of that divinity at Eome there stood near his

statue a goat bearing a winged genius on its back, a representation of which recalls the

infancy of Jupiter, who was suckled by the goat Amaltheia on Mount Ida. Aulus Gellius

(v. 12) relates that at the festival of the god on the nones of March the usual victim was a

goat, which was sacrificed ritit liumano. The caps of the Dioscuri refer to the worship of

those divinities at Tusculuni, the original birth-place of the Fonteia gens. The head of

Veiovis varies somewhat in form. On some denarii the hair is arranged in thick formal

ringlets, but on others it is somewhat loose and straggling. These differences may be due to

the circumstance that the coins were struck in more than one officina^ at which separate sets of

engravers were employed to execute the dies. A similar variation in the form of the head of

Apollo has been noticed on earlier coins of C. Vibius Pansa (see above, p. 290).

The monogram g^ has been variously explained. This is not its earliest occurrence,

as it is found on the coins of L. Caesins with the bust of Teiovis already referred to (see

p. 320), which are classed to Italy {circ. B.C. 91). Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 370)

and Eckhel {Doct. num. vet., vol. v.. pp. 157, 219) both interpret it as consisting of the letters

A P, and the former considered them to be the initials of Apollo, but the latter to be possibly the

initials of Arjentum Pubiicum. We are unable to accept either ot these interpretations from

the fact that at this period the letter A rarely occurs as A, and P is always given as P or P,

and consequently we prefer to see in this monogram the name of ROMA. There is a,

distinct R, the upper part of which would form O, and the peculiar shape of A furnishes the

combination of MA {Xum. Cliron., 1895, p. 162). Similar monograramatic forms of the

name of ROMA are met with about this time as PA (^^e above, p. 257), and j^ on coins

of L. Marcius Philippus (Babelon, vol ii., p. 1871.



,, „ ,, Metal
No. Weight

^^^ g .^^

2477

2478

2479

2480

2481

2482

64-7

620

2483

60-0

57-3

63-0

67-0

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -7

^l -75

61-2 M -75

M -6

CIEO. B.C. 85; A.U.C. 669

Obverse

323

Reverse

Similar

;

locks.

hair in loose

Similar to no. 2476; the

head of Veiovis with

hair in ringlets; behind,

W-FOSTEI; below chin,

C F ; no monogram.

Similar ; hair in loose locks,

as on no. 2477.

Similar.

Similar ; hair in ringlets, as

on no. 2476.

Similar ; hair in loose locks,

as on no. 2477.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xxxviii. 13.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar; the caps of the

Dioscuri are placed, one
before, the other behind

the goat, and not above.

Similar.

Without moneyers name

Similar ; hair in ringlets, as

on no. 2476 ; moneyer's
name omitted, and behind
head, EX • A . P i (Sa; ar-

gento 'publico).

Similar.

[PL xxxviii. 14.]

Quinarius

Similar to the preceding I Similar to the preceding

coin. I
coin.

[Eicoio, Mon. fam. rom., tav. xx., no. 5.
2]

' This formula showa that this coin , and also the following quinarius, were struck from
the reaerTC bullion in the public treasury, not improbably under the provisions of the
Lex Papiria. It has been noticed that this legend and the omission of the moneyer's name
occur also on some of the denarii of L. Julius Bursio.

' Eiccio (op. cit., p. 93) says that the quinarius which he figures was in the possession of D.
Filippo Teti in Santa Maria Maggiore. Bahrfeldt does not appear to have met with a specimen.
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No. Weight

2484

Metal
and Size

207-0
\

2E 1-1

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

As

Reveise

Head of Janus, laureate ;' Prow 1.; above, AV-FON",
above, I

|

surmounted by the caps
of the Dioscuri,

i

[PI. xxxviii. 15.]

L.IVLI.BVRSIO

2485 61-6 .11 -8

(LUCIUS JULIUS BUESI0 2)

Denarius

With symbol on obverse

Bust of Genius r., slightly

draped ; head laureate

and with wing ; hair in

ringlets ;
^ behind, trident

and symbol, anchor.

L- IVLI-BVR.SIO (in ex-

ergue). Victory holding

wreath in r. hand, and
reins in 1., in quadriga r.,

horses galloping.

[PI. xxxviii. 16.]

' Babelon (vol. i., p. iJOS, no. 14) describes and figures the as of this type with
ROMA below the prow. On this point Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 122) qnotes from a

letter which he had received from Sig. Bignami, who says that the as of this issue in his

collection, and another which he had presented to the Museum at Turin, forming part of a
small find of about twenty asses, which consisted mainly of contemporary pieces of the mint
triumvirate, Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Tergilius, are both without the name of ROMA, and
that coins with this legend are false. In fact, Sig. Bignami adds that he had seen such a
piece in the possession of Messrs. Eollin and Feuardent at Paris, which was false. The coins of

the triumvirate, Gargilius, Ogulnius, and Vergilius, are attributed to the following year, B.C. 84.

Of this issue, Babelon (loc. cit.) also describes the semis from Eiccio (Catalogo, p. 92,

no. 51), with AV . FOITEI above the prow, and ROMA below, and the uncia from Cohen (3/on.

rep. roin., p. 140, no. 9), reading M . FON", and also with ROMA below the prow. The
uucia appears to be without the caps of the Dioscuri on the reverse.

As these bronze coins are of the semuncial standard they could not have been struck by
Manius Fonteius in B.C. 91 (see above, p. 192).

- This moneyer appears to be only known to us from his coins. The similarity of fabric of

his coins, the occurrence of the formula EX A . P . {Ex argento publico) only, without his name,
on some of the denarii, and also the issue of the quinarius, render it fairly certain that

L. Julius Bursio was the colleague of Manius Fonteius in the quaestorship. Moreover, no
less than 167 of his coins in good condition were met with in the Monte Codruzzo hoard,

together with 41 well preserved of Manius Fonteius. The variety and extent of the mint-

marks show that this issue of Bursio was a very large one.

' No satisfactory explanation has been suggested of this pantheistic head in connectiou

with the Julia gems. It unites the attributes of Apollo, Mercury, and Neptune. The associa-

tion of the last two divinities was not unusual in early Roman mythology, and at the first

lectisternium held at Rome in B.C. 399, Neptune was specially coupled with Mercury (Darem-
bcrg et Saglio, Diet, des Antiq. grec. et ron., s.v. Lectisternium). In consequence of the interest

taken by the Julia gens in the cult of Veiovis, Babelon (vol. ii., p. 6) would see in the head a

representation of that divinitv, and he refers to an archaic inscription found in 1845 on the

, • w tv,
•"

f.i, T I-
VEDIOVEI .PATREl .p „ . ,.

Appian Way, near the sacrarmm of the Julia gens : f- c Mxi IF S 1 VLI E I C^'''^- Desjardms,
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„ „- -It Metal

M -757-3
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No. Weight ^ff.and Size

2500

2501

2502

2503

2504

2505

2506

2507

59-8

59-3

55-8

60-8

59-7

56-1

56-5

62-5

2508

2509

2510

2511

60-2

55'8

57-0

54-0

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -7

M '75

M -75

M -8

M -7

Ohverse

Similar ; symbol, stag.

Similar ; symbol, sword
(gladius).

Similar; symbol, syrinx.

Similar ; symbol, voting
tablet.

SimUar; symbol, vase witb
tvyo bandies and cover.

Similar; symbol, vine-leaf.

Similar ; symbol, wheel.

Similar ; symbol, wing.

Reverse

Similar.

SimUar.

Similar.

SimUar.

SimUar.

SimUar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

M -8

M -8

M -8

M •85

With symbol on obverse and number on reverse

Seeies I.

Bust of Genius r., &c.

;

similar to no. 2485

;

behind, symbol, human
foot.

SimUar; symbol, palm-
branch.

SimUar; symbol, head of

prow.

SimUar ; symbol, human
ear.

L . IVLI . BVRSIO (in ex-

ergue). Victory in quad-

riga r., &c., simUar to

no. 2485 ; below, num-
ber I

[PI. xxxviii. 17.]

(Nott)

Similar; number il

Similar ; number V

SimUar; number VI '

' At tliis point the numbers appear to have been placed above the quadriga, instead of

below it.



_ .
,
, Metal

^0- ^"5''* and Size

2512

2513

2514

2515

62-6

61-7

59-7

51-6 M

M -8

M -85

M -85

CIEC. B.C. 85; A.U.C. 669

Obverse

Series II.

327

Ucvcrs

Similar ; symbol, head of Similar ; above quadriga,

prow.

2516
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Metal
'
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No. yVeight

66-0

59'0

52-5

58-5

60-3

55-6

57-6

59-7

60-1

62-8

43'0

59-6

61-0

61-6

61-6

Metal
and Size

M -8

.R -8

JR -85

.R -75

M -8

Al -8

M -8

JR -8

M -8

Al -8

M -8

Al -8

AR. -8

M -a

Al -8

Obreme Reverse

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse '

Bust of Genius r., &c., L • IVLI • BVR.SIO (in ex-

similar to no. 2485

;

beliind, symbol, club,

Similar; symbol, anchor.

ergue). Victory in quad-

riga r., &c., similar to no.

2485 ; above, letter B-

[PI. xxxix. 2.]

Similar ; letter C-

Similar ; symbol, toothed i Similar ; letter : H
harpa.

Similar ; symbol, head of

prow.

Similar; symbol, open hand.

Similar ; symbol, strigil.

Similar; symbol, two wings.

Similar ; letter I
'

(Nott)

Similar ; letter : L

Similar; letter P-

Similar ; letter : Q.

With symbol on obverse and two letters on reverse'^

Series I.

Bust of Genius r., &c.,

similar to no. 2485

;

behind, symbol, strung

bow with arrow, fixed.

Similar ; symbol, strigil.

Similar ; symbol, bucra-

nium.

Similar; symbol, stilus (?).

Similar ; symbol, sceptre.

Similar ; symbol, shield and
spear.

Similar ; symbol, crescent.

Similar; symbol, fish.

L. IVLI-BVRSIO (in ex-

ergue). Victory in quad-
riga r., &c., similar to

no. 2485 ; below horses,

letters BV

Similar ; letters CO
(Nott)

Similar; letters DV

Similar ; same letters.

[PI. xxxix. 3.]

Similar ; letters Fl

Similar; letters GE

Similar ; letters NA

Similar; letters PO

^ The letters on this series are generally accompanied by one or two dots. A dot some-
times occurs on the obverse below the bust.

^ Of this variety there are two series; one with letters below the quadriga; the other
with letters above. This double letter seems to run from BA, BE, Bl, BO, BV, CA, CE, &c.,
and similarly through the alphabet to ZV, the second letter b^ing always a vowel (Babelon,
vol. ii., p. 8).

u u
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No. Weight ^f^^" and Sine

2564
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2582

feight
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No. Weight ^{f'?^and .Si,

2600

2601

2602

2603

2604

2605

59-6

62-7

60-0

60-6

18-2

Ohverse Reverse

TI dliout moneijer's name

With symbol on ohverse

M -7
;

Head of Genius r., &c., EX A P {Ex argento pub-
similar to no. 2485 ; ,

lico) ' (in exergue). Vie-
behind, symbol, bow. tory in quadriga r., &c.,

similar to no. 2485.

M -75 Similar ; symbol, pruning ' Similar.

koife (?)

^ '75 Similar ; symbol, scorpion.

[PI. xxxix. 6.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

.51 -75 Similar ; symbol, sword ' Similar.

{gladius).
j

Quinarius
M -55 Bust of Genius r., slightly

|

Cupid
draped ; head laureate

and with wing ; hair in

ringlets.

64-3

61-7

A\ -8

M -8

winged, naked,

standing r., and attempt-

ing to break thunderbolt

with his 1. knee.^

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 8, no. 7.]

r.FOVRIVS CRASSIPES'
(PUBLIUS FOUEIUS CEASSIPES)

Denarius

Turreted head of the City r., I A curule chair with em-
hair falling in two locks broidered seat, and in-

down the neck; wearing scribed, P • FOVR. I VS; in

earring and necklace
; be- exergue, CR.ASSIPES

hind, AED . CVR. (Acdilis [Pl. xxxix. 9.]

Curidis), and a deformed
foot turned upwards.

Similar ; foot turned down-
wards.

Similar.

' For otlier coins with this legend struck by Manius Pouteius, tlie colleague of L. Julius

Bursio, see above, p. 323.

^ This reverse type appears to refer to the origin of the Julia gens, "which claimed its

descent from lulus, the son of Venus and Anchises. Bahrfeldt states that the only specimen

of this coin which he has met with is in the D'Ailly collection. From its weight he thinks it

is a sestertius, not a quinarius.

^ P. Fourius Crassipes is only known from his coins. It is, however, not improbable that

he was the father of Fourius Crassipes, who, in B.C. 56, married Tullia, the daughter of

Cic-ero, and was at a later date proquaestor in Sicily, as there are bronze coins, as and

qiiadrans, bearing the name of CRASSIPES, which are attributed to Panormus (see

h.U. Cat., Gr. Coins, Sicily,]). 127). The above coins were struck by P. Fourius Crassipes
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,j ,,, . , , Metal
No. >\ ctriht , ^,^ and oize

2606

2607

59-7

60-6

M -75

M -75

Obverse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 84 ; a.u.c. 670

GAR: OCV: VER

(GAEGILIUS: OGULNIUS: VEEGILIUS)'

Denarius

With letter on reverse

Head of young Jupiter r.,

wearing oalt-wreath ; hair

arranged in small ring-

lets ; below, thunderbolt. ^^

Similar ; countermark on
cheek, circle.

Jupiter in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; he
holds thunderbolt in r.

hand, and reins in 1.

;

below horses, GAR. ; in

exergue, OCV- '^R;
above quadriga, letter H

[PI. xxxix. 10.]
(Nott)

Similar; CAR. (for GAR.),

and letter T
[PL xxxix. 11.]

in virtue of his office of curule aedile, and they are therefore a special issue, probably to meet
some extraordinary expenditure connected with a largesse of corn.

The cnrule chair is one of the symbols of office of the curule aedile as distinguished from
the subsellium, which was the official seat of the plebeian aedile. The head of the City (Roma)
on the obverse refers, no doubt, to the urban duties of the curule aedile, which included the
superintendence of the public baths, fountains, aqueducts, &c., and the deformed foot is a iyi^e
parlant of the name of Crassipes. These coins were found in considerable number (thirty-one)
in the Monte Codruzzo hoard. A variety reads CRASSVPES. This moneyer does not seem
to have struck any bronze money.

* In this issue we have absolute evidence of a monetary triumvirate, since each
name represents a separate individual. Mommsen {Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 451) would
recognise in the inscription, not the gentile names (gentilicia) but the surnames (cognomina)

;

for at this time, he says, the nomen only does not occur on coins. He would therefore erase
from the list of moneyers any member of the Gargilia, Ogulnia, or Vergilia gens, but he
adds :— " Mais il faut avouer que les legendes ainsi retablies n'eu sent peut-etre plus
difficiles i completer." If, on the other hand, the names are gentile names, there is no
difficulty in explaining them, though at the time when the coins were struct, there are no
other records of any member either of the Gargilia, Ogulnia, or Vergilia gens.

In the inscriptions the letters G and C are sometimes interchanged, so that GAR
becomes CAR ; but, on the the coins in the National Collection, OCVL, and not OGVL, only
occurs. A is also given as A or A. Varieties of the denarius and of the as were produced
by permutation of the respective places of the names, so that each moneyer could claim a
separate issue as his own particular coinage. The only mint-mark used is a letter of the
alphabet, which is met with on most of the bronze coins and on all those of silver. The mint-
marks in the form of letters on the bronze coins are exceptional, and the only other instance
which we have noticed is on those of C. Licinius Macer (see above, p. 321).

There is a series of denarii of this issue without the moneyers' names (see nos. 2622-4,
p. 335). They resemble in this respect the coins of the previous year of Mn. Ponteius and
L. Julius Bursio (see above, pp. 323, 332) ; but they do not bear the legend EX . A . P.

The head on the obverse being very similar in treatment and style to that on the coins
of Mn. Fonteius, Babelon (vol. i., p. 532) has identified it with Apollo Veiovis, but Mommsen
{Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 452) describes it as the head of the young Jupiter, which, taken in
conjunction with the type of the reverse, seems the more probable identification. Any further
explanation of this type seems impossible, but Dr. H. Willers (Num. Anzeig., 1899, p. 402) would
find a clue in the passage of Livy (1. x., 23), who says that in B.C. 296 the curule aediles,
Cn. and Q. Ogulnius, prosecuted several persons for violating the usury laws, and with the
money accruing from tines executed many public works and statues, amongst which was
Jupiter in a quadriga, which was placed in the temple of the god on the Capitol.
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No. Weight ^^ff: Obverse^ and :^ize

2608 59-3 .R -75 Similar; no countermark,

2609

2610

2611

2612

2613

2614

2615

2616

2617

2618

2619

2620

59-6

56'8

59-4

59-0

62-6

55-0

56-8

/R
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No. Weight j o „' and bize
Obverse Reverse

64-8

58-9

56-6

203-0

207'0

159-0

210-0

232-0

177-0

197-0

200-0

191-0

M -8

M .
-75

M -8

M 1-05

M 1-05

2E 1-05

M 1-05

M 1-1

M 1-0

M 1'05

M 1-1

iE 1-05

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Head of

above, I

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Without moneyerfi' names ^

Similar ; no moneyers'

names, and no mint-

letter.

[PI. xxxix. 15.]

Similar.

Similar.

As

With letter on reverse

Janus laureate

;

G/^ . OCV . N£R above
Prow 1.

[PI. xxxix. 16.]

Similar ; moneyers' names,
G/5?. \£"R. • OCV

(Blaoas Coll.)

Similar ; moneyers' names,
OCV . Gy^ • 'V'R. ; before

pro-w, letter I

Similar ; above pro-w, letter

M
Similar ; moneyers' names,
OCV-VR.-G/?.; below
prow, letter H

Similar ; above prow, letter

H

Similar; below prow, letter

O

Similar ; before prow, letter

X
[PI. xxxix. 17.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyers' names,
VR-OCV-G/^; no letter

before prow.^

[PI. xxxix. 18 rev.]

' From tho evidence of finds it would appear that these coins -without legends -n'cre struck
in much greater number than those -n'ith the moneyers' names ; for in the Monte Codruzzo
hoard there were 194 specimens of the former as against 4 of the latter {all veil presi-rved),

and in the Santa Anna find the numbers were 29 to 1. It is not impossible that with these
anepigraphous coins some of the bronze pieces of the semuncial standard without moneyers'
names were issued (see above, p. 283). Their fabric is not unlike that of the bronze coins of
Gargilius and his associates.

^ Another variety of the as reads NfR , GA^ , OCV. The as is the only denomination
in bronze known of these moneyers. On some specimens the mint-letter does not occur.
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So. Weight ^i'*"^' and Sue

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

263i

2635

2636

2637

60-1

52-0

61-3

60-i

M -7

.R -7

M -7

Al -65

Circ. B.C. 83 ; a.u.c. 671

L.CENSORIN: P. CKEPVSI : C . LIMETAN'

(LUCIUS [MAECIUS] CENSOEINUS: PUBLIUS
CEEPUSIUS: CAIUS [MAMILIUS] LIMETANUS)

Denanius

With number on reverse

Bust of Venus ^ r., diademed
and veiled, and wearing
earring and necklace

;

behind, L. CENSOR IN

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Venus, naked, in biga r.,

horses galloping ; she
holds reins with both
hands and goad in r.

below horses, P.CKEPVS
in exergue, C-LIMETAN
above biga, number 1 1

^

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; same number.
[PI. xl. 1.]

Similar ; below horses,

C-LIMEA; in exergue,

n.CKEPVSI; above biga,

number VIII

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; number XVII

* This is another instance of an undoubted triumvirate of the mint, the members of which
issued a separate as well as a joint-coinage. Little appears to be known of all three moneyers
beyond what we learn from their coins, so that in fixing the approximate date of their tenure of
office we have to depend mainly on the evidence of finds.

Lucius Marcius Censorinus may have been a younger brother of C. Marcius Censorinus,
who tilled the office of moneyer circ. B.C. 87 (see above, p. 301), and he is generally considered
to be the father of L. Marcius L. f. Censorinus, one of the most ardent supporters of Mark
Antony, who was praetor B.C. 43, and consul B.C. 39. As the name of L. Censorinus always
occurs on the obverse, when given in conjunction with those of his colleagues, it may be
presumed that he was considered the chief member of the triumvirate.

Of Publius Crepusius nothing appears to be known beyond w^hat information can be
gathered from his coins. The Crepusia gens figures but little in Roman history, and this is

the only member who held the office of moneyer.
Caius Mamilius Limetanus is also only known to us as a moneyer. He may, however, have

been the son of the tribune of the plebs of the same name, who, in n.c. 110, carried a law to

inquire into the cases of those who had assisted Jugartha in his opposition to the senate.

The coins (denarii) of all these moneyers are very similar in style and fabric, being in

somewhat higher relief than those of the immediately preceding years, and being struck on
smaller yJans. From the variety of their mint-marks it would appear that the separate issues

of these moneyers, especially that of P. Crepusius, were much more extensive than their joint-

issue. This triumvirate did not strike any bronze coins, either collectively or separately, bearing

their names.
- As in their separate issues each moneyer used a type which referred to his own family

history, it is probable that this one of Venus does not relate to any member individually, but

that it only records generally the festival of A'enus, which was held on the 1st April in

each year.

' The issue of this particular varietj' of the denarius was a small one, as the h'ghest

mint-number recorded is MM.
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No. Weiglil

2638

2639

2640

2641

2642

2643

2644

2645

2646

2647

2648

2649

2650

2651

2652

2653

2654

2655

2656

57'6

58-0

65-5

58-0

53-8

55-0

58-7

57-2

60-0

57-9

55-5

600

59-0

59-3

54-0

61-0

59-0

53-8

62-6

Metal /^,

and S^»e

M -7 Similar ; moneyer's name,
L.CENSoR.11

M -65 Similar; L- CENSOR IN

M -7 Similar.

M -1 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

JR. -65 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M. '65 Similar.

JK '65 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M, '65 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M -7 Similar.

M, -7 Similar.

M. -65 Similar.

M, •65 Similar.

Ueveme

Similar ; number XXIII

Similar ; number XXXII
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; number XXXVIII

Similar ; number XXXX 1

1

Similar ; number XXXX 1 1 II

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar ; number ±X

Similar ; number ±XXXVII
[PI. xl. 2.]

Similar; number CI

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; number CV

Similar; number CVI

Similar; number CVI I

Similar; number CXI II

Similar; number CXXVI

I

Similar; number CXXVI 1

1

Similar; numberCXXXIII

Similar; number CXXXII II

Similar ; number
CXXXXIIII

Similar; number CXXXXVI

Similar; number
CXXXXVIIIM

' Another variety reads L ' CE NSOR.
^ Babelon (vol. i., p. 442) notes that these numbers run at least to CLI. There is a hybrid

with the obverse type of this issue and the reverse type of a denarius of Q. Pompouius Musa
(Bahrftjidt, Zeit. /. ffum., 18?7, p. 37).

X X
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" and iSi^e

COINAGE OF ROME

Oliverse Reverse

2657

2658

2659

2660

630

62-9

59-2

61-3

M -7

Al -65

M -7

M -7

L. CENSOR

(LUCIUS [MAECIUS] CENSOEINUSi)

Denarius

Head of Apollo r., laureate

;

hair long.

Similar.

Similar.

The Satyr, 2 Marsyas, walk-

ing 1., and carrying wine-

skin on his shoulder ; his

r. arm is raised, the hand
being extended ; he is

naked except for buskins

on his feet; behind him,
column surmounted by
draped figure (Minerva?);

onl, L- CENSOR.
[PI. xl. 3.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

TT';7/( number on reverse

Similar. Similar; on r. of column,

number \71 s

(Nott)

^ It has been mentioned above that this moneyer was one of a triumvirate of the mint,

his colleagues being Publius Crepusius and Caius Mamilius Limetauus (see p. 336), and some
particulars of his history have been given.

^ The type of the coins of Censorinus evidently refers to the musical contest between Apollo

and Marsyas, which was attended with such disastrous consequences to the latter. It is difficult

to account for the selection of this type by the moneyer except, as Cavedoni (Saggw, p. 5-1)

remarks, that some relation may have existed between the name of Marsyas and that of

Maroia, to which gens the moneyer belonged, but this suggestion is perhaps too ingenious.

Eckhel {Doct. «Mm. ret, t. iv., p. 493) has identified this figure of Marsyas as similar to the

statue which stood in the Forum at Rome near the rostra, the tribune, and the Puteal Lihonis.

Statues of Marsyas, with one hand raised, were frequently placed in the fora of ancient cities,

which had been accorded the jus italicum, in token, according to Servius {in Aeneid, iv. 58) of

the freedom of the state, since he was a minister of Bacchus, the god of liberty. Martial

(ii. 64, 7) thus refers to him in this capacity :

—

.... Fora htibus oynnia fervent

:

Ipse potes fieri, Marsya, causidicus.

It seems not improbable, however, that the statue, standing in the place where justice was
administered, was intended to relate to the contest between Jlarsyas and Apollo, and to

demonstrate the severe punishment of arrogant presumption. The figure on the column
behind Marsyas is uncertain. It is draped, and appears to hold a spear and a shield, and as

such, may be of Minerva or Athene, whose flute Jlarsyas stole ; but others (Cavedoni,

Ripostigli, p. 105) would recognize in it that of a comedian, which was erected on the

Vulcanal, and is mentioned by Festus (s. v. Staiua).
Judging from the mint-marks the separate coinage of Censorinus was not a large

one. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 195) says that the letters used as mint-marks are placed upright

or sideways. The few specimens in the British Museum have, apparently, the letters

sideways only.

^ This appears to be the highest number recorded (Babelon, loc. cit.).
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No. Weiglit

2661

2662

2663

57-8

62-3

60-2

Metal
and Size

M -7

M -7

M -65

2664 57-0

2665
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No. Weight ^f"'}and t%ie

M -75

M. -7

M -7

M -7

62-1

60-8

63-5

54-4

600 M -7

57-0
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No.
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No.



,. „, , , Metal
* ' ana iiize

CIEO. B.C. 83; A.U.C. 671

Ohverse

343

Rcversr

2716

2717

2718

2719

2720

2721

2722

57-5

58 '8

54-2

57-4

62-6

60-6

58-6

M -8

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -8

m -B

C .MAMIL. LIMET^N

(CAIUS MAMILIUS LIMETANUS')

Denarius

With letter on obverse

Bust of Mercury r., wear-

ing winged petasus and
chlamys ; beliind, cadu-

ceus and letter A

Similar ; letter C

Similar ; letter C-

Similar ; letter E ; counter-

mark, circle.

Similar ; letter F ; no
countermark.

Similar: same letter.

Similar; letter I

C MAMIL LIMET^N be-

hind and before Ulysses

walking r., and leaning

on his staff; he wears
mariner's dress and
pileus, and extends his

r. hand towards his dog,

Argos, who advances to

him ; edge serrated.

(,Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xl. 9.]

(Payne Knight Coll.^

Similar.

Similar.

' The few particnlars that we possess of this moneyer have been given above (see p. 336).

The Mamilia gens claimed descent from Mamilia, the daughter of Telegonus, who was the

reputed son of Ulysses and Circe. Mercury or Hermes was the ancestor of Ulysses, and the

bust of that divinity is therefore used for the obverse type of the coins. The reverse type shows
Ulysses, after an absence of many years, returning in a mean and humble dress to the island

of Ithaca, where he was at once recognized by his old dog, Argos, who died of joy at seeing its

former master. The figure of Ulysses leaning on a staff is found on earlier bronze coins of

another member of the Mamilia family, L. Mamilius, who held the office of moneyer at some
time between the years B.C. 172—151 (see above, p, 97).

A somewhat remarkable feature of the denarii of C. Mamilius Limetanus is the serrated

edge. Neither of his colleagues adopted this peculiarity of striking, but it seems to have been
much in use during the next and following years. The mint-marks used by this moneyer arc

limited to single letters of the alphabet placed only on the obverse. His issue was not so

e.^tensive as that of his colleague, F, Crepusiiis.

Bahrfeldt (Zeit, J. Num., 1877, pp. 27, 39) mentions hybrids consisting of tlie rcvcrso of

the denarius of C. Mamilius Limetanus, and of the obverses of those of Ti. Claudius Nero (sre

below, p. 381) and of 0. Norbanus (see below, i>. 317). The denarius of Mamilius was restored

by Trajaa.
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No.
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„ ,,, . , , Metal
No. IT cujht J r.

-

-^ and Size

2731
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No.



No. Weight

2760

2761

2762

2763

2764

2765

2766

2767

2768

2769

2770

58-1

59-5

60-1

61-4

61-6

60'7

58-8

62-5

60-4

67-0

Jlckd
and Size

Al -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

60-6 M -7

JR -75

M -7

.R -8

CIEG. B.C. 82 ; A.U.C. 672

Ohverse

347

Reverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; letter M
(Nott)

Similar; letter N
(Nott)

Similar ; letter O
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter P

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

; letter Q
(Nott)

; letter R.

(Nott)

; letter S

(Nott)

; letter T
(Nott)

; letter V
(Nott)

; letter X
(Nott)

C-NoKBANVS below Head
of Venus r., diademed
and wearing earring and
necklace ; behind, num-
ber VI

C . NOKBANVS
(CAIUS NOEBANUS)'

Denarius

Type I.

With number on ohverse

Fasces between ear of corn
on 1., and caduceus on r.

' Norbanus as a gentile name is irregular in form, the usual termination in such cases

being ius and not us, and in consequence some modern writers suppose it to have been a
cognomen of the Junia gens. Borghesi {(Euvres com;pl., t. i., p. 514) and Cavedoni [Ripostiglij

p. l-il) considered it to be a cognomen of the Vibia gens, but Mommseu {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

p. 453, note 2) and Hiibner (Ephemeris Epigraphica, vol. ii., p. 43; Bulletin SpigrapTiique cle la

Ganle, 1883, pp. 111-113) have shown that Norbanus is a gentile name derived from the town
of Norba in Latium. Hiibner mentions other gentile names formed in the same manner, as

Albanws, Baebianus, Bovianus, Faesulanvs, NeapoUtanus, &c. Borghesi and Cavedoni based
their opinion on a silver coin, formerly in the possession of Padre Antonio Benedetti, having on
the obverse the head of Apollo and NORBANVS, and on the reverse Hercules seated, at his

feet a lion, and the legend VI B I VS. This coin was probably one of the imitations of the first

century B.C. struck in Spain, of which there are numerous examples in the British Museum.
C. Norbanus is only known to us from his coins. lie may have been a sou.of C. Norbanus

who was praetor in Sicily B.C. 90—89, and consul B.C. 83, and father of C. Norbanus Flacoua,
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No.
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IT TT- ij Metal
No. Weight ^^^^ g.__^

2786
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No.



,_ ,„ . , , Metal
No. Weight

^,^^ g.^,

CIEC. B.C. 82 ; A.U.C. 672

Obverse

351

Revers

60'0

58-3

61'0

59-5

60-3

58-7

58-7

60-6

59-0

60-8

M -75

M -8

M -7

M -7

M -75

M -75

C NoRBANVS below Head
of Venus r., similar to no.

2770 ; behind, number
Vim

Type II.

With number on obverse

Prow-stem, fasces, caduceus

and ear of corn.

[PI. xl. 14.]

Similar ; number X

Similar; number XI II

Similar; number XIII

I

Similar; number XVI

Similar; number XVIII

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

(Nott)

M -75 Similar; number XX

M -75

M -8

Al -8

Similar; number XXII

Similar ; number XXV

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

A . POST . A . F . S . N . y^BlN

(AULUS POSTUMIDS AULI FILIUS SPUEII

NEPOS ALBINUS)'

Denarius

Type I.

Bust of Diana r., draped
and wearing earring and
necklace; hair drawn back

and collected into a knot
behind; at her shoulders,

quiver and bow, the end
of which is in the form
of a stag's head ; above,

bucranium.

On a rock or hill a togate

figure stands 1. near a,

lighted altar, and sprinkles

with a branch an ox des-

tined for the sacrifice

;

around, A-PoST-A- F

S • N • A_BIN ; edge ser-

rated.

[PI. xl. 15.]

' There seems little doubt that this moneyer was a son of Aulus Postumius Albinus, who
had filled the same office some yeara previously, but whose coins were struck outside Home (see
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No. Weight ^^f^l^

M -75

JR -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

2837
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No. ]Veicjht
Metal

and Size
Obverse Reverse

2844

2845

2846

2847

2848

2849

63-5

59-9

59-5

593

56-2

55-1

M -75

M -8

M -8

JR -8

M -75

M -75

C.MARI.C.F .CAPIT

(CAIUS MAEIUS CAII FILIUS GAPITO)"

Denafius

Seeibs I.

With same number on ohverse and reverse

Q- MAKI -CF. CAPIT.
around Bust of Ceres r.,'

draped, wearing earring

;

head bound with corn-

wreath ; hair falling down
her neck ; after legend,

number VI

Similar ; number Villi

Similar ; same number.

Similar; number XII

Similar ; number XIII

Similar; number XVII

Husbandman 1., ploughing
with yoke of oxen ; in r.

hand he holds staff;

above, number VI ; edge

serrated.

Similar ; number Villi

(Nott)

Similar ; same number.
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar ; number X 1

1

Similar; number XIII

Similar; number XVII

' This moneyer ia uncertain. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 201) has identified him as the a,dopted

son of the great Marius. Born in 109, the young Marius was with his father in Africa, and
on the latter's death was also distinguished by his severity towards his enemies. He was
elected consul B.C. 82, at the early age of twenty-seven, and being defeated in that year by
Sulla, near Sacriportus, took refuge in Praeneste, from which place he escaped, but shortly
afterwards perished. Babelon has placed the date of the issue of the above coins at b.c. 84,

and adds that Marius filled the ofiice of moneyer during his father's lifetime, and under his

authority, forgetting, however, the fact that the elder Marius died early in B.C. 86. On
account of the absence of any of these coins in the Monte Codruzzo hoard, and their presence
in very fine condition in those of Carrara and San Miniato, Mommsen (Hist. f)ion. rom., t. ii.

,

p. 460) considered that they were struck after EC. 80 or 79 ; but Count de Sails, who placed
the burial of the Monte Codruzzo hoard to a slightly earlier date, attributes the coins to B.C. 82.

In either case the moneyer Marius would have held office under Sulla. His identification,

therefore, with the adopted son of the great Marius does not seem possible ; at the same time
the occurrence of two members of the Maria gens, with the same praenomen and patronymic,
holding office, one as consul, the other as moneyer, in the same year would be an unusual
coincidence, especially under the then existing circumstances. Mommsen (loc. cit.) thinks that
C. Marius Gapito, A. Postumius Albinus, and L. Kutilius Flaocus formed a triumvirate of the
mint, but the coinage of the last moneyer is assigned to a slightly later date (see below, p. 395).

2 The type of the head of Ceres and the husbandman refers to the foundation of a colony,
and Babelon (vol. ii., p. 202) suggests that it may be the colony of Eporedia, which was
founded by Marius in Cisalpine Gaul circ. b.c. 100 ; but if the moneyer be no longer identified
as the adopted son of Marius this explanation seems scarcely admissible.

The numbers and symbols on the obverse and reverse, used as mint-marks iu this issue,
form three successive series. In Series I. the numbers run from I—XXI 1 1 1 ; in Series II. from
XXV—XXXII, and in Series III., from XXXIII — CXI. The exceptions mentioned by Bahr-
feldt {Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 65) may be hybrids. In each case the number is the same on the
obverse and reverse ; but in Series II. a symbol is added on the reverse, and in Series III.
the symbol is on the obverse. There is a slight variation in the type of the coins of the last
series, the moneyer's name being partly on the obverse and partly on the reverse. The letters
S , C, which occur on Scries II. and III., show that this coinage was of a special nature.

There are no bronze coins of this issue.

z z
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No. Weight

600

59-0

59-1

61-9

574

61-3

59-0

50-5

59-0

59-8

Metal
and Sine

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -75

M '75

M -75

M -8

M -8

M -75

M -75

Oftuerse

Similar ; number XVI 1 1

1

Similar; number XXIII

Similar ; number XX 1 1 1

1

Reverse

Similar ; number XV 11 1

1

[PI. xl. 17.]

Similar; number XXI II

Similar ; number XXI 1 1

1

(Nott)

Sbeies II.

With number on obverse mid same number and symbol

on reverse

Similar; number after
legend, XXVIII

Similar; number XXVII II;

countermarks on face,

two crescents.

Husbandman 1., ploughing

with yoke of oxen, &c.,

similar to no. 2844; above,

number XXVIII; in ex-

ergue, S-C [Senatus con-

sulto) and symbol, grass-

hopper ; edge serrated.

[PI. xl. 18.]

Similar ; number XXV 1! 1
1

;

symbol, mouse.

Sebies III.

With number and symbol on obverse and same number

on reverse '

behind Bust of

r., draped, head
CAPIT

Ceres
bound with corn-wreath,

&c., similar to no. 2844

;

after legend, number
XXXVI ; under her chin,

symbol, fly.

Similar; number XXXXI
;

symbol, crab.

Similar; number XXXXI 1 1 1;

symbol, ear of corn.

Similar ; number XXXXV;
symbol, dolphin.

Similar; numberXXXXVIII;
symbol, trident.

C . MAR.I . C F ,.

^ ^
(in ex-

ergue). Husbandman 1.,

ploughing with yoke of

oxen, &c., similar to

no. 2844 ; above, number
XXXVI ; edge serrated.

[PI. xl. 19.]

Similar; number XXXXI
(Nott)

Similar ; number XXXX I II

I

Similar ; number XXXXV

Similar; numberXXXXVIII
(Cracherode Coll.)

' This variety of type was restored by Trajan.
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„ TT- T * Metal
Ho. Weight

^,^^g,^_^

2860
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nT TTT • li Metal
No. Weight , , ,

.

' and /iiie

2878



„ w 1 i Metal
No. We^gU ^^^ ^.^^

CIEC. B.C. 82 ; A.U.C. 672

Ohverse

357

Reverse

2891

2892

2893

2894

60-0

62-0

62-2

52-8

M -75

M -7

M -75

M -7

Without moneyers name ^

SILVEE

Denarius

With letter on ohverse ''

Head of Venus r. , diademed,
and wearing necklace; be-

hind, letter C; before head,

countermarks, crescent

and E

Similar ; letter D

;

countermarks.

Similar : letter F

Similar ; letter I

no

Cornucopiae filled with
fruit, and bound with
fillet ; at sides EX S • C

(Ex senatus consulto)
;

all within laurel-wreath.

[PI. xl. 20.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

(Nott)

' These silver and the following bronze coins without moneyer's nnme were probably
struck at the time of Sulla's arrival in Kome, B.C. 82, after the defeat of the Marian party.
The attribution of the denarii to this date is confirmed by the evidence of finds, as no
specimens occurred in the Monte Codruzzo hoard, but a few were met with in that unearthed
at Carrara. The issue was probably not a large one, as it is rarely met with in later

hoards. In style and fabric, and in the obverse type, these coins so closely resemble those
of C. Norbanus, struck earlier in the year, that it might be supposed that the dies for the
two issues w^ere executed by the same engravers. The legend EX S . C shows that the issue
was a special one, and that it was authorized by the Senate, and the type of the reverse, a
cornucopiae, suggests that it was intended to defray the expense of some special largesse of
corn, as the inhabitants of Rome, after the recent struggle between Sulla and the Marian
party, must have been in need of some such assistance. The head of Venus was, no doubt,
selected for the obverse type, out of comi^liment to Sulla, who considered himself the favourite
of Aphrodite or "Venus, for in writing to the Greeks, and in answer to their applications, he
took the additional name of Epaphroditus, and the inscription on the trophies at the time of
his triumph was Lucius Cornelius Si'Ua BpophrocUtus (Plutarch, Sulla, 34). Babelon (vol. i.,

p. 411) is of opinion that these denarii were struck in B.C. 80, on the occasion of tlie triumph
of Sulla. Similar types, but with a double cornucopiae on the reverse, were also used about
this time for gold and silver coins struck by a quaestor of Sulla, which Count de Salis has
attributed to the East (see Babelon, vol. i., pp. 408, 409, nos. 32, 33).

Babelon (vol. i., p. 412, no. 45) has classed with these denarii the as with the reverse type of
a warrior standing on the prow, but this piece belongs to the earlier coinage of C. Liciuius L. f.

Macer, whose name in this instance had been omitted (see above, p. 321).

^ All the letters of the alphabet occur on this issue.
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No. Weight

34-0

35'0

57-0.

Zletal

and Size

JE -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiveree Reverse

M -7

M -7

BEONZE^
Quadrans

Head of young Hercules r., Prow r. ; below, R.OMA;
wearing lion's skin

;

behind, J

above, double cornu-

copiae with fruit.

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 409, no. 35.]

Sextans (?)

Head of Mercury r., wear-
ing winged petasus.

Double cornucopiae with
fruit, and bound with

fillet ; on r., KoMA

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 409, no. 36.]

Uncia

Head of Eoma r., wearing Double cornucopiae with

crested helmet and neck-
lace ; behind,

fruit; onl., RoMA

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 410, no. 37.]

' These bronze coins are attributed to Sulla on account of their resemblance in the reverse

type or symbol to the preceding denarii, and to the gold and silver coins mentioned on p. 357,

which are assigned to the East. Babelon (vol. i., pp. 408-410) has classed together all the

gold, silver, and bronze coins with reverse type a double cornucopiae, and suggests that they

were copied from the coins of Valentia in Bruttium, and that Sulla established for a short

time a mint in that city under the control of a quaestor. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 98)

doubts the connection of the bronze with the gold and silver coins ^-itli the double cornucopiae,

as he would attribute the first to an earlier date. He also thinks that the sextans (?) figured

above may be a semuncia, as it is without the marks of value. D'Ailly (Mon. rom., pp. 353, 354,

pi. l.'ixvii., nos. 7-9), on account of their weights, assigns the quadrans to the semuncial series, and

the uncia to the sextautal, and would identify the se.xtans as the semuncia. As, however, these

bronze coins are rare, and sometimes of uncertain values, and of differing fabric, he adds that

any attempt to classify them chronologically would be very conjectural. The double cornucopiae

only for the type of reverse would be an unusual occurrence in the case of a se.xtantal issue.

D'Ailly also figures a variety of the sextans (?) with the reverse type similar to the uncia, but the

petasus of Mercury is not winged ; and also an uncertain piece with male head on the obverse

and a double cornucopiae on the reverse, but v\ithout any legend (ojj. cit.^ pi. Ixxvii,, nos. 10, 11).
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nr TT7 ij Metal
No. WeigU ^^^ ^.^^ Obverse Reverse

2895 240-0 M 1-i

L.SV

(LUCIUS COENBLIUS SULLA):

As

Head of Janus, laureate

;

above, I

Prow r. ; above, L
below [IMPE]

[PI. xl. 21.]

SV;

^ The bronze coins with this legend, of which the only denomination known is the as, were
probably issued by Sulla immediately on his arrival in Rome. Such a i^roceeding would
appear to be very irregular, but about this time gold and silver coins were being struck in the
East in his name, and in that of his proquaestor, L. Manlius (see coins of the East, b.c. 82).
The coins themselves do not supply us with any evidence that they were issued with the
sanction of tbe Senate. Babelon (vol. i., p. 408) supposed that, like the gold and silver coins
with the reverse type a double cornucopiae, these were also issued at Valcntia, but as the local

mints had been long closed it seems preferable to ascribe them to the mint of the Capitol.

Their somewhat rude fabric and careless striking is at this time, in the case of bronze money,
no criterion of local issue. The as is of the semuncial standard, so that its issue belongs to a
date between b.c. 88—82.

Besides the fact that this as is the only coin bearing the name of Sulla which can be
assigned to the mint at Rome, it has a further interest, inasmuch as it is among the latest, if

not actually the last issue in that metal for a considerable period. In B.C. 82, as already
mentioned (see above, p. 317), there was a sudden cessation of bronze money at Rome,
and it was practically not resumed till nearly the end of the century, by which time the
political condition of the country had completely changed, and the government had passed
from a republic to a monarchy.
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PERIOD XI.

Circ. B.C. 81—73 ; a.u.c. 673—681

The coinages assigned to these years are those which were not present in

the Monte Codruzzo hoard, but which occurred in those unearthed at Carrara

(Tuscany), San Miniato (Tuscany), Hev-Szamos (Transylvania), Eoncofreddo

(Eomagna), Erascarolo (Prov. di Modena), Eignano (Tuscany), Licodia (Catania,

Sicily), Palestrina (Prov. di Eoma), and Ossero (Istria). The burials of these

nine hoards occurred at intervals between B.C. 79—73.

The' chief events in Eoman history during the years B.C. 81—73 were : the

dictatorship of Sulla, B.C. 81—78 ; the insurrection of Lepidus in Northern

Italy, B.C. 78—77 ; and the Sertorian war in Spain, B.C. 80—72. It is probably

due, as we shall see, to the second event, that some of the earlier hoards

were concealed. The war of Sertorius gave rise to special issues in Spain,

which are important in determining the classification of the coins struck at

the Eoman mint (see above, p. 318).

Denominations and Types.—The only denomination struck during this

Period is the denarius ; the issue of the quinarius and the sestertius being in

abeyance from this time for many years, and that of the bronze coinage being

completely suspended (see above, p. 317). This last circumstance is also of

importance in classifying the coinage after B.C. 82.

The types of the denarius vary with each moneyer, most of whom use

only one, but some employ two, and others three. Mint-marks in the form of

symbols, letters, and numbers (Eoman and Greek) are frequent, and in the

extensive issue of L. Papius (see p. 370) the symbol on the obverse and

that on the reverse bear some relation to each other in their character. The

serration of the edge of the denarius which was resumed in the later years of

the previous Period is continued; but it soon became infrequent. In the

case of two issues, those of L. Procilius (see p. 386) and C. Egnatius (see

p. 399), both serrated and non-serrated denarii were struck.

During this Period there is no instance of a mint-triiimvirate such as

occurred in B.C. 84 and 83, but there are a number of special issues, which were

necessary to meet the expenses of the largesses of corn to the Eoman people,

and also those of the war in Spain. These special issues appear to have been

almost of yearly occurrence, and Count de Salis has attributed, as a rule, only

one ordinary moneyer to each year.

There are no changes to be noticed in the forms of the moneyers' names,

except that the nomen alone never occurs. The initial of the moneyer's

grandfather is given in three instances.

Classification.—For the chronology of the coins of this Period, we must

first take into account the cessation of the bronze money at Eome ;
then the

dates of those issues which occurred outside Italy at this time, in Spain, Gaul,
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and the East (see Tables of Finds) ; and lastly, the evidence of hoards, of

which, as mentioned above, there are no less than nine. The burial of these

hoards happened at various times during B.C. 81—73. The following summary

of their contents will show their chronological order.

The Carrara hoard, discovered in 1860, consisted of about 3,000 denarii and

505 quinarii. The coins were contained in an earthenware vase which was

unearthed daring excavations for the foundations of a house on a roadway

leading to the town of Massa. The find was described by the Marchese Angelo

Eemedi (Belazione degli scavi fatti in Luni, Sarzana, 1860). In subsequent

notices since the publication of the account given by the Marchese Eemedi, it

has been shown that several coins, stated to have been in the hoard, did not

originally form part of it. Cavedoni {Bull, dell' Insl. arch., 1860, p. 203)

indicates amongst those pieces the denarius of L. Valerius Acisoulus, with

Valeria seated on a heifer (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 519, no. 16), and that of Julius

Caesar, with the type of an elephant and the pontifical attributes {ih., vol. ii.,

p. 10, no. 9). To these we would add the denarius of L. Eutilius Flaccus, with

head of Eoma and Victory in a biga, struck circ. B.C. 77 (see p. 395, note 1). The

latest pieces of the Eoman mint are those of Q. Antonius Balbus, C. Norbanus,

Q. Postumius Albinus, and C. Marius C. f. Capito, and those without a

moneyer's name, but bearing the legend EX S • C, attributed to Sulla (b.c. 82).

Coins of the first two moneyers only occurred in the Monte Godruzzo hoard.

Of the same and more recent dates, however, are the coins of G. Annius Luscus,

the proconsul, issued by his quaestors, L. Pabius Hispaniensis and G. Tar-

quitius (b.c. 82—80), and of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius (b.c. 79—77), struck

in Spain ; of C. Valerius Maccus as Imperator (b.c. 82), struck in Gaul ; and

those of the quaestor of Sulla with a female head and a double cornucopiae and

Q. (B.C. 81—80), struck in the East. From the coins not emanating from the

Eoman mint it is evident that the Garrara hoard could not have been buried

before b.c. 79 or 78, and it seems only possible to account for the absence of any

specimens of such large issues as those of G. Naevius Balbus (b.c. 81), L. Papius

(B.C. 80), and M. Volteius (b.c. 78), in the circumstance that this hoard may have

been brought from Spain, and buried in Tuscany during the revolt of Lepidus

(b.c. 78—77). This would also explain the presence of coins struck in Spain,

some of which are of a later date than those of the Eoman mint. The
Carrara hoard is remarkable for the large and unusual number of quinarii which
it contained. With the exception of a few pieces of this denomination of the

early issue, they were of a date subsequent to the passing of the Lex Clodia,

circ. B.C. 104 (see above, p. 158), and included the issues of G. Bgnatuleius,

T. Cloulius, M. Poroius Gato (Italy, b.c. 89), P. Vettius Sabinus, G. Fundanius,

L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, Q. Titius, Cn. Gornelius Lentulus, and L. Eubrius
Dossenus.

The Smi Miniato hoard was of precisely the same character as that of

Carrara, and was discovered under similar circumstances. It contained some
3,480 coins, of which 1,095 denarii, 70 quinarii, and 15 victoriati were
described by Sig. G. F. Gamurrini {Period, di Num. e Sfrag., 1873, pp. 240 f.),

and afterwards by Mommsen {Zeit. f. Num., 1875, pp. io f.). If we except

the denarii of G. PobHcius and L. Procilius with some others, which, in

3 A
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Mommsen's opinion, were not originally in the hoard, the latest pieces of the

Eoman mint ^vere the same as in the Carrara hoard, with the exception of

the Sullan denarius with EX S • C. Of the coins struck outside Italy there

were examples of the denarii of C. Annius Luscus (L. Pabius Hispaniensis), and

of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, struck in Spain ; and of C. Valerius Placcus,

struck in Gaul, but none of the East. The quinarii, too, were of precisely the

same moneyers as those in the Carrara hoard. Owing to their great similarity,

it seems almost a certainty that not only was the San Miniato hoard buried at

the same time, and under the same circumstances, as that of Carrara, but that

it may also have been brought from Spain.

The Hev-Szamos hoard, described by Dr. Priedrich Kenner (Archiv. f. Kuiide

osterreichisclwr Geschichts-Quellcn, t. xxiv., pp. 377 f.), and by the Due de Blacas

(Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., pp. 471 f.), was discovered in 1844, and con-

sisted of 120 denarii, of which 9 were without moneyers' names, the remaining

111 coins representing no less than 70 separate issaes, or an average of under

two coins to each monej'er. There were also present in the hoard 818 drachms

of Dyrrhachium and 27 other pieces undecipherable. If we except the denarius of

(Q. Pufius) Kalenus and (Mucins) Cordus (b.c. 72), which was probably added to

the find after its discovery (see p. 415, note), the latest pieces were those of

L. Cassius and M. Yolteius (b.c. 78) of the Eoman mint, and those of Q. CaeciUus

Metellus Pius struck in Spain (b.c. 79—77). It contained coins of the following

issues, also not represented in the Carrara and San Miniato hoards :—^C. Poblicius

and C. Naevius Balbus (b.c. 81), L. Papius and Ti. Claudius Ti. f . Ap. n. (b.c. 80),

and L. Procilius (b.c. 79) ; and of L. Manlius, the proquaestor of Sulla, struck in

the East. The burial of this hoard may therefore have taken place circ. B.C. 78.

The Boncofreddo hoard, which was found near Savignano in the Eomagna

in 1756, consisted of about 6,000 denarii and 17 quinarii. It was examined

and catalogued by Pietro Borghesi (Cavedoni, Bipostigli, p. 28), and though it

contained but a small number of early denarii without moneyers' names, yet

there was an almost complete series of those with their names. The latest

coins of the Eoman mint, which had not occurred in any of the previously

mentioned hoards, were those of P. Satrienus and L. Eutilius Placcus (b.c. 77)

;

of L. Lucretius Trio and L. Eustius (b.c. 76); and of 0. Egnatius Maxsumus and

L. Parsuleius Mensor (b.c. 75). The issues outside Italy were represented by

the coins, struck in Spain, of C. Annius Luscus with the quaestors' names,

L. Pabius Hispaniensis and C. Tarquitius (b.c. 82—80) ; of Q. Caecilius

Metellus Pius with his name, and those with IMPEK only (b.c. 79—77), and

of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus as quaestor (b.c. 76—72); in Gaul of C. Valerius

Placcus (b.c. 82), and in the East of L. Manlius, the proquaestor (b.c. 82).

The pieces struck in Spain of Cn. Cornelius Lentulus had not occurred in any

previous hoard, and their date of issue corresponds with the latest coins

represented of the Eoman mint. The burial of this hoard may therefore have

occurred at the end of B.C. 75, or at the beginning of the next year. Cavedoni

(Ripostigli, p. 27) thought that it may have been concealed during the Eevolt of

the Slaves under Spartacus, B.C. 73—71.

The Frascarolo hoard, discovered in 1828, near Castelvetro (12 Italian

miles from Modena), consisted of some 1,100 pieces, which were examined by
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Cavedoni {Saggio, p. 9; Bipostigli, p. 30), but as the coins were submitted

to him in batches and not all at one time, the evidence which they afford is not

absolutely trustworthy, and such pieces as those of C. Piso Prugi (b.c. 64) and

L. Furius Brocchus (b.c. 55) could not have been in the hoard originally. The

latest coins of the Eoman mint were the same as in the Eoncofreddo hoard, with

the exception of those of L. Eustius and L. Farsuleius Mensor. Of the coins

of Spain, those of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius with his name, and as Iviperator,

and those of On. Cornelius Lentulus were present, as in the Eoncofreddo

hoard. The burial of the Frasoarolo hoard therefore practically coincides with

that discovered at Eoncofreddo, i.e., circ. b.c. 75 or 74.

The Bignano hoard was discovered in 1876 during some excavations near

the town of that name, situated about ten miles from Florence. At the bottom of

a rough staircase hewn out of the tufa was found a skeleton, and near it two

lamps and an earthenware pot, containing the coins, which numbered only 96

in all. Of these, two were quinarii, the rest denarii. There was only one

early denarius, with the symbol a crescent ; all the other coins dating from

about the middle of the second century B.C. They were arranged and described

according to their condition by Prof. A. Mau, in the Bull, dell' Inst. corr. arch.,

1876, pp. 136-139, who noted among the best preserved pieces those of

C. Postumius, L. Eutilius Flaccus, and L. Farsuleius Mensor. There were also

present coins of C. Annius Luscus (L. Fabius Hispaniensis), and Q. Caecilius

Metellus Pius, struck in Spain. The date of burial also coincides with that

of the Eoncofreddo hoard. This small hoard of Eignano, though not in itself

of any special importance, illustrates the ordinary currency of the time.

The Licodia hoard, found in 1900, was another small one, aj it consisted of

only 120 denarii, representing, however, about 65 various issues. A detailed

list of the coins was supplied by Prof. E. Gabriel to the Scavi, 1900, pp. 657-8.

There was only one denarius of early type. Victory in a biga, the rest with

moneyers' names dating from the middle of the second century B.C., as in the

case of the Eignano find. The latest pieces of the Eoman mint, which were

nearly all "fine" (quasi fresco), were those of P. Satrienus, C. Postumius,

L. Eutilius Flaccus (b.c. 77), L. Lucretius Trio (b.c 76), L. Farsuleius Mensor

(B.C. 75), and L. Cossutius Sabula (b.c. 74). This last coin had not occurred in

any of the previously mentioned hoards. The coins issued in Spain were of

C. Annius Luscus (L. Fabius Hispaniensis) and of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius.

The presence of the denarius of L. Cossutius Sabula shows that the burial

of this hoard may have been a little after those of Frascarolo and Eignano,

but not later than B.C. 74.

The Palestrina hoard, which consisted of 367 denarii, 1 victoriatus and 31

quinarii, is of importance for classification, as the whole of it, a very rare

circumstance, came into the hands of Prof. W. Helbig and Prof. A. Mau, and
was described and annotated by them in the Bull, dell' Inst. corr. arch., 1874,

pp. 276 f. The denarii without and with symbols numbered seven, the rest all

bore moneyers' names, some being of early date. Throughout, the coins were
very evenly distributed, anfl. it is only in the case of three issues that there

were a considerable number. Of C. Vibius Pansa (b.c. 87) there were 17

pieces; of L. Titurius Sabinus (b.c. 87), 18 pieces; and of the triumvirate,
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L. Marcius Censorinus, P. Crepusius, and C. Mamilius Limetanus (b.c. 83),

21 pieces. The number of coins of the majority of the other issues ranged

from one to five pieces each. The latest coins of the Eoman mint were those

of P. Satrienus, C. Postumius, and L. Eutilius Elaccus (b.c. 77) ; of L. Lucretius

Trio (b.c. 76) ; of C. Egnatius Maxsumus, L. Farsuleius Mensor, and L. Piaetorius

(B.C. 75) ; and of L. Cossutius Sabula and P. Cornelius Lentulus (b.c. 74).

Most of these are described as being in very fine condition. The coin of

P. Cornelius Lentulus had not occurred in any hoard previously mentioned.

Of the coins issued outside Italy the latest were those of Q. Caecilius Metellus

Pius, struck in Spain (b.c. 79—77). The burial of this hoard must have

occurred some time in b.c. 74, and was contemporary with that of Licodia.

The Ossero hoard, which was unearthed in March, 1899, and which was

contained in a copper vessel, consisted of 475 silver coins, all denarii, with the

exception of four quinarii, struck after the passing of the Lex Clodia. The find

was divided between the museums of Ossero, Parenzo, Trieste, and Vienna

;

but before its dispersal the contents were described by Signor F. Salata {II

rijMstiglio cli denari della repiibhlica romana scoperto ad Ossero, Parenzo, 1899),

and arranged according to Babelon's classification {2Io7i. r<'p. rom.). In 1901,

Bahrfeldt republished the hoard in the Ecv. Beige, 1901, pp. 5f., arranging it

chronologically, according to the Mommsen-Blacas classification. From these

particulars it will be seen (Tables of Finds) that there were nine early denarii,

six bearing symbols only, and that the latest pieces struck at the Eoman mint

were of L. Lucretius Trio (b.c. 76) ; of C. Egnatius Maxsumus and L. Parsuleius

ileusor (b.c. 75) ; of L. Cossutius Sabula (b.c. 74) ; and of Q. Crepereius Eocus

(b.c. 78). The coins of the provincial mints were but scantily represented, as

they were only of the proconsul C. Annius Luscus (L. Fabius Hispaniensis)

(B.C. 82—80), and of Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius (b.c. 79—71), struck in Spain,

and of Sulla and his proquaestor, L. Manlius (b.c. 82), struck in the Bast.

As the denarius of Q. Crepereius Eocus, struck at Eome, was not present in

any of the previously mentioned hoards, the burial of that of Ossero may be

placed at circ. B.C. 78.

The discovery of these nine hoards, the burial of which could not have

extended over a period of more than seven to eight years, is very remarkable,

especially as we are able to account for the concealment of only a few, and

even in such cases there is great uncertainty. As the constant change of the

type of the denarius at this time renders style and fabric not a very certain

criterion, these finds of coins afford invaluable evidence for establishing the

sequence of the issues during these years. If we consider this evidence in

connection with the issues of the Eoman mint, the coinage seems to fall into

order almost year by j'ear, and when we bring these coins into relation with

those struck outside Italy at this time, especially those of Spain, what may have

been, perhaps, somewhat uncertain, becomes practically a certainty.
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Oltvertie reverse

2896

2897

2898

2899

2900

56-4: M -75

58-0

59-0

58-5

53-0

.R -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

Circ. B.C. 81 ; a.u.c. 673 '

c . poBLici . a . F

(CAIUS POBLICIUS QUINTI FILIUS)^

Denarius

IVith same letter on obverse and reverse

Bust of Eoma r., draped,

wearing helmet, orna-

mented -with gryphon's

head, and at each side

with feather ; ' hair long ;

behind, RoMA ; above,

letter A

Similar ; letter B

Similar ; letter C

Similar ; letter D

Similar ; letter E

CPoBLKI.a.F (on right).

Hercules naked, standing

1., and strangling the

Nemean lion ; at his

feet, club ; on 1., bow and
arrows in case ; above
which, letter A ; edge

serrated.

Similar ; letter B

(Nott)

Similar ; letter C

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; letter D
(Nott)

Similar : letter E

' The moneyers assigned to this year are only two in number, C. Poblicius and C. Naevius
Balbns, the latter striking a special coinage, as it bears the legend S . C (Senaiits consuHo). As
so little, if anything, is known of their history, the place to be given to these coinages, within
the limit of B.C. 81—75, can only be determined by the evidence of finds and by style and
fabric. In respect of the latter they resemble very closely the previous coinages of

A. Postumiua Albinus and C. Marius Capito, and that of L. Papius, attributed to B.C. 80.

All these series have the denarius with the serrated edge. The absence of any of the coins
assigned to this year in the Carrara and San Miniato finds has been accounted for (see p. 361).

* This moneyer is uncertain. Mommsen {Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 466) suggests that he
was a son of Q. Publicius who was praetor in B.C. 66, but on account of the date to which his

coins are here assigned he was more probably a brother. There was another Publicius of
that time, who is mentioned by Cicero as an accomplice of Catiline {in Oat., ii. 2).

^ The head of Koma wearing the helmet adorned with a feather at each side, instead of a
wing, was probably adopted from coins of C. Poblicius Malleolus, which are attributed to
Italy B.C. 90, but this form of helmet was not uncommon, and we meet with it on coins of
Ti. Veturius (Italy, b.c. 93), Q. Liitatius Cerco (Italy, b.c. 90), Q. Minucius Thermus (Italy,
B.C. 90), L. Axsius Naso (B.C. 73), and on those of other moneyers (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 33-t).

The reverse type of Hercules strangling the Nemean lion reminds us of the early coins of
Neapolis, Tarentum, and Heraclea, but as it does not seem possible to associate the design in
any way with the personal history of the moneyer's family, it may refer to the recent victory
of Sulla over the Marian party. Current events were not usually recorded on coins as early as
this time, but as we meet with exceptions in the case of L. Manlius, the proquaestor, and
A. Manlius, the quaestor, who commemorated on their gold and silver money the recent
successes of Sulla (see Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 177-179), this may be another instance.

The only iijint-marks used by C. Poblicius consist of the same letters on the obverse and
reverse. They -extend throughout the alphabet.
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Weight

58-6

63-1

59-3

64-1

60-0

57-4

60-3

54-3

58-5

62-3

61-8

59-0

62-4

62-3

53-9

Mdnl
and Size

Ohvei'sc

Ai -75 Similar ; letter F

59-4

M -8

M -75

M -75

.R -75

.R -8

JR -75

JR -75

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

Similar ; letter G

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter I

Similar ; letter l<

Similar ; letter L

Similar ; letter N

Similar ; same letter.

Similar ; letter O

Similar

;

letter Q.

Similar
;
same letter.

Similar
;
letter R.

Similar
;
letter S

Similar ; letter T

Similar ; letter X

Similar ; letter F

[PL xli. 1.]

Similar ; letter G

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter I

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar ; letter k

Similar ; letter L

Similar ; letter N
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar ; same letter.

Similar ; letter O
(Nott)

Similar ; letter Q.

Similar
; same letter.

Similar ; letter R.

Similar ; letter S

(Nott)

Similar ; letter T
(Nott)

Similar ; letter X
(Nott)

C. N/E.BA_B
(CAIUS NAEVIUS BALBUS)i

Denarius

Willi letter on obverse

C • N/E-BA.B (in exergue),Head of Juno r., wearing
diadem, earring, and
necklace, hair long ;

^

behind, S • C {Scnatus
consulto) ; below chin,

letter E

Victory, naked to the

waist, in triga r. ; horses

galloping ; she holds

reins with both hands

;

edge serrated.

' This moueyer is only known from his coins, which in fabric and style resemble very

closely those of C. Poblicius, classed to the same year. The issue was a special one. It

wiis not rcpresentsd in the Carrara and San Miniato finds (see p. 361).

- The head on the obverse may be intended for Juno Moneta, in whose temple at Rome
the mint was situated. The reverse t\pu of Victory in a iriga is unusual, and occurs only in
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XT 71- 7 J Metal
No. }\ eiqht -,

,
,

.

" and hize

59-4

60-0

60-2

56-6

60-6

62-0

59-4

59-8

58-2

58-0

60-5

68-0

60-4

.-R



3G3

Xo. n\.;-;,f
and .ii;e

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

2930
;

66-5 Al -7

i
1

2931
i 580 ; jR -75

! I

2932 59-0 .H -75

2933
;

46-0 .R -75

;

(plated)

2934 60-3 M -75

2935
i

57-0 M -75

2936 60-3

2937 60-3 M -75

-R -S

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

2933 G3-0 I
M -Id Similar

2939 60-7 M -75 Similar.

2940 59-3 ,R -75 i Similar.
I

2941 61-0 -R -75 Similar.

I

2942 49-0 M -75 ' Similar.
' (plated) I

I

;
I

2943
:

60-3 .R -75 SimUar.

2944 59-5 ' Al -75 Similar.

;

i

2945 55-4
i
^R -7

1
Similar.

i

! !

i

2946
j

60-5 ' .R -75 ' SimUar.

i
\

2947 61-0
! -R -8 Similar.

2943 61-3 .R -S Similar.

Fi^i-tvse

Similar : number X

Similar ; number XII

(Xott)

Similar ; number XV
(Xott)

Similar; number XVI

Similar ; number XX
(Xott)

Similar; number XXII

Similar; number XXXI

Similar; number XXXIII
(Xott)

Similar ; number XXXV

Similar ; number XXXV 11

1

Similar ; number XXXXV
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number J.

Similar ; number J.V
(Xott)

Similar; number ±XV

Similar; number J.XVI

Similar; number XXXIII

Similar; number ±XXVIII

Similar; number IXXVIIII
(Xott)

Similar ; number J.XXX



,. ,,. . , . Metal
No. ^]e^,Jht

„„,_,_ g-,.
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Obrerse

369

ReLu-i'.<e

2949



370

Xo. Weight

2968

2969

2970

2975

2976

Metal
an'l Shs

56-3
I

M -75
i

Similar

2974
I

61-2

COINAGE OF ROME

Ohverse

60-5
I
.R -75 i Similar.

I
I

55-0
1 M -75 Similar.

2971
I

59-8
i

.11

2972 62-7
;
A\

2973 61-0
! AX

M
60-7 ' .R

62-0
I .11

75
^

Similar.

8 I Similar.

75 Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar; number C±XXXII

Similar; numberCIXXXVI

I

Similar ; number C±XXXX
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number CC

I

Similar : number CCI

I

Similar ; number CCVI 1

1

Similar ; number CCV 1 1 1

1

Similar; numberCCXIII

Similar ; number CCXV

2977 ' 60-8 M 10

Circ. B.C. 80; \.v.v. 674'

L . PAni

(LUCIUS PAPIUS)2

Denarius

117//! symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Juno Sospita r.,

wearing goat's skin tied

under the chin ;
•' behind,

sj'mbol, amphora (no. 1)

;

bead and reel border.

L-PAPI (in exergue).
Gryphon galloping r.; be-

neath, symbol, amphora
(no. 1), placed horizon-

tally ; bead and reel

border ; edge serrated.

[PI. xli. 5.]

(Nott)

' The nione3'ei's wliose coins are attributed to this year are Lucius Papius and Tiberius

Claudius Ti. f. Ap. n. Those of the latter are of a special issue as they bear the letters S . C

{Senatus consulto). As none of these coins occurred in the Monte Codruzzo, Carrara, and San
Miniato hoards, but were present in all the other seven hoards attributed to this period, and as

they very closely resemble in fabric those assigned to the previous year, the date given to

these issues is probably approximate.

- This moneyer is only known to us from his coins. He may have been the father of

L. Papius Celsus, who filled the same office under Julius Caesar circ. E.c. 46. His coinage was
a very extensive one, as we may judge from the numerous symbols used as mint-marks.

•' The worship of Juno Sospita (or Caprotina) was introduced at Rome from Lanuvium,
the birth-place of the Papia gens. She was the protecting genius of the female sex, and

accompanied every woman through life from the moment of her birth till her death. Cicero

(De Nat. Dear., i., 29) describes her as wearing a goat's skin, and sandals bent backwards, i.e.

bent upwards at the toes (calceoli repandi), and holding a spear and a shield, as shown on coins

of L. Procilius (see below, p. 383). A statue answering to this description is in the Vatican

(tlolbig, Fiihrer. i., 307). Her usual attribute is a serpent, which inhabited a grotto near her

temple, and which was fed annuiUy by a young girl, who, if a virgin, remained unharmed, but
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372 COINAGE OF ROME

No. Weight

58-5

60-0

ilHal
and Size

61-7

59-8

57-7

54-8

60-1

61-3

61-0

61-5

63-0

58-9

M

M
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Jfo. Weight

2990

2991

2992

2993

2994

2995

2996

2997

2998

2999

3000

3001

3002

60-0

61-3

59-2

64-0

59-1

52-0

58-0

60-7

52-8

62-5

53-0

58-8

58-2

Metal
and Size

JR -7

M -75

M -8

M -7

M -75

M -75

JR -7

JR -8

JR -75

M -8

JR -75

JR -75

JR -8

Diverse Reverse

Similar ; symbol, bucra-

nium (no. 14).

Similar; symbol, butterfly

(no. 15).

Similar ; symbol, candel-

abrum (no. 16).

Similar ; same symbol (no.

17).

Similar ; symbol, Phrygian
cap (no. 18).

Similar ; symbol, cap of

skin with strings, galerus

(no. 19).

Similar ; symbol, chisel

(no. 30).

Similar ; symbol, clapper
of three pieces of wood,
(no. 20).

Similar ; symbol, base of

column (no. 21).

Similar ; symbol, comb for

carding, with strap (no.

22).

Similar ; symbol, double-

comb (?) (no. 23).

Similar ; symbol, cooking
vessel with square handle
(no. 24).

Similar ; symbol, cornu-
copiae (no. 25).

Similar ; symbol, double

axe, bipeniiis (no. 14).

Similar; symbol, fly (no.

15).

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, fire-dog

(no. 16).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, end-rest

of couch, fulcrum (no.

17).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, narrow
sword with open handle
(no. 18).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbols, two
spears (no. 19).

(Blacas CoU.)

Similar ; symbol, mallet
(no. 30).

Similar; symbol, fan or
fly-flap (no. 20).

[PI. xU. 6.]

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, capital of

Corinthian column (no.

21).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, knife,

spatula (no. 22).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, two rings

united by two bars (no.

23).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, ladle with
long handle (no. 24).

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, bunch of

grapes (no. 25).
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Ko.

3003

3004

8005

3006

3007

3008

3009

3010

3011

3012

3013

3014

3015

3016

3017

n eight , ,-,.
' and Size

55-4

59-3

61-6

61-4

59-9

59-4

60-4

56-6

60-3

59-5

60-4

60-0

57-5

58-0

59-2

.H
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No.

3018

3019

3020

3021

3022

3023

3024

3025

3026

3027

3028

3029

3030

3031

Weight

59-5

58-9

54-1

63-7

56-4

58-0

51-1

57-5

61-9

53-1

61-0

59-2

57-7

60-5

Metal
and Size



376 COINAGE OP EOME

No. Weight
Metal

and Sisc
Obverse Reverse

53-9
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No.

3046

3047

3048

3049

3050

3051

3052

3053

Weight
Metal

and Size
Obverse

3054

3055

3056

3057

3058

56-0



.37N COINAGE OF EO.AfE

K'l. \]'etglit

3959
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No. Welijlit

60-1

59-6

63-0

56-9

60-0

60-7

60-8

62-8

51-3

56-0

61-5

56-3

Metal
and Sue

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -8

M -75

JR -7

M -8

M -75

M -75

Obverse

Similar ; symbol, staff with

double hook at one end
(no. 97).

Similar ; symbol, standard

(no. 98).

Similar ; symbol, strainer

or funnel (no. 99).

Similar; symbol, sword in

sheath with strap (no.

100).

Similar ; symbol, voting

tablet [tahella), inscribed

PA'
^ (no. 101).

Similar ; symbol, thyrsus

(no. 102).

Similar; symbol, ticket of

bone, leaf-shaped (no.

103).

Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 104).

Similar; symbol, tripod or

butcher's block on legs

(no. 105).

Similar ; symbol, tripod

(no. 106).

Similar ; symbol, turnip

(no. 107).

Similar ; symbol, vase with
long neck and strap (no.

108).

Reverse

Similar; symbol, knuckle-

bone, astragalus (no. 97).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, serpent

(no. 98).

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, amphora
(no. 99).

[PI. xli. 13.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, trumpet,

Sarmatian (no. 100).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, cista with
handle across, scrinium

(no. 101).

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; symbol, ivy-

branch (no. 102).

Similar ; symbol, ticket of

bone, egg-shaped (no.

103).

Similar ; symbol, dolphin

(no. 104).

Similar; symbol, butcher's

knife (no. 105).

Similar ; symbol, vase with
cover (no. 106).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, carrot

(no. 107).

Similar ; symbol, cauldron
with two handles across

(no. 108).

(Nott)

' This tablet is supposed by Mommsen {Hid. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 465) to refer to the Lex
Papia de Yestalium lectione, which regulated the election of the vestal virgins, and limited the
powers of the Pcntife.ic Maximus. The Le,v Papia de Feregrinis was not passed till some years
after the issue of these coins, viz., iu B.C. 65.
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^'o. Weight Hetal
and Size

Oiverse Reverse

3085

3086

62-4
i

.R -8

61-0 M -8

8087

3088

3089

56-2

60-5

60-3

M -8

.-R -75

M -75

3090

3091

3092

3093

3094

3095

59-5

60-3

61-4

.R -75

,R -7

Al -7

62-3 A\ -8

61-3

56-2

.R -8

Similar ; symbol, vase with
handle and spout (no.

109).

Similar ; symbol, vase with
two handles and string

for suspension (no. 110).

Similar ; symbol, vase,

similar to the preceding
(no. 111).

Similar ; symbol, volumen
or scroll (no. 112).

Similar ; symbol, water-

cock, or valve for water-

pipe (no. 113).

Similar; symbol, well-head,

jmteal (no. 114).

Similar; symbol, wheel with

four spokes (no. 115).

Similar ; symbol, wolf's

head (no. 116).

Similar ; symbol, wreath
(no. 117).

Similar ; similar symbol
(no. 118).

.R 75 Similar; symbol, yoke (no.

I

119).

Similar ; symbol, lamp-
feeder (no. 109).

Similar ; symbol, vase, a^n-

piiUa, with string for

suspension (no. 110).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, strigil

(no. 111).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, stilus (no.

112).

Similar ; symbol, water-

pipe with double conduit

at one end, and arm at

the other (no. 113).

[PI. xli. 14.]

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, fountain

(no. 114).

Similar ; symbol, wheel with

eight spokes (no. 115).

Similar ; symbol, lion's

head (no. 116).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, lituus

(no. 117).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, torque

(no. 118).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, chariot

(no. 119).

(Nott)



,, Ti- 7 i Metal
No. We^gM

^,,^^ g .^^

3096 48-8 M -75

(plated)

CIEC. B.C. 80; A.U.C. 674

Obverse

381

Reverse

Tl .CLAD .Tl . F . A*. N

(TIBEEIUS CLAUDIUS TIBERII FILIUS

APPII NEPOS)'

Denarius

With number on reverse

Bust of Diana r.,* diademed
and draped, her hair

drawn back and collected

into a knot behind ; at

her shoulders, quiver and
bow, the end of which is

in the form of a stag's

head ; under chin, S • C

{Senatus consulto).

Tl .CLADTI . F ,.

ergue). Victory in biga

r., horses galloping; she

holds palm-branch and
reins in 1. hand, and
wreath in r. ; under biga,

number I ; edge serrated.

(Nott)

1 This moneyer is probably the Tiberius Claudius Nero, who served under Pompey the
Great in the war against the pirates in B.C. 67, and who was the grandfather of the emperor
Tiberius. Nothing certain appears to be linown of his father, who bore the same name as

himself, or of his grandfather, Appius Claudius, as the latter could not well have been the
praetor who had Hispania Ulterior as his province in B.C. 195.

There has been some difference of opinion as to the date when Tiberius Claudius filled the
post of moneyer. Mommsen (Rom, Miinz., p. 613) puts it between B.C. 81—69; the Due de
Blacas (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 439, note) between B.C. 86—83; and Cavedoni
(Borghesi, (Buvres compl., t. i., p. 186) between B.C. 79—73. The Due de Blacas assigns the
issue to the earlier date, because one siDecimen was said to have occurred in the Cingoli hoard,
but Garrucci, in his account of that hoard (Bull. deW Inst, arch., 1865, p. 171) draws attention
to the circumstance that some two or three coins, which were reported as forming part of it,

were added by the peasant who discovered it, and he specially mentions the single coin of
Tiberius Claudius as one of the suspected pieces, as it differed in patina from other coins in

the hoard, and, besides, it was not so well preserved as it would have been, if it had been buried
with the rest of the coins. If the coins of Tiberius Claudius had been struck as early as B.C.
86—83, some would probably have occurred in the Monte Godruzzo, Carrara, and San Miniato
hoards, but this was not the case. The date assigned to this issue by Count de Salis seems,
therefore, to be the most probable one. The presence of the letters S . C (Senatus consulto)
shows that this coinage was of a special nature.

^ The obverse type of the bust of Diana was evidently copied from the coins of A. Postumius
Albinus, struck about two years previously (see p. 351), but the dies were evidently
executed by a somewhat less skilful hand. In this instance it refers to the Sabine origin of
the Claudia gens. The worship of Diana was introduced into Rome by the Sabines and by the
Latins on their becoming plebeians, and she was honoured by them before the state took any
notice of her. Varro (de L'ng. Lat., v. Ii) expressly affirms that the worship and name of
Diana had come from the Sabines, and, moreover, the Aventine, on which her temple stood,
was first occupied by that conquered nation, when it was transplanted to Eome.

The reverse type of Victory may relate to the successes of C. Claudius Nero, an ancestor
of the moneyer over Hannibal and Hasdrubal in Italy, for which he received a triumph
(Hor., Oarm., iv., 4).

Two series of mint-marks occur on this coinage ; one consisting of a single number which
runs from I—CLXV at least; the other of the letter A and a running number to about
CLXXXII (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 38). Borghesi ((Buvres compl.,t. i., p. 185) interprets
this letter A as meaning Alter. The mint-marks are met with only on the reverse.

There are hybrids formed of the obverse of the denarius of Ti. Claudius, and the
reverses of those of C. Naevius Balbus (see above, p. 366;; of L. Lucretius Trio (see
below, p. 396, Type II.), and of C. Mamilius Limetanus (see above, p. 343) ; and another with
the reverse of the denarius of Ti. Claudius, and the obverse of an early one with the head
of Koma and the mark of value, X (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1877, p. 37, and Num. Zeit., 1896,
PP-88, SU).
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No. WeigU ^^ff." and bne

3097 61-8 jR -75 Similar.

Olverse

3098

3099

8100

3101

3102

3103

3104

3105

3106

3107

3108

3109

3110

3111

3112

58-7

52-7

594

59-3

64-4

60-8

60-4

61-8

57-1

M -75

M -8

M -75

M -7

M -8

M -75

JR -75

M -75

M -7

59-1 I M -75

61-6 .11 -75

58-1

63-3

61-1

59-7

3113
1

63-7

M -75

M -8

.11 -8

Al -7

.-R -7

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar; number illl

Similar ; number XXV
(Nott)

Similar; number XXVIII
(Nott)

Similar ; number XXX 1 1

1

(Nott)

Similar ; number XXXV

Similar; number XXXXI

I

Similar ; number ±1

1

[PI. xli. 15.]

Similar; number ±XX

I

(Nott)

Similar; number ±XXXII
(Nott)

Similar ; number ±XXX 1 1 11

(Nott)

Similar; number ±XXXV1

1

(Nott)

Similar ; number ±XXXXI 1

1

(Nott)

Similar ; number CX 1 1

1

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number CXVII

Similar ; number CXXXV
(Nott)

Similar ; number C±l II

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; numberC±XIII
(Nott)



No. Weight

3114

Uletal

3115

3116

3117

3118

3119

3120

3121

3122

3123

3124

3125

3126

i eigihi
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No. Weight

3127

3128

3129

3130

3131

3132

3133

3134

3135

3136

3137

3138

3139

3140

3141

57-7

57-5

56-0

53-0

60-6

58-4

53-5

57-2

57-7

60-3

65-6

54-3

60-7

64-3

60-0

Metal
and Size

Al -75

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -7

M -75

/R -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -8

M -75

M -8

M -75

M -76

COINAGE OF EOMB

Obverse

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; countermark on
face, cross.

Similar ; no countermark.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Heverse

Similar ; letter and number,
AXXXXVI

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter and number,
AXXXXVII

Similar ; letter and number,
A-±ll

Similar ; letter and number,
A-IVI

Similar ; letter and number,
A±XI

(Nott)

Similar ; letter and number,
AIXII

(Nott)

Similar ; letter and number,
A±XVIII

(Nott)

Similar ; letter and number,
A±XXVI

Similar ; letter and number,
AIXXXVI

Similar ; letter and number,
AIXXXVIIII

(Nott)

Similar ; letter and number,
A-CI

Similar ; letter and number,
ACXX

(Nott)

Similar ; letter and number,
A-CXXIII

Similar ; letter and number,
A CXXV

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar ; letter and number,
ACXXVIII



No. Weiijlit
Metal

and Si~€

CIEC, B.C. 79; A.U.G. f.7.5

Obverse

385

Rever!^e

3142

3143

3144

3145

3146

58-9

59-6

54-6

58'8

60-0

M -8

.R -75

M -8

M -75

M -75

Circ. B.C. 79; a.u.c. 675'

L.VO. L. F .5"^^

(LUCIUS VOLTBIUS LUCII FILIUS STEABO) ^

Denarius

With letter on obverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, letter A

Similar ; letter D

Similar ; letter F ; counter-

mark on r., crescent.

Similar ; letter

countermark.

Similar ; letter L

no

L-VO-L. F-S'R/% (in ex-

ergue). Buropa seated
facing on bull, galloping

1., and holding her veil,

which floats over her
head; behind bull,
winged thunderbolt ; be-

low, vine-leaf; edge
serrated.

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xli. 17.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

' It would appear, according to Count de Salis's view, that the same conditions prevailed at
the mint during this year as in the two previous ones, and that the officials consisted of
one ordinary moneyer, L. Volteius Strabo, and one special moneyer, L. Procilius. The reasons
for assigning the coins of these moneyers to the same year are given below.

- This moneyer is uncertain, but he may have been the L. Volteius, a friend of L. Caecilius
Metellus, who was propraetor of Sicily B.C. 70, and who is mentioned by Cicero [in Verr., iii. 66).
The interpretation of the monogram V.O is doubtful, as it might apply to the Volcatia, Volumnia,
or Volusia gens as well as to the Volteia (Mommsen, Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 522), but the
last seems to be the more probable solution as M. Volteius, the moneyer of the following year,
uses the same obverse type on some of his coins. Nor does the cognomen Strabo help us out
of the difficulty, as it was borne by several families (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 568).

The absence of the coins of this moneyer from all the hoards assigned to this Period makes
it difficult to fix their date. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 522) gives them to B.C. 74— 50,
and Babelon (vol. ii., p. 567) places them about B.C. 60. The strong resemblance of the
obverse type to that of the coins of L. Procilius, which are also assigned here to B.C. 79, and
the serrated edge favour a somewhat earlier date. Their absence from all the finds of this Peril id

may possibly be due to the smallness of the issue, though it must be admitted that the mint-
letters probably extended throughout the Latin alphabet.

Xo satisfactory explanation of the type of this denarius in connection with the moneyer
has been suggested. It may, however, be noticed that on the coins of M. Volteius (see p. a88)
we meet with the type of the head of Jupiter and his temple on the C.ipitol.

There is a hybrid consisting of the reverse of the denarius of L. Volteius Strabo and the
obverse of that of Q. Antonius Balbus (see above, p. 344, and Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit. 1897
p. 103).

3 D
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No. Weight "^^f'"'
and bi:e

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse Reverse

3147

3148

3149

62-2 M -75

58-6 M -75

57-5 M -7

L. PROCILI . F

(LUCIUS PEOCILIUS FILIUS)"

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

behind, S • C (Senatus con-

sulto).

Similar.

Similar.

p
(m field).

Juno Sospita standing r.,

hurling spear with r.

hand, and holding shield

in 1. ; she wears goat-
skin on her head, close-

fitting dress, and sandals
with the toes turned
back (calceoU repandi)

;

before her, serpent, erect.

[PI. xli. 18.]
(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Craoherode Coll.)

' This moneyer is generally identified -vdtln a certain Procilius, who was tribune of the
plebs in B.C. 56, and two years later was accused by Clodius of violent acts committed during
his tribuneship, and was condemned. He is supposed to have been the same person as the
historian who was a contemporary of Cicero, and whose praenomen is not recorded. He is the
only member of his gens of whom coins are known. It may be noticed that in the legend the
praenomen of the father is omitted, being, probably, the same as that of the son. Coins of this

issue occurred in the Hev-Szamos and later hoards assigned to this Period, with the exception
of that of Rignano. It was a special one as shown by the letters S . C (Senatus consulto).

Little is known of the Procilia gens, but it may be inferred from the types of the coins

that it came originally from Lanuvium. The origin of the worship of Juno Sospita, or

Lanuvina, has been already mentioned (see above, p. 370), and the representation of that
divinity on the reverse of Type I. tallies precisely with the description by Cicero of her
statues

—

Jllam nosiravi Sospita'}n, quam tu nunquatn ne in soninis quidem vides, nisi cum
pelle caprina, cum hasta, cum seutulo, cum calceolis repandis {De Nat. Dear., i. 29). In
this instance, and also in Type II., she is represented in her militant character, and as

the protectress against the dangers of war. In both cases she is accompanied by her special

attribute, the serpent.

The similarity of the obverse of Type I. to that of the denarius of L. Volteius Strabo has

been noticed above. A remarkable peculiarity of the coins of L. Procilius is that those of

Type I. have the edge plain, whilst those of Type II. are serrated. This shows that the

serration of the edge had no fi.xity, and was not a distinctive mark of a special coinage (see

also coins of C. Egnatius, p. 400, note).

Bahrfeldt {Zeit. f. Num.. 1877, p. 36) mentions a hybrid consisting of the reverse of the

d(j:narius (Type II.) of h. Procilius and of the obverse of that of L. Jiilius (see above, p. 233).
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No.

3150

"^*»''* and Size
Obverse Reverse

3151

3152

3153

63'0

62-9

62-0

58 5

M -75

M -8

M -75

M -75

Type II.

Head of Juno Sospita r.,

wearing goat's skin, tied

under the cliin ; behind,

S • C (Senatus consuUo).

Similar.

LPROCILI-F (in ex-

ergue). Juno Sospita,

armed with spear and
shield, in biga r., horses
galloping ; she v/ears

goat-skin on her head,

and close-fitting dress

;

under horses, serpent,

erect ; edge serrated.

[PI. xli. 19.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Circ. B.C. 78; a.u.c. 676'

L . CASSI . a . F

(LUCIUS CASSIUS QUINTI FILIUS)'

Denarius

Head of Liber r., crowned
with ivy; hair falling in

long lock on r. shoulder

;

thyrsus over 1.

Similar.

Head of Libera 1., crowned
with vine and grapes

;

hair long ; behind,
L . CASSI • a F

[PI. xli. 20.]

Similar.

' The coinages attributed to B.C. 78 are of L. Cassius Q. f. and M. Tolteius M. f. The
latter appears to haye struck a special, as well as an ordinary coinage. The rarity of the
coins of L. Cassius would lead us to suppose that his issue was not very extensive. If we
except the single specimen of the denarius of (Q. Pufius) Kalenus and (Mucins) Cordus (see
above, p. 362), those of L. Cassius and M. Volteius were the latest in date that occurred in the
Hev-Szamos hoard. There was only one specimen of the former, and two of the latter, in the
find. Specimens of both issues were included in_the Eoncofreddo and Frascarolo hoards, but
only those of M. Volteius in other finds of this Period.

^ This moneyer is generally identified with L. Cassius Longinus, who was praetor B.C. 66

;

a candidate for the consulship B.C. 63, and three years later, being accused of taking part in
the conspiracy of Catiline, was condemned to death. Sallust (OatiHna, xvii.) and other ^Titers
give him the cognomen Longiiius, but he is usually spoken of as L. Cassius only. There was
another L. Cassius, who was a military tribune B.C. 69, but he would appear to have been too
young to strike these coins (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 463).

The similarity of the obverse type of the coins of L, Cassius and of some of those of
M. Volteius (Type III.) shows that the two issues were probably contemporaneous, and that
these moueyers may have been colleagues at the mint.

The types of his coins. Liber and Libera, refer to the erection at the foot of the Aventine,
near the Circus Maximus, of the temple dedicated to Ceres and these divinities by the consul,
Spurius Cassius, in B.C. 493. Preller {Rotn. Mythologie, vol. ii., pp. 37 f.) has shown the connec-
tion between the temple of Ceres and the cult of Liber Pater and Libera, or the Libertas of the
Plebs, a cause to which the Cassia gens, as shown by their coins, were specially devoted (Babelon,
vol. i., p. 329). The Aedes Oereris became the temple of the lnherta^ of the Plebs, and it was there
that the decrees of the Senate were deposited for the inspection of the tribunes of the people.
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Ko. Weight ^'f"''and Size
Obverse Reverse

3154 63-0

3155

3156

60-0

59-6

Al -75

M -75

M -75

3157 :
56-5 I .11 -75 Similar

M.VOLTEI.M.F

(MAEGUS VOLTEIUS MAECI EILIUS)*

Denarius

TjTDe I.

Head of Jupiter r., laureate.

Similar.

Similar.

M.VOLTEI.M.F (in ex-

ergue). The tetrastyle

Doric temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus -with closed

doors ; the pediment is

ornamented ^Yith a

thunderbolt, and sur-

mounted by a range
of ornamented crockets

;

acrotcria at the lower
angles and apex.

[PI. xlii. 1.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

1 Of this moneyer we have no information beyond that supplied by his coins. He may,
however, have been related to L. Volteius, whose coinage is attributed to the previous year.

The date of ofifice as moneyer of M. Volteius is ascertainable within somewhat narrow limits

from the evidence of finds, and from the types and fabric of his coins. They were probably the

latest that occurred in the Hev-Szamos hoard, and must have been struck shortly before the

burial of the later finds attributed to this Period (see Tables of Finds). The obverse types of

the denarii are very similar to those of other contemporary issues, e.g., those with the head of

Jupiter are like the coins of L. Volteius Strabo and L. Procilius (B.C. 79) ; those with the head of

Liber are like the coins of L. Cassius of the same year ; and those with the bust of Attis (?) are

similar in type and fabric to coins of P. Satrienus (B.C. 77) with the head of Mars (see below,

p. 392). M. Volteius must, therefore, have held ofiice in or about e.g. 78, and it is very probable
that he had as colleague L. Caasius, and, moreover, that his issue was at least partly a special one.

Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 468) has given an interesting explanation of the types

of the coins of M. Volteius, and has shovra that they probably relate to the five principal

agonistic festivals, which were celebrated annually at Rome. Type I., with the head of

Jupiter and a representation of his temple on the Capitol would refer to the ludi Ro7nani,

established by Tarquin the Ancient, and celebrated in September ; Type II., with the head

of Hercules and the Erymanthian boar to the ludi Pleheii, games and fetes held in

November in honour of that divinity, under whose special protection were the combats

of the palaestra and musical contests; Type III., with the head of Liber, or Bacchus, and

Ceres in a chariot to the hidi Cereales in honour of Ceres, Liber, and Libera, held during

the month of April ; Type IV., with the bust of Attis (?) and Cybele in a chariot to the ludi

Megalenses^ which were celebrated also in April in honour of Cybele, the Mother of the Gods,

and in commemoration of the transportation to Eome from Pessinus, in B.C. 204, of the sacred

stone representing the goddess, M'hich was a few years later deposited in her temple on the

Palatine ; and Type V., with the head of Apollo and a tripod to the ludi ApolUnares, held in

July, which were founded in B.C. 212, in honour of Apollo, and which are so often recorded

on Roman republican coins.

The helmeted bust on Type IV. has been identified by Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii.,

p. 469) as that of Attis, the beautiful Phrygian shepherd, who was beloved by Cybele, and
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JVo. Weight

3165

3166

3167

3168

3169

3170

3171

3172

3173

3171

3175

3176

3177

3178

3179

64-2

50-8

57-5

59-4

59-0

58-0

58-2

63-5

58-0

590

60-3

59-3

61-0

61-0

Metal
and Size

JR -7

M -75

M -7

JR -75

JR -75

JR -8

jR -7

M -75

JR -75

JR -7

JR -7

JR -7

JR -75

JR -8

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

59-8 JR -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; countermark be-

fore head, P

Similar ; no countermark.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; symbol, club.

(Craeherode Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, eagle.

Similar ; symbol, helmet
with crest.

Similar ; symbol, ladder.

Similar ; symbol, plectrum.

Similar ; same symbol.
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, rudder.

Similar ; symbol, satyr's

head.

Similar; symbol, shield.

Similar; symbol, spear-head.

Similar ; symbol, thyrsus.

Similar ; symbol, tortoise.

Similar ; symbol, tripod-

stand.

(de SaHs Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, weight
with strap.

Type IV.

With symbol on obverse and Greek number on reverse'^

Bust of Attis (?) r., draped,

and wearing helmet,

wreathed with laurel

;

behind, symbol, winged
caducous.

M-VoLTEI-M.F (in ex-

ergue). Cybele seated

in chariot r., drawn by

two lions ; she holds

patera in r. hand, and

reins in 1. ; above, Greek

number B
(Blacas Coll.)

^ The numbers appear to extend to fl E (= 85) at least.
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No.

3180

3181

3182

3183

3184

3185

3186

3187

3188

3189

3190

3191

3192

3193

3194

3195

3196

3197

3198

3199

Weight
Metal

anti Size

59-0
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No.

3200

3201

3202

3203

3204

3205

3206

3207

Weight ^f^^and Size

60-9

68-4

61-3

60-7

52-0

53-4

60-3

59-2

3208 59-6

M -7

M -7

M -75

M !

M -7

M -75

M -7

M -7

M -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse

Similar; symbol, dolphin.

Similar ; symbol, prow.

Similar; symbol, altar.

Similar; number NH

Similar ; number H
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; number HZ

Similar ; number O

Similar; number OZ
Similar ; symbol, sprinkler.

I Similar ; number fl

Similar ; symbol, human
foot.

Similar ; symbol, quiver
and bow.

Similar ; symbol, ladder.

Ueverse

Similar; number NZ
(Nott)

Type V.

Head of Apollo r., laureate

;

hair in two long locks.

M-VOLTEI.M.F (in ex-

ergue). Tripod lebes

;

the centre leg entwined
with serpent; on 1., S- C

(Se7iatus consulto); on r.,

D -T (De tliesauro).

[PI. xlii. 5.]

(Nott)

Circ. B.C. 77; A.u.c. 677'

P . SATRIENVS

(PUBLIUS SATEIENUS)^

Denarius

Head of young Mars r.,

wearing crested helmet.^
P . SATRIE ,. ,

NVS ('^ exergue).

Wolf walking 1. ; above,

ROMA
[PI. xlii. 6.]

' Specimens of the coinages of all three moneyers, P. Satrienus, C . Postumius Tatius, and
li. Rutilius riaccus, attributed to this year, were met with in the Boncofreddo, Prascarolo,

Licodia, Rignano, and Palestrina hoards, with the exception that the coins of P. Satrienus were
absent at Rignano, and those of C. Postumius Tatius at Roncofreddo. As coins of all the issues

were absent from the Hev-Szamos find, it is conclusive evidence that they were not struck till

after its burial. We have thus an ascertainable date for these issues, which Count de Salis has

assigned to circ. B.C. 77.

^ Pnblius Satrienixs is only known to us from his coins, as ancient writers do not make any
mention of the Satriena gens. The name may have been derived from Satrius, like Nasidieniis

from Nasidius, Matienus from Matins, &c. Several members of the Satria gens, who flourished

about this time, may have been connected with this moneyer. This is the only member of

this family of whom we have coins.

•* Thi,5 head may be of Mars or Roma, but more probably of the former, as the features are
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Ko. VeirjU
„,,j,5,,.

62-7

60-7

50-6

M -7

56-4
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No. Weight

60-0

57'0

55-3

54-3

59-5

57-4

62-2

59-7

60-2

58-3

59-6

62-0

56-3

61-7

Mtfal
and Si-e

Al -7

M

M

.R

M

.R

.R

M

M

.R

,R

M

M

M -7

Diverse

Similar ; number XXXXVl I

Similar ; same number.

Similar; number ±1

Similar; number ±11

Similar; number ±VI I II

Similar ; number ±X

Similar; number ±X II

Similar ; number XX 1 1 1

1

Similar; number ±XXI

I

Similar ; number ±XXX

Similar; number ±XXXVI

Similar ; number
IXXXXVllll

Similar ; number C

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

(Nott)

C . POSTVMI . A
(CAIUS POSTUMIUS TATIUS?')

Denarius

Bust of Diana r., draped;
her hair drawn back and
tied into a knot behind

;

at her shoulders, quiver

and bow, the latter

terminating in a stag's

head.

^•f^O|JVMI(i, exergue).

Hound running r.

;

around his neck, collar

;

below, hunting spear.

[PL xlii. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

1 This moneyer is also unknown, except from his coins. The surname TA or AT is uncertain,

as these initials are not found elsewhere in any cognomen connected with the Postumia gens.

As, however, the same monogram occurs on coins in conjunction with the head of the Sabine king,



„ „, . , . Metal
No. Weigtit

^„j g^,.

CIEC. B.C. 77; A.U.C. 677

Obverse

395

Rev erne

3239

3240

3241

3242

3243

3244

61'3

58-6

57-2

63-9

58-3

61-7

M -75

/R -75

M -75

^l '75

M -75

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

L . RVTILI . FLAG

(LUCIUS EUTILIUS FLACCUS^)

Denarius

Head of Eoma r.,^ wearing
•winged helmet orna-

mented 'with gryphon's
head, earring of single

drop, and necklace ; visor

in three pieces, even at

the ends ; hair long and
tied ; behind, FLAG

Similar.

Similar ; the visor of the

helmet is peaked.

L-KVTILI (in exergue).

Victory, naked to the hips,

in biga r., horses gallop-

ing ; she holds wreath in

r. hand, and reins in 1.

[PI. xHi. 9.]

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xlii. 10.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

Tatius, struck by L. Titurius Sabinus (see above, p. 297) and T. Vettius Sabinus (see below,

p. 417), it is not impossible that the Postumia gens, which was one of the most ancient,
may have claimed descent from that king. P. Postumius Q. f. Tubertus was consnl in B.C. 505,
only five years after the expulsion of the kings. The cognomen would, therefore, be Tatius or
Tatianus.

Ko coins of this issue were met with in the Hev-Szamos and Eoucofreddo hoards, but as
they were present in that of Frascarolo and in others assigned to this Period, the date
B.C. 64 given by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 382) as the approximate one of their striking is somewhat
too late.

Like other members of his family, who filled the office of moneyer (see coins of A.
Postumius Albinus S. f., Babelon, vol. ii., p. 379, no. 4; and of A. Postumius A. f. S. u. Albiuus,
above, p. 351), C. Postumius places the bust of Diana Aventina on his money in commemoration
of events connected with the battle of Lake Regillus. The hound, shown on the reverse, was
the constant companion of the goddess in her capacity as the Huntress.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 75) mentions a denarius of this issue without the cognomen
A, which belonged to Signer Sarti of Rome, and which is now in the Haeberlin collection.
There is also a hybrid consisting of the reverse of this denarius and of the obverse of that
of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Wwm., 1877, p. 37).

' This moneyer is uncertain, but Cavedoni (Nuovi Studi, p. 25) proposed to identify him
with the senator, L. Kutilius, who was one of the judges in the action against Cluentius in
B.C. 69 (Cicero, pro Cluentw, Ixv., 182). This is the only member of the Kutilia family of
whom coins are known. Specimens of this issue occurred in all the hoards assigned to this
Period, with the exception of those of San Miniato and Hev-Szamos. It is possible that the
smgle specimen of this coinage, which was said to have been in the Carrara hoard, was, like
some other pieces, added after its discovery (see above, p. 361).

- The types of the head of Eoma and of Victory in a biga relate to some event connected
with the moneyer's family, of which there is no other record. The obverse type is a revival of
the one which had been so long exclusively used, but had fallen into disuse.
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No. Weight ^f^^and bize

COINAGE OF EOME

Diverse Severse

3245

3246

3247

59-2

57-0

60-8

JR -75

M -8

Cij-c. B.C. 76; A.u.c. 678'

L . LVCFLETI . TRIO

(LUCIUS LUCEETIUS TEIO^)

Denarius

Type 1.3

Head of Sol r., radiate.

Similar.

L.LVCRETI-TRlo below
and above Crescent moon
surrounded by seven

stars {scptem Triones).

[PI. xlii. 11.]

Similar.

Type II.'

With number on obverse ^

JR -75 i Head ofNeptune r., laureate;

behind, trident and num-
ber XVI

L.LVCR.ETI, 1 ^,. ,

TRIO belovr \\ mged

Genius on dolphin r.,

which he guides with a

bridle.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

* There are two monoyers whose coins are attributed to this year, L. Lucretius Trio and
L. Rustius : the former an ordinary moneyer, the latter a special one, as shown by the letters

S , C (Senatus consuUo). The coins of L. Lucretius Trio were present in the Eoncofreddo,

Prascarolo, Rignauo, Licodia, Palestrina, and Ossero finds, but those of L. Rustius occurred

only in that of Eoncofreddo.
" No mention is made of this moneyer by ancient writers. An earlier member of the

Lucretia gens, Cn. Lucretius Trio, who filled the ofiice of moneyer in the middle of the second

century B.C. (see above, p. 132), had the same cognomen, which only occurs on coins in

connection with that family. The present moneyer may have been his grandson.

^ This type is an allusion to the moneyer's name. The sun and moon which give the

greater light [lux) are intended to refer to the gentile name, Lucretius, whilst the seven

stars {septem Trinnes), which form the constellation of the Great Bear, are a type parlant

of the cognomen Trio. Such fanciful and punning allusions to names were not unusual at

that time at Rome (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 152, 153).

^ The head of Neptune and the Genius on the dolphin are evidently intended to record

some naval event connected with a member of the moneyer's family, and not improbably with

C. Lucretius Gallus, who, in B.C. 181, was created duumvir navalif with C. Matieuus, in order

to equip a fleet against the Ligurians. Ten years later, when appointed praetor, he received

the command of the fleet in the war against Perseus of Macedon (Babelon, vol. ii., p. lo2).

The reverse type of the rider and the dolphin may have been suggested by the early coins of

Tarentum.
* The mint-numbers run, at least, to LXXX.
There are restorations by Trajan of both types of the denarius (Babelon, vol. ii.

, p. 153).
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»T TTT • 7 J.
Metal

No. Weight
^„^ g,,.

3248
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No. Weight

3267



No. Weight
Metal

and Sizt

3274

3275

59-9

43-0

M -75

M -8

(plated)

CIEG. B.C. 75 ; A.U.C. 679

Ohverse

399

Hrvcvse

Girc. B.C. 75; a.u.o. 679'

C . EGNATIVS CN . F . CN . N . MAXSVMVS

(CAIUS EGNATIUS CNABI FILIUS CNAEI
NEPOS MAXSUMUS3)

Denarius

Type I. 3

Bust of Venus r., draped,

wearing diadem and necl^;-

lace ; liair rolled back and
collected into a knot ; on
her shoulders, Oupid; be-

hind bust, MAXSVMVS

Similar.

C EGNATIVS -CN- F ,.

CN • N ^^^

exergue). Libertas draped
and crowned by Victory
in biga 1. ; horses walk-
ing ; behind, her cap

;

edge serrated.

Similar.

[PI. xlii. 15.]

' To this year have been assigned the coinages of three moneyers, C. Egnatius Cn. f. Cn. n.

Maxsumus, L. Farsuleius Mensor, and L. Plaetorius L. f. Of these, Egnatius issued an ordinary
coinage, but those of Farsuleius and Plaetorin.s are special ; the last acting in his capacity as

quaestor. Specimens of the coinage of Egnatias occurred in the Roncofreddo, Frascarolo,
Palestrina, and Ossero hoards ; those of Farsuleius in the finds at Roncofreddo, Rignano, Licodia,
Palestrina, and Ossero ; whilst those of Plaetorius were only met with in that of Palestrina.

We may gather from this evidence that as no denarii classed to a later date than B.C. 75 were
present in the Roncofreddo or Frascarolo hoards, their burial occurred some time during that
year. There is a strong similarity in fabric and style in all three issues ; but it is most
marked in the case of the obverse types of the heads of Libertas and of Juno Moneta in those
of Egnatius and Plaetorius. Though the coins of the latter occurred only in the Palestrina
hoard, there can be little question as to the date which should be assigned to them.

- The Egnatia gens was of Samnite origin, and does not appear to have removed to Rome
till after the Social war. Gellius Egnatius was a leader of the Samnites in the third great war
which broke out in B.C. 298, and Marius Egnatius was one of the principal leaders of the Italian
allies in the Social war which began in B.C. 90. Cicero ('pro Ohientio, slviii., 1.35) mentions
a Cn. Egnatius, a man of somewhat disreputable character, who was admitted into the
Senate, but was subsequently expelled. He had a son, who was also a senator. There
was another Egnatius of that time who accompanied Crassus in his expedition against
the Parthians, but who escaped after the crushing defeat of his general (b.c. 53). Appian
(de Bell. Civ., iv., 21) mentions two Egnatii, father and son, who were included in the
proscription of B.C. 43, and were both slain. These may be the two above mentioned by
Cicero. The moneyer may be identified T\ith the elder of the two, as the issue of the coins
occurred about B.C. 75. He is the only member of his family of whom coins are known.

^ The types of the coins of Egnatius are difficult to explain, and so far no satisfactory
interpretation of them has been given. The form MAXSVMVS for MAXIMVS is an
archaism, which might lead us to suppose that if the types are personal they may refer to
some remote ancestor of the moneyer. (For othei' instances of the insertion of the sibilant
S between X and the vowel see below, p. 410.) Babelon (vol. i., p. 472) says, " le type
(i.e. Type I.) de la Liberie, an revers, pent faire oroire que I'un des ancetres du monetaire
contribua S, la construction d'un atrium Libertatis. Sur le n. 2 (i.e. Type III.) I'assooiation
de la deesse Rome et de Venus fait songer an temple qui fut plus tard eleve, sous le regno de
I'Empereur Hadrien, h Rome et & Venus, Romae et Veneri. . . . Sur le denier n. 3 (Type II.)
on voit, comme I'a reraarque Cavedoni (Ripostirjli, p. 81), le temple de Jupiter et de la Liberte,
appele aedes Jovis Libertatis." These interpretations of the types are of a very general
character, and do not seem to bear any special reference to the moneyer, or rather to his
family, as would have been expected at this time. It seems, therefore, more piuljable that, in
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Xo. Weiglit

3276 56-8

3277

3278

3279

3280

3281

3282

56-3

61-3

61-0

64-3

53-3

and >^ize

Al 10

M -75

M -75

.-R -75

60-1 M -7

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohcerse Eei-c:'

TjTe n.

With number on reverse '

Bust of Cupid r., with bow
and quiver attached to

his shoulder by a strap;

behind, MAXSVMVS

;

before, countermark, ~\

Similar ; no countermark.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

M -8
! Similar

Al -8 Similar.

3233 :

62-1 M -75 Similar

3284 61-0 M -75
i Similar

C . EGNATIVS CN . F (in

exergue). CN • N (on r.).

Distyle temple, within
which are standing
figures of Jupiter and
Libertas ; in the tym-
panum, thunderbolt and
cap of Liberty; on 1. of

temple, number III

Similar ; number NT"

Similar; number Vl

I

Similar ; same number.

Similar ; number Villi

[PI. xlii. 16.]
(Sambon)

Similar ; number X 1 1 1

1

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; same number.

Similar; number XXI
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; same number.

viewing tlie types in a more personal light, the frequent reference to Venus would point to a

special cult of that di-rinity by the Egnatia gens, and that the association of Jupiter aud
Libertas, and Roma and Venus, and also the crowning of Libertas by Victory denote the

freedom obtained by the Sauinite nation after the recent Social w^ar, and to the friendly

relations which in consequence existed between the two peoples now formed into one. The
Eo-natia gens had fought many times foe the independence of their country, aud now that

discord was at an end, only friendly and amicable relations were to prevail. These interpreta-

tions do not, however, explain the special reference of the oars and the prows associated with

Roma and Venus on Type III., which appear to record some naval victory.

The numbers I , II, III and 1 1 1 1 sometimes occur under the bust of Venus on Type I. ; but

there are none on the two specimens described here.

The edges of the coins of Type I. are serrated, but those of the other two types are plain.

This is the second instance of a moneyer striking serrated and non-serrated coins at the same

time (sec also coins of L. Procilius, p. 386).

' The numbers run from I—XXX at least.
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No. Wciijltt
Metal

Cfinl Sizi'
Oh I

3285 60-5 M -75

3286

3287

3288

60-5 M -75

59-3 M

61-6

Type III.

Wltli letter on rc.versi'

Bust of Libertas r., draped,

wearing diadem, earring

with triple drop, and neck-
lace ; hair rolled back,

collected into a knot, and
falling down her neck

;

behind, cap of Liberty

and legend, MAXSVMVS

Similar.

Similar.

M -75 Similar.

3289 1
59'5 M -lb

3290 59-5 M -8

3291 ! 64-i

3292 59-8

M. -7

Ai -B

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

CEGNAIVS-CN-F (in ex-

ergue). CN-N (on r.).

Two female figures facing;

one, Eoma, helmeted, and
leaning on spear, places

her foot on the head of

a wolf ; the other, Venus,
diademed, holds sceptre

in r. hand, and with 1.

her dress ; she is caressed

by Cupid, who arranges

her hair ; on either side,

an upright oar placed on
a prow ; on 1. of Eoma,
letter B

Similar ; letter C

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; letter D; moneyer's
name, C -EGNAVS-CN • F

[PL xlii. 17.]

Similar; letter K ; moneyer's
name, CEGNAIVS-CN.F

Similar ; letter M
(Cracherode Coll.'

Similar ; letter N
(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar ; letter P
(Sambon)

Similar ; letter S

' The letters include the whole Roman alphabet. Bahrfeldt {Zl-H. f. Nnvu, 1877, p. 39)
mentions hybrids formed of the obverse of this type and of the reverse of the denarins oi^

D. Junius Silanus L. f. (see above, ]i. 244), and also of the reverse of the denarius of

Miiiiius Fonteius C. f. (see above, p. :i22).

3 P



iO-2 COINAGE OF KO^ifE

^Vel|}:t
a 111' ^ize

0!)i-C.'M' Eiv,

3293 60-5 A\

L . FARSVLEI . MENSOR
(LUCIUS FAESULEIUS MENSOE')

Denarius

Seeies I.

With number on. reverse

3294 60-3 .R

Bust of Libertas r., draped,

wearing diadem, earring

with triple drop, and
necklace ; hair rolled

back, collected into a

knot, and falling over her

neck; before, MENSOR.

;

behind, cap of Liberty
I and S • C (Senatus con-

sulto) ; bead and reel

I border.

i Similar.

3295 56-6 M -75 Similar.

3296 61-3 .11 -75 Similar.

L • FARSVLEI (in exergue).

Eoma (or warrior) hel-

meted and holding spear

and reins in 1. hand, in

biga r. ; horses cantering

;

she turns to 1., and with

her r.hand assists a togate

figure to mount into the

chariot - ; under horses'

feet, number XXII
[PI. xlii. 18.]

Similar ; number XX 1 1 1

1

Similar; number XXXIV
(Nott)

Similar ; number X±IX
(de Salis Coll.)

^ Very little is known of the Farsuleia gens, though it was of ancient origin. AVe have,

therefore, no information about L. Farsuleius Mensor beyond what is supplied by his coins.

He is the only member of his family who tilled the office of nioneyer, and his appointment
must have been about B.C. 75, as specimens of his coinage occurred in the Koncofreddo,
Rignano, Licodia, Palestrina, and Ossero hoards, but not in that of Frascarolo. They were
probably the latest pieces in point of date in the first-mentioned hoard. The similarity of type

and fabric between the coins of L. Farsuleius Mensor, C. Egnatius Maxsumus, and L. Plaetorius

has been mentioned (see above, p. 399).
- In the absence of any information about his family it is difficult to explain the historical

event illustratedby the coins of L. Farsuleius. Eckhel [Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 212) thinks that

the types allude to the Zeji Julia which was promulgated duriug the t^ocial w^ar (B.C. 90), and
by which the right of citizenship was granted to all Italians ; hence the representation of

Libertas on the obverse, and on the reverse, Roma, or the Genius of the Roman people,

inviting the (ienius of Italy to enter her chariot. This explanation is ingenious, and yet

it seems a probable one, and, moreover, it is possible that some member of the moueyer's
family may have assisted in the passing of this law. Dr. A. Yercoutre (ie demer de Lucius

FarsuJcius Mensor) proposes a different interpretation. He suggests that these coins ^ere
struck circ. B.C. 82, and that they illustrate Sulla's famous letter to the Senate after the defeat

of Jugurtha, in which he announced his impending return to Italy (Appian, de BeU. Civ.,

I., Ixxvii.). Sulla is therefore represented as the successful general in his war chariot, the

horses of which are trampling on the scorpion, the symbol of Asia, and as the protector of his

fellow-citizens, whom he was about to deliver from the violence of the Marian party. The head

of Libertas on the obverse would symbolize the promised protection of the independence of

oppressed Italy. Dr. Vercoutre also suggests that the moneyer L. Farsuleius was an agent of

Sulla, and that he was employed to strike this money for the payment of Sulla's troops from
bullion which formed part of the booty from the Numidian campaign. This explanation seems

less probable than that given by Eckhel, and the evidence of finds is against so early an
attribution of this issue. It is, however, quite possible that the types of these denai-ii

relate to the Social war or to the more recent struggle between the Marian and Sullan parties.

Th3 letters S . C {Senatus consulto) show that the issue was a special one. Babelon (vol. i.,

p. 493) draws atteption to the resemblance between the bust on these coins and that on

the coins of f. Annius Luscus, the proconsul, struck in Spain by the quaestor L. Fabius

Hispaniensis (Ih., vol. i., pp. 140, 141, nos. 2, 3). The treatment of the portrait in each case

is certainly similar, but there is a diiference in style which shows that there was an interval

bntwoen the t^\"n isrnos.
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No, Height , o.
•" and kiize

Oh € erne

3297
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-Vo. TTtigM Meted
and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

331-2 59-4 M

L . PLAETORI . L . F

(LUCIUS PLAETOEIUS LUCII FILTUS
[CESTIAXUS] ')

Denarius

Bust of Juno Monetae r., L-PLAETORI LF-Q-S-C

3313 " 58-4
. M 10

draped, wearing diadem,
earring with triple drop,

and necklace ; hair rolled

back and collected into a

knot; behind, MoNETA ;

under chin, S • C (Scnatus

consulto).

Similar.

^Quaestor, senatus con-

sulto (in field). Athlete,

naked, running r., hold-
ing palm-branch in r.

hand, and caestus in 1.

[PI. xlii. 20.]

Similar.

3314 - 60-7 ' .R -7 Similaar.

3315 osl t .R -7 Similar.

3316 56'7 yR 7 Similar.

TT7//; symbol on reverse

Similar ; below athlete,

symbol, ball or discus.

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, hoop.
\Xott)

Similar; symbol, strigil.

[PI.' xlii. 21.]

(Sambon)

' This moneyer is generally ideutiiied with L. Plaetorius, -who was a senator, and who is

mentioned by Cicero (pro Cluentw, Ix. 165). The coins were issned by him dnring his quaestor-
ship, which preceded his nomination to the Senate, and they belong to a special issue as shown
by the letter^i S . C (Senatus con.^iUto), which occur both on the obverse and on the reverse. Xo
specimens of the coinage of L. Plaetorius were met with in the Boncofreddo, Frascarolo,
Licodia, Eignano, or Ossero hoards ; but the two specimens in that of Palestrina were a fleur

de coin. Similarity of type and fabric, however, show that this issue was contemporarv with
those of C. Esnatias Maxsumus and L. Farsuleius Mensor. The head of Juno Moneta is

similar in treatment and style to those of Venus and Libertas on the coins of Egnatius and
Farsuleius, and these divinities all wear the same shaped earring, a triple drop, a form unusual
at this time. It is therefore very probable that, though not met with in all the hoards of

this Period, these coins were struck before the time of the burial of those in question. It is

also possible that the issue was a small one. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 483) classes

these coins as almost immediately following the period covered by the Roncofreddo and
Frascarolo hoards, and at the beginning of that represented by the Cadriano find.

- As quaestor, L. Plaetorius would have charge of the public treasury, including coins as well

as bullion, which was kept in the temple of Saturn, and for that reason he may have select.ed

the head of Juno Moneta for the obverse type of his money. As the issue was a, special one,

the athlete on the reverse may denote that it was struck on the occasion of the celebration of

some public games; but this figure miy also record some great athletic feat achieved by au
ancestor of the moneyer, especially as he holds in his left hand the caestus, which is, no doubt,

a punning allusion to the cognomen Ce.^tianus, borne by a branch of the Plaetoria gens. The
symbols which usually accompany this figure are objects connected with the palaestra.

Besides Gaulish imitations of these denarii there are also hybrids in which the obverses and
reverses of the coins of L. Plaetorius and JI. Plaetorius Cestianus (see below, p. 436. Type III.)

have been interchanged (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Xum., 1S77, p. +0). Also the obverse of the denarius

of L. Plaetorius occurs with the reverse of that of L. Scribonius Libo (see below, p. 419).



•«T 71- 7 * Vetal
^'o- "^'!'''* and She

3317 i

52-3

3318

3319

3320

3321

3322

3323

3324

62-1

67-0

58'3

61-3

57-4

574

57-3

M -S

M -7

M -1

M -7

.R -8

M -75

M -7

M -7

CIRC. B.C. 74; A.U.C. 680

Ohvevse

405

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar ; symbol, torch.

Similar ; symbol, whip.

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, wreath.

Circ. B.C. 74; a.u.c. 680

^

L . COSSVTI . C . F . SABVLA

(LUCIUS COSSUTIUS CAII FILIUS SABULA =)

Denarius

With number on reverse

Head of Medusa 1., winged
and entwined with ser-

pents ; behind, SABVLA

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

L . COSSVTI . C- F below
Bellerophon, hurling
spear, on Pegasus flying

r. 2
; behind, number II II

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number V

I

Similar ; number Villi

Similar ; number X
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; number XIII

[PI. xlii. 22.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

^ The issues assigned to this year consist of one ordinary and two special : the former
struck by L. Cossutius Sabula; the latter by P. Cornelius Lentulus and Q. Pomponius
Rnfus. Our very scanty data about these moneyers and the rarity of their coins render
their attribution to this particular year somewhat uncertain. It is, however, in the main,
supported by the evidence of the Licodia, Palestrina, and Ossero hoards : denarii of

L, Cossutius Sabula occurred in all three ; those of P. Cornelius Lentulus in that of

Palestrina only j whilst those of Q. Pomponius Rufus were absent from all.

- This moneyer is only known from his coins. The Cossutia gens was of equestrian rank,
and it is conjectured from Cicero's reference to the Tab-ulae Cossutianae, found near Caesena,
in Gallia Cisalpina (ad. Fam., xvi., 27), that it originally came from that place.

' The types of Medusa and Bellerophon in connection with the Cossutia gens have not been
satisfactorily explained. As these types occur on coins of Corinth, Babelon (vol. i., p. 437)
suggests that the moneyer may have been a propraetor or proquaestor in Greece, and that in

virtue of that office he struck the coins at Corinth. He would also attribute their issue to

about B.C. 54. Prom the evidence of finds these coins must be given to a considerably earlier

date, and, moreover, their fabric is purely that of the Roman mint, and not provincial. It is

possible that an ancestor of the moneyer may have filled some position in Greece. The types
evidently relate to an event connected with his family.

The issue does not appear to have been a large one as the mint-numbers on the reverse are
not known beyond XXXX II.
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Ko. ]Veirjkt

3325

3326

3327

3328

3329

3330

61-4

55-0

60-1

61-0

63-7

62-7

Metal
and tiize

JR -7

M -8

M -75

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

Al -7

M -7

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Rererse

Similar ; number XVI 1

1

Similar ; number XXVI

Similar ; number XXXX

Similar ; number XXXX 1

1

r. LENT. r. F. L. N

(PUBLIUS COENELIUS LENTULUS PUBLII
FILIUS LUCII NEPOS')

Denarius

Head of Hercules r., bare,

with close beard ; behind,

Q. • S • C (Quaestor ; sen-

atus consulto).

Similar.

. LErr- PF. L. N (in

field). The Genius of

the Eoman people,
bearded, veiled, and
naked to the waist,

seated facing on a curule

chair and crowned by
Victory ; he holds cornu-

copiae in r. hand, and
sceptre in 1., and rests his

r. foot on globe.

[PI. xlii. 23.]
(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

' The great rarity of the coins of this issue and their absence from all the principal finds

attributed to this Period, except that of Palestrina, make it difficult to fix their date. The
moneyer is, however, usually identified with P. Cornelius P. f. L. n. Lentulus, surnamed
Spinther, who was curule aedile, B.C. 63, and praetor, B.C. 60, when, through Caesar's interest,

he received Hither Spain for his province, where he resided till B.C. 58. On his return to

Rome he was elected consul, B.C. 57, and later on we meet with him as proconsul in Cilicia,

B.C. 56—53. When the Civil war broke out in B.C. 49, Lentulus declared against Caesar, and
was with Pompey at Pharsalia, whom he followed to Egypt, arriving safely in Rhodes.
Of his subsequent fate we have no information. His coinage is a special one, and was issued

by him in his capacity as quaestor. His son Publius struck coins as legate of Brutus and
Cassius in B.C. 43—42 (see Coins of the East under date ; Babelon, vol. i,, p. 428, nos. 70-76).

Cavedoni (Ripostigli, p. 206) and others suppose that P. Cornelius Lentulus Spinther and
Cnaeus Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus (see Babelon, vol. i., p. 417, nos. .54, 55) were quaestors

together on account of the analogy of the types of their coins. Though classing the two issues to

about the same period, Count de Salis was of opinion that these quaestors were not colleagues in

office, for he attributes the coins of the former to the mint at Rome, and those of the latter from
their fabric to Spain (see Spain, b.c. 76—72). Babelon (vol. i., p. 419) draws attention to the

resemblance of the head of Hercules on the coins of P. Cornelius Lentulus to that on the

coins of the town of Osca in Spain, and Eckhel (Doct. num. vet., vol. v., p. 182) even mistook

the legend Q , S . C . for OSCA ; but the similarity is not sufficiently striking to found any
theory on the connection between the two coinages. The cult of the Genius of the Roman
people was specially honoured by the Cornelia gens, and was on more than one occasion

illustrated on their coinages (see earlier coins of P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus, p. 233,

and others of his son, Cnaeus ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 417, nos. 54, 55).
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CIEC. B.C. 74; A.U.C. G80

Ohverse

407

Kererse

3331

3332

3333

3334

59-7

47'3

61-3

69-5

M

M -75

(plated)

A\ -7

M -75

a . nOMPONI . RVFVS

(QUINTUS POMPONIUS EUFUS')

Denarius

wall number and symbol on reverse

Head of Jupiter r., laureate
;

before, KVFVS; behind,

S • C (Senatus consulto).

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

a. POMPON I (in ex-

ergue). Eagle standing 1.

on sceptre ; head turned
to r., and holding wreath
in r. claw ; below which

is the number III ; on r.,

symbol, prawn.

Similar ; same number and
symbol.

Similar ; number Mil:

symbol, bird.

[PI. xlii. 24.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; number VI ; sym-
bol, serpent.

' The entire absence of these coins from the finds ascribed to this Period and their rarity
render their date of issue uncertain. Quintus Pomponius Rnfus appears to be unknown
except from his coins, so that we are not aware in what capacity he struck this special
issue, whether as quaestor or aedile. Cavedoni (Ripostigli, p. 210) judging, no doubt, from
fabric, placed this coinage at circ. B.C. 71, but Count de Salis assigned to it a somewhat
earlier date.

The Pomponia gens claimed descent from Pompo, one of the alleged sons of Numa Pompilius,
and the type of Jupiter and his eagle may refer to the tradition that to Numa were revealed
the conjurations for compelling Jupiter himself to make known his will by lightnings and the
flight of birds ; whereas others were forced to wait for these prodigies from the favour of
the god, who was often silent to such as were doomed to destruction (Smith, Biog. <^' Myth.
Diet. s. V. Numa). This issue, though a special one, does not appear to have been of great
extent as the highest number recorded on the reverse is VIII (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897,
p. 59). The symbol is always an animal, fish, bird, serpent, &c.

The obverse of this denarius forms a hybrid with the reverse of that of Q. Pomponius
Musa with the Muse, Melpomene (see p. 444, no. 3615 ; Bahrfeldt, Zfif. /. Num., 1877, p. 42).
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No. Weii/]it
Meial

aii'l Size

3335 62-3

3336

3337

3338

48-4

58-5

60'3

.Tl -7

M -75

.11 -8

Crrc. B.C. 73; a.u.c. 681'

a . CKEPEREI . ROCVS OE a . CREPER .

M . F . ROCVS
(QUINTUS CEEPBEBIUS MAECI PILIUS EOCUS=)

Denarius

With letter and symbol on obverse and same letter

on reverse

Series I.

Bust of Amphitrite turned
from the spectator, head
r., draped, and showing
her shoulders bare ; be-

fore, letter A ; behind,

symbol, dolphin.

a . CKEPEREI , , „
KOCVS ^^^'^^' ^®P'

tune in sea-chariot r.,^

drawn by two hippo-

camps ; he holds reins in

1. hand, and with r. hurls

trident ; above, letter A ;

edge serrated.

Similar ; letter B
;
symbol,

;

Similar ; letter B
tortoise. (de Salis Coll.)

Similar ; letter C
;

symbol. Similar ; letter C

crab. i [PI. xliii. 1.]

M -75
,

Similar : letter D ; symbol, I Similar ; letter D

I

fish. I (Blacas Coll.)

1 The moneyers assigned to this year are (,). Crepereius M. f . Rocus and L. Axsius L. f. Xaso.

The former struck an ordipary coinage ; the latter a special one. There is a certain similarity

in their mint-marks : Q. Crepereius Kocus using the same letter on the obverse and reverse

with an additional symbol on the obverse ; and L. Axsius Naso the same number on the

obverse and reverse. The coins of the former, however, have the edge serrated, but those of

the latter are plain. The issue of Q. Crepereius Rocus was the latest represented in the

Ossero hoard (see above, p. 364). .No coins of this moneyer occurred in the previously-

mentioned hoards.

- The Grepereia gens was of equestrian rank, and was distinguished for the strict

discipline of its members. Cicero {in Verr., i., 10) mentions M. Crepereius, one of the judges

in the case of Verres, who on being appointed trihunus mUitnris designatus was not able to

take part in the proceedings after the 1st January, B.C. 69. It is possible that this

M. Crepereius was the father of the moneyer, who is the only member of his family of

whom we have coins. Cavedoni (Ripostiijli, p. 213) placed his tenure of office at some time

between B.C. 64—56, but Count de Salis has assigned these coins to a somewhat earlier date,

which is supported by their general style and by the evidence of finds.

•* The types of Amphitrite and Neptune in a, sea-chariot refer to some naval event, in

which an ancestor of the moneyer probably took an active part. As the reverse type is found
on coins of Corinth, Babelon (vol. i., p. 439) has suggested that this issue of Q. Crepereius,

like that of L. Cosautius Sabula (see p. 405), was struck there. As, however, the Corinthian
coins bearing this type are of imperial times, this suggestion is not a very probable one.

Besides, the coins are of Roman fabric, not provincial.

There are two series of coins of this issue differing only in the moneyer's name

;

Q . CREPEREI . ROCVS, and Q . CR E PE R . M . F , ROCVS. Both series have the same
mint-marks, viz., the same letter on the obverse and on the reverse, and a symbol on the

obverse only. The same symbol, which is cither a fish or marine animal, occurs with the

same letter in each series. The mint-letters appear to run only from A— K, so that the issue

was not a very large one.



No. Wclyld

62-7

Mrfal

nd Stze

M -7

CIEG. B.C. 73; A.U.C. 681

Ohi't rsi;

Series II.

409

Rerevr^p,

Similar ; letter A ; symbol,

dolphin.

60-0

59-7

68-7

59-5

59-0

59-9

53-2

60-1

yR -75
I

Similar; letter B; symbol,

tortoise ; before head of

Amphitrite, countermarks
SO

62-0

M -7

M -7

Ai -7

M -7

M -75

M -75

M -7

Similar ; letter C ; symbol,

crab; no countermarks.

Similar ; letter E ; symbol,

sepia.

Similar ; letter G ; symbol,

fish.

Similar ; same letter and
symbol.

Similar ; letter H ; symbol,

sponge (?).

Similar ; same letter and
symbol.

Similar ; letter l< ; symbol,

heron.

Similar; moneyer's name,
a.CREnER.MF , , „^

ROCVS ^^]°"'

sea-chariot ; above which,

letter A
(Nott)

Similar ; letter B

[PI. xliii. 2.]

Similar ; letter C

(Nott)

Similar; letter E

(Nott)

Similar ; letter G

Similar ; same letter.

Similar ; letter H

Similar ; letter C
'

Similar ; letter K
(Nott)

L . AXSIVS L . F . NASO
(LUCIUS AXSIUS LUCII FILIUS NASO")

Denarius

lI7f/( same ntimbcr on obverse and reverse

M -75

Seeies I.

Head of young Mars r.,

wearing helmet without

crest, but ornamented
with feather at each side

;

below, NASO ; under
chin, S • C (Senatus con-

sulto) ; behind, number T

L - AXSIVS • L . F (in ex-

ergue). Diana in biga of

stags {cervi axes) gallop-

ing r. ; she holds sceptre

in r. hand, and reins in

1. ; under stags, dog, and
behind chariot, two
others, all running r.

;

behind Diana, number T

' The dies used for this piece had evidently got mixed. The reverse belongs to the
obverse of no. 3341.

^ There is no mention of the Axia gens till nearly the end of the Bepublic. Q. Axius was an
intimate friend of Cicero and Varro; the latter introducing him as one of the speakers in the

3 G
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Nn. Weight

3349

3350

3351

3352

3353

3354

3355

3356

3357

54-7

60-8

47-6

59-7

60-3

57-3

58-7

56-8

62-2

COINAGE OF K0:ME

Obverse
Metal

and Size

/R '75 ' Similar ; number \T

Revi'me

M
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PERIOD XII.

Circ. B.C. 72—50 ; a.u.c. 682—704

The date B.C. 72—50 marks the interval between the probable burials of the later

hoards mentioned in the previous Period (see p. 360) and of those discovered at

San Gregorio di Sassola (Prov. di Campagna), Compito (Prov. di Lucca), Cadriano

(near Benevento), and San Cesario (near Modena), which, as will be shown, oc-

curred some time during B.C. 52—50. It is unfortunate that no hoards found

either in Italy or in Spain and Gaul appear to have been recorded, which would

enable us to divide up this Period into shorter intervals. Their absence in Italy

may be accounted for by the fact that at this time there were no great military

movements. In the case of Gaul the hoai'ds have not been sufficiently minutely

described to be of any use for purposes of classification. In order to ascertain

the sequence of the issues during this Period we have to depend in a great

degree on the evidence of the coins themselves, their fabric and style, and on

what information can be gleaned from the history of the moneyers.

Denominations and Types.—The only denomination struck during this

ioterval was the denarius in silver : the issue of bronze money being still in

abeyance. The constant changes in the types of the denarius—in many cases

the same moneyer using more than one—continue as pi'eviously, but there

is an important modification in their character. At first, as before, only

events connected with their families of more or less remote times are recorded

by the moneyers, but gradually the distance of time is lessened, and we meet

with those of recent occurrence, and, in one instance at least, a contemporary

event appears to be illustrated (see coins of P. Crassus, B.C. 55, p. 487).

Mint-marks in the form of symbols, letters, and numbers are employed
freely, and in great variety, especially in the earlier issues to b.c. 67, and

they reach their climax in the coinage of C. Calpurnius Piso Frugi b.c. 64, who
uses, in addition, a considerable series of fractional signs. From b.c. 64 the}'

practically cease, only to be revived in two solitary instances in the form of

letters on the somewhat limited issues of L. Cassius Longinus B.C. 52, and
of M. Mettius b.c. 44. When these mint-marks cease the extent of an issue

can only be determined by the rarity or frequency of its coins.

The serrated edge so much in use before this Period is continued, but does

not seem to have extended much after b.c. 69. The change from the serrated

to the non-serrated edge, and also the variation in the relief of the type, are well

illustrated in the series of coins struck by C. Hosidius Geta b.c. 71 (see below,

p. 420).

In regard to the moneyers' names the nomen is generally preceded by the

praenomen, and followed by the cognomen, to which is sometimes added the

patronymic initial, and also that of the grandfather. There are a few exceptions

in which ih& praenomen , the nomen, or the cognomen only occurs.
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Classification.—The dearth of information suppHed by finds, the constant

changes in the types of the denarius, and the apparently rapid variations in its

fabric, render the classification of the issues year by year, as attempted by

Count de Salis, somewhat conjectural, but here and there data supplied by the

special coinages are of very material assistance in arriving at their sequence.

During the twenty-three years, from B.C. 72— 50, if the evidence of finds be

accepted, there were forty separate issues of coins at the Eoman mint which

were struck by twenty-eight ordinary moneyers and by fifteen extraordinary ones,

quaestors or aediles, who exercised the right under the special order of the

Senate, which is denoted by the legend S • C {Senatus consulto). This result of

only twenty-eight recorded ordinary moneyers during twenty-three years either

shows that great irregularity existed in tlieir appointment, or may point to the

circumstance that though a triumvirate was nominated annually, yet, by some

arrangement, only one member, or perhaps two, but very rarely all three, exercised

the right. If we accept Count de Salis's classification of annual issues, this latter

seems to be the only way to account for so small a number of moneyers. The

only other alternative would be to suppose that the duration of office extended

over more than a year. Though on two occasions only, viz., in B.C. 72 and 71, the

issues of three ordinary moneyers have been grouped under one year, yet there is

no absolute evidence of a mint-triumvirate such as sometimes certainly occurred

at an earlier date, but there are instances of two moneyers striking a joint-coinage

as in the case of (Q. Pufius) Kalenus and (Mucins) Cordus B.C. 72, and of Paullus

Aemilius Lepidus and Lucius Scribonius Libo B.C. 71. Similar conditions appear

to have existed in the case of the special issues, when usually only one quaestor or

one aedile placed his name on the coins, an exception, however, occurring in the

joint-issue of the aediles Aulus Plautius and Cnaeus Plancius B.C. 54. It is during

this Period that some of the moneyers first add the title of 1 1 1VIK to their names,

but it is quite the exception, and it occurs only eight times previous to b.c. 49.

Count de Salis has assigned the earliest instance to B.C. 72, the moneyer being

Manius Aquillius. Babelon (vol. i., Introduct., p. xxxv.) puts its first appearance

in B.C. 54, but this date is not admissible from the evidence of the coins them-

selves. The title may have been intentionally used to distinguish between the

ordinary and the special issues.

Some evidence for grouping the coins within certain prescribed limits is

afforded by the remarkable changes of fabric and workmanship. In this

respect the earlier denarii resemble those of the preceding Period, the designs

being well executed and in moderate relief; but from about B.C. 71 they are in

high relief, especially in the case of the obverse type, and this style is continued

at intervals till B.C. 64, when it appears to have reached its extreme point in the

extensive coinage of C. Calpurnius Piso Fi-ugi. As there is a return to a lower

relief from that date it may be concluded that it was found that the high relief

was not suitable for the general convenience of the currency, and also that it

entailed more labour in the actual striking of the coins. Artistically the coins

of this Period are the finest of the Eoman republican series, the engravers of

the dies showing an amount of skill which does not compare unfavourably with

that of Greek engravers of the time.

The hoards, which were buried during this Period and of which we possess
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records, are all Italian, and were discovered as above-mentioned at San Gregorio

di SasBola, Compito, Cadriano, and San Cesario.

The San Gregorio di Sassola hoard was unearthed in 1903, and consisted

of 563 pieces, amongst which were a few quinarii struck after the passing of

Lex Clodia, circ. B.C. 104 ; the rest being denarii. They were contained in

a red earthenware vase. The hoard, which was discovered by a peasant,

was examined and described by Dott. L. Cesano [Scavi, 1903, pp. 604-620).

There were a few denarii of the early period without moneyers' names

or with symbols, and from circ. B.C. 170 to B.C. 70 the issues of the various

moneyers were fairly well represented. From that date specimens of only

a few of the numerous coinages were met with. The latest pieces were

denarii of M. Aemilius Scaurus (b.c. 58); L. Furius Brocchus (b.c. 55),, and

L. Cassius Longinus (b.c. 52). As there were no coins of C. Memmius
Quirinus and Mn. Acilius, attributed to b.c. 51—50, nor any of Julius Caesar

with the elephant and pontifical emblems struck in Gaul b.c. 50—49 (Babelon,

vol. ii., p. 10, no. 9), all of which were present in the Cadriano and San Cesario,

hoards, that of San Gregorio di Sassola must have been buried shortly before

those two, i.e. in B.C. 52 or early in the next year. The absence of so many
issues after B.C. 70 would rather point to the circumstance that this hoard was

of a private character, and that the owner had made but few additions to his

treasure for some years before his death. This would also account for the fine

condition of the coins of P. Aemilius Lepidus, L. Scribonius Libo, and

L. Furius Brocchus, which must have been issued some years before its conceal-

ment. The hoard is therefore not completely representative of the coinage in

circulation at the time of its burial.

The Compito hoard, which was discovered in 1874, consisted of 965

denarii, 23 quinarii, and 1 victoriatus. The coins were contained in an

earthenware vessel, and were carefully described by S. T. Baxter in the

Periodico di Numismatica e Sfragistica, vol. vi., 1874, pp. 109-120, and later by

Mommsen {Zeit.f. Num., 1875, pp. 352-356). Mr. Baxter was of opinion that

the whole find came into his hands. From the denarii he would exclude six

specimens, viz., the legionary pieces of Mark Antony {circ. B.C. 39—31) as being

of so much later date than other coins in the hoard, and, moreover, being much
worn and oxidized, which was not the case with many of the earlier-struck

pieces. He was unable to account for the presence of these recent pieces in

the hoard. To these may be added the single denarius of L. Mussidius Longus
(Babelon, vol. ii., p. 243, no. 6) which was struck circ. B.C. 39, or near the

same time as the coins of Antony. Of the early issues there were ten denarii

without and with symbols, and one victoriatus. The quinarii, all struck after the

passing of the Lex Clodia, circ. B.C. 104, were of the moneyers T. Cloulius,

C. Bgnatuleius, M. Cato Victrix, L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, Q. Titius, L. Eubrius
Dossenus, and Cn. Cornelius Lentulus. The latest pieces in the hoard issued at

the Eoman mint were of L. Furius Brocchus and P. Licinius Crassus (b.c. 55)

;

of Faustus Cornelius Sulla (b.c. 54) ; of L. Cassius Longinus (b.c. 52) ; and of

C. Memmius (b.c. 51). Most of the coins of these issues were described as fine

or a fleur de coin. With the exception of the denarius of C. Memmius it will be
seen that the Compito hoard contained no later pieces than that of San Gregorio
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di Sassola, and as in the case of the latter there were no coins of Mn. AciKus or

of Juhua Caesar struck in Gaul. This similarity shows that the burials of the

San Gregorio di Sassola and Compito hoards occurred within a short interval of

each other ; the former probably in B.C. 52 ; the latter in B.C. 51. This is about

the date fixed by Mr. Baxter.

At Cadriano, about four miles from Benevento, there was discovered in

1810 a very large hoard of republican denarii, contained in a bronze vessel, of

which about 2,000 were examined and described by Prof. Filippo Schiassi {Del

Ritrovamento di Medaglie Consolare e di Famiglie fatto a Cadriano I'anno, 1811

;

ed. sec , Bologna, 1820). The hoard was a very complete one, so much so,

that from about B.C. 175 to B.C. 50, the probable date of its burial, there were

very few issues which were not represented in it. The coins of earlier date

existed only in small numbers. According to Count de Salis's classification the

latest pieces were those of L. Vinicius (b.c. 53) ; of L. Cassius Longinus

(B.C. 52) ; of C. Memmius (b.c. 51) ; and of Mn. Aeilius (b.c. 50), all struck at

the Eoman mint. There were no coins present which are assigned by Count

de Sails to a later date than B.C. 50, and it did not contain any pieces of Julius

Caesar which are known to have been struck by him at Eome in b.c. 49. On the

other hand there were specimens of the denarius of Caesar mentioned above, and

attributed to Gaul (b.c. 50—49). The burial of the hoard may therefore be put

to the end of B.C. 50 or to the beginning of B.C. 49, and it is not impossible

that, though it did not contain any of the coins which are attributed to the

Eoman mint in B.C. 49 before the arrival of Caesar, it was the property of a rich

senator who was amongst those who took refuge at Capua. The ancient city of

Beneventum was also on the line of march of Pompey to Brundusium, to which

place he was followed by Caesar at the beginning of March.

The San Cesario hoard, discovered in 1812, comprised in all some 4,000

denarii, of which about 730 were examined and described by Cavedoni

(Ripostigli, p. 33). Its contents were precisely similar to those of the Cadriano

hoard, and, as will be seen from the Tables of Finds, the burial of both hoards

must have occurred within a very short time of each other. As San Cesario is

distant about eight miles from Modena in the direction of Bologna, Caesar

probably passed the place in his march to Ariminum from the north. The

burial of the hoard may well be attributed to this circumstance.
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„ ,,. n Metal

3358 63-2 .R -8

Obverse Fevcrne

Circ. B.C. 72 ; a.u.c. 682 i

KALENI :C0KD1

([QUINTI FUFII] KALENI: [MUCH] CORDI
2)

Denarius

KALENI below Jugate
heads of Honos and
Virtus r. ; the former is

laureate with hair in

ringlets ; the latter wears
crested helmet ; behind,
HO (Honos); before,

VI"R (Viiius).

COR.DI (in exergue). Eoma
in short chiton, holding
spear in 1. hand, and rest-

ing r. foot on globe,

stands 1. and with r.

hand grasps that of

Italia, who, wearing long
chiton, faces her, and
holds oornucopiae in 1.

hand ; behind Eoma, RO
(Boma) ; behind Italia,

IS. (Italia), and winged
oaduceus ; edge serrated.^

(Nott)

' All the coins attributed to this year are of precisely the same style, fabric, and work-
manship : the flans being large and the edges serrated. It is therefore quite possible that

Kalenus, Cordus, and Manius Aquillius, the last of whom styles himself " triumvir," formed a
triumvirate of the mint, whilst the coins of T. Vettius SalDinus show that they belong to a

special issue.

- The moneyer Kalenus is usually identified with Q. Pufius Calenus, who was a tribune of

the plebs B.C. 61 ; elected praetor B.C. 59, by the influence of Caesar, and was his legate in

Gaul B.C. 51. On the outbreak of the Civil war B.C. 49, Calenus consistently attached himself

to Caesar, accompanied him to Greece, and on his return was elected consul B.C. 47.

After the murder of Caesar B.C. 44, Calenus joined Mark Antony, and received the command
of the legions in Northern Italy.

Of his colleague Cordus nothing is known beyond that he was a moneyer. In later times
the cognomen Cordus is generally associated with the Caesia, Cremutia, and Julia families, but
during the early Republic we meet with the name of C. Mucins Cordus Scaevola, who attempted
to assassinate Porsenna, king of Clusinm. There was a C. Mucius who was the archil ect of

the temple which Marius consecrated to Honos and Virtus after his victory over the Cimbri
and Teutones.

•' The reverse type of the coins of Kalenus and Cordus is apparently an allusion to the
recent pacification of Italy after the Social war, and the obverse type was, no doubt, intended
to convey the intimation that in future this alliance would be under the special care of the
divinities Honos and Virtus. This seems a more probable explanation of the obverse type than
to suppose that it is a record of the foundation of the temple to Honos and Virtus by Marius,
of which C. Mucius was the architect (Bckhel, Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 2.56). It is very
probable that relatives of both moneyers took part in the Social war. The names of the
moueyers are in the genitive case.

Attention has been drawm to the circumstance that a single specimen of this issue is said
to have occurred in the Hev-Szamos hoard (see above, p. 362 ; and Mommsen. Hist. man. rom.,
t. ii., p. 473), but none were present in those unearthed at Roncofreddo, Frascarolo,
Rignano, Licodia, Palestrina, and Ossero. As the coins from their fabric are certainly of
later date than the burials of the first three hoards, it may be suggested that one of two
things happened : either that this coin was inserted into the Hev-Szamos hoard after it was
unearthed, or that the owner of the treasure kept his coins for some time before concealment
without adding to them but for this one exception. The first appears to be the more
probable explanation. On account of the reverse type, Babelon (vol. i.

, p. 512) is of
opinion that this issue may have occurred as early as B.C. 82, but that date would not agree
with the evidence of finds.

There is a hybrid consisting of the obverse of the deuarius of this issue and of the reverse of
that of L, Farsuleius Mensor (see above, p. 403, no. 3306 ; and Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 122).
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3359

3360

3361

3362

3363

3364

62-3

61-5

61-3

61-2

58-6

60-3

Mftal
and Site

M '85

.R -8

M -8

JR -75

M -85

COINAGE OF EOMB

Ohver.^e Bcrerse

M -BS

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xliii. 5.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

AA/.AaVIL. AA/ . F . AA/ . N

(MANIUS AQUILLIUS MANII FILIUS
MANII NEPOSi)

Denarius

Bust of Virtus r., draped,

and wearing crested

helmet, ornamented at

the side with feather

;

before, VI R.TVS; behind,

III VIR. {Triumvir).

AV.AQVIL.AA/.F./WN
(in field); SKI L (in ex-

ergue). The consul, Mn.
Aquillius, with head bare,

and bearing shield on 1.

arm, standing towards 1.,

looking back, and raising

with r. hand a kneeling

female figure, Sicilia, who
is half-naked and is sink-

ing to the ground ; edge

serrated.

' Manias Aquillius, who is only known from his coins, was probably a grandson of the

consul of the same name, who in B.C. 101 conducted the war against the slaves in Sicily in

their second revolt under Athenion, and who for his success was rewarded with a triumph on
his return to Rome. The moneyer may also have been connected with the Manius Aquillius,

who filled a similar office a few years back, and whose coins are attributed to circ. B.C. 90, and
are classed to a local mint (see Italy, circ. B.C. 90). The types of both these issues were
copied by L. Aquillius Florus, a moneyer under Augustus, circ. B.C. 14 (Babelon, vol. i.,

pp. 215-218). Fr. Lenormant (La Mon. dans I'Ant., t. in., p. 165) was of opinion that Mn.
Aquillius was a moneyer between B.C. 54—50, but the similarity of his coins in fabric and style

to those of Kalenus and Cordus, and of T. Vettius Sabinus, probably induced Count de Salis to

assign them to a somewhat earlier date. Moreover, some time before B.C. 54, the serratinij of

the edge of the coins appears to have fallen into disuse. Specimens occurred in all the hoards

attributed to this Period. This is the first instance of a moneyer noting his office of triumvir of

the mint on his coins. Babelon (vol. i., p. 212) suggests that he was a moneyer of Pompey,

and that his coins were struck outside Rome ; an hypothesis which ho considers is warranted

by the occurrence of the title of triumvir. He also attributes the issue to circ. B.C. 54.

The reverse type refers to the success of Manius Aquillius in B.C. 101 in Sicily, and the

obverse to the exceptional valour which he is said to have shown throughout the war.

Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 45) mentions a specimen of this coinage in the Bignami

collection, now in the Capitoline Museum, with the edge plain.



No. Weight
^^,j y^^,^

M -8
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Ohverse

417

Reverse

3365
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Ko. Weighi
III'M

and. .b'("c

COINAGE OF EO:\rE

Ohc Tieiyrse

3373

3374

3375

3376

59-8

59-5

58-2

60-1

M -75

Circ. B.C. 71 ; A.u.c. 683

'

PAVLLVS LEPIDVS

(PAULLUS AEMILIUS LEPIDUS

Denarius

JR -75

,'R -8

M -75

Head of Concordia r.,

veiled and diademed;
before, CONCORDIA ;

=

behind, TAVLLVS-
LEPIDVS

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; moneyer's name,
PAVLLS for PAVLLVS

PAVLLVS (in exergue).

Trophy, to which a togate

figure, Lucius Aemilius
Paullus, extends his r.

hand ; on 1. of trophy
stand a man with long

beard, his hands tied be-

hind him, and two youths,

Perseus of Macedon and
his sons, all in Greek
dress ; above trophy,

TEK (Tertius).

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xliii. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' The coinages attributed to this year reveal a similar organization of the mint to that of the

previous one. There are three moneyers "who may have formed a triumvirate ; Paullus Aemilius
Lepidus, Lucius Scribonius Libo, and Caius Hosidius Geta. Besides a joint-coinage the first

two struck separate issues, and the third styles himself triumvir (I II VI R). It will be noticed

that the coins of these three moneyers show a similar style of work to those of the previous year,

but a change in this resioect takes place in those of C. Hosidius Geta, and the flat fabric

with serrated edge is suddenly abandoned for coins with the types in high relief, smaller in

size and with plain edges. This new style will be met with in subsequent issues.

^ This moneyer, Paullus Lepidus, the colleague of L. Scribonius Libo at the mint, is

usually identified with Paulus Aemilius Lepidus, who was exiled with his father Lucius Aemilius

Paulus B.C. 43, accompanied Octavius in his campaign against Sextus Pompey B.C. 36 ; elected

consul suffectus B.C. 34; and censor B.C. 22. The classification of the above coins to so early a

date as B.C. 71 renders this identification scarcely probable, and yet no other member of the

Aemilia gens is known of that period to whom the issue could be assigned. Babelou (vol. i.,

p. 121) places this coinage at circ. e.g. 54. The above coins belong to the separate issue of

Paullus Lepidus, as distinguished from his joint one with L. Scribonius Libo.

•* The head of Concordia on the obverse may refer to the restoration of the Sullan rulp and

to the total defeat of the Marian party; the death of Sertorius having occurred in the previous

year. The reverse type records the defeat and capture by Lucius Aemilius Paulus Macedonicus
in B.C. 168, of Perseus, king of Macedon, and his two sons, whom he brought to Rome to

adorn his triumph, which lasted three days. The legend TER (Tertius) no doubt relates to

the great victories gained by L. Aemilius IPaullus in Spain B.C. 190 ; in Liguria B.C. 181 ; and

in Macedon B.C. 168, for which he ^vas accorded three separate triumphs, and was hailed

three times " Imperator."
Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 17; 1900, p. 10) mentions several specimens of this issue

reading PAVLVS for PAVLLVS, and one in the Berlin collection reading PAVLLS as above.

There ia a restoration of this denarius by Trajan.
The aureus of this type formerly in the Pembroke collection (Cat., no. 325, pi. vii.) and

that iigured by Kiccio {Cataloijo,-p. 226, pi. i., no. 1) are false. The Pembroke specimen, which

weighed 106'4grs., sold for £1 12s. only (see Sale Ccifalngvc, 1818, p. Y5).
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jA'.,.

,,,.,, ]\[et(il

3377

3378

3379

3330

3381

3382

63-5 ,11 -8

61-9 ,R -8

60-0

56-8

60-0

61-3

LIBO
([LUCIUS SCEIBUXIUS] LIBQi)

Denarius

Head of Bonus Eventus - r.,

wearing diadem, over
which the hair is drawn
from the back ; before,

BON • EVENT; beliind,

LIBO

Similar.

Ak -75 Similar.

.R -8

.-R -75

M -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

A well-head, or puteal,

ornamentedwith a festoon

between two lyres, and
below with a hammer

;

above, PVTEAL; below,

SCR IBON {Puteal Scn-
honiamiiii).

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PL xliii. 9.]

Similar.

Similar; the well-head is

ornamented with an anvil

instead of a hammer.
[PL xliii. 10.]

Similar ; tongs instead of

anvil on well-head.

[PL xliii. 11.]

^ Lucius Scribonius Libo, the colleague at the mint of Paullus Aemilius Lepidus (see p. -liy),

was probably the father-in-law of Sextus Pompej. He is first mentioned in B.C. 56, in which year
he appears to have been tribune and supported Pompej, with whom he went to Greece at the ont-

hreak of the Civil war. In B.C. 44 he was in Spain with his son-in-law, Sextus Pompey, whom
he subsequently deserted, and as a reward for this defection was elected consul B.C. 34, having
Mark Antony as his colleague. The above coins belong to his separate issue as distinguished

from the joint one with PauUns Aemilius Lepidus. His tenure of oiiice as a moneyer is

somewhat uncertain. Count de Salis has attributed the coins to B.C. 71, but Babelon (vol. i.,

p. 121) puts them considerably later, circ, B.C. 54.

- The worship of Bonus Eventus, the god of " Good Fortune " and the Agathodaemon of the
Greeks, had its origin at the time that Home became a colonizing state. He was therefore
looked upon as the divinity who favoured Agriculture, and in his capacity as the god of

"Good Fortune " he was specially invoked at the outset of a journey or undertaking. In
imperial times he had a temple near the Pantheon, and he is often rej)resented on coius from
Galba to Gallienus. His connection with the Scribonia gens has not been satisfactorily

explained, but Babelon (vol. ii., p. 427) suggests that Bonus Eventus may be an allusion to
Beneventum, whence the Scribonia gens may have originally come, as inscriptions connected
with it have been found there. This interpretation seems to be somewhat conjectural.

The reverse type shows the puteal Scribonianum or puteal Libonis which was erected in
the Forum near the arch of Fabius. The puteal was the stone enclosure placed at the mouth of
a well, and was square or circular. Festus {De sig. verb., s.v. Scribonianum) relates that a
certain Scribonius was commanded to examine places ^^'hioh had been struck by lightning as
being sacred ground, and not to be trodden on or built over. A puteal was in consequence
erected by Scribonius in the Forum and received, as a distinguishing mark, his own name.
It is not improbable that the head of Bonus Eventus may relate to the circumstance that this
particular spot had been visited by the god of thunder, which may have been considered a
propitious sign. The change of implements (referring to the coining of money) on the puteal
seems to suggest that the Puteal Scribonianum was square and not circular, and tliatt ho hammer,
tongs, and anvil, are indicative of three of its sides.

This denarius was also restored by Trajan.
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Metal
and ISize

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

3383

3384

3385

3386

61-8

61-5

58-7

61-7

M -8

M -75

M -75

M -8

PAVLLVS LEPIDVS : LIBO

(PAULLUS AEMILIUS LEPIDUS : [LUCIUS
SCEIBONIUS] LIBO')

Denarius

Head of Concordia r., veiled

and diademed ; before,

CONCOKD; behind,
PAVLLVS LEriDVS;
similar to no. 3373.

LIBo (in exergue). A well-

head, or puteal, orna-

mented with a festoon

between two lyres, and
below with a hammer

;

similar to no. 3377

;

around, PVTEAL-
SCRIBON

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar. Similar.

[PI. xliii. IS.]

Similar. Similar ; the well-head is

ornamented with tongs

instead of a hammer.
[PI. xliii. 13.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

C . HOSIDI . C . F . GETA

(CAIUS HOSIDIUS CAII PILIUS GETA^)

Denarius

Seeies I.

Bust of Diana r., draped
and wearing earring of

single drop ; hair drawn
back and tied behind;

at her shoulders, bow
and quiver ; behind bust,

GETA; before, JJI-VIK

C . HOSIDI . C F (in ex-

ergue). A wild boar

(the wild boar of Caly-

don) r., pierced by a

spear, and attacked by

a dog ; edge serrated.

[PI. xliii. 14.]

(de Salis Coll.)

' This is the joint-issue of the moneyers Paullus Aemilius Lepidus and Lucii^s Scribonius

Libo before referred to. The type consists of the obverse of the denarius of the former, and
of the reverse of that of the latter ; the only difference being a slight alteration in the

inscriptions in both cases. The aureus in the "Vienna Cabinet of this type, like those of

Paullus Lepidus (see p. 418), is false (Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 499).

^ The cognomen Qeta was borne by several families, notably, the Hosidia, Licinia, and
Septimia, but it rarely occurs in connection with the first till quite late in Bepublican times.

This moneyer is not improbably the Hosidius Geta who was proscribed by the triumvirs B.C. 43,

and rescued by the ingenious piety of his son, who, pretending that his father had laid violent

hands on himself, performed the funeral rites for him, and concealed him meanwhile on one of
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3387 1 34-5 1 .H -7

awl
broken)

CIEG. B.C. 71 ; A.U.C. 683

Obverse

421

Ilecer

Similar.

3388 63-2

3389

3890

3391

3892

3393

Similar.

Series II.

M -7

61-5

59-8

58-3

60-7

60-2

Similar ; the head of Diana
is smaller and in higher

relief, and she wears
diadem, earring in form
of cross, and double neck-

lace of long pendants

;

before, GETA ; behind,

III.VIK'

M -65 Similar; III VIR for IIIVIR-

M -7

M -7

M -7

M. -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; no necklace
;

IIIVIFL

Similar.

Similar; edge not sarntted.

[PI. xliii. 15.]

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.'

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

his farms. He is the only member of the Hosidia gens of whom coins are known. This is

the second instance of the occurrence of the title 1 1 1 VI R on coins (see above, p. 416).

Adrien de Longperier (Mem. de la Soc. des Ant. de France, Tol. xxi., pp. 354 f.) has

recognized in the reverse type the hunt of the Calydonian boar, and suggests that it is a ti;pe

pnrlant of the name Hosidia, the first syllable of which he associated with the Greek vs. This
and his other suggestions as to the connection of the Greek word with the name of Hosidia will

not bear examination from a philological point of view. Admitting, however, that Longperier
is right in recognizing the boar as the Calydonian boar, the bust of Diana on the obverse needs
no explanation, as it was that divinity who sent the animal to ravage the land of Aetolia in

revenge for the neglect shown to her by King Oeneus.

As the types occur on ancient coins of Aetolia, it might be suggested that an ancestor

of the moneyer took some part in the conquest of that province by the Romans, and that this

circumbtance is thus recorded by his descendant. A similar instance has been met with in

the coins of Q. Fabius Maximus, which are supposed to commemorate the victories of an
ancestor or ancestors of the moneyer near Valentia in Spain (see above, p. 178).

' No attempt seems to have been made to account for the remarkable variety in fabric

of the denarii of this issue ; some, probably the earlier pieces, being in low relief and with
serrated edge ; the others in high relief, of smaller diameter, and with plain edge. If all the
coins were struck at Some, and we have no good reason for supposing otherwise, the dies for
the two series must have been made by diiierent sets of engravers and at separate nfficiiiae.

The larger and serrated pieces are similar to the coins of PauUus Lepidus and Lucius Scri-

bonius Libo ; whereas the sm-aller ones with the plain ediie are like the coins of subsequent
issues, more especially that of Lucius Roscius Fabatus which is attributed to the following year.
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A'y. ire(;//it
^[rt.ll

and Si-'

3394 61-0

3395 61-4

M -7

M -65

COINAGE OF EOME

Ciir. r..c. 70; a.u.c. 684'

L . ROSCI . FABATI

(LUCII EOSCII FABATI -)

Denarius

Witli symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Juno Sospita^ r.

;

wearing goat's skin tied

under the cliin ; below,

L- KOSCI ; behind, sym-
bol, lighted altar (no. 1).

Similar ; symbol, amphora
(no. 2).

FABATI (in exergue).
Female figure standing

r., and feeding from her

dress a serpent, erect,

before her ; behind figure,

symbol, temple-eake (no.

1) ; edge serrated.

Similar; symbol, vase-stand

(no. 2).

(Nott)

' The only coins attributed to tliis year are those struck by Lucius Roscius Fabatus. Their
types are in high relief, and in this respect, and in general style and fabric, tliey are
very similar to the non-serrated pieces of C. Hosidius Geta -n'hich are classed to tlie

previous year. It Tvould almost seem from this and the following issues as if an entirely new
set of die-sinkers and engravers were employed at the Roman mint, some of whom show
marked skill in their handicraft. The coins of Fabatus have the edges serrated. According to

Count de Salis's classification, these are possibly the latest coins with serrated edges which can be
attributed to the Roman mint. It would therefore appear that tliis mode of treating the edge
of the denarius was practised intermittently at Rome for a space of about twenty-three years,

i.e. from B.C. 92—70. As we have seen, the serrated edge never entirely superseded the plain

one. Judging from the number of symbols as mint-marks and their variety, this issue was an
unusually large one, and for that reason it is possible that Fabatus may have held office alone,

or preferably that he was the only member of the triumvirate who ^\as charged with the issue

of the coinage for the year.
"' Lucius Roscius Fabatus was probably the lieutenant of Caesar who took part in the Gallic

war, and commanded the thirteenth legion on the Lower Rhine in the winter of B.C. 54. He
was praetor B.C. 49, and in virtue of that office acted as intermediary between Caesar and
Pumpey. He was killed in B.C. 43 in the first of the battles in the neighbourhood of Mutina
between Mark Antony and the legions of the Senate.

^ The obverse type of the head of Jnno Sospita would lead us to conclude that the Boscia
gens originally came from Lanuvium, where that divinity liad her most ancient and principal

sanctuary. Some particulars of her cult have already been given in connection with the coins

of L. Papius (see above, p. 370). The reverse type depicts the scene wliich occurred at

Lanuvium at the annual festival in honour of Juno Sospita, when a virgin descended into the

grotto under her temple with food for the sacred serpent which dwelt there. If the girl

selected for the ceremony was chaste, then she returned in safety to her home, where she was
greeted with much rejoicing by her relations and neighbours (Propertius, iv. 8, 3). Crowds
from Rome witnessed the ceremony, and it is possible that a member of the Roscia gens may on
one occasion have been selected to perform it. The name of the moneyer is in the genitive case.

As on the coins of L. Papius the symbols used as mint-marks on the obverse and ou the

reverse have a direct relation to each other in their character. Illustrations of those on coins

in the National Collection are figured on p. 423. A more complete series is shown by Babelon
(vol. ii., p. 403).
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No. Weiglii

3396

3397

3398

3399

3400

3401

3402

3403

3404

3405

3406

3407

3408

3409

Metal
and Size

Obverse

60-3
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No. Weight

3410
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No. ]Vel,jht
Metal

and Size
Obverse

3425

3426

3427

3428

59-4

60-5

60-3

58-7

3429, 61-4

3430

3431

3432

3433

3434

3435

3436

3437

3438

3439

60-3

60-2

56-2

61-4

59-0

60-0

60-8

60-9

60-8

56-7

/R
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No.

3440

3441

3442

3443

3444

3445

3446

3447

3448

3449

3450

3451

3452

3453

Weight
and Size

Obverse

60-9
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Weight
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No. Weight
iletal

and Size
Ohveriie

3469

3470

3471

3472

3473

3474

3475

3476

3477

3478

3479

3480

3481

3482

3483

61-4

60-7

62'3

61-0

60-4

41-3

61-4

57-5

61-2

57-7

58-6

58-7

60-0

61-2

60-5

M
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Nn.

34Si

3485

3486

3487

34SS

3489

3490

3491

3492

3493

3494

3495

3496

3497

WeigM

60-7

Metal
a ltd Size

Ohi'erse

jR -75
1 Similar ; symbol, stag's

head (no. 84).

60-0
i

M -8

62-0
,
.R -7

59-8 .R -75

Similar ; symbol, stand for

torch, with straps (no.

85).

Similar ; symbol, stand and
bracket for lamp (no. 86).

Similar ; symbol, standard
surmounted by bird (no.

87).

59-0 .-R '7 Similar ; sj'mbol, standard
surmounted by wolf (no.

62-0 JR '75
; Similar ; symbol, stork (no.

89).

59'0 ^R '7 Similar ; symbol, sword
(no. 90).

58'5 ' ^41 -7 Similar ; same symbol.

58-0 JR. '75 Similar ; symbol, thyrsus

(no. 91).

47'1 ' .R '7 Similar ; symbol, tiara,

Parthian (?) (no. 92).

60-0 JR '7 Similar ; symbol, torque

(no. 93).

59-0 M -8 Similar; symbol, tortoise

(no. 94).

59'0 JR '75 Similar ; symbol, trident

(no. 95).

60-7 JR '8 Similar ; symbol, tripod

with bottle (no. 96).

.R.
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Ko. Weight

3498

3499

3500

3501

3502

3503

3504

3505

3506

3507

3508

3509

3510

58-7

61-4

59-7

59-6

59-8

58-4

Metal
and Siie

M -1

M -7

M -75

M -8

M -75

Ohverse

Similar ; symbol, trumpet,-

curved, cornu (no. 97).

Similar; symbol, urn with

cover (no. 98).

Similar ; sj^mbol, vine-

branch (no. 99).

Similar ; symbol, vine-leaf

(no. 100).

Similar ; symbol, volumen
(no. 101).

M. -7 Similar ; symbol, well-head

or fountain (no. 102).

59-7 M. -7

60-8

51-9

61-8

61-0

57-6

59-0

M -7

M -7

M -lb

M -7

M -76

M, -75

Similar ; symbol, windlass

with bucket (no. 103).

Similar; symbol, windlass,

but varied in form (no.

104).

Similar ; symbol, wine-skin

(no. 105).

Similar ; symbol, wine-skin

(no. 106).

Similar ; symbol, wing (no.

107).

Similar ; symbol, wreath

(no. 108).

Similar ; symbol, yoke (no.

109).

Tteverse

Similar ; symbol, trumpet,

straight, tuha (no. 97).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, jug with

handle, p-ochous (no. 98).

Similar ; symbol, ivy-branch

(no. 99).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, bunch of

grapes (no. 100).

Similar ; symbol, stilus

(no. 101).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, well-head,

puteal (no. 102).

Similar ; symbol, bucket (?)

(no. 103).

[PI, xliv. 12.]

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, pitcher

(no 104).

[PI. xliv. 13.]

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, bottle with
two handles (no. 105).

Similar ; symbol, cup with
long stem and stand (no.

106).

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, palm-
branch (no. 107).

Similar; symbol, flower on
stem (no. 108).

(Nott)

Similar
; symbol, helmet

with short spike and strap

(no. 109).

[PJ. xliv. 14.]

(de Salis Coll.)
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Xo. TTei.jM
Metal

ami Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohierse Reverse

Circ. B.C. 69; a.u.c. 685'

L . TORaVAT

3511 60-0

3512
!

61-0

M -8

(LUCIUS [MANLIUS] TOEQUATUS)^

Denarius

M -75

Head of Sibylla^ r., ^vith

ivy-wreath, the fillets of

which, with a lock of hair,

fall down her neck ; be-

low, SIBYLLA; around,
laurel-wreath.

Similar; legend, SIBYLLA

L.TOKaVAT III.VIR.
at sides of Tripod, sur-

mounted by amphora
between two stars ; the

whole within a highly

ornamented torque.

[PI. xliv. 15.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

' The unusual style and the very high relief of the types of the coins of Lucius JIanlius Tor-
quatus render, in the absence of any specific evidence from finds, the fixing of their date of issue

a somewhat difficult matter. Mommsen (Hist.mon. mm., t.ii., p. 512) puts the coinage at circ.

B.C. 61 ; Babelon (vol. ii., p. 179) at circ. B.C. .54 ; but Count de Salis at a few years earlier than
either of these numismatists. The high relief of type was noticeable in the case of the coins of

L. Roscius Fabatus of the previous year. It occurs at intervals during the next few years, but
most conspicuously in the coinage of C. Calpurnius PisoFrugi, who probably held office in B.C. 64
(see below, p. 450). As L. Torquatus signs himself IIIVIR on his coins he would appear to

have had colleagues at the mint, but who they were, or whether they also issued coins, is

uncertain. Cavedoni {l{ipnsti';]li, p. 214) would associate M. Lepidus (see p. 447) and
L. Vinicius (see p. 492) with i. Torquatus at the mint, but we cannot see any striking

similarity in the style and fabric of tlie coins of these three moneyers. The only other issue

ascribed by Count de Salis to B.C. 69 is that of the curule aedile, P. Sulpicius Galba, whose
coins are of somewhat similar fabric to those of L. Torquatus.

- Lucius Manlius Torquatus, to whom these coins are generally attributed, was the
accuser, in B.C. 62, of P. Cornelius Sulla for complicity in the conspiracies of Catiline. On the

breaking out of the Civil war B.C. 49, Torquatus, who was then a praetor, joined the

aristocratic party, and went with Pompey to Greece, and after the battle of Pharsalia to

Africa. There he again suffered defeat, and being about to fly to Spain, was taken prisoner,

and wiiih his companions put to death.

' The head of Sibylla and the tripod on these coins are the emblems of the quindecimviri,

an office probably held by one of the moueyor's ancestors. The Decemviri, or later, the

Qiiindecintviri sacris facitiitdis were the members of an ecclesiastical college, and were
elected for life. Their chief duties consisted in the care of the Sibylline books, and in the

celebration of the gaines of Apollo, and also of the saccular games. In virtue of their office

each one had a bronze tripod in his house. The amphora is the symbol of the sacred rites

M'hich those officers had to perform , and the stars are no doubt emblematic of Apollo and Diana,

to whose service the quindecimviri were consecrated (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 180). The torque

on the reverse is a punning allusion to the cognomen Torquatus -, a similar instance having

occurred on a previous coinage of a member of this gens, L. Torquatus (see It.\ly, b.c. 99—94;

and Babelon, vol. ii., p. 176). Babelon describes this ornament as a wreath of laurel, but the

ends at the base and its peculiar decoration show that it is more likely a torque.

Bahrfeldt [Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 12) says that the legend on the obverse is always

SIBVLLA, and never SIBYLLA. The coins in the British Museum show that both forms

were used.
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No. Weight

3513

3514

3515

60-2

60-0

50'2

3516

3517

3518

59-3

60-5

59-1

Metal
anil Size

Al -7

M -7

M -7

M -75

M -7

M -7

Ohverse

Similar; legend, SIBYLLA; Similar

Reverse

and plain circle instead of

laurel-wreath.

Similar ; without plain

circle.

Similar.

[PI. xliv. 16.]
(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xliv. 17.]

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

n . GALB

(PUBLIUS SULPICIUS GALEA')

Denarius

Head of Vesta r., veiled;

behind, S • C . {Senatus
consulto).

Similar; legend, S • C

Similar.

r • GALB (in exergue).

Sacrificial implements

:

simpulum between knife

(secespita) and axe orna-

mented with lion's head
{securis); on 1., /ED
{Acdilis); on r., CVK
[Curulis).

[PI. xliv. 18.]

Similar ; legend reading AE
for /ED

[PI. xliv. 19.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' Publius Sulpicius Galba was appointed one of the j udges at the trial against Verres in
B.C. 70, but was rejected by Verres on account of his reputacion for severity. He was an
unsuccessful candidate for the consulship in B.C. 63, and he is mentioned as pontifex in B.C. 57,
and augur in B.C. 49. xlccording to the iev Anao-iia he must have filled the office of curule
aedile shortly before or very soon after B.C. 70, and it was in virtue of that office that he
issued this special coinage, probably to meet some extraordinary expenditure. Mommsen
(Hist., man. rom., t. ii., pp. 480-481), who also ascribes these coins to B.C. 69, supposes (ialba
to have been a colleague of M. Plaetorius Cestianus, who was also curule aedile, but we know
that Plaetorius's companion in office was C. Flaminius (see below, coins of Plaetorius, p. 434).
The style of the coins of Galba somewhat resembles those of L. Manlius Torquatus, but the
types are in slightly lower relief, in which respect they aiqiroach nearer to the denarii of
M. Plaetorius. All three issues are of very good workmansliij), which from this time onwards
shows great improvement, though the style is somewhat varied.

The types of Galba's coins relate to his priestly functions as curule aedile.

These denarii ^vere restored bv Trajan.

3 K
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iVo. \\ eight , ^,.•^ ami Size
Obverse Reverse

3519 60-2 M -75

Circ. B.C. 68; A.u.c. 686

M . PLAETORIVS M . F . CESTIANVS

(MAECUS PLABTOEIUS MAECI FILIDS
CESTIANUS')

Denarius

Type I.

With symbol on obverse

Female bust (Fortuna?) 1.,

draped, wearing circular

earring, and diadem, over
which the hair is drawn
to the back of the head,
and confined in a bag
or net; behind, symbol.

Pediment of temple within

which anguipede mon-
ster, with r. hand raised,

and holding club in 1.

;

on base of pediment and
below, M. C/ETORIVS

CEST-SC
[PI. xliv. 20.]

' The only coins attributed by Count de Salis to B.C. 68 are those of the curule aedile

Marcus Plaotorius Cestianus ; the date of his holding that office being ascertainable within the
space of a year or two. It would appear that in B.C. 70, M. Plaetorius, with whom the
cognomen Cestianus is only associated on coins, accused M. Fonteius of extortion and
mi.«government in Spain (Cicero, pro Font.), and shortly afterwards, probably in B.C. 68, when
ourale aedile, having C. Plaminius as his colleague, he heard the indictment against
D. Matriuius, who was defended by Cicero. In B.C. 66 Plaetorius was praetor, having
Plaminius again as his colleague, and in B.C. 51 he was condemned, but it is not known for

what offence (Cicero, ad Att,, v. 20, 8). In B.C. 44 we find him a neighbour of Atticus the

philosopher and historian (Cicero, ad Att., xv. 17), but nothing further appears to be recorded
of him.

The coins of Plaetorius present a variety of types, all difficult to explain, and for some of

which no satisfactory solution has been found. It is evident that some are connected with his

office as curule aedile, in which capacity he had the direction of many of the public games and
festivals. Of his colleague C. Flamiuius no coins are known, so that Plaetorius must have
received some special powers direct from the Senate, under which he struck this large series of

money. With one exception, that of Type VI. , which he connects with the Megalesian games in

honour of Cybele, Mommsen {Hist. vion. rom., t. ii., p. 481) makes no attempt to explain the

types nor to determine the divinities whose portraits are represented on the obverses, and he
would not connect them with the other public festivals which were under the control of the

curule aediles. Babelon (vol. ii., pp. 310-312) offers a few suggestions which will be mentioned.

Taking the Types in the order of the descriptions of the coins the following explanations

may be tentatively given ; in some cases we must admit that they are somewhat conjectural.

Type I.—Babelon (Joe. cit.) has identified the head on the obverse as that of Portuna, and
he suggests that on the reverse we have a view of the tympanum of her celebrated temple at

Praeneste, where this divinity as Fortuna puhlica primigenia was specially honoured. Some-
what similar representations of the head of Portuna, though differently treated, are found on

the coins of M. Arrius Secundus (Babelon, vol. i., p. 220), and of Q. Sicinius (j6., vol. ii.,

p. 460) . Though there is no documentary record of any connection between the Plaetoria family

and Praeneste, this explanation of the type seems to be supported by the next one.

Type II.—The figure of Sors on the reverse renders it fairly certain that the bust on the

obverse is also that of Portuna, though varied in treatment from the preceding one. It was at

Praeneste that the institution of the oracle known as the Sortes Praenestinae was closely

associated with the worship of Fortuna. This mode of divination was very popular at Rome,
and not only Romans of distinction, but even foreign potentates are mentioned as resorting to
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„ , , , Itctal
^"^ "^'^"

amltiiz,

3520

Obverse

3521

3522

3523

3524

43'4 I /ll -76 Similar; symbol, sword
(plated) -with curved blade.

60-4

53-0

59-8

60-6

A\ -75 Similar

;

symbol, human
ear.

yR -75 Similar; symbol, stilus.

JR -7 Similar; symbol, arrow.

Ai -8 Similar ; symbol, wheel.

Reverse

Similar; monej-ers name,
M. C/ETOR.IV

CEST S .

C

[PI. xliv. 21.]

(Nott)

Similar; moneyer's name,
M. PL/ETORI
CEST.S-C

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
M. PL/ETOR
CEST-SC

[PI. xliv. 22.]
(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

it. This type recalls the conjoined figares of the Fortimae Antiates, Fortana Felix and
Fortuna Victrix, as shown on later coins of the moneyer Q. Rustius (Babelon, vol. ii,, p. 412,
no. 3), for there was at Antium, as at Praeneste, a large temple which was dedicated to
Portuna. The inscribed scroll or cartouche, which the figure on the reverse holds, is a
representation of one of the small tablets or counters, sortes, made of wood or other materials,
which were used in casting lots or for determining the future. The inscription Surs is not
placed on the plinth of the statue as has been generally supposed (B;ibelon, loc.cit.).

Type III.—If we recognize on the obverse the head of Ceres, and on the reverse the torch
as her special emblem, these coins may have been struck at the time of the celebration of the
Lif'U CerealeSy which were under the direction of the aediles. The head, however, may have
been intended for Flora, and so relate to the Ludi Floreales, in which case the jug and the
torch would illustrate the orgies that took place during her festival. The identification of this
type with Ceres seems to be the more probablaone.

Type IV.—The head on these coins, being precisely the same as that on the preceding issue,

may also be identified as that of Ceres. As the caduoeus was the symbol of commerce,
and in that signification was not infrequently found associated on coins with an ear of corn, it is

possible that we have here a record of a special largesse of corn, which may have occurred
about the time of the celebration of the Ludi Oerenles.

Type v., with the same reverse, may relate to the same or to a similar occasion, with which
might well be associated Bonus Eventus, whose portrait has been recognized by Babelon as
forming the obverse type. A similar head, also identified as that of Bonus Eventus, is to be
seen on coins of Q. Cassius Longinus (liabelon, vol. i., p. 330, no, 7). Its treatment in both
these instances is different from that found on the coins of L. Scribonius Libo, in which case
the name of the divinity is given (see above, p. 419).

Type VI.—Both Mommsen and Babelon recognize in this type a reference to the
celebration of the Ludi Megalesiaci in honour of Cybele, the Mater Magna Deorum, whicli
were under the control of the curule aediles, as notified by the reijresentation of the curule
chair on the reverse.

Type VIT.—Babelon (loc. cit.) has identified the bust on the obverse as that of Vacuna, a
Sabine divinity, who combined in her person the attributes of Diana, Ceres, Venus, Victory,
and Minerva. The reverse type of the eagle may be connected with the games sacred to
Jupiter, the exhibition of which was also one of the duties of the curule aediles.

The mint-marks used by Plaetorius consist of symbols which occur on the obverse or on
the reverse of all the types except the last one.

It only remains to mention that the title of " curule aedile" occurs solely in connection
with the last two Types, and to draw attention to the difference between the fabric of tlie

denarii of these Types and of those of the other five Types. The workmanship of the former is
so very inferior in comparison to that of the latter, iihat, if we are to attribute all the coins
struck by M. Plaetorius to one year, it is evident that the dies must have been executed in
separate oficinae, at which different sets of workmen were emi"i]nyed. A .similar variation in
fabric has already been noticed in the issue of C. Hosidius Geta (.see above, p. 421). The
fabric of the denarii of Types I.-V. resembles more that of the coins ot' other issues of the time.
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No. Weight

I

3525

3526

3527

3528

3529

3530

3531

3532

3533

61-3

58-0

59-3

61-0

62-0

59-3

60-0

55-7

58-6

Metal

and Si:e

M -75

Obverse Fwverso

Al -75

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -75

.-R -8

/R -7

JR -7

Type II.

With symbol on obverse

Female bust (Fortuna?) r.,

draped, hair rolled back
and collected into a knot
behind, and sometimes
decorated with pearls

;

of which a bunch is

shown above her ear i

;

behind, symbol, fillet.

Similar

;

same symbol.

Similar

;

symbol, lituus.

Similar

;

symbol, scales.

Similar

;

symbol, vine-leaf.

Similar

;

same symbol.

Similar

;

symbol, wheel.

Similar; symbol, uncertain.

M.rLAETOKI CEST-SC
around Half length figure

of Sors, draped, facing,

and holding with both
hands before her a scroll

or tablet inscribed SOR.S

;

her dress is fastened on
each shoulder with a
brooch.

Similar.

[PI. xliv. 23.]

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xliv. 24.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Type III.

Witli symbol on obverse

Female bust (Ceres?) r.,

draped, wearing circular

earring and necklace

;

hair in a bag or net, and
ornamented with poppy
heads ; above forehead

and below the bag, close

curls ; tresses drawn
from the ears to the

back ; behind, symbol,
basket (calathus).

CEST.EX-S.C
-ii^idedby

Jug with handle (pro-

clious) and lighted torch."

[PI. xlv. 1.]

(Nott)

' Except for the absence of the laurel-wreath this head in style and treatment is very

similar to that of Apollo on the coins of Q. Poraponius Musa (see below, p. 442, no. 3606).

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 38) mentions that a denarius of this type is without

the leo-end SORS on the scroll ; and Cavedoni (Ripostigli, p. 114) states that Greek letters as

well as symbols occur behind the head on the obverse, but we have not met with any coins of

this issue with letters as mint-marks.

- Bahrfeldt (Zeit. f. Kiim., 1877, p. 40, and jYwm.. Zeit., 1897, p. 39) describes hybrids

consisting of the obverse of this type and of the rei-erses of denarii of L. Plaetorius (see above,

p. 404), of L. Scribonius Libo (see above, p. 420, no. 3383), and of L. Mussidius Longns

(Babclon, vol. ii., p. 31, no. 58), and others with the reverse of this type and with the obverse

of the denarius of L. Plaetorius, or with the head of Augustus to right.
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No. }Ul:jht
^^^^^jg^^

3534

3535

3536

3537

3538

Obverse

60-1 ' Ai -75 ' Similar; symbol, bird.

59-7

60-6

54-8

A\, -75 Similar ; symbol, branch of

laurel.

M -75

M -7

Similar ; symbol, crane.

Similar ; symbol, cup with
two handles.

3539
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No. Weight

3548

3549

3550

3551

3552

3553

Metal
and Size

Olver.-<e Vid'cne

3554

3555

3556

3557

3558

3559

3560

3561

3562

58-4
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»T Ti^ • 7 * Metal
No. Weight , ,,

.

' and Size

3563
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No. ^TeigM
Meial

(jud Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse

3577 61-6 M -75

63-7

58-4

56-8

59-0

56-3

59-8

59-4

M -75

-R -75

M -75

M
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No. Weight
3Ietal

and Hize
Obverse Reverse

3596

3597

3598

8599

3600

3601

63-3
:
M. -8

3602

61-7

61-6

60-3

600

58-2

.R -75

M. -7

M -75

.11 -8

M -75

61-3 M -7

Type VII.

Female bust, Vacuna, r.,

draped, winged, and hair in

ringlets ; wearing crested

helmet encircled with
wreath of laurel, corn,

poppy, and lotus ; at her

shoulders, quiverand bow;
under chin, cornucopiae

;

behindbust.CESTIANVS;
before, S C (Scnatiis

consulto) ; bead and reel

-border.

Similar.

Similar.

MPLAETORIVS M-F.
AED . CVK around Eagle
standing front on thunder-

bolt ; head to 1. ; bead

and reel border.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xlv. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Circ. B.C. 67 ; a.u.c. 687 '

a . POMPON I . MVSA

(QUINTUS POMPONIDS MUSA3)

Denarius

Type I.

mVsaa- roMPONi
around Head of Apollo

r., diademed; hair in

ringlets.

divided by
HEKCVLES
MVSARVM

Hercules wearing lion's

skin, standiog r., and
playing lyre ; at his feet,

club.

' The only coinage attributed to B.C. 67 is that of the ordinary moneyer, Q. Pompouiua
Musa. It consists of ten different types, representing Hercules and the Muses, so that in all

probability it was of considerable extent. In fabric the coins of this issue are very similar to

those of Types I.-V. of M. Plaetorius Cestianus, the curule acdile of the previous year. The
workmanship is excellent, and the dies must have been executed by skilful engravers.

^ Quintus Pomponius Musa is only known from his coins, the cognomen Musa not being
met with in ancient writers in conner^tion with the Pomponia gens before imperial times.

The representations of Hercules Musagetes and of the nine Muses are no doubt intended to

refer to the cognomen of the moneyer. It is possible that wo have in these representations a

3 L
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Kn. Weijht
Vetal

and ,S'i;c

3603 59-9 i JR -7
I Similar.

1

I
I

3604' 58-1 M -7 I Similar.

COINAGE OF ROME

Ohrer^e Beverse

3605

3606

43-9 Al '75 Similar.

Similar.

(Craelierode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlv. 13.]

(Blaoas Coll.)

Similar ; mVsA for MVSA
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Type II.

63-5
: .R Ji) Head of Apollo r., lam'eate, Q- POMPONI ^^ -n n

,

hair rolled back, and in
,

MVSA divided by

loose locks over the fore-

head
; before ear, orna-

ment in shape of flower :

behind, lyre-key.

The Muse, Calliope, in

long flowing tunic and
peplum, standing r., and
playing lyre, which rests

on pedestal.

3607 i 61-1
I

.R -75 Similar. Similar.

3608, 63i' .R -75 Similar.

3609 ' 60-2 M -75 Similar.

Similar; moneyer's name,

mVsa
Q. rOMPONI

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlv. 14.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

reproduction in detail of the statues of Hercules and of the nine Muses, which M. Fulvius Xoliilidr

placed in the temple erected by him in the Circus Flaminius to Hercules and the Pluses during his

censorship in B.C. 179. He is said to have adorned the temple with paintings and statues, which
he had brought from Greece on his conquest of Aetolia in B.C. 189. To Hercules as chief of the

choir is assigned a special obverse type for his coins, showing Apollo diademed, and with his hair

arranged in ringlets, as on the coinages of L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi (see above, p. 251) and
of C. Cal})iirnius Piso Frugi (see below, p. 450) ; approaching, however, more closely to the

latter in style, but with the head not in so high relief. The head of Apollo on the other types,

i.e., with representations of the IMuses. is of a diiferent form. It is laureate, and the hair is

rolled back, and there is an ornament near the ear, similar to that on the head of Fortuna of

Type II. of the coins of M. Plaetorius Cestianus (see above, p. 436), to which in other respects,

i.e., fabric and style, those of Pomponius resemble. Hercules, as leader of the choir, is repre-

sented playing on his lyre, and the nine Muses are shown with their various attributes :

—

Calliope, the Muse of Epic Poetry, who had the sweetest voice, sings and accompanies herself

on her lyre ; Clio, the Muse of History, reads an open scroll ; Erato, the Muse of Erotic Poetry,

plays the lyre ; Euterpe, the Muse of Lyric Poetry, holds two pipes {tihiae) ; Melpomene, the

Muse of Tragedy, holds a club and .i mask ; Polymuia, the Muse of Rhetoric, laureate, stands

in a pensive mood ; Terpsichore, the Muse of Dancing, holds the plectrum and the lyre, which

she is said to have in^'ented ; Thalia, the Muse of Comedy, holds a mask, and sometimes also a

pedum or shepherd's crook ; and Urania, the Muse of Astronomy, touches a celestial globe

with her wand (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 360, 361). These figures of the nine Muses are of e.xtreme

interest for comparison with the numerous statues preserved from ancient times.

In the inscription MVSA we meet with the sign or accent, ape.r, denoting that the vowel

is long. It takes the forms V, V, or V, which Cavedoni {Sa<igio, p. 171) would identify with the

accent in the Greek word MoCira. It is found in a variety of forms on inscriptions just after

Sulla to the second half of the third centnry.
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No. WeujU
^^,^^jy.^_

'. t't/'ifc* Reverse

3610

3611

65-9

591

Type III.

.R -7

M -75

3612

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c. ; similar to no. 3606
;

behind, volumen tied with

cord.

Similar.

aroMroNi ,, ., , ,

Mi/SA
"^^"'^^^ "^y

The Muse, Cho, in long

flowing tunic and pep-

lum, standing 1., resting

1. elbow on pedestal, and
holding open scroll in r.

hand.
[PI. xlv. 15.]

(Cracherode CoU.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

62-1

3613

3614

M -7

Type IV.

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c. ; similar to no. 8606
;

behind, flower on stalk.

divided by
mVsa

a-POMPONI
The lyiuse, Erato, in long

flowing tunic and pep-

lum, standing towards r.,

head facing, and holding

lyre in 1. hand, and
with 1-. striking it with

plectrum.

[PI. xlv. 16.]

(Bank Coll.)

61-9

60-9

.R -7

M -8

Type V,

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c. ; similar to no. 3606 ;

behind, two pipes (tibiae)

crossed.

Similar.

a.POMrONI -^i^idedby

The Muse, Euterpe, in

long flowing tunic and
peplum, standing r., sup-

porting her head with 1.

hand, her elbow resting

on pedestal, and holding

two pipes {tibiae) in r.

hand.
[PI. xlv. 17.]

Similar; MVSA
(Cracherode Coll.)
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No. ]Vciiilit

3S15 58-3

Mttal
and S>:e

M -8

Oiverse Bevene

Type YI.'

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c, ; similar to no. 3606
;

behind, sceptre.

3616 55-1
j

.-R -75

3617 58-8

3618

3619

63-

.^:i -75

Similar.

Q-POMPONI ...,,
t ^^s^ divided by

j

The Muse, Melpomene,
!

in long flowing tunic and
peplum, standing front,

!
head turned to r. ; she
rests r. hand on club,

and holds mask in out-

stretched 1.

[PI. xlv. 18.]

Similar.

Tj-pe VII.

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&o. ; similar to no. 3606
;

behind, wreath with fillet.

M -75 Similar.

Q-noMroNi
mVsa '^'"'^''^ ^^

The Muse, Polymnia, in

long flowing tunic and
peplum, standing facing,

lier head bound with
wreath.

[PI. xlv. 19.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name,
mVsa

QPOMrONI

63-2 M -7

Type VIII.

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

&c. ; similar to no. 3606
;

behind, tortoise.

MVSA divided by

The Muse, Terpsichore, in

long flowing tunic and
peplum, standing towards
r., holding lyre in 1. hand,

and plectrum in r.

[P]. xlv. 20.]

3620
:

61-0 ' .11 Similar; behind head, flower Similar,

on stalk.

-

^ The reverse of this denarins forms a hybrid with the obverse of that of Q. Pomponius
Rufus (see above, p. 407; Bahrfeldt, Zeif. f. Num., 1S77, p. 42).

' The obverse die of 'I'ype IV. has been used in this case and in that of no. 3622.
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61-3

Mclol
and Si:e

M -8

59-2 .R -8

30-9 M -7

64-0

57-6

55-2

51-6

63-3

60-6

M '75

Ohi-erse

Similar ; behind head, tor-

toise.

Similar; behind head, flower

on stalk.

Reverse

Similar ; moneyer's name,
mVsa

a. noMPONi

Similar.

[PI. xlv. 21.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar; behind head, lyre-
,
Similar.

key.'
i

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Type IX.

Head of Apollo r., laureate, ' Q . POMPON I

&o. ; similar to no. 3606
;

behind, sandal (calcaus).

.R
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tlllil Si'.r
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R.'verfe

3636 62-8 .R -75 Full length terminal figure,

\ Terminus, facing, draped;

I

on r., cup with two handles

I

(calix); on 1., wreath
with fillet.

Type II.

Similar.

3637 :
61-3 A\ !) Similar.

3638

Similar.

[PL xlvi. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

CIrc. B.C. 6;")

;

A.v.c 689'

M . LEPIDVS

(MAECUS AEMILIUS LEPIDUS)

Denarius

Type I.

60-8
I M i'o

3639

Female head (Roma?) r.,

wearing diadem and ear-

ring of single drop ; hair

collected into a knot, and
falling in locks down the

neck.

59-9 .R -75 ; Similar.

M- LEPIDVS (in exergue).

Equestrian statue r, of

Marcus Aemilius Lepidus
bearing trophy ; a bulla

depends from his neck.

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 2.]

(de Salis Coll.)

would identify the bust with Hermes or Mercury in his capacity of guardian of the streets,

whilst the obverse of Type II. shows a figure of Terminus, the guardian of boundaries and
frontiers. The two-handled cup, the wreath, the patera, and the knife are all objects
connected with the worship of Terminus as celebrated at the feasts called Tenuinnlin, when
neighbours met, garlands were placed on his statues, a lamb or a sucking-pig ^^as sliiiu, and
liba were offered. These fetes are described by Ovid

—

Te uo diversa doiniiii pro parte coronant ;

Bindque yerta tlhi, binaque liha fi'r'int.

*; * ^ *

S'jiorq iiii r et rae.^o commv.nis Termhivs (njiio ;

^'rc qi'cntarj ladany cum sibi j'orca Oofur.

Fust. ii. 643 f.

Though not stated on the coins it is possible th:it when he struck this money M. Piso Frugi
was one of the curule aediles, in which capacity he would have charge of the streets and
boundaries of Kome, and also of the celebration of the Temiinalia. In that case the issue
would have been a special one.

' To this year Count de Salis has only attributed the coins bearing the moneyer's name,
M. Lepidus. In fabric and excellence of A^'orkmauship they approach nearest to the coinages
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A^i. Weiglit

3640 58-0

Metal
and Sue

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

OhiH-rfe Bevt'yf!e

Type I. var. a

Female head (Eoma?) r., I Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 3.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

3641 59-7

laureate, and wearing
diadem ; hair collected

into a knot, and falling

in locks down the neck
;

before, simpulum ; be-

hind, wreath with tillet.

.R -7 Similar; before head, in- Similar.

stead of simpulum, cup I [Pl. xlvi. 4.]
with two handles (calix).

;

(Nott)

of Q. Pomponius Musa (see p. ill) and of M. Piso M. f. Frugi (see p. 446), and the
resemblance in form of the symbols, the wreath Ti-ith fillet and the two-handled cup, on the
coins of the latter and on those of M. Lepidus is so striking that it is evident that the two
issues could only have been separated by a short interval.

This moueyer is usually identified with the triumvii- Marcus Aemilius Lepidus, the
colleague of Antony and Octavius. He was the younger son of M. Aemilius Lepidus, who was
praetor in Sicily B.C. 81, and consul b c. 78 ; his elder brother being L. Aemilius PauUus, one
of whose early public acts was the accusation of Catiline in B.C. 63. The triumvir is first

mentioned in B.C. 52, when the Senate appointed him interrex after the death of Glodius,

for the purpose of holding the comitia, so that even at that time he must have passed the
period of youth. His principal dates are : praetor B.C. 49; magister equitum B.C. 46, 45, and
44; consul with Julius Caesar B.C. 46; pontifex maximus in succession to Julius Caesar
B.C. 44; and triumvir with Antony and Octavius B.C. 43, when he received Spain and
Karbonese Gaul as his jirovince (see Coinage of Gaul, b.c. 43—42). On the re-division of the
provinces in B.C. 42, Lepidus received Africa, but he did not proceed there till B.C. 40 (see

Coinage of Africa, b.c. 40—36). In B.C. 36 Octavius deprived Lepidus of his triumvirate, and
he retired to Circeii under strict surveillance, where he died at an advanced age in B.C. 13.

The types of the coins of M. Lepidus struck nrc. B.C. 6.5 refer to events connected with
the histories of two of his ancestors who bore the same name as himself. The reverses of

Types I. and I. var. a and h record the early deeds of M. Aemilius Lepidus, consul B.C. 187,

wlio is said to have served in the arniy when still a youth, and at the age of fifteen to have
killed an enemy and saved the life of a citizen. Valerius Maximus (III., i. 1) thus describes the

circumstance :

—

Aemilius Lepidus puer etiam fiimprogre^sus iti acieni ho^f'jniinteremit, clveinser-

vavit; t'u}".^ fam inemorabilis operis index e<t in Capiiolio stafuo hiUlata et incincta prefextasenatus

consulto posita. The equestrian figure on the coins may be the statue referred to by Valerius

Jlaximus. The head on the obverse may he intended for that of Roma, as a similar portrait with

the legend ROMA occurs on coins of an earlier member of the Acniilia gens, Manius Aemilius

Lepidus, which are classed to Italy, circ. B.C. 91 (Babelon, vol. i., p. 118, no. 7). The wreath,

the simpulum, and the two-handled cup recall the duties of M. Aemilius Lepidus as pontifex

maximus. The reverse of Tyjje II. relates to the same ancestor of the moneyer, who was one

of the three ambassadors sent by the Romans in b.c 201 to the Egyptian court to administer

the affairs of the kingdom for the infant sovereign, Ptolemy V. Though Lepidus was the

youngest of the ambassadors, he seems to have enjoyed the most power and influence, and
accordingly, ancient writers speak of him alone as the ttUor of the Egyptian king. It was not

till twenty years later, B.C. 180, that he was elected pontifex maximus. The head of

Alexandria on the obverse in connection with the reverse type needs no explanation, and it is

only necessary to draw attention to the duplication of the consonant, XS for X, in the legend

ALEXSANDREA, which occurs on some specimens. Similar forms of orthography have been

met with in the names of C. Egnatius Maxsumus (see above, p. 399) and of L. Axsius Naso

(see above, p. 409). Type III. records the restoration of the Basilica Jemilia by the father of

the moneyer, M. Aemilius Lepidus, during his consulship B.C. 78. In restoring this temple,

which appears to have received its name at this time, Lepidus further embellished it by adding

shields or portraits of his ancestors as shown in the view of it on the coins. This circumstance

is mentioned by Pliny {Hist, nat., xxxv,, 3, 13) :

—

M. Aeuiiliiis coUegain cnnsulafii Qninfii Lutotu,

non in basilica modo AemHia, ventin. et domi suce [clipeos^ pnsuif (Babelon, vol. i., pp. 126, 127).

The obverse shows the head of the vestal virgin Aemilia, who, on one occasion, when the sacred

fire was extinguished, prayed to the goddess Vesta for her assistance, and miraculously rekindled

it by throwing one of lier most beautiful garments upon the extinct embers (Val. Max., 1. .i. 7).



Ko. Weiijlit

3642

3643

3644

3645

3646

3647

63-5

3648

3649

59-4

60-8

54-5

65-2

58-9

iletnl

and ^':}ize

M -7

M

JR.

M

75

75

7

M -lb

M -15

61-5

58^2

Al -7

M -75

CIEC. B.C. G5; A.U.C. 689

Ohverse

Type I. var. b

449

Reverse

Female head (Eoma?) r., i M • LEPIDVS • AN • XV
wearing diadem and ear-

ring of single drop ; hair

collected into a knot, and
faUing in locks down the

neck ; similar to no. 3638.

Similar ; the head is also

laureate.

Similar; behind head, palm-
branch.'

Similar.

Similar ; behind head,
wreath ; before, simpu-
lum.

Similar ; before head, cup
with two handles (calix).

m.H-O.CS (Annomtn
quindecem progressus hos-

tem occidit, civem servavit)

around Equestrian statue

r., bearing trophy, and
wearing bulla, &c.,

similar to no. 3638.

[PI. xlvi. 5.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 6.]

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 7.]

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 8.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Type II.

Head of Alexandria r.,

turreted, wearing earring

of single drop and neck-
lace ; hair collected into

a knot, and falling in

locks down the neck

;

below, ALEXANDR.EA

Similar ; legend reading

ALEXSANDKEA

M . LEPIDVS— TVTOR. •

R.EG.S.C. nON=.MAX
(Tutor regis, senatus con-

sulto, pontifex maximus)
arotind Togate figure,

Marcus Lepidus, standing
towards 1., and placing
wreath on head of youth,
Ptolemy V., standing
front in Greek dress, and
holding sceptre in r.

hand.

[PI. xlvi. 9.]

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 10.]

' Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 18) meiitiotis a hybrid in the National Museum at Buda-
pest, consisting of this obverse type, and of the reverse of the denarius of Q. Cassius (see
below, p. 482, no. 3871).

3 M
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Ko.

3650

COINAGE OF EOME

VclfiM

57'

ifeial

and S':e

M, -75

Ohi-ri-.'e Reverse

Type III.

Head of the vestal virgin,

Aemilia, r., laureate and
veiled.

M LEPIDVS — AIMILIA
R.EF S C (Aitnilia rc-

fecta, scnatus consnlto)

around Lateral view of

the Basilica Aemilia with

circular shields attached

to the columns.

[PI. xlvi. 11.]

(Nott)

3651 ' 64-2
; .R -75 Similar ; behind head,

wreath ; before, simpu-
lum.

3652

3653

3654

60-8 '' Ai -7

58-4 .R -8

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlvi. 12.]

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

63-4 /R -75

Circ. B.C. 64; A.r.c. 690

C.riSO L.F.FRVGI
(CAIUS CALPUENIUS PISO LUCII FILIUS

FEUGI^)

Denarius

Type I.

With symbol oyi obverse and reverse

C PISO L F FRVG below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r. ; above, symbol,

spear-head.

[PI. xlvi. 13.]

(Nott)

Head of Apollo r., in high
relief, bound with fillet

;

hair long and in ringlets
;

behind, symbol, thyrsus.

i This type was restored by Trajan.

' Caius Calpurnius Piso L. f. Frugi, whose coinage is attributed to circ. B.C. 6-i, was a son of

L. Calpurnius Fiso Frugi, who was praetor B.C. 7-t, and also held the office of moneyer circ.

B.C. 88 (see above, p. 2.51). At an early age, in B.C. tj7, the younger Piso was betrothed to

TuUia, the daughter of Cicero, whom he married four years later, in B.C. 63, and in B.C. 58 he was
appointed quaestor. This would give us an approximate date for his appointment as moneyer.
During his quaestorship he used every effort to obtain the recall of his father-in-law, from
banishment, but as he died in the summer of the following year at the early age of thirty he did

not live to see the accomplishment of his exertions. Mommseu (^Hiat. mon. rom., t. ii.,p. -iHo),

and Babelon (vol. i
, p. 299) assigned this coinage to circ. B.C. 61.

C. Piso adopted for the types of his coins, which consisted of denarii only, those used by his

father, having the head of Apollo on the obverse, and a naked horseman on the reverse, an allusion

to the establishment of the Ludi Apnllinares as an annual festival by his ancestor, L. Calpurnius

Piso (see above, p. 251). The laureate head of Apollo, with its thick and closely-falling ringlets, is

practically the same in both issues, except that in the later one it is in higher relief, whilst that

wearing a diadem is a copy of the head as seen on some of the coins of Q. Pomponins Musa, struck

three years previously (see above, p 111, uo. 3602). In one instance (see below, p. 468, no. 3815)
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No. Weight

3665

3656

3657

53-1

llctal

and Size

A\ -7

Obverse Berrrse

53-0 ! /R -65

56-0 M -75

With number and fractional sign on obverse and symbol

on reverse

Similar ; behind head of

Apollo r., with fillet,

number and fraction,

Similar.

Similar; C PISO L F •

FR.V ; below horseman,
symbol, fish.

[PI. xl»i. 14.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar ; number and frac-
j

Similar ; above horseman,
tion, IX •

I
symbol, spear-head.

Apollo is represented laureate with a bow and quiver attached to his shoulders. As on the coins of

the elder Piso the horseman bears a palm-branch, a lighted torch, or a whip ; but to these several

varieties are added ; e.g., the rider being without either of these attributes, sometimes winged,

or wearing a conical-shaped cap (pileus), or a hat with a broad brim (cou.-ia). Like his father,

C. Piso used a number of signs to mark his dies, consisting of symbols, letters, numbers (Greek
and Roman), and fractional signs, i.e. fractions of the as. The symbols are of a very varied

character, and in the letters may be noticed a revival of the old forms. A, A, or A for A.

The numbers do not appear to have followed any sequence, but rather to have been chosen

haphazard. For 50,000 we have the sign ^; for 10,000, /ftft ; for 5,000, jj ; for 50, X or di; and
for 10, X-, the mark of value of the denarius. The fractions and fractional signs are based upon a

division of the unit, as, into twelfths, nnciae ; the former being denoted by the sign I ; the latter

by • or —
J
aud the half as or semis by S : thus I = one as ; S J J • —

x-i ;
^ud S ^. Fractions below

the uncia are represented by the forms C or J = -—- or semuncia ; D = ^j'g- or sicilicus ; Z = y\
or sextula ; -fr = y^j- or dimidia sextula ; and 3 or 5 = irbT °^ scriptulum. All these fractions

have special names, and the following table, showing the duodecimal system, is compiled from
Prof. James C. Egbert's work on the Introduction to the Study of Latin Inscriptions, pp. 76, 77.

TABLE,

As .
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No. Weiriht

I

36£8 62-0

and Size

I

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3654; be- Similar to no. 3654; C-P ISO
hind head of Apollo r. L F FR.VG ; below, horse-

with fillet, symbol, lizard. man, letter A

Similar ; symbol, snake. Similar ; same letter.

Similar; symbol, ram's
,
Similar; C • PISO L • F •

head. FR.V ; letter 3 '

I
(Nott)

{

Witlt Boman letter on obverse and Greek letter on reverse

I

58-2 M -75
:
Similar to no. 3654; be- 1 Similar to no. 3654 ; C PISO

610 .ft 8

62-6
,
M -75

64-2

59-5

61-1

59-8

59-2

59-1

55-0

M -7

/R -8

M -7

M -75

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, letter P
L F FRVG ; below horse-

man, letter 12
(Nott)

With number and fractional sign or fractional sign on

obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number and
fraction, 1 1

Similar; fraction, Sj I •

Similar ; fraction, Z«

Similar ; same fraction.

Similar to no. 3654; CPISO
L F FRV ; below horse-

man, letter A
(Nott)

Similar ; letter H
(Nott)

Similar; letter I

(Nott)

Similar ; letter M
(Cracherode Coll.)

.R 'To Similar; number and frac- : Similar; letter O
tion, I : •

M -7

M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(Nott)

3669
i

60-8 M -1
\

Similar ; number and frac- ' Similar ; letter T
\

I tion. Ill:: I

' This might be the sign for the scriptulu
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Wo. WeiijM

3670 56-7

3671

3672

3673

8674

3675

3676

61-7

63-9

60'!

61-8

62-9

60-3

com/ Sizr

.R -7

JR -7

M -75

M -75

M -7

M -7

M -7

Ohvfriie Reverse

With symbol on obverse mid number on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, symbol, ser-

pent.

Similar to no. 3654; C-TISO
L F • FR.V ; below horse-

man, number XV

^yith number on obverse am] sign and niuitber on reverse

Similar to no. 3654; be- j Similar to no. 3654; CPISO
hind head of Apollo r.

]
L FFKV; below horseman.

with fillet, number >1'XXI

Similar; number d {—
50,000).

Similar.

sign and number ^'XVI

Similar ; same sign and
number.

[PI. xlvi. 15.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

With number and fractional sign on obverse and sign and

number on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number and

fraction, 13

Similar to no. 3654 ; C-PISO
L F FKV; below horseman,
sign and number, ^ XVI

(Nott)

Type I. var. a

M'iUb symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r. with

fillet

;

similar to no.

3654; behind, symbol,

lituus.

C nSO L F FR. below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r. ; wearing hat with
brim (causia) ; above,

symbol, pedum ('?).

[PI. xlvi. 16.]

With letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, letter V

Similar to no. 3675 ; C PISO
L F FR. ; above horse-

man, symbol, pedum ('?).

This is the sign of the denarius.
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-Y". iritj/if
and shf

I TT7?/! number on obverse and si/mbol on reverse

3677 CO-0 Jl -7 Similar to no. 3654; be-

I

. hind head of Apollo r.
'

' with fillet, number CXXI

Similar to no. 3675 ; C P ISO
L F FR.V ; below horse-

man, symbol, falx.

(Blacas Coll.)

3678 59-5

3679

3680

62-7

59-7

Type I. var. b

With symbol on obverse and reverse

.R -7
I

Head of Apollo r. with ,
C TISG L F FR.V below

fillet

;

similar to no. Naked horseman gallop-

3654; behind, symbol, ing r., and bearing long

arrow. ' palm-branch over Lis

(

j

shoulder ; above, symbol,

j

j

arrow-head.

-11 7 ' Similar; symbol, wing. ' Similar; same sj'mbol.

I

'

!

(Nott)

yR -75
[

Similar; symbol, key. Similar ; symbol, bu-d flying

upwards (r).

(Nott)

3681 I
59-5

3682

3683

61L1

60 6

-fl -75 Similar; uncertain svmbol,
|

Similar; symbol, falx.

bracket (?) (T"). "

j

[Pl.'xlvi. 17.]

j

(Nott)

-R -65 Similar; uncertain symbol, ; Similar ; symbol, mace,

i
bracket (?) (Tl).

|

(Nott)

3684 59-4

3685 55 -7

JR -7
I

Similar; symbol, lyre.

.R -7 Similar ; symbol, two-
pronged hoe (bidens).

Similar ; symbol, simpu-
lum.

(Nott)

Similar ; sj'mbol, staff with

double hook.

(Nott)

^H -75 ' Similar; symbol, ram's Similar; symbol, staff with

head. single hook.

I

(Nott)

3686
I

I

3687
'

64'

59-0

.-R '7 Similar; symbol, falx. Similar ; symbol, trident.

(Cracherode Coll.)

.R 75 Similar; symbol, lizard. Similar; C PISO L F

j

FR.VG ; below horseman,

I

symbol, anchor.

I

(Nott)
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A\>. Weight
Metal

Olid :Si::e
Obverse

3688

3689

3690

3691

3692

3698

3694

3695

3696

3697

3698

3699

3700

61-5

58-5

60'8

64-0

6:3-5

60-4

57-6

43-0

62-1

61'7

60-3

63-5

58-0

M
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Jfo. Wt:!.]], t

61-5

Metal
au<^ Size

Obi-erse lievirse

j
TT7//i number and fractional sign on obverse and symbol

I

on reverse

.R -To
;
Similar to no. 3654 ; behind Similar to no. 3678 ; C P ISO
head of Apollo r. with
fillet, number and frac-

tion, III:

:

3702 ' 59-6
I .R -7 Similar j_number and frac-

tion, 13

59-4
; .R -7

L-F.FR.VG; below horse-

man, symbol, anchor.

Similar; C- PISO LF FRV;
symbol, leaf (?).

(Nott)

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; behind
head of Apollo r. with
fillet, symbol, bulla(?).

58-1 M -75
1 Similar; symbol, helmet

sm-mounted by star.

61'5 ^R -75 Similar; symbol, double

falx (?).

62'7
I

JR -75 Similar; sj'mbol, mallet.

i I

57-0 .R -65
!

Similar.

56-3 .R -7 Similar; symbol, ladder.

58-0 ^R -7 Similar; symbol, staff with
double hook.

60-6 .R -75
I

Similar; symbol, star.

58-7
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So. Weight

59-3

57-3



458 COINAGE OF EOME

V Tr 7 i Metal
" and Size

/R -8

Obverse Reverse

3726
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No. Weiyld

3734

3735

3736

58-5

61-6

3737
I

59-0

3738 59-0

3739 62-2

and liizc

A\ -75

OlvL-rse Rercrsf

}Vith number on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number XXIX

Similar to no. 3783; CPISO
L F FKV; above horse-

man, symbol, lituus.

M -7

With Greek niiniher on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo i.

with fillet, number A (i.e.

Greek numeral A and D)

Similar to no, 8733; C PISO
L F FR.VG ; below horse-

man, letter "I (L)

[PI. xlvi. 22.]

(de Sails Coll.)

ir;7/i symbol on obverse and number and fractional sign

on reverse

65-2
,

.11

A\ -7

M -65

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, symbol, key.

Similar.

Similar to no. 3733; C PISO
L F FRV; belowhorseman,
number and fraction, 1*1

(Nott)

Similar.

11 i7/i fractional sign on obverse and reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, fraction, '^

(:=:t\) and 3)

yR '75 Similar; fraction, 3

Similartono. 3733; C TISO
L F FR.V ; above horse-

man, fraction, —
(Nott)

Similar ; fraction, <j

(Blacas Coll.)

3740

3741

60-i

61-4

Type I. var. d

Willi number on obverse and symbol on reverse

Al lo

M. -75

Head of Apollo r. with

fillet ; similar to no.

3654 ; behind, number

Similar ; number DXX

C PISO. L F FRV below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., and bearing long
palm-branch, tied with
fillet, over his shoulder;

above, symbol, lituus.

[PI. xlvi. 23.]
(Nott)

Similar ; same symbol.
(Blacas Coll.)
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No. Weight

3742 54-4

3743

3744

3745

3746

62-5

60-5

60-3

600

3747 59-1

3748 58-1

3749 54-6

2!etal

and Sine

.51 -75

M -7

M -7

M -7

M -66

M -65

M -7

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

IVith number arid fractional sign on obverse and symbol

on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number and
fraction, IS

Similar to no. 3740; C PISO
L F FR.VG ; above horse-

man, symbol, uncertain.

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, symbol, club.

Similar to no. 3740; C PISO
L F FR.VG ; below horse-

man, letter F

(Nott)

Similar; symbol, mallet (?).
|

Similar; letter P

Similar ; symbol, chisel.

Similar; symbol, wing.

Similar.

Similar; C PISO
FRVG ; letter S

(ISTott)

Similar ; same letter.

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

L . F

Type I. var. e

With symbol on obverse

Head of Apollo r. with C-PISO L-F FR.VGI below

fillet ; similar to no. Naked horseman gallop-

3654 ; behind, symbol, ing r. ; wearing hat with

wing. brim {causia), and bear-

ing long palm- branch,

tied with fillet, over his

shoulder ; no mint-mark.

[PI. xlvi. 24.]

I

(Noit)

Type I. var. /

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Head of Apollo r. with

fillet ; similar to no.

3654 ; behind, symbol,

wreath ; before head,

countermark, L

PISO L F FR.VG below

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., and holdingwhip in

1. hand ; below, letter H
[PI. xlvii. 1.]



No. Weijht

3750

3751

3752

3753

49'0

58-2

62-4

61-8

3764

3755

61-4

50-7

3756 56-5

3767 57-8

and iSize

JR -7

(plated)

M -7

Al -7

M -65

M -7

M -7

.-R '75

M -7

CIEC. B.C. 64; A.U.C. 690

Obverse Rei:er.<e

Type II.

With symbol on obverse and reverse

461

Head of Apollo r. with
fillet ; similar to no.

3654; behind, symbol,
key.

Similar ; symbol, wreath.

C riSO L F FRV below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing 1., and bearing lighted

torch in r. hand ; above,
symbol, lizard.

Similar ; below horseman,
symbol, rudder.

(Nott)

WJtli letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, letter A

Similar.

Similar to no. 3750; C-PISO
L-F-FRVG; above horse-
man, symbol, arrow.

Similar.

(Nott)

With number and fractional sign on obverse and symbol

on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number and
fraction, XI 'f.

Similar to no. 3750; C PISO
L F FRV; below horse-
man, symbol, rudder.

[PI. xlvii. 2.]

(Nott)

Type II. var. a

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r. with
fillet ; similar to no.

3654; behind, symbol,
fibula (?).

C riSO-L F FRVGI below
Naked winged horseman
galloping 1., and holding
whip in r. hand; ' above,
symbol, bird flying.

(Nott)

With Greek number on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3654 ; be-

hind head of Apollo r.

with fillet, number ^ (i.e.

Greek numeral Z and D)

Similar ; number § (i.e.

Greek numeral and D)

Similar to no. 3755; C PISO
L F FR.V; abovehorseman,
symbol, lighted torch.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; same symbol.
[PI. xlvii. 3.]

Tlie whip has sometimes a double thong.
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lY... W,ji,,ht

3758

3759

Metal
and 'iize

Ohvfr^^e Rev'-rse

55-5

Type III.

M -7

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo 1. in high
relief, bound witli fillet

;

hail- long and in ringlets

;

behind, symbol, caduoeus.

C PISO L F FR.VG below
Naked horseman gallop-
ing r. ; above, symbol,
arrow-head.

60-4
! .R -75

3760 59-0

3761 59-1

3762 ' 55-7

3763 63-4

M '75

With symbol on obverse and Greek letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3758 ; be-

hind head of Apollo 1.

with fillet, symbol, cres-

cent (?).

Similar ; symbol, bucra-
nium.

Similar to no. 3768; C PISO
L.P.FKV; below horse-
man, letter |

(Nott)

Similar ; letter "Z.
'

(Nott)

M -7

^l -75

.11 -76

With fractional siijn or number and fractional sign on

obverse and number on reverse

Similar to no. 3758; be- | Similar to no. 3758; C PISO
hind head of Apollo Li L F FR.V; below horse-
with fillet, fraction, $•£. 1 man, number V

[PI. xlvii. 4.]

(Nott)

Simila.r ; fraction, •£. Similar; number VI

Similar ; number and frac- ' Similar ; number XV
tion, I'f, I (Nott)

3764 I
60-2 /R -7

With symbol on obverse and fractional sign on reverse

Similar to no. 3758 ; be-

hind head of Apollo 1.

with fillet, symbol, bell.

Similar to no. 3758; C PISO
L F FR.V; above horse-

man, fraction, 8

(Blacas Coll.)

' This may be a fractional sign {sef,iuiicii.i), iu which case the sign on the previous coiu

ivould be that oi' the a,--, and nut a letter.



No. ]yeight

3765

3766

3767

3768

3769

3770

3771

64-6

Metal
and Size

M -76

59-6 M -75

58-6

57-5

57-5

62-6

57-3

3772 62-9

M -7

M -7

M -65

JR -75

yR -75

M -7

CIRC. B.C. 64; A.U.C. C90

Obverse

4G3

Reverse

Type III. var. ft

ir;Y/i fractional sign on obverse and letter on reverse

C riSO . L . F FRV below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., and bearing long

palm-branch over his

shoulder; below, letter H

Head of Apollo 1. with
fillet ; similar to no.

3768; behind, fraction,

Similar, fraction, S!

Similar.

Similar ; same letter.

Similar.

[PI. xlvii. 5.]

Tri7/i number or fractional sign on obverse and fractionul

sign on reverse

Similar to no. 3765; C PISO
L F FR.V; above horse-

man, fraction, —

Similar to no. 3758 ; be-

hind head of Apollo 1

with fillet, number I

Similar ; same number.

Similar ; fraction, S

Similar ; above horseman,
fraction, ••

; below, •

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar; below horseman,
fraction, 2

ead of
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No. Wiijht
Metal

Ufhl Size

3773 5o-5
:
M -7

COINAGE OF ROME

Obverse Eecer.<e

Type III. var. d

Witli fractional sign on obverse

Head of Apollo 1. -with

fillet ; similar to no.

3758 ; behind, fraction, 3

C rise L F FR.VG below

Naked winged horseman
galloping 1. ; wearing hat

with brim {causia), and
bearing hghted torch in r.

hand ; no mint-mark.

3774 590 !
-R (0

Type lY.

With Greek letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Head of Apollo r. in high i C • PISO • L- F • FR.VG below

relief, laureate ; hair long, I
Naked horseman gallop-

and in ringlets; behind,: ingr., and wearing conical

letter <1> shaped cap; above, sym-

bol, sword with cm-ved

blade.

[PI. xlvii. 8.]

(Nott)

3775 59-2

3r-r-r
t I I

M -7

3778 1

59-1

3776 62-0 .H -65

59-0 -U -7

Type IV. var. a

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind, symbol, eagle.

CriSOL-F.FR.VG below

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r , and bearing long

palm-branch over his

shoulder; above, symbol,

whip with triple thong.

(Nott)

With number or sign on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3774 ; behind
[
Similar to no. 3775 ;

C P IS •

laureate head of Apollo r., (sic) L • F • FKVGI
;
above

number or sign, ^ |

horseman, symbol, club.

Similar. Similar.

(Nott)

M 10

With fractional sign on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., fraction, 'S

Similar to no. 3776; C-TISO

L-F FKV; above horse-

man, symbol, trumpet (?).

(Nott)
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No. Weight ^^f^^" and Size

M -73779
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No. WelgU

60-6

3795

59-1

Metal
and Size

JR -75

59-5

56-0

62-1

3794 60-0

56-5

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse Reverse

Type IV. var. b

With symbol on obverse and reverse

M -7

M -75

JR, -7

62-0 M -7

Head of Apollo r. , laureate
;

similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind, symbol, fibula.

CPISQ. L F FRVG below

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r. ; wearing conical

shaped cap, and bearing

long palm-branch over

his shoulder ; above,

symbol, fish.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; symbol, scorpion. I Similar ; same symbol.

I [PI. xlvii. 11.]

I

(Nott)

With number on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., number I

Similar to no. 3788; CPISO
L- F FKVG

I
; above horse-

man, symbol, staff with

double hook.

(Nott)

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3774; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., symbol, scor-

pion with butterfly in its

claws.

Similar to no. 3788; C TISO
L F FR.V; above horse-

man, letter T
(Nott)

M -75

M -75

Al -7

Type IV. var. c

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate ;

similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind, symbol, oak-branch.

Similar ; symbol, apex.

Similar ; symbol, crane.

Similar ; symbol, anchor.

C rise L F FRV below

Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., and holding whip'

inr. hand; above, symbol,

basket with strap.

Similar ;C rise LFFRVG;
symbol, grasshopper.

Similar ; symbol, lituus.

Similar ; symbol, hzard.

The whip lias sometimes a double thong.'
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Tfo. Weiylit

62-5

55-0

61-1

61-0

59'3

62-1

61-5

60-3

61-9

60'5

59-3

Metal
and Size

M -7

.11 -7

M -7

M -7

JR -75

.11 -8

M -7

M -75

M -7

M -762-0

61-6 .11 -7

Al -7

.R -7

Diverse

Similar ; symbol, olive-

branch.

Similar ; symbol, arrow.

Similar ; symbol, lituus.

Similar ; symbol, camel.

Similar ; symbol, cornu-

copiae with fillet.

Similar ; symbol, wheel.

Reverse

Similar ; same symbol.

[PI. xlvii. 12.]

Similar ; symbol, spear.

Similar ; symbol, staff with

hook.

(Nott)

Similar; C PISO L F FKV;
symbol, strigil.

Similar ; same symbol.
(Nott)

Similar; C • TISO • L F •

FR.VG ; symbol, torque.

(Nott)

WitJi Greek letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind lam-eate head of

Apollo r., letter fl

Similar ; letter

Similar to no. 3792; C-TISO
L • F • FKVG ; above horse-

man, symbol, lituus.

(Nott)

Similar ; symbol, lizard.

WitJt symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3774; be-
|
Similar to no. 3792; C-T ISO-
LF-FRVG; above horse-
man, letter A

(Nott)

Similar ; same letter.

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., symbol, lizard.

Similar; symbol, thunder-

bolt.

Similar ; symbol, tongs.

Similar ; symbol, head-

dress of Isis.

Similar; C PISO L F FRV;
letter A

(Nott)

Similar; C • PISO L • F .

FKVGI; letter I

With symbol on obverse and fractional sign on rever se

Similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., symbol, butter-

fly.

Similar to no. 3792; C-PISO
L F • FKVG ; above horse-
man, fraction, 2

(Blacas Coll.)
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No. Weight

3809

3810

50-3

61-0

Metal
an'l Stze

M -8

.'R -75

3811 58-6 M -7

3812 59-8 M -7

3813 67-5 M -7

3814 62-2 M

3816 48-6 M -7

(plated)

COINAGE OF EOME

Diverse

Similar ; symbol, caduoeus

encircled by serpent.

Similar ; symbol, human
foot.

Reverse

Similar ; same fraction.

(Nott)

Similar ; fraction, S
(Nott)

Type IV. var. d

With number mi obverse and symbol on reverse

CriSO. L FFR.VG below
Naked horseman gallop-

ing r., and holding lighted

torch in 1. hand; above,

symbol, star.

[PL xlvii. 13.]

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind, number I

Type IV. var. e

With symbol on obverse and reverse

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

similar to no. 3774 ; be-

hind, symbol, butterfly.

riSOL- F. FRVG below

Naked winged horseman
galloping r. ; above, sym-
bol, scorpion.

[PI. xlvii. 14.]

(Nott)

With Greek letter on obverse and symbol on reverse

Similar to no. 3812; C PISO
L F FR.VG ; above horse-

man, syfnbol, scorpion.

Similar to no. 3774; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., letter Y

With symbol on obverse and letter on reverse

Similar to no. 3812; C PISO
L F FR.VG ; above horse-

man, letter F

Similar to no. 3774; be-

hind laureate head of

Apollo r., symbol, olive-

branch.

Type V.

With symbol on reverse

Bust of Apollo 1., laureate

and di-aped ; hair long,

and in ringlets ; behind,

shoulders, bow and
quiver.

riSO L F FR.V below

Naked horseman gallop-

ing 1., and holding

lighted torch in r. hand

;

below, symbol, rudder.

[PI. xlvii. 15.]

(Nott)
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No. Weight
Metal

and Size
OJiverse Reverse

3816 61-5 JR -75

Circ. B.C. 63; a.u.c. 691'

C.SER£IL.C. F

(CAIDS SEEVEILIUS CAII PILIUS=)

Denarius

Head of Flora r,, bound, with
wreath of flowers, wear-
ing necklace of pendants,
and earring in shape of

cross ; hair collected into

a knot, which is decorated
with jewels ; string of

pearls at back of head

;

before, FLORA-. PR. I AVS
{Floralia primus \_fecit~\) ;

behind, lituus.

C-SER£IL C-F in exergue

and field. Two warriors

armed with shields, stand-

ing facing each other ; in

their r. hands they hold

their swords, the hilts of

which are touching ; the

boss of the shield of the

warrior on the r. is orna-

mented with a star of

five points.'

[PI. xlvii. 16.]

1 The issues struck by C. Serveilius C. f. and M. Nonius Sufenas, and classed to this year,

appear to be both of a somewhat special nature. The types of the coins of the former relate

to the Floralia or Ludi Florales ; those of the latter to the Ludi Victoriae. The presence of the
letters S , C (Senatus consuUo) on the coins of Sufenas (see below, p. 470) shows that at least

that issue was a special one.

From this time to the end of this Period, circ. B.C. 50, there is a marked improvement in

the style of the coins, which appear to have been struck with much care. The dies were
very skilfully and carefully executed, the types are in low relief, and throughout there is a
great similarity of work, which alone would be evidence of the contemporaneity of the coins.

It is, perhaps, the finest period of art as displayed on coins of the Eomau Kepublic. To the
treatment of the female head, a very frequent obverse type, much care in execution was
devoted, and though the heads may represent different divinities, there is throughout a similarity

of design, e.g. in the arrangement of the hair, in the forms of the necklace and of the diadem, and
in the shape of the earring, the last being usually like a cross. Frequently, too, in the case of male
heads, attempts were made at portraiture, but as the portraits were not of contemporary men, but
of ancestors of the moneyers whose deeds are recorded, they must be considered as traditional

only. True portraiture does not begin till B.C. 44, the first portrait being that of Julius Caesar.

^ Caias Serveilius C. f. appears to be unknown except from his coins, but the augur's
staff on the obverse would lead us to suppose that he was a descendant of M. Serveilius Pulex
Geminus, the consul of B.C. 202, who was elected augur in B.C. 211, and exercised that office for
about forty years ; he may also have been a son of C. Serveilius, who held the office of

moneyer circ. B.C. 93 (see above, p. 179).

^ Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 519) explains the obverse type as referring to the
institution of the Floralia or LudA Florales on the occasion of the dedication of the temple to
Flora, in the Circus Maximus, B.C. 240, by the aediles L. and M. Publicius Malleolus. In
B.C. 173 the festival was made an annual one, and as it was under the direction of the aediles

of the time it is quite possible that, though we are unacquainted with their names, one of them
was an ancestor of the moneyer. The warriors on the reverse may represent the Dioscuri, as
those divinities are shown on earlier coins of the Servilia gens (see coins of C. Serveilius M. f.,

Babejon, vol. ii., p. 444), but the type is more probably a reference to the numerous single
combats fought by M. Servilius Pulex Geminus (see above, p. 179), the two warriors being shown
measuring their swords before a duel. This view is somewhat confirmed by a denarius of this
issue in the possession of M. W. Froehner (.'Inn. de la Soc. franf. de Num., t. xiv., 1890, p. 234),
which came from the Eiccio collection, and on which the swords of the warriors are represented
crossed (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 75).

In general style and treatment the head of Flora on the denarii of C. Serveilius may be
compared with those of Diana and Venus on the coins of Faustus Cornelius Sulla and C. Considius
Nonianus (see below, pp. 471, 473), and with that of Leuconoe on those of P. Plautius Hypsaeus
(see below, p. 477, no. 384.5).

The denarii of C. Serveilius were restored by Trajan.
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Ko. Weight

3817

3818

3819

56-9

63-5

58-9

Metal
and Size

M '7

.R -7

.R -7

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse

3820 "' 62-2

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar; the shield of the
r. hand warrior is orna-
mented with a star of six

points.

Similar ; the shield is orna-
mented with a large star

of eight points.

(Nott)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

SVFENAS
([MARCUS NONIUS] SUFENAS')

Denarius

A\ -75 Head of Saturn r., bearded,
hair long; before,
SVFENAS; behind, harpa
and conical stone (bae-

tylm) and S • C (Senattis

consulto).

SEX-NONI m.L.v r.F
(Sextus Xoi! ills praetor
liodos Yictoriae primus
fecit) in exergue and
field. Roma, bare-headed
and draped, seated 1. on
pile of arms, holding
spear in r. hand, and
sword in 1. ; she is

crowned by Victory, who
stands behind her, and
holds palm -branch.^

[PI. xlvii. 17.]

(de Sahs Coll.)

1 This moueycr was probably jMarcus Nonius Sufenas, who was tribune of the plebs B.C. 56,

and who with his colleagues, C. Cato and Procillius, supported the candidatures of Pompey and
Crassus for the consulship. In B.C. 50, Sufenas was appointed propraetor iu Asia, and at the

outbreak of the Civil war joined Pompey, was appointed one of his generals, and was present

at the battle of Pharsalia. The head of Saturn on the obverse, and the letters S . C [Henatus

consulto), render it not improbable that Sufenas struck these coins during his quaestorship,

which may have occurred circ. B.C. 63 (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 255).

^ This reverse type is in honour of Sextus Nonius, possibly the father of the moneyer, who,
a,s praetor m-Lanus, inaugurated in B.C. 81 the Ludi Yictoriae SuUanae in honour of Sulla's

\ iotory at the CoUine Gate. The type of Roma crowned by Victory renders the interpretation

of the letters L . V as Ludos Yictoriae, as supported by Mommsen {Hist. inon. roiii., t. ii.,

p. 487), more probable than Ludos YoUvo^. as proposed by Eckhel {Boct. nwm. vet., t. v.,

p. 262). These coins may hare been issued on the occasion of the holding of the Ludi Yictoriae

in B.C. 63. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 25G) describes Eoma as wearing a helmet, but all the coins iu

the National Collection show her bare-headed. Balirfeldt {JSum. Zeit., 1897, p. 25) says that

on all specimens known to him Homa is without a helmet.

The small conical-shaped object behind the head of Saturn is somewhat uncertain.

Mommsen (he. cit.) describes it as probably a vase for money or a cap ; Babelon (vol. ii., p. 256),

asprob.nbly a vase for money. We would, however, suggest that it may be intended to represent

(he conical stone, baetylns, which Rhea gave Cronos (Saturn) to swallow in place of the infant

Zeus ; or in connection with the harpa it might relate to the unmanning of Uranus by his

son Cronos. The object on the coin resembles much more a conical stone than a vase

or a cap.

The obverse of the denarius of Sufenas forms a hybrid with the reverse of that of

P. PUuitiiis Ilypsacus (see below, p. 476, no. 3841 ; and Bahrtcldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1877, p. 40).



No. We!:jU

3821

3822

3823

60-4

58-4

58-3

3824

Metal
and f^ize

Al -8

M -8

M -75

CIEC. B.C. 62; A.U.C. 692

Obverse

471

Reverse

59'7 M -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

(CracherocTe Coil.)

Circ. B.C. 62 ; a.u.c. G92

'

FAVSTVS

(FAUSTUS COENBLIUS SULLA
«)

Denarius

3825 58-3 M -8 Similar.

Type I.

Bust of Diana r., draped,

wearing diadem, earring

in shape of cross, and
double necklace of pearls

and pendants ; hair

collected into a knot,

which is decorated with
jewels ; others in hair

above forehead ; string of

pearls at back of head

;

above, crescent ; behind,

Htuus ; before, FAVSTVS

Sulla, togate, seated 1. on a

raised seat ; before him
kneels Bocchus, king of

Mauretania, offering an
olive-branch ; behind is

seen Jugurtha, king of

Numidia, with long beard,

also kneeling ; his hands
tied behind him ; above,
onr., FELIX

[PI. xlvii. 18.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

' The coins assigned to tliis year are those struck by Faustus Cornelius Kulla and C. Con-
sidius Nonianus, those of the latter being of a specin,! issue. The history of the former is well-
known, and in consequence we are able to fix with some degree of certainty the date of his office

as a moneyer, but of C. Considius Nonianus our information is limited to that supplied by Jiis

coins. The similarity of the obverse type of the coins of Nonianus, and of those of Faustus with
the head of Diana, is so striking that the two issues must have been nearly contemporaneous,
and the dies for the two series must have been made by the same engraver. Attention has
already been drawn to the similarity of workmanship between the coins of the moneyers of
this year and those of C. Serveilius and P. Plautius Hypsaeus (see above, p. 469).

^ Faustus Cornelius Sulla, son of the dictator, born B.C. 89, was at his father's death,
B.C. 78, placed under the guardianship of L. LucuUus. Accompanying Pompey into Asia
B.C. 63, he was present at the taking of Jerusalem, which occurred in that year. In B.C. 60,
he exhibited the gladiatorial games enjoined by his father's will; was quaestor urbanus B.C. .31,

having been elected augur shortly before ; rebuilt the Guria Hnstilia B.C. 52 ; and was
appointed propraetor in Mauretania B.C. 49, by Pompey, whose daughter he had married. Ho
was present at the battle of Pharsalia, and, having subsequently joined the leaders of the
Pompeian party in Africa, was taken prisoner after the battle of Thapsus b.c. 46, and upon
his arrival in Caesar's camp was murdered in a tumult. These dates enable us to fix

approximately that of the coins, the issue of which took place shortly before or after Faustus's
journey to Jerusalem. Babelon proposes B.C. 64 ; Count de Salis, B.C. 62. Faustus again
struck coins during his tenure of olKce as quaestor in B.C. 54 (see below, p. 489).

The types of the coins of Faustus are in honour of his father. The bust of Diana on
Type I., and the goddess in a chariot on Type II., refer to the special cult of that divinity by
Sulla during his residence at Bphesus in Asia Minor, and during his dictatorship (Veil. Paterc,
Hist, rom., ii. 25) ; and the lituus to the functions discharged by him when he filled the office



472 COINAGE OP EOME

No. Weight

3826
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No, Weight
MetaJ

and Size
Obverse Reverse

3830

8831

3832

61-6

59-1

61-0

C.CONSIDI . NONIANI

(CAII CONSIDII NONIANI'

Denarius

^R '75 Bust of Venus Erycina r.,

laureate and draped,

wearing diadem, earring

in shape of cross, and
double necklace of pearls

and pendants ; hair

collected behind into a

knot, which is decorated

with jewels; others in

hair above forehead

;

string of pearls at back
of head ; behind, C • CON
SID I. NONIANI; before,

S • C {Senatus consulto).

JK '75 Similar ; no jewels in hair

above forehead.

M, '7 Similar
;

plain band at

back of head of Venus.

Temple on the summit of a

mountain, surrounded by

a rampart with gateway
in centre, and tower at

each side ;
^ above the

gateway, ER.VC (Eru-

cina).

[PI. xlvii. SI.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

1 The absence of any mention in history of this moneyer, and of any particular reference

in the type, renders it impossible to account for this special issue of coins (see the letters S . C),

or to explain satisfactorily the association of the type with the family of the moneyer. It m;iT,

however, be supposed that he was closely related to, if not a brother of M. Considius Nonianus,
who was praetor B.C. 52, is mentioned B.C. 49, as the intended successor of Julius Caesar in

the province of Nearer Gaul, and assisted Pompey in conducting his preparations at Capua.
Babelou (vol. i., p. 376) suggests that C. Considius Nonianus was a colleague of M. Nonius
Sufenas, whose coins Count de Salis has attributed to the previous year. The name of

C, Considius Nonianus is in the genitive case.

^ The worship of Venus Erycina at Rome was derived from Eryx in Sicily, where the

goddess had a famous temple which was said to have been built by the hero Eryx, a son of

Aphrodite and king Butes, and of which a view is shown on the reverse of the coin. Her cult

was introduced in Eorae aboat the beginning of the Second PunicWar, and in B.C. ]81 a temple
was built to her outside the Porta CoUatina. It is not improbable that an ancestor of the

moneyer was in some way connected with the building of this temple or, as Babelon {loc. cit.)

suggests, with the restoration of the temple at Eryx itself.

The great similarity of the obverse type and fabric between the coins of C. Considius

Nonianus and Faustus Cornelius Sulla has been noticed (see p. 471).

The obverse of the denarins of C. Considius Nonianus forms a hybrid with the reverse of

that of L. Plaminius Chile (Babelon, vol. i., p. 496, no. 2 ; and Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1877,

p. 41). Bahrfeldt (op. cit., p. 48) also mentions a plated denarius of this issue with some of

the letters in the moneyer's name reversed.

3 p
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^'o. Weight Metal
and Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Oiferse Reverse

3833
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Ko. Weiijht

3837 64-1

3838

3839

3840

Metal

Al -75

Ohverse lievers

Type II.

55-3

58-8

Similar ; behind head of

Caius Coelius Caldus,
standard {vexilkim) in-

scribed HIS {Hispiinia)
;

before, another standard
in the form of a boar.

A\ -7 Similar ; the standard is

inscribed H S only ; the
pole to which it is

attached dividing the
letters.

..-R '75 'Similar; the positions of

the standards are re-

versed; that with HIS
being before the head

;

that with the boar
behind.'

63-9 .R -75 Similar ; behind head, a

military trumpet and a

spear.

A lofty lectistcrniimi sur-

mounted by a seated

figure, and having at

each end a military

trophy ; the front is

., . L CALDVS
mscnbed

vil V? • EPV
{Lucius Callus Septem-
vir E'pido) ; on 1., reading
downwards, C . CALDVS,
and on r., also reading
downwards, IMP • A • X
(Imperator, Augur, De-
cemvir) ; below, CALVS •

lll-VIFi(i.e. themoneyer's
name).

[PL xlvii. 23.]

Similar ; reading
{Aiujur).

N for A

Similar; reading A (.l7(f/!ir).

[PI. xlvii. 24.]

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 1.]

Caldus, i.e. Calidus, "Quod Sol in cnelo videatur et caldus sit," and Eckhel (Doct. num. rt-t.,

vol. v., p. 176) attempted to corroborate this interpretation by the following passage from
Tarro {de Ling. Lat.) : Qoimtiis cum sole culdo ego et Q. Ascitis senator tribulis suffro/iinm
tulissevms. The lectisternmiu on Type 11. refers to the otHce of Epulo JrirsK, which was held
by the moneyer's father. The Epulones were first created in B.C. 196 to attend to the epulum
Joi-is, and the banquets in honour of the other gods, a duty which had originally been
performed by the Pontifices. They formed a ooUerjium, which was one of the four great
religious corporations at Rome. The numljer of Eiiulonesw&s originally three ; Sulla increased
them to seven, Septemviri Epulones, and Julius Caesar to ten, but the title of the college was
not changed. They were reduced to their original number, three, by Augustus. The
ceremony of the lectisternium, ivhioh comprised a sumptuous banquet offered to the gods, at
which their statues were brought and placed ujion couches, was first celebrated at Rome in
B.C. 399, when the city was visited by a pestilence (Babelon, vol. i., p. 371). The ep«Junt
Joiis in Ca-pitolio took place on the 13th Sejit. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 506)
identifies the figure on the lectisternium as one of the Epulones preparing the feast, but it is

more probably a statue of one of the gods, in whose honour the lectisternium was held. It is

duly from the legends on Type II. that wo know that thenncle of themoneyer, C. Coelius Caldus,
had been appointed Imperator, and held the office of augur and decemvir {sacris facimidis).

' Babelon (vol. i.
, p. 374, nos. 10, 12) figures varieties with this obverse, and with that of

the next coin, having a different disposition of the legends on the reverse; those down the
field being transposed. He also describes a specimen of Type I. without the legend COS on
the obverse {op. cit., p. 373, no. 6).
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No, Veight
Iletal

and Sine
Ohv Reixrse

3841

3842

3843

3844

61-0

59'9

61-6

61-0

JR -75

JR '7 Similar,

P . YPSAE

(PUBLIUS PLAUTIUS HYPSAEUS
')

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Neptune r. , bearded

;

before, P • YPSAE • S • C

{Senatus consulto)
;

hind, trident.

be-

M -7

.11 -75

Similar.

Similar.

Jupiter in quadriga ].,

horses galloping ; he
hurls thunderbolt with
r. hand, and holds reins

in 1. ; below, and on r.,

C YPSAE . COS CEPIT
PRIV

(Cdius Ypsacus consul

Pricernuvi cejjii).

[PI. xlviii. 2.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar ; below horses'

feet, scorpion.

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 3.]

^ Tlie history of this moiicyer is sufficiently known to enable us to fix with some degree of

certainty the year in which the al. ove coins were issued. At some time before B.C. 60,

Publius Plautius Hypsaens was appointed quaestor to Cn. Pompey during his campaign in Asia.

Returning to Rome he became, in B.C. 58, curule aedile, having M. Aemilius Scaurus as his

colleague. In e.g. 54 he was elected a tribune of the plebs, and subsequently became a

candidate for the consulship, having the support of P. Clodius and his gladiators. Hyi^saeus
took an active part in the tumults which ensued, and during which P. Clodius was slain, but
failed to obtain the honour he desired, and was banished.

Of Hypsaeus there are two series of coins : that described above, and that which bears

also the name of M. Aemilius Scaurus, and was issued during their joint aedileship in B.C. 58

(see below, p. 483). Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., pp. 489-492) was of opinion that both

scries were issued in B.C. 58, but Cavedoni (Ripostigli, p. 210) thought that there was a slight

interval between them, on account of the difference in the spelling of the moneyer's name,
YPSAE and HYPSAE, and of a great diversity in style and fabric. Count de Salis

appears to have shared this opinion with Cavedoni. The precise date of Hypsaeus's appoint-

ment as quaestor to Pompey is not known, but Mommsen (op. cit., p. 491) places it at

about B.C. 64 ; but it is very possible that it may have been a little later, and that his term of

office had not c.\pired when he returned to Rome in B.C. 61 with Pompey, who in that year

received a triumph. These coins may therefore have been issued on that occasion by
Hypsaeus in his capacity as quaestor, and under a special order of the Senate.

As the Hypsaei traced their descent from Neptune and his daughter Leuconoe, the heads

of those divinities form the obverse types of the denarii (Leuconoe Neptuni filia ex Themisto

Hypseifilia, Hyginus, Fab. 157 ; Cavedoni, Nvovi StiuH, p. 21). The reverse type commemorates
the capture of Privernum by an ancestor of the moneyer, C. Plautius Decianus Hypsaeus,

during his consulship in B.C. 329, for which on his return to Rome he received a triumph.

Babelon (vol. ii., p. 321), however, suggests that the type "records the military exploits of the

consul C. Plautius Yeuno Hypsaeus, who took Privernum in B.C. 341, and thus broke up the
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A'o.

3845

,,, ... Metal
' and bizi

Obverse Reverse

3846

3847

3849

3850

631 .R -7

62-7

62-6

62-0

63-8

62-2

.11 -7

A\

M -7

.'R -7

M -75

Type II.

Bust of Leuconoc r., draped,

her head bound with
triple band ; her hair

collected into a knot,

which is decorated with
jewels ; others in hair

above forehead ; string of

pearls at back of head

;

she wears earring in

shape of cross, and
double necklace of pearls

;

before, T YPSAE S C
;

behind, dolphin.

Similar ; no jewels in hair

above forehead.

Similar.

Similar
;

jewels in hair

above forehead ; no pearls

at back of head ; single

necklace of pearls, and
S • C behind bust.

Similar ; no jewels in hair

above forehead
;

pearls

at back of head.

Similar; jewels in hair

above forehead ; no pearls

at back of head ; necklace

of pendants, and S • C

before bust.

Similar to no. 3^41.

[PI. xlviii. 4.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar ; below horses' feet

scorpion.

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 5.]

confederation of the A'olscian cities against Rome, for which success he received the honour of

a triumph" ; but Mommsen (loc. cit.) remarks that, as the triumphal lists do not include the

name of C. Plautius Venue, the triumj^h recorded on the coins maybe that of C. Plautius

Decianus. Eckhel {Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 276) thought that the reverse type was a
representation of Zeis i!i|/i(rTos, an allusion to the cognomen of the moneyer. The absence of

the aspirate in the moneyer's name at so late a date is unusual. This appears to be the only
occurrence of the form Yp.'aeus in connection with a member of the Plautia gens. The name
seems to be derived from the Greek word ui|/o!. Borghesi (ainvren compL, t. ii., p. 197) further

suggests that as the scorpion was the zodiacal sign of the city of Commageue, it is not impossible

that the moneyer Hypsaeus exercised some command in the army of Pompey when he invaded
that country in B.C. 6.5—64 (see Brit. Mus. Cat., Gr. Coins, Galatia, &o., p. xlv.). As, however,
the scorpion does not occur on coins of Commagene till imperial times, it may represent the

district in general. In either case the symbol would confirm the supposition that these coins

were struck on the return of Hyjjsaeus and on the occasion of Pompey's triumph. The similarity

in fabric and in the forms of the female heads on the coins of Hypsaeus and of C. Serveilius

has been noticed (see p. 469), and the same resemblance is met with in the head of Neptune on
Type I., and in that of Satarn on the coins of M. Nonius Sufenas (see p. 470).

There are hybrids consisting of the reverse of Type I. without the scorpion and tlie

obverses of the denarii of Faustus Cornelius Sulla (see p. 471, no. 3824) and of M. Nonius
Sufenas (Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Kum., 1877, p. 40). Denarii of this type, with and without the

scorpion, bear the countermark of Vespasian (^op. cit,, 1876, p. 365).
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No. ]r<;!;/?li
Metal

and Size

3851

3852

3853

3854

3855

63-2

62-4

59-9

57-2

M -lb

M -75

.'R -7

.R -75

Obccrse

Ci

Vervi

B.C. 60; A.u.c. 694'

n . FONTEIVS P . F . CAPITO
(PUBLIUS FONTEIUS PUBLII FILIUS CAPITO)

Denarius

Type I.

Bust of Mars r., draped Warrior on
and helmeted, and with
slight beard ; behind,
ti'ophy; around, P-
FONTEIVS. P • F . CAP
ITQ. Ill • VIK

55-0
I .R ?

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

horseback
galloping r., thrusting

his spear at an enemy
in Gaulish helmet, who
holds sword and oval

shield, and is about to

slay a third combatant,
unarmed ; below, on r.

is a crested helmet and
an oval shield; above,

AA/ FON . TR. . MIL
(Maniu.s Fonteius tri-

binius viilitiim).

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 6.]

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

^ The coins attributed to B.C. 60 are of one moneyer only, Puhlius Fonteius P. f. Cajnto, wlio

^vas a triumvir of the mint, and, according to Count de Salis's \iew, was the only member of

the triumvirate to exercise the privileges of the office. He has bt'en identified with P. Fonteius,

whom P. Clodius Pulcher chose for his adoptive father, when, in order to qualify himself for the

tribunate of the plebs, he passed at the end of B.C. 60 from the patrician house of the Claudii

to the plebeian Fonteii (Mommsen, Hitit. mon. ram., t. ii., p. 509). It is said that at the time,

Fonteius, though married and having three children, was scarcely twenty years of age, whilst

Clodius was thirty-five. This identification of the moneyer is quite uncertain, but we may
gather from his coins that he was probably a nephew of Manius Fonteius, whose military

exploits during his government of Narbonese Gaul, between B.C. V6-73, are recorded in Type I,

of the denarius. Manius Fonteius himself struck coins as quaestor some years before (see

above, p. 322). Type II. is not so easily explained. The member of the Didia gens to whom
reference is made was T. Didius, who was consul B.C. 98, and subsequently obtained the pro-

consulship of Spain, and at the end of the war against the Celtiberians was awarded a

triumph at Rome, and given the title of Iwperator. Though there is no historical record, it

would appear from the above coins that on his return from Spain in B.c 93, Didius restored

or embellished the Villa Piibh'ca in the Campus Martins. The moneyer was probably

related by marriage to the Didia gens, and the good feeling between the two families is

emphasized by the bust of Concordia on the obverse.

Mommsen {loc cit.) attributes the issue of this coinage to c'l'c. B.C. 54, but as Count de

Salis considered that it was struck a few years earlier, he evidently did not identify the

moneyer with the P. Fonteius above menticmed. The finds do not assist in determining tlie

precise date of this i.'isue, but the great similarity of treatment and style of the head of Con-

cordia on Type II., and that of Yesta on the coins of Q. Cassius, which are classed to b.c. 58,

is very noticeable (see below, ]i. 482, no. 3871). Babelon (vol. i., p. 455) remarks on the

resemblance between the head of C'oncordia on these coins and on those of Paullus Aemilius

Lepidus (see above, p. 418), and also on the an-'ilogy of the representation of the Villa Publica

to that of the Basilica Aeviilia on the coins of M. Aemilius Lepidus (sec above, p. 450).
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No. Weight
(I iiil Size

Obverse Berer^e

3856

3857

3858

8859

3860

3861

3862

3863

61-7

60-8

60-0

59-0

61-0

63-5

62-1

49-2

/R -8

M -7

M -75

.11 -8

M -8

M -75

M -75

(plated)

Type II.

Head of Concordia r., veiled,

and wearing diadem

;

before, CONCORDIA;
behind and above, P
FONTEIVS CAPITO •

III . VIR-

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
p. FOKTEIVS- CAPITO.
III. VIR..

The Villa Publica ; a build-

ing consisting of two
storeys, each with a row
of columns ; the lower

columns are surmounted
by arches ; the upper

ones support a sloping

roof; around, T . DID I
•

IMP . VIL • PVB (Titus

Didiits 'iiiipcrator tilUino

publicam (refccit)).

[PI. xlviii. 7.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Circ. B.C. 59 ; A.u.c. 695 '

BRVTVS

(QUINTUS CABPIO BRUTUS)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Libertas r., hair

rolled back, and collected

into a knot behind, and
falling over her neck

;

jewels in hair above fore-

head ; she wears earring

in shape of cross, and
necklace of pendants

;

behind, LIBERTAS

Similar ; no jewels in hair

above forehead.

Similar.

BKVTVS (in exergue).

The consul, Lucius Ju-

nius Brutus, walking 1.,

between two lictors, and
preceded by an accensus.

[PI. xlviii. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(de Sails Coll.)

' For this year we have again only one issue, which belongs to the ordinary coinage of the
mint. The moneyer was Quintus Caepio Brutus, better known in history as M. Junius Brutus,
one of the assassins of Julius Caesar, and u. son of M. Junius Brutus and Servilia, sister of
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No. Weight
Metal

and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

3864

3865

3866

3867

62-8

62-3

61-7

59-9

M
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No. 1] eight . .,.

•^ and bv:e

CIEC. B.C. 58 ; A.U.C. GOG

Ohversc

481

B.jrcrse

3868 65-0

3869 i 63-0

M -75

.R -8

Circ. B.C. 58; A.U.C. 696'

a . CASsivs

(QUINTITS CASSIUS [LONGINUS] 2)

Denarius

Type I.

Young male head (Bonus
Eveiitus?) r., with flow-

ing hair ; behind, sceptre.

Similar.

3870 59-1 M -7 Similar.

a . CASSIVS below Eagle
with extended wings,

standing i. on thunder-
bolt between a lituus and
a sacrificial ewer with
handle {capis).

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 10.]

Similar.

' The coinage of this year consists of two issues, an ordinary and a special one : the former
struck by the moneyer Quintus Cassius ; the latter by the curule aediles, Marcus Aemilius
Scaurus and Publius Plautiiis Hypsaeus. As it is recorded that Seaurus and Hypsaeus were
curale aediles in fi.c. 58, the date of their issue is certain, but that of Q. Cassius can only be
deternained by fabric and by similarity of types to contemporaneous coinages.

^ This moneyer was probably Quintus Cassius Longinus, who was quaestor to Pompey in
Spain B.C. 54, when his conduct was marked by cruelty and rapacity. He was tribune of the
plebs B.C. 49, in conjunction with Mark Antony, with whom he opposed the aristocratic measures
of the Senate, and, in consequence, having been driven out of the senate-house by the consuls,
he took refuge in Caesar's camp, He commanded in the war in Spain against the partisans of
Pompey ; in Africa against Juba, king of Mauretania ; and again in Spain, where he narrowly
escaped a conspiracy formed against him at Corduba. Pursued by the quaestor M. Marcellus
Aeserninus, he took refuge in the town of Ulia, and later on at Malaca, where he embarked,
but his ship sank and he perished. He evidently filled the office of moneyer a few years before
that of quaestor, and the similarity of the head of Yesta on Type II. to that of Concordia on
coins of P. Fonteius (see p. 479), and of the head of Libertas to that of the same di-\-inity on the
coins of Q. Caepio Brutus {loc. cit.), shows that all these issues belong to about the same time.

The types of the coins of Cassius record events connected with his family. Of Type I., no
satisfactory explanation has so far been suggested, but as the subject of the reverse resembles
so very closely that of the coins of Perseus, king of Macodon, it is very possible that it refers
to Q. Cassius Longinus, the consul of B.C. 164, who as praetor urbauus in B.C. 167 conducted
that conquered monarch to Alba. Though not recorded, it is probable, from the lituus and the
one-handled jug, that he held also the ofBce of augur.

Type II., with the head of Vesta on the obverse and her temple on the reverse, relates to
the investigation held in B.C. 113, and over which L. Cassius Longiuvis Ravilla presided, to
inquire into certain oases of incest, because the pontiffs were thought to have improperly
acquitted two of the vestal virgins, Licinia and Marcia, while they condemned one, Aemilia.
Longinus condemned not only Licinia and Marcia, but also several other persons. The curule
chair within the temple represents the seat of the judge. On one side is seen the urn for

3 Q
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No. Weight

3871

3872

3873

61-2

59-4

Metal
and Size

M -1

M -7

65-5

3874

3875

58-4

56-6

M -75

M -75

M -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohcerse 'Reverse

Type II.

Head of Vesta r., veiled,

"wearing diadem, and
earring of single drop
in shape of cross ; be-

fore, VEST ;
' behind,

a.cASSivs

Similar.

The temple of Vesta,

circular, surmounted by
figure holding sceptre

and patera, and flanked

by ante-fixes ; within the

temple, cnrule chair ; on
1., urn with two handles,

and on r., tabella in-

scribed, A C {Ahsol 00 :

Condemno).

[PI. xlviii. 11.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Type III.

Head of Libertas r. ; hair

collected into a knot,

which is decorated with
jewels, and falling down
her neck ; others in hair

above forehead; shewears
earring of single drop in

shape of cross, and neck-

lace of pendants ; be-

hind, LIBERT; before,

a • cASSivs

Similar.

Similar ; no jewels in hair

above forehead.

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 13.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.]

Similar.

receiying the votes, and on the other, the tabella or voting tablet, inscribed with the letters A . C,

(AbyoJvo : Condetnno), which were used at the trial. Mommsen {Hist. laon. rom., t. ii., p. .oOJr)

says that the urn and the voting tablet do not allude, as usually supposed, to the Lej: Cassia

which was passed in B.C. 137, and which introduced the ballot in the Judicia PnpvU, because,

in the comitia, the tablets were placed in a cista, and not in an urn, as shown on a later

coin of the Cassia gens (see p. 494), and were inscribed with the letters A V (Antiquo and

ytl rogas). They represent rather the sitella and the sorticvJa which T^ere employed at the

quaestiones, and which had been used in the trial of the vestal virgins. The head of Libertas on

Type III. may illustrate generally the efforts of the Cassia gens for the preservation of the

public liberties.

1 A variety of this type reads VESTA for VEST (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit, 1896, p. 83).

Another example in the Fontana collection reading lOCVS for VEST is probably a barbarous

copy (Fontana, De.-criz., pi. i 10).

There are restorations by Trajan of the last two types.
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No. Weiylit
Met I'

I

and Size
Oh vf^rse Reverse

3876

3877

62-0

59-4

M -7

Al -7

M . SCAVR : P . HYPSAEVS

(MAECUS AEMILIUS SCAUEUS : PUBLIUS
PLAUTIUS HYPSAEUS')

Denarius

Series I.

King Aretas kneeling r.,

holding in extended i

.

hand an olive-branch, to

which is attached a fillet,

and with 1., camel, with
saddle, by the bridle;

above, M • SCAVR (Mar-
cus Sc(uti'u.i) ; at sides,

EX S C (E.r senafiis con-

sulto) ; in exergue, AED
CVR. (aedilis curulis).

Similar.

1. ; above,

Jupiter in quadriga 1.,

horsea galloping ; he
hurls thunderbolt with r.

hand, and holds reins in

r HYPSAEVS
AED CVR-

(Publms Hypsaeus aedilis

curulis); below and on r.,

C HVrSAE COS
PREIVER.

(Cains Hypsaeus, consul;

Preiccrniim captum).

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar ; reading CAPTVM
for CAPT

[PI. xlviii. 13.]

CAPT

^ As ifc is recorded that the curule aedileship of Marcus Aemilius tScaurus and Publius
Plautius Hypsaeus took place in B.C. 58, this is one of the few instances at this period when
we are able to fix from historical evidence the precise date of the issue of a particular coinage
(Cicero, 'pro Se^t., liv. 116; Drumann, Oe.<c]i. Roms, 2nd ed., vol. i., p. 21).

Of Publius Plautius Hypsaeus some particulars have already been gi^eu, as he struck coins
a few years earlier, in B.C. 61 (see above, p. 476), and in the present issue he only repeats,
with slight modifications, the reverse type of his earlier pieces, giving his cognomen as

'Hypsaeus" for " Ypsaeus," and the name of Preivernum with El for I to denote the
long vowel. In the person of his colleague, Marcus Aemilius Scaurus, we meet with one of
the most noted n\en of the time. Son of M. Aemilius Scaurus, consul B.C. 115, and stepson of
Sulla, he served as quaestor to Ponipej' in the third Mithridatio war ; was appointed by him
governor of Syria ; and in B.C. ei entered Judaea to settle the disputes between the brothers
Hyrcanus and Aristobulus. After that he repressed the incursions of the Nabathean Arabians,
compelling their king, Aretas, to submit and pay a fine of 300 talents to Pompey. On his return
to Eome in B.C. 58, he was elected curule aedile, having Publius Plautius Hypsaeus as his

colleague, and in his year of office celebrated the public games with a splendour never previously
witnessed in the capital. It was to meet the expenses of this celebration that the Senate granted
to Scaurus and his colleague permission to strike coins in their own names. In B.C. 56 Scaurus
was praetor, and in the following year he was appointed governor of Sardinia. Eoturning to

Eome, he was a candidate for the consulship in B.C. 54, but failed, as he was accused of ami if its

in that year, and again in B.C. 52 ; on the second occasiou being found guilty, and exiled. On
the coins the name of Scaurus is placed on the obverse, and that of Hypsaeus on the reverse.
The type used by Hypsaeus, as already mentioned, was copied from the reverse of the coins
which he issued a few years before, in B.C. 61 ; whilst Scaurus records the submission of King
Aretas. This is the first instance in which a moneyer commemorates on his coins an event
connected with his own history.

Borghesi ((Euvres compl., t. ii., p. 186) has remarked that the saddle of the camel is

varied in form. In one form he could recognize the ephipi^iiim or the centunculum, a war-
saddle from which the Arabs discharged their arrows against their enemies (Appian, de Eeh.
Syr., c. xxxii.) ; in the other, the sagma cameli or pack-saddle, from which the camels were
called sagmarii and onerarii. On the specimens in the British Museum the only difference in
the saddle is that on some specimens it has a double belly-band instead of a single ou«.
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No. WeiijM

3878

3879

38&0

3881

3882

68-0

63-0

62-0

61-2

60-3

ITetal

aiidj Size

M -7

Ohrrrse

Seeies II.

King Aretas kneeling r.

with camel at his side

&c. ; similar to no. 3876
M SCAVR
AED CVK

sides, EX S C ; in ex
ergue, KEX ARETAS

Reverse

above, at

3883 62-0

Al -7

Al -7

Similar.

Similar.

M -7
I
Similar.

M -7 Similar.

Jupiter in quadriga 1.,

hurling thunderbolt, &c.

;

similar to no. 3876 ; below
horses' feet, scorpion

;

,, ^ r . HYPSAEVS
^'^°^^' AED CVR '

below and on r,

C HYPSAE COS
PKEIVEK CAPTV

Similar ; legend reading,

P HYPAEVS
[PI. xlviii. 14.]

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar ; legends reading,

P • HYPSAE and
C HYPSAEOS

PR.EIVE.
(Nott)

Similar ; legend reading,

C HYPSAE COS
PR.EIVE

Similar.

CAPT'

Circ. B.C. 67; A.u.c. 697'

a . nOMPEI . RVF
(QUINTUS POMPEIUS EUFUS)

Denarius

Type I.

Ai -75 Head r., bare, of the consul,

Quintus Pompeius Eufus
;

behind, KVFVS COS;
before, Q . POM KVFI

3884 I
61-3 M -75

j

Similar.

Head r., bare, of Sulla;

before, SVLLA COS
[PL xlviii. 15.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

1 A further variety reads PREIVI and CAPTVM. Tlierc is a restoration of the denarius
of this series by Trajan.

Hybrids consisting of the reverse of the denarius of Series I. reading AID for AED and
CAPTV, and of the obverse of that of Series II. are in the Berlin and Haeberlin collections

(Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 189(), p. 16).

^ Quintus Porapcius Eufus, whose coins only are attributed by Count de Salis to B.C. 57, was
an ordinary moneyer of the mint. His coins of Type I. are similar in style and fabric to those of

Q. Caepio Brutus with heads of Brutus and Ahala (see above, p. 480) ; whilst those of Type II.

may be compared in this respect with the preceding issue of M. Scaurus and P. Hypsaeus.
Q. Pompeius Rufus was the sou of Q. Pompeius Butus and Cornelia, daughter of Sulla,

and grandson of Q. Pompeius Rufus, who was consul with Sulla B.C. MS. Elected tribune of

the plebs B.C. 52, ho became the great partisan of Pompey, and took an active part in the

prosecution of Milo for the murder of Clodius. At the termination of his office as tribune he
was himself accused of violating the law De Vi, in the passing of which he had taken an
active part, was condemned, and died at Bauli in Campania.

The types of his coins do not need much explanation. In Type I. we have the portraits



No.
' and Size

3885 62-0

3886

3887

3888

3889

3890

62-0

61'5

60-5

60'1

/R -75

62-0

.-R

,R

M
M

M -8

CIEC. B.C. 56; A.U.C. 698

Ohverse

Type II.

485

A curule cliair between an
aiTow on the 1. and a

laurel-branch on the r.

;

, apoMrEi-a.F
above, KVFVS '

below, on tablet, COS

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

A om'ule chair between a

lituus on the 1. and a

wreath on the r. ; above,

SVLLA -COS; below, on
tablet, Q.rOMrE|.B.VF

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. xlviii. 16.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Circ. B.C. 56; a.u.c. 698'

PHiLinrvs

([LUCIUS MAECIUS] PHILIPPUS)

Denarius

Head of Ancus Marcius
r., diademed; below,

ANCVS; behind, lituus.

Equestrian statue r., on an
aixadeof five arches, with-

in which is the inscrip-

tion, A a V A A?. (Aqua
Marcia) ; behind- the
statue, PHILIPPVS; and
under it, a flower.

(Nott)

of his paternal and maternal grandfathers, and the cnriile chairs, tht- arrow and the branch, and
the lituus and the wreath in Tyj)e II., are emblematic not only of the offices they filled, but
also of their careers.

The reverse of Type I. forms a hybrid with the obverse of the denarius of Q,. Caepio Brutus
with the head of Brutus, the Ancient (see above, p. 480 ; and Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1877, p. 41).

' The only coins classed to this year by Count de Salis are those which bear the name of
Philippus, whose identification is somewhat uncertain. The coins undoubtedly belong to the
period to which they are assigned, but whether they were actually struck in this particular year is

somewhat conjectural. Examples, occurred in the Compito, Cadriano, and San Cesario hoards.
The moneyer may be L. Marcius L. f. L. n. Philippus, the son of L. Marcius L. f. Q. n.

Philippus, who was praetor B.C. 60, and consul B.C. 56. He was tribune of the plebs B.C. 4i),

and praetor B.C. 41-. If the attribution of these coins to B.C. 56 is correct, he would have held
the office of moneyer during the year of his father's consulship. The coins could not have
been struck by the consul himself.

The Marcia gens claimed descent from Ancus Marcius, the fourth king of Rome, who is said
to have been the first to bring water to Rome by means of an aqueduct (Pliny, Hist. Nat.^
xxxi. 3). The lituus may refer to the priestly offices and ceremonies instituted by the enrlv
kings of Rome. The equestrian statue on the reverse is that of (.}. Marcius Rex, who, -n hen
praetor B.C. 144, was commissioned by the Senate to repair the old aqueducts and to build one
which would give a supply of water to the Capitol. This aqueduct is known as the Aqua Marria,
and in order that Q. Marcius Rex might complete it his imperium was prolonged for another
year. In commemoration of the great benefit: derived from this new water supply, the Senate
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No. Weight

3891

3892

3893

3894

3895

3896

60'7

55-8

62-0

57-4

54'0

62-6

Metal
and Size



No. Wewjht , „.
'' and Size

CIEC. B.C. 55 ; A.U.C. G99

Obverse

487

'Eererse

3897

3898

3899

3900

3901

3902

3903

60-3 i Al

59-8

61-3

51-4

66-4

62-0

58-9

Similar.

.11 -75 ! Similar.

AX, -75 Similar; lock of hair falling

down the neck.

M -75

yR -75

M -75

^l -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

bmiilar; legend, ^ki
p

r . CRASSVS M . F

(PUBLIUS LICINIUS CEASSUS MAECI FILIUS')

Denarius

Bust of Venus r., draped,
laureate, and wearing
diadem, earring in form
of cross, and necklace of

pearls ; hair collected

into a knot with locks

falling down her neck

;

jewels in hair above
forehead ; behind, S C

(SencUus consulto).

Similar ; drapery, slight.

Similar.

I
A warrior standing towards

^
1., holding spear in 1.

hand, and horse by the

bridle with r. ; at his

feet, shield and trophy

;

around, T • CKASSVS •

M. F

[PI. xlviii. 20.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

the letter V in the moneyer's name supplies another instance of accentuation as found on
inscriptions of that time. It has already been noticed as occurring in the name of " Musa "

on the coins of Q. Fomponius Musa (see above, pp. 411-2). It should also be mentioned that
this is one of the few instances in which the moneyer's name is in the genitive, not nominative
case.

A forgery of this denarius, probably ancient, in the British Museum, has the obverse type
repeated on the reverse.

^ This moneyer was the second son of M. Licinius Crassus Dives, the triumvir, who was
slain at Sinnaca, near Carrhae in Mesopotamia, in the war against the Parthians B.C. 53. The
moneyer was quaestor B.C. .59; Caesar's let;ate in Gaul B.C. .'jS, and on his return to Rome in

B.C. 5.3, he brought with him a troop of 1,000 Gaulish horsemen, which he had enrolled for service
against the Parthians. Jle was also killed at Sinnaca.

Babelon (vol. ii., p 133) considers that Crassus struck these coins under a special
senatorial order, ex senaius consulto, during his quaestorship, and that the warrior and his

horse on the reverse relate to the censorships of his father, B.c 65, and of his grandfather,
P. Licinius Crassus, B.C. 8'J, since the public inspection of the horses of the Eqiiites -was one of

the duties of the censors. Mommsen {Hist. mon. ram., t. ii., p. 512) gives the issue to B.C. 59 or
B.C. 55—54. Count de Salis, in attributing these coins to B.C. 55, evidently connected the type
with the actual raising by Crassus of the troop of 1,000 Gaulish horsemen which he conducted
to Home. In that case Crassus would have received a sjiecial permission to issue these coins
to defray the expenses of the levy. The commemoration by moneyers of recent events on their

coins has been noticed on several previous occasions. In B.C. 62, Faustus Cornelias Sulla
records an event of his father's life ; in B.C. 58, M. Scaurus depicts an event connecteil with
his own life; and in B.C. 35, if Count de Halis's classification is accepted, Crassus illustrates

the actual circumstance which led to the issue of his coins.

The head of Yenus on the obverse may have been intended as a compliment to Julius
Caesar, who claimed descent from that divinity, and under whom Crassus had served in Gaul.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 3) describes a plated example of this issue, formerly in the
Bignami collection, now in the Capitoline Museum, with the head of Venus on the reverse as
well as on the obverse, hut not of precisely the same design. It has scratched on it the letters

in Oscan characters nADIV.
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No.



CIEC. B.C. 54; A.U.C. 700 4R9

Ko. Weiylit
Metal

an J Size

3909

3910

63-0 ' M -8

Ohveryc RevefS'

(FAUSTUS COENELIUS SULLA')

Denarius

Type L

Bust of Venus r., draped,

laureate, and wearing
diadem, earring in form
of cross, and necklace

;

hair collected into a knot,

which is decorated with
jewels ; string of pearls

at back of head ; behind,

sceptre and S • C (Scnatus

consulto).

56-5 ! .R -75
I
Similar.

3911 554
I

JR.

I

•8 ' Similar.

Three military trophies
side by side between one-
handled jug (capis) on
1., and lituus on r.

;

in exergue, monogram,

^ (FAVSTVS)
[PI. xlvui. 22.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

^ Of Faustus Cornelius Sulla, the son of the dictator Sulla, some particulars have been
given under the date B.C. 62 (see above, p. 471) when he filled the office of an ordinary
moueyer at the mint. The coins now described were struck during his quaestorship in
B.C. 54, for some of the types record events which took place after B.C. 62, and so recent as
B.C. 55, and they must have been issued before B.C. 49, as sj^eciraens were met with in the
Compito, Cadriano, and San Cesario hoards (see Tables of Finds). The types of the coins of this
issue are in honour of Pompcy, the father-in-law of Faustus. The head of "Venus alludes to
the consecration of the temple of Venus Yictrix by Pompey in b c. 65; the three trophies to
the three triumphs which were accorded him, and on account of which he received the
title of avroKpaTccp rh Tp'nou ; and the one-handled jug and the lituus to his office as augur.
This last subject Pompey is said to have had engraved on his seal (Dion Cass., xlii. 18). On
Type II. the head of Hercules recalls the circumstance that Pompey when still young had, like
that hero, his protector, extended his conquests over the world. At a later date, his watchword at
Pharsalus was Hercules invictus (Appian,de Bell. Civ., ii. 76). The three lower wreaths arranged
around the globe allude to the three triumphal wreaths which were granted to Pompey for his
victories in three continents, and which seem to be a paraphrase of the passage in Cicero {-pro

Balbo, vi. 16

—

Cujus tres triumphi testes essent totum orbem tcrrarum, nostra imj^erio teneri) ; and
in the aplustre and the ear of corn a reference is seen to the appointment of Pompey in B.C. 57,
as Fraejectus Annonae, which gave him the control of the supply of corn to Rome for five

years (see JBabelon, vol. i., pp. 422, 423 ; Mommsen, Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., pp. 492, 493). It is

not improbable that these coins were specially struck for some extraordinary expenditure
connected with that appointment. Lastly, the jewelled wreath above the globe is the large
golden chaplet which was conferred on Pompey by the Roman people in B.C. 63, and which he
was authorized to wear at great public functions (Veil. Paterc, ii. 40).

It is not known who was the colleague of Faustus in the quaestorship, but Babelon (loc. cit.)

suggests that it may have been M. Valerius Messalla, whose coins are attributed by Count de
Salis to the next year (b.c. 53). The striking resemblance between the head of Yenus on the
coins of Faustus, and that of the same divinity on those of P. Licinius Crassus (see -p. 487),
shows that the two series were struck within a short time of each other, and that the dies were
probably made by the same engravers.

There is a hybrid consisting of the obverse of the denarius of Faustus (Type T.) and of the
reverse of that of P. Plautius Hypsaeus (see above, p. 476, no. S841 ; Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Nma
1677, p. 41).

3 R



490 COINAGE or EOME

No. ]]eight
Metal

athi Sr.e Obvef6 Reverse

Type II.

3912 59-4:
1
,R -8 i Head of young Hercules i-., A terrestrial globe, on

wearing lion's skin, paws
knotted below his cbin

;

behind, monogram, -^An

and S C

3913

3914

3915

57-7 Jl -8

which land and sea

appear to be indicated,

placed within four

wreaths, the lower one
flanked by an aplustre

and an ear of corn ; the

upper one is jewelled,

and tied with a broad

fillet.

[PL xlsiii. 23.]

60-5 M -8

59-1 I M -75

3916

3917

62-1

60-4

3918 59-1

3919 58-8

M -7

Similar.

Similar ; Vi'ithout mono-
gram of moneyer.

Similar.

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlix. 1.]

Similar.

A . PLAVTIVS

(AULUS PLAUTIUSi)

Denarius

Head of Cybele r.,^ turreted,

wearing earring in shape
of cross ; hair collected

into a knot behind, and
falling down her neck

;

before, A PLAVTIVS;
behind, AED • CVR • S • C

(Aedilis Ciirulis ; Senatus
consulto).

M, -7 Similar.

M -75 Similar.

Bearded figure, Bacchius,

in Eastern dress, kneel-

ing r., with camel at his

side ; he holds in ex-

tended r. hand an olive-

branch, and bridle of

camel in 1. ; in ex-

ergue, BACCHIVS; on r.

IVDAEVS
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

M -75

[PI. xlix. 2.]

Similar. Similar.

' Aulus Plautius and Cnaeus Plancias were curule aediles in B.C. 5i, and received the

order from the Senate to strike these coins. They had previously been colleagnes as tribunes

of the people in B.C. 56, and as the Plautia and Planoia gontes were closely connected by
marriage, the two curulo aediles were probably related to each other. Aulas Plautius was
subsequently praetor urbanus in B.C. 51, and propraetor in Bithynia and Pontus, where he died

in B.C -is (Mommsen, Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 494).

- The head of Cybele, as on the coins of M. Plaetorius Cestianus (see p. 439), may
refer to the Megalesiau games which were under the direction of the curule aediles, and on the



No. IVvijht
Melal

aiiil Size

3920 57-0

3921 56-5

.R -75

Al -75

3922 55-0 M •? Similar

CIECl. B.C. 54; A.U.C. 700

Ohcerse lieversc

CN . PLANCIVS

(CNAEUS PLANCIUS')

Denai^ius

491

Female head r., Diana

-

Planoiana(?), wearing
petasus, earring in shape
of cross, and necklace

of pendants ; hair in

long locks; before, CN-
TLANCIVS; behind,
AED.CVR.S-C {Aedilni

Cnriilis ; Senatus con-

sulto).

Similar.

The Cretan goat standing
r. ; behind, bow and
quiver.

[PI. xlix. 3.]

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

celebration of which these coins were probably struck. The reverse type is adapted from
the coins of M. Aemilius Scanrus and P. Plautius Hypsaeus, issued a few years previously, in

B.C. 58 (see p. 483), and the event to which it refers bears some analogy to the submission of

King Aretas, and may have occurred during the campaign of Porapey in Asia, in which
Plautius took part as a commander. It relates to the subjection of Judaea, but as the name
of Bacchius is not known in history as connected with that event, the Due de Luynes (Rev.

Hum., 1858, p. 284) has suggested that this may be the Jewish name of Aristobulus.
Momnisen (Hist. inon. rom., t. ii., p. 495) does not admit this explanation, for he says the
title of Sex does not accompany the name, and also because Aristobulus made his submission
to Pompey and not to Plautius. Babelon (Rev. Beige, 1891, p. 21) would interpret the legend
as " the priest of the Jewish Bacchus," i.e. the high priest of the temple of Jerusalem, who was
no other than Aristobulus himself. In this manner the type would refer to the actual surrender
of Aristobulus to Pompey. At all events it seems to relate to a circumstance connected
with the career of Plautius in Judaea, and it is quite possible that Bacchius may have held a
high command in the army of his sovereign, or may have been a petty Syrian prince, and that
he actually did make his submission to the Eoman general Plautius. This would be another
instance of a moneyer recording a personal event on his coins.

' Cnaeus Plancius, the colleague as curule aedile of Aulus Plautius, B.C. 54, first served
in Africa under the propraetor A. Torquatus ; subsequently, in B.C. 68, under the proconsul
Q. Metellus in Crete ; and next, in B.C. 62, as military tribune in the army of C. Antonius in

Macedonia, in which province he was quaestor in B.C. 58, under the propraetor L. Appuleius.
It was there that the friendship began between Plancius and Cicero when the latter was in exile.

Plancius was tribune of the plebs B.C. 56, and in B.C. 55 in the second consulship of Pompey and
Crassus, he became a candidate for the curule aedileship, but was not elected till the following
year. He had, as we have seen, Aulus Plautius as his colleague. It was then that he struck the
above coins. Before entering office Plancius was accused by Q. Metellus Creticus of electoral

corruption (sodalitium), but being defended by Cicero (pro PlanrAo) was acquitted. He
subsequently espoused the cause of the Pompeian party, and after the triumph of Caesar lived

in exile in Corcyra. He is the only member of the Plancia gens of whom coins are known.
^ Plancius followed the example of his colleague Plautius, and selected types for his coins

which illustrate events connected with Jiis own career. The head on the obverse may be that
of Diana Planciana, a, divinity mentioned in an inscription published by Orelli (Inscrip.,

no. 2880; C.I.L., vi., no. 2210), who, wearing the petasus, would commemorate the military

command of Plancius in Macedonia. A similar representation of the Genius of Macedonia is

seen on later coins of C. Antonius struck in the East circ. B.C. 44—43 (Babelon, vol. i., p. 206,
no. 148). The type of the Cretan goat was, no doubt, chosen by Plancius to illustrate his

connection with that island. This species of goat peculiar to Crete is represented on its coins,

as well as similar forms of the bow and quiver (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 316, 317;.

These denarii sometimes bear the countermark of Vespasian.
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Ko. WekjM ^'f""^and bue

3923

3924

61-3
; M -75

58-5

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohvtrfe Reverfe

Circ. B.C. 53; a.u.c. 701'

L. VINICI

(LUCIUS YINICIUS'^)

Denarius

Head of Concordia r.,

laureate, wearing earring

in shape of cross, and
necklace of pearls ; hair

j

collected into a knot '

behind, and falling down ;

her neck; before, CON :

COKDIAE
!

Victory flying r., and bear-

ing over her shoulder a

palm - branch, to which
four wreaths are attached;

before her, L- VINICI
(Nott)

R -8 Similar. Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

3925
,

62-0 ' .R -75 ' Similar ; necklace of Similar.

pendants and legend, [PI. xlix. 4.]

CONCOKDIAI

3926 . 49-5 M -75 Similar. Similar.

^ The coinage attributed to B.C. 53 is similar to that of the preceding year, there being an
ordinary issue by Lucius Vinicius, and a special one by M. Valerius Messalla. The inscription

on the reverse of the coins of the latter supplies us with the date of their issue, as they appear
to have been struck in the year of the consulship of M. Valerius Messalla (B.C. 53), who may
have been the father of the moneyer. For style and treatment, the head of Concordia on the
coins of Vinicius may be compared with that of Ceres on those of C. Mommius (see belovy,

p. 495), and that of Salus on those of Mn. .Acilius (see below, p. 496).

' Lucius Vinicius was probably a son of the tribune of the same name, B.C. 51, who put
his veto upon a senatus-eonsultum directed against Caesar. The son was consul sufEectus

B c. 33, but nothing appears to be known of his later career. He was, probably, the father of

the moneyer of the same name who held office under Augustus circ. B.c 16 (see Babelon, vol. ii.,

p. 552). Babelon (vol. ii., p. 551), who assigns the above issue to circ. e.g. 58, has identified

the moneyer with the tribune of B.C. 51.

The obverse and reverse types of his coins relate to events, then somewhat recent. The
Victory with a palm-branch decorated with four wreaths can only refer to the victories and
rewards granted to Pompey, and already illustrated on the coins of Faustus Sulla (see above,

p. 490), while the head of Concordia is a reference either to the triumvirate of Pompey,
Caesar, and Crassus, B.C. 59, or to the good feeling still existing between those generals.

Crassus was not slain till some time later in B.C. 53 (Cavedoni, RipostujU, p. 214).
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No. WeiijlU
MeMl

3927 64-8

3928 60-5

AX -75

Ohvvi-be Eefcrse

MESS>^ . F

([MAECUS VALEEIUS] MESSALLA FILIUS')

Denarius

Bust, undraped, of Eoma,
turned from the spectator,

head r., wearing crested

helmet, ornamented at

the side with feather ; hair

long ; over 1. shoulder,

spear ; before head,
MESS/i^ • F

/R '75
! Similar.

Curule chair between the

letters S • C • (Senatus con-

sulio) ; below, sceptre

with roval diadem ; above,

rA"RE ."cos {Patre con-

sule).

Similar.

[PI. xlix. 5.]

' From the inscription on the reverse we learn that these coins were issued during tlje

consulship of Messalla. About this period there were three members of the Valeria gens
with the cognomen Messalla who were consuls : M. Valerius M. f. M. n. Messalla, B.C. 61

;

M. Valerius Messalla, B.C. 53; and M. Valerius M. f. M. n. Messalla Corvinus, B.C. .31. As
the coins could not have been struck so late as B.C. 31, they belong either to B.C. 61 or to

B.C. 53. Their absence from the San Gre^orio di Sassola, Compito, Cadriano, and San Cesario
finds, and all of later date down to B.C. 37, except in the case of that of Arbanatz, leaves the
question doubtful; but Count de Salis and Borghesi (Oinvres compl., t. i., pp. 402 f.) both
attributed them to B.C. 53. The presence of the letters S . C shows that the coins belong to a
special issue, and were not therefore struck by an ordinary moneyer of the mint.

There is some question as to the identification of the moneyer. Borghesi (Inc. cit.) says
that the consul of B.C. 63 had no sons old enough to hold office in that year, and that wc du not
know the name of the son of the consul of B.C. 53. Others, however, have identified him as

M. Valerius Messalla Corvinus, the historian and grammarian, who was himself consul B.C. 31.

The date of his birth is uncertain. According to Eusebius (Hieron., in Eiiseh. Chron.
ywp., 180, 2) he was born in B.C. 59, in the same year as Livy the historian

; but the date
assigned by Scaliger (ad loc. Euseb.) for his birth, circ. B.C. 70, seems preferable, since

Messalla had gained some reputation for eloquence before the breaking out of the Civil war
in B.C. 43, and also because at the time of his death in the middle of the reign of Augustus,
B.C. 3—A.D. 3, he is said to have attained the age of 77 or 72 years. He could, therefore, well
have struck these coins in B.C. 53, and probably as quaestor.

Babelon (vol. ii., p. 513) thinks that the curule chair on the reverse shows that Messalla
was quaestor with Paustus Cornelius Sulla (see above, p. 489), and that he struck money by
order of the Senate ; the sceptre recalling the circumstance that one of his ancestors,

P. Valerius Publioola, assisted in banishing the kings from Rome, and was consul with Brutus
during the first year of the Ecpublic. Mommsen (hist. mon. row,., t. ii., p. 496) sees in the
curule chair and the sceptre below a reference to the kings who had submitted " to the
Eoman consul." This could only be to Pompey, who, in B.C. 61, was accorded a triumph at
Rome, on which occasion the procession was headed by soldiers carrying tablets specifying the
nations and the kings whom he had conquered. This explanation would rather suggest that
the coins may have been struck on that occasion, as the triumph took place in the year that
M. Valerius M. f. M. n. Messalla was consul, but, nevertheless, Mommsen himself attributes
the issue to B.C. 53. The fabric and style of the coins would suii; either date.

Cavedoni ( RipostigU
,
p. 139; Kvnvi Studi, p. 26) has recognized in the obverse type the

head of young Mars, which would be appropriate if the coins were struck in B.C. 61 ; but
Babelon (vol. ii., p. 514) identifies it with the goddess Koma, a not unusual obverse type for
money issued by the quaestores urbani or the acdiles under the authority of the Senate.

The great rarity of these denarii may in some degree account for their absence in nearly
all the finds of this and the next Period.
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Ko. Wcijht
Meiiil

and ^i-!

3930
I

61-1

3931 ,

6-2-3

3929 60-0

Oiircl-.-i'

Cin

Rf :,,•.-.

B.C. 52; A.r.c. 702'

LONGIN
([LUCIUS CASSIUS] LONGIXUS)

Denarius

With letter on obverse

rR, -7:') Head of Vesta 1.,° veiled,
;

A male togate figure stand-
and wearing diadem ;

' ing to 1., and dropping
behind, cup with two a tablet inscribed V (Uti

upright handles (kylix); 7'0<7as) into a cista ; behind
" '

"

j

figure, LONGIN. IIIV

I
[PI. xlix. 6.]

before, letter A

.-R 8 Similar ; letter C

JR. S Similar ; letter L

3932 59-8
i ..-R 8 Similar: same letter.

i

j

'

Similar
;

letter S

5 Similar
;
same letter.

5 Similar
;
same letter.

Similar

;

letter 3

3933;
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No. Weight
Metal

and Size
Ohc'erae Reverse

3937

3938

3939

61-0

60-5

59-9

.-R -75

Ciic. B.C. 51 ; A.u.c. 703 '

C .MEMMI . C . F

(CAIUS MEMMIUS CAII FILIUS)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Ceres r., with
wreath of corn, and ear-

ring in shape of cross

;

hair collected into a knot
behind, and falling down
the neck ; before, C •

MEMMI . C F

M -8 Similar.

M -75 Similar.

A naked captive, his hands
tied behind, kneeling r.,

on r. knee, at the foot of

a trophy of arms with a
Greek shield ; in the
field, C . MEMMIVS
IMPEKATOR

[PI. xUx. 7.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

Cabinet and in the Jungfer collection in Berlin, on which the name of the moneyer and the
mint-letter C are transposed. They are both plated coins.

This revival of mint-marks in the form of letters is quite exceptional. These letters

appear to extend throughout the alphabet.

^ Count de Salis has classed only one issue to this year, that of C. Memmius, who appears
to have been an ordinary officer of the mint. Before considering the identification of Memmius
attention should be drawn to the strong similarity in fabric and in the obverse types of his
coins and those of L. Vinicius (seeabove, p. 492) and also those of Mn. Acilius (see below, p. 496),
especially in connection with the heads of Ceres, Concordia, and Salus. The precise similarity
of treatment of these heads on the respective issues shows that these three moneyers must
have struck their coins within a short period of each other.

The C. Memmius who struck the above coins is usually identified as the son of Caius
Memmius L. f. Gemellus, who married Fausta, the daughter of Sulla ; was tribune of the
plebs B.C. 66; praetor B.C. 58; and propraetor in the following year in Bithynia, when he
appears to have assumed the title of imperator, as we learn from the above coins. His sou is

said to have been tribune of the plebs in B.C. 54, and he is also identified with the eonsul-
suffectus of B.C. 34. If, however, the above coins are rightly attributed to B.C. 51, and the
moneyer is correctly identified as the son of C. Memmius Gemellus, it is evident that he
was not the tribune of the plebs of B.C. 54, as he could not have filled the office of
moneyer of the mint after holding that of tribune. We have already noticed that there
is much confusion in the identification of the earlier members of the Memraia gens (see above,
pp. 204, 307) owing to the similarity of their praenomina, and this appears to be the case in
this instance. Babelon (vol. ii.

,
p. 218) whilst identifying the reverse design of Tyjje I. as

recording the imperatorship of the moneyer's father, yet ascribes the issue of these coins to circ.

B.C. 60, which was three years before that event occurred. It is therefore clear either that tliis

moneyer was not the son of C. Memmius Gemellus and Fausta, or, if so, that he has been
confused with another member of the Memmia gens who was tribune of the plebs in B.C. 54.
From the evidence of the coins we are disposed to consider that the moneyer ^^ as the son of
C. Memmius Gemellus, and that the tribune of the plebs of B.C. 54 was another member of
the family.

The reverse of Type I. is a record of the assumption of the title of imperator by the
moneyer's attributed father, and the head of Ceres and the seated figure of that divinity on Tvpe
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No. IVei.jht
Metal

and iSize

COINAGE OF EO^FE

Obverse Mever^c

3940

3941

3942

3943

61-2 I M -8

59-7

59-8

60-i

.R -8

M -75

M -75

Type II.

Headof Quirinus(Eomulus)
I
Ceres seated r,, holding

laureate, hair long,
|

ears of corn in r. hand,
beard in formal ringlets

;

behind, QVIRINVS;
before, C • MEMMI • C F

and torch in 1. ; at her
feet, serpent ; around,
MEMMIVS AED • CER.

lALIA.rHEIMVS-FECIT'
[PI. xlix. 8.]

Similar ; legend concentric
I Similar,

with the edge of the coin.

Similar.
1 Similar.

Circ. B.C. 50; a.u.c. 704-

AN . ACILIVS

(MANIUS ACILIUS [GLABEIO]
')

Denarius

Head of Salus r., laureate,

wearing earring in shape
of cross, and necklace;
hair collected into a

knot behind, and falling

down the neck ; behind,

SALVTIS, reading down-
wards.

Figure of Valetudo, draped,
standing 1., resting 1. arm
on column, and holding
serpent with r. hand

;

around, AV -ACILIVS •

III VIR. VALEV {Vate-

tiulinis).

[PI. xlix. 9.]

(Nott)

II. relate to the institution at Home of the Ludi Cereales ; but as the date of the inauguration
of these games is somewhat uncertain, it is not possible to identify the member of the Memmia
gens, who, as aedile, superintended their first celebration. According to Liry (xx:t. 39) the

Cerealia. first appear as fully established in Eome in B.C. 202; so Memmius's aedileship was
anterior to that date. The head of Quiriuus (Romulus) refers to the ancient origin of the
Memmia gens, which claimed to be descended through Romulus from the Trojan Menestheus.

1 In this inscription we have in the word PRE IMVS another instance of the late survival of

the ancient form E I for I to denote the long vowel (see also coins of M. Aemilius Scaurus and
P. Plautins Hypsaeus, pp. 483, 484).

There are restorations of Type II. by Trajan.

^ Again we have only one issue, the moneyer of which signs himself as " triumvir " of the
mint. Count de Salis has not assigned to this year any other issue. The similarity of the

head of Salus to that of Concordia on the coins of L. Vinicius (see above, p. 492) and to that of

Ceres on the preceding issue has already been noticed, and, in this respect, this type may be

compared with the coinages classed to the next year, B.C. 49. The coins of Mn. Acilius are

the latest that occurred in the Cadriano and San Cesario hoards, both of which appear to have
been buried about the same time, i.e., at the end of B.C. 50 or early in the following year.

•^ At the time of the issue of these coins there were several members of the Aoilia gens

with the praenomen Manius, but this moneyer is usually identified with Manius Acilius Glabrio,

one of Caesar'.i lieutenants, and the son of Mn. Acilius Glabrio, consul B.C. 67, and Aemilia,

daughter of M. Aemilius Scaurus, whom Sulla, in B.C. 82, compelled him to divorce. Born in

the house of Cn. Pompey B.C. 81, who had married his mother after her divorce, Acilius

espoused the cause of Caesar ; served for him in Sicily B.C. 46, and two years later, when
preparations were being made for the Parthian wars, he was sent forward to Greece, and

succeeded P. Suliiicins Kufus in the government of Acliaia. From this time there is no
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A-o. WeiriM Jf^l^ Obverse Iiever--'9

3944

3945

61-4

59-3

Ai -85
I

Similar; SALVT IS reading

upwards.

JR. -75

3946 :
61-3 /R -8

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar ; the knot of hair is
j

Similar,

ornamented with jewels.
{

Similar; jewels also in the Similar; the tail of the

hair above the forehead. serpent encircles the

column.

further record of him. Besidea the above coins which were issued at Rome, Acilius struck

bronze money during his service in Sicily, on which he bears the title of quaestor ; and also at

Agrigentum; and later on at Corinth, when governor of Achaia (see Babelon, vol. i.,

pp. 106-107, nos. 9-11). These coins are remarkable illustrations of the career of Acilius in

Rome, Sicily, and Greece.
Mommsen (Hist. ^non. rom., t. ii., p. 498) has suggested the following explanation of the type

of the denarius of Acilius. Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxix. i. 6) relates that a Peloponnesian named
Archagathua, a practitioner of medicine, was the firat person who made it a distinct profession

in Rome, where he came during the consulship of L. Aemilius and M. Livius in B.C. 219.

Having received the right of citizenship, he was given a shop at the public expense in the

cross-way or street Acilia [in compito Acilio). In consequence the Acilia gens claimed to have
introduced the first physician into Rome, and, moreover, traced the etymology of its name to

the Greek word ate'ofiai (to heal). As Salus and Valetudo are practically synonymous
divinities, it would appear that the same divinity is figured on the obverse and on the reverse

of the coins, but under different names. There was a famous statue by Niceratus of Salus

in the temple of Concord at Rome, which represented the goddess feeding a serpent which she

holds (Babelon, vol. i. , p. 105). The figure on the coins may be a reproduction of that statue.

There are several hybrids of these coins (Bahrfeldt, Zeit.f. Kum., 1877, pp. 35, 41, 43).

The obverse occurs with the reverse of the denarius of P. Furius Craasipes (see above,

p. 332), and the reverse with the obverse of the denarius of P. Clodius M. f. (Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 3"55, no. 15), and with the obverse of the qainarius of C. Egnatuleius C. f. (see above,

p. 164).
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PERIOD XIII.

Circ. B.C. 49—44 ; \.v.c. 705—710

This Period is the most important epoch in the history of the Eoman
Eepublican coinage since the institution of the silver money in B.C. 268. It

extends from the year in which Juhus Caesar arrived in Eome after his Galhc

campaign, and compelled Pompey to take flight to the East, till his death

in B.C. 44. The chief historical events which bear upon the coinage of this time

are : 1. the Civil war between Caesar and Pompey B.C. 49—48, which ended in

the defeat of the latter at the battle of Pharsalus, and his death ; 2. the Alex-

andrine war B.C. 48—47 ; 3. the war in Africa and the defeat of the Pompeians at

Thapsus B.C. 47—46 ; 4. the war in Spain and the battle of Munda B.C. 45

;

and, 5. the death of Caesar and the temporary break-up of his party B.C. 44.

These years witnessed several important changes in the coinage of the

State :

—

1. The revival of the gold money ; none of which had been struck at Eome
since the middle of the third century B.C. (see above, p. 12).

2. The re-issue of the quinarius and sestertius in silver.

3. An attempt to revive the bronze money.

4. The increase in the college of moneyers from three to four members.

6. The resumption of the military coinages outside Italy.

The gold coinage, which consisted of the aureus {iiummus aureiis) and

half-aureus [quinarius aureus), was revived by Julius Caesar on his arrival in

Eome, in B.C. 49, for a special purpose (see below, p. 505) ; the first pieces

being struck in his own name only. During Caesar's lifetime all the gold

coins were of an exceptional nature, and their issue was committed to special

officers of the State, and not to the ordinary moneyers of the mint, whose

powers were still hmited to the coinage of silver only. Immediately after his

death the Senate reasserted their right, but the gold money of the year B.C. 44

still continued to be a special issue (see below, p. 552). After B.C. 44, as

we shall see, the right of striking gold coins was delegated to the ordinary

moneyers. The new gold coinage instituted by Julius Caesar now became

continuous, and was struck not only at Eome, but also in the provinces, where

mints for issuing money of the Eoman standard were re-established. The weight

of the aureus varied somewhat in the earlier stages of its issue. Those struck

by Julius Caesar in B.C. 49 were minted at 38 to the Eoman lb. ; those subsequent

to B.C. 49 to circ. B.C. 37 at 40 to the lb., and those from that date at 42 to the lb.

The revival of the quinarius and the sestertius was again only temporary, and

the issue of these denominations at the Eoman mint does not appear to have ex-

tended beyond B.C. 44 ; from which circumstance it may be inferred that they were

only struck on special occasions and for some particular purpose. They are, how-

ever, occasionally met <\dth in the coinages of the provincial mints after that date.
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An attempt to revive the bronze money during B.C. 45—44 does not appear

to liave been attended with success (see below, p. 538), and we have to wait

nearly another thirty years, till B.C. 15, before it is permanently re-established.

The college of moneyers who controlled the mint at Rome had hitherto, as

we have often had occasion to mention, consisted of three members, who thus

formed a triumvirate. In B.C. 44 Caesar increased the number to four, who
were designated quatuorviri. This increase in the college does not appear to

have been due to any changes either in the issues of the coinages or in the

working of the mint, but it is only another instance of the poUcy of Caesar of

augmenting the number of officers who composed the lesser magistracies. This

reform instituted by Caesar remained in force till B.C. 36, when for a consider-

able time the names of the moneyers are no longer placed on the coins. There

is no evidence that any change was made in the personnel of the mint after that

year, but when the moneyers' names recur at a later date, circ. B.C. 16, their

number is again reduced to three, though on two occasions (b.c. 4, 3) four appear

to have been appointed.

One of the most important circumstances connected with the coinage at

this time is the revival of the military issues outside Italy. It has been shown
(see above, p. 317) that the attempt to relieve in this manner the strain on the

central mint at Rome was first made circ. B.C. 82, and that coinages in gold

and silver after the Roman standard were issued in Gaul, Spain, and the Bast,

but this innovation was only of short duration. The first to resuscitate these

military issues was Julius Caesar, who, after his campaigns in Gaul (b.c. 50

—

49) struck denarii in his name only, and having for their types on the obverse

an elephant, and on the reverse the emblems of the pontificate (Babelon, vol. ii.,

p. 10, no. 9). When Caesar arrived in Rome in B.C. 49 he continued, apparently

without authority, to strike money in his own name. The example set by him
in Gaul was quickly followed by the chief partisans of Pompey ; so that in

B.C. 49 there are denarii issued by the consuls L. Cornelius Lentulus and

0. Claudius Marcellus, at first in Sicily (Babelon, vol. i., p. 425, no. 64), and

then in the EaSt {ih., vol. i., p. 426, nos. 65-68) ; by the praetor C. Coponius,

also in the East (ib., vol. i., p. 381, nos. 1, 2) ; and by the proquaestors of

Pompey, Cn. Calpurnius Piso and Terentius Varro in Spain {ib., vol. ii., p. 343,

nos. 7, 8). The practice, now well established, of issuing these military coinages

at first in silver, and later in gold and bronze, was so extensively carried out,

that during the remaining years of the Republic, and even after the accession of

Augustus to imperial power, they constitute the chief currency of the State

outside Italy. Caesar himself struck coins in Spain, the Bast, and Africa,

between B.C. 49—44, in which districts his armies were stationed, and where he

carried on active campaigns. Besides these there were special issues of Cnaeus

and Sextus Pompey in Spain, of the proconsul Aulus AUienus in Sicily, of

Quintus Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio and Marcus Poroius Cato in Africa, and 1

of others (see Tables of Binds). During B.C. 46—44 Cnaeus and Sextus Pompey '

struck bronze money of the Roman standard and types as well as silver in

Spain. After the formation of the triumvirate between Antony, Octavius, and

Lepidus, the chief coinages of the provinces were issued in their names, and in

the respective districts which they had assigned to themselves. These coins.
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and also those of other generals, are attributed to Spaia, Gaul, the East, Sicily,

Africa, and Cyrenaica, under which districts they are separately classified and

described.

At this point we have only indicated the lines on which the coinages of this

Period struck in Eome and the provinces have been classified. In dealing with

the issues of later years a more detailed account will be given of those struck in

the provinces, in consequence of their increased number, historical importance,

and occurrence in finds.

Denominations and Types.—The denominations struck during this Period

at the Eoman mint are—in gold, the aureus and the half-aureus ; in silver, the

denarius, the quinarius, and the sestertius ; and in bronze, the as of the

semuneial standard.

The element of change which occurred in the case of the denominations is

also met with in the types. Hitherto, with some occasional exceptions, the

types have referred to events connected with the more or less remote history of

the moneyers' families. From this time current events are often recorded,

which very materially assist in ascertaining the chronological sequence of the

issues. The traditions of the moneyers' families, however, still find a con-

spicuous place in the designs of the coins. Of recent events Julius Caesar

records his campaigns in Gaul, the East, Africa, and Spain, and on special

occasions they are illustrated by the ordinary moneyers of the mint. Prom

these materials it is possible to construct a triumvirate of the mint for two

years, B.C. 46 and 45, and a quatuorvirate for B.C. 44. During the other years of

this Period it would seem that, as before, only certain members of the college of

moneyers placed their names on the coinage, if it be assumed that the appoint-

ment of the triumvirate was annual.

The greatest innovation in regard to the types was the introduction of

portraits of living persons, an innovation which caused the coinage of this

Period to lose its general character and to become personal. This change was

first occasioned by the express command of the Senate, who, in B.C. 44, ordered

that the portrait of Julius Caesar should be placed on the coinage. It was an

honour never before accorded to a Eoman citizen ; but when once introduced it

soon became so general that from that time we have a series of portraits of

those who filled the highest positions in the State, and of others.

There is little to be noticed in respect of the forms of the moneyers' names.

In a few instances greater variety occurs, the same moneyer giving either his

praenomen and nomen, or his praenomen, nomen, and cognomen, and in others

only his nomen or cognomen. Some also, as before, employed the genitive case

instead of the nominative, and one, C. Cossutius Maridianus (B.C. 44), added

after his name the official description of his duties in the form of initials, A A •

A • F • F = Acre, Argento, Auro, Flando, Feriimdo. In the inscriptions the

closed P for P occasionally occurs.

Classification.—After the disorganization caused by the events of B.C. 49,

the officers of the mint at Eome appear to have resumed their usual duties.

The only exceptional issues after that date are those of Julius Caesar. and the

praefecti Urbi. Added to the important evidence afforded by the coins them-

selves in their types and fabric, we have still that of finds to guide us for
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chronology. Those which were buried during b.c. 49—44 were unearthed at

Carbonara (Prov. di Bari), San Niccolo di Villola (Prov. di Bologna), CoUecchio

(Prov. di Modina), and Liria (Prov. di Valencia). Thus three were discovered

in Italy, and the fourth in Spain.

The Carbonara II. hoard was found in August, 1903, during excavations

for the foundations of a house. Some years before, in 1882, a similar find of

Eepublican coins had taken place in the same locality, but as that one contained

pieces of a later date it will be mentioned in our next Period. To distinguish

between the two finds, that of 1882 is designated as Carbonara I., and that of

1903 as Carbonara II. The latter consisted of about 460 silver coins of the

Eepublic, which were sold clandestinely ; but of these, 426 were recovered, and

were deposited in the Museo Archeologico at Taranto. They have been de-

scribed by Sig. Q. Quagliati {Scavi, 1904, pp. 53 f.). Of this number there were

43 quinarii, issued under the provisions of the Lex Clodia, circ. B.C. 104, of the

coinages of the Egnatuleia, Cloulia, Yettia, Porcia, Titia, Eubria, and Cornelia

families. The remaining 383 pieces were denarii, 15 of which were of the early

period without moneyers' names, and one with a moneyer's symbol only ; the

rest with moneyers' names represented 88 issues. The latest pieces struck at

the Eoman mint are those of Mn. Acilius (b.c. 50) ; of Q. Sioinius and C. Vibius

Pansa (b.c. 49), and of L. Hostilius Saserna (b.c. 48). Of the provincial issues

there were denarii of Julius Caesar (elephant and pontifical implements), struck

in Gaul (b.c. 50—49) ; and of Q. Sicinius, the triumvir of the mint (see p. 503),

and C. Coponius, the praetor and partisan of Pompey, who in B.C. 49 com-

manded the fleet at Ehodes. These last were struck in the Bast. The date of

the burial of this hoard must therefore be placed at some time during B.C. 48.

Sig. Quagliati having adopted Babelon's attribution of the coins of M. Junius

Brutus with the head of Libertas and the consul Brutus with the lictors (see

above, p. 479) to a period after the death of Caesar, has in consequence assigned

the burial of the hoard to a later date, i.e. B.C. 43—42. This is clearly too late,

as shown by the evidence of other finds, and by the absence of coins of all the

other issues which took place after B.C. 48 to B.C. 44.

The San Niccolo di Villola hoard discovered in 1817 consisted of about

1,000 Eepublican silver coins. This place is situated near Cadriano, where, as

we have already seen, another considerable hoard had been discovered, the burial

of which was of a slightly earlier date (see above, p. 414). Prof. Filippo Schiassi,

in his work, Del ritrovajnento di Mcdaglie Consolari e di famiglie fatto a Cadriano

nel Bolognese, Vanno 1811, ed. sec, Bologna, 1820, noted in his account of the

Cadriano find such pieces as were present in that of Villola, but were absent

at Cadriano. It is unfortunate that Prof. Schiassi did not give a complete

description of both hoards. The information supplied, however, shows that

the Villola hoard was of a slightly later date. Amongst the more recent coins

which were not present at Cadriano, and which were struck at the Eoman
mint, were those of L. Plautius Plancus (b.c. 47) ; of L. Papius Celsus,

C. Antius Eestio, and Mn. Cordius Eufus (b.c. 46) ; and of T. Carisius and

C. Considius Paetus (b.c. 45). Of the provincial issues the following later

ones were represented : Spain—Pompey, in the names of his proquaestors,

Cn. Calpurnius Piso and Terentius Varro (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 343, nos. 7, 8) of
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B.C. 49 ; and Julius Caesar {bust of Venus with Cupid and trophy ; ib., vol. ii.,

p. 11, no. 11) of B.C. 45 ; the East—Julius Caesar {head of Venus and Aeneas and

Anchises ; ib., vol. ii., p. 11, no. 10) of B.C. 48 ; and Africa—Q. Caecilius Metellus

Pius Scipio {ib., vol. i., pp. 278, 280, nos. 47, 51); M. Porcius Cato {ib., vol. ii.,

p. 375, no. 10) of B.C. 47—46 ; and Julius Caesar {head of Geres and emblems of

the pontificate ; ib., vol. ii., p. 14, no. 16) of b.c. 46. From these it will be seen

that the dates of the latest coins of provincial issues correspond to those of the

coins of the Eoman mint. The burial of the Villola hoard must therefore have

happened either during B.C. 45 or early in B.C. 44. This is also the date assigned

to it by Cavedoni {Bipostigli, p. 34), who notes that there were no coins of the

triumvirs, Antony, Octavius, and Lepidus.

The Collecohio hoard, which consisted originally of about 1,000 Eepublican

denarii, was discovered in 1815. This place is near Spilamberto, about twelve

miles south of Modena. Of these coins, Cavedoni, in 1828, examined and

described about 500 pieces which were in the possession of various persons or in

the Este collection {Bipostigli, p. 34). It will be seen from the Tables of Finds

that the burial of this hoard must have taken place about the same time as that

of Villola, the only late piece not present being that of Julius Caesar struck in

Spain B.C. 45 (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 11, no. 11), but, on the other hand, there were

coins of M. PobUcius, the legate of Cnaeus Pompey {ib., vol. ii., p. 335, no. 10),

which are attributed by Count de Salis to the same locality, and to B.C. 46—45.

Cavedoni {loc. cit.) thought that on account of the presence of the denarius of

LolHus Palikanus, the CoUecchio hoard was hidden slightly after that of Villola

;

but Count de Salis has assigned that issue to B.C. 47. The CoUecchio hoard

was therefore buried about b.c. 45.

The Liria hoard was one of the most important of those found in Spain

which have been recorded. This town is situated in the province of Valencia.

The hoard, discovered in 1806, consisted of about 2,000 denarii, which were

catalogued, at the request of the Academy of Madrid, by Don Giuseppe Canga

Argiielles, who, though not a numismatist, appears to have accomplished his

task with great care. Mommsen {Ann. deW Inst, arch., 1863, pp. 69 f.) besides

stating particulars of the whole find with others also discovered in Spain

supplies a special list of the coins which were issued between B.C. 49—43, and

which alone were 186 in number. There were not many pieces of the early

period, but the Spanish issues from the time of Sulla and the war with Sertorius

were present in considerable numbers. The latest pieces of the Eoman mint

were those of L. Papius Celsus, C. Antius Eestio, and- Mn. Cordius Eufus

(B.C. 46); of T. Carisius, C. Considius Paetus, and L. Valerius Acisculus

(B.C. 45), and of P. Sepulhus Macer (b.c. 44). The coins of the last two

moneyers had not occurred in any previously mentioned hoard. Of the pro-

vincial issues there were coins struck in Africa by Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius

Scipio, M. Porcius Cato, and Julius Caesar, as in the Villola hoard. All the

Spanish issues were represented down to the time of Sextus Pompey (b.c. 45

—

44), whilst of those of the East the latest pieces were of Julius Caesar (b.c. 48),

as in the Villola and CoUecchio finds. The burial of this hoard took place some

time during B.C. 44, and was, no doubt, due to the military movements under

Sextus Pompey or under Caesar's general, C. Asinius Pollio.
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a . siciNivs

(QUINTUS SICINIUS^)

Denarius

Head of Fortuna r., dia-

demed, wearing earring

in shape of cross ; hair

collected into a knot
behind, and falling in

two locks down her neck

;

jewels in hair above fore-

head ; before, FOKT
[Forhma) ; behind, P R.

[Populi Tlomani).

Similar.

Similar.

Ill . VIR. ,. ,, . „,

A winged caduceus and a

palm-branch, bound with
fillet, in saltire ; above,

wreath with fillet.

[PI. xlix. 10.]

Similar.

Similar.

(Craoherode Coll.)

* The coinage struck at Rome during this year is of two L>roups : one issued before the arrival

of Julius Caesar and the flight of Pompey ; the other after Caesar's arrival at the beginning of

March, To tlie former group belong the issues of Quintus Sicinius, the triumvir of the miint,

and of Cnaeus Nerius, the quaestor urbanus ; and to the latter, the coinages in gold and silver

bearing the n^me of Julius Caesar only, and those of his two moneyers, D. Albinus Brutus and
C. Vibius Pansa. Besides the practical establishment of a gold currency, this year also

witnessed the revival ot the qninarius, which had not been struck since B.C. 8.5 (see above,
coins of Mn. Fonteius, p. 323, and L. Julius Bursio, p. 332).

^ This moneyer appears only to be known from his coins, ani he is the only member of his

family who filled that office. It is possible, however, that he was related to L, Sicinius, who
was tribune of the plebs B.C. 76, and who was the first to attack the law of Sulla relating to

the powers of his office, and that he may have been the person who is mentioned by Cicero, but
only by his gentile name Sicinius {ad Att., v. 4, 3). From his coins we are, however, able to

glean some particulars of his life during his year of office as moneyer. From them it would
seem that early in B.C. 49 Sicinius was appointed a triumvir of the mint by the party of

Pompey, which was I hen in po^er, but who his colleagues may have been we do not know, as
their names are not met with on the coinage of that time. On the arrival of Caesar, Sicinius left

Home, evidently in the company of C. Coponius, who was one of the praetors at the breaking
out of the Civil war, and who, having espoused the side of Pompey, followed him into Greece,
and had command of the Ehodian ships conjointly with C. Marcellus

; for we find Sicinius during
the same year issuing coins in the Bast in his own name and in that of C. Coponius. On those
which Mre classed to the East by Count de Salis, SiciTiius still styles himself "triumvir."
After this time we do not again meet with the name of Sicinius, but these data enable us to
fix the year of l.is appointirient as a moneyer at the Roman mint.

The types chosen by Sicinius for his coins s-truck at Rome were in honour of Pompey, the
chief of his paity. The palm-branch refers to Pompey's numerous victories in all parts of the
Roman state ; the caduceus to the restoration of commerce after the destruction of the fleets of
tlie pirates ; and the wreath to the golden chaplet which was conferred on him by the citizens of
Rome, and which he was commanded to wear at all great functions (see above, p. 489). These
great deeds were effected by the special favour of the goddess Fortuna, whose head there-
fore is the subject of the obverse type.

In support of the attribution of these coins to B.C. 49, attention should be drawn to the
similarity in treatment and style of the head of Fortuna to those of other divinities portrayed
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A'c. U'eioht
ile'al

iif^'l Sue Obverse Reveiff

NERI

3950 62-5

(CXAErS NERIDS')

Denarius

-R '75 Head of Saturn r., bearded; ^

! behind, harpa ; before,

I

NER( a . V?B {Xcrius

quaestor urbanus).

3951 60-3

3952, 60-0

.11 -7
!
Similar.

/R -75 Similar.

• LEST C . A^RC COS
{Lucius Lcntulus, Cuius
MarccUus, consules) in

the field. The legionary-

eagle (aquila) between
two standards ; one in-

scribed, H {Hastati), the

other, r (Principcs) ; the

whole mthin radiate

circle.

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. xlix. 11.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

in the preceding issues, especially in the form of the earring, which is in the shape of a cross,

and in the decoration of the hair above the forehead with jewels as on the coins of Mn.
Acilius (see p. 497, no. 3946). It may also be noticed that the coins of this issue were amongst
the most recently struck which were met with in the Carbonara II. hoard.

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit. 1897, p. 76) mentions hybrids in his own collection, in the Gotha
Cabinet, and in the Bignami collection now in the Capitoline Museum, with the reverse of the

above denarius and with the obverse of that struck by Sicinius for CoX'Onius (Babelon, vol. ii.,

p. 459, no. 1). He also mentions a variety of the above denarius in the Berlin collection which
shows only one lock of hair on the neck of Fortuna.

' The history of Cnaeus Nerius during the year B.C. 49, so far as it is connected with the

coinage, is very similar to that of Q. Sicinius, the triumvir of the mint. His name is first met
with in B.C. 56, when he accused P. Sestius of bribery (Cicero, ad Q. Fr., ii. 3, 5). In B.C. 49

he was appointed quaestor urbanus by the Pompeian party during the consulships of

L. Cornelius Lentulus and C. Claudius Marcellus, and in virtue of his office, and under special

conditions, struck the above coins. On the approach of Julius Caesar to the capital, Nerius

tied with the consuls, first to Sicily, and thence to Dyrrhachium (Illyrieuni), and to Asia Minor

;

the journey being marked by issues of coins which bear the names of the consuls, but not that

of the moneyer, except in one instance where it is indicated by the letter Q = quaestor (see

coins attributed to Sicily and the East under date B.C. 49; Babelon, vol. ii., p. 254, no. 2).

At ter Pharoalus Nerius fled to Egypt, where he was captured, and being imprisoned died shortly

afterwards. 'J he date of the issue of the above coins may therefore be fixed between January

and March of B.C. 49. Cn. Nerius is the only member of his gens of whom coins are known.

^ The head of Saturn refers to the temple of that divinity at Rome which was under the

special charge of the quaestores urbani, as it contained the public treasury ; and the standards

on the reverse to the Roman army, its legions and the companies of the Hastati and the

Principes, to which the Pompeian party looked specially for support. This reverse type is

evidently copied from the denarii ef C. Valerius Fliocaa, -nhich were struck by him in Gaul in

B.C. 82 (see coins attributed to Gaul, and Babelon, vol. ii., p. 513, no. 12). The occurrence of

the names of the consuls fur the year is exceptional, but in unsettled times such as prevailed

then at Rome they served to show on whose authority the quaestor urbanus struck these coins.

This issue was no doubt intended for military purposes.

A variety reads on the obverse Q only, instead of Q .V?B (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 254).
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CAESAR
(CAIUS JULIUS CAESAE')

Aureus

Head of Pietas r., -wearing

^\Teath of oak-leaves, ear-

ring in sliape of cross, and
necklace; je-wel above her
ear ; hair collected into a

knot behind, which is or-

namented with jewels, and
falling in locks down her

neck; behind, ±11 (= 62).

Similar.

Trophy of Gallic arms, con-

sisting of an oval shield

and a carnyx ; the trunk

draped and surmounted
by a helmet with horns ;

on r., an axe surmounted
by an animal's head ; at

base of trophy, CAE SAK
(Wigan Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. xlix. 12]
(Blacas Coll.)

^ These coins in gold and silver were strnck bj Julius Caesar at Rome in B.C. 49, soon
after his arrival there after the flight of Pompcy. There can be no question that they were
issued for special distribution to the army, through whose sujjport Caesar had now almost
obtained supreme authority in the State, and which had so faithfully served under him
during his long and arduous campaign in Gaul. The issue of these gold coins by Caesar
in his own name had a precedent in the case of Sulla, who also, in B.C. 82, in his own name
only or conjointly with his proquaestors, had caused similar j^ieces to be struck for the use
of the victorious troops which had served under him in the East. These coins of Sulla,

like his denarii, appear to have been issued outside Italy, and are therefore classed with the
coinage of the East (see Babelon, vol. i., p. 406, nos. 28, 29; vol. ii., pp. 177-179, nos. 3-10;
and coins attributed to the Bast, b.c. 82). Another coincidence is that in each instance the
gold and the silver coins are of the same types. In the history of the Roman coinage these
gold pieces of Caesar are of far greater importance than those of Sulla ; for in the former we
have the establishment for the first time since the foundation of the Roman Republic of a
gold currency, which was to become permanent, and which continued till the downfall of the
Roman Empire. The attempt to introduce a gold coinage at the Roman mint not long after
the institution of a silver currency was, as we have shown, only sporadic, and had no lasting
effect (see above, p. 13). The gold coins struck by Caesar were issued at 38 to the Roman
pound, and were current for 100 sesterces, i.e. 2.5 denarii. The value of gold appears to have
fallen at this time on account of the large quantity which Caesar obtained in Gaul, where he
had rifled the temples of the gods which -n'ere filled with rich offerings. By this means gold
became so plentiful that it was exchanged through Italy and the provinces for 3,000 sesterces
to the ])Ound (Suetonius, Caesar, liv. ). This booty, together with the bullion which Caesar
took from the public treasury, jjrovided him with the means of awarding to each foot soldier of
his legions the sum of 2,000 sesterces, which he received at the beginning of the Civil war, and,
in addition, he promised 300 sesterces to every citizen. Plutarch (Caesar, 35) and Appian (Je
Bell. Civ., ii. 41) give interesting accounts of Caesar's forcing his way into the public treasury
in opposition to the protests of the tribune, L. Caecilius Metellus. Though these gold coins of
Caesar were probably struck in great quantity, the}' are now of extreme rarity. This mav be
due to the circumstance that in subsequent issues of this Period the standard was reduced to 40
to the pound, which no doubt occasioned the withdrawal of the heavier pieces from circulation.

Orosius (Hist., vi. 1.5) states the amount of gold seized by Caesar at 4,135 lbs. = about
170,000!. ; the Roman pound of gold = 40 aurei or about 421., and nearly 90,000 lbs. of silver.

Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxxiii. 17) gives the amount in ingots: C. Caesar priino introitu urhis civili

hello siio e.s aerario protulit laterum ai'reorum xv, arrjenieorum xs.x et in nii.raerato hsIcccI
(= 15,000 gold-, 30,000 silver-bars, and thirty millions of sesterces). It seems, however, that
this estimate of the amount of treasure existing in the temple of Saturn was much exaggerated.

Besides the aureus in gold Caesar struck also the denarius and the quiuarius in silver, and
in the same year we meet with the revival of the sestertius. The revival of these two silver
coins of smaller denominations than the denarius was not merely temporary, though not lastin"-
as they are not infrequently met with in issues of the following years. They were intended
no doubt, to provide a small currency, the dearth of which must have caused considerable
inconvenience, especially as there was also a scarcity of bronze money, none having been
minted for over thirty years. These were not the first coins that Caesar had struck in his
o^vn name, for he had already issued denarii of a similar character, for the payment of his
soldiery during his Gallic wars (see above, p. 499).

3 T
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3955

3956

3957

3958

3959

IVeight

61-5

61-5

60-5

58-3

52-0

and Sue

M

JR

•75
I

Similar

•7

.R -8

.'R -8

Al -8

Diverse Ueverie

Denarius

Type I.

I

Similar.

I (Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.Similar ; hair above fore-

head of Pietas, decorated
^Yith jewels.

Similar.

Similar,

: Similar.

[PI. xlix; 13.]

Similar.

I

(Cracherode Coll.)

Type II.

Similar ; no jewel above
ear of Pietas ; and knot
of hair also not jewelled.

Trophy of Gallic arms,

similar to no. 3953 ;

before it is seated r. a

captive, Vercingetorix,'

with large head turned to

r., and long beard, his

hands tied behind him ;

in the field, and divided

by trophy, CAE SAR.

[PI. xlix. 14.]

(Blacas Coll.)

The type of reverse chosen by Julius Caesar for both his gold and silver coins was one
which would commend itself to his troops, as it is a record of the nine years' straggle in

Ganl, in which they had earned great success, and which had culminated in the capture of

Tercingetorix, the celebrated chieftain of the Arverui, who had carried on the war with
ability, and who himself is represented on some of the denarii seated or kneeling at the foot

of a trophy. The identification of the head on the obverse is somewhat uncertain, Eckhel
(Doct. num. vet., t. vi., p. 6) describes it as that of Venus, the divinity specially honoured by
the Julia gens, but Babelon (vol. ii., p. 17, nos. 25-28) and others would see in it a repi'eseuta-

tion of Pietas, the personification of faithful attaclinicnt, love, and veneration among the

Romans. A similar female head with the accompanying legend P I ETAS occurs on the coins

of Decimus Brutus (see p. 508). In style and general treatment this head may be compared
to those of other divinities which appear on coins struck during the preceding years, especially

in connection with the ornamentation of the hair at the back and above the forehead.

The explanation of the letters or numbers ±11, Til, or NT on the obverses of both the

gold and silver money has also proved a difficulty. Eckhel (loc. cit.) interprets them as the

initials of " \mpcrafor \Terum,*' a title which Caesar did not, however, receive till B.C. 45, the

date to which Eckhel would assign the coins. Cavedoni (Rev. Num., 1857, p. 356) reads

LI I (=52), and thinks that this number refers to the successful engagements which
Caesar had fought during his active career, but this view seems too subtle and fanciful ; and
that expressed by Count de Salis (Rev. arch., 1866, p. 20) that they mark Caesar's age, thus

placing his birth at B.C. 102, seems a more probable solution, since they would bring to the

knowledge of the Roman people that in the next year (B.C. 48) he would be entitled to hold

the consulship for the second time. His first consulship was in B.C. 59, and the Lex annahs,

which at this time was strictly adhered to, enjoined an interval of eleven years before he could

be appointed to the same office again. Drumann ((?esch. Roms, 2 ed.
, p. 126) gives the year

B.C. 100 as that of the birth of Caesar. He would thus have completed his fifty-first year in July,

B.C. 49, and from that date would enter on his fifty-second year. If the coins were not struck

before July, B.C. 49, the number ±1 1 might still indicate Caesar's age. A further suggestion has

been made by Borghesi (CEuvres compl., t. i., p. 499), who thought that the number indicated

Caesar's age at the time of the battle of Pharsalus. A few years later Mark Antony indicated

his own ages, XL and XLI, on coins struck by him at Lugdunum (Bahelov, vol. i., p. 169;

see also Madden, Num. Chron., 1865, pp. 5f.). The problem of these letters or numbers has

evidently not been satisfactorily solved.

1 After Vercingetorix fell into Caesar's hands, at the capture of Alesia, he was kept in
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3960
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Ohverse Rei'crse

Type II. var.

507

53'5 ! .R -75 Similar. Similar; the captive, with
small head and not
bearded, is kneeling r.,

but his head is turned to

1., and looking upwards.
[PI. xlix. 15.]

3961 29-3

Quinarius'

M -6

3962 60-2

3963 60-2

M -8

Head of Pietas r., veiled;

behind, simpulum and
±11

Trophy of arms, consisting
of a round shield and a
short broad sword ; the
trunk draped and sur-

mounted by a helmet
with horns; on 1., a
wreath ; on r., an oval

shield ; at base, CAE SAR.
[PI. xlix. 16.]

(Nott)

ALBINVS BRVTI F

(DECIMUS POSTUMIUS ALBINUS BRUTI
FILnjS=)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Mars r., with
slight beard, wearing
crested helmet.

M -8 Similar.

Two Gaulish trumpets
(carnyces) in saltire ; in
the upper angle, an oval
shield ; in the lower oile, a
round shield ; at the sides,

ALBINVS BRVTI-F
[PI. xlix. 17.]

(Craoherode Coll.)

Similar.

chains, and subsequently taken to Rome, where he adorned the triumph of his conqueror in
B.C. 46, and was then strangled in the subterranean dungeon in tlie Mamertine prison.
Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 54) says that he has only met with three specimens of this
denarius -. that in the British Museum, and those in the Vienna and Haeberlin collections. A
fourth example is in the D'Ailly collection, Paris.

' From these coins we are able to fix the absolute date of the revival of the quinarius, the
issue of which had been in abeyance since circ. e.c. 85. (<aesar does not appear to have struck
the sestertius, although this denomination also made its reappearance during this year (see
below coins of C, Vibius Pansa, p. 511).

^ Decimus Junius Brutus, who was one of the assassins of Julius Caesar, and who struck
coins separately and jointly with C. Vibius Pansa, was of the Junia gens, but, being adopted
by Aulus Postumius Albiuus, the consul of B.C. 99, he joined to his own name that of his
adoptive father. He must not be confounded with the more celebiated M. Junius Kr-.tu.?,

He served in Gaul under Caesar, receiving a special command against Veromgetoiix la b.;. oZ,
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Ifo. freight

39 3i

3965

60-8

59-8

Ulelal

and Size

Al -75

JR -75

Olicerae Reverse

Type II.

Head of Pietas v., wearing
earring in slaape of cross,

and neolilace ; hair col-

lected into a knot behind,

which is ornamented with
jewels, and falling in

one lock down her neck

;

behind, PIETAS

Similar ; hair above fore-

head of Pietas decorated
with jewels.

Two right hands, joined,

holding winged cadu-

ceus; below, ALBINVS •

BKVTI • F

[PI. xlix. 18.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

and two years later returned to Rome, when he married Paulla Valeria. At the outbreak of

the Civil war in B.C. 49, he was recalled to active service, and later, perhaps in the same year,

was placed by Caesar over the fleet which was to besiege Massilia. After this he had the
command of Further Gaul, and did not return to Rome till B.C. 45, -s^'hen, though receiving

special marks of favour from Caesar, who promised him the government of Cisalpine Gaul ^^'ith

the praetorship for B.C. 44, and the consulship for B.C. 42, he joined in the conspiracy against

his benefactor. After Caesar's death T)ecimus Brntns took up the governorship of Cisalpine Gaul,

but being besieged by Antony in Mutina, was relieved by the consuls Hirtius and Pansa, who both
perished in an engagement before the city. Being outlawed as one of Caesar's murderers under
the provisions of the Lea; Pedia, Brutus, deserted by his soldiers, attempted to escape into

Macedonia, but he was overtaken near Aquileia, and was slain by order of Antony, B.C. 43.

These data, taken in conjunction with those of the career of C. Vibius Pansa given below
(see p. 509), enable us to solve the question when these coins and those of Pansa were struck.

'IThe only occasions when Brutus and Pansa could have met at Rome after B.C. 50 were in

B.C. 49, on the arrival of Caesar; in B.C. 4S, when Brutus may have returned for a short

time from Gaul ; and in B.C. 44, at the time of Caesar's murder. Mommsen (Hi^t. vion. rom.,

t. ii., p. 548) was at first of opinion that these coins were struck after Caesar's death, and
about the time of the siege of Mutina, i.e. in B.C. 44 or 43, but the evidence of the Ossolaro
find (Zeit. f. Num.. 1884, p. 155) compelled him to modify this view, and to date their issue

before Caesar's death, and, in consequence, he fi.xes on the year B.C. 48, when Pansa may
have been praetor, and Brutus may have returned to Rome after the siege of Massilia, but
there is no historical evidence that either of these events occurred. Count de Salis, on the
other hand, attributes the coins to B.C. 49, and concludes that they were struck under Caesar's

ordeis soon or immediately after his arrival in Rome, and that he appointed for that purpose
two of his most trustworthy adherents. It was a special coinage issued for a special purpose,

as will be noted in explaining the types. To place this issue as Babelon has done (vol. ii.,

p. 353) to the time of the siege of Mutina in B.C. 43 cannot be right, as Brutus was inside the

city, and Pansa, who was consul, was attempting to relieve him. It will also be seen from
the Tables of Finds that the coins of C. Vibius Pansa were amongst the latest in the

Carbonara II. hoard, the burial of which could not have occurred later than B.C. 48.

In Type I. the head of Mars and the trumpets and shields are a record of the campaign in

Gaul, in which Decimus Brutus had taken such an active part. The shields there shown are of

precisely the same forms as those which occur on the trophies on the coins struck by Caesar
himself. The head of Pietas and the clasped hands on the reverse of Type II. denote the good
feeling which existed between Caesar and the citizens of Rome, and in the cadnceus niay be
seen a reference to the special distributions of corn which took place in B.C. 49, as Caesar had
practically to feed the population of the capital, since all the revenues of the East were in the

hands of Pompey. It was probably to meet this special outlay that these coins were struck.

Babelon (vol. ii., p. 384) thinks that two joined hands holding the caduceus were the special

emblems of the Senate. The reverse of Type III. is of the same import, whilst the head of the

consul, Aulus Postumins Albinus, on the obverse has special reference to the moneyer's adoptive

father, a precedent for which is to be found frequently on the coinages of previous years.

Babelon (Inc. cit.) notes that the word BRVTI in Type III. has an accent denoting a long

vowel on the letter V, as in the case of MVSA on the coins of Q. Pomponius jMusa (see above,

p. 443), and of Furius on the coins of L. Furins Brocchus (see above, p. 487); but he has

mistaken for an accent a dot or pellet, probably caused by the point of a compass in connection

with the making of the dies. It occurs also in the centre of the reverse of coins of Type I. of

Decimus Brutus and on others of C. Vibius Pansa (see pi. xlix., nos. 17, 22). Bahrfeldt (Sum.
Zeit., 1897, pp. 61, 62) questions whether the pellet or dot is an accent, or whether it may
only be a point to centre the die.
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Type III.

Head of the consul, Aulus
Postumius Albinus r.,

bare; around, A- POSTV
MIVS-COS

Within wreath of corn, tied

, ALBINVS
above,

gp_^-p, ^ p

[PI. xlix. 19.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar. Similar ; moneyer's name,
ALBINV
BR.VTI . F

(Nott)

Similar. Similar.

[PL xlix. 20.]
(Nott)

Similar. Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar. Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar. Similar.

Similar. Similar ; moneyer's name,
ALBIN

BR.VTI • F

[PI. xlix. 21.]

C . VIBIVS C. F .C. N. PANSA
(CAIUS VIBIUS CAII FILIUS CAII NEPOS

PANSA')

Denarius

Type I.

Ceres, wearing wreath of

corn, in biga r., drawn
Head of young Bacchus r.,

wearing wreath of ivy,

tied with fillet ; hair fall-

ing in two locks down his

neck; behind, PANSA

Similar.

Similar.

by two serpents ; she
holds reins in r. hand,
and lighted torch in

1. ; below, and on r.,

C . VI8IVS.C .F.C.N,
reading outwards.

[PI. xlix. 22.]

Similar.

(Crachei-ode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name
reading inwards.

[PI. 1. 1.]

(de Sails Coll.)

' Caius Vibius Pansa, who struck coins separately and also jointly with Decimus Junius
Brutus, was the son of C. Vibius C. f. Pansa, who held the post of moucyer some years
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Ko. Wei-jht

3976 62-

and Si:e

-R

Oh vers Rtr,,se

Type II.

Head of J'oung Bacchus v., i Ceres wearing wreath of

Sec. ; similar to no. 3973. : corn, and draped, walk-
ing r., and bearing

a lighted torch in each
hand ; before her, a
plough ; behind, C •

VIBIVSC F.CN

397 60y , .R -75 Similar. Similar.

[PI. 1. 2]
(Cracherode Coll.)

397^ 69-9

Type III.

I

^ '8
i
Mask of Pan r., bearded ; i

Jupiter Axurus seated 1.,

below, PANSA laureate, and naked to

the waist ; he holds
patera in r. hand, and
sceptre in 1. ; before,

lOVIS-AXVR..; behind,

CVIBIVSC. F.CN
[PI. 1. 3.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

previously, and whose coins are described under date B.C. S7 (see above, p. 289). The younger
Pansa, a faithful adherent of Caesar, was tribune of the plebs in B.C. 51. He does not appear
to have been employed by Caesar in any important military command during the Civil war,
but was made governor of Bithynia and Pontus in B.C. 47, when he struck coins at Apamea
and Xicaea (^see Brit. ilu.<. Cat., Gr. Cvius, Pontus, &c., pp. 110, 153). Returning to Home in

B.C. 46, he was appointed governor of Cisalpine Gaul in B.C. 45. but was again at Rome about
the time of Caesar's death. He was elected consul with A. Hirtius in B.C. 43, and fell in the
same year before the town of Mutina in the attempt to relieve Decimus Brutus, who was
besieged there by Slai-k Antony.

The date and circumstances under which Pansa struck these coins have already been
discussed (see above, p. oOSl. but there is nothing to show in what capacity he and Decimus
Brutus were invested with the right of issuing money, whether as praetors or otherwise. There
is one special feature connected with this coinage of Pansa, which is the renewal of the issue of

the sestertius in silver. As we have seen, this coin was first revived by the LexPlaviia Papiria
in B.C. S9, but its issue only lasted for a short time. This second revival was, however, more
permanent, and for some years to come we shall meet with examples, though mostly of great
rarity. As in the case of the quinarius this denomination was, no doubt, again brought into

use to relieve the dearth of small money.

The types of Bacchus, Ceres, and Pan were practically copied from the coins of Pansa's
father, in which instance some explanations have been given. The representation of Jupiter
Anxurus or Axurus suggests th;it the Tibia gens, the early history of which is but little

knomi, originally dwelt at Anxur (Tarracina), a city of Latium, which was situated on the
Tyrrhenian Sea about sixty-two miles from Home. In tliat place there was a special cult of

Jupiter, whose temple was sitiiated on the highest point of the city, and who was represented
as a youth, handsome in features, and of perfect form ; a representation suggested by the type

of the coins. The head of Libertas and Roma seated on a pile of shields in Type IV. refer to

the deliverance of Rome by Cae.^.ir from the hands of the aristocratic party under Pompey,
and to the recent war in Gaul ; and the bust of Mercury, the tortoise and the caduceus on the

sestertius to the special distribution of coru which occurred at Rome during this year.



3979

Iletal

3980

3981

3982

3983

59-7

61-0

60-3

and Size

M ! ' Similar

CIEC. B.C. 49; A.U.C. 705

Oliverse

511

Iteverse

M -75 Similar ; behind mask of

Pan, pedum.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. 1. 4.]

(Blacas Coll.)

JR. '75
,
Similar Similar.

(Nott)

60-3
I

M. '75 Similar ; the mask is orna-
i Similar.

mented with berries. • [Pl. 1. 5.]

59-3 M 10

Type lY.

Head of Libertas r.,

laureate, wearing earring

in shape of cross, and
necklace of pendants

;

hair collected into a

knot, and falling down
her neck; behind,
LIBEKTAS

3984

3985

3986

58-2
j
M -7

;
Similar ; knot of hair

decorated with jewels.

55-0

13-8

M -8 Similar

Eoma, crowned by Victory,

seated towards r. on heap
of Gaulish shields, and
looking back ; she wears
crested helmet and-tunic,

which leaves the r. breast

bare, and is armed with
a short sword (para-
zonunn); her r. hand
holds a sceptre, and her
1. foot rests on a globe,

near which is a cuirass
;

behind, C TANSA • C •

F . C N
[PI. 1. 6.]

(Cracherodc Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

M -4

Sestertius'

Bust of Mercury r., draped;
head bound with laurel-

wreath, to which is

attached a wing.

Tortoise, upwards ; on r.,

caduceus ; on 1., C •

TANSA
[PI. 1. 7.]

(Nott)

' There appear to be only two specimeris recorded of this rare sestertius; the other one
was in the Borghesi collection, and is figured by Avellino, Gioin. Kntn., Tol. i., 1808, pl. iv.,

DO. 17. The above specimen, as stated, was obtained from the Kott collection ; the Borghesi
coin passed into the Sarti collection in Rome, but has since been acquired by Dr. Haeberliu
(Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1897, p. 100; 1900, p. 88).

Babelon (vol. ii., p. .547, no. 21) described the head on the obverse as that of JUercury
wearing a winged petasus, but there is no sign of a petasus. It wears a winged laurel wreath
and is similar to that of the genius on the quinarius of L. Julius Bursio (see above, \). 332).
Mercury is here represented as the inventor of the l}"rc and the protector of commerce.
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-A'o. Wti'iht
Metal

and S,z.
Obverse Ecr.y,

398^ 54-1

C.PANSA: ALBINVS BR.VTI F

(CAIUS YIBirS PANSA: DECIMUS POSTUMIUS
ALBIXUS BEUTI FILIUS)

Denarius'

Jv

39Sy 51-9 .R -8

3989 60-8 M -7

Mask of Pan r., bearded;
plain band edged with
berries at back ; below,
C . PANSA; similar to

no. 3978.

Similar.

Two right hands, joined,

holding winged cadu-
ceus; below^ ALBINVS-
BKVTI F; similar to

no. 396i.

Similar.

[PI. 1. 8.]

(Xott)

Circ. B.C. 48 ; A.r.c. 706 "

L . HOSTILIVS SASERNA

(LUCIUS HOSTILIUS SASEENA^

Denarius

Type I.

Female head, Pietas (?) r.,

wearing wreath of oak-

leaves, diadem, earring
in shape of cross, and
necklace

; jewel above
her ear ; hair collected

into a knot behind, and
falling down her neck.

Victory walking r., draped,

bearing winged caduceus
and trophy of Gallic arms
and palm-branches;
around, L • HOSTILIVS
SASEKNA

[PI. 1. 9.]

' In this joint coinage of Pansa and Brutus the reverse design is a close copy of Type II. of
the denarius of the latter; but that of the obverse slightly differs from Type III. of the
denarius of the former, the praenomen being added, and the mask of Pan slightly varied in
having a plain band edged with berries confining the hair. These differences show that these
coins are not hybrids.

° The coins attributed to this year appear to be of two series, special and ordinary ; the
former issued by Lucius Hostilius Saserna ; the latter by Aulus Licinius Nerva as :i member
of the triumvirate of the mint.

<< Of this moneyer there appears to be no record beyond what we learn from his coins.

P. Saserna and his brother, whose praenomen is not given (^Hirtius, de Bell. Afr., 57a)
served under Julius Caesar in the African war, B.C. 46; and one of them is mentioned by
Cicero (Pliil. xiii. 13; ad Attic, xv. 2) as a friend of Antony and Octavius. Eckhel (Doct.

niun. rtf., t. v., p. 226) identifies L. Hostilius Saserna with the brother of P. Saserna.
It is possible that the moneyer was related to these commanders, but it is only from coins

that we learn that Saserua was a, cugnuuieu of the Hostilia gens. These coins appear to
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Wo. Weight

3990

3991

3992

3993

3994

3995

62-8

58-2

59-0

60-2

63-6

Metfd
and Size

/R -7

M -7

M -75

Al -7

/R -7

60'4
I M -B

Simil;ar.

Obverse Reverse

Similar
;

jewels in hair

above forehead and in

knot at back.

Similar ; without diadem ' Similar.

and jewels above fore-
j

(Woodhouse Coll.)

head and in knot.

Similar
; with jewels above Similar,

forehead and in knot.

Similar. Similar; legend, SASERN
forSASEKNA

Type II.

Male head of Gaul, Ver-
cingetorix, r., with long
pointed beard, and hair

flowing back ; a chain
around his neck ; behind,

a long shield pointed at

the ends.

Similar.

Naked warrior in biga r.,

horses galloping ; he is

turned from the horses,

and holding shield on 1.

arm, hurls spear with r.

hand ; the horses are

driven by a naked
charioteer, who is seated
in front of the car

;

above, L • HOSTILIVS;
below, SASERN

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. 1. 10.]

have been struck on some special occasion as their types all seRm to relate to recent events in

Gaul, and are not personal to the moneyer himself.

Eckhel (Doct. num. vet., t. v., p. 226) has recognized in the male and female heads on
Types II. and III. those of Pctvor and Pai^or, towhom TulJns Hostilius, an ancestor of the moneyer,
had dedicated a temple in memory of the victory of the Eomans over the Yeii ; but it seems
more probable that all the types of this issue relate to more recent events, viz., to the war in

Gaul and to Julius Caesar himself. In Type I. the female head on the obverse is precisely
similar to that on the coins struck in the previous year by Julius Caesar, and the Victory on
the reverse can only refer to the Gaulish war, and the caducous which she holds to the
largesses which followed Caesar's entry into Rome. In Type II. we have representations of

Yercingetorix ; the portrait on the obverse being similar to that of the figure seated ait the foot
of the trophy of Gaulish arms on coins of the previous year (see above, p. 50S, no. .3959),

nhilst the reverse depicts him in his valiant struggle against the Eomans. In Type III. wo
may see in the head with dishevelled hair the portrait of Gallia, who is represented not unlike
Hispania on previous coins of A. Postumius Albinus (see above, p. 352), and the figure of

Diana may relate to the recent siege of Massilia by the genei'als of Caesar, as the cult of that
divinity was specially honoured there ; the i)rincipal temples being dedicated to the Ephesian
Artemis and to Apollo Delphinios (Head, Hi\f. Niiin., p. 8). It is evident therefore that, as

none of the types relate to the moneyer himself, this issue was a special one.

The types of these coins of L. Hostilius Saserna have been discussed at various times : by
Babelon (vol. i., pp. 549-552); by Frohner (KriUsche AnaleJden, Philologus, Sujjpl., Band v.,

1884, p. 84) ; by Saglio {Rev. 7vum. /rajif., vol. ix., 1891, pp. 7-16) ; by Mowat (ib., pp. 270-282)
;

and by Blanchet (Oongres internat. de Num. de JimxeUes, 1891, Mem., pp. 105-106). These
writers mostly agree in identifying the heads on Types II. and III. with those of a male and
female Gaul, but Babelon {loc. cit.) associates the former with Tercingetorix, and the latter
with Gallia. The reverse type of Diana was, however, considered to be generally representative
of the worship of that divinity at Rome and in Italy, but it has not hitherto been ideutified as
connected with Massilia as suggested above.

The coins of L. Hostilius Sa.serna appear to have been the latest in point of date in tiie

Carbonara II. hoard (fco Tables of Finds).

3 u
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TTeiglif
ifetaJ

and Oi:f

3996 61-1 M

Obverse Reverse

T^-pe III.

Head of Gallia r., hair

long and dishevelled

;

behind, Gaulish trumpet
{carnyx).

3997' 61-2 .H -75 Similar.

3998 iS-2 ^R 75 Similar.

Diana standing, facing,

iu long flowing robes,

laureate, and with long
hair falling down her

shoulders ; she holds

spear in 1. hand, and with
r. grasps a stag by the

horns; around, L-
HOSTILIVS SASERNA

(Townley Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. 1. 11.]

(Xott)

A. LICINI . NEKVA
(AULUS LICIXIUS XEEVA^')

Denarius

3999 60-0 ' M -75 Head of Fides r., laureate. Horseman galloping r., look-

w-earing earring in shape ! ing back, and dragging,

of cross, and necklace

;

hair collected into a

knot behind, and falling i

in locks down her neck
; !

before, FIDES; behind,]
i NER.VA

I

by the hair of his head,

a naked captive, who
holds sword and shield

;

below, A . LICINI; in

field. III VIR

' Babelon (vol. i., p. 553) figures a rarierv with the carnyx before as well as behind the

head of Gallia, and "with the inscription on the reverse blundered. He also illustrates (vol. i.,

p. 552, no. 3) another variety which has for reverse type three togate figures passing to r. orer

a bridge, and below. HOST, and explains it as depicting a voting scene similar to that on
the coins of P. Licinius Xeiva (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 129, no. 7)- As both these varieties are

of rude fabric, and the inscriptions are blundered in each case, they are probably barbarous

imitations of tlie time.

Another variety mentioned by Bahifeldt (X>'m. Zeit., 1S96, p. 14-1) has SASERNA for

SASE RN on Type II. ; and on Tvpe III the countermark of Yespasiau, /vPVfS, occurs. The
head of Pietas is verv similar to that of Fides on the following coins of A. Licinius Nerva

(Type I.), except that the latter wears a laurel-fl-reath.

* This nioneyer appears ouly to be knowti from his coins, from the types of which it may
be assumed that he was a descendant of Anlus Licinius Nerva, who was praetor B.C. 1-43, and
governor of Macedonia in the following year. From the legends we also learn that he was a

member of the triumvirate of the mint, but as Count de Sails has not associated with his

coinage any other issues of ordinary mtnneyers. he evidently was of opinion that he alone of

the triumvii'ate actually exercised the rijrht. It is not impossible that he may have been a

coUeao-ue of L. Plautius Plancus and M. LoUius Palikaniis, whose coins are attributed to the

following year, but in that case there wotild not have been any ordinary issue of money for

the present year, wliich is not in accordance with Count de Salis's view of the working of the

mint at Rome. Xoiie of these coins nor any of the following issues wei-e in the Carbonara II.

hoard.
Liko the tvpes of the ordinary moneyers of this date, those of the coins of A. Licinius

Nerva record events connected with the early history of his family. The reverse types of the



Wo. Weiglit

4000

4001

4002

58-4

58-3

59-4

4003

28-4

and Size

M. -75

JR '75

M -7

M -5

13-1 M -5

CIEC. B.C. 48; A.U.C. 706

Obverse

515

Vevcvpe

Similar.

Similar
;

jewels in hair

above forehead.

Similar ; behind head of

Fides, A. LICINIVS

Similar; III. -VIR..

[PI. 1. 12.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Townley Coll.)

Similar ; below horseman,
NER.VA ; behind and
above. III • VIK

[PI. 1. 13.]

(Towaley Coll.)

Quinarius

Head of Eoma r., wearing
crested helmet ; hair

long; behind, NEKVA

Victory walking r., bearing

wreath and palm-branch

;

before her, A-LKINI

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 137, no. 25.'

Sestertius

Type I.

Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

hair in ringlets ; behind,

NERVA

Similar.

[PI. 1. 14.]
(Nott)

horseman on the denarii, and Victory with wreath and palm-branch on the qninarii, wonld
therefore appear to illustrate the successes of Aulus Liciuius Nerva in Macedonia in B.C. 142
over Andriscus, who, claiming to be a natural son of Perseus, had usurped the throne of

Macedonia. The horseman appears to be one-armed, i.e. his left one missing. The motive for

using the head of Fides for the obverse type of the denarius has not been satisfactorily

explained, but Babelon (vol. ii., p. 1.36) suggests that perhaps one of the ancestors of the

moneyer may have been a priest of that divinity, who under the empire is designated Fides

Publica. It may be a representation rather of the Fides Fxercifux or Fides Milituiii. The
head of Apollo and the horseman on the sestertius of Type II. are an allusion to the Lvdi,

ApoUinares, which, in B.C. 208, when P. Lifjnius Varus was praetor, were made permanent
and fixed for July 13 in consequence of a pestilence (Livy, xxvii. 23). The sestertius of Type I.

is composed of the obverse of Type II. and the reverse of the quinarius.

Bahrfeldt (JViira. Zeit., 1897, pp. 3, 4) mentions varieties, in the Vienna and Haeberlin
collections, of the denarius like no. 3999, reading A. LICINIVS and A . LICINIV; and of

the quinarius, in the Paris and Haebeidin collections, reading A . LICINIV. Babelon (vol. ii.,

p. 136, no. 23) also figures a denarius like no. 3999 with a different disposition of the legend
on the reverse.

The illustration of the sestertius of Type II. (see next page) is from the example in the Palagi

collection in the Museo Civico at Bologna. It was formerly in the Nott collection, which was
sold in London in 1842 (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit, 1900, p. 62).
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and Si:t

.R -5
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Oliersc Reverfe

4004 63-7

Type II.

Similar. A . LICINI below Horse-
man galloping r., holding

whip.

M -75

the face a coiled serpent

;

below, L- TLAVTIVS

[Bahrfeldt, Xtnn. Zeit., 1900, pi. iv., no. 88.]

Circ. B.C. 47; a.u.c. 707^

L . PLAVTIVS PLANCVS
(LUCIUS PLAUTIUS PLAXCUS=)

Denarius

Mask of Medusa, head Aurora, draped and winged,
facing ; on each side of

^

and with palm-branch,
encircled with wreath,

in 1. hand, flj'ing r.,

and conducting the four

horses of the Sun ; below,

PLANCVS
(Nott)

1 The attribution of the coins of L. Plautius Plancus and Lollius Palikanus to B.C. 47
rests ma:nlY on their style and fabric, and on the evidence of finds. No specimen of either

issue occurred in the Chrbonara II. hoard, but coins of Plancus were met with in those

discovered at Villola and Collecchio, and of Palikanus in the latter only. Their absence from
the Liria hoard is somewhat unaccountable. In the Santa Anna find tliere were nineteen
specimens of the coinage of Plancus. These mcneyers appear to have been ordinary officers

of the mint, and the types of their coins refer to events connected with the history of their

families, and not to contemporary ones, as in the case of the extraordinary moneyers. It

has been suggested above that A. Licinius Kerva may have been the third member of the
triumvirate, but tbis view does not appear to have been shared by Count de Salis.

" Lucius Plautius Plancus was of the llunatia gens and a brother of L. Jlunatius Plancus

(see below, p. 537), T. Muiiatius Plancus, and Cn. Munatius Plancus. lie was adopted

by a L. Plautius, and therefore took his praenomen as well as nomen, but retained his

original cognomen. Before his adoption his praenomen was Caius. Nothing appears to be

knowa of him in history beyond tliat he was included in the proscription of the triumvirs

B.C. -13, and having taken refuge in the neighbourhood of Salernum, was discovered and put to

death. His brother Lucius Munatius. who was a prae''ectiis Vrli in B.C. 45 (see his coins of

that date), was a party to his proscription.

The types of the mask of Medusa and of Aurora with the horses of tlie Sun have
been explained by Eckhel (Doct. num. vet., t. v., pp. 276f.) as referring to an event

connected with the moneyer's family, told by Ovid (Fasti, vi. 651 f.)., who relates tliat

during the censorship of C. Plautius Venox and Ap. Claudius Caecus, B.C. 312, the latter

quarrelled with the tilicines, who retired to Tibur. As the people resented their loss,

the other censor, Plautius, caused them to be placed in waggons at night when they were
intoxicated, and conveyed back to Eonte, where they arrived early in the morning, and in order

that they should not be recognized their faces were covered with scenic masks. The charic t of

Aurora is an allusion to the early ai-rival of the tihicines, and the mask to the concealment of

tlieir faces. In commemoration of this event the fetes called Quiiiquatrn.'< MinuscuJae -were

celebrated yearly at Eome on the 13th June, at which those who took part in them wore masks.
Though Erkhel's explanation may appear fantastic, wc are unable to accept that of

Panofka {Zur ErI.larung ('(.^ Pliniu.i, pp. 14 f.), who would see in the reverse type a representa-

tion of the picture of Xicomachus, which Pliny [Hist. Kut., xxxv. 10, 36) relates that Plancus
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4005

4006

4007

4008

4009

4010
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and Size

4011

58-0
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Ko. WeijU

4012 I 59-2

4013 57-0

4011 55-8

4035

4016

4017

Iletal

ami Si:e

M -8
!
Similar.

Olvii'se

.R 'To Similar; knot of hair at

back of head, decorated
with jewels.

M -8

62-7

23-6

12-0

M -5

.-R '5

Reverse

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name,
PALIKANVS

(Nott)

Type II.

Head of Honos r., lam-eate,
;

Cm-ule chair between two
hair long; behind, HON ears of corn; above,
OR.IS PALIkANVS

^-R -8 Similar. Similar; moneyer's name,
!

TALIkANVS
[PI. 1. 19.]

(Nott)

Quinarius

Head of Felicitas r., dia-

demed, and wearing ear-

ring and necklace ; hair

collected into a knot
behind, one lock falling

down her neck ; behind,

FELKITATIS

PALIKANl (in exergue).

Victory in biga r., horses
galloping ; she holds
wreath in r. hand, and
reins in 1.

[PI. 1. 20.]

Sestertius

Urn without handles. A voting tablet with ring

attached to the upper
end [tesRcra ansata)

;

around, TALIkANVS
[PI. 1. 21.]

(Bank Coll.)

was consul B.C. 21 ; held various commands under Augustus, and in B.C. 2 accompanied Cains
Caesar to the East, where he shortly afterwards died. It would seem more probable that he
was the L. Lollius who struck bronze coins which are attributed to Cyrenaica, aud which bear
the legends AOAAIOY or L , LOLLIVS, and which have for types, head of Jupiter Ammon and
curule chair, head of Diana and camel, or head of Diana and stag, &c. (see MuUer, Kum. de
Vane. ^4/)-., vol. i., pp. 154-156). Borghesi {(Euires compl., t. ii., pp. 397 f.) thinks that the
Lollius who struck these coins was one of the legates of Pompey during the war against the
pirates, and that their date of issue was about e.g. 67—66. The style of those with the bust
of Diana and a stag seems to belong to a somewhat later date, more to the same period as

the above issue. The member of the LoUia gens who some time later struck coins also for

Cyrenaica with his own name PALI K . P R and that of Augustus, may possibly be the consul of

B.C. 21 (Miiller, op. cit., vol. i., p. 167). They are certainly of a later date than those which
bear the name of L. Lollius. The date of issue of the above denarii with PALI KAN VS is

ascertainable from the evidence of iinds (see Tables of Finds).

The types of the coins of Palikanus (or Palicanus) are somewhat diiBcult to explain. Those
with the heads of Libertas, Honos, and Felicitas, and the representation of the Rostra, the voting

urn and the tablet, may relate to the vigorous and successful exertions of the tribune, M. Lollius

Palicanus, during his year of office to obtain for the tribunes the restoration of those powers
and privileges of which they had been depri\'ed by Sulla, and the curule chair to his

candidature for the consulship, when the consul Piso, who presided at the comitia, refused to

announce his name should he be elected. If the curule chair does actually refer to this

circumstance, this would be an additional reason for assigning the coins of L. Lollius struck at

Cyrene to a date later than B.C. 67—66, as contemporary events were not at that period

recorded on coins.

A variety of the denarius of Type I. in the Berlin collection reads PALIkANI, and



ho. Weight , ,-,

.

^ a ad bize

CIEC. B.C. 46; A.U.C. 708

Diverse

519

Eeverse

4018

4019

4020

4021

63-6

630

61-7

601

Al -7

M

M

M -75

4022 59-2 M -65 Similar,

Circ. B.C. 46; A.u.c. 708'

L . PAPIVS CELSVS

(LUCIUS PAPIUS CBLSUS3)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Juno Sospita r.,
I
A slie-wolf r., bearing in her

wearing goat's skin, tied

in front.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

mouth a brand which she
is about to place on a
brazier, near it stands an
eagle fanning the flames
with its wings ; in exergue,

L. PAPIVS; above, CEL
SVS- III .VIR.

Similar.

[PI. 1. 22.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.'

Similar.

Similar.

another of the qninarius, PALI KAN VS. The letters S . C which are sometimes given on
representations of tlie sestertius do not oconr on any of the few specimens known. Bahrfeldt
{Num. Zeit , 1897, p. 6) says he has only met with three specimens of the sestertius; one in
the Museo Olirieri in Pesaro ; one in the Paris Cabinet ; and the third in the British Museum.
There was also an example in the Jarry collection sold iu Paris in 1878. It is interesting to
note that this moneyer struck both the quinarius and the sestertius, which are now becoming
more general (see issues of the following years)

.

' The coinage of this year is again of two classes, ordinary and special. The former was
issued by L. Papius Celsus, C. Antius C. f. Restio, and Mn. Cordius Rufus, who appear to
have formed a mint-triumvirate, and who each strike denarii of more than one type. Some of
the types relate to their own family history; others illustrate contemporary events, and are of
a special character. The special coinage is that which was issued in the name of A. Hirtius,
who was a praefectus Urii, and records the third consulship of Julius Caesar, This money
was of gold only, and, as will be shown, was probably struck on the occasion of the great
triumph of Caesar, one of the principal events which occurred at Rome during the year. The
special types used by the triumvirs of the mint may also relate to this event. Each of these
moueyers struck (juinarii and sestertii, as weW as denarii.

^ This moneyer appears only to be known from his coins, but it is very probable that he was
a son of L. Papius, who tilled the same office circ. B.C. 80 (see above, p. 370). His companions
at the mint were, as already stated, probably C. Antius C. f. Restio and Mn. Cordius Rufus,
there being many points of resemblance between their coinages. Specimens of the coinage of
each moneyer occurred in the Villola, CoUecchio, and Liria hoards (see Tables of Finds).

Like the coins of the elder Papius, some of the types of those of the younger relate to the
early history of his family in connection with the cities of Latium, more especially Lanuvium.
The types of Juno Sospita on the denarius, and of the virgin feeding a serpent on the sestertius,

have already been noticed as they occurred on previous coinages (see coins of L. Papius,

p. 370, and of L Roscius Fabatus, p. 422) ; but in the reverse type of the denarius we meet with
an interesting illustration of the following legend connected with the founding of Lavinium
(Lanuvium?), as related by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (.4iif. rom., i. 59). When Aeneas with
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.Ac. Weight ^{''«.'

and .Sue

4023

402dt

4025

4026

4027

4028

64-0

58-5

31-2

29-8

25-:

.11

Al -75

M -6

12-4

M -5

Al -55

M -45

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

Type II.

Head of Triumphus r.,
]

Similar.

Reverse

laureate ;

' behind, trophy"

;

below, TRIVMPVS

Similar ; Triumphus is

slightly bearded.

[PL li. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. ]i. 2.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Quinarius

Bust of Victory r., winged,
wearing earring in shape
of cross, and necklace

;

hair collected into a knot,

which is decorated with
jewels, and falling in one
lock down her neck.

Similar.

Similar.

Female figure standing r.,

and feeding, from her
dress, a serpent erect

before her; on 1., L-
PAriVS; onr., CELSVS

[PI. li. 3.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

Similar; the name CELSVS
omitted.

[PI. li. 4.]

Sestertius''

Head of Mercury r., wear-
ing winged petasus ; be-

hind, winged caduceus

;

before, CELSVS

Lyre.

[PI. li. 5.]

(Xott)

his Trojan companions Tvere engaged in the building of the city, thev were startled by an
adjoining wood being on fire. This, they perceired, Tvas caused by a she-wolf which placed
pieces of wood on a brazier, fanned by an eagle with its wings. A fox seeing the tire vainly
attempted to extinguish it by dipping his tail in a neighbouring stream, and then scattering

the water over the flames, but he was driven off bv the wolf and the eagle, Aeneas reflecting

on this prodigy, foretold to his companions that the new colony, which they were founding,
would in future he famotis, but it would have to contend against the jealousy of its neighbours,
yet in the end it would prevail. As a record of this legend the inhabitants of Lavinium
placed in the forum of their city bronze figures of the wolf and the eagle, who had thus
foretold its future destiny. This tradition was in all probability connected with Lauuvium,
its name in inscriptions being often written Lanivium ; hence the confusion of ancient authors
between it and Larijiivm. The two names are so frequently interchanged as to leave constant
doubt which of the two is really meant.

' It is not improbable that the head of Juno Sospita was changed for that of Triumphus
with the trophy on the occasion of the triumph of Julius Caesar, and the bust of Victory on
the quinarius may also refer to the same event ; but we hesitate to trace in her features a

portrait of Calpurnia, the wife of Caesar, because it is a question whether contemporary portraits

would occur on Eoman coins so early (see below, the aureus of Caesar, p. o2T). The tvpe of

the sestertius, head of Mercury, and the lyre, like similar pieces of C. Pansa (see above, p.

511) may refer to a special distribution of corn.
'^ Varieties of the sestertius have the name of CELSVS repeated on the reverse, or

that of L . PAPI (Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 281, 2S.'i, nos. 6, 7). The Borghesi specimen, with the

moneyer's name CE LSVS on the reverse as well as o:i the obverse, was in the Sarti collection

at Home, which was purchased by Dr. Hacberlin (Bahrfcldt, Xum. Zeii., 1900, p. 68).



CIRC B.C. 40; A.U.C. TOH .-!1

^ and hrze
Ohi:oyse Revfr^i:

4029

4030

4031

62-4

C.ANTIVS C. F.RESTIO

(CAIDS ANTIUS CAII FILIUS EESTIO')

Denarius

Type I.

M -75 Head of the tribune, Antius
Eestio, r., bare; behind,
KESTIO

59-4
!

58-6

M -7
' Similar.
[

M -8
: Similar.

Hercules Triumphalis
naked, walking r. ; he
holds club in upraised
r. hand, and trophy in 1.

;

lion's skin over 1. arm

;

onr., C.ANTIVS -C F

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. li. 6.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

^ From the evidence of the coins it may be concluded that this moneyer was a son of
Antius Uestio, the tribune who was the author of a sumptuary law, circ. B.C. 74, which had for
its chief object the limitation of the cost of entertainments. C. Antius Restio, the moneyer,
was proscribed by the triumvirs in B.C. 43, but was saved by the fidelity of a slave, who enabled
him to escape to Sextus Pompey in Sicily. He is the only member of the Antia gens of whom
coins are known.

The head on the denarius of Type I. is a portrait of the tribune of the people, Antius Restio,
of whom it is related that after the passing of his sumptuary law he was compelled to seek
refuge at Lavinium, in which city there existed a special cult of the Dei Penates. Babelon
(vol. i., p. 154) thinks that as a souvenir of that event the moneyer placed the heads of those
divinities on his coins (see Type II.). The representation of Hercules Triumphalis may have
a double interpretation, as it may relate not only to the reputed descent of the Antia gens from
Antiades, the son of Hercules and Aglaia, but also to the triumphs of Caesar in Rome during
this year. The trophy which Hercules bears is decorated with two shields, a round one and
an oblong one, such as are figured on the coins of Decimus Brutus, which commemorate
the Gaulish campaign (see above, p. 507). It may therefore be suggested that the heads of
the Dei Penates do not record the flight of the tribune Restio to Lavinium, but refer to the
sacrifices which Caesar would offer to those divinities on his return to Rome.

The types of the quinarius and those of the sestertius are somewhat difficult to explain.
Babelon {loc. cit.) suggests that whilst the denarii were struck in Rome, the smaller denominations
appear to have been issued in Mysia, since most of their types are met with on the autonomous
coinages of that district, and he therefore supposes that C. Antius was appointed a moneyer at
Rome in B.C. 49, and that on the approach of Caesar he left the city with Pompey, and accom-
panied him to the East, where he held the post of quaestor or that of a triumvir vionetalis. We
cannot accept Babelon's suggestion to separate the issues of the various denominations of this
coinage and to distribute them to different localities : first, because they are all of Roman fabric

;

and, secondly, because they correspond to the coinages of the other moneyers holding office at
Rome at this time. Also, the date e.g. 49 seems too early for C. Antius Restio's tenure of
office as a triumvir of the mint. We would therefore propose other interpretations of the
types of these smaller pieces. That of the quinarius, head of Diana and stag, may be
connected with some special cult of that divinity in either the Julia or the Marcia gens, as
similar types are met with on sestertii of T. Carisius (tee p. 531) and L. Buca (see p. 5-17),

both of whom reooided the triumphs of Caesar; and on the denarius of Augustus struck by
C. Marina Tromentina (see coinage of B c. 8; and Babelon, vol. ii., p. 207, no. 17), in which
instance Julia, the daughter of Augustus, is represented as Diana. The bucraniuui and the altar

3 X
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-Vn. Tr,-;,7;,f

4032 60-1

Hretal

M

Obi- R-'i-ii-j

Type II.

Jugate heads of tlie Dei I Similar.

Penates r., diademed
;

j

rpi u 7 ]

i

behind, DEI PENATES
1 (Not't)

'

Quinarius

4033
j

31-6
: ^^l -5

|
Head of Diana r., diademed, Stas r., with tall antlers;

wearing earring in shape
of cross and necklace
of pendants ; hair turned
back, and tied on the '

top of her head ; behind
shoulders , bow and quiver,

and legend, C ANTIVS

before, R.ESTIO
[PI. li. 8.]

(Xott)

Sestertius

Type I.

I

4034
,

15-2
I

^R -4,5
! Head of ox (hucranium)

: Garlanded and lighted
facing, garlanded ; below, altar, dividing legend,
C ANTIVS

4035 131 , .R -45 Similar.

RES TIG
[PI. li. 9.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Type 11}

86 .R -45 Bust of Mercury r., wear- : Similar,
ing winged petasus

;

behind, caduoeus and
C ANTIVS

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 156, no. 5.]

on tlie sestertii may be a reference to the sacrifices which Caesar offered on his return,
possibly to Diana in her temple on Mons Aventiniis (see above, coins of A. Postumius Albinos,
with symbol of the bucranium, p. 351), and the helmet, owl, and shield (the attributes of
Minerva) may be a record of the prudence, courage, and perseverance with which he had
conducted his nnmerous campaigns. It was evidently with some such intent that Mn. Cordius
Kufus, the colleague of C. Antius Eestio, adopted a similar type for some of his denarii (see
below, p. .52-i). The head of Mercury may relate to some special largess of corn, as in the
case of L. Papius Celsus.

' The only specimen of the sestertius of this type known to Bahrfeldt is in the D'Ailly
collection, Bibliotlieque Natioiiale, Paris.



Ko. Vci:jht

4036

4037

8-6

Metal
a till ,s'i-t'

.11 -5

62-0 ^l -7

CIRC. B.C. -K] ; A.U.C. 708

Ohrirse

Type HI."

B-li

Crested Corinthian helmet
r. ; behind and below,
C. ANTIVS

Owl standing r. on shield
;

behind, KESTIO
[PI. li. 10.]

(Nott)

AN . CORDIVS R.VFVS

(MANIUS COEDIUS EUFUS')

Denarius

Type I.

Conjoined heads of

Dioscuri r. ; each wear-
ing laureate pilaus sur-

mounted by star ; behind
and below, KVFVS
III VIR

the
i

A^enus Verticordia' stand-

ing 1., holding balance in

r. hand, and sceptre iu

1. ; behind her shoulder
hovers Cupid

;

/W-CORDIVS^
[PI. li. 11.]

(Nott)

on

' -Riccio (_Mon. Jam. rom., p. 1-t, pi. ."Ji, no. 2) describes and figures a variety of this type
liaving on the obverse Fortuna standing I. and holding a rudder and a cornucopiae ; below,

C. ANTIVS (see also Babelon, vol. i., p. 157, no. 7). If authentic, this coin would probably
be a quinarius and not a sestertius, but its existence is in question, for Avellino {Bull. arch,

nap., iii. 37, 14), whom Eiccio quotes as his authority for describing the coin, said that he
had never seen such a piece, and that Riccio*s assertion was without foundation. No specimen
of this sestertius is now known (Bahrfeldt, Ntini. Zeit., 1S96, p. 27).

^ Of this nioneyer we appear to have no certain record beyond his coins. He is not
mentioned by any ancient writer, and he is the only member of the Cordia gens whose
name is associated with the Roman mint. Borghesi ((Eiiwrcs comjil., vol. i., p. 269), however,
I'efers to an inscription found at Tusculnm, wdiich gives the name of Manms Cordius Rufus,
who was the son of another Manius, and who bore the titles of praetor, proconsul, acdtlis

lu.itrando Monti Sacro. As the inscription belongs to ([uite late republican times, it is possible

that this Manius may be our moneyer, and that the family originally came from Tusculum,
wdiere there was a special cult of the Dioscuri : hence the representation of their heads on the

coinage. The same heads of the Dioscuri occur on the gold coins of L. Servius Eufus struck

four years later (see below, p. 566).

^ Venus Verticordia, the goddess who " turns the hearts of men," to whom a temple was
specially dedicated at Rome alter the corruption of the vestal virgins, may not oul\" be a punning
allusion to the name of the Cordia gens, but may also refer to tlie Julia family, which claimed
its descent from Venus herself (see below, p. 542). This, and also the other types of Venus and
Cupid, and of Sol and the eagle, may have been selected in honour of Julius Caesar, especially as

the occurrence of the letters S . C (l^enatus con^idto) shows that at least part of this coinage was
an exceptional one, probably issued on the occasion of his triumph. 'I he ty])es of the helmet,
owl and aegis or shield (attributes of Minerva) have already been explained iu discussing the
coinage of C. Antius Restio, the colleague of Manius Cordius.

Like Babelon in the case of the coinage of C. Aniius Restio, Cavedoni {Saggio. p. 102) has
suggested that as some of the types used by Manius Cordius occur on autonomous coins of the

cities of Pontus they were struck there, and more jjarticularly at Amisus, on the money of

which place are figured the owl, the aegis, and the eagle with extended wings. He therefore

concludes that Cordius was a moneyer appointed by Pompey in B.C. 49, that he struck coins

with types relating to his own family at Rome, and that when his patron left he followed hiai

to the Kast. For reasons similar to those stated in the case of the money of Antius we are
unable to acccjit Cavcdoni's views.

> Varieties read CORDIV ami CORDI (Bahrfeldt, A'm/J, Zii7., l,S9ti, p. 92).
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No. WeigU

4038

4039

4040

Metal
and Size

60-0
:

.11 -75 Similar.

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

62-7

4041

63-9

JR -6

M -75

60-9 .R -76

4042 65-3 M -75

4043 60-5 M '7.10

Similar; the pilei of the

Dioscuri are not laureate,

but are ornamented with
a thin double band.'

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PL li. 12.]
(Xott)

Type II.

HeadofVenus'r., diademed,
!

wearing earring in shape
|

of cross, and necklace of
'

pearls ; hair collected into

a knot, which is decorated
with jewels, and falling in

one lock down her neck ; j

a row of pearls passes
|

behind from the diadem
I

to the knot of hair ; be- !

hind, R.VFVS • S • C i

Similar ; necklace formed
of pendants ; the knot of

hair is not decorated with
jewels, and it falls in two
locks down the neck.

Cupid seated on dolphin ' r.

which he conducts with

a bridle; below, W •

COR.DIVS
[PI. li. 13.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. li. 14.]

(de Sahs CoU.)

Type III."

Corinthian helmet r., with
crest, on which stands an
owl; behind, R.VFVS

Similar.

The aegis with head of

Medusa in centre ; it is

octangular, and has ser-

pents at the angles, which
separate the letters of the

legend, AV C O R D I V S

[PI. li. 15.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' This coin is thick and lumpy, and may be a forgery of the time.

' The head of Venus is treated iu a very similar way to those of other diTinities
represented at this time on coins.

^ Cupid or Eros on a dolphin was a common attribute of Venus in ancient sculpture, vase
paintings, and gems.

' For an explanation of this type see above, p. 522.



No. Weii/M

4044

4045

28-2

Metal
and Size

M -5

16-5

4046

4047

4048

4019

M -5

11-0

8-3

15-3

13'7

4050 124-6

M -45

M -45

M -45

M -45

^ -8

CIEC. B.C. 46; A.U.C. 708

Oh verse

525

Reverse

Quinarius

Head of Sol r., radiate;

behind and below, AV •

CORDIVS'

Eagle standing 1., looking

r., wings extended; in

exergue, RVFVS
[PI. li. 16.]

(Nott)

Sestertius

Type I.

Head of Venus r., dia-
!
Cupid walking r., bearing

demed, wearing earring wreath in r. hand, and
and necklace; hair col- palm-branchin 1.; before,

lected into a knot, &c. ; R.VFVS
similar to no. 4040 ; be-

hind, AVCORDI
Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; legend,

AV-CORDIVS

[PI. li. 17.]

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar; legend, R.VFM
[PI. li. 18.]

(Sir G. Musgrave Coll.)

Type II.

Crested helmet r. ; behind
and below, AV-COR.DIVS

Similar; legend, RVFYS^
[PI. li. 19.]

(Nott)

A . HIRTIVS
(AULUS HIETIUS*)

Aureus

Head of Pietas r., veiled;

around, C . CAESAK COS •

TER. (Consul tertium)

Sacrificial implements ; litu-

us, jug with handle (cajns),

and axe; on 1., and below,

A- HIKTIVS. PR {Prae-

fectus).

[PI. li. 20.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

' A variety reads /W , COR D I (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1896, p. 92 ; and 1900, pp. 39, 40).

The coia figured by Babelon (vol. i.
,
p. 384, no. 5) shows the eagle standing to r. This

variety is very rare.

2 Other varieties read RVFV and RVF (16., 1900, p. 40).

^ There are varieties with RVF I and RVF (lb.).

* Aulus Hirtins throughout his life was a personal and political friend of Julius Caesar.

In B.C. .58 he was appointed by Caesar his legate in Gaul. At the outbreak oF the Civil war in

B.C. 49 he returned to Rome, and was one of the praejecti Urhi in B.C. 46, in which year, in the

month of August, Caesar celebrated his quadruple triumph for victories in Gaul, Egypt, Pontus,
and Africa (Dion Cassius, xliii. 19; Plutarch, Caesar, c 55). He is also supposed to have been
the author of the Lev Hirtia, which excluded all the followers of Pompey from the magistracies.

In B.C. 45 he joined Caesar at Narbo after the Spanish campaign; was appointed governor of
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i\'o. ]Vfight

4051 12i-8

4052 122-0

4053 121-0

4054 124-0

Metal
and Size

xV -8

Obi- lieitrse

^^ -8

Similar; of somewhat in-

ferior style ; letters of

legend larger.

Similar; letters of legend
larger.

[PI. li. 21.]
(Wigan Coll.)

Similar ; of coarse -work ;
' Similar ; of coarse work,

Pietas is represented '' and letters of legend
with old features, and

I

still larger,

the letters of the legend 1 [PI. li. 22.]
are still larger. ' (Bank Coll.)

85 Similar ; head smaller.
;
Similar.

Similar. i Similar ; legend reading,

j

AIIIR.TIVSPR.
I [PI. li. 23.]

Belgio Gaul in B.C. 44, but administered the province by deputy, and in the same year was
nominated by Caesar, with C. Vibius Pansa, consul for B.C. 43. He perished in tlie year of his
consulship with his colleague Pansa in the attempt to relicNe Mutiua when besieged by Antony.
He is the only member of his family of whom we possess coins, struck at the Roman mint.

The aurei which bear the name of Hirtius were struck by him as praefectus Urbi, and
in the third consulship of Julius Caesar, B.C. 46, so that the precise date of their issue is

certain. The reverse type is in honour of Julius Caesar as Pontifex Masimus, an office to

-which he was appointed in B.C. 63, and the head of Pietas on the obverse occurs, as we have
already seen, on the gold and silver coins issued by Caesar himself in B.C. 49 (see p. 505). As
they also bear the name of Caesar, it may be concluded that these gold pieces were struck on
the occasion of his quadruple triumph in B.C. 46, which was accompanied by largesses of corn,

by distribution of money to the people and the soldiers, by public banquets, and by all kinds of
entertainments. The tirst triumph was for his conquest of the Gauls ; the second, for his defeat
of Ptolemy ; the third for his victory over Pharnaces II. of Pontus ; and the fourth, for the over-

throw of Juba in Africa. The four triumphs were celebrated with an interval of a few days
between each. Suetonius {Cae^ai-, xs.xviii.) relates that on this occasion Caesar gave to every
foot-soldier in his veteran legions, besides the two thousand sesterces paid him in the beginning
of the Civil war, twenty thousand more in the shape of prize-money. To the people of Home,
besides ten naodii of corn and as many pounds of oil, he gave three hundred sesterces a man,
\\-hich he had formerly promised them, and a hundred more to each for the delay in fulfilling his

engagements. It was therefore to meet this lavish expenditure that not only were these gold
coins struck, but the ordinary moneyers of the year, L. Papius Celsus, C. Antius Restio, and
Mn. Cordius Rufus, issued coins of special types. Another issue of gold coins under similar

circumstances took place at Rome in the following year, and, on that occasion L. Munatius
Plancus, one of the jjraefecti XJrli, was specially chosen to superintend the striking of it

(see below, p. 537). The fabric of the aurei of Hirtius varies a good deal ; on some the head
of Pietas is well executed, and the letters are neatly made, but on others the work is very
coarse, and her features assume those of an old and decrepit person. This is, no doubt, due to

the haste in which the dies were made and to the unskilfulness of the engravers, and not to an
attempt, as it has been supposed, to portray the features of Caesar himself (Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 542). To satisfy the immense lavishness of Julius Caesar, these gold coins must have been
struck in very large numbers, as even at the present day they are amongst the most common
of the republican aurei. There were at least thirty-nine specimens in the Cajazzo hoard

found in 1S78 (see Zeit. f. Num., 1878, p. 234).

The small bronze coins bearing the name of Aulus Hirtius, and having an elephant on

the obverse aud the emblems of tlie pontificate on the reverse (Babelon, vol. i., p. 543, no. 3),

are precise copies, except for the name of Hirtius, of denarii of Julius Caesar struck in Gaul,

B.C. 50—49 (see Gaul, under date; and Babelon, vol. ii., p. 10, no. 9). They are usually

found in the neighbourhood of Treves. Their date of issue is somewhat uncertain, but they

mav have been ttrnck either in B.C. 49 after Caesar's departure from Gaul, or by a deputy of

Hirtius in B.C. 44 (Babelon, vol. i., p. 542; Lenormant, La Monn. dans I'Ant., t. ii., p. 314),

The former date is the more probable one, as their type could not well have been revived after

Caesar's death. The proposal to put their issue so early as B.C. 58 is quite inadmissible, as

they could not have preceded the striking of the denarii of Julius Caesar of the same type and

bearing his name. As these bronze coins of Hirtius appear to be of a local standard of weight,

thev are not included in the Roman series. It is possible they may have been of the weight of

the' qiutih'cn^y but as at this time there were no bronze coins of the Roman standard issued

iu the capital, they must be considered as belonging to the Gaalish series.
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Nr>. Weight
.^refill

Obverse Reverse

4055

C . CAESAK

(CAIUS JULIUS CAESAE)

Aureus'

122-6 ' A' -8

4056 64-0 M -75

Veiled and laureate head r.,

with features of Julius

Caesar ; behind, C •

CAESAR.

Sacrificial implements; li-

tuus, jug with handle

(capis) and axe.

[PI. li. S4.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Vr. B.C. 45; .v.u.c. 709'

T . CARISIVS

(TITUS CAEISIUS)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Juno Moneta r.,

slightly draped, wearing
earring in shape of cross

and necklace ; hair

collected into a knot

;

behind, MONETA

Implements for coining

money, &c. ; anvil be-

tween tongs and hammer

;

above, cap of Vulcan
(inleus), laureate, and the

legend, T-CAKISIVS;
the whole within laurel-

wreath.

[PI. Hi. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

* If these aurei are genuine they must have been struck in B.C. 46, as they correspond
precisely in type to those of A, Hirtius juet described, and issued during the third consulship of

Caesar. There is, however, considerable doubt as to their authenticity, not only on account of

the appearance of the coius themselves, but also from the fact that it would seem very improbable
that Caesar would have ventured at this time to place his own portrait on the coinage, or to

have allowed his moneyer to do so. This special privilege was not granted to him till two years
later by the Senate (see below, p. 542), and it never had been previously accorded to any Roman
citizen. The fabric of the specimen in the British Museum, formerly in the Blacas collection,

is certainly against its authenticity. The surface has a peculiar granulated appearance, not
found on gold coins of this period, and there are traces of slight depressions, both on the
obverse and on the reverse, where the remainiug portions of the legends are to be found on the
coins of Hirtius, It would therefore seem that at least the above specimen is an altered coin

of Hirtius, portions of the legend having been erased, and the features of Pietas changed to

those of Julius Caesar. You Sallet {Zeii. f. Num., 1877, p. 133) had already thrown consider-

able doubt on the genuineness of this coin and the speciinen in the Baris collection; as, how-
ever, this opinion does not appear to be generally held (see Babelon, vol. ii., p. 16), the coin is

here described and figured. Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 52) also condemns as false the
British Museum specimen. Mommsen {Gesch. des rirni. Miinz., p. 740, uote 4) was of opinion
that these coins were struck after Caesar's death, but even at so short an interval it is not
probable that the type of an earlier coin would have been so closely copied.

^ The same conditions appear to have prevailed at the mint at Rome dux'iug this year as
had existed in the previous one and in B.C. 46, and we have again two series of coins; one
ordinary, issued by the monoyers T. Carisius, C. Considius Paetus, and L. Valerius Acisculus,
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Xo. Vehlit ^^f'^^ Obverse Bcversc
and i^i:e

4057 62-0
, ^il To Similar; hair falling in one Similar.

I

'

lock down the neck, and (Cracherode Coll.)

,
, jewels above forehead.

405S ' 60'0 jR -75 Similar; hair falling in two
! Similar.

locks down the neck. [PI. lU. 2.]

(Townlev Coll.)

4059 558 Ai -75 Similar. Similar.

who formed a Triumvirate ; the other special, issued by Lticius Munatius Plancus and Caiaa
C I ovius. who exercised the privilege in their capacity as jjraefVcfi Urti. The ordinary moneyers
again vary the types of their coins, denarii, qninarii, and sestertii, some of which relate to

events connected with their own history or that of their families ; others to ctuTent events
associated with Julius Caesar and his successes. The coinages of the special moneyers are of

gold and Itronze ; the former consisting of the aureus and half-atireus ; the latter of the 05.

The occasion for striking these exceptional pieces, as well as those of the ordinary moneyers
bearing special types, was. no doubt, on the triumph of Julias Caesar after his Spanish
campaign. It mil be seen that the issue of gold coins was not yet entrusted to the ordinary

mouevers. but was reserved for a special officer or officei*s, who apparently acted under the

direct control of Julius Caesar. The most notable incidents connected with the coinage of

this year were the introduction of the half-aureus, and the attempt to revive at Rome a bronze

currency, which had been in abeyance since B.C. 82.

The only certain information which we possess of T. Carisiiis is derived from his coins,

unless he is the T. Carisius whose name occurs in an inscription of late republican times found
at Aviarnou, in which he is described as " praetor of the Volcae " (T . CARISIVS T . F . PR .

VOLCAR . DAT; Garrucci, SiiUoge, no. 2221 ; /lev. Arch., 18-14. p. 479; C.I.L., xii. 102S). He
has been confused with P. Carisius, probably his son, who was legate and propraetor in .'<pain

under Augustus, B.C. 23—22, and of whom there are coins in silver and bronze commemorating
the foundation of the colony at Emerita (see Coinage of Spain, B.C. 23—22; Babelon, vol. ii.,

pp. 31S—323). His colleagues at the mint appear to have been C. Considius Paetus and L.

Valerius Aciscalns. but he is the only one of the three who styles himself triumvir, and adds
the legend S , C {SenatuB consulte) on some of his coins. His coins and those of C. Considius

Paetus were the latest struck at the Roman mint in the Villola and Collecchio hoards. None,
however, were present of their colleague, L. Valerius Aeisculus.

As already mentioned, T. Carisius and his colleagues vary the types of their coins, which
come under two series ; one relating to events connected with their own history or that of

their families ; the other to current events associated with Julius Caesar.

The coins of Carisius which belong to the first series are denarii with the head of Juno
Moneta and the implements of coining, a direct allusion to the oiBce of moneyer, and the

sestertii with the type of the mask of Pan and the panther, which may relate to some tradition

or event connected with his family history.

All the other types are connected with the triumphs of Julius Caesar, or are illustrations

of the traditions of his family. Thus the head of the Aphrodisian Sibyl is a reference to the

traditional descent of the Julia gens from Venus, and associated with her is the Sphinx,

svmbolical of prophecy and the oracle. The combination of Aphrodite and the Sphinx is to

be found on coins of Gergis (Head, Bi-f. Xiim., p. ^172), and of Aphrodisias in Cilicia

(Imhoof-Blumer, Kleinas. Miinz.. p. 434; cf. Brit. -1/i!s. Cat., Or. Coins, Cyprus, p. 1,

note 4). A Sphinx also forms the reverse tviie of coins of Augustus struck in Asia (Cohen,

Med. imp. t. i., p. 67. no. 31), and ancient writers tell us that it was the emblem

on his seal (Suetonius, AU'iustus, oU). A similar head of the Sibyl occurs on the coins of

L. Valerius Acisculus, a colleague of Carisius, which is an additional reason for connecting

the type with the Julia gens, and not with the moneyer's family (see p. 536, no. 4109).

Babelon (vol. i., p. 313) questions its being of a Sibyl on account of its similarity to the head

on the coins of L. Valerius Acisculus. which he identifies with Valeria Luperca or the goddess

Juno of Falerii. Type III., with the sceptre, the cornucopiae, and the celestial globe, and the

rudder (i.e., the sea), are emblematic of the great power of Julius Caesar and the plenty

which Rome enjoved at this time ; and the bust of Victory, Victory in a chariot, and Roma
seated on shields,"can only refer to his numerous victories. That of Diana and the hound has

abeadv been explained in the case of previous moneyers. It may also be noticed that the

cornucopiae and the celestial globe form the reverse type of the sestertii of C. Considius

Paetus, the other coUeaguo of Carisius (seep. 533). These interchanges of types are very

'strono" evidence of a triumvirate of the mint.

A variety of Type I. reads CARISIV (^Balirfeldt, X,nn. Zcif., 1900, p. 36). This type was

restored by Trajan.



No. Weight

61-5

61-1

58-5

51-0

61-0

53-2

56-2

56-1

61-0

56-5

Metal
and Size

.R -75

CIEO. B.C. 45; A.U.C. 709

Obverse Reverse

M -75

Type II.

Head of the AjDhrodisian

Sibyl r., hair elaborately

decorated with jewels and
enclosed in a sling, tied

with bands.

Similar.

M -7-5 I Similar.

JR -75 Similar.

M -7

^R -7

M -7

M -7

M -7

M -7

529

before,

in ex-

Sphinx seated r

T. CAR.ISIVS;
ergue. III • VIK

(Oracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name
above sphinx.

(Nott)

Similar ; moneyer's name
above and before sphinx

Similar.

Head of Eoma r., wearing
helmet with crest in

form of dragon's head,^

and ornamented at side

with feather ; necklace

of pendants ; behind,

ROMA

[PI. lii. 3.]

Type III.

Emblems of power ; a
celestial globe, on which
rests a cornucopias be-

tween a sceptre and a
rudder ; below, T . CAR.
ISIV; the whole within
laurel-wreath.

[PI. lii. 4.]

Similar ; the crest of the

helmet is in form of

dragon's head, but only
indicated by A - shaped
ornaments ; earring in

shape of cross, and neck-

lace of pearls.

Similar ; the crest of the

helmet is plain.

Similar; the crest of the

helmet is in form of

dragon's head as on no,

4064 ; no earring.

Similar ; crest of helmet
formed of A - shaped
ornaments, and earring

as on no. 4065.

Similar ; crest of helmet
plain.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
T CAKISI

(Oracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. lii. 5.]

(Nott)

Similar; moneyer's name,
T • CAMS

(de Sahs Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. lii. 6.]

Similar.

' A variety reads CARISIV (Babelon, vol. i., p. 316, no. 11).

- Bahrfelclt {N^i,m. Zeit., 1896, p. 78) calls this form of helmet " Phrygian.''

3 Y



530

i^o. Wei(lid

4070 61-2

4071 60-9

4072
I

58'0

4073

4074

4075

63-0

56-6

28-9

4076 15-4

Metal
anil Size

/R -65

M -8

M -7

M -8

.11 '8

M -6

M -45

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse Rererfe

Type IV.

Bust of Victory r., draped,

wearing earring in shape
of cross, and necklace

;

hair collected into a knot,

and falling in one lock

down her neck ; behind,

S • C (Senatns consulto).

Similar.

T • CAKISI (in exergue).

Victory in quadriga r.,

horses galloping ; she

holds wreath in r. hand,

and reins in 1.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. lii. 7.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Bust of Victory r., draped,

&c. ; similar to no. 4070
;

wearing diadem of double

row of beads ; necklace

of pendants ; hair short,

and withoiit S • C behind.

Similar.

Similar.

Type IV. var.

Similar.

(Nott)

[PI. lii. 8.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Bust of Victory r., draped,

wearing earring in shape

of cross, and necklace

;

hair collected into a knot,

which is jewelled; palm-
branch over 1. shoulder.

Quinarius

Eoma, helmeted and draped,

seated towards 1. on pile of

shields; she holds short

sword (parazonium) in r.

hand, and sceptre in 1.

;

behind her, T.CAR.ISI
[PI. lii. 9.]

(Nott)

Sestertius

Type I.

Mask of Pan r.

T CAKISIVS-
behind, Panther walking r., and

holding thyrsus ; in ex-

ergue, lll-VIR
[PI. lii. 10.]

(Nott)

1 As this type evidently commemorates the triumph of Caesar, the letters S , C may be

intended to denote that those coins were specially issued by order of the Senate on that

occasion.
' A variety shows the legend T.CARISIVS above the mask of Pan (Babelon, vol. i.,

p. 317. no. 13J."



,, II i, Metal
Jn'o. \\ eight , „

.

•' and Size

i077

4078

4079

13-3

10-7

10-0

4080

.-R -45

M -5

650 JR. -8

CIEC. B.C. 45; A.U.C. 709

Obverse

531

Reverse

Type II.

Head of Diana r., diademed
;

hair turned back, and tied

at the top of her head;
behind, bow and quiver.

Similar.

Similar.

Hound running r. ; above,
T.CARi

[PI. Hi. 11.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

C.CONSIDIVS PAETVS
(CAIUS CONSIDIUS PAETUS')

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Apollo' r., laureate,

jev?el or ornament near
the ear ; hair collected

into a knot and falling in

one lock down the neck
;

the whole within laurel-

wreath.

Curule chair ; above, C •

CONSIDIVS; in exergue,

TAETVS
(Blacas Coll.)

' Varieties have the legend T . CARISI above the hound, and also T , CARISI, T . CAR IS

or T . CA in the exergue (Balirfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 36; Babelon, vol. i., p. 316, nos. 8, 9).

- We have no certain information of this moneycr beyond that supplied by his coins.

Borghesi (CEuvres compl., t. ii., p. 1-52) has identified him with C. Considius, a partisan of

Pompey and son of C. Considius Longus, propraetor in Africa, who fell into Caesar's power
when he obtained possession of Adrnmetum after the battle of Thapsus B.C. 47, and was
pardoned. This identification is possible, as under such circumstances Considius could have
been amoneyer at Rome two years later. Borghesi, however, further suggests that, on account

of some of his coins having the head of Apollo, Considius was a triumvir of the mint in B.C. 49,

and accompanied Pompey to Greece in that year, and struck these coins at Apollonia (lUyricum)

and in virtue of his office as curule aedile. Borghesi's views as to the provenance of these coins

are, however, not based on any historical evidence, but are purely conjectural, and they are

quite refuted not only by other types used by Considius, but also by the strong evidence of

finds, which make it impossible to assign the issue to so early a date as B.C. 49. The following

interpretation of the types, their interchange with those of his colleagues, the fabric of the

coins and their denominations, prove fairly conclusively, apart from any other evidence, that

Considius held office at the mint with T. Carisius and L. Valerius Acisculus. It has already

been noticed (see p. .528) that the coins of C. Considius Paftus and T. Carisius were probably

the latest of those struck at the mint at Rome which occurred in the Villola and CoUecchio

hoards, and also that none of L. Valerius Acisculus were met with in either of these hoards

(see Tables of Finds).

'' Like the coins of T. Carisius, the types of those of C. Considius are of two series, one
rclatino- to his own family history, the other to that of Julius Caesar or to Caesar himself.

The head of Apollo and the curule chair may denote some special celebration of the Lrcli

ApoUinares during the curule aedileship of an ancestor of tlie moneyer, these games being

until the Augustan period under the special care of such officers. All the other coins bear tyjjes

connected with Julius Ciiesar and his family, and were no doubt issued on the occasion of his

triumph in B.C. 45. The heads of Venus and Minerva, Cupid, Victory in a chariot, the celestial

globe, and the cornucopiae have already been explained in the case of previous moneyers of

this Period, notably in connection with the issues of T. Carisius. Victory bearing a ti-ophy

would also be a fitting illustration of Caesar's military successes. The head of Venus may be
that of Venus Brycina, as it occurs on some earlier coins of C. Considius Nonianus (see aboie,

p. 4*73). Eckhcl {Doct. num. vei.,t. v., p. 177) has identified the head on the obverse of Type I.'
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No.

4081

4082

4083

4084

4085

4086

4087

4088

4089

4090

Height

61-9

60-i

64-0

64-0

56-8

62-6

62-0

56-1

54-3

63'7

Metal
ami Si^o

M -75

M 75

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -75

M -8

M -75

M &

M -8

Obverse

Similar
; jewel above fore- Similar,

head.

Reverse

[PI. lii. 12.]

(Nott)

Similar ; no jewel or orna- Similar,

ment at ear and above
forehead.

Similar to the preceding; Similar.'

hair falling in two locks [Pl. lii. 13.]
down the neck ; border of

dots in place of wreath.

Type I. var.

Head of Apollo r., laureate ; Curule
jewel above ear, and
others in hair above fore-

head; hehinA, A (Apollo);

border of dots.

Similar.

Similar; large jewel above
forehead ; no border of

dots.

chair

;

CONSIDI;
PAETl

[PI. lii

m
above, C •

exergue.

14.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Similar.

[PI. lii. 15.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Type II.

Head of Venus r., laureate,

wearing diadem, earring

in shape of cross, and
necklace of pendants

;

hair collected into a knot,

which is ornamented with
jewels, and falling in one
look down the neck

;

string of pearls at back
of head; behind, PAETl

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; head of Venus 1.

CONSIDI (in exergue).

Victory in quadriga 1.,

horses galloping ; she

holds wreath in r. hand,

and palm-branch and
reins in 1.

[PI. lii. 16.]

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. lii. 17.]

(Nott)

as that of Venus, but Babelon (vol. i., ]). 377) remarking on its similarity to those on tlie coins
(')

(J. Pomponius Musa (see aliovc, p. 412, no. 3606, pl. xlv. 14), and of P. Clodius Turrinus (see

below, p. 686), and also tliat the k'ttcr A occin-s behind it on Type I. var., considers it to be of

Apollo. Babelon, having attributed this issue to B.C. 49, gives different explanations of the

other types. The legends oi^ the coins of the present moneyer are in the genitive as well as

in the nominative case.

^ There is a plated coin in the Berlin collection consisting of this reverse, but with the

obverse of Type III., bust of Minerva (Bahrfeldt, Num. Zcit., 1896, p. 91).



No. Wi'i.jU

4091

4092

4093

4094

4095

4096

4097

4098

Metal
and Si'Jc

60-8
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Rci-crie

i099

10-0 -R dt

59-0 ^ -75

Type I. var.

Similar ; bust of Cupid [ Similar,

with small head ; below, I

CCONSIDIVS^

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 380, no. 11.
j

L . VALERIVS ACISCVLVS

(LUCIUS VALEEIUS ACISCULUS=)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Apollo Soranus r.,

diademed, hair in ring-

lets, and waved over the

forehead ; above, star

;

behind and below, ACIS
CVLVS, and double-

headed adze Or pick

(acisc^dus).

L.VALEKIVS(in exergue).

Eemale figure, Valeria

Luperca, seated on heifer

walking r. ; she holds in

both hands her veil,

which floats over her

head.

[PI. liii. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

1 A variety in the Berlin collection reads C, CONSID (Bahrfeldt, Xiim. Zeit., 1900, p. 39).

This moneyer is also only known from his coins, the types of which ai'e of considerable

variety and interest, and their explanation has much exercised the ingenuity of numismatists.

It is chiefly to M. Charles Lenormant {Inst. arch, rie Rome, Xourelies Annalef, vol. ii., 1838,

pp. 142 f.) and to the Baron de Witte (Rev. Xum., 1849, pp. 325 f.), that we are indebted for much
information as to their historical and mythological allusions. M. Lenormant has attempted to

show that all the types of the coins of L. Valerius Acisoulus allude to the legendary origin and
name of his family, whilst the symbol, the double-headed adze or pick [aci/cidus), in addition

refers to his cognomen. Plutarch (Parallel., vii. 248, ed. Reiske) tells us that "when the

inhabitants of Falerii in Etruria were visited Ijy a plague, the oracle announced that the

scourge would only cease by the annual sacrifice of a virgin to Juno. This superstition was long

maintained till the lot fell on a young virgin named Valeria Luperca ; but when she drew forth

the sword to slay herself an eagle descended in its flight, carried oil the instrument of sacrifice,

and at the same time deposited on the altar a hammer with a small handle. It then thi-ew the

sAvord on a heifer which was gi-azing near the temple. When the virgin saw this she sacrificed

the heifer, and taking the hammer went from house to house restoring the sick by touching

them gently with it, and telling them to be healed. This mystical ceremony is still practised at

ralerii." In connection with this legend M. Leuormant's and Baron de Witte's explanations of

the types are as follows :—(o) The aciscidi'^ is the hammer which was placed by the eagle on the

altar; it is also a type jioi/aiif i>i the moneyer's cognomen, and its healing power is an allusion

to his nomeu Valerius (valere)
; (() the female figure on the heifer is Valeria Luperca, who is

seated on the animal which was sacrificed in her place
;

(c) the young head bound with a

diadem is that of Apollo Suranus, who was worship])eil by the Falerians
;
(d) the human-headed

bird with the shield and the "double flute" is the .'-^iren of Falerii with the attributes of

Jlinerva, wdio was the supposed inventor of that instrument
;

(e) the head with the hair

confined by a band (Type III.) is tliat of Valeria Luperca herself; (/) the head of Sol and the
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No. Weight

4100
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Ko. Weiglit

4108 60'1

4109

4110

4111

4112

4113

61-2

62-4

56-2

60-8

52-2

4114 04-4

4115 57-1

4116 23-4

Metal
and Size

M -8

JR -7

.-R -8

M -7

M -8

A\ •70

.R -75

A{ -75

JR -55

Ol^verse.

Similar; hair slightlywaved.

Reverse

Similar ; the moneyer's
name, L-VALERIVS, is

behind the owl, and not

in the exergue.

[PL liii. 6.]

(Townley Coll.)

Type III.

Head of Apollo Soranus r.,

&c. ; similar to no. 4105
;

hair not waved, and no
jewel above forehead ; all

within laurel-wreath.

Type

Head of Apollo or Sol r.,

with long hair, and wear-
ing radiate orown, the

fillet of which falls down
the neck ; behind and
below, ACISCVLVS, and
double-headed adze or

pick (acisculus).

Similar.

Similar ; hair short.

Similar; the ends of the fillet

of the crown fall over each
side of the neck.

Female head (the Aphro-
disian Sibyl) r., hair

elaborately decorated with
jewels and partly enclosed

in a sling, tied with bands
(see above, no. 4060)

;

before, L.VALEKIVS;
all within laurel-wreath.

[PI. liii. 7.]

(Townley Coll.)

IV.

L . VALER.IVS (in exergue).

Diana in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds

whip in r. hand, and
reins in 1.

[PI. liii. 8.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. liii. 9.]

Type V.

Head of Jupiter r., laureate

;

behind, ACISCVLVS, and
double-headed adze or

pick {acisculus) ; all with-

in laurel-wreath.

Similar.

L . VALEKIVS (in exergue).

Anguipedic giant facing;

he grasps in r. hand a

thunderbolt, which has
pierced his side, and
raises his 1. arm.

Similar.

[PI. liii. 10.]

(Nott)

Quinarius

Bust of Victory r., winged.
I
Double-headed adze or

pick (acisculus) ; around,

ACISCVLVS; all within

laurel-wreath,

[PI. liii. 11.]



No. Weight

1117 12'3

4118

Metal
and Size

A\ -lo

CIEC. B.C. 15; A.U.C. 709

Olverse

Sestertius'

537

liovcvsc

124:-'2

Double - headed adze or

pick (acisciilus) ; around
handle, ACISCVLVS

Double oornuoopiae bound
with fillet.

[PI. liii. IS.]

(Nott)

L. PLANC

(LUCIUS ]\IUNATIUS PLANCUS'')

Aureus

A^ -85 Bust of Victory r., draped
;

hair rolled back, and
collected into a knot
behind ; large wing be-

hind shoulder ; around,

CCAES DICTER. (Caius

Caesar, dictator tertium).

Sacriiicial jug with handle

{capis); around, L-
PLANC PR.AEF.V?B
{Lucius Plancus, prac-

fectits- Urhi).

[PI. liii. 13.]

(Wigan Coll.)

' Babelon's statement (vol. ii., p. 521, note 1) that Cavedoni (Append, al Sarjgio, p. 172)

cites a sestertius in hronze in the Bologna Sluseuiu of the same type as that described above is

an error. There is a specimen of this rare piece in the University Museum at Bologna, bvit

though it is somcwliat black with oxidation, it is, hoi^'cver, of silver, and weighs 9 grs.

(Bahrfeldt, Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 85, i^l. v., no. 120).

- Lucius Munatius L. f. L. n. Plancus was a friend of Julius Caesar, and, as mentioned
above, a brother of L. Plautius Plancus, who was an officer of the mint B.C. 17 (see p. 516). He
ser\'ed under Caesar in Gaul, Spain, and Africa between B.C. 54—40 ; was appointed one of the

six praefecti Urbi in Rome to administer the affairs of the city during Caesar's absence in Spain

B.C. 46—45 ; was nominated by Caesar to the government of Transalpine Gaul for B.C. 44, and
also for the consulship with Decimus Brutus as his colleague for B.C. 42 (see above, p. 508). It

was during his governorship of Gaul that Plancus founded colonies at Lugdunum and Augusta
Kauracorum { Aosta) , and to this time are given those Gaulish copper coins w^hich bear his name
and that of tlie chief, Attains (see Cat. Mon. Gaul., Bibl. Nat., nos. 4792-97). On his return to

Rome in B.C. 43 he celebrated a triumph for his victories in Gaul, and assumed the title of impc-

rator. He was consul B.C. 42 ; commanded the troops of Antony in the Perusine war B.C. 41

;

was appointed proconsul in Asia B.C. 40 ; was probably consul sic^'ecius B.C. 36 ; and governor of

Syria for Antony B.C. 35. It is possible that he accompanied Antonj' in his campaign against

the Armenians B.C. 34, and was present at his triumph in the same year at Alexandria. U
was during his proconsulship in Asia B.C. 40, that he struck the gold and silver coins which
bear his name and that of Mark Antony, and on wliieh he styles himself proconsul and imperator

iterum (see coins of the East, b.c. 40; and Babelon, vol. ii., pp. 239, 240). Later on wo And
him favouring the party of Octavius, and it was on his proposal that Octavius received the title

of Aiifjustus. The date of the deatli of Plancus is uncertain, but he was censor in B.C. 22 with

Paulus Aemilius Lepidus, when he built the temple of Saturn (Suetonius, Amjustu.^, 29). lie

is the only member of the Munatia gens of whom we possess coins.

The legends on the coins of Plancus enaljlc us to fix their date of issue. It was in B.C. 4.">

that Julius Caesar was appointed Dictator for the third time (Mommsen, G.I.L., vol. i., p. 40),

and it was from about November B.C. 46 to October B.C. 45, that Plancus acted as one of the

praeJecH !7r5i appointed by Caesar. The obverse type is evidently .a record of the recent victories

of Julius Caesar in Spain, and the one-handled jug (cofiis) on the rc^•erse is probably a symbol,

iieraonal to Plancus himself, as this type is represented later on his coins whieli bear also tjic

name of Mark Antony. It may refer to his position as a member of the college of the Epulnxca.

Besides the aureus, Plancus issued the half-aureus (^/liiiarjiis aureus), u-hicli is the first

3 z
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No. WeirjU
Metal

and Size
Ohverse

4119

4120

4121

4122

4123

4124

124-1

123'1

122-0

123-8

jV -8 Similar; small wing behind
shoulder of Venus.

N -85
: Similar.

N' -8 Similar.

M -9 Similar; wing larger; letters

of legend smaller.

63-0 i M -65

205-5 M 1-1

Reverse

Similar.

(Devonshire Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar ; moneyer's name,
L PLANC r'K VKB

[PI. liii. 14.]

Half-Aupeus

Similar. Similar ; moneyer's name,
L- PLANC PKAEF • \^B

[PI. liii. 15.]

(Wigan Coll.)

As

Bust of Victory r., draped;
her hair drawn to the

back of her head, and
tied with a band ; behind,

star; before, CAESAR..
DICTER.

Sacrificial jug with handle
{capis); around,
PLANCVS PRAEF

[PI. liii. 16.]
(Boyd Coll.)

L
VHB

appearance of this denomination. Tliese gold coins were struck on the occasion of Ciiesar'a

triumph in October, B.C. 4-5, after his return from Spain, and it was a special mark of honour to

Plancus and to his colleague, C. Clovius (see below, p. 539), that tliey only of the six pi-ae/ecti Vrhi

were selected to exercise this privilege. F. L. Ganter (Zeit. f. Num., 189.5, p. 197) who gives a
different chronology to the dictatorships of Cao5ar than Moramsen, was of opinion that these

coins were struck in B.C. 46, and that they commemorate the battle of Thapsus, and not that of

Munda. The gold pieces were issued under precisely the same conditions as those of A. Hirtius in

the previous year (see p. .525), and like them they show that the authority over the gold currency

was still retained by Julius Caesar, and had not been as yet delegated to the ordinary oiEcers

of the mint. The aurei are of somewhat rude fabric, proving that the dies were hurriedly made
and that the coins were somewhat carelessly struck. They must have been coined in consider-

.able number as they are amongst the least rare of the Republican aurei. An important feature in

the coinage of this year is the joint attempt of Plancus and Clovius to revive a currency in bronze,

the issue of which had been in abeyance since B.C. 82. The as of Plancus, which till recently was
unpublished (see Kinn. Chnm., 1904, p. 224), confirms in a remarkable manner the classification

to Rome of similar coins of C. Clovius and of Q. Oppius (see pp. 539, .541). This attribution

had been questioned by Eckhel ( Dnct. num. ret., t. v., p. 174), which led to their being placed

to Spain (Babelon, vol. i., p. 365 ; ii., p. 276). As the type of the as of Plimcus is the same as

those of his aureus and half-aureus, and as it records also the third dictatorship of Caesar, and

his own appointment as praefectus Urhi, it is evident that the issue of his bronze and gold

coins was contemporaneous. Further, as the bronze coins of I'lancus and Clovius are con-

nected by similarity of obverse type, and as these in turn on accoiint of their fabric cannot be

separated from the coins of Q. Oppius, all three issues must have emanated from the same

mint, which the coins of Plancus clearly indicate to have been that of Rome itself. Count do

Salis has, however, separ;ited the oins of Oppius from those of Clovins and Plancus, and has

attributed them to the following year. The bronze coin of Plancus, which was recently

presented to (he National Collection by the late Mr. W. C. Boyd, was not known to Count

de 8alis, and it i.s satisf-actory to meet with such contirniatory evidence of his classification of

the coins of Clovins and Oppius. The weight, 205-5 grs., sliows that the o.-. is of the somuncial

standard which was adopted for the Roman bronze coinage in B.C. 88 under the provisions of the



No. WeigU Metal
and Size

CIEC. B.C. 4.5 ; A.U.C. 709

Obverse

539

Reverse

4125

4126

2.36-0

226-0

4127 1231-0 .E 1-15

M 1-1

C . CLOVI

(CAIUS CLOVIUS')

As

Bust of Victory r., draped

;

lier hair drawn to the

back of her head, and
tied with a band ; be-

fore, CAESAR.. DIC-TEK
{Caesar, dictator tertium).

M 1-2

4128 212-0 M 1-05

Similar.

Similar ; Victory wears
necklace ; behind head,

star.

Similar.

Minerva, helmeted and
draped, walking 1. ; bear-

ing trophy over r.

shoulder, and holding

in 1. hand spears and
shield ornamented with
the gorgon's head, from
which issue rays ; at her
feet, serpent with head
erect ; around, C CLOVI
PRAEF (C. Clovius, jorae-

fectus).

[PI. liii. 17.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. liii. 18.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Lex Flautia Papiria. This attempt in B.C. 45/44, to revive the bronze currency was evidently

not a success, and there -uas another lapse of thirty years (B.C. 15) before it was definitely

re-established.

1 The earliest mention in history of Cains Clovius (or Cluvius) is in B.C. 44, when he was
filling the post of governor in Cisalpine Gaul, and when Cicero wrote to him on behalf of the

town of Atella {Epist., xiii. 7). He appears to have been consul sujfectus in B.C. 29, and is

probably referred to in a funeral oration of the age of Augustus (Orelli, Tnscr., no. 4S,39
;

O.I.L., vi., 152Y). As we may safely conclude that Clovius held some important offices, civil

or military, before E.c. 44, it has been generally supposed that he acted as one of Caesar's

lieutenants in the war in Spain B.C. 46—45, possibly as a praefectus ctossis with Q. Oppius

(see p. 541), and that it was in that capacity that the coins bearing his name were struck (see

Babelon, i., p. 365). The recent discovery of the as of Plancus described above throws fresh

lio-ht on these coins of Clovius, and from similarity of obverse type and of fabric it is apparent

that both series were issued at the same time and at the same place. Though Clovius only

styles himself praefectus it would seem that he ivas a colleague of Plancus, and one of the six

pjraefecti Urhi appointed by Caesar in B.C. 46 to administer the affairs of Rome during his

absence. The occasion on which the bronze coins of Clovius were struck was probably the

triumph of Caesar after his return from Sjiain in B.C. 4.j, an event to which their types clearly

allude. Eckhel (Doct. nvin. vet., t. i-., p. 174) seems to have been the first to question the

attribution of the coins of Clovius to the Roman mint. It is quite possible that, though
specimens are not at present known, Clovius, like Plancus, struck also gold coins, and probably

of similar types to those of his bronze money.
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No. WeirjU
,

Metal
and, Size

COINAGE OP EOME

Ohverse Beven

4129

4130

4131

124-9

124-3

124-4

iV

Ciic. B.C. 44 ; A.u.c. 710

'

CAES

(CAIUS JULIUS CAESAE)

Aureus-

with

Ji -9

M -85

Bust of Venus
shoulders bare, -wearing

diadem ; hair collected

into a knot behind the

head, and tied -with band;
around, CAES DIC QVAK
{Caesar, dictator quar-

tum).

Similar.

Similar; behind bust, CAES
DIC; before, QVAR.

C O S • Q V I N C (C « s « Z

qiiinctimi) within Laurel-

ivreath.

Similar.

[PI. liii. 19.]

Similar.

[PL liv. 1.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' The coins assigned to this date may be divided into three series :—1. Those issued by
Julins Caesar himself in his own name, and those struck by tlie praefect, Q,. Oppius, the former
of gold, the latter of bronze ; 2. those issued by the moneyers, -whose number is now increased

to four, and who, possibly with one exception, struck coins before and after Caesar's death :

these arc of silver only ; and 3. those issued after Caesar's death by the praefects, L. Cestius

and C. Norbanus, under the mandate of the Senate : these are of gold.

It -will therefore be seen that the gold and bronze coins are still restricted to special issues,

and that ouly silver was struck by the ordinary moneyers of the mint, though by the terms of

their appointment they appear to have been empowered to strike money in all three metals, gold,

silver, and bronze (see coins of C. Cossutius Maridianus, p. 552, no. 4187).

The principal events connected with the coinage of this year arc— another attempt to revive

the issue of bronze money ; the increase in the number of the moneyers of the mint from three

(o four (ininorum etiain magistratuum numerum ampliavit ; Suetonius, Caesar, ii) ; and the

placing, in accordance -with the decree of the Senate, of Caesar's portrait on the coinage, an
honour never before granted to a Roman citizen (cf. Dion Cassius, xliv. 4).

2 The legends on these gold coins show that they were issued in B.C. 44, as it was in that

year that Caesar was declared consul for the fifth time, and entered on his fourth dictatorshi])

(Mommsen, C.I.L., vol. i., p. 40). It -was no doubt to commemorate these two events that

Caesar struck these coins. They must have been issued quite early in the year, as it Avas in

the month of February that Caesar received the title of Dictator Perpetuo, and he was
assassinated on the Ides, or fifteenth, of March. The bust on the obverse is that of Venus, from
whom the Julia gens claimed descent (see p. 542), and the goddess is generally supposed to

Ijoar on the coins tlu- features of Calpurnia, the -n-ife of Julius Caesar, but in the absence of any

relialjle portrait of her, this identification must be considered uncertain. It would be a

.'iomewhat remarkable circumstance that Caesar should ha-ve placed on coins struck by himself

the ])ortrait of his wife, and not his oiin, especially in view of the recent order of the Senate.

Sucii i-egal honour Caesar was not likely to claim for Calpurnia, when he knew that his own
ac-ceptance of it was fraught with considerable danger.



Ko. We^rJht
Metal

and Size

4132 197-0

4133 178-0

4134 171-0

M 1-05

M 1-0

M 1-05

CIEC. B.C. 44; A.U.C. 710 541

Obverse Reverse

a . oppivs

(QUINTUS OPPIDS')

As

Head of Venus i-., dia- Victory walking L, and
demed ; hair collected looking back ; she bears
into a knot, and falling palm-branch in r. hand,
in locks do-wn her neck

;

and dish -with fruit on
before, crescent.

j 1.; before, Q • OPPIVS •

I

PR (Praefectus).

I

[PI. liv. 2.]

Similar ; behind head of Similar.

Venus, Capricorn.
[

[pi. liv. 3.]

Similar. Similar.

' Nothing appears to be known of Quintus Oppius beyond that he was a praefect and
that ho struck bronze coins. These have been classed to Spain or Sicily (Babelon, I'd. ii.

,

p. 276) like the coins of C. Clovius. On account of this attribution it has been further
suggested that both Oppius and Clovius were praefects of the fleet under Julius Caesar during
the Spanish war. The reasons given for assigniog the bronze coins of L. Plancus and
C, Clovius to the mint at Rome (see above, p. 538) apply equally to the coins of Oppius, but
it is sonie-\\'hat difficult to determine their precise date of issue. At first sight it might be
concluded that they were struck in B.C. 45 at the same time as the other two bronze issues, but
Count de Sails has classed them to B.C. 44, surmising, no doubt, that in the early part of this

year Oppius was praefectus Urbi, and in that capacity was permitted by Caesar to issue bronze
money whilst he himself struck gold. As was suggested iu the case of Clovius, it is not
impossible that at some future time gold coins of Oppius may be discovered. No further
attempt to revive a bronze currency at Eome was made till B.C. 15.

Both the obverse and reverse types are in honour of Caesar. A similar head of Venus
for obverse type occurs on the coins of L. Aemilius Buca (see p. 546, no. 4160) and also the
symbol, a crescent (see p. 545, no. 41.52). As the Capricorn was the genethliac sign of Octavius,
it may in this instance refer to his adoption by Caesar, which, though not announced at the
time, took place at the end of the previous year. This may be one reason why Count de Salis
assigned the coins of Oppius to B.C. 44. The reverse type of Victory carrying a dish -n-itli

fruit may relate to some spiecial largess, as well as to the successes of Caesar.

A variety shows the head of Venus turned to the left (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 277, no. 2).
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No. Weight ^^f*".^

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

4136 63-3

4136 60-5

M '75

.R -75

M . METTIVS

(MAECDS METTIUS')

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Julius Caesar r.,
[
M- METTIVS .(in exergue),

laureate; behind, lituus;
[

Juno Sospita in biga r.,

around, CAESAR. . DICT
aVAKT {Dictator
quartum).

Similar.

horses galloping ; she
wears head-dress of goat-
skin, and holds spear in

r. hand, and shield in 1.

Similar.

[PI. liv. 4.]

(Nott)

' The Marcus Mettius who struck these coins is usually identified with the legate of that
name, who was sent by Julius Caesar on the opening of the Gallic war in B.C. 58 to Ariovistus,
the chief and leader of the German league, and was detained prisoner, but was subsequently
rescued by Caesar. This identiiication is, however, not confirmed by the coins bearing his name,
as they must liave been struck in B.C. 44. This moneyer was a member of the first quatuor-
virate of the mint instituted by Julius Caesar, and he appears to have had as his colleagues,
L. Aemilius Buca, P. Sepullius Maccr, and C. Cossutius Maridianus, i\ho, like him, placed
the portrait of Julius Caesar on their coins in accordance with the decree of the Senate (cf. Dion
Cassius, xliv. 4). His colleagues also seem to be little known in history, and this fact may be due
to the circumstance that Caesar committed the management of the mint and the public revenues
of the state to his own servants, who were probably of little public note (Suetonius, Caesar, 76).

Von Sallet {Zeit. f. Num., 1877, pp. 127 f.) has assigned to B.C. 44 the coinages of the
moneyers M. Mettius, L. Aemilius Buca, C. Cossutius Maridianus, and L. Flaminius Chile

;

being of opinion that, as the denarii of P. Sepullius Macer bear a representation of the temple
of Clementia, which could not have been erected during Caesar's lifetime, and also a veiled
portrait of Mark Antony, they must be attributed to the following year, B.C. 43. He cites as
confirming this classification the evidence of the Tigatto hoard {Zeit. f. Num., 187.5, p. 66), but
the concealment of that hoard could not have taken place till some years later (see below,
11. 558, and Tables of Finds). Count de Salis has, however, given the coins of Macer to B.C. 44,

and those of Flaminius Chile to B.C. 43. The evidence of the coins themselves appears to favour
Count de Salis's classification. On the other hand, Babeloii (vol. ii., p. 20), considering that

the first quatuorvirate of the mint consisted of M. Mettius, L. Aemilius Buca, C. Cossutius
Maridianus, and L. Flaminius Chilo, is of opinion that for some unaccountable reason Mettius
did not strike any coins after the death of Caesar, and that he was replaced in office by
P. Sepullius Macer, and that therefore there were five moneyers during the year B.C. 44.

F. L. Ganter {Zeit. if.
Nujii.. 1895, p. 188) has also assigned these moneyers to B.C. 44, but he

is of opinion that it was Chilo who retired from the college, and was succeeded by Maridianus.
Sec also his classification of the issues of these moneyers (np. cit., pp. 200-203). This order of

placing the moneyers is also not in accordance with the views of Count de Salis.

The coins of Mettius from their types may be divided into two series. To the first may be
classed the denarii of Type I., the quinarii, and tlte sestertii, which in each case have joint-

tvpes relating to the moneyer and to Julius Caesar ; and to the second, the denarii of Types II.

and II, var. , which refer only to Caesar. As there are no coins of Mettius which can be
definitely attributed to a period after Caesar's death, both these series may have been issued

before that event.

On the denarii of Type I. the moneyer placed on the obverse the head of Julius Caesar, but

on the reverse he appears to refer to the origin of his own family, which it may be concluded came
from Lanuvium, where there was a special cult of Juno Sospita, and of M'hich some account has

already been given (see the denarii of L. Procilius, p. 386, and of L. Eoscius Fabatus, p. 422).

From the legend on the obverse these coins must have been struck quite early in the year, as

they give the fourth dictatorshiiD of Caesar (b.c. 45—44), .andnot the title of Dictator Perpetuo,

which was conferred upon him at the beginning of February. The denai-ii of Types II. and
II, var,, Avith Venus Victrix and the celestial globe, refer to the claim of the Julia gens to be



No. Wci'jht

4137

4138

4139

4140

4141

54-9

60-9

58-9

57-9

63'4

4142 59'2

ifetal

ami Size

Al -8

JR -8

Ai -75

M -75

Al

AX -7

CIEC. B.C. 44 ; A.U.C. 710 543

Obverse Uevcrsc

Typo II.

With letter on reverse '

Head of Julius Caesar r.,
1
Venus Victrix standing 1.,

laureate; around, CAESAR.
IMPER. {Imparatoy),

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

holding A'^ictory on r.

hand, and sceptre in 1.

;

her 1. arm rests upon
a shield placed on a

celestial globe ; behind

her, M.METTIVS; be-

fore her, letter A
(Nott)

Similar ; letter B

[PI. liv. 5.]

(Nott)

Similar ; letter B

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; letter C

(Nott)

Similar ; letter D

Similar ; letter E

(de Salis Coll.)

closcendod from A nchi.ses and Venn.?. When Julius Caesar pronounced the funeral oration on his

aunt Julia, the widow of the famous Marius, he thus traced his uonealogy :
— '* j\ly aunt Julia

was descended on the maternal side from kings, and on the paternal from the guds. For the

Jllnrcii Reijes (to ivhich family her mother belonged) derive their pedigree from Ancus IMarcius,

and the Julii from Venus, of which family ours is a branch; so thatwc have in our descent the

sacred majesty of kings, the greatest amongst the sons of men, and the divine majesty of gods,

to whose authorit}^ kings themselves are subject " (Suetonius, Gac^aj\ 6). Caesar's watchword
at the battles of Pharsahis and Munda was Vem'.^ ]'ictrir^ and on the former occasion he vowed
that he would build a teTjiple in Rome as a thank-offering to her as the Briuger of Victory if

evervthing went well (Appian, de Bell. Civ., ii. 10, 6S ; ih. 15, lOi). His signet-ring also boi'e

a figure of Aenus Victrix (Dion Cassius, xliii. 43). This type of Venus Victrix, with slight

variations, occurs also on the denarii of the other moneycrs of this year. The lituus and the

cymhium on the obverse refer to Caesar's office as ruiitifvj: ila.eimns. The types of the
quinarius and of the sestertius, like those of the denarius of Type I., relate to the Julia and
Mettia families and to Julius Caesar himself.

It niay be of interest to note what Suetonius (Cacs'ir, 4.5) says of the general appearance
of Caesar. "He is said to liavebeen tall, of a fair complexion, round-limbed, somewliat full-faced,

with eyes black and lively. He was so nice in the care of his i>erson that he had not only the

hair of his head cut, and his head shaved very exactly, but likewise had the hair on other parts

of his body taken out by the roots. His baldness gave him a great deal of uneasiness, having
often found himself upon that account exposed- to the raillery of his enemies, and therefore he
used to bring his hair from about the crown of his head forward. And of all the honours
conferred upon him by the Senate and the people he accepted or made use of none more gladly

than the right of perpetually wearing a laurel-crown." The portraits on the coins of tliis year
illustrate Suetfjnius's account, and on some tlie dra^ving forward of tlie hair from the crown
to the forehead is clearly indicated (see pi. liv., nos. 5, 9, 11, 18).

1 This revival of the mint-letters is exceptional, and tliey were not adopted by any of the

colleiigues of Mettius. From the coins in the Xatioual Collection it wonlcl ajiprar that those

on 'J'ype II. end with E or F, and those on Typo 11. var. begin at F or G. If this be so, they
conlirm the order here adopted for these issues.
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Ko. Weight

4143
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No. Weight Metal
and Size

Obverse Reverse

4152

4153

4154

51-6

51-2

61-0

^11 -8

M -75

.R va

L.AEMILIVS BVCA
(LUCIUS AEMILIUS BUCA>)

Denarius

Type 1.2

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate ; behind, cres-

cent ; around, CAESAR. •

IM r M (Imperator, Pon-
tifex Maximus).

Similar.

Similar ; no crescent be-

hind head; before head,
CAESAR; behind, DICT-
rERPETVO [Dictator

peiyetuo).

Venus Victrix standing 1.,

holding Victory on r.

hand, and leaning with 1.

on sceptre ; around, L -

AEMILIVSBVCA
(de Salis Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. liv. 8.]

Similar ; moneyer's name,
L . BVCA on r.

[PI. liv. 9.] /

' Nothing certain appears to be known of L. Aeniilius Bnca beyond that lie was a nioneyer
of the Eoman mint. Morelli (Fam. roui. 'num., t. ii., p. 13) lias attributed tlie denarii of Types
I.—III. and those of Type IV. to two different moneyers, and supposes that tlie issuer of tlie last

series was a quaestor of Sulla and the father of the quatuorvir. There can, however, be no
question that all the coins bearing tlie name of L. Aemilius Buoa, or L. Buoa only, belong to one
moneyer, but it is doubtful if he is to be identified with the L. Bnca who supplicated the judges on
behalf of M. Aemilius Scaui'us at the latter's trial in B.C. .54 (Ascon., in Scaur., p. 29, ed. Orelli).

Babelon (vol. i., p. 12-5) says tliat he was the son of M. Scaurus, the stepson of Sulla, who struck
coins as curule aedile circ. B.C. 58 (see above, p. 483), and this relationship appears to be confirmed
by the explanation given of the reverse of the denarius of Type IV. (seep. 546). He was a member
of the first qnatuorvirate of the mint appointed by Julius Caesar in B.C. 44, and appears to have
had as his coileagues M. Mettius, P. SepulHus Macer, and C . Cossutius Maridianus, who, like him,
placed the portrait of Julius Caesar on their coins in accordance with tlic decree of the Senate.
Buca is the only moneyer of the year who assumed the official title of 1 1 1 1 V I R on his coins.

- The coinage of Buca is of two series : that struck during the life of Julius Caesar ; and
that after his death. To the latter belong only the denarii of Type IV. The denarii of Types
1. and II. refer to the claim of the Julia gens to its descent from Anchises and Venus (see
above, p. 542). On Type III. the cadaceus, the fasces, and the celestial globe are symbolical
of Caetiar's universal i^ower, and the united hands of the cordial and peaceful feeling towards
him of the Roman people, who had conferred upon him every honour except that of actual
sovereignty. The celestial globe may record Caesar's reformation of the Calendar (Suetonius,
Caesar, 40). The axe is the symbol of snjjreme pontifical power.

The coins of Type IV. are of the series struck after Caesar's death. Sabatier (Med.
Contor., ID. 75), who is followed by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 23), supposed that the reverse type relates

to the fable of Endymion and Diana, but if we connect Buca with M. Scaurus, the stepson of
Sulla, Eckhel's explanation of the scene as illustrating the famous dream of Sulla seems more
probable. Plutarch (Sidla, ix.) tells us that "when Sulla was at Nola, on his way to attack
Marius at Rome, there appeared to him in a dream the goddess whose worship the Romans
received from the Cappadooians, whether it be the Moon (Selene), Minerva, or Bellona. She
seemed to stand by him and put thunder in his hand, and having called his enemies by name
one after another, bade him strike them, and they fell and were consumed to ashes." The
goddess here depicted is Selene, and the winged figure in the background is Victory, who is

urging on Sulla, and not "Amor" as Sabatier suggested. L. Buca evidently chose this type
as connected with his own family history, rather than one which might have been distasteful to

the enemies of the dead dictator.

The reverse type of the quinarius, two right hands joined, has been explained above in con-
nection with the denarius.of Type III., and greater emphasis is given to it by the head of Pax
on the obverse. The star on the sestertius may be the planet Venus, or it may refer to the
decree of the Senate that Caesar should be ranked among the gods. On the following coins
of P.,Sepullius Macer the star is a frequent adjunct to Venus Victrix. The relation between
the Julia gens and the goddess Diana has been referred to in the case of previous coinage^i

4 A
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No. Weight ^^/*?.'
and Size

4155

4156

4157

63-4

59-8

60-2

M -75

4158

4159

4160

4161

58-8

56-2

61-5

JR -1

M -8

M -75

M -8

/R -8

bi-'l A\ -75

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

Similar to the last.

Similar.

Type II.

Venus seated r., holding

Victory on r. hand, and
sceptre in 1. ; behind,

LBVCA
[PI. liv. 10.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar; L • BVCA
(de Sails Coll.)

Type III.

Similar; before head,
CAESAR- DICT; behind,

rER^PETVO

Similar.

Similar.

"Winged caduceus and
fasces in saltire ; in the
angles, celestial globe,

two right hands joined,

axe, and L BVCA'

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. liv. 11.]

(Nott)

Type IV.

Head of Venus r., dia-

demed, wearing earring

in shape of cross, and
necklace ; hair collected

into a knot, and falling

in two locks down her
neck ; behind, L • BVCA

Similar.

Sulla's dream ; in the fore-

ground, on the 1., Sulla

reclining against a rock

;

his 1. arm supporting his

head ; on the r. is seen
Selene descending from a
mountain ; crescent on
her forehead, and above
her head, a floating veil

;

in r. hand she holds a
lighted torch ; in the

background, facing, is

Victory, holding palm-
branch.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. liv. 12.]

(Nott)

(se3 p. 521). Tliougli the name of Caesar does not occur either on the quinarins or on the
sestertius iii is probable that they were issued before his death.

' Boutkowski (Bid, Num., p. 2.5, no. 45) mentions a forgery in gokl of this type in the
Vienna collection, and (Ih., p. 38, no. 78) a denarius without legend on the obverse. This
second piece is probably a hybrid. Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeif., 1896, p. 146) describes a hybrid of

Type IV. in the Gottiiificn collection with the reverse of the denarius of C. Vibius C. f. with
Jlinerva in quadriga (see above, p. 290, no. 2214).



No. Weight

4162
1

26-4

4163

4164

14-9

Metal
and Sise

yR

M -4

CIEC. B.C. 44; A.U.C. 710

Ohverse

Quinarius

647

Revere

Head of Pax r., diademed;
behind, PAXS

Two right hands joined

;

around, L-AEMILIVS-
BVCA- Mil- VIR-

[PI. liv. 13.]

(Bunbury Coll.)

Sestertius

Head of Diana r., wearing
diadem, sm'mounted by
crescent ; hair collected

into a knot, and falling in

lock down her neck.

Star of six rays; around,

L-AEMILIVS -BVCA.
[PI. liv. 14.]

(Northwiok Coll.)

P . SEPVLLIVS MACER

(PUBLIUS SEPULLIUS MACEE')

Denarius

Type I.^

57-3 M -75 Head of Julius Caesar
r., laureate; around,
CAESAR. IMPER (Im-
perator).

Venus Victrix standing 1.,

holding Victory on r.

hand, and leaning with
1. on sceptre, which
rests on a star ; behind,

P . SEPVLLIVS (down-
wards) ; before, MACER.
(downwards).

[PI. liv. 15]
(Nott)

' Nothing appears to be known of P. Sepullius Macer beyond that he was a moneyer of

the Roman mint, and that, as shown by his coins, he held office in B.C. 44, having probably as

his colleagues M. Mettius, L. Aemilius Buca, and C. Cossutius Maridianus.

His coins are also of two series ; those struck before, and those after the death of Julius

Caesar. To the first series may be classed the denarii of Type I. and its variations, and
Types II. and III., and also the quinarii and the sestertii; and to the second, the denarii of

Type IV. only.

^ Venus Victrix, as on Type I., has already been met with on the coinages of 51. Mettius

and L. Aemilius Buca, but it is interesting to note the variations of this type on the coins of

P. Sepullius Macer, which show her sceptre resting on a star or on her shield. On the obverse

the laureate head of Caesar is sometimes accompanied by a star, or it is veiled. In this instance

the star, as on the sestertius of L. Aemilius Buca, may relate to the decree of the Senate that

Caesar should be ranked among the gods. The veiled head (Type II.) shows him in the

character of Pnutifex ila.eimua. He is styled luipc-ntnr only, or Dictator Perpetno, or Parens

Patriae ; the last two titles having been conferred on him by the Senate early in B.C. 44
(Dion Cassius, xliv. 4, Trarepa re avrhf ttjs narpiBos iirwvo^aaav icai ey Ta vnfxiafj.aTa €f€xdpa^aj^).

The reverse type of the desultor and two horses records the "spectacles of various kinds"
with which Cafsar entertained the people (Bcli'^'iS iipectacitla varii generic . . . et equos iJc-

sultorios a'jitavenmt iiohilifsi,mi jv.venes ; Suetonius, C'ocsar, 39). As this type occurs on coins

struck after Caesar's death, it must have been the latest used before that event. The temple

of dementia figured on Type III. is the one which the Senate ordered to be built in honour
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Nn. Weight

4165
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,T- 7TT . 7 . Metal
No. tic'inht , „.

'' and Size
Ohvcrse

4171

4172

4173

4174

4175

52-7

63-1

M -8

M -7

59-4 JR -7

4176

4177

55-4

63-5

44-6

(worn)

59-6

56-0

M -75

yR -75

/R -75

^R -85

Al -75

Similar.

Similar.

Reverse

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name,

r -SEPVLLIVS MACER
(continuous).

[PI. liv. 20.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Type I. var.

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate, and veiled

;

before, CAESAR. ; behind,

DlCT.rER.rETVO

Similari

Similar.

Similar ; the sceptre of

Venus rests on shield

;

moneyer's name, P
SEPVLLIVS (down-
wards) ; MACER. (down-
wards) as on no. 4168.

[PI. liv. 21.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar ; the sceptre of

Venus rests on star.

Type II.

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate, and veiled,

between lituus and
augur's cap (apex) ; be-

fore, CAESAR, (upwards) ;

behind, [PAR.JENS PAT
R.IAE (upwards).'

Horseman {desultor) with

two horses galloping

r. ; he rides the near
horse, and wears conical

cap ; whip in r. hand,
and reins in 1. ; behind,

wreath and [p a 1 m-
branch] ; above, P • SEP
VLLIVS; below, MACER.

Temple of tour columns
with closed doors ; in

the tympanum, globe

;

around, CLEMENTIAE
CAES>«MS

Similar; reading CAESAR. IS

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 28, no. 51.

j

Type III.

Similar ; behind rider.behind
wreath and palm-branch.

[PI. liv. 22.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

' This obverse shows another interchange of type, but in this instance with the coinage

of C. Cossutius Maridianus (see no. 4187, p. 552 ; and also no. 4168, p. 548).
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No. Weight ^f^^" and Size
Reverse

4178

4179

4180

4181

4182

66-0

69-6

55-5

52-7

56-8

25-5

M -75

M -7

M -75

M -75

,R -75

M -55

Type IV.

Head of Mark Antony r.,

bearded and veiled ; be-

fore, lituus ; behind, jug

with handle (capis), and
countermark, circle.

Similar ; countermark, star.

Similar ; no countermark.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. liv. 23.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Bunbury Coll.)

Similar.

(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Incuse of obverse'

(Blacas Coll.)

Quinanius'

Bust of Victory r., winged,
draped, and wearing
diadem ; hair in knot

behind.

Portuna standing 1., hold-

ing rudder and cornu-

copiae ; around, P • SEP
VLLIVS MACEK

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 440, no. 9.]

^ This is only a mis-striiok piece, the previous coin not liaving been removed from the die

before another blank was placed in position.

- Borghesi (GEuvres compl., t. i., p. 262) describes a quinarins of this issue in his collection,

having on the obverse the bust of Victory, and on the revcr.sc, Victory walking to right and

holding a wreath in her i. hand and a palm-branch in her 1., with the moneyer's name P .

SE PVLLIVS MACE R. He also mentions another quinarins in the d'Ennery collection with

a similar obverse type ; but having on the reverse a female figure holding in r. hand a patera,

and with 1. a cornucopiae, probably a wrongly described example of the above-figured piece.

Apparently, without having seen either of these coins, Eiccio (Mon. Jam. rom., tav. xliii.,

no. 6; Ixiv. no. 1) supjilies illustrations of both of them. These illustrations not being made
from the coins themselves are, in consc((uencc, quite untrustworthy, and, moreover, both pieces

are drawn nearly the size of the denarius. The quinarius illustrated above is in the French

cabinet (D'Ailly collection). It appears to be unique.



No. Weight ^^ff.^ and aize

4183

4184

4185

4186

20-1

11-3

58-6

J7-2

M -5

M -45

M -75

M -75

CIEC. B.C. 44; A.U.C. 710

Olverse

Sestertius'

551

Reverse

Bust of Mercury r., draped,

and wearing winged
petasus ; behind, winged
caduceus.

Similar.

Winged caduceus ; around
r sEnvLLivs

[PI. Iv. 1.]

(de Sails Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott)

C . COSSVTIVS MAR ID IANVS

(CAIUS COSSUTIUS MAEIDIANUS=)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate, and veiled

;

before, CAESAK; behind,

DICT. PEKPETVO (see

no. 4173, p. 549).°

Venus Victrix standing 1.,

holding Victor}' on r.

hand, and resting 1. arm
on shield, placed on a
celestial globe ; behind,

CMARIDIANVS
[PI. Iv. 2.]

Similar; before head, Similar.

CAESAR.; behind, DICT- 1 [PI. Iv. 3.]

IN nERPETVO I (de Sails Coll.)

' Bahrfeldt {Num. Zeit., 1897, pp. 72, 73) lias shown that the semis figured by Babelon

(voh ii., p. 441, no. 13) of the usual type' with P . S E P , which sliould be M . SE P, does not

belong to this issue, but is a local coin of Carteia in Spain, the legend KAR being under the prow.

- This moneyer is also unknown except from his coins. He was probably a colleague of

M. Mettius, L. Aemilius Buca, and P. SepuUius Maoer. He appears to have limited his issue

to the denarius, as no quinarii or sestertii have been met with bearing his name. It is doubtful

whether he struck any coins after Caesar's death, since the titles Dictator in Perpetuo and
Parens Patriae are found on coins issued before the middle of March. If any are of the later

period it can only be those which have for reverse design the moneyer's name and title only.

In the design of the reverse of Type I., Maridianus followed more closely the coins of

Mettius than those of his other colleagues ; Venus, however, does not hold a sceptre, but rests

her 1. arm on a shield which is placed on a celestial globe, not improbably a reference to the

reformation of the Calendar which Caesar effected in B.C. 46. The titles given to Caesar

are the same as those which occur on the coins of P. SepuUius Macer. The design of the

reverse of Type II. is quite exceptional, and the legend is interesting, as even at this time the

authority of the ordinary moneyers included the striking of gold and bronze coins as well as

those of silver, but hitherto they had not been permitted to exercise it in regard to gold

money, and the issue of bronze was still in abeyance. This is the first occurrence of the

complete title of the moneyer on coins of the Roman Republic.

^ This is another instance of an interchange of obverse types.

Vaillant (Wwrni'sm. prffi.^f., vol. ii.
, p. 4) mentions an aureus of Type I., of which Riccio

(Mon. Jam. rom., pi. xvii., no. 1) gives an imaginary illustration. It is probably a forgery

similar to the aureus of M. Mettius in the British Museum (see p. 544). Moinnet (Med. rom.,

vol. i., p. 84) also publishes a forgery of the denarius with the legend I N P E R P ETVVM for

IN PERPETVO (Babelon, vol. i., p. 438).
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No.

4187

4188

4189

4190

Weight

117-5

Metal
and Size

M -9

4191

67-4

61-4

56-8

M -8

M -7

M -7

123-9

4192 124-0 N -85

COINAGE OP EOME

Obverse lieverse

Type II.

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate, and veiled, be-

tween lituus and augur's
cap (apex); before,
CAESAR, (upwards); be-

hind,rAR.ENSrATR.IAE
(upwards).

Similar.

Similar; before head,
countermark, crescent

;

behind, circle.

Similar ; no countermarks.

C.COSSVTtVS MAKID
lANVS arranged in form
of cross ; in the four

angles, A A A F • F

(Aere, argento, auro,

flando, feriundo)^
[PI. Iv. 4.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

L.CESTIVS: C . NORBANVS
(LUCIUS CBSTIUS: CAIUS NOEBANUS-)

Aureus

Typ

Bust of Africa r., draped,
and wearing elephant's
scalp on her head.

Similar ; the bust of Africa

shows less drapery.

Curule chair, on which is a
crested helmet ; the legs

are ornamented with
winged figures ; above,

L • CESTIVS; in exergue,
C- NOR.BA; on r., PK
(Praefecti) ; on 1., S • C

{Senatus considto).

[PI. Iv. 5.]

(Sir G. Musgrave Coll.)

Similar ; from the curule
chair rise two serpents,

their heads face to face

;

no helmet ; on the cross-

ing of each of the two
legs is a bird, and on 1. of

chair, EX • S • C (Ex se-

natus consuUo).

[PI. Iv. 6.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' This piece is struck on a large flan. The obverse type was also used by P. Sepullius

Macer (see p. 54,9).

" It is unfortunate that we know so little of these moneyers who, in their capacity as praefecii

Urbi, struck gold coins in their joint names, but each using a distinct type. Of L. Cestius we
have no record beyond his coins, but it is probable that he was related to C. Cestius who
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No. Weight

4193

4194

125-2

125-0

Metal
and Si^e

N -8

N -8

Obverse Reverse

Type II.

Bust of Sibyl (?) r., draped ;

head elaborately bound
with fillet, and hair

collected into a knot
behind ; above, C • NoK
BANVS; below, L • CES
TIVS; before, PK (Prae-

fecti).

Similar ; legend divided by
head, C NoKB ANVS

Cybele -wearing turreted

cro-wn, seated 1. on
chariot, dra-wn by t-wo

lions ; in r. hand she

holds a patera ; her 1. arm
rests on a tympanum

;

before S • C (Senatiis con-

sulto).

[PI. Iv. 7.]

(Oracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. Iv. 8 obv.]

was praetor B.C. 44, the year to -which these coins are assigned, and -who refused a province

from Antony (Cicero, Philipp., iii. 10). Cicero mentions three persons of this name, who
perhaps are all the same. The Cestius -who perished in the proscription of B.C. 43 may be
either the moneyer or the praetor (Appian, Bell. Civ., iv. 26). L. Cestius is the only member
of his gens of whom coins are known. We first hear of C . Norbanus Flaccus in history in

B.C. 42, when he -was sent by Octavius and Antony -with eight legions into Macedonia to

operate against Brutus and Cassius. He was consul B.C. 38 with Appius Claudius Pulcher.

It has been supposed that Cestius and Norbanus were two of the praefects whom Caesar
appointed to take charge of Rome during his absence in Spain in B.C. 46—45 ; but Mommsen
(Hist. nwn. rom., t. ii., p. 548) considered that the coins bearing their names, as praetors,

were struck immediately after the death of Caesar by order of the Senate. Count de
Sails agreed with Mommsen in attributing the coins to B.C. 44, but it may be suggested that

Cestius and Norbanus were not praetors but praefecti Urbi who had charge of the city of

Eome after Caesar's death, and that it was in that capacity under the order of the Senate that

they struck these gold coins, as L. Plancus had done in the previous year. The death of Caesar

had re-established the power of the Senate, and in noting their control of the gold coinage they
reasserted a right, of which for a time they had been arbitrarily deprived (see above, p. 498 ;

Cicero, Philipp., vii. 1, 1). After this year it will be seen that the duty of striking gold coins

at the Roman mint was entrusted to the ordinary moneyers, and that they continued to

exercise this duty, which was in accordance with the terms of their office, so long as they

were allowed to place their names on the coins.

The types of the gold coins of Cestius and Norbanus are somewhat difficult to explain.

The positions of their names show that those with the head of Africa and the curule chair are

connected with L. Cestius, and those with the Sibyl's head and Cybele in a chariot with C. Nor-

banus. As so little is known of the Cestia gens it can only be inferred that the head of Africa

relates to some event connected with an ancestor who had distinguished himself in Africa, and also

had held the office of curule aedile. The helmet on the chair and the two serpents may refer to

the duties of the curule aediles as superintendents of the games and of public buildings, the

cleansing of the streets, &o. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 260, and vol. i., p. 169) in e.-?plainiug- the type
of Cybele in a chariot refers to a passage in Pliny {Hist. Nat., viii. 21), who relates that

Mark Antony after the battle of Pharsalus trained lions to draw his car, and that he appeared
thus in public. It seems, however, more rational to see in this type an allusion to the

introduction into Rome in B.C. 204 of the worship of Cybele from Pessinus, in accordance with
the commands of the Sibylline books, in which an ancestor of C. Norbanus may have taken
some part. The head on the obverse, especially in the mode of dressing the hair, should be
compared with a similar one on the coins of T. Carisius (see above, p. 529, no. 4060) which has
been identified as that of a Sibyl. This identification of the head seems more suitable than as

that of Venus. The selection of these types would show that L. Cestius and C. Norbanus,
being unwilling to favour either political party at Rome, adopted the practice of the ordinary

moneyers of illustrating on their coins events connected with the history of their families.

4 B
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PERIOD XIY.

Circ. B.C. 43—37; a.u.c. 711—717.

The coins which are classed to the previous Period extend to the end of the

year of Caesar's death. Those of the present one take us from the siege of

Mutina (b.c. 43) to the struggle between Octavius and Sextus Pompey for the

supremacy of the waters of the Mediterranean, the result of which was still in

the balance (b.c. 37). It was during these years that Eome witnessed the

formation of the triumvirate between Antony, Octavius, and Lepidus, under the

original terms of which they constituted themselves the guardians of the State,

and partitioned amongst themselves the government of the western provinces,

over which they were to exercise a quasi-consular rule. By subsequent arrange-

ments they extended their powers to the eastern provinces, and a.rene3Hal.aE_the

triumvirate took j^ce in B.C. 37. What effect this compact had on the coinage,

not only of the Eoman mint but also on those issued in the provinces, will be

seen later on. Our reason for closing this Period at B.C. 37, and for not extend-

ing it to the end of the triumvirate, which was practically not dissolved till

the defeat of Antony at Actium, and his death (b.c. 31—30), is based on two

main circumstances ;—first, that from B.C. 37 till circ. B.C. 16 the names of

the moneyers cease to appear on the coins ; and secondly, that the burial

of most of the finds which relate to this Period took place between B.C. 38—36.

Besides these two lines of demarcation the coinage after B.C. 37 assumes an

entirely new phase, and all the types are in honour of Octavius, his portrait

being usually placed on the obverse, whilst on the reverse are depicted events

connected with his personal history. The coinage in character becomes imperial.

As the present work will be too extensive to be included in a single volume,

this radical change in the coinage of the Eoman mint affords a convenient

opportunity for terminating the first volume. The second volume will contain

descriptions of the remaining coinages struck at the Eoman mint down to B.C. 3

inclusive, and of those issued in Italy (outside Eome) and in the various provinces.

Denominations and Types.—The only denominations struck at thejloman

mint during these years are the aureus in gold, and the denarius in silver.

There were no_bronze coins. In the provinces, however, both West and East,

the quinarius was also struck, and bronze money based on the Eoman standard

was issued by Antony in the East, and by Octavius in Gaul (see Numismatic

Chronicle, 1904, pp. 185 f.). It has already been noticed that a local bronze

coinage had been instituted in Spain by Cnaeus and Sextus Pompey during

B.C. 46—44 (see above, p. 499).

The change which took place in the natm'e of the types of the coins during

B.C. 49—44 becomes more marked towards the end of the present Period.

These types may be classified into three series ; those which, as previously, relate

to the history of the families of the moneyers ; those which record current events

;
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and those which are specially in honour of the triumvirs. This last series usually

has on the obverse the portraits of the triumvirs. The custom of placing the

portraits of living personages on the money was exceptional at the Eoman
mint, but general on the coinages issued in the provinces.

The forms of the moneyers' names are similar to those of the previous

Period, but the individual variations are fewer, i.e. each moneyer keeps more to

a particular form. In the inscriptions the closed P for P still occasionally occurs.

Classification.—The quatuorvirate of the mint, which was established by
Julius Caesar in B.C. 44 (see above, p. 499), is continued, but apparently on the

principle that the right of striking money was only exercised by two of their

number, that is if we accept the view that the mint was always open, and that

the appointment of the moneyers was annual. Count de Sails has therefore

assigned two moneyers to each year, and has based their succession on the

evidence of the coins themselves, and on that of the finds which were then

known to him. Almost the only information which Count de Sails has put on

record in connection with his classification of the Eoman republican series relates

to his arrangement of the coinages of this Period. .In a manuscript note in

French, the language usually employed by him, he remarks, "En 711 (b.c. 43) le

cuivre cesse pour ne pas reparaitre que vers 738 (b.c. 16) et les quatuorvirs (un

quatrifeme magistrat mon^taire avait 6t6 institu6 I'ann^e pr6c6dente) frappent I'or

aussi bien que 1'argent. Ceux de 711 a 714 (b.c. 43—40) nous sent inconnus, et le

classement de leurs monnaies ne peut etre qu'approximatif. Les six quatuorvirs

que j'ai places aux ann^es 715, 716 et 717 (b.c. 39, 38, and 37) nous sent ^galement

inconnus, mais les trouvailles d'Arbanats, de Chantenay, et de PeccioU ne laissent

gufere de doute quant a ces dates. Mussidius Longus et L. Livineius Eegulus

ont frapp6 en I'honneur des trois triumvirs. L6pide disparait sous P. Clodius et

C. Vibius Varus, et Antoine sous C. Vooonius Vitulus et Ti. Sempronius Graocus."

This gradual elimination of the portrait-money of the triumvirs, on which Count

de Sails based in a certain degree his classification of the coinage between

B.C. 39—37, is, however, partly negatived by the find of gold coins at Cajazzo

in Campania in 1878, where aurei of Lepidus struck by P. Clodius as well as

by C. Vibius Varus occurred (see below, pp. 584, 588). The addition of these

gold coins to the series does not, however, affect the general classification.

Before discussing the order of the moneyers of the Eoman mint of this

Period, some reference should be made to the various issues of coins of the

Eoman standard and types which were struck outside Italy, and the following

chronology of the more important events of Eoman history between B.C. 43—37,

so far as they are reflected in the coinage, will afford a general view of the

spread of the provincial issues. These were referred to incidentally in the pre-

ceding Period. These data will also enable us to follow more closely the

evidence of the finds.

B.C. 43.—Siege of Mutina ; Antony is defeated by Octavius and the consuls

Pansa and Hirtius, who are slain, and retires to Gaul, where he is joined by

Lepidus. Octavius elected consul leaves Eome, and opens negotiations with

Antony and Lepidus, and they declare themselves a triumvirate for the settle-

ment of the Commonwealth with the title of Triumviri Beipiiblicae GonstiUmndae,

and divide amongst themselves the government of the western provinces.
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Lepidus obtains Narbonese Gaul and Spain ; Antony, Gaul on both sides of the

Alps ; and Octavius, Africa, Sardinia, and Sicily. Italy proper, the hearth of

Eoman freedom, is exempted from this proconsular imperium. In the East

Brutus subdues the Thracian tribes ; Cassius defeats Dolabella in Syria, and

they subsequently ravage Ehodes and Lycia.

B.C. 42.—Antony and Octavius cross to Greece and defeat Brutus and

Cassius at the battles of Philippi ; both of the so-called liberators perish. Sextus

Pompey seizes SicUy. The triumvirs make a new division of the empire

;

Antony assumes the government of the Eastern provinces, Octavius that of the

Western, and Lepidus was to receive Africa conditionally. Italy, as before, is

common to all three.

B.C. 41.—War in Italy between Octavius and Lucius Antonius. Siege of

Perusia.

B.C. 40.—Capture of Perusia. Treaty of Brundusium, and reconciliation of

Antony and Octavius. Another division of the Empire is arranged by the

triumvirs, based on that of B.C. 42. Antony retains the Eastern provinces,

Octavius receives the Western, west of Scodra in lUyricum, and Lepidus is con-

firmed in the possession of Africa. Italy still remains neutral ground. Antony

marries Octavia. Labienus and the Parfchians invade Syria.

B.C. 39.—Treaty of Misenum (or Puteoli), and admission of Sextus Pompey

to a share of power in Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and Achaia. Antony winters at

Athens. Ventidius, legate of Antony, defeats the Parthians.

B.C. 38.—War between Octavius and Sextus Pompey; the former is defeated

in the bay of Oumae. Ventidius again triumphs over the Parthians.

B.C. 37.—Octavius refuses assistance from Antony ; equips another fleet

and attacks Sextus Pompey. Eeeonciliation of Antony and Octavius, and treaty

of Tarentum. The triumvirate is extended to a second period of five years.

Antony assists Octavius in Sicily, who in return sends an army to Parthia.

The above events are illustrated by issues of coins in the provinces,

which may be briefly enumerated :

—

Spain.—Issues of Sextus Pompey, B.C. 45—44; and of Cn. Domitius

Calvinus, as proconsul, in the expedition against the Cerretani, B.C. 39—37.

Gaul.—Issues of Mark Antony after the formation of the triumvirate, B.C.

43—42 ; and of Octavius after the second division of the empire, B.C. .41— 36.

East.—Issues of Caius Antonius as proconsul, B.C. 44—43 ; of M. Junius

Brutus and C. Cassius, their legates, and praefeotus classis (L. Statius Murcus),

B.C. 43—42 ; of Antony, his generals (Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus and L.

Munatius Plancus), proquaestors, quaestors, and praefecti classis, B.C. 42—35

;

of Q. Labienus, b.c. 40—39.

Sicily.—Issues of Sextus Pompey, b.c. 42—36.

Africa.—Issues of Quintus Cornuficius as propraetor, b.c. 44—42 ; of

Lepidus as triumvir, b.c. 40—37, and of Octavius, b.c. 36.

The denominations struck in the provinces are the aureus in gold, and the

denarius and quinarius in silver. The bronze money, which was of the semuncial

and quarter ounce standards, consists of the sestertius, and its divisions to the

sextans.

At the Eoman mint there was no change at first in the nature of the types.
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According to Count de Salis's classification, the moneyers from B.C. 43—40

recorded on their coins events connected with the past history of their families.

One of them, L. Plaminius Chilo, however, issued memorial coins of Julius

Caesar bearing his portrait (p. 566). Hitherto, as we have seen (p. 498), the

coinages in gold had been of a special nature, being limited to those of Julius

Caesar himself, or to those of special officers of the State, but now they were en-

trusted to the ordinary moneyers. So far as the classifioation shows, this duty

was from B.C. 43—40 limited to a single moneyer in each year. In B.C. 39, whilst

still adhering in a measure to the personal nature of the types of their coins,

the moneyers employed others which relate to contemporary events, more
especially in connection with the triumvirs, whose portraits were introduced.

Both the moneyers of this year struck gold coins, on some of which each

one styles himself llll • VIR. • A • P • F [Quatuorvir auro publico feriundo). By
this gradual development the coinage of the Eoman mint is assimilated to those

issued in the provinces. In B.C. 38 the same conditions prevailed, but in B.C. 37

the portraits on the coins are limited to those of Octavius and Julius Caesar, his

adoptive father ; those of Antony and Lepidus being excluded.

The classification, proposed hj Count de Sails, seems to illustrate in a

remarkable manner the position assumed by the Senate towards the members of

the triumvirate during the years B.C. 43—37. From B.C. 43—40 there are no

traces on the money of the Eoman mint of the powers which the triumvirs had

assumed without authority. The appearance of their portraits on the coinages

of B.C. 39—38, which practically coincides with the third division of the

Empire by the triumvirs, shows that the Senate was prepared to acknowledge

their position in the State, and when in B.C. 37 we meet with the portrait of

Octavius only, we have a strong indication of his growing influence in the West

to the exclusion of that of his colleagues. Lepidus by this time had become a

mere dependent on the will of Octavius, and Antony's connection with Cleopatra

not only threatened to sever entirely his friendship with Octavius, but also to

weaken his influence with the Senate. Dion Cassius (xlviii. 34) says that in the

consulship of L. Marcius and C. Sabinus (b.c. 39) the acts of the triumvirs since

their entry into power were ratified by the Senate. The succession of the

moneyers as proposed by Count de Salis appears to be supported not only

historically but also numismatically, and in the main it is confirmed by the

evidence of finds. Mommsen and others, in discussing the evidence of finds,

have suggested a somewhat different sequence of moneyers between b.c. 43—37.

Attention will be drawn to the main points of difference in the notes on the

issues to which they apply.

The hoards, the burial of which appears to have occurred at some time

between b.c. 43—37 or a little later, are twelve in number, and comprise one

near Florence, and others at San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte (near Eeggio, Prov.

di Modena), Vigatto (Prov. di Parma), Santa Anna (Prov. di Modena), Ossolaro

(near Cremona), Pieve-Quinta (Prov. di Eomagna), Grosspold (Transylvania),

Borzano (near Eeggio, Prov. di Modena), Peccioli (Prov. di Pisa), Arbanats

(Gironde), Garlasco (Prov. di Parma), and Carbonara (Prov. di Bari). The

contents of these hoards will now be briefly noted, with the probable dates of

their' burial.
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The Fl-orence hoard, which was discovered m the neighbourhood of that

city in 1875, consisted of about 200 denarii. The find was quickly dispersed

amongst dealers and others, but Bahrfeldt was able to examine about three-

fourths of its contents, consisting of 148 specimens, of which he has given a

description in the Xum. Zeit., 1S79, pp. 77—82. The earliest pieces date from

the middle of the second century B.C., and are of Q. Marcius Libo, L. Saufeius,

and C. Maianius (circ. B.C. 172—151) ; those of the last moneyer are assigned

to local issue. The latest coins of the Eoman mint are denarii of Mn. Cordius

Eufus (B.C. 46), T. Carisius (b.c. 45), and P. Accoleius Lariscolus (b.c. 41). Of

issues outside Italy there were pieces of Juhus Caesar struck in the East,

B.C. 43 [head of Venus and Aeneas and AncJiises ; Babelon, vol. ii., p. 11, no. 10);

in Africa B.C. 46 (head of Ceres and emblems of the pontificate ; ib., vol. ii., p. 14,

no. 16); and in Spain, B.c. 45 (bust of Venus with Cupid and trophy; ih.,

vol. ii., p. 11, no. 11). All these coins are described as being in mint condition.

The chief interest of the find, which represents but imperfectly the later

issues of the Eoman mint, is that its concealment took place at a slightly

earher date than any of the others which are assigned to this Period, i.e.

circ. B.C. 41.

The San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte hoard was unearthed in May, 1834.

This small town is situated about five mUes from Eeggio, and about three from

the Via Emilia. The hoard, consisting of about 431 republican denarii, was

contained in a small earthenware vase. On account of the chalky nature of the

soil the coins were in specially fine condition. They were described by Cavedoni

{Saggio, Appendice C, p. 181 ; Bip)ostigli,'p. 35). With the exception of two coins,

which were retained by the owner of the land, the whole hoard passed into the

Este collection. The latest pieces of the Eoman mint are those of P. Sepulhus

Macer (b.c. 44), P. Accoleius Lariscolus (b.c. 41), and PetUUus Capitohnus

(B.C. 40). Of the provincial issues there were coins of Julius Caesar struck in

the East (b.c. 48), in Africa (b.c. 46), and in Spain (b.c. 45), of the same

issues as occurred in the Florence hoard. The presence of the coins of Petillius

Capitolinus in the San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte hoard shows that it was

slightly later than that discovered near Florence.

The Vi^atto hoard was discovered in ] 863. This place is a few mUes south

of Parma. Sig. Luigi Pigorini, who supplied Mommsen with some particulars of

the hoard {Zeit. f. Num., 1875, pp. 63 f.), was unable to state how many coins

were in it, nor did he record the number of pieces of the various issues. The

earliest denarii date from a little before the middle of the second century B.C.,

and the latest pieces of the Eoman mint are those of L. Mussidius Longus and

L. Livineius Eegulus (b.c. 39). If we except the denarius of C. Cossutius !Mari-

dianus, which was issued at Eome in the year of Caesar's death, these latter were

the only pieces in the hoard which were struck between B.C. 44—39. Of provincial

issues the latest examples are the denarii of Caesar struck in Spain B.C. 45

(bust of Venus with Cupid and trophy ; Babelon, vol. ii., p. 11, no. 11), and of

Antony and JuHus Caesar, with their heads, struck in Gaul b.c. 42 (J/. Anton,

imp. and Caesar die. ; ib., vol. i., p. 162, no. 5). The Vigatto hoard is slightly

later in date than that of San Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte, and, according to

Count de Salis's classification, its bmial should have occurred towards the end of
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B.C. 39 or early in the following year. Mommsen (loc. cit.), who was of opinion

that P. Accoleius Larisoolus, Petillius Oapitolinus, L. Livineius Eegulus, and
L. Mussidius Longus formed a quatuorvirate of the mint in B.C. 43 (a.u.c. 711),

and tliat the denarius of Antony and Julius Caesar was struck during the siege

of Mutina, has assigned a slightly earlier date to the concealment of this hoard.

Santa Anna, at which place a large hoard of Eoman coins was discovered

in 1831, is situated on the right bank of the Panaro, about a mile from the

bridge San Ambrogio, and on the borders of the territories of Modena and Bologna.

The hoard was quickly dispersed, but Cavedoni [Saggio, Appendice A, p. 163, and
C, p. 179 ; Bipostigli, p. 35) described about 2000 specimens of its contents. On
account of the ferruginous nature of the soil the greater number of the coins were
much oxidized. The hoard contained some specimens of the earliest issues, and
with the exception of the few years before its burial, was very representative of the

whole series. The latest pieces of the Eoman mint are those of P. Cornelius

Lentulus Marcellinus (b.c. 42), L. Livineius Eegulus (b.c. 39), and P. Clodius

(B.C. 38). Coins of the last moneyer had not occurred in any previously-mentioned

hoard. The provincial coinages were well represented, but not the more recent

issues. The latest pieces in the hoard are those of Julius Caesar struck in Africa,

B.C. 46 (head of Ceres and emblems of the pontificate ; Babelon, vol. ii., p. 14,

no. 26) ; and in Spain, b.c. 45 {bust of Venus luith Cupid and trophy ; ib., vol. ii.,

p. 11, no. 11). Mommsen [Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 143) thought that its burial

took place about the same time as those of Villola and Collecchio, but the presence

of coins of several issues struck after Caesar's death compels us to assign it to a

somewhat later date, ciro. b.c. 38.

At Ossolaro, about five miles from Cremona, a peasant, in the month of

June, 1876, unearthed a terra-cotta vase containing about 2500 republican coins.

His companions quickly seized the coins and disposed of them. Many, how-

ever, passed into the hands of various persons living at Cremona, and soon

found their way to Milan, Eome, Verona, and Venice. With the assistance of Dr.

Prancesco Eobolotti, Prof. D. Prancesco Pizzi was able to examine the greater

portion of the hoard, of which he has given a detailed description in the Scavi,

1876, pp. 157 f. ; 1877, pp. 49 f. The series from the middle of the second

century B.C. as represented by this hoard was unusually complete. The latest

coins of the Eoman mint are those of P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus

(B.C. 42) and P. Clodius (b.c. 38). These were the only issues repre-

sented during the period B.C. 44—38. There were no coins of the provincial

issues of so late a date; the most recent being of Julius Caesar struck in the

East, ciro. b.c. 48 (head of Venus and Aeneas and Anchises ; Babelon, vol. ii.,

p. 11, no. 10), and others of Spain, B.C. 45 (bust of Venus with Cupid and trophy ;

ib., vol. ii., p. 11, no. 11). Mommsen, who has discussed the date of the burial of

this hoard, and attributed it to circ. B.C. 46 {Zeit. f. Num., 1884, pp. 152 f.), was of

opinion that the two coins of P. Clodius did not form part of the find. Prof. Pizzi,

however, stated that he could not say that the insertion of these coins after the

discovery of the hoard was impossible, but that at least it was improbable.

Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 524) also attributed the coins of Marcellinus to

a date before B.C. 49 (see below, p. 567). Taken in connection with the Santa Anna

hoard, the burial of that of Ossolaro may be put about the same date, i.e. B.c. 38.
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The Pieve-Quinta hoard was discovered in February, 1S79, and consisted of

about 1000 denarii. Specimens to the number of 840 were obtained for the

Porli ^Museum, Pieve-Quinta being situated about eight Idlometres from that

city in the Eomagna. The hoard was first described by Sig. Antonio Santarelli

(Xotizia di un ripostiglio di denari consolari trovato a Picve-Quinta nel Forlivcse,

ForH, 1879). On account of its chronological importance for coins struck after the

death of Caesar, the hoard was re-described by Bahrfeldt, and arranged according

to the ]\Iommsen-Blaeas classification {Zeit. f. Xum., 1883, pp. 9 f.). Though

it was of considerable extent, and comprised some of the earliest-struck

denarii, there were no qninarii. The series issued after the death of Caesar was

more fully represented than in any one of the previously mentioned hoards of

this Period. Of the Eoman mint there were denarii of P. Comehus Lentulus

MarceUinus (b.c. 42), P. Accoleius Lariscolus (b.c. 41), L. !Mussidius Longus and

L. Livineius Eegulus (b.c. 39), and P. Clodius and C. Yibius Yams (b.c. 3S).

This is the first instance of the occurrence of denarii of C. Vibius Varus in a hoard.

Of the provincial coins it is only necessary to mention those of Antony and Julius

Caesar, with their heads {M. Anton, imp. and Caesar die. ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 162,

no. 5), struck in Gaul B.C. 42 ; and of C. Cassius and P. Cornelius Lentulus

Spinther (C. Cassi. imj}. and head of Libertas ; rev., Lcntuhts Sj^int., and cajjis

and litiius ; ih., vol. i., p. 336, no. 16), struck in the East b.c. 43—42. The

burial of the Pieve-Quinta hoard probabh* occurred late in B.C. 38 or eaily in the

following year.

At G-rosspoId, near Hermannstadt, Transylvania, there was found in June,

1860, a hoard of about 500 Eoman repubhcan denarii. The finders, who were

peasants, engaged in planting an oak forest, disposed of 455 pieces to the

Pfarrer Ackner, by whom a hst was supphed to the Imperial Central Com-

mission. This hst is published in the Archiv fiir Kunde osterreicJiischcr Ge-

schichts-Quellen, 1863, pp. 311 f. The contents of the hoard, though of less

extent, were very similar to those of the Pieve-Quinta find, except that few of the

later provincial coins were included. Of the Eoman mint the most recent pieces

are those of P. Cornelius Lentulus MarceUinus (b.c. 42), L. Mussidius Longus

and L. Livineius Eegulus (b.c. 39), and P. Clodius and C. Yibius Yarns (b.c. 38).

The latest coin of the pj-ovincial mints is that of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus,

struck in the East, b.c. 42—41, with rev., prow and trophy [Ahenohar. and Cn.

Domitiibs imp. ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 467, no. 21).

The Borzano hoard was recently discovered by a peasant when working in a

field. Borzano is a village near Scandiano, on the slope of the Apennines. The

hoard was contained in a vase, and was disposed of by the finder to a jeweller.

About one-half was recovered and deposited in the Museum at Eeggio, but the

other half was destroyed. The portion of the hoard in the Eeggio Museum

consists of 597 denarii and 514 quinarii, which have been carefully described by

Bahrfeldt in chronological order. He also compiled a table showing the relation

between this find and others of the same period {Bev. Num. Beige, 1901, pp. 143-

166). The most remarkable circumstance connected with this one is that it con-

tained a very unusual number of quinarii, more than had been met with in any

other find. Next to it in this respect come those of Carrara with 505

specimens, of San Miuiato with 68, of Aveuale with 37, and of Pales-
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trina with 31. The greater number of these quinarii were struck soon after

the passing of the Lex Glodia, circ. B.C. 104, but there were a few of quite

recent date. After careful comparison with the evidence afforded by other

hoards, Bahrfeldt is of opinion that that of Borzano was buried circ. B.C. 43,

some years earlier than can be assigned to it under Count de Salis's arrange-

ment. A glance at the Tables of Finds shows that the coinage of each year from

B.C. 42—38, including the two issues of P. Clodius and C. Vibius Varus of the

last date, was represented, though not those of all the moneyers. The latest

provincial coins are the quinarii of Antony (ilf. Ant. imp.; rev., Victory

crmoning trophy ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 162, no. 7), and of Antony and Lepidus

(ill. Ant. imp. and lituus, capis and raven; rev., M. Lep. imp. and sacrificial

implements; ih., vol. i., p. 130, no. 29), struck in Gaul, B.C. 43—42; and the

denarii of C. Cassius and P. Cornelius Spinther, as in the Pieve-Quinta find

(C. Gassi. imp. and Lentulus Spint. ; ib., vol. i., p. 336, no. 16), struck in the East,

B.C. 43—42. The burial of this hoard doubtless occurred about B.C. 38.

Near Peccioli, in the Valle d'Era, Prov. di Pisa, a peasant, on the 18th

January, 1854, unearthed a large hoard of republican coins numbering about

6000. Of these from 4000 to 5000 came into the hands of the priest of the

village, who sent to Cavedoni about 150 of the finest specimens, a description

of which is given in the Annali dell' Inst, arch., 1854, pp. 61, 62. The

conclusions to be drawn from such a very small portion of so large a hoard must

be made with a certain amount of caution. As the coins described by Cavedoni

were in the finest state of preservation, we have some indication of the date of

the burial of the hoard. From the Tables of Finds it will be seen that the latest

coins of the Eoman mint in it were almost identical with those in the Borzano

hoard, but those of the provincial mints take us down a little later. There were

specimens of many of the provincial issues attributed by Count de Sails to

B.C. 41—40, including denarii of the quaestor M. Barbatius, bearing portraits of

Antony and Octavius {M. Ant. imp. aiig. iiivir, &c., and Caesar imp. pant, iiivir, &c.

;

Babelon, vol. i., p. 176, no. 51), struck in the Bast, circ. B.C. 41. Of Sicily there

was, however, a denarius with the name of Q. Nasidius, one of Sextus Pompey's

admirals, with the rev. type, a galley, which may be classed to B.C. 38— 36

(Babelon, vol. ii., p. 252, no. 1). As in the case of the previously named hoards of

Borzano, Grosspold, and Pieve-Quinta, we would also assign the burial of this

one to B.C. 38 or early in B.C. 37. It is most unfortunate for our purpose that

Cavedoni did not give more details of this hoard.

The Garlasco hoard was briefly described by Sig. V. Promis in the Scavi,

1881, pp. 447-450. Garlasco is situated in the province of Pavia. The hoard

consisted of about 500 pieces, of which about 400 were mentioned by Sig. Promis,

who placed the latest at B.C. 38. The most recent pieces of the Eoman
mint in this hoard were precisely similar to those found at Peccioli and

Borzano, but the provincial issues take us down to a somewhat later date. As

in the Peccioli hoard, there was a specimen of the denarius of Q. Nasidius struck

in Sicily B.C. 38—36 ; and, in addition, others of Antony with rev. Pietas

{Ant. Aug. imp. and Pietas Gos. ; ih., vol. i., p. 173, no. 43), struck in Gaul,

B.C. 41 ; of Octavius and Antony with rev. caduceus (Caesar imp. and Antonius

imp. ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 1G4, no. 15), also of Gaul, B.C. 39; and of Lepidus and

+- 4 c
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Octavius with their heads {Lepidus pont. max. iiivir B.P.C. and Caesar imp.

iiivir B.P.C. ; ih., vol. i., p. 132, no. 35), struck in Africa, B.C. 40—37 ; of Octavius

alone with rev. temple of Julius [Bivo Jul. and Cos. iter, et ter. desig. ; ib.,

vol. ii., p. 59, no. 139), also of Africa, B.C. 36. Though coins of the Eoman
mint of Q. Voconius Yitulus and Ti. Sempronius Graccus attributed to

B.C. 37 "were absent, yet the presence of the denarius of Octavius with rev.

Temple of Julius, Divo Jul., which Count de Sails has assigned to circ. B.C. 36,

shows that the burial of the Garlasco hoard could not have taken place before

that date.

At Arhanats, near Podensac, in the department of Gironde, in the ancient

territory of the Bituriges Tivisci, and about 24 kilometres from Bordeaux, there

was found in 1859 in a vineyard a hoard of republican coins consisting of 966

pieces (Mommsen, Hist. vion. rom., t. ii., p. 146). The hoard in its entirety was
secured by the Due de Luynes, who presented it to the Cabinet des M6dailles

at Paris. Cavedoni {Bull, dell' Inst, arch., 1863, pp. 14 f.) published a complete

list, with details of the numbers of each issue and the condition of the individual

pieces. The most remarkable coin in the hoard was the denarius of Valerius

Messalla, struck circ. B.C. 53 (see above, p. 493), which had not been met

with in any previously recorded find. Mommsen {loc. cit.) refers to the

great similarity between the contents of the Arbanats and Peccioli hoards, but

he does not appear to have noticed that the former contained three specimens of

the denarius of Ti. Sempronius Graccus, attributed to B.C. 37, which had not

been met with in any of the previous hoards, and which Cavedoni {op. cit.,

p. 20) described as being a fleur de coin (see Tables of Finds). Amongst the later

provincial issues there were coins of Octavius and Antony with rev. caducous

(Caesar imp. and Antonius imp. ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 164, no. 15), struck in

Gaul, B.C. 39 ; of M. Barbatius, the quaestor of Antony, with heads of Antony

and Octavius, struck in the East, B.C. 41 (ii., vol. i., p. 176, no. 51) ; and of

Lepidus and Octavius with their heads {Lepidus pont. max. iiivir B.P.C. and

Caesar imp. iiivir B.P.C. ; ih., vol. i., p. 132, no. 35), struck in Africa, B.C. 40—37.

According to Count de Salis's classification, this hoard, on account of the presence

of the denarii of Ti. Sempronius Graccus, could not have been buried till after

B.C. 37. It is possible that its burial may have slightly preceded that of the

Garlasco hoard.

The Carbonara I. hoard, now mentioned, was discovered in 1882 by a peasant.

It has been already noticed (see above, p. 501) that in 1903 a similar hoard

occurred at this place, the burial of which was of a slightly earlier date.

To distinguish between the two hoards the present one is caUed the Carbonara I.,

whilst the other is designated the Carbonara II. hoard. This place is

situated in the province of Bari. The hoard was described by Prof. G. de Petra

in the Scavi, 1884, pp. 310 f., and for purposes of comparison he gives also the

contents of those of Ossolaro and Garlasco. Prof, de Petra tells us that the

peasant gave up at first 1476 denarii, but a rumour soon spread that he had

retained a large portion of the hoard. This proved to be the case, and he

subsequently handed over the remainder, consisting of 2430 pieces, which, in

order to escape the penalty incurred by the concealment of treasure-trove, he

said he had found at a later date, but near the same spot. After a careful
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examination, Prof, de Petra was of opinion that both series came from one

hoard. As regards the coins of the Eoman mint all the issues from B.C.

41—38 were represented, and in addition this hoard contained a specimen of the

coinage of Q. Voconius Vitulus (b.c. 37) which had not occurred in any one of

those previously mentioned. There were, however, no coins of Ti. Sempronius

Graccus, the moneyer of the same year. The provincial coins were very similar

to those in the Garlasco hoard; there being present denarii of Antony with rev.,

head of Sol [M. Antoniits M. f. M. n. augur imp. ter. and iiivir JR.P.C. cos. desig.

iter, et ter. ; Babelon, vol. i., p. 188, no. 80), struck in the East, aire. B.C. 38—37 ;

of Q. Nasidius struck in Sicily, B.C. 38—36 (ib., vol. ii., p. 252, no. 1) ; of Lepidus

and Octavius struck in Africa, B.C. 40—37 {ib., vol. i., p. 132, no. 25) ; and of

Octavius with rev. temple of Julius {Diio Jul.; ib., vol. ii., p. 59, no. 139), also

struck in Africa, B.C. 36. The burial of this hoard must have occurred during or

soon after B.C. 36, and about the same time as that of Garlasco, and perhaps a

little before that of Arbanats.

There still remains to be mentioned one other hoard, that of Cordova,

discovered in 1834, from which Sen. Fernandez Guerra acquired about 130

denarii. The particulars of this hoard, which were supplied to Mommsen by

Sen. Zobel {Ann. dell' Inst, arch., 1863, p. 75; and Mommsen, Hist. inon. rom.,

t. ii., p. 145), are so vague that we have not considered it necessary to include it

in the Tables of Finds, as any evidence of chronology which it would supply

would be too uncertain. Mommsen, however, remarks that this hoard not only

contained examples of the latest pieces in that of Liria, but that it also

supplied evidence for separating the coins of L. Livineius Eegulus, which he

struck as a quatuorvir of the mint, from those issued by him as a praefectus Urbi
;

assigning the former to B.C. 43, and the latter to B.C. 38. The question of the

date of this issue will be discussed with the description of the coins (see below

p. 579).

In the above summary of the contents of the somewhat numerous hoards

assigned to this Period (b.c 43—37), it will be seen that as evidence of the

chronological order of the moneyers they are not quite so satisfactory as

in previous instances. In the earlier finds the series of issues are somewhat

broken, and there are gaps which can only be accounted for by the fact that

a complete find has rarely been described, but, in most instances, only a

limited portion. These lacunae may also be due to the smallness of some of

the issues, as shown by the extreme rarity of many of the coins at the present

day. In the later finds the series are more continuous, but even in these the

years from B.C. 44—42 are but scantily represented. As these hoards were

mostly found in Italy, the absence of many of the later coins of the provincial

issues can be well accounted for, since those struck at a considerable distance

would naturally find their way slowly into Italy, and in a broken order. It is

therefore not surprising that in some cases the provincial coins had been in

circulation some years before the actual burial of the hoard. The presence in

the Garlasco, Arbanats and Carbonara I. hoards of coins of so late a date as

B.C. 36 would tend to show that they were not concealed till after the moneyers'

names had ceased to appear on those struck at the Eoman mint.
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No. IVewht , ,.
^ ana tiize

4195 124-7 .V -75

4196 58-7

4197 58-2

^R -8

M -75

Oiceme Reverse

Circ. B.C. 43 ; a.u.c. 711 i

C.CLODIVS C.F.VESTALIS

(CAIUS CLODIUS CAII FILIUS YESTALIS^)

Aureus

Bust of Flora r., slightly

draped, wearing wreath
of leaves and flowers, and
earring in shape of cross

;
1

hair rolled back, and col-
|

lected into a knot, which
is decorated with flowers

or jewels ; behind her
j

shoulders, lily ; around i

C.CLODIVS CF
I

Vestal virgin,ClaudiaQuinta,

veiled, seated L, holding

in 1. hand bowl with two
handles [cynibiunif ; be-

hind, VESTALIS
[PI. Iv. 9.]

(Borrell CoU.)

Denarius

Similar ; Flora wears wreath
of flowers only.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. Iv. 10.]

(Devonshire Coll.)

Similar.

^ The two moneyers whose coins are attributed to this year are C. Clodius C. f. Testalis

and L. Flaminius Chilo, the latter giving his title as a quatuorvir of the mint. He struck only
in silver, but his colleague Clodius issued also gold coins, aurei, and he appears to have been
the first ordinary moneyer who exercised this privilege. Hitherto, as already noticed (pp. 498,

557), gold money had only been issued at Rome either by Caesar or by some special ofiicer

of State. According to Count de Salis's classification the same conditions appear to have
existed at the Roman mint for the next two years. With the exception of those pieces of L.

Flaminius Chilo which bear the head of Julius Caesar, the types of the coins of this year
commemorate events connected with the moneyers' families.

' This moneyer was formerly identified as one of the sons of C. Claudius Puloher, who
was praetor B.C. 56, but the recent discovery on the site of the old Forum Clodii^ in Southern
Etruria, of two inscriptions dedicated to the proconsul, C. Clodius C. f . Vestalis, shows that the

cognomen of the moneyer whs Vestalis ( Mommsen, Zeit.f. Num., 1SS7, pp. 202 f
.
; C.I. L. xi., 3310o,

3311). It is quite possible that the moneyer may be identified with the proconsul mentioned
in these inscriptions. Mommsen {Hist. Ttion. rom., t. ii.

, p. 550) originally associated Clodius
with M. Arrius Secundus, C. Xumonius Vaala, and L. Servius Rufus at the mint, and placed
their term of of&ce at circ. B.C. 43, but owing to the absence of any of the coins of Clodius in

the Vigatto, Pieve-Quinta, Peccioli, Garlasco,and Carbonara I. finds, he subsequently suggested
(Zeit. f. Num., loc. cit.) that they must have been struck after the burial of those hoards circ.

B.C. 37, but before B.C. 16, when, in his opinion, the issue of gold coins ceased under the authority

of the Senate, and the right was vested in the Emperor. Though it is difficult to explain the

absence of the coins of Clodius from the finds above mentioned, yet specimens occurred in the
Grosspold hoard, the burial of which did not take place till B.C. 38 or 37. According to Count
de Salis's classification, if these coins were not struck before B.C. 36 they could not have been
issued till after B.C. 17, and their style and fabric alone would preclude their being attributed

to so late a date. Babelon (vol. i., p. 352) has also attributed their issue to B.C. 43.

' The types of the coins of Clodius are personal to his family. The head of Flora recalls

the Ludi FloraJes, which one of his ancestors, the consul C. Claudius Centho, had organized in

honour of that divinity in B.C. 240, and the figure on the reverse is that of the vestal, Claudia
Quinta, famous in connection with the transportation of the image of Cybele from Pessinus to

Rome in B.C. 204 (a.u.c. 550), and to whom the Senate erected a statue, which was placed in the

vestibule of the temple of the goddess. The seated figure is a representation of this statue

(Babelon, vol. i., p. 353). It was from her that the Claudia gens assumed the cognomen
Vestalis.
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No. Weight
Metal

and She Obverse Reverse

4198 60-5

4199

4200

52-5

58-4

M -75

M -9

M -8

L.FLAMINIVS CHILD

(LUCIUS FLAMINIUS CHILO i)

Denarius

Type I.

Female head (Juno Moneta?)
r., wearing diadem, ear-

ring in shape of cross, and
necklace ; hair rolled ba ck,

collected into a knot be-

hind, and falling in one
look down the neck; string

of pearls at back of head

;

around, llll VIR. PKI •

FL {Quatuorvir, primus
flavit).

Similar; the knot of hair

is decorated with jewels

;

and nil. VIR.

Similar; there is a coil of

hair at back of head
instead of pearls.

Victory^ in biga r., horses

galloping ; she holds

wreath in r. hand, and
reins in 1. ; below horses,

L-FLAMIN; in the ex-

ergue, CHILO
[PI. Iv. 11.]

(Nott.)

Similar.

(Townley Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. Iv. 12.]

' This moneyer is only known from his coins. He was probably a descendant of L. Fla-

minius Cilo, who also held the office of moneyer at an earlier date, and whose coins are classed

by Count de Salis with the local issues (see Italy, b.c. 99—91). He is generally associated

in the quatnorvirate of the mint with M. Mettius, P. Sepullius Maoer, and C. Cossutius
Maridianus, B.C. 44 (see above, p. 542), but Count de Salis placed his appointment a year later.

A slight change in the portrait of Julius Caesar, and the absence of his name and title on the
obverse, and also the figure of Pax instead of Venus on the reverse of Type II., somewhat
separate this issue from those classed to the previous year. With the exception of the specimen
discovered at Arbanats, no coins of Flaminius occurred in any of the numerous hoards
assigned to this Period.

* This reverse type, like that of the denarius of the elder L. Flaminius Cilo (see Babelon,
vol. i., p. 495, no. 1), probably relates to the victories of the consul, C. Plaminius, in Cisalpine

Gaul in B.C. 223. The head on the obverse has been identified as of Venus, but it may be of

Juno Moneta, and in that case it would refer to the office of the moneyer. In style and treatment
it is precisely similar to the head of Fortuna on the aureus of M. Arrius Secnndus struck two years

later (see below, p. 568). Cohen (Hon. rep. rom., p. 137) has interpreted the legend PRI . FL
as Primus FLamen ; Eckhel (Boot. num. vet., t. v., pp. 212, 213) as Quatuorvir Primus Flandae
(Monetae) ; and Mommseu (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii

, p. 547) as Primus Flavit. Mommsen's ex-

planation seems the most probable one, as the legend would indicate that of the members of the
monetary college L. Flaminius Chilo acted as the superintendent-in-ohief of the issue for the

year. This would support the view evidently held by Count de Salis that often only one or two
of the three or four monetarii placed their names on the coinage during their year of office.

The obverse of Type II. is a memorial of Julius Caesar, and the figure of Pax instead of

Venus on the reverse may refer to the reconciliation of Octavius, Antony, and Lepidus, which
resulted in the formation of the first triumvirate. If this meaning is to be attached to this

type, these coins could not have been issued till the autumn of B.C. 43. It may, however, be
the expression of a hope that peace would emanate from the action of those who held the fate

of the State in their hands.

The occurrence of the aspirate in the name of " Chilo" should be noticed in connection
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Ko. Weight ^f^^' and SiZ'

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse Reverse

4201

Type II.

58-9 i .H -8
! Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate.

4202
;

58-8

4203

4204

4206

55 -2

.U -8 Similar

M -85

125-2
i

.V

Similar ; showing tie of

wreath.

Pax standing 1., wearing
long drapery, holding

caduceus in r. hand, and
leaning with 1. on sceptre

;

around, L- FLAMINIVS
INI • VIR.

[PI. Iv. 13.]

Similar.

(Blaeas Coll.)

Similar.

(Nott.)

Circ. B.C. 42; a.u.c. 712 i

L.SERVIVS KVFVS

(LUCIUS SBEVIUS [SULPICIUS] EUFUS'-)

Aureus

63-2

Conjoined heads of the
Dioscuri r. ; each wear-
ing laureate pileus sur-

mounted by star ; around,

L-SERVIVS R.VFVS

Bird's eye view of the

citadel and walls of

Tusculum ; the gateway
is inscribed TVSCVL

[PI. Iv. 14.]
(Pembroke CoU.)

Denarius

JR -85 Head of the tribune Ser-

vius Sulpicius Eufus r.,

bare, and bearded;
around, L-SERVIVS
RVFVS

The Dioscuri standing fa-

cing, each armed with
spear and parazonium,
and wearing pileus sur-

mounted by star.

[PI. Iv. 15.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

with its absence in that of the moneyer of B.C. 99—94. The aspiration of the letters C, P, and
T in the moneyers' names dates from about the beginning of the first century B.C. (Mommsen,
Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 195).

Avarietyof Type I. reads L. FLAMINI for L. FLAMIN (Bahrfeldt, y«m. Zci*., 1896,

p. 120).

' As in the previous year Count de Salis has assigned to this one the issues of two moneyers
only, viz., L. Servius Sulpicius Rufus and P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus, both ordinary

officers of the mint. Rufus struck in gold and silver, Marcellinus in silver only. The types of

their coins relate to their family history, and do not touch on contemporary events.

- The identification of this moneyer as L. Servius Sulpicius Rufus, the son of Servius Sulpicius

Lemonia Rafus, the celebrated jurist and friend of Cicero, seems extremely uncertain (Babelon,

vol. ii., p. 474). He was one of the subscriptores of his father's accusation against Murena in

B.C. 63, and on the breaking out of the Civil war he joined his father in supporting the cause of

Caesar. At the time of his parent's death, which took place in B.C. 43, he must have been

considerably advanced in years, and it does not seem probable that he would have acted as



V IT 7 J Metal
•' and Size

420G 63-7

4207 61-1

4208! 59-9

CIEC. B.C. 42; A.U.C. 712

Ohverse Reverse

MARCELLINVS

([PUBLIUS CORNELIUS LENTULUS]
MAECELLINUS ')

Denarius

567

Ai -7

M -75

M -75

Head of the consul, M.
Claudius MarceUus, r.,

bare ; behind, triskelis

;

before, moneyer's name,
MARCELLINVS

Similar.

Similar.

A tetrastyle temple, towards
which a veiled togate

figure, M. Claudius Mar-
ceUus, is bearing a trophy

;

at the sides, MARCEL
LVSCOS-aVINQ {Con-

sul guinquies).

[PI. Iv. 16.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

a moDeyer except in connection with some higher office, such as quaestor or aedile, which
cannot in any way be inferred from the coins theniaelves. The identification of the moneyer
must therefore remain uncertain. In connection with finds assigned to this period, the coins
of Rufus occurred only in that of Santa Anna.

The types of the aureus and of the denarius of L. Serving Eufus refer to one event only,

the relief of Tusculum in B.C. 374 by the Roman military tribune, Servius Sulpicius Rufus, on
which occasion the Latins, having captured the city, forced the inhabitants to take refuge with
their wi\'es and children in the citadel, where the temple of the Dioscuri was situated. The
deities Castor and Pollux were specially worshipped at Tusculum, that city being not far
distant from the site of the battle of Lake Regillus, in which they are said to have taken an
active part. The heads of the Dioscuri on the aureus may be compared for similarity of form
and style with those on the denarii of Mn. Cordius Rufus (see above, p. 523), and the view of
Tusculum with that of the temple of Venus at Erycina on the coins of C. Considius Nonianus
(see above, p. 473).

There are restorations by Trajan of the denarius of this issue.

1 This moneyer was probably the consul of B.C. 18 and the son of P. Cornelius Lentnlus
Marcellinus, the quaestor of Caesar B.C. 48 ; grandson of Cu. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus,

consul B.C. 56 ; and great-grandson of P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus, the moneyer of

B.C. 89 (see above, p. 233) ; who, as we have seen, was the son of M. Claudius MarceUus, but
who had been adopted into the Cornelia gens. Nothing more appears to be known of

this moneyer's career. Specimens of this issue occurred in the Santa Anna, Oasolaro,
Pieve-Quinta, Grosspold, and Borzano hoards. Mommsen (Hist. mon. rom., t. ii., p. 524) has
attributed the coinage of Marcellinus to circ. B.C. 74—50 (A.u.c. 680—704), but as there were
no specimens of it in the San Gregorio di Sassola, Compito, Cadriano, and San Cesario hoards,
it must have been issued subsequent to B.C. 50. Nor were there any specimens in the finds

attributed to the previous period (b.c. 49—44).

The types of the coins of Marcellinus relate to two great events in the history of his

family, both connected with the career of M. Claudius MarceUus, the most illustrious of all

who bore that name, and who was consul five times. The triskelis or triquetra, the symbol of

Sicily, behind the head of MarceUus records the capture of Syracuse in B.C. 212, and the
temple on the reverse relates to the dedication by MarceUus, in B.C. 222, in the temple of Jupiter
Peretrius, of the spolia opinui, which he had taken from the Gaulish chief, Britomartus or
Viridomarus, the leader of the Boii and Insubres, whom he slew with his own hand (Virgil,

Aen., vi. 855 f.).
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A'l. Keiyht Metal
and Size

COINAGE OF EOITE

Obverse Reverse

4209 ' 124-2 ^ -8

Circ. B.C. 41 ; a.u.c. 713 '

M.AR.RIVS SECVNDVS

(MAECUS AEEIUS SECUXDUS)

Aureus

M AR.R.IVS • SECVNDVS
around Bust of Eortuna
r., slightly draped, wear-
ing diadem, earring in

shape of cross, and neck-
lace ; hair collected into

a knot behind ; locks

falling down the neck

;

above head, F • P • R. {For-

tuna populi romani).

A spear between a wreath on
the 1. and a square orna-
ment intersected by diago-

nals and surmounted by
a tuft on the r.^

[PI. Iv. 17.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

4210 58-8

Denarius

Tj'pe I.

M -8 M . AR.R.1VS • SECVNDVS
around Head of Quintus
Arrius r., bare, sHght

beard.

Similar.

[PI. Iv. 18.]
(Northwick Coll.)

' The same conditions appear to have existed at the mint at Rome in b.o. 41 as in the two
previous years ; for Count de Salis has again assigned to this year the issues of two ordinary
moneyers, Marcus Arrius Secundus and Publius Accoleius Lariscolus, who commemorate on
their coins events relating to their family history. The former struck coins in gold and silver

;

the latter in silver only.

There appears to be no mention in Roman history of the Arria gens before the first

century B.C., but it is more prominent in imperial times. From the types of his coins it would
appear that the moneyer, M. Arrius Secundus, who is the only member of his family of whom
coins are known, was a son of Quintus Arrius, who, when praetor B.C. 72, defeated Crixus, one of
the lieutenants of Spartacus, in the Servile vrar, killing some 20,000 of the enemy, but was him-
self subsequently defeated by Spartacus. In B.C. 71 Arrius succeeded Verres as propraetor in
Sicily, but died on his way to his province.

- Borghesi (QHuvres compl., t, i., pp. 41-132) gives a history of the Arria gens, and explains
the reverse type of the aureus and that of the denarius as representing the golden speai',

wreath, and military harness, which the Senate presented to Q. Arrius for having saved the re-

public from so grave a crisis as that above mentioned. Babelon (vol. i., p. 220) describes the
object on the right of the spear as the phalerae. It appears, however, rather to be the headgear
of a horse, i.e. a bridle or frontale. Homage was also rendered to the goddess Fortuna of the
Roman people, Fortuna populi romani, hj the Senate for this victory. On the denarii we have
the portrait of Q. Arrius, and not of Octavius. as was formerly thought; and on the reverse of

Type II. is phown Arrius seizing a standard from one of his soldiers which lie is about to cast

into the ranks of the enemv, so as to rouse the courage of his men with a view to its recoverv.
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No.
^ and Size

Ohverse Rcvrrse

56-5

4211

M -8

Type II.

M-AR-R-IVS behind Head
of Quintus Arrius r.,

bare ; slight beard.

SECVNDVS (in exergue).

Two legionary soldiers

walking r. ; the foremost

one, armed with spear,

turns back and seizes

one of the two standards

borne by his companion.

61-6 M -75

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 221, no. 3.]

n . ACCOLEIVS LARISCOLVS

(PUBLIUS ACCOLEIUS LAEISCOLUS
')

Denarius

Bust of Acca Larentia r.,

draped ; head closely

bound with fillet, and
hair arranged in close

locks above her fore-

head; around, P • ACCO
LEIVS LAKlSCOLVS

Three statues of the Nyvi-

phae Querquetulanae in

form of caryatides facing,

supporting on their hands
and shoulders a beam or

stand, from which issue

five trees ; the nymph on
the 1. holds a poppj-

;

that on the r. a lily.

[PI. Iv. 19.]

(Nott)

' The Accoleia gens is only known from coins and inscriptions. The name of P. Accoleius
Lariscolus occurs in an inscription found near Civita Laviuia (L. Borsari, Scavi, 1898, p. 66).
Other names of the family, P. Accoleius Bnhemerus and L. Accoleius Abascantus, are also found
in inscriptions. Publius Accoleius Lariscolus is the only member of his gens of whom we have
coins.

The cognomen Lariscolus seems to haTe the same origin as Lariscus, and to be associated
with the worship of the Lares (Bckhel, Voct. num. vet., t. v., p. 113). We may therefore see

an allusion to the moneyer's name in the types of his coins, a not uncommon occurrence in

the case of the coinage of the Roman Republic.

The bust on the obverse has been identified as that of Acca Larentia or Laurentia, a
mythical person who occurs in the stories of early Roman history. Pliny (Hist. Nat.,

xviii. 2) and Ovid (Fast., iii. .55) have identified her as the wife of the shepherd Faustulus
and the nurse of Romulus and Eemus after they had been taken from the she-wolf. Other
accounts are given of her origin, but it seems clear that she was of Etruscan birth and
connected with the worship of the Lares, from which her name Larentia may have been
derived. The annual festival of the Larentalia appears to have been instituted in her honour
(see Mommsen, Roin. Forsclmnrien,vol. ii., pjj. If,). In virtue of her praenonien, Acca, she was
apparently the eponym of the gens Accoleia ( Prellfr, Horn. Myth., 3rded., vol. ii.,p. 27, note i.).

Borghesi (CEurres compl., t. i., pp. 365 f.) has recognized in the three figures on the reverse
the Querquetulanae virae, the nymplis who presided over the green forests, and to whom were
consecrated the groves of the Lares on Mount Coclius, Festus [s.v. Qucrquetulan^c^ n-ivos

4 D
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Xo. Weiiht
Metal

and Size

4212 59-7 Jx -75 Similar.

i213 54-9 .-R -85 Similar.

COINAGE OF EOME

Ohverse Reverse

Similar.

(Gracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

4214 59-7 A\ -70 Similar; the head of Acca Similar.

Larentia is not bound [Pi. iv. 20.]
with a fillet, and a long (de Sails Coll.)

look of hair en queue falls

down her neck.

Circ. B.C. 40 ; a.u.c. 714 '

C . NVMONIVS VAALA

(CAIUS NUMONIUS VAALA ^)

Aureus

421.3 1250 I A' -95 Bust of Victory r., hair

collected into a knot
behind, and ornamented
^Yitll pearls ; a plait

arranged in a loop at

the top of the head.

A warrior armed with shield

and sword attacking a

vallum, which is defended
by two soldiers ; on r.,

C. NVMONIVS; in

exergue, VAALA
[PI. Ivi. 1.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

the following definition of the name:

—

Querquetidanae virae pnfantiir significari Kymphae
l^racsidetiteg qverqueto virescenti. These nymphs had a sanctuary on the Esquiline, called

the Qitcrqudulanuia saceUvm (Varro, L.L., v. 49), and one of the gates at Eome, situated

between Mount Coelins and the Esquiline, was called the Qiicrqtiefulana porta. Little,

however, is known of their cult.

In the name Lariscolus on the coins the letter I is taller than the other letters. The use

in inscriptions of the tall I dates from the time of Sulla, and takes the place to some extent

of the niore ancient E I , which denoted the long vowel. This is its iirst occurrence on coins

struck at the Eoman mint, but from this time it is met with not infrequently.

Specimens of the coinage of P. Accoleius Lariscolus were present in neai-ly all the linds,

the burial of which are assigned to this Period or slightly later (see Tables of Finds).

Bahrfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1900, p. 6) mentions a hybrid with the reverse of the denarius of

Lariscolus, and having for obverse tvpe the head of Augustus with the legend , , , . TR .

POT, MX,
1 The issues attributed to this year are those of Caius Xumonius Vaala and PetilHus

CapitoUnus : the former striking in gold and silver ; the latter in silver only. They were
evidently ordinary officers of the mint, and the types of their coins record events connected

with tlie history of their respective families. The coinage of this year is therefore assimilated

to those of the three preceding ones. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 264) has suggested that the

colleagues at the mint of 0. Numonius Yaala were ]\r. Arriua Secundus, C. Clodius Pulcher,

and L. Servius Sulpicius Eufus, who would form a quatuorvirate.

* Xo mention of the Xumonia gens occurs in history till late in the Republic or early in

the Eni]dre. We therefore do not know the particular event recorded on the above coins, but

it niav bo presumed that an ancestor of the nioneyer, whose portrait is given on the obverse of

the denarius, received the cognomen Yaala
(
Vallmn) for some act of bravery such as is depicted

on the coinage of his descendant. Of the moneyer himself nothing certain is known beyond
what we learn from his coins, but Horace (circ. B.C. 22) addressed one of his Epi-'^tJes (i. 15) to

u Xuiuonius Vaala, whose piraenomen he does not give, but who may be the moneyer of these

coins (Babelon, /"C. cit.).

A likeness of Fulvia, the first wife of Mark Antony, has been traced in the features of



No. Weight ^{'^^^
ana Size

4216

i217

62-5

62-0

M -85

CIEC. B.C. 40; A.U.C, 714

Ohverse

Denarius

571

Reverse

Al -8

Head of Numonius Vaala
; Similar ; legend, Mkk^tK

r., bare
; around C- NV I only, in exergue.

MONIVS VAALA' [pi. ivi. 2.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

PETILLIVS CAPITOLINVS

(PETILLIUS CAPITOLINUS^)

Denarius

Type I.

Head of Jupiter r.

;

CAPITOLINVS
behind,

4218
:

60-6
\
JR. -7

4219
:

59-4
\ /R -75

Similar.

Similar.

PETILLIVS below Temple
of six columns ; between
three of which are hang-
ing ornaments ; the pedi-

ment is decorated with
demi-horses at the sides,

and a demi - horseman
at the apex ; in the in-

tervals, crockets; in the
tympanum, an eagle (?).

[PI. Ivi. 3.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

(de Salis Coll.)

Victory on t)ie obverse of tlio aureus. The bust is very similar to tliat on the quiuarius which
was struck by Antony in B.C. 43 or 4-2, and which is attributed to Lugdunum (Babelon, vol. i.

p. 168, no. 32). It does not, however, seem probable that the Senate, wliirh appears as yet not to
have admitted the portrait of Antony as triumvir on the coinage of the Roman iiiiut, would
allow that of his wife to be depicted. It might therefore be only a coincidence, and it is not
impossible that the engraver, when jDreparing the dies for his coins, may have taken the jiioui'

struck by Antony as his model or pattern for the obverse (see also the denarius of L. Mussidius
Longus, p. 575, no. -122!J). A portrait of Calpuruia, wife of Julius Caesar, is similarly supposed
to be represented in the features of Venus, whose bust is found on an aureus commemoratin"-
his fifth consulship (see above, p. 540).

The duplication of the vowel in the cognomen Vaala is an archaism which occurs in only
two other instances on Roman republican coins, viz., in that of i'eclij: on coins of Paustus
Cornelius Sulla (see above, p. '172, no. 3826), and in that of C. Vibius Varus (see below, jd ."j.s7).

' The name on the obverse is no doubt that of the monoyor, whilst that on the rcvcrsi'
would refer to the person portrayed on the obverse.

A variety of the denarius has the legend on the reverse similar to that on the aureus. It
is probably a hybrid caused by an interchange of dies (Babelon, vol. ii., p. 265, no. 3).

The denarius of Vaala was restored by Trajan.

^ The cognomen CaxoitoUnus was borne by several Roman gentes, denoting that at some time
they had dwelt on the Capitoline hill. For the Petillia gens it would appear to have had a special
signification, since we may gather from the types of the above coins that the family held some



orJ COINAGE OF EOME

No. V-ii.iU

i-220

i-2-21

i-222

1223

4224

62

54-5

422j 58-0

and Si:e

A\

Obvi Rt'versc

Type II.

An eagle, with spread

wings, standing towards
r. on thunder-bolt; above,

PETILLIVS; below, CAP
ITOLINVS

.51 -8 Similar.

60-5 ^R -7.3 Simila

o'Jo .11 -75

ar.

Similar.

59-3 ,K -75
I

Simil

.11 ' i5
, Similfiar.

Similar ; the pediment of

the temple is ornamented
with armed figures in-

stead of crockets ; in the

tympanum is a seated

figure of Jupiter between
two other figures, re-

clining (?) ; no legend.

[PI. Ivi. 4.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

' Similar ; in the field at the

sides of the temple, the

letters S F (Sacris faci-

;
midis).

j

[PI. Ivi. 5.]

Similar.

(Townley Coll.)

Similar ; the letters in the

field transposed, F S for

S F

[PI. Ivi. 6.]

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

hcrcilitai y oIRce connected ivitli the temple of Jupiter which stood on tbe Caijitol. The
selioliast of lliii-iice (Sot., i. 4, 24) relates that a Petilli^is Capitolinias, who was in charge of

the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, was accused of having stolen the crown of Jupiter, but
was acquitted liv tlie judges in consecjuence of his being a friend of Augustas. It is not
improbable that this Petillius Capitolinus was the moneyer, and that he subsequently
succeeded to the family office, which is commemorated by the tyjies of the coins. He is the

only member of the Petillia gens of whom we possess coins. The letters S . F or F , S were
interpreted by Taillant (Xunt. fam. roHi., t. ii., p. 221) as sa<:ris fcii'iundi?, an allusion to the

functions discliarged by the members of the Petillia family in regard to the temple of Jupiter.

Havcrcanip stiggests Scnti t'l7^^^-, while Ijckhel offers no solution. Babelou (vol. ii., p. 291)
considers that the coins of Petillius Capitolinus and P. Accoleius Lariscolus were struck in

B.C. 43. .\-S, however, he had already assigned to that year the issues of Jl. Arrius Secuudus,
C. Clodius C. f. Pulcher, C. Xunnaiitis Vaala, and L. Scrvius Sulpieius Rufus (ih., vul.i., p. So),

he is of opinion that Pclilliiis and Accoleius did not strike money as ordinary officers of the
mint, but as quaestors of the army of the Senate. The coins themselves supply no evidence

for such a statement; moreover, tliere is no historical record that either Petillius or Accoleius

ever held the office of cjuaestor. The coins of Petillius appear to have t-een the latest pieces

in the h-au Bartolomeo in Sasso Forte find (see Tables of Finds).



No. Weight Metal
and Size

CIEC. B.C. 39; A.U.C. 715

Obverse

573

Reverse

4226 124-i N -8

Ctrc. B.C. 39 ; a.u.c. 715

'

L.MVSSIDIVS T. F. LONGVS

(LUCIUS MUSSIDIUS TITI FILTUS LONGUS)

Seeies I.

Type I.

Aureus

Head of Mark Antony r.,

bare, with beard ; around,
MANTONIVS-III-VIK.
K • r • C (Triumvir rei-

piMicaa constitiLcndae).

Mars, helmeted and naked,

standing r., leaning with
r. hand on spear, and
holding in his L, para-

zoninm, to which is

attached a strap ; his 1.

foot is placed upon a

shield; around, L-MVSSI
DIVST.F.LONGVS-IIII-
VIK-A-P-F. {Quatuorvir
auro inLblico feriundo).

[PI. Ivi. 7.]

(Wigan Coll.)

1 The moneyers whose coiDS are assigned to this year are Lucius Mussidius T. f. Longus
and Lucius Livineius Begiilus, both of whom strucl^ in gold and silver. These are the latest

pieces o£ the Konian mint which occurred in the Yigatto find. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 240) assigns

these coinages to B.C. 43—42, and associates with Mussidius and Livineius, ]?. Clodius M. f.

and C. Tibius Varus, thus completing a qnatuorvirate of the mint, but Count do Salis has
attributed the issues of these last two moneyers to B.C. 38 (see below, jj. 582).

With this year we enter on a somewhat now phase in the character of the types of the coins

struck at Bome. Previously the only portraits of living jiersonages which had appeared on
these coins were those of Julius Caesar and Mark Antony (see above, pp. 542, 550). In B.C. 39
wc have not only meinorial portraits of Julius Caesar, but also the portraits of the triumvirs,

Antony, Ootavius, and Lepidus (see above, p. 557). A sj)ecial order appears to have been issued

in connection with the striking of the gold coins M'ith the portraits of the triuixivirs, as shown
by the letters A . P . F {Auro jnMico feriundo) to be found on some pieces of both the moneyers
of this year. Though no attempt had been made to portray living personages on the coins of

the Roman mint since Caesar's death, beyond that of Antony above mentioned, the practice

had been general in connection with those issued in the provinces. Brutus in his flight to

the East struck coins with his own portrait ; and from B.C. 43 those of Antony, Octavius, and
Lepidus appeared on many, both of gold and silver, issued by them in their respective provinces

in the East, Gaul, and Africa. From this time onwards the coinage lost a great deal of

its otHcial character, and was invested with a personality previously remarkable for its absence.
The types employed by the moneyers of this year may be divided into two series: one

relating to contemporary events ; the other connected with the traditions of their respective

families. By retaining the second class of types it would seem that the moneyers were
unwilling to abandon a long-established custom.

Of the moneyer Lucius Mussidius Longus, the son of T. Mussidius Longus, we know
nothing but what we learn from his coins. No mention is made of the Mussidia gens by
ancient writers, and L. Mussidius is the only member of whom we possess coins. The types,

as already mentioned, are of two series : the first relating to the triumvirs and contemporary
events; the second, evidently to a tradition connected with his own family. The figure of

Mars, and Victory in a biga, on Types I. and II. are intended as a tribute to the triumvirs,

probably more especially in connection with the victories over Brutus in the East. The
cornucopiae on Type III., the head of Ceres and the corn-wreath on Type IV., and the head
of Concordia and the joined hands holding a caducous on Type V., and possibly also the
cornucopiae on a celestial globe, &c., on Typo VI., may relate to the agreement between
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Xo. Weight
g^^^ff.^

Obverse Reverse

I

;

Type I. var. a111
;

Aureus

4227 123-9 X -S Head of Octavius ' r., bare, Similar; the legend starts

with shaht beard; around, from behind the figure of

CCAESAK- III .VIR..K. Mars; A-P- F-forA- P- F-

r • C [PI. Ivi. 8.]

i

(Pembroke CoU.)

!

'

j Type I. var. b

I

j

Aureus

J:22S 123'6 JT -S Head of Lepidus 1., bare; Similar; the legend starts

around, M • LEPIDVS • above the figure of Mars,
'

III .VIRR-P -C asonno. 42'26; A.P.F-
j I

[PI. Ivi. 9.]

I I (Cracherode Coll.)

OctaTius and Sextus Pompey conclnded early in B.C. 39, by wliicli the latter pledged himself
to provide Italy ivith corn in return for the provinces of Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and Achaia,
the augurship, an indemnification of seventeen and a half millions of denarii for his private
fortune, and a promise of the consulship. For some time previously Soxtus had cut off iihe

supply of provisions to Italy, T\-hich had caused great distress both inside and outside the
capital. It seems therefore probable that the gold and silver coins tvith these types were
specially struck to meet an extraordinary expenditure on this occasion. This would not only
account for the representation of the head of Juno Moneta on Type IV. var., but also for the
somewhat coarse fabric of some of the aurei, the dies for which may have been executed at

a short notice. In connection mth the portrait of Octavius, which is represented with a slight

beard, it may be observed that, as a sign of motu-ning, he did not shave from the time of Caesai-'s

murder till after the war with Seitus Pompey in B.C. Sti, who was the last survivor of his

uncle's murderers. Dion Cassius (xlviii. 34) relates that Octavius shaved his beard in B.C. 39,

when L, Marcius Censorinus and C. Calvisius S.tbinns were consuls, on the occasion of the
celebration of the public games, but the evidence of the coins proves that he did not shave
till after the defeat of Sestus Pompey, three yeai-s later.

The most interesting types of the coins of Mussidius, and perhaps the most difficult to

explain, are those connected with Yentis Cloacina. The name Cloacina (derived from cliurc or

cloare, to wash, cleanse, or purify) was that given to Yenus Ecpiatrix. Pliny [Hist. Xat., xv.

36) relates that after their combat the Romans and the Sulines purified themselves with branches
of myrtle on the spot where later were erected the statues of Venus Cloacina. These statues
stood on the north side of the Forum near the Comitia. and above the Cloaca Maxima. It

would seem from the coins that Venus Cloacina had not a temple in the Forum, but tliat the
monument erected to her consisted of a circular platform with a trellis-pattern balustrade.

The approach was on the left side, and is indicated liy a fliarht of steps and a portico. On this

platform were placed the statues of the goddess (ct. H. Tliedeuat, Le Forum roniain, p. S7).

As Pliny speaks of t.i;;iia we may conclude that both statues sho^^-n are of Venus, but probably
representing her under different aspects. The platform still exists in the Forum, and there

are indicatious on it where the statues were placed. The head of Concordia in connection with
this reverse records the close union and friendship which was established between the Romans
and the Sabines, who settled on the Quirinal, and built there a temple to the god Sol, whose
cult they specially honoured (PrcUer, EOm. myth., 3rd ed., vol, i,, pp. 3i4, 32,j). To this

circumstance we would attribute the association of the head of Sol with Venus Cloacina on
the coinage. This solution of this interesting type has been arrived at quite independently
of Dr, Dressel's views, expressed in Da.< sacrum Cloacinac, Wiener Studicn, xxiv. Jahrg.,

pp. 418 f. Dr. Dressel thinks that the portico on the left may be the Basilica Aemilia.

Babelon (vol. ii., p. 241) suggests that the two figures standing ou the platform (which he
describes as a vessel) are Rcmulus and Tatius, the king of the Sabines. It is diflficult to

account for tho association of this type of Venus Clcutcina with the Mussidia gens. It ntay

have been that an ancestor of the moueyer was traditionally connected with the erection of

these statues, or that the family claimed to be of Sabine origin. The types are evidently in

some way to be associated with the moncyer's family. The moneyer's name is giveu some-
times in the genitive ease (see Xo. 1235, }i. .'»7t>),

1 After the death of Julius Caesar Octavius took the name of Cains Jidius Caesar Octaviauus.

Ho is from that time variously styled by ancient writers, Octavius, Octaviauus, or Caesar. For
simplification the first name is here used till he was created Augustus.
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No. Wenilit

4229 59-9

Metal
aitij Size

M -8

4230

4231

125-3

123-2

4232 I
123-7

A"^ -8

N -8

N

Obvei- Revei'sr

Type II.

Denarius

Bust of Victory r., draped,

hair collected into a knot

behind, and ornamented
with pearls ; a plait also

decorated -with pearls is

arranged in a loop at the

top of the head.'

Victory in biga r., horses

galloping; she holds

goad in r. hand, and
reins in 1. ; above, L
MVSSI DIVS; below,
LONGVS

[PI. Ivi. 10.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

Type III.

Aureus

Head of Mark Antony r.,

bare, -^vith beard ; around,

M ANTONiVSIIIVIK-
K.P C

Cornucopiae tied with fillet

;

between, L- MVSSI DIVS
on 1. ; LONGVS on r.

[PI. Ivi. 11.]

Type III. var. a

Aureus

Head of Ootavius r., bare,

with slight beard; around,

C-CAESAR.. IIIVIR.K.
r .c

Similar.

[PI. Ivi. 12.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Type III. var. b

Aureus

Head of Lepidus 1., bare;

around, M LEniDVS-
III .VIR.R.. n c

Similar.

[PI. Ivi. 13.]

(Blacas Coll.)

' Owing to the similarity of this bvist of Victory to that fignred on the aureus of C. Nu-
monius Vaala (see above, p. 570), especially in the arraugeiiRnt of the hair, this one also is

generally described as bearing the features of Fnlvia, the lirst :vife of Antony (Babelou, vol. ii.,

p. 242, no. 4'). As, however, Fiilvia died in e.c. 40, and those denarii do not appear to havo

been struck till the following year, by which time Antony had married Ootaviii, the rc^svmblanco

between the types may only be due to the fact that the artist ^^ ho made the dies took the earlier

piece for his model. The drapery on the bust of Victory described above is copied from that on

the fio'ure of Acca Larentia as shown on the denarii of P. Accoleius Lariscolus (i-ec above, p. ijilii).



576

Xo. Weiglit Metal
and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Oiverse

Type lY.

Aureus

Reverse

4233 124-2 X -8

4234 124-4

4235 125-5
,

X -8

4236 57-3 .R 10

4237 64-0 .-R

Head of Ceres r., -wear-

ing -uTeath of corn and
necklace ; hair falling in

n-umero-us close locks

do-wn her neck.

Similar.

L.MVSSIDIVS ,,.
LONGVS ^'^*^^°

Wreath of corn, tied

above.

[PI. Ivi. 14.]

(Payne Knight Coll.)

Similar; L-MVSSIDI
LONGVS

wi-eath tied belo-w.^

[PI. l-Ti. 15.]

Type IV. var.

Aureus

Head of Juno Moneta (?) r.,

wearing diadem and
necklace ; hair falling in

numerous close locks

do-wn her neck." I

L.MVSSID
-within WreathLONGI

of corn, tied above
[PI. Ivi. 16.]

(Nott)

Type Y.

Denarius

Head of Concordia r.,

veiled, and -wearing dia-

dem ; behind, CONCOK
DIA

Two right hands joined
holding caduceus ; belo-w,

LMVSSIDIVS LONGVS
[PI. Ivi. 17.]

(Xott)

Type YI.

Denarius

Head of Julius Caesar
laureate.

Cornucopiae on celestial

globe, between rudder on
1. and winged caduceus
and flamen's cap on r.

;

above, and on r., L •

MVSSIDIVS. LONGVS
[PI. Ivi. 18.]

' Another varietv reads
L.MVSSIDI

242, no. 2VLONG I

(Babelon, vol. ii., p.

Babelon (loc. cit.) does not appear to have noticed this variation in the obverse type,
-viz., that the head is diademed, and does not -\>'ear a corn --wreath. In this instance -we

-would identify it as of Juno Moneta.
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No.

4238

4239

4240

4241

4242

4243

4244

4245

4246

4247

Weujlit

63-3

59-9

57-4

56-5

63'8

59-8

61-7

57-0

58-7

57-0

Metal
and Size

M -7

M -75

M -7

M -7

Olverae

M -65

M -7

M -8

JR -75

yR -7

JR -75

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Similaar.

Revc'r.'<e

Similar ; moneyer's name
above the type.

[PL Ivi. 19.]

(Cracherocle Coll.}

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name
continuous above and on
1. of type.

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar ; moneyer's name
reading dov/nwards on 1.

and below the type.

[PI. Ivi. 20.]
(Blacas Coll.)

Seeies II.

Type YII.

Denarius

Head of Concordia r.,

veiled, and wearing dia-

dem ; behind, CONCOK
DIA (similar to no. 4236).

Similar.

Similar ; star ' below chin

of Concordia.

Similar.

Similar ; crescent below
chin of Concordia.

Similar.

A circular platform orna-

mented with a trellis-

pattern balustrade, and
inscribed CLOACIN ; on
it are two draped statues

of Venus Cloacina ; each
statue rests r. hand on
cippus ; the one on 1.

holds flower in 1. hand
;

on the platform to r. is

a low column sur-

mounted by an orna-

ment, and to 1. of the
platform is a flight of

steps and a portico; above,

L-MVSSIDIVSLONGVS
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 1.]

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 2.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 3.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

1 The star and the orescent (see no. 4246) may relate to the worship of Sol and Diima
which was introduced into Rome by the Sabines,

4 B



Xo.

42-49

4250

4251

4252

59-0

5S-2

57-6

51-3

60-4

Metal
and Size

COIXAGE OF EOME

Diverse Reverse

Type YII. var.

^E. '75 Bust of Sol facing, radiate Similar.

and di-aped.

-R -S Similar.

.-R 'S Siaiilar.

JR -7 Similar.

-R '75 Similar.

4253

4254

59-7

57-6

-R

-R

75 Similar.

•75 Similar.

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 4.]
I (Woodhouse CoE.)

j

Similar.

I
(Woodhouse Coll.)

Similar ; the platform is

inscribed CLOAC, and
each of the statues rests

\

r. hand on a bird which
stands on the cippus.'

(de Sails CoU.)

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 5.]

Similar.

L . LIVINEIVS REGVLVS
(LUCIUS LIYIXEIUS EEGULUS^)

Series I.

Type I.

Aureus

4255 1 123-1 X -85 Head of Mark Antonj- r.,

bare, with beard ; around,

M-ANTONIVS-III-VIR-
K . r . C {Triumvir rc-

piihJicae constituendae).

4256 125-1 X -85 Similar.

The hero, Anteon, naked to

the waist, seated towards
1., head facing, on rocks
his shield at his side

he holds spear in r. hand
and parazonium in 1.

around, commencing onl.

L.R.EGVLVSIIII.VIK
A- P F {Quatuoriir auro
puhlico feriundo).

[PI. Ivii. 6.]

(Wigan Coll.)

Similar ; shield ornamented
with head of Medusa or
Hercules, and legend
commencing on r., and
A . P • F for A . P . F

[PI. Ivii. 7.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

' Bahi-feldt (Ziir. f. Xum.. li^'7. p. 49) describes a varierv ou which the legend CLOACA
and the moncyer's name are retrograde.

- Lncius Liriucius Regulus, like his colleague L. Mussidias Longus, is not known to us
from history, and oiu" information about him is derired only from his coins, which tell us that
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No. Wcvjht

4257

4258

125-0

127-1

iletal

and Size

N -8

Obverse Reverpo

N -8

Type II.

Aureus
Head of Octavius r., bare;

around, C • CAESAK III •

VIK.R..P.C

Similar.

Aeneas walking r., and
bearing on his shoulders

his father, Anchises

;

around, from 1. upwards,
L-REGVLVS nil VIK-
A- P.F-

[PI. Ivii. 8.]

(Trattle Coll.)

Similar ; legend from 1.

downwards, and A P F

for A . P F •

[PI. Ivii. 9.]

(Wigan Coll.)

lie was the sou of Lucius Liyiueius Itcgulus, the praetor, who, with his brother Marcus, was
a friend of Cicero, and who appears to have served under Caesar in the African war, B.C. 4(J

(Hirtius, Bell. Afr., 89). As already stated (see above, p. 573), Babelon has associated
P. Clodius M. f. and C. Tibius Varus with Mussidius and Livineius as colleagues at the mint.

The coins of Livineius raise an issue which, besides being a novel one, is somewliat
difficult to settle. From them it appears that he struck money as a qaatuorvir of the mint
and as a praejfctus Urii. The question has been discussed by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 14-i) who
says, " one of two hypotheses must be admitted, cither that the coins were strnck ))y t^^o

different persons, one as a magistrate of the mint between B.C. 43—42, the other as praefectns
XJ'i'iis, perhaps in B.C. -15, "n^ith L. Munatixis Plancus, to whoni, "with others, Caesar during his

absence in Spain committed the government of Rome, or that the nioneyer on the completion of

his term of office was elevated to the rank of praefectns Urbis, and in that capacity continued
to issue money." Babelon accepts the second hypothesis. The evidence of finds is .against any
interval having- existed between the two issues, viz., those on which he is styled a quatuorvir
and those on which he is stjleA praefectus Urbi. We may, therefore, suggest a third hypo-
thesis, which is, that during his year of office, as amoneyer, Livineius was promoted to the rank
of a praefectus TJrbi, specially to superintend the issue of corn to the Roman people and the
celebration of the public games. The coin-types bear >yitncss to this last suggestion, but they
contain no evidence whatever that the issue could have taken place as early as B.C. 4.-3. Had
they been struck at the earlier date they would probably have borne, like the coins of Plancus,

some special reference to Julius Caesar himself. A somewhat similar case to that of Livineius

will be found in connection with the moneyers Q. Yoconius and Ti. Sempronins (Jraccus, who
were quaestores designati during their year of office at the mint (see below, pp. 591, 593).

Mommsen (Hist. man. rom., t. ii., p. 146) was of opinion, on the evidence of the Santa Anna and
Cordova finds, that the coins struck by Livineius as a nioneyer were issued in B.C. 43, and those

as praefectui< Urbi in B.C. 38, on the ground that the burial of these two hoards took place about
the same time as the concealment of those discovered at San Niccol6 di Yillola and C'ollecchio,

i.e. circ. B.C. 44 (see above, pp. 501, 502). The classification suggested by Count de Salis, how-
ever, would bring down the burial of the Santa Anna find to a somewhat later date, so we are
unable to accept the conclusions arrived at by Mommsen. Also, the portraits of the triumvirs

were not placed on the coinage struck at Rome so early as b.c. 43 (see above, p. 557).

The types of the coins of Livineius Regulus, like those of Mussidius Longus, arc of tMO
series : one relating to the triumvirs, Antony, Octavius, and Lepidiis ; the other to himself or his

family and to contemporary events. The coins of the first series wore struck by Livineius as a

quatuorvir of the mint ; those of the second in his capacity as praefectus Urbi. The reverse types
(I. -III.) of the coins in honour of the triumvirs record the origin of their families—the descent of

the Antonia gens is traced from Anteon. a son of Hercules ; that of the Julia gens from Venus
through Aeneas ; and that of the Aemilia gens from the vestal virgin Aemilia. Type 1\'. is

complimentary to Octavius as a commander. The types of the second series record the appoint-

ment of the nioneyer's father as praetor and his own appointment as praefectus Urbi symbolized
by the curule chair and the fasces; the provisioning of the city, jirobably after the compact
betw^een (Jctavius and Sextus Ponipey, as shown by the modius and the cars of corn ; and
the celebration of the public spectacles, at which combats with wild animals and bulls took
place, as illustrated on Type VIII. of the denarius. Pliny (Hist. Nat., viii. 45) rehUcs that

Caesar, when dictator, introduced bull-fights, in which the Thcssalians showed sjiccial skill.

These spectacles were under the direction of the praofects of the city. It is quite possible that

in consequence of the peace with Sextus Pompey the public games were celebrated with greater
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So. nvf- Mdr.
and Size

Re case

4259 123-2 X s

Type III.

Aureus

Head of Lepidus r., bare; The Vestal vii-giu, Aemilia,

around, M • LEPIDVS veiled and draped, stand-

iiLviRR.- r C ing 1., holdiDg simpulum
in r. hand, and sceptre

in 1.; around, L • R.EG

VLVS IIIIVIR.A-PF.
[PI. Ivii. 11.]

(Dupre and W'igan Coll.)

i260 50-9

T^3)e lY.

Denarius

Head of Octavius r.. bare,

with siieht beard; around,
CAESAK III . VIR. FL.

P.C

Victory naked to the hips,

walking r., bearing
wreath in r. hand, and
palm-branch ink; around,
L.LIVINEIVS (from L up-

wards) ; REGVLVS (fi-om

1. downwards).
[PL Ivii. 10.]

^C^aeherode CoU.)

i261 61-2 .R

i262 60-i
! .R

' Head of Lucius Ee^
1 the praetor, r., bare;

around, L • REGVLVS •

PR. (Praetor).

Similar.

Series II.

Type V.

Denarius

ulus, Curule chah between two
fasces; above, i^EGVLVS
F( n/,'H5l ; below. PRAEF.
Vi^ {Pracfcctus Urbi).

[PI. ivii. 12.]

Similar.

(Xott)

4263

Type VI.

Aureus
123o A* S Head of Lucius Eegulus, Curule chair between six

the praetor, r., bare;

around, from 1. upwards,'
REGVLVS PR

fasces, three on either

side; above, L- LIVINE
IVS; below, REGVLVS

[PI. Ivii. 13.]

(Devonshire Coll.)

splendour in B.C. 39. Dion Cassius (xlviii. 34) sayf tliM in that rear Octavius celebrated a

great festival, and regaled the people of Eomc at a banquet at the public expense. This may
refer to tlic public games with which these coins seem to be connected. The caduceus and the

olive-branch on the coins with the head of Julius Caesar, like the modius and the ears of corn

on the other coins, may also refer to the restoration of commerce in Italy on the conclusion of

the war in ^ieily.

' A variety of this am-eus has the in:>eription reading from 1. downwards, as on the

denarii of this type (Babelon, vol. ii., pi. 144, no. 9).



JS'o. M'cirjht
Metal

and She
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Oloerse

Denarius'

581

Reverse

4:2Gi 61-4: ,11 -75 Similar ; legend reading Similar

from 1. downwards.

4265

4266

4267

4268

58-6 .R -85 I Similar.

57-5 I M -75

62-0 A\ -75

61-4

4269 59-7

M -7

M -75

4270 i 59-7
i

M -8

4271 66-4 M -75

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 14.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Similar

Type VI. var.

Denarius

Head, small, of Lucius
Eegulus, the praetor, r,,

bare ;
- no legend.

Similar.

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 15.]

Similar.

(Nott)

Type YII.

Denarius

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

Modius filled with corn

between two corn-ears

on stalks ;
' above, L -

LIVINEIVS; in exergue,

REGVLVS
[PI. Ivii. 16.]

Similar.

Type YIII.

Denarius

Combat with wild beasts

;

one combatant attacks

a lion with a spear

;

another, with shield and
sword, defends himself

against a tiger; on the

1., a wounded boar ; in

exergue, L R.EGVLVS
[PI. Ivii. 17.]

(Nott)

' Balirfeldt (Num. Zeit., 1897, p. o
;

pi. viii., no. 177) describes and figures a specimen of

this type in the Gotha collection, showing that the die-engraver having omitted the letter I in

the moneyer's name on the reverse, has inserted it above the line. There is a hybrid consisting

of the reverse of this denarius and of the obverse of that of Q. Cassius Longinus (see above,

p. 481, no. 3868; Babelon, vol. ii., p. 144).

* On this and the following coins the head of Lucius Eegulus is smaller than on the

previous ones.

There was a hybrid in the Grosspold hoard consisting of the obverse of this type, head

of L. llegulus, and of the reverse of tlie denarius of Sulla with a one-handled jug and lituus

between two troijhies (Babelon, vol. i., p. 406, no. 29; and Arcliiv f. Knnde dster. Gcschichts-

Quellen, 1863, p. 315).

3 This type was restored by Trajan.
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COIXAGE OF EOME
Metal

and Si:e

4:272 59-3
I

.R -lo
,
Similar. Similar.

J:2i3 53-0 Al -S Similar; counter - marked Similar,

behind head, NP • N£"S

(n'tioiiradc).

Reverse

i27i 60-: .R -Go

i2;5 59-9 .R -75 Similar

i276 59-0 ,R -8 ' Similar

TjToe IX.

Denarius

Head of Julius Caesar v.. Bull charging r., above,

laureate; before, winged L LIVINEIVS; below,

caduceus ; behind, lam-el- | R.EGVLVS
branch.'

j

(Blacas Coll.)

Similar.

(Cracherode CoU.)

Similar.

[PI. Ivii. 18.]

Ciic. B.C. 38; .\.u.c. 716-

P . CLODIVS M . F

(PUBLIUS CLODirS MAECI FILIUS)

Sekies I.

Tj-pe I.

Aureus

*4276
1 1234 Head of Mark Antony r.,

bare, with beard; around,
M • ANTONIVS III

VIH-K.n.C (Tiiumvir
rcipuhlicac constitueii-

dac).

Genius, winged and radiate,

standing 1., his r. foot

placed on globe ; he
holds caduceus in r.

hand, and cornucopiae

in 1., and has a bow
and quiver slung at his

shoulders ; before him,
an eagle on a eippus

;

behind, a shield ; around,

r.CLODIVSM.F.JiJI.
VIR.- A. n . F {Quatuor-

vir auro jjublico fcri-

undo).

(Imhoof-Blumer Coll.)

' Bahrfeldt {Xiini. Ztit., IS'Jii. p. 148) mentions a forgery of this deuarius in gold in the

Borghesi collection ; and another in the Gotha collection on which the name REGVLVS is

missing on the reverse. The latter exists also in silver in the Vienna Cabinet.
^ The moneyers wliose coins arc attributed to this year are Publius Clodius M. f. and

Caius Vibius Vai-ns. Babelon (vol. ii., p. 1-il) -n-ould associate with them L. Miissidius Longus
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No. ]yeigM

4277 124-7

{pierced)

Metal
and Size

.V -85

Ohverse Reverse

Type II.

Aureus

Head of Octavius r., bare :

around, C CAESAR. Ill .

VIR..R. r -C

Venus Genetrix, seated 1. on
a cippus, holds dove on
r. hand, and with 1. arm
ench-cles Cupid, who
liovers at her side ;

'

around, p. CLODIVSM.
F. Nil .VIRA. P -F.

[PI. Ivii. 19.]

(Borrell Coll.)

and L. Livineius Eeguliis, thus constituting a quatuoryirate of the mint for B.C. 43—4-2.

Count de Salis, however, divided the four issues between two years, and attributed them to
B.C. 39 and 38 respectively. There is certainly a remarkable resemblance in the character of
the types and the issues of the gold and silver coins of all four moneyers, but those of L. Mussi-
dius Longais and L. Livineius Itegulus ha\-c certain characteristics not found in the money
of P. Clodius and C. A'ibius Varus, and vice versa. The approximate date of office of Clodius
and ^'arus may be ascertained from the evidence of finds, as their coinages were among the
latest of the Roman mint that occurred in the Santa .Vnna, Ossolaro, Pieve-Quinta, Tirosspold,

Barzano, Peccioli, and Garlasco hoards. Coins of Vai'us were, however, not present in those of
Santa Anna and Ossolaro (see Tables of Finds).

Of Publius Clodius, son of Marcus Clodius, we liave no certain information beyond that
he was one of a quatuorvirate of the mint. He must not be confused with P. Clodius, who
was the son of P. Clodius Piilcher, the ojiponent of Milo, nor with the Clodius whom Caesar
sent in B.C. 48 to Macedonia, and wdio was taken prisoner at the siege of Perusia, B.C. 40, and
put to death by Octa\'ius, since his praenomen was Lucius and not Publius. Borghesi {CEnvres
compl,, t, ii., p. 72) identifies him with P. Clodius Turrinus, the rhetorician mentioned by
Seneca (Babelon, vol. i., p. 354). Like the moneyers of B.C. 39, Clodius strikes two series of

coins : one with types relating to the triumvirs and Julius Caesar ; the other bearing types
refeiTing to the cult of Apollo and Diana, possibly connected with his own family history.

On the gold coins struck in honom- of the triumvirs, Clodius, like Mussidius and Regulus,
placed after his nante the letters A . P . F {auro puhlico feriundo).

The following explanations, though perhaps not entirely conclusive in every case, may be
suggested of the types used by Clodius. The pantheistic figure on Type I., which combines the
attributes of Sol, Mercury, Mars, Victory, Portuna, and Jupiter, is probably an allusion to tlio

character and renown of Antony. Von Sallet {Zcit. f. Naiv., 1877, p. 1-37), having attributed
the issue of these coins to B.C. l3 (a.u.c. 711), thought that the type bore no reference to the
successes of Antony in the East. Their assignment to a somewhat later date renders this

explanation quite possible. Dr. A. Tercoutre's view {Rev. Num., 1890, pp. 1—11) that the
figure represents the " genius of the Roman people," and that the " crow on a rock " records
the foundation of the city of Lugdunum, may be mentioned but cannot be accepted. Venus
with Cupid on the aureus of Octavius (Type II.) can only refer to the reputed descent of

the Julia gens from that divinity, and in the reverse type of the coin of Lei^idus, if the
figure holding a sceptre and a cornucopiae be identified as that of Concordia, we may well see

a reference to the recent reconciliation between Lepidus and his colleagues. The object on her
left is somewhat uncertain, but its identification as an owl, rather than as a trophy, ivould be more
applicable to the figure of Concordia, as illustrating the wisdom of the reconciliation. Types
IV.-IV. var. b are complimentary in a general sense to the triumvirs, Antony and I )ctavius, and
to Julius Caesar as commanders. The figure of Ceres on Type V. maybe another reference
to the reconciliation with Sextus Pompey, which relieved Rome of the dearth of provisions.

Babelon (vol. i., p. 3.j.j) would explain the licad of Sol (Apollo) and the crescent moon and stars

(Diana) on Type VI. as relating to the cult of the diurnal and nocturnal divinities, which was
very popular at Rome. The transference to Diana of the characteristics of Artemis at a very
early period of her worship at Rome points to her connection \\ith Apollo on Type VII. Both
these types niay relate to the early history or to some tradition connected with the Claudia gens,
which was of Sabine origin, and which removed to Rome soon after the building of the city

(Suetonius, Tiberius, 1). We ha^'e already remarked that the worship of Diana and Sol was
introduced by the Sabines into Rome, who built temples to them on the ^Vvcntine and on the
Quirinal (see above, p. 574). Dr. A. Vercoutre's identification {Rev. Num., 1890, p. 381) of

the five stars as representing the constellation Taurus, and its punning allusion to the cognomen
Turrinus, is not convincing.

The specimen of the aureus of Mark Antony (p. 582, no. *4276) was obtained by the
British Museum after the plates illustrating this i^art of the catalogue had been worked off.

' Cavedoni {Rev. Num., 1857, p. 350) was of opinion that the cippus on which Venus
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WeiQhi Meial
and S'':e

Oh:

Type III.

Aureus*

123o A' -S .Head of Lepidus 1., bare;

around,

III -VIR
M LEPIDVS

P.C

Female figure, Concordia,

di'aped, standing towards
r., leaning with r. hand
on sceptre, and holding

in 1. hand cornucopiae

;

at her feet, an owl ?
;

around, T • CLODIVS •

M F JIII.VIR.- A-P F

'

i

4273 57-0
I M S

\_Zcit.f. Xum., vol. vi., pi. i.]

Tj-pe IT.

Denarius

Head of Mark Antony r.,

bare, with beard ; around.
M
VIR

ANTONIVS
• R. P.C

III

4279 50-7
,

.R '75

]\rars, helmeted, naked,
standing towards r., head
turned to 1. ; he leans

with r. hand on spear,

and holds parazonium
in 1. ; on 1. and r., P •

CLODIVS MF
[PL Ivii. 20.]

(Xott)

Tj'pe lY. var. a.

Denarius

Head of Octavius r., bare, i Similar.

with slight beard; around,
1

[PI. Ivii. 21.]
CAESAR IIIVIRR..P.C

I

Genetrix is seated may be the altar dedicated to the Jnlia gens near the town of BoviUae, or it

may be the large altar of the Capitol, ARA GENTIS IVLIAE, which was erected in the
previous year, B.C. 39 (see C.I.i:., no. 6125; Bull. deW Inst. arch, di Roma, 1S45. p. 122).

Bahi-feldt (Xnui. Ziit.. 1896, p. 150) mentions one other specimen of this rare aureus,
which is in the Vienna L'abiuct. and came from the Tiepolo collection. Yenus holds adore, and
not a patera, as shown in the illustration given by Babelon (vol. ii., p. 40, no. SO).

1 The only specimen known of the aureus of Lepidus of this issue is in the Berlin collec-

tion. It came from the remarkable hoard of gold coins discovered at Cajazzo, Campania, in

1S7S (Zc'''. /. Xum., 1S7S, ]i. 236). This hoard contained also the unique aureus of C. Vibius
Varus described on p. jbb.



No. Weight

4280

4281

4282

4283

4284

4285

4286

60-8

55-4

53-6

51-3

123-3

125-0

124-0

Mdiil
and Si'~e

M -75

JR -75

JR -8

M -75

A^ -85

^r -8

^ -8

CIEC. B.C. 38; A.D.C. 716

Type IV. vai-. h

Denanius

585

Reverse

Head of Julius Caesar
r., laureate ; around,

CAESAR. IMP .

Similar.

Similar.

[PL 1-m. 22.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

Type Y.

Denarius

Head of Octavius r., bare;
|

Ceres standing 1., holding

around, CAESAR. Ill-VIR.-
|

ears of corn in r. hand,

R. . r . C •

I

and leaning -with 1. on
sceptre ; behind her, P •

CLODIVS; before her,

M. F

[PI. Iviii. 1.]

Similar. Similar.

(Notfc)

Series II.

Type VI.

Aureus

Head of Sol r., radiate;

before, countermark, O

Similar ; behind head of

Sol, quiver ' ; no coun-

termark.

Similar.

Crescent moon surrounded
by five stars ; below,
p. CLODIVS

M. F

[PI. Iviii. 2.]

(Wigan Coll.)

Similar

;

p. CLODIVS
M-F

[PI. Iviii. 3.]

Similar.

(Cracherode Coll.)

' There were at least four specimens of this variety of the aureus of Clodius in the Cajazzo
hoard (see above, p. 58i, note 1).

4 P
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X-.. ir. h,;,f
Metal

0,..' ,s'<:t

COINAGE OF ROME

Ohvir/e Reverse

Denarius

i-2bl 61-S M 75 Similar; quiver behind head ' „• -i P • CLODIVS
of Sol.

Similar;
. ;v\ . F •

(To\TOley Coll.)

423y 57-9 M -To Similar. Similar.

[PI. Iviii. 4.]

(Woodhouse Coll.)

42S9 59-8 .R -7 Similar
; quiver with top. Similar.

I

(Cracherode Coll.)

Type YII.

Aureus'

124-3 y -s Head of Apollo r., laureate
;

hair collected into a knot,

and falling in two locks

down his neck
;

jewel
near his ear; behind,
lyre.

Diana Lucifera in long

drapery, her bow and
quiver behind her
shoulders, standing front,

head to r. ; she holds long

lighted torch with each
hand; on risht, P CLO
DIVS; on left, MF

[Babelon, vol. i., p. 355, no. 14.

J

4290 GO-4 Al -75 Similar.

4291 59-6 .R -7-3 Simih.^r.

Denarius'

Similar ; M • F for M • F

I [PI. Iviii. 5.]

1 (Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; M • F for M F •

* The specimen quoted bv Babelon {Joe. cit.) as being in the Tiepolo collection is now in

the Imperial Cabinet at Vienna (Balirfeldt, J'c,,.. Ziit., 1896, p. N9'l.

There are hybrids con?istiniX of the reverse type of this denarins and of the obverse of
that beai-ing the head of Augustas to r., and with the legend AVGVSTVS, and of the obverse
type with the reverses of the denarii of L. Cornelias Scipio .Vsiaiicuus fsee above, p. 206i and
Jin. Acilius (see above, ji. 496; Bahrfeldt, Zeit. f. Num., 1^77. pp. 43, 44 ; Babelon, vol. i,

l>.
3.36). This type was restored liy Trajan.
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Ko. Wciqht
Jleful

and Size
Obverse Iici'n'.<e

126-5 N -85

C . VIBIVS VARVS
(CAIUS VIBIUS VAEUS')

Series I.

Type I.

Aureus

Head of Mark Antony r., i Two right

bare, with beard ; around,

M-ANTONIVS-IIIVIR..
j

R P • C {Triumvir rei-
j

publicae constituendae).
\

hands joined
;

above" C. VEIBIVS; be-

low, VAAKVS

[Babelon, i., p. 167, no. 27.]

' Caius \'it)ris Varus is also only known from his coins, which, for reasons already given
(sec p. 583), were probably issued arc. B.C. 38. Like his colleague, P. Clodius, he struck two
series—one relating to the triumvirs, Antony, Octavius, and Lepidus ; the other recording the

cult of various divinities specially honoured in Roman mythology, in connection with which it

is not improbable that some former members of his family may have played an important role.

Coins of both series occur in gold and silver. The types of the coins of C. Vibius \';uua

struck in honour of the triumvirs show less variety than those of P. Clodius, the former
employing only one type for the gold coins and probably only one for those in silver. Tbe t\vo

joined hands on the aarei, which is a type common to all three triumvirs, may relate to their

recent reconciliation ; whilst the figure of Fortuna, which occurs only on denarii with the

portraits of Antony and Octavius, is either a reference to the prosperity which Home enjoyed as

the fruits of their victories, or it may be the expression of a wish that good fortune would attend

their arms. It may not be a mere coincidence that neither Varus nor Clodius appears to have
•struck denarii of Lepidus. The gold coins of Varus with portraits of Antony and Leijidus were
unknown before the discovery of the Cajazzo hoard in 1877 {Zeit. /. Sum., 1878, pp. 238, 242),

in which there were two specimens of the former and one of the latter.

Most of the types of the second series are of so general a character that it is not possible

to identify them directly with the history of the Vibia gens. The head of Bacchus on Type IV.

is similar to that on earlier coins of C. Vibius Pansa, in which instance its connection M-ith the

history of the moneyer's family has been shown (see above, p. 5U9). Similar representations of

Nemesis as seen in Type V. not infrequently occur on (ireek coins, notably on those of

imperial times of Smyrna and Xicomedia (see Brit. Mux. Cat., Gr. Coins, lorii'i, p. Ill pas.),

on which she is seen plucking her chiton at the neck, probably illustrating a habit amongst the

ancients of spitting into the bosom of the dress to ward off the anger of that divinity in such
transactions as might excite her ill-will (Bahrfeldt, Sum. Zeit., 1S97, p. 102). It is not
improbable that the modern habit of spitting on a coin to ward off ill-luck may have had a

similar origin. The object held by Venus on Type IX. has been variously identified as a chest

(cai'.<ula), a marine-shell (concha marina), a shallow cup (jjatera), or a mirror (C. O. Miiller,

ed. Wieseler, Denkm'dler, pt. ii., vol. i., p. 412). The identification of the object as a mirror

seems the most probable solution, as the attitude of Venus, as shown on these coins, is not

infrequently met with on vases and gems. The column is her attribute as the victorious

goddess of beauty and love (C. 0. Miiller, Denhmdler, loc. cit.). We are un.Ll)k- to offer any
further suggestions in connection with the special reference of Hercules or Minerva on Types
VII. and VIII.

The occurrence of El for I, and the duplication of the vowel A in the moueyer's name on

the golil coins with the jiortraits of the triumvirs, to denote long vowels, is unusual at so late a

date and even in this instance their us? is quite exceptional as it is limited to these pieces only

of this issue. The form E I for I was used somewhat indiscriminately on earlier coins (see

OPEIMI for OriMI, p. 172; PREIMVS for TRIMVS, p. 496; and PREIVERNVM for

PRIVERNVM, p. 483) ; but in the duplication of the vowel we have met with only two
previous instances, viz., in the name of FEELIX on coins of Faustus, the son of Sulla (see

p. 472), and in that of Vaala on those of C. Numonius Vaala (see p. 570).
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Ko. WeigM ^'f^^and Size

COINAGE OF EOME

Obverse

4292 124-3 N -8 Head of Octavius r., bare,

slight beard ; around, C •

CAESAR. III.VIR.K.r.C

lieverse

TvTpe I. var. a

Aureus

Similar.

[PI. Iviii. 6.]

(Montagu Coll.)

124-0 A" -8

4293

Type I. var. b

Aureus

Head of Lepidus 1., bare ;[ Similar,
around, M • LEPIDVS
iiiviR.R.r.c

61-4
!
M -8

4294 611

62-0

[Babelou, vol. i., p. 134, no. 39.]

Type II.

Denarius

Head of Mark Antony r., t Fortuna, draped, standing
bare, ^Yith beard.

!
towards 1., holding Victory
on r. hand, and cornu-
copiae with 1. ; on r., C

VIBIVS; onl., VARVS
[PI. Iviii. 7.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

.11 -75 Similar. Similar.

(Blacas Coll.)

JR -75

Type II. var.

Denarius'

Head of Octavius r., bare;
|
Similar,

slight beard.

[Cf. Babelon, vol. ii., p. 43, no. 86.]

' With the description of this denarius of Octavius, Babelon (vol. ii., p. 43, no. 86) figures

in error that of Antony with the same reverse type.
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No. Kvi,jU ^'f"}.' and .bice
Obverse Eevcrse

49-5

(plated)

M -15

Type III.

Denarius'

Head of Octavius r., bare.

4295 63-7

4296

4297

63-5

61-7

4298 61'2

M -75

M -75

M -75

M -75

Minerva, helmeted and
draped, standing r., lean-

ing with r. hand on spear,

and holding [Victory]

on 1.; at her side, shield;

before her, C VIBIVS;
behind her, VARVS

[Babelon, vol. ii., p. 43, no. 87.]

Sehibs II.

Type IV.

Denarius

bound
ivy and

Head of Bacchus r

with wreath of

grapes ; hair collected into

a knot behind, one look

and fillet of wreath falling

down his neck.

Similar.

Similar ; lock of hair under
chin.

Similar.

A panther springing 1.

towards a garlanded

altar, on which are

placed a thyrsus and a

bacohic mask ; in the

exergue, C- VIBIVS; on
r., VAKVS

[PI. Iviii. 8.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

Similar.

Similar.

' Babelon (loc. cit.) describes this coin as plated. It is probably a hybrid made up of the

obverse of the preceding coin and the reverse of no. 4301.
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Wii.jld
.V.fa!

and St-c
Ohvcrsi; Reverse

Type V.

Aureus

i-299 123-6
, A^ So

,

Bust of Eoma 1., weariag

j

winged and crested

helmet, and holding in

r. hand, spear directed

j

over shoulder, and on

I

1. arm, shield decorated
i with star.

Nemesis, winged, standing

r. ; she looks down at

the front of her dress,

which she holds with
both hands ; before her,

C . VIBIVS; behind her,

VAR.VS
[PI. Iviii. 9.]

(Xott)

Type VI.

Aureus

4300 1-2-2-2 ,Y -8
\

Head of Apollo r., laureate,

hair collected into a knot
behind, and falling in two

'

locks down his neck.

4301

4302

4303

4304

4305

66-8

Venus, naked to below the

waist, standing 1. near a

column, and turned from
the spectator; she gazes
into a mirror, which she
holds in her 1. hand

;

before her, C • VIBIVS;
behind her, VARVS

[PI. Iviii. 10.]

Type VII.

Denarius

M •lO Head of

reate.

Hercules r., lau-

61-0 M -7 Similar.

Minerva, helmeted and
draped, standing r., lean-

ing with r. hand on spear,

and holding Victory on 1.

;

at her side, shield ; before

her, C VIBIVS; behind
her, VAKVS

[PI. Iviii. 11.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar,

Type VIII.

Denarius

65-7 M -75 Bust of Minerva r., wearing

crested helmet and aegis.

62-5

59-9

JR -75 Similar.

-R -S Similar.

Hercules, naked, standing

1. ; his r. hand rest-

ing on club ; lion's skin

over 1. arm ; behind him,
C VIBIVS; before him,

VAKVS

Similar.

!
[PI. Iviii. 12.]

I

Similar.

(To^Ynley Coll.)



No. WeirjU
Mi-tal

uiiil Size

CIEC. B.C. 37; A.U.C. 717

Oiverse

591

]ici:ers€

4306 124-0 ^ -8

Circ. B.C. 37; a.u.c. 717'

a.VOCONIVS VITVLVS
(QUINTUS VOCONIUS VITULUS")

Type I.

Aureus

Head of Octavius r., bare,

with slight beard; around,

DIVI IVLIF.

A calf (vituhis^ walking 1.

;

above, QrVOCONIVS;
in exergue, VITVLVS

[Pi. Iviii. 13.]

(Wigan Coll.)

^ The great resemblance between the issues of (^niatus Voconiiis Vitulus and. Tiberius Sem-.
pronius Graccus shows that these nioneyers were coUeagues at the mint. They both struck coins
as quatuorviri of the mint, though Graccus alone uses this t itle, and also as quaestores designati.

This is interesting', as it proves that at this time the usually prescribed interval of two years at
least between the holdiii<; of different offices of the state was in some cases relaxed. Another
in-tance occurred in the case of L. Livineins Re^-ulus, who appears to have held the posts of an
officer of the mint and of a praefectus XJrhi, either in the same or in successive 3-ears (see
above, p. 579)

The obverse types of the coins 4)_f Yitulus and Graccus consist only of the portraits of
Octavius and Julius Caesar ; those of Antony and Lepidus not being figured as on the coins of
the two previous years. The reverse types do not show the sanie uniformity, for those of
Vitulus are of a personal natul'e, relating to his own family history only. It niay at first'

sight api)ear difficult to account for the absence of the portraits of Antony and Lepidus, but in
fixing the issue of these coins to circ. B.C. 37, this circumstance can bo explained. In B.C. 40
when Antony visited Italy a new division of the provinces was made between the triumvirs :

Lepidus retained Africa ; Octavius took under his care ail the parts of the empire west of the
town of Scodra in Illyricum ; and Antony the eastern provinces ; whilst Italy was to be neutral
ground belonging to all three in common. This arrangement was confirmed by the marriage of
Antony with Octavia, the sister of Octavius. In B.C. 38, on account of the piratical excursions
of Sextus Pompey, who held sway in Sicily, Octavius determined to deprive him of his pro-
vinces, and with that view solicited the aid of the other two triumvirs, but they would not
give him the support he needed. Though Octavius at first suffered in the naval campaign,
many of his ships being destroyed by storms, he determined to prosecute tlie fight single-
handed, andwhen Antony, fearing his growing influence in Italy, sailed early in B.C. 37 with his
fleet to Tarentum, Octavius declined his assistance. These data show that by B.C. 37 the power
of Octavius with the Senate had become paramount in Italy, and this circumstance, together
with the unpopularity of Antony on account of his intrigues with Cleopatra, and the want of
loyalty on the part of Lepidus, would well account for the exclusion of their portraits from the
types of any money issued at the Roman mint during that year. This state of affairs is more
strongly emphasized by the coinage issued after B.C. 37, when the names of the moneyers
ceased to appear on the coins, and only types in honour of Octavius were employed. The
attribution of the coins of Vitulus and Graccus to B.C. 37 is also confimied l)y the evidence of
finds, as none were present in any hoards assigned to this Period with the excejition of those
of Arbanats and Oarbonara T. The burial of these last two hoards could not have occurred
before B.C. 37 (see above, i»p. 561, 562, and Tables of Finds).

Fr. Lenormant (La Moti. dans VAvt.^ vol. iii., p. 175) has assigned the coinages of
Vitulus and Graccus to a somewhat earlier date, B.C. 41^40, basing his classification on the
circumstance that as C)ctavius was the only one of the triumvirs who was in Italy at that
time, the Senate placed his portrait only, and not those of his colleagues Antony and Lepidus,
on the coinage. This classification is, however, negatived by the conclusive evidence of
finds, and, moreover, according to Dion Cassius (xlviii. 20), Lepidus was in Rome from
B.C. 42—40, and it was not till the middle of the latter year that he quitted Italy for Africa.

2 Like most of the moneyers of this time, Q. Voconius Vitulus is only known from his coins
on some of which he styles himself qitaestor desi'jnafiip. The exclusion of this title on others
w^ould suggest that his nomination to that office was subsequent to his appointment as a quatuorvir
of the mint. He is the only member of the Yoconia gens of whom we possess coins. On the
obverse he places either the head of Octavius or that of Julius Caesar, and the only design for
the reverse is a calf (vitidi's), a punning allusion to his cognomen. Niebuhi* {Hist, of Rome
vol. i.

, p. 14) supposed that A'itulus is merely another form of Italus, and remarks that wc find
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Xo. Wei'ilt

4307 12i-0

Metal
and Size

85

Oi'f-rse Reverse

Type I. var.

Aureus

Similar ; before head of Similar ; on 1. and r. of

Octavius, lituus ; behind, calf, S • C • (Senatm coti-

DIVI.F sulto); above, Q - VO
CONIVS; in exergue,

I ,
DESIG

iQ"ae.'tor

designatus).

[PI. Iviii. 14.]

(de Salis Coll.)

4308

4309

4310

4311

4312

61-3

60-8

53-7

591

M -7

.R -7

M -75

.R 10

51-6
: M -8

Type 11.^

Denarius

Head of Julius Caesar r., A calf (litulus) walking I.

;

laureate ; behind, lituus
;

before, DIVI IVLI

Similar.

Similar.

Head of Julius

laureate.

above, Q- VOCONIVS;
below, VITVLVS; simi-

lar to no. 4306.

Similar.

[PI. Iviii. 15.]

(Nott)

Similar.

Type II. var.

Denarius

Caesar r., ' Similar ; on ,1. and r, of

j

calf, S • C ; above, Q •

VOCONIVS; below,
VITVLVS -a

DESIGN
to no. 4307.

(Xott)

Similar.

similar

Similar.

[PI. Iviii. 16.]

(Cracherode Coll.)

in the same manner in the Mamilia gens the surname Tnrrinns, that is Tyrrhenus, as it was
customary for the great Roman houses to take distinguishing surnames from a people with whoni
they were connected by blood or by the ties of public hospitality. From the coins, however, it

would appear that the Voconia gens adopted the symbol of a calf as a punning allusion to the

cognomen Vitulus. In previous instances the reverse types of coins struck in honour of the

triumvirs bore some special reference to them ; those relating to the moneyers or their families

forming a separate series. In the case of the coins of Vitulus this rule was not adhered
to. An important point of chronology in connection with the issues of Vitulus and Graccus is

that on all their coins Octavius is styled DIVI IVLI F ., or DIVI F. Previous to 37

he was stvled C. CAESAR or CAESAR only; but from b.c. 36—29 his title is exclusively

CAESAR'DIVI F.
1 Fabretti {Raccol. num., p. 264, no. 5044) describes a hybrid in the collection at Turin with

this reverse tvpe, but with the obverse, head of Julius Caesar, laureate, and the legend,

C.CAESAR blCT.PERPETVO (see above, p. 545, no. 4154),



No. Wei.iht
Metal

and i^ize

CIRC. B.C. 37; A.U.C. 717

Ohverse

v.r.i

A'tTri'^.f

4313

4314

4315

122-0

59-2

57-2

N -8

Tl . SEMPRONIVS GRACCVS

(TIBEEIUS SEMPRONIUS GKACGUS')

Type I.

Aureus

Head of Octavius v., bare,

with slight beard; arouud,

DIVI IVLIF

Fortuna, draped, standing

towards L, holding rudder

with r. hand, and cornu-

copiae with 1. ; around,

Tl • SEMrP^ON GRAC
CVS nil viR. • a d
{Quatuorvir, quaestor de-

signatus).

[PI. Iviii. 17.]

(Devonshire Coll.)

M -75

Al -8

Type II.

Denarius

Similar.

Similar.

Two military standards (a

signum and an aquihi), a

plough and a sceptre

;

above, Tl SEMPRON
;

below, GKACCVS; on r.,

IIII.VIR-;onl.,aDESIG.
[PI. Iviii. 18.]

(Nott)

Similar.

' Tiberius Sempronius Gracous, like his colleague >.). Vocouius Vitulus, is only known
from liis coins, and, also like him, he was quaestor designatus in his year of office as moncyer.
The date of his tenure of office has been discussed in dealing with the issue of Vitulus (see

above, p. 591).

The obverse types, the heads of (Jctavius and .Julius C:ii-sar, are precisely .similar to those on
coins of Vitulus, but those of the revcise differ, inasmuch as tliey are not personal to the moneyer,
but relate only to Octavius The figure of Fortuna holding a rudder and a cornucopiae on the

aureus was probably intended to refer to the good wishes of the Rrnatc and the people for his

success in the struggle with Sextus Pompey, which in B.C. :^7 was at its height ; and in the type
of his silver money we may see a reference to the promises made by Octavius to the veterans

of his army of lands and money as rewards for their services. On some of his coins Graccus
styles himself quatuorvir, but on all he gives his title of quaestor ilcsignaluH.

4 G
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,-r TT7 • 7 J Metal
No. WeigM , r, •

" ana bize

4316

4317

4318

60-2

59-1

56-7

4319

4320

62-3

60-2

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -8

M -75

COINAGE OF ROME

Obverse Reverse

Type III.

Denarius

Head of Julius Caesar r.,

laureate.

Similar.

Similar.

Similar; legend, TI-SEM
PRONIVS above and on

r. of type; GR.ACCVS
below; and .Q- DESIG-'

on 1. ; in the field, S C
{Senatus consuUo).

(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar.

[PI. Iviii. 19.]

(Nott)

Similar.

(Blaoas Coll.)

Type III. var.

Similar ; at sides of neck of

Julius Caesar, S C (Sen-

atus consulto).

Similar.

Similar; legend S-C omitted.

[PI. Iviii. 20.]
(Cracherode Coll.)

Similar ; legend, DES • for

DESIG.

' A variety reads DES for DESIG (Babelon, vol. ii.,p. 433, no. 11); andComm.Fr. Gnecclii

(Kit). Ital., 1896, p. 18) describes another without the legend S . C either on the obverse or

on the reverse. This last piece may not be a hybrid, but only the result of an interchange of

obverse and reverse dies.

END OP VOL. I.














